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ABOUT GREENWATCH

Background

Greenwatch is an environmental rights advocacy Non-Governmental Organization that was established 
in 1995, with a mission to promote public participation in the sustainable use, management and protec-
tion of the environment and the enforcement of the right to a clean and healthy environment. Our vision 
is that every Ugandan should enjoy the right to a clean and healthy environment. Our focus and project 
areas endeavor to achieve this vision.1 

One of our major objectives is to ensure that environmental law principles are incorporated in govern-
ment policies and legislation and also to ensure that judicial officers, legal practitioners and environmen-
tal law protection and enforcement agencies are trained in environmental law inter alia.

Our strategies to achieve our objectives include; working with communities, civil society Organisations, 
government institutions like the judiciary, the police, local governments, government agencies and in-
stitutions, universities and individuals through our various activities to encourage public participation in 
the sustainable management and protection of the environment and natural resources. This is to ensure 
that policy makers have sufficient knowledge on environmental law to apply to their day-to-day deci-
sion-making processes.

As a legal community, we have a responsibility to play our part in ensuring that the whole machinery of 
the law, public and private is brought into line with the objectives of a just transition to a climate resilient 
and net zero emission economy. Judges must play their part, but in order to do so, it is important to have 
adequate information about climate change that will enable the judges to make well informed decisions 
when adjudicating climate related disputes. It is with this background that Greenwatch in conjunction 
with the Judicial Training Institute (JTI) has organized the fourth annual Judicial training on climate Jus-
tice in Uganda.2

The theme for this year’s training is: “Strengthening the judiciary’s adjudicate role in administering 
climate Justice.”

1. https://www.greenwatch.or.ug/
2. Kenneth Kakuru & Irene Ssekyana” Handbook on environment law in Uganda” Volume II; February 2009
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PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL TRAINING ON CLIMATE 
JUSTICE IN UGANDA

UGANDA HELD AT MÉSTIL HOTEL & RESIDENCES, 
NSAMBYA KAMPALA

13th and 14th April 2022

Theme: Strengthening the Judiciary’s adjudicative role in administering climate justice

TIME ACTIVITY PERSON RESPONSIBLE

DAY ONE – 13th April 2022

8:30 am – 9:00 am Registration of Participants
Greenwatch Team and Judicial 
Training Institute

9:00 am – 9:05 am Welcome Remarks

Samantha Atukunda. K. Mwesigwa
Director / Legal Counsel, Greenwatch, 
and Hon. Justice Damalie N. Lwanga
Executive Director, Judicial Training 
Institute.

9:05 am – 9:15 am Opening remarks
Hon. Justice Kenneth Kakuru, Court of 
Appeal

9:15 am – 10:15 am

Strengthening Environmental 
Rights and Protection: 
A pathway to  enhancing 
Climate Action in Uganda 

Patrick Byakagaba, PhD Makerere 
University, School of Forestry, 
Environmental and  Geographical 
Sciences

10:15 am – 11:00 am
GROUP PHOTO SESSION AND 

TEA BREAK
GREENWATCH TEAM

11:00 am – 12:30 pm 

The Use of Law as a tool to 
Uphold Climate Change 
Obligations- A case study of 
Kenya 

Ms. Emily Kinama
Katiba Institute - Nairobi Kenya

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm
Discussions and Plenary 
Session

Her Worship Mary Kisakye 

1:00 pm – 2:00pm LUNCH Mestil Hotel Management
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2:00 pm – 3:15 pm Climate Justice and Gender  
Dr. Catherine Mulinde, Climate 
Scientist, Makerere University.

3:15 pm – 3:30 pm Discussion and plenary session Her Worship Mary Kisakye

3:30 pm EVENING TEA & DEPARTURE Mestil Hotel

DAY TWO – 14th April 2022

8:30 am - 9:00 am Registration of Participants Greenwatch Team and Judicial Training 
Institute Team

9:15 am – 10:15 am A Climate Justice Perspective
Robert Bakiika, Deputy Executive 
Director, Environmental Management for 
Livelihood Improvement (EMLI)

10:15 am – 10:30 am Discussion and Plenary session Her Worship Mary Kisakye 

10:30 am – 11:00 am TEA BREAK Mestil Hotel

11:00 am – 12:30 pm

PANELISTS’ PRESENTATIONS
“Climate Justice: Understanding 
the implication of National 
Development Plan III (NDP III)”

Panellists: 
Dr.Peter Mutesasira, Dean Faculty of 
Law, UCU
Bernard Namanya, BNB Advocates
Kaggwa Ronald, NPA
Eunice Asinguza, NEMA
Moses Muhumuza, NFA
Bob Natifu, Climate Change 
Department, MWE

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm Discussion and plenary session
Ms. Isabella Akiteng, Femme Forte 
Uganda

1: 00pm – 2:00 pm LUNCH Mestil Hotel

2:00pm – 2:40 pm
Connecting Climate Justice and 
Wildlife Crime

Her Worship Gladys Kamasanyu 

2:40 pm – 3:00pm Closing remarks Judicial Training Institute

3:00 pm -3:30 pm Evaluation of the training Greenwatch Team

3:30 pm Departure 
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES OF THE RESOURCE PERSONS WHO 
WILL BE FACILITATING AT THE TRAINING

We are privileged to have the following resource persons facilitate the various sessions of the training:

Patrick Byakagaba, PhD

Patrick Byakagaba is a Ph.D. holder in Forestry from Makerere University. He at-
tained his BSc. Forestry from Makerere University and MSc in Natural resource 
Management and Sustainable Agriculture from the Norwegian University of Life Sci-
ences. He has undertaken several short courses in Public Policy and Environmental 
Governance and two Post-Doctorates Training. 

He is currently employed at Makerere University as a Lecturer in the Department of Environmental Manage-
ment where he has served since 2006. He has been a visiting scholar at Brown University, Providence, USA, 
and Texas A&M University, College Station, USA. He is a visiting Lecturer at Sokoine University of Agriculture, 
Tanzania where he teaches on a regional Ph.D. (Forest Science) program.  

He has authored and co-authored over 35 papers and two book chapters in respectable peer-reviewed jour-
nals and publishers in the areas of natural resource and environmental governance, natural resource policies, 
tropical ecology, and ecological governance. He has supervised students’ research at bachelor’s, Masters, 
and Ph.D. levels at Makerere University. He has competencies and skills in Regulatory impact assessment, 
Climate change mitigation and adaptation, Climate justice, Strategic Environment and Social Assessment for 
REDD+, Designing of REDD+ Emission Reduction Programs, Environmental Governance Assessment, forest 
carbon investment, wetland and forest restoration planning, conservation policy and forest certification. 

He is a member of several professional groups such as the Standards Development Group for Forest Stew-
ardship Council in Uganda, the Uganda forestry working group, the National Committee of the Man and 
Biosphere Programme of Uganda, the Commission on Environmental, Economic and Social Policy of the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN),  the Africa Natural Capital Accounting Community 
of Practice, Alliance of World Scientists and United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Re-
search and Independent NGOs observers. He is also a member of several National Policy Working Groups in 
Uganda including the Uganda National REDD+ working group. He is the current Chairperson of the Uganda 
Forest Working Group. He works across disciplines in the quest for innovative solutions in conservation, en-
vironment, and natural resource governance and management. 

Emily Kinama 

Emily Kinama is an Advocate of the High Court of Kenya. Her educational 
background is LLB and LLM (International law) degrees from the Universi-
ty of Pretoria, South Africa, and a Post Graduate Diploma from the Kenya 
School of Law.
She currently serves as a litigation and research counsel at Katiba institute in 
Nairobi which was established after the promulgation of the 2010 constitution 
to promote constitutionalism in Kenya. She conducts public interest litigation, 
research and publishes articles on constitutional and human rights issues.

Her most recent professional background includes working as a law research clerk to the Justices at the 
Supreme Court of Kenya as well as Justice Johan Froneman of the Constitutional Court of South Africa. She 
has also previously worked in academia as an academic associate at the faculty of law, University of Pretoria, 
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and a lecturer at the faculty of law, the African Nazarene University. She has also served in the public interest 
litigation and legal aid committee of the law society of Kenya.

In relation to this training on climate change issues, Emily was part of the legal team that successfully repre-
sented Save Lamu and members of the Lamu community to challenge the establishment of the first coal-fired 
power plant in Kenya. She also represents indigenous forest-dwelling communities in Kenya- the Sengwer, 
Mau Ogiek, and the Mt. Elgon Ogiek in their fight to reclaim their community lands as owner conservators of 
forests and their proven ability to combat climate change.

Dr. Peter Mutesasira
Dean Faculty of Law, Uganda Christian University

Peter Mutesasira holds a Ph.D. in Environmental law from the University of Amsterdam 
in the Netherlands.

Currently, he serves as the Dean of the Faculty of Law at Uganda Christian University.  DR. Mutesasira has 
published books and articles on environmental law, biosafety and biotechnology law, environmental rights, 
climate change, and wildlife. He has also undertaken a number of trainings on environmental governance, 
natural resource governance, environmental and social impact assessment, natural resources inventory/re-
cords management, and capacity building in the environmental conservation of local governments. DR. Mu-
tesasira has previously facilitated the second and third judicial training on climate justice in 2020 and 2021 
respectively.

Bob Natifu 
Ass. Commissioner Climate Change Department  

Bob Natifu holds an M.Sc. Climate change and International Development 
(with Merit) from the University of East Anglia, UK (2016) alongside other cer-
tificates from universities leading in the climate field: University of Cape Town, 
2011South Africa, Radbout University Netherlands (2017) Climate Action 
for sustainable development (EC) with work experience on climate change 
spanning for over 8 years.  Currently, Mr. Natifu works as an Assistant Com-
missioner Climate Change Department, Ministry of water and environment, 
and before that worked with United Nations Development Programme UNDP.

His interests, among others, include; thinking climate adaptation to climate variability and change., percep-
tion of climate risks, climate governance and policy (particularly the roles of climate policies in shaping ad-
aptation from the bottom up), natural resource and environmental issues, poverty reduction and rural devel-
opment, climate justice-(Future generations, intergenerational equity, stranded assets, etc. ), climate finance 
and investments especially the place of private finance
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Robert Bakiika

Robert Bakiika is a scientist with over 13 years of work experience in environment, 
climate change, and sustainable development-related issues. He negotiates matters 
related to finance under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC).

Robert serves as the in-country facilitator of the Uganda NDC Partnership Plan at the 
Climate Change Department of the Ministry of Water and Environment. In executing 

this consultancy role, Robert supports ongoing coordination efforts between the NDC Partnership, non-mem-
bers, and the government of Uganda. In addition, he provides technical support, and tracks and reports 
partner progress against the implementation of the Uganda NDC Partnership Plan.

He also supports the climate change program at Environmental Management for Livelihood Improvement 
Bwaise Facility (EMLI), a local NGO as well as climate finance accounting and reporting, and has co-facil-
itated the formulation of reports on climate legislation and financing for sustainable development including 
climate action. 
He continues to serve at the Inter-ministerial standing committee on Climate Finance and National Climate 
Change Advisory Committee Plan.

 
Mr. Muhumuza Moses

Moses Muhumuza is the Head of Legal of the National Forestry Authority and 
serves as the legal adviser to the Board of Directors. Before being appointed 
head of legal in December 2018, he had served as the legal officer and pros-
ecutor for National Forestry Authority for three years. Prior to joining National 
Forestry Authority, Moses had practiced in top-tier Law firms in Uganda in an 
assortment of various legal sects.

Dr. Catherine Mulinde 

Catherine Mulinde currently works at the School of Forestry, Environmental and 
Geographical Sciences, Makerere University. Catherine does research in Cli-
mate Science, Agriculture, Geography, and Environment Science. She has skills 
in Climate modeling, Econometrics, and Drought analysis. Her most recent pub-
lication is ‘Perceived climate risks and adaptation drivers in diverse coffee land-
scapes of Uganda’.

Disciplines
Economic Geography, Econometrics, Water Science, Environmental Science, Agricultural Economics, Geoin-
formatics (GIS), Meteorology, Climatology
Skills and expertise
Climate Change and Agriculture, Environmental Impact Assessment, Weather, Climatology, Drought, Sustain-
able Agriculture, Climate Variability, Agriculture, Climate Modeling, Climate Science.
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Gladys Kamasanyu 

Gladys is a Chief Magistrate with the Uganda Judiciary. She is currently 
the head of Africa’s first and only specialized wildlife court - the Uganda 
Wildlife Court located in Kampala, the capital city of Uganda. In 2016, 
Gladys along with two other judicial officers were tasked with establishing 
the Court on the ground. She was highly involved in advising the Judi-
ciary Administration on how best the Court could operate. She was also 
involved in stakeholder committee meetings and getting the Court up and 
running. In 2017, the Uganda Wildlife Court was officially launched and 
is running.

She has since been involved in wildlife capacity-building programs organized by the International and Na-
tional Civil Society. She has attended several trainings both as a trainer and a trainee. In 2019, Gladys led 
a team of four delegates from Uganda and attended an Executive Policy and Development Symposium on 
Transnational Crime-Wildlife Trafficking and Model Law, organized by the government of the United States of 
America at the International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA), in Roswell – New Mexico.

Gladys has successfully adjudicated many high-profile wildlife cases involving a number of illicit wildlife prod-
ucts like elephant ivory, pangolin scales, rhino horns, and hippopotamus teeth.

Gladys is also the founder of Help African Animals, a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt non-governmental organization 
based in Uganda registered both in Uganda and the United States of America. Her organization protects 
wildlife through the legal system by raising awareness and building capacity about wildlife crime and other 
crimes against animals, their nature and effect, the laws protecting animals, and penalties for violation of the 
laws. The organization also monitors wildlife cases filed in courts in Uganda. 

Gladys is a holder of the world’s only advanced degree in Animal Law – LLM in Animal Law from Lewis & Clark 
Law School in Portland – Oregon (USA). She is also a holder of a Master of Laws degree from Makerere Uni-
versity, Uganda (January 27th, 2020), a Post Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice from the Law Development 
Centre, Uganda (2006) a Bachelor of Laws Degree from Makerere University, Uganda (2005), a post-grad-
uate Diploma in Public Administration and Management from the Uganda Management Institute, Uganda 
(2015), a post-graduate Diploma in Social Justice from Makerere University, Uganda (2014) and a Diploma in 
Managerial Problems and the Courts, the market and the courts, Democracy, Human Rights and the Courts 
from Copenhagen Business School, Denmark (2011).

Gladys is a holder of a certificate for training on Transnational Crime-Wildlife Trafficking and Model Law, by 
International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA), Roswell – New Mexico (June 2019), and many other certifi-
cates for training in wildlife crime.
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Mr. Bernard Namanya

Mr. Namanya holds a Master of Laws degree (LL.M) from Makerere University 
(2004), a Post Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice from the Law Development 
Centre Kampala (2000), and a Bachelor of Laws Degree from Makerere Uni-
versity (1999).

He is a founding partner of BNB Advocates, a Ugandan law firm that heads 
the climate change law practice group. He has 20 years of experience in legal 
practice, and his areas of interest include climate change law and policy; en-
vironmental law and policy; commercial law and transactions; energy, mining, 
and oil law; and litigation and arbitration.

Mr. Namanya has considerable legal experience in both civil and criminal law gained through providing legal 
representation to clients such as Uganda Government Ministries, Departments, Agencies, Banks, the World 
Bank, United Nations, foreign embassies, and international development agencies, corporate entities, indi-
vidual clients and NGOs.

Mr. Namanya’s recent accomplishments include advising the Government of Uganda on drafting the National 
Climate Change Act, 2021 passed by Parliament in April 2021, and successfully representing the National 
Social Security Fund (NSSF) in a land dispute in the High Court of Uganda.

Mr. Namanya holds a Master of Laws (LL.M), Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda, Bachelor of Laws (LL. 
B), Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda and Post Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice, Law Development 
Centre, Kampala, Uganda.

Eunice Asinguza Mubangizi  

Eunice Asinguza Mubangizi is the Ag. Legal and Cooperate Affairs 
Manager at the National Environment Management Authority.(NEMA)

She holds an LLM (Majoring in Climate Change) from the Uganda 
Christian University from Mukono, a postgraduate Diploma in Legal 
Practice from the Law Development Center, a Bachelor of Laws De-
gree from the University of Makerere, and other relevant certificates in 
the field of environment and climate change.

Eunice is a trained senior negotiator under the UNFCCC processes, and she holds 9 years’ experience in 
negotiations. She actively participated in negotiating the Modalities, Procedures ad Guidelines (MPGs) for the 
compliance Committee under the Paris Agreement which was adopted in Katowice, Poland in 2018; and cur-
rently she is a Member of the Paris Agreement on Implementation of the compliance committee representing 
the Least Developed Countries (LCD’s). 

Her major interest among others is to see countries scale up ambition in order to avert the catastrophes which 
lie ahead if no meaningful action (s) is taken, she loves seeing women play an active role in climate change 
because they are the most affected, she would love to see countries play an active role in climate governance 
and policy. She advocates for climate justice. She believes that it is everyone’s responsibility to play a role in 
order to address and preventing the effects of Climate Change because we all have one planet. 
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THE MEANING OF SOME WORDS THAT WILL BE 
COMMONLY USED OR REFERRED TO DURING
THE TRAINING

1. Climate Change:
“Climate change” means a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity 
that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is, in addition to natural climate variabil-
ity, observed over comparable time periods3

2. Climate Action:
“Climate action” is embedded in the sustainable development goals 2030 as goal number 134. Climate 
action means stepped-up efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and strengthen resilience and 
adaptive capacity to climate-induced impacts, including: climate-related hazards in all countries; inte-
grating climate change measures into national policies, strategies and planning; and improving educa-
tion, awareness-raising and human and institutional capacity with respect to climate change mitigation, 
adaptation, impact reduction and early warning5.

2. Climate Justice
“Climate justice” means preventing the serious consequences of climate change in a fair and equitable 
way. It is the inclusion, fair treatment meaningful involvement of all peoples regardless of race, gender, 
age, national origin or income when developing and implementing climate policy. Governments, busi-
nesses and citizens can all work together to cut greenhouse gas emissions at the source, while enabling 
everyone, including the poor and vulnerable among us, to benefit at the same time. Climate justice 
ensures that when it comes to putting measures in place to combat the effects of climate change all 
everyone is treated equally and benefits as a result of the climate action implemented.

3. Climate Litigation
“Climate litigation” means litigation to ensure communities, individuals, governments have substantive 
legal rights relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment and the 
means to take or cause measures to be taken within their national, legislative and judicial systems and, 
where necessary at regional and international levels, to mitigate sources of climate change and provide 
adaptation to its effects in a manner that respects human rights.6

4. Climate Resilience
“Climate resilience” is the ability to anticipate, prepare for, and respond to hazardous events, trends, or 
disturbances related to climate. Improving climate resilience involves assessing how climate change 
will create new, or alter current, climate-related risks, and taking steps to better cope with these risks7.

5. Climate Change Mechanism
“Climate Change Mechanism” refers to a mechanism to contribute to the mitigation of greenhouse gas 
emissions and support sustainable development and includes cooperative and non-market approaches 

as defined under article 6 of the Agreement8

CLIMATE CHANGE CASES3 S.2 of The National Climate Change Act 2021
4 United Nations; Sustainable development goals and targets 2030
5 https://www.sdfinance.undp.org/content/sdfinance/en/home/sdg/goal-13--climate-action.html
https://www.oecd.org/stories/climate-25-actions/
6 https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/jus/jus/JUS5911/v16/undervisningsmateriale/climate-litigation-10.03-part-i_ii.pdf
7 https://www.c2es.org/content/climate-resilience-overview 
8 Supra note 3
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DECIDED CASES

AFRICA 
Case 1

OKPABI AND OTHERS V ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC AND ANOTHER [2021] UKSC 3 

Background

In 2015, inhabitants of the Bille and Ogale communities in Nigeria brought parallel claims in negligence in 
England against UK Company Royal Dutch Shell plc (‘RDS’) and its Nigerian subsidiary, the Shell Petroleum 
Development Company of Nigeria Limited (‘SPDC’). Both claims sought damages for allegedly serious pollu-
tion and environmental damage caused by oil leaks from pipelines that SPDC operated on behalf of an unin-
corporated joint venture. The claimants argued that RDS, the UK parent, owed them a duty of care because 
it exercised significant control over material aspects of SPDC’s operations and/or assumed responsibility for 
SPDC’s operations.

The defendants challenged the English court’s jurisdiction and sought to set aside service out of the jurisdic-
tion on SPDC. Following a three-day hearing in November 2016, Mr. Justice Fraser held that while the court 
had jurisdiction to try the claims against RDS, it was “not reasonably arguable that there [was] any duty of 
care upon RDS.” As a result, the conditions for granting permission to serve the claim on SPDC were not 
made out, and the Claimants’ case against RDS was struck out. The Claimants appealed.

The Court of Appeal hearing took place in November 2017. The Court considered that Fraser J had erred 
in his approach to the evidence, and decided that it was entitled to review the evidence for itself, including 
fresh evidence adduced on appeal. By that stage, some 43 witness statements and expert reports had been 
filed. In fact, the parties chose to “swamp” the Court of Appeal with evidence, with the witness statements 
running to more than 2,000 pages of material and eight files of exhibits.[2] Nevertheless, the Court of Appeal 
undertook a detailed review of the facts and, in February 2018, the majority upheld the judgment of Fraser J 
(Sales LJ dissenting).

The Claimants’ application for permission to appeal to the Supreme Court was stayed pending judgment 
in Vedanta Resources PLC and another v Lungowe and others [2019] UKSC 20, a case which the Supreme 
Court Justices acknowledged was “very relevant to both the procedural and the substantive issues raised on 
this appeal.”

The Supreme Court judgment in Vedanta

In the Vedanta litigation, a similar question arose as to whether a parent company, Vedanta Resources Plc, 
could be held liable for alleged acts of environmental damage in Zambia associated with the Nchanga 
copper mine and caused by its subsidiary, Konkola Copper Mines plc (“KCM”).

The Supreme Court was asked to decide whether the courts of England and Wales had jurisdiction to hear 
claims of common law negligence and breach of statutory duty against the parent and subsidiary. Among 
other things, the defendants asserted that the claimants’ pleaded case and supporting evidence disclosed 
no real triable issue: Vedanta could not be shown to have done anything in relation to the operation of the 
mine sufficient to give rise to a common law duty of care, or statutory liability under Zambian environmental 

CLIMATE CHANGE CASES.
JUDGMENTS FROM ACROSS THE GLOBE
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protection, mining and public health legislation. Vedanta was, it was said, merely an indirect owner of KCM, 
and no more than that.

The Supreme Court rendered its decision in April 2019. In delivering the Supreme Court’s unanimous judg-
ment, Lord Briggs confirmed that the appropriate test of whether there is a real issue to be tried replicates the 
summary judgment test; i.e. the question is whether the claim has a real prospect of success at trial.

Lord Briggs also made clear that the liability of parent companies in relation to activities of their subsidiaries 
is not, of itself, a distinct category of liability in negligence. Ordinary principles of the law of tort regarding 
the imposition of a duty of care should apply. On the facts, whether a duty of care arises “depends on the 
extent to which, and the way in which, the parent availed itself of the opportunity to take over, intervene in, 
control, supervise or advise the management of the relevant operations (including land use) of the subsidi-
ary” (para 49). The Supreme Court held, among other things, that it was “well arguable that a sufficient level 
of intervention by Vedanta in the conduct of operations at the Mine may well be demonstrable at trial, after 
full disclosure of the relevant internal documents […].” (para 61). The question whether Vedanta owed a duty 
of care was, therefore, a real triable issue and for this, and other reasons, the English court had jurisdiction 
to hear the claim.

Okpabi: The arguments

The claimants

The claimants in Okpabi amended their case in light of the Vedanta ruling, and argued that there were 
four “routes” by which RDS could be shown to owe the claimants a duty of care:

1. RDS taking over the management or joint management of the relevant activity of SPDC;

2. RDS providing defective advice and/or promulgating defective group-wide safety/environmental 
policies which were implemented as of course by SPDC;

3. RDS promulgating group-wide safety/environmental policies and taking active steps to ensure their 
implementation by SPDC; and

4. RDS holding out that it exercises a particular degree of supervision and control of SPDC.

The above routes are, therefore, guides to the sorts of issues that claimants will explore in seeking to demon-
strate that a parent company has intervened in the business of the subsidiary to such a degree that it owes a 
duty of care to individuals harmed by the activities of that subsidiary.

With regard to the evidence, the claimants relied, among other things, on the fact that RDS had enforced 
mandatory group-wide health and safety policies, had centralized expertise and exercised top-down control 
of the health, safety, security and environmental areas of the business, and/or had joint management of the 
response to the oil spills. The claimants also relied on public Shell documents such as sustainability reports, 
and on material said to show that RDS had detailed knowledge of the environmental damage caused by 
SPDC. They relied on two documents in particular; the RDS Control Framework and the RDS HSSE Control 
Framework (the Health, Security, Safety and Environment framework). The former allegedly showed that the 
Shell Group was organized along “Business” and “Function” lines directly accountable to RDS and the RDS 
HSSE Control Framework was said to show the extent of control that the RDS Board exercised over the health, 
safety and environmental practices of its subsidiaries.
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The defendants

The defendants argued that RDS could not be responsible for environmental pollution caused by third-party 
acts of theft, sabotage and pipeline interference; while RDS has mandatory policies and guidelines in place, 
it leaves their enforcement and implementation to subsidiaries; and although it requires subsidiaries to have 
health and safety audits, it leaves overall control over pipelines and related infrastructure to subsidiaries.

The Supreme Court judgment in Okpabi

The jurisdiction question

• When determining jurisdiction at an interlocutory stage and whether there is a “real issue to be 
tried”, the Court should not conduct a mini-trial. Faced with significant volumes of evidence, the 
Court of Appeal had erred by conducting a detailed factual enquiry.

• The test for whether there is a real issue to be tried replicates the summary judgment test; i.e. 
the question is whether the claim has a real prospect of success. In determining that issue, the 
analytical focus should be on the facts alleged in the particulars of claim.

• The facts alleged in the particulars of claim should be accepted unless they are demonstrably 
untrue or unsupportable.

• Whether there is a real issue to be tried may depend on whether, on disclosure, further relevant 
materials will come to light. The Court of Appeal had wrongly assumed that any further 
documentation would be unlikely to assist.

The factual questions

• There is no special test for a parent company’s liability in tort for the activities of a subsidiary.
• Nevertheless, the four Vedanta “routes” are a convenient guide to the factual areas that claimants 

will explore in seeking to establish that the parent owes a duty of care.
• The documents at issue will include policies, guidelines, public documents and corporate and 

governance structure documents showing decision-making at the level of the parent, reporting to 
parent-level committees, centralised expertise, as well as control, direction and oversight at parent 
level for the relevant operations of the subsidiary and (in a case like this) for pollution, security, 
health and environmental compliance.

• Other facts at issue may include witness evidence on the extent to which the parent exercised 
control on a day-to-day basis, perhaps through the dissemination of manuals and guidance, 
training, intervention in particular areas, as well as management’s awareness of the particular risks 
at issue in the case.
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Case 2

SAVE LAMU VS NEMA TRIBUNAL APPEAL NO. NET 196 OF 2016
REPUBLIC OF KENYA IN THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL TRIBUNAL AT NAIROBI

TRIBUNAL APPEAL NO. NET 196 OF 2016

SAVE LAMU         1ST APPELLANT 

SOMO M. SOMO        2ND APPELLANT 

RAYA FAMAU AHMED        3RD APPELLANT 

MOHAMMED MBWANA        4TH APPELLANT 

JAMAL AHMED ALI        5TH APPELLANT 

ABUBAKAR MOHAMMED TWALIB      6TH APPELLANT 

-VERSUS-

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY (NEMA)  1ST RESPONDENT

AMU POWER COMPANY LIMITED      2ND RESPONDENT

JUDGMENT

As part of a vision of the country’s economic blueprint for development and industrialization of the country 
the Government of Kenya, through the Kenya Vision 2030 initiative, formulated a power generation program 
intended to increase the generation of total effective capacity to about 5000 MW. This program included the 
setting up of the intended 1050 MW coal fired power plant in Lamu to be built, owned and operated by the 
2nd Respondent , who were the successful bidders following an expression of interest by the Government. It 
was proposed to have the coal power plant on the sea shore of Kwasasi area, Hindi Division, in Lamu County. 

The 2nd Respondent engaged Kurrent Technologies Limited, to undertake an Environmental & Social Impact 
Assessment (ESIA) Study for its coal power plant in Lamu, and, upon completion, presented the same to the 
1st Respondent Authority for licensing purposes. The 1st respondent, NEMA, proceeded to issue an Envi-
ronmental Impact Assessment Licence No. NEMA/ESIA /PSL/3798 to the 2nd Respondent on 7th September, 
2016. 

The 1st Appellant, a community based organisation representing the interests and welfare of Lamu and 
whose membership comprised of individuals and several community groups within Lamu together with the 
2nd to 6th Appellant s were aggrieved by the issuance of the said EIA License dated 7th September 2016. 
They filed the present appeal on 7th November, 2016 challenging the issuance of the EIA Licence as well as 
the process in obtaining the same. They prayed, inter alia, for the following relief(s):- 

a) The setting aside of the decision by the 1st Respondent to grant the 2nd Respondent an EIA Licence; 
b) That a fresh EIA study be conducted based on specific and current information involving all stake-

holders; and 
c) That each party bears its own cost. 
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The grounds of the appeal included the following:- 

a. There was a poor analysis of alternatives and economic justification and failure to take into account 
economic issues and to identify and analyse alternatives to the proposed project; 

b. Insufficient scoping process that lacked proper Public Participation; 

c. Adverse effects on the Marine Environment through the discharge of thermal effluent into the marine 
environment by using poor and outdated cooling system; 

d. Approval of the project on land falling within an ecologically sensitive area; 

e. A flawed EIA Report plagued with misrepresentations inconsistencies and omissions; 

f. The Negative Impact on Kenya’s Air Quality with adverse effects on human health and biodiversity 

g. Contribution to climate change and making the Project inconsistent with Kenya’s low carbon devel-
opment commitments; 

h. The Failure to put conditions in the EIA licence to put in place mitigation measures to address coal 
pollution caused by coal handling and storage; 

i. Lack of sound mitigation measures 

j. Compounded unviability of the project 

The 1st Respondent filed its Reply to Appeal dated 16th January 2017 before this Tribunal along with its 
witness statements and documents on 16th March 2017; the 2nd Respondent responded to the Appeal and 
Grounds through the 2nd Respondent’s Reply to Appeal dated 3rd November 2016 and filed in the Tribunal 
on 2nd December, 2016. 

THE HEARING

Following a site visit by the Tribunal members of the proposed project at Kwasasi on 11th May 2017, the Tri-
bunal commenced hearing of the appeal in Lamu on 12th May 2017. 

The Tribunal took the evidence of the first three witnesses of the Appellant s, AW1. Raya Famau Ahmed, AW2 
Mohamed Athman and AW 3 Dr. David Obura in Lamu before adjourning the proceedings to Nairobi. 

In Nairobi, the Appellant called nine (9) other witnesses to the stand: These were AW4 Ernie Niemi, AW5 Dr. 
Mark Chernaik, AW6 Lauri Myllvtra, AW7 Hindpal Jabbal, AW8 Mohammed Mbwana, AW9 Somo M Somo, 
AW10 Jackson Kiplagat, AW11 Francis Dyer and AW12 Mike Olendo. 

The 1st Respondent on commencement of his case called one witness RW1 Gideon Kipchirchir Rotich (the 
NEMA Compliance and Enforcement officer EIA section).

The 2nd Respondent on their part called 3 witnesses: RW2 Abdulrahman Aboud (who discussed the issue 
of public participation and mangrove regeneration plan), RW3 Mr. Sanjay Gandhi (the lead EIA expert tasked 
with coordinating and conducting the EIA study report) and RW4 Andreas Szechowycz (an Engineer working 
for the international firm of Sargent and Lundy LLC and responsible for the design of the coal plant) 

AGREED ISSUES SUBMITTED BY THE PARTIES

On 9th February, 2018 the following six agreed issues were presented to the Tribunal for determination: 

a. Whether the grant of the ESIA Licence by the 1st Respondent is in violation of the Environmental (Im-
pact Assessment & Audit) Regulations and the Constitution of Kenya. 

b. Whether the process leading to the preparation of the ESIA Study Report by the 2nd Respondent 
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DELIBERATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

From the outset it is important to clarify that the jurisdiction of the Tribunal under Section 129(1) of the Envi-
ronmental Management and Coordination Act 2009 (“EMCA”) is not unlimited. The Tribunal is an appellate 
court from the decision of the 1st Respondent in matters relating to EIA licenses. In Miscellaneous Application 
Number 391 of 2006 Republic -vs- National Environmental Tribunal & 3 Others Ex-Parte Overlook Manage-
ment Ltd and Silversand Camping Site Limited while considering the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to entertain 
an appeal against an EIA approval, Emukule J, considered the legislative intent of the provisions of EMCA 
and held as follows:

“….I have shown in the discussions on the two previous issues that the powers of the Respondent 
Tribunal are not unrestricted. The Tribunal’s powers to entertain appeals are limited to decisions made 
under powers given to NEMA (Authority) or to NEMA’s Director General or Committee of NEMA… This 
is about where the jurisdiction of the Respondent Tribunal ends...On the other hand, the High Court 
has both original and appellate jurisdiction commencing from the provisions of Section 3(3) of the Act 
…”

In Nairobi HCCC Petition NO 22 OF 2012: MOHAMED ALI BAADI AND OTHERS vs T HE HON. ATTORNEY 
GENERAL and 7 others the Constitutional court in a matter dealing with the LAP-SETT project and associated 
with the present Lamu Coal Plant made the following observations on the jurisdiction of the Tribunal :- 

“93. In our view, the mandate of the Tribunal is limited to the matters provided for in section 129 of EMCA. Of 
all the functions of the Tribunal under Section 129 of EMCA, the only applicable one would be Section 129(1)
(a) to the extent that the Petitioners challenge the completeness and scientific sufficiency of the ESIA Report 
that resulted in the license issued by NEMA to the LAPSSET Project&#39;s proponent. However, the scope 
and range of issues, rights and controversies involved in the present dispute surpasses the narrow question 
of the conditions which can be imposed as part of the EIA License …..

96. In our considered opinion, the Tribunal is not a suitable forum for the purpose of settling environmental 
conflicts at community level as disclosed in this Petition. In addition, the design of the Tribunal is such that it 
does not envisage the participation of all interested parties, such as developers, government, the community, 
non-governmental organizations, and environmental groups in a joint effort aimed at restoring the environ-
ment and agreeing on their sustainable use. Differently put, the multiplicity of parties and the polycentricity of 
issues in a case such as this one makes it unsuitable for the Tribunal.”

The purpose of this observation on the Tribunals jurisdiction and scope of mandate is to ensure that the Tribu-
nal does not stray outside the scope and mandate set out in section 129 (1) (a) of Environmental Management 
and Coordination Act, 1999 when dealing with the present dispute to matters outside the licensing regime or 
in issues where there are “multiplicity of parties and polycentricity of issues”. The jurisdiction of the Tribunal 
is narrow. It is to examine “the completeness and scientific sufficiency of the ESIA Report that resulted in the 
license issued by NEMA”. 

The Tribunal has considered the evidence tendered by the respective witnesses and submissions of the par-
ties. The evidence of the expert witness for both the Appellant s and the Respondents was extremely helpful 
to the Tribunal and their expertise was not called into question by any of the parties. 

The purpose of the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) process is to assist a country in attaining sus-
tainable development when commissioning projects. The United Nations has set Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), which are an urgent call for action by all countries recognizing that ending poverty and other 
deprivations must go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve health and education, reduce inequality, and 
spur economic growth – all while tackling climate change and working to preserve our oceans and forests. 

Accordingly, contrary to popular belief the purpose of environmental audits are not meant to hinder develop-
ment but to ensure economic progress in a country takes into account environmental impacts of such pro-
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posed economic activity. With this in mind, we must also make it absolutely clear that the common perception 
that a coal power plant project will always be rejected in Kenya as part of its development agenda is not 
correct. As long as coal power plant projects meet the required standards of the law and abide by conditions 
imposed to mitigate potential impacts then they remain a viable and an acceptable mode of power genera-
tion. We say this being alive to the recent changes in the Energy law as enacted by the Energy Act 2019 that 
contains an entire provision on coal plants. Part V of the Energy Act 2019, (sections 94 to 116) capture the 
licensing requirements for operation of Downstream Coal activities and includes environmental conditions as 
one of the things to be met before licensing. Section 94 of the Energy Act provides as follows: 

“94. (1) A licence or permit as the case may be, is required by a person who wishes to carry out the 
production of energy from coal.

2. A person who wishes to undertake— (a) electricity generation using coal must have a valid licence 
issued by the Authority; (b) transportation of coal for energy production using a vehicle must have a 
valid permit in respect of that vehicle issued by the Authority.”

Importantly, for the construction of a coal power plant section 107 provides as follows:-

“107. (1) A person who intends to construct a facility that produces energy using coal shall, before 
commencing such construction, apply in writing to the Authority for a permit to do so. Construction 
permits.

2. An application under subsection (1) shall —

a. specify the name and address of the proposed owner; 
b. be accompanied by the registration documents of the proposed beneficial owner; 
c. be accompanied by a copy of detailed layout plans and specifications prepared by a 

professional engineer; 
d. be accompanied by a Strategic Environment Assessment and Social Impact Assessment 

licenses; and 
e. Contain such other details as may be necessary.” 

Accordingly, Parliament in its wisdom has identified coal energy as one source of possible energy sources 
for this country. The only relevant considerations are compliance with the provisions of the Energy Act 2019 
and the Environmental Management and Coordination Act, 1999 when setting up such plants. As such, we 
repeat that, subject to meeting the conditions set out in the Act and in so far as it relates to this Tribunal, if the 
requisite conditions are met with respect to environmental matters including the due and proper preparation 
of an EIA study report in compliance with EMCA, coal fired power plants remain, for the time being, a lawful 
option in the power generation mix of this country. 

In the present case, turning now to the issues agreed upon by the parties and upon reading the submissions 
of all parties, based on the evidence on record, we address each issue as follows:- 

A. Whether the grant of the ESIA Licence by the 1st Respondent is in violation of the Environmental 
(Impact Assessment & Audit) Regulations and the Constitution of Kenya; and;

B. Whether the process leading to the preparation of the ESIA Study Report by the 2nd Respondent 
involved proper and effective Public Participation.

To these issues, we observe that the legal regime for the issuance of EIA Licenses is anchored in the Constitu-
tion of Kenya where Article 69 (f) requires the State to establish systems of environmental impact assessment, 
environmental audit and monitoring of the environment. 

These systems are set out in EMCA and in particular Part VI of the EMCA as read with the relevant provisions 
of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations 2003 (“the Regulations”) made thereunder 
have set out the framework of environmental impact assessment, environmental audit and monitoring of the 
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environment and the procedures and processes involved in securing the same. These requirements in the 
EMCA and the Regulations ought to be complied with in the preparation of an EIA report. As part of the Tribu-
nal s mandate, it is important that there be strict compliance and adherence to the letter of the law. 

The Tribunal s jurisdiction does not allow it to waive provisions of statute or regulations made thereunder. In 
this case, the legal requirements imposed on the 1st and 2nd Respondents when undertaking an EIA study 
have to be strictly complied with considering the nature of the Lamu coal power plant project and its unique 
position as the first coal power plant proposed to be developed and operated in Kenya. 

The Appellants have complained about the lack of proper and effective public participation as a ground of 
appeal and as one of the agreed issues. The Respondents disagree that there was a lack of consultation and 
point to the vast amount of attachments to the exhibits showing that there was public participation with the 
community and other lead agencies. It is trite law that a key element in the system of environmental impact 
assessment is that of public participation by individuals and communities in this process. The foundation of 
public participation can be found in Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, 
1992 which states as follows:- 

“Environmental issues are best handled with participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant 
level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to information concerning 
the environment that is held by public authorities, including information on hazardous materials and 
activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes. 

States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information wide-
ly available. Effective access to judicial and administrative proceedings, including redress and rem-
edy, shall be provided. “ 

It will be seen that access to information for the persons affected is important for meaningful participation by 
citizens and motivates them to participate in decision and policymaking processes in an informed manner as 
it seeks to take into account the community’s and different stakeholders concerns.

In Constitutional Petition No. 305 of 2012: Mui Coal Basin Local Community & 15 others v Permanent Secre-
tary Ministry of Energy & 17 others a three judge bench of the Kenya Constitutional Court set out the minimum 
basis for adequate public participation as follows:-

“97. From our analysis of the case law, international law and comparative law, we find that public par-
ticipation in the area of environmental governance as implicated in this case, at a minimum, entails 
the following elements or principles:

a. First, it is incumbent upon the government agency or public official involved to fashion a pro-
gramme of public participation that accords with the nature of the subject matter. It is the govern-
ment agency or Public Official who is to craft the modalities of public participation but in so doing 
the government agency or Public Official must take into account both the quantity and quality of 
the governed to participate in their own governance. Yet the government agency enjoys some 
considerable measure of discretion in fashioning those modalities. 

b. Second, public participation calls for innovation and malleability depending on the nature of the 
subject matter, culture, logistical constraints, and so forth. In other words, no single regime or 
programme of public participation can be prescribed and the Courts will not use any litmus test 
to determine if public participation has been achieved or not. The only test the Courts use is one 
of effectiveness. A variety of mechanisms may be used to achieve public participation. Sachs J. 
of the South African Constitutional Court stated this principle quite concisely thus: “The forms of 
facilitating an appropriate degree of participation in the law-making process are indeed capable 
of infinite variation. What matters is that at the end of the day, a reasonable opportunity is offered 
to members of the public and all interested parties to know about the issues and to have an 
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adequate say. What amounts to a reasonable opportunity will depend on the circumstances of 
each case. (Minister of Health and Another v New Clicks South Africa (Pty) Ltd and Others 2006 
(2) SA 311 (CC))”

c. Third, whatever programme of public participation is fashioned, it must include access to and 
dissemination of relevant information.See Republic vs The Attorney General & Another ex parte 
Hon. Francis Chachu Ganya (JR Misc. App. No. 374 of 2012). In relevant portion, the Court 
stated: “Participation of the people necessarily requires that the information be availed to the 
members of the public whenever public policy decisions are intended and the public be afford-
ed a forum in which they can adequately ventilate them.” In the instant case, environmental in-
formation sharing depends on availability of information. Hence, public participation is on-going 
obligation on the state through the processes ofEnvironmental Impact Assessment – as we will 
point out below.

d. Fourth, public participation does not dictate that everyone must give their views on an issue of 
environmental governance. To have such a standard would be to give a virtual veto power to 
each individual in the community to determine community collective affairs.

A public participation programme, especially in environmental governance matters must, how-
ever, show intentional inclusivity and diversity. Any clear and intentional attempts to keep out 
bona fide stakeholders would render the public participation programme ineffective and illegal 
by definition. In determining inclusivity in the design of a public participation regime, the gov-
ernment agency or Public Official must take into account the subsidiarity principle: those most 
affected by a policy, legislation or action must have a bigger say in that policy, legislation or 
action and their views must be more deliberately sought and taken into account.

e. Fifth, the right of public participation does not guarantee that each individual’s views will be tak-
en as controlling; the right is one to represent one’s views – not a duty of the agency to accept the 
view given as dispositive. However, there is a duty for the government agency or Public Official 
involved to take into consideration, in good faith, all the views received as part of public partic-
ipation programme. The government agency or Public Official cannot merely be going through 
the motions or engaging in democratic theatre so as to tick the Constitutional box. 

f. Sixthly, the right of public participation is not meant to usurp the technical or democratic role of 
the office holders but to cross-fertilize and enrich their views with the views of those who will be 
most affected by the decision or policy at hand.” 

We accept the principles and guidelines set out in the Mui Coal basin case as a proper path in examining the 
level of process of public participation undertaken by the proponents and the true test of participation being 
the effectiveness of the process. 

The 2nd Respondents relied on National Association for the Financial Inclusion of the Informal Sector v Minis-
ter for Finance & Another [2012] eKLR (per Majanja J), for the holding that the Constitution does not prescribe 
how public participation is to be effected and in every case where a violation is alleged, it is a matter of fact 
whether there is such a breach or not. While this may be true for the Constitutional provisions and/ or other 
sectors, in the matter of Environ-mental Impact Assessment Studies the EMCA and its regulations provide a 
structure of how the public participation exercise will be conducted. 

The relevant provisions of law require that an Environmental Impact Study be conducted for projects of the 
nature contemplated by the 2nd Respondent herein as a matter falling within the Second Schedule to the Act 
and Regulations. It envisages three general stages leading up to the issuance of the EIA Licence by the 1st 
Respondent. These stages are firstly, the formulation of the terms of reference (TOR) as per Regulation 11, 
secondly, the carrying out of the EIA study in terms of Regulations 16-17 leading to the preparation and pre-
sentation of the EIA Study report and finally, the post-study report where certain actions had to be undertaken 
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as per Regulations 18-22 culminating in the issuance of an EIA licence to a project proponent. Depending 
on the stage of the process, there are different roles to be played by either the 1st or 2nd Respondent and 
different levels and requirements for participation. 

In the instant appeal, the evidence showed that the 2nd Respondent , through Kurrent Technolo-gies Limited, 
prepared an Environmental Project Report for the Proposed 1050 MW Coal Power Plant in September, 2015 
and submitted the same to the National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA), 1st Respondent who 
in turn submitted copies of the project report to each of the relevant lead agencies and the relevant District 
Environment Committee by its letters of 26th October, 2015 and 16th October, 2015 respectively. The Appel-
lants tendered their comments to the Project Report through their letter of 12th November 2015. Up till this 
stage the parties appeared to proceed on the basis of a project report. 

At this stage it is important to clarify that with effect from 17th June 2015, Act No 5 of 2015 amended Section 
58 of the EMCA so that all projects falling within the Second Schedule to the Act now required an EIA Study as 
opposed to a mere project report which was the case prior to the amendment. The current project fell within 
the Second Schedule. 

In any event, through a letter dated 26th October 2015 the 1st Respondent, in line with the now substituted 
provisions, required the 2nd Respondent to undertake an environmental impact assessment study as the 
project would have a significant impact on the environment and demanded wider public consultation and in-
depth coverage of the foreseen impacts and mitigation measures thereof. The 2nd Respondent was thereby 
required to liaise with its EIA Experts to develop a Terms of Reference for its approval before it carried out the 
EIA Study. The letter of 26th October 2015 is of paramount significance to this case and concluded as follows: 

“You will be expected to (among other things) include the following details in your study: 

a. Project rationale and justification (especially with regard to the site) 
b. Detailed Engineering and related drawings 
c. A comprehensive analysis of project alternatives (site, technology, materials etc) 
d. Detailed and comprehensive stakeholder consultation.” 

Turning now to each phase that the study process had to undergo, the Tribunal considers the following:- 

Phase I: the Terms of Reference 

In commencing the EIA Study, the 2nd Respondent complied with the directive of the 1st Respondent and 
regulation 11 of the Regulations by preparing the Terms of Reference dated 27th January 2016 and submitted 
the same to the 1st Respondent Authority on 29th January 2016. 

After the development of the Terms of Reference for the EIA Study in January 2016, the Regulation required 
fulfilment of the two further stages mentioned earlier before approval could be given and licence issued: the 
EIA Study phase leading to publication of an EIA Study report on the one hand and the post EIA study report 
phase on the other, each with its own process and requirements for public consultation and participation. 

Phase II: The EIA Study phase 

Regulation 17 of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations 2003, required the proponent 
of a project to seek views of the persons to be affected after approval of the project report and during the 
process of the study. In particular, Regulation 17 (2) required the proponent to publicize the project and its 
anticipated effects and benefits by 

a. Posting posters with information on the proposed project in strategic public places in the vicinity of 
the site, and 

b. Publish a notice on the proposed project for two successive weeks in a newspaper with nation-wide 
circulation and 
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c. Make an announcement of the notice in both official and local languages in a radio with nationwide 
coverage for at least once a week for two consecutive weeks. 

d. Thereafter, the proponent was required to hold at least three public meetings with the affected parties 
and communities to explain the project and its effects, and to receive their oral or written comments. 

e. For these meetings, a notice of the time and venue was to be communicated at least one week before 
the meeting. The meetings were expected to be at a time and venue convenient to the affected com-
munities and other concerned parties 

f. A coordinator to record the comments was to be availed as well as a translator made available during 
the meeting. The views collected from this meeting would then be incorporated in the preparation of 
the EIA Study report. 

The 1st to 6th Appellants case revolves around the adequacy of the consultation process leading to the 
preparation of the ESIA study. The 1st and 2nd Respondents submissions is that Save Lamu, through its offi-
cers and members, including the Appellants, continued to appear and represent their views at different fora 
on the project as seen from the annexure presented in evidence. In their testimony, Raya Famau Ahmed AW1, 
Somo M Somo AW9 and Mohamed Athman AW2 confirmed their individual membership of the 1st Appellant, 
Save Lamu. The Lamu Tourism Association represented by AW11 – John Francis Dyer, a beach hotel owner 
in Manda also confirmed its membership including a letter dated 13 March 2016 addressed to the Director 
Compliance and Enforcement of the 1st Appellant giving their views on the proposed project. The input of 
the 1st Appellant and the various members who attended the meetings organized by the Respondents were 
documented as part of the evidence of the RW3 Sanjay Gandhi at Page 269 of the Appellants’ Bundle of doc-
uments as proof of the 2nd Respondents position that the Appellants had actually participated in the process. 

From the Appellants’ Annexure at Pages 189-197 and at Pages 207-265 of the Appellants Bundle of Doc-
uments (Volume 1) there is evidence that the Appellants gave their views and comments and took part in 
ventilating their views leading to the preparation of the Project Report and scoping stage and even after the 
Project report but before the EIA study had commenced. 

To support their contention of adequate participation, the 2nd Respondents point to the Appellant s letter 
dated 15th January, 2015 annexed to the Appellant s’ Bundle of Documents (1) as SL 4 where they are spe-
cifically invited by the 2nd Respondent’s Lead ESIA Expert, Sanjay Gandhi, to attend a public hearing to give 
their views. Later on in 2016, they directly communicated to the 2nd Respondent’s Managing Director, Francis 
Njogu, vide their unsolicited letter dated 13th March, 2016 giving their comments on the Proposed Project. In 
the 2nd Respondents view, this was proof that there was engagement of the Appellants in the process. 

The 2nd Respondents witness RW3 Sanjay Gandhi, who was also the Lead EIA Expert for the project, pointed 
out that a total of 31 meetings were undertaken at various locations between 9th January 2015 and 25th June 
2015 with a variety of stakeholders in Lamu County, Nairobi and Malindi. A complete record of each meeting 
including completed registration sheets, photographic evidence and Issues and Response (I&R) Reports 
were presented as evidence. The ESIA report also contains a very clear Stakeholder Engagement Plan at 
Pages 1407-1481 (of volume II) intended to cover the Scoping Phase, the ESIA Study Phase, the Construc-
tion Phase, the Operational Phase and the Decommissioning Phase dated 10th July 2016. Table 3.1 at page 
1429-1434 (of volume II) presented a summary of the stakeholder engagement activities commencing with 
the meeting at Subira Hotel, Hindi on 9th January 2015 to the Focus Group Discussion at Chiefs Camp Pate 
Island on 25th June 2015 as per the table below:-

A public/ stakeholder meeting for civil society organizations based in Lamu was organized by the Ministry of 
Energy and Petroleum on 14th October 2015 to discuss the proposed project and it’s potential impacts. The 
2nd Respondent also engaged the services of a company by the name Africa Practice to conduct physical 
door to door campaigns in homes situated in various locations within Lamu Islands of Pate namely Kizingitini, 
Mbwajumwali, Faza, Myabogi, Tchundwa, Siyu and Shanga between 5th April and 2nd May 2015, to sensitize 
the residents about the project. RW2 Abdulrahman Aboud, testified how posters were placed at strategic 
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places all over Lamu for purposes of notifying the public of the project and calling on their comments and 
views during the public hearings that were conducted all over Lamu. He also testified about the use of other 
mechanisms to reach the public in remote parts of Lamu such as the use of the so-called criers who relayed 
messages about meetings. 

The 2nd respondents witness RW2 Abdulrahman Aboud confirmed that Mr. Gandhi explained and engaged 
with some of the participants at the various meetings in Kiswahili language which he was fluent in taking into 
account the language most widely spoken in the region. 

Looking at the evidence produced we accept that wide public participation had been undertaken during the 
scoping phase for the project report. 

However, this were all done before the study had been commenced or conducted or the study report pre-
pared. The meetings that took place from 9th January 2015 to 25th June 2015, well before the EIA Study was 
itself conducted, were in the Tribunal s view not the meetings contemplated by Regulation 17 of the regula-
tions which provides at Regulation 17 (2) that the seeking of views of the public could only happen after the 
approval of the project report by the 1st Respondent. 

From the table of the summary of the meetings, it will be seen that these were introductory in nature but not 
structured to share information on the possible effects and impacts of the project on the population and the 
proposed mitigation measures that the 2nd Respondent would undertake. AW1 Raya Famau who attended 
the first consultative meeting held on 24th January 2015 testified that participants were given very limited time 
to ask questions and answers appeared inadequate and Sanjay Gandhi for the 2nd Respondents informed 
them that specialist studies were still being conducted to determine the precise impacts of the coal plant 
project. To date, answers to these queries had not been provided. AW8 Mbwana, also complained of the 
same thing. By the time these meetings were taking place the Study process had not commenced and the 
attendees were informed that subsequent meetings were planned for to provide more details on the concerns 
they raised. These meetings to explain the project properly and allay the concerns of the residents never took 
place. Essentially, the proponent had put the cart before the horse by relying on information obtained prior to 
the EIA Study as the basis for justifying the EIA Study. It also contradicted the directive by the 1st Respondent 
of 26th October 2015 when the 2nd Respondent was asked to undertake wider public consultation and in-
depth coverage of the foreseen impacts and mitigation measures thereof. The directive was intended to cover 
greater additional consultation and inclusion of these impacts.

From the evidence of both the 1st and 2nd Respondents no attempt was made to show that public consul-
tation meetings had taken place in line with regulations 17(1) and 17 (2) for the period from the formulation 
of the Terms of reference in January 2016 to July 2016 when the EIA study report was concluded. No notice 
of meetings were issued or meetings held under the requirements of regulation 17. Instead the Respondents 
sought to circumvent these requirements by repeatedly referring to the meetings at the scoping and project 
stage of the process in the year 2015, well before the EIA Study had commenced. At that stage of the project 
report in 2015, and as pointed out by the 1st Respondents letter, there was lack of access to information that 
was a prerequisite to a meaningful exercise of public consultation and participation. 

The danger of relying on the year 2015 meetings is evident from the inaccuracy of certain information pre-
sented then. For instance, to the question asked on whether it was possible that the Kenya Power Limited 
Company would not take up the power produced, Mr. Gandhi replied that it was highly unlikely as Kenya 
would require 5000 MW within 40 months of the year 2013. To date, even in the year 2019, from the evidence 
of the Appellants witness, Mr Jabbal, Kenya&#39;s requirement remains at an average of 2000 MW only. On 
the land position and size, in January 2015 Mr. Gandhi confirmed that no firm decision had been made on the 
exact location or the size that would be required. To the question of climate change and the requirements of 
the Climate Change Act, 2016, Mr. Gandhi in his testimony conceded that he had not given greater attention 
to these aspects and he would give the same more emphasis should the process be repeated. These exam-
ples are but a few and illustrate the inaccuracy and uncertainty of information at that stage in the year 2015. 
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Further meetings ought to have been held to give the correct information during the conduct of a proper study 
and when data on most of the areas identified by the terms of reference had been collected and verified. Lack 
of accurate information cannot be the basis of proper and effective public participation. 

There was no evidence that the Appellants views or that of other members of the public were sought or re-
ceived at the ESIA Study phase- Phase II, i.e. the period after 31st January 2016 to 14th July 2016. In failing 
to engage the public at this stage of the process, there was a breach of the subsidiarity principle and the 
provisions of regulation 17(2) of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, as no public meeting had 
been undertaken in accordance with the elaborate procedure provided therein or at all. This breach is further 
exacerbated by the fact that the 2nd Respondent ignored the directive of the 1st Respondent of 26th October 
2015 on the need for greater public participation.

As far back as January 2015, and the months following, the residents of Lamu had expressed interest in 
having their concerns heard and addressed. The failure to hold any meetings from January 2016 to July 2016 
and the preparation of a comprehensive EIA Study report without the participation of the persons most affect-
ed was contemptuous of these same people and residents who would have the most to sacrifice should the 
project proceed and impact found to be more severe than that addressed by the 2nd Respondent. 

Human beings are justifiably concerned about the environmental impacts of projects to their location and es-
pecially where those projects are novel in nature. These environmental impacts are not restricted to the eco-
logical effects alone but extend to other wider areas that affect their lives like the health impacts to them and 
their families, to their livelihood and economic opportunities, socio-cultural heritage and traditions. Being con-
cerned about all these environmental effects of a project the people most affected by a project must therefore 
have a say on each and every aspect of the project and its impact. In carrying out a consultative process, it 
is not a must that every person must support the project nor can a proponent address every unreasonable 
demand and suggestion, but it is vital that even the most feeble of voices be heard and views considered. 

It is presumptuous for a proponent, like the 2nd Respondent did in this case, to proceed with the EIA study, 
identify the impacts and then unilaterally provide for mitigation measures in complete disregard of the people 
of Lamu and their views. We therefore find that public participation in phase II of the EIA Study process was 
non-existent and in violation of the law. 

On Phase III: the post - Study report 

The 2nd Respondents ESIA Study report was completed and forwarded to the 1st Respondent on 14th July 
2016. From this moment on till the issuance of the EIA Licence, the responsibility to undertake certain spec-
ified acts in accordance with the law now shifted to the 1st Respondent. Regulation 20 of the Environmental 
(Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations, required the 1st Respondent to forward the ESIA Study report, 
within 14 days of its receipt, to the relevant Lead Agencies for their comments. This was done by a letter 
dated 18th July, 2016. 

Under section 59 of EMCA and Regulation 21 (2) (a) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) 
Regulations, the 1st Respondent was required, within 14 days of receipt of the said ESIA Study Report from 
the 2nd Respondent, to invite members of the public to make oral or written comments on the report and pro-
ceed to publish the same in the Kenya Gazette and in a newspaper circulating in the area or proposed area 
of the project a notice of the Project. The notice published provided for a time limit of 30 days for comments. 

Newspaper advertisements were published in Taifa Leo of Monday, 18th July, 2016 followed by the publica-
tion in the Daily Nation of Tuesday, 19th July, 2016 inviting the public to submit their views and comments on 
the proposed project within thirty (30) days from the date of Publication as well as the Daily Nation of Monday, 
25th July, 2016 and Taifa Leo of Monday, 25th July, 2016 all setting similar time lines from the date of publica-
tion. The 1st and 2nd Respondents point to the documents annexed at Pages 24-31 of the 1st Respondent’s 
Bundle of Documents as proof of compliance. The Kenya Gazette notice of 29th July 2016 also gave 30 
days for presentation of views. From the various time-lines given in the newspaper advertisement and the 
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Kenya gazette, the 1st Respondent attempted to comply with the law by providing for a 30 day notice period 
but having set different start dates for the 30 days it became prejudicial and unfair to parties who wished to 
respond to these notices as they could not be sure of the last day for presentation of comments as invited. 
Essentially, following the last advertisement in the Kenya Gazette, the only logical deadline became the 29th 
August 2016. Any attempt to deny people their submission of comments before then, including those re-
ceived on 29th August 2016, was procedurally unfair and made the process defective. Various lead agencies 
and stakeholder groups submitted their comments in what they believed to be in compliance of Regulation 
21 (3) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations, albeit on different dates up to 30th 
August 2016 and beyond. The said comments are contained at Pages 34-168 of the 1st Respondent’s Bundle 
of Documents. 

On the radio announcements, the evidence tendered showed that an announcement was made in both offi-
cial and local languages and also broadcast at least once a week for two consecutive weeks on Radio Sa-
laam and Radio Sifa although no evidence was adduced to show that these were radio stations with national 
coverage as provided for under Regulation 21 (2) (b) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) 
Regulations. The emphasis on nation-wide publication/ announcement was because the impact of such proj-
ects, in many instances, were of national interest. Whereas the EIA Studies had to consider the subsidiarity 
principle in asking for participation of the most affected members it was still imperative that such study also 
consider the wider views beyond the project area, where the nature of the project meant that its impact could 
potentially extend beyond the geographical location, as also alleged by the Appellant s in their submission. 
This is the main reason for the requirement for nation-wide as opposed to localized participation. 

Following the submission of the ESIA Study to NEMA for consideration, the 2nd Respondent rolled out a pro-
gram of 5 public stakeholder consultation meetings. These meetings were held at various locations in Lamu 
County between August 8 and 11, 2016. The purpose of these meetings was to share the contents of the 
ESIA Study and Specialist Studies and to receive comments and views from the stakeholders. The stakehold-
er group and location of the 5 meetings were as follows: (i) Members of the Lamu County Assembly at the 
County Assembly of Lamu, (ii) Technical Community Committee at the KPA boardroom in Lamu, (iii) County 
Administration at Mwana Arafa Hall in Lamu, (iv) Imams and Preachers at Mwana Arafa Hall in Lamu, (v) 
Women’s groups at Subira Guesthouse, Lamu and (vi) Public and Farmers at Kwasasi, the project area. The 
evidence thereof is annexed at pages 73-118 of Sanjay Gandhi’s Witness Statement. It is important to note 
that after the submission of the ESIA study report to NEMA, the regulations oblige the 1st Respondent (at the 
cost of the 2nd Respondent ) to carry out the public consultation exercise. There is no requirement for the 2nd 
Respondent at this stage to call for any further meetings or consultations- this was the 1st Respondents role. 
In allowing the 2nd Respondent to act like it was still in charge of the process at this stage, the 1st Respon-
dent appeared to have taken a back seat and abdicated its role to the 2nd Respondent. The 2nd Respondent 
in rolling out its stakeholder consultation of August 2016 was engaged in something over and above what 
was legally required of them. The stakeholder engagement, after the report had been presented to the 1st 
Respondent, was not a requirement of the regulations, at this stage of the process.

Notwithstanding, these activities by the 2nd Respondent , the 1st Respondent attempted to also engage 
the Lead Agencies through a meeting held on 25th August 2016 for some select groups. The minutes of this 
meeting were post-dated to 1st September 2016 but painted a very grim view of the project by these lead 
experts. It was clear from the minutes of 1st September 2016, that all the lead agents at that meeting had 
raised concerns on the location of the Kwasasi public meeting of 26th August 2016, the day of the meeting 
being a Friday, the time lines for submitting of comments and all were unanimous in their view that the time 
was too short and pointed to the failure to have a proper civic education process for members of the public. 

Upon receipt of both oral and written comments as specified by sections 59 and 60 of the Act, and as pro-
vided for under Regulation 22, the 1st Respondent Authority was required to publish a Notice for a Public 
hearing. The 1st Respondent purported to do this through a paid advertisement in the Daily Nation of 19th 
August, 2016 (refer: Page 169 of the 1st Respondent’s Bundle of Documents). The Public Notice was sched-
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uled to be held on 26th August, 2016. This was in spite of the fact that views were still being received and the 
deadline given had not lapsed. 

Ignoring these defects, a public hearing took place at Kwasasi, the project site, on 26th August, 2016. The 
Appellants contend that this meeting was premature. The Respondents submitted that it was conducted after 
the expiry of the 30 days contained in the notices referred to herein. On the conclusion of the hearing, the 
presiding officer compiled a report of the views presented at the public hearing and submitted the report to 
the Director-General within fourteen days from the date of the public hearing as can be seen from the record 
of attendance. 

The Tribunal has already observed that the different deadlines set in the newspapers and the Kenya Gazette 
notifications served to confuse the last day for presentation of comments. Accordingly, it made no sense for 
the meeting of 26th August 2016 to be held prior to the last possible day for the close of presentation of views 
and before all parties had been given an opportunity to present comments as advertised. It is our considered 
finding that the notice of 19th August 2016 was inappropriate and the meeting of 26th August 2016 thus pre-
mature as the time under the Kenya gazette had not expired by this time. The earliest the meeting could take 
place was after the 29th August 2016. In the Tribunal s view this confused approach and state of affairs made 
the process procedurally unfair as it subjected members of the public to conflicting dates and deadlines. 
The process appeared to be deliberately hurried to either meet the proponents expectations or to lock out 
members of the public from the process.

The 2nd Respondents point out the fact that the Appellant s presented further views to the 1st Respondent 
’s Director General vide their undated letter enclosing their 50-Page comments annexed as SL 14 at pages 
207-265 of the Appellant s Bundle of Documents (volume 1). The said letter was signed by the Appellants 
Shalom M Ndiku, their lawyer and the Chairman. 

They also point to the fact that both the Appellant s and the chairman attended the Public hearing at Kwasasi 
on 26th August, 2016 and gave the Appellant s’ comments which are captured at Page 268-269 of the Ap-
pellant s of Annexure SL 15 to the Appellant s Bundle of Documents (Volume 1). AW2 – Mohamed Athman 
attended the public hearing at Kwasasi on 26th August, 2016, including a written Memorandum presented 
by Somo M Somo. 

From the evidence of Somo M Somo, the Tribunal formed the impression that the conduct of the meeting of 
26th August 2016 at Kwasasi fell short of that contemplated by the regulations. The Kwasasi meeting was 
not a consultative meeting to explain the nature of the project and its impact as required by the Regulations. 
It fast degenerated into a popularity contest, engulfed by an atmosphere of tension, where the participants 
were split into two groups and a poll of some sort was conducted to establish the numbers who supported as 
opposed to those against the project. There was a lack of true and genuine engagement on the merits and 
demerits of the project. Mike Olendo, an expert working with WWF, complained about the manner in which 
participation was conducted as he felt it was more of a routine check-off approach. Regulation 22 (5) provides 
that a proponent would be entitled to make a presentation and thereafter respond to presentations made at 
the meeting. This did not include converting the meeting to a popularity contest. 

The 1st Respondents compliance and enforcement officer in the EIA section, RW1 Gideon Kipchirchir Rotich, 
laid no evidence to show that there was any attempt to even comply with the prescribed clear regulations and 
procedures on public participation despite NEMA being solely responsible for the arrangement and conduct 
of the public participation after July 2016. Other than confirming advertisement of the meeting on 19th August 
2016 for the meeting of 26th August 2016, Mr. Rotich laid no evidence to show what efforts had been made 
by the 1st Respondent to have a proper and meaningful exercise in compliance with the EMCA and the Reg-
ulations before then and or to clarify the conflicting deadlines. 

The Tribunal therefore finds that for Phase III, the steps taken after the publication of the EIA Study report in 
July 2016 to September 2016, including the notices issues, time for receipt of comments and the time and 
venue of meetings were all done in a manner contrary to the regulations and did not meet the threshold of 
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regulation 21 of the Regulations for public participation. 

The Tribunal thus finds that the 1st Respondent in issuing the EIA Licence on 7th September 2016 failed to 
properly consider its own directive of 26th October 2015, the compliance with the same and of the regula-
tions in so far as the process of consultation was concerned at the second and third phases of the EIA study 
and further erred by approving the project without considering the views presented after 26th August 2016. 
It also disregarded the views and advise of the meeting of the lead experts of 25th August 2016. We have 
no hesitation in holding that there was a lack of proper and effective public participation as required by law. 
The issuance of the licence was unreasonable in ignoring the prescribed procedure and its own directive, 
arbitrary and disregarded the views given without providing reasons for refusal to consider the same. 

In the case of National Association for the Financial Inclusion of the Informal Sector v Minister for Finance & 
Another [2012] eKLR, Majanja J, held as follows at Page 195 as regards public participation: “24. I agree that 
public participation as a national value is rooted in the fact that Kenya is a democratic state and that public 
participation fulfills and complements the other values of good governance, transparency and accountability. 
The Constitution does not prescribe how public participation is to be effected and in every case where a vio-
lation is alleged, it is a matter of fact whether there is such a breach or not.[Emphasis Added]”

25. In the case of Consumer Federation of Kenya (COFEK) vs Attorney General & Others – Nairobi 
Petition No. 11 of 2012 (Unreported), the Court noted at para. 52, that:

“The values outlined in Article 10 of the Constitution are not defined nor are they cast in stone. I would 
agree with Mr. Gatonye that they are applied in a particular context and the court in examining wheth-
er particular values are fulfilled must look at the legislative architecture of the statute and the facts and 
circumstances of the case bearing in mind that every statute, rule, regulation or policy must be read 
in a manner that is intended to fulfill these values.”

26. The Court further quoted with approval the sentiments of the Constitutional Court of South Africa 
in Minister of Health and Another vs New Click (Pty) Limited and Others CCT 59/2004, [2005] ZACC 
14 that:

“The forms of facilitating an appropriate degree of participation in law-making process are indeed 
capable of infinite variation. What matters is that at the end of the day, a reasonable opportunity is 
offered to members of the public and all interested parties to know about the issues and have an 
adequate say.”

The 2nd Respondent has also correctly pointed out that part of the Appellant s grievances on public par-
ticipation arose from a common misunderstanding of public participation where participants expect all their 
views to be accepted as seen from paragraph 33 of the Appeal (Page 13 of the Notice of Appeal) where the 
Appellant s state: 

“33. THAT upon inspection of the EIA License’s accompanying conditions, we noticed that a great 
portion of our comments, concerns and queries on the Report were not included in the conditions, 
indicating a failure to properly consider these comments prior [to] issuing the EIA Licence to APCL.” 

In Musimba v The National Land Commission & Others [2016] 2 EA 260, a 5 Judge-Bench comprising Lenaola 
J. (as he then was), Mumbi, Achode., Odunga and Onguto, JJ held as follows at Page 283: 

“…the fact that the views given by the attendees at a public forum are all not taken into consideration 
does not vitiate the fact that there has been compliance with the requirement for public participation. 
In the instant case, there was facilitation. The public and other relevant stakeholders were involved 
as the third Respondent undertook its statutory mandate. There is undisputed evidence that Kenya 
Wildlife service, the Ministry of State for Planning, the Kenya Forest Service and Nation-al Museums 
were all involved. These were all stakeholders with different interests. 

There is also adequate evidence that pursuant to section 21 of the Environmental (Impact Assess-
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ment and Audit) Regulations, LN Number 101 of 2003, the second and third Respondents caused 
to be published in the newspapers of 6 November 2012 and 13 November 2012 notice to the public 
inviting comments within 60 days from the public on the project. The said notice were also published 
in the Kenya Gazette also disclosed the anticipated impacts and proposed mitigation measures. The 
notices were all published before the Environmental Impact Assessment Licence being issued and 
some comments were indeed received, taken into account and acted upon by the third Respondent.” 

We agree with this holding that the failure to consider all views given at a public forum would not vitiate the 
process of participation. In the instant case, however, the Appellant s and other members of the public were 
giving their views on a project report before the EIA study had been conducted or the report published. A 
vital condition of public participation is access to information. The information contained in the study report 
had not been made available in good time to members of the public, or at all, nor had there been an effort to 
undertake the same level of engagement with the public after the EIA study had been conducted and report 
published. The seriousness of access to information cannot be overstated. Would members of the public 
have supported the project if certain information in the possession of the 2nd respondent had been availed 
to them” For instance, if the observations at page 1693-1694 of volume II had been specifically drawn to the 
attention of the public would there have been a negative or positive reaction by the public” These included 
identification of potential harm to the biodiversity flora and fauna, air quality that was stated to be potentially 
hazardous and may cause difficulty in breathing and the climate change effect leading to adverse conse-
quences on human health- the report raises concern on “increased risk of asthma, lung damage and prema-
ture death”. It continues to raise concern on potential for acid rain which can spread and “can fall from the 
sky in rain over a widespread area, killing fish and plants” and also the adverse effects on forests and soil 
and vegetation. (refer to page 1693-194 of the ESIA report). There well may be mitigation measures to curb 
these impacts but it was only fair that the people of Lamu were educated on the adverse impacts identified 
and within the knowledge of the proponent and thereafter have the mitigation measures explained to them in 
order to make an informed decision during the period from January 2016 to July 2016 and thereafter at the 
post study report stage. That is public participation. The lead agents who gave their comments around the 
29th August 2016 also had their views disregarded and there is nothing to show that such views were ever 
considered and accepted or rejected.

In the Privy Council decision from the Supreme Court of Belize in Claim No. 223 of 2014: 

Belize Alliance of Conservation Non-Governmental Organizations v The Department of the En-
vironment and Belize Electric Company Limited, stated as follows:- 

“…As Linden JA said with reference to the Canadian legislation in Bow Valley Naturalists Society v 
Minister of Canadian Heritage [2001] 2 FC 461, 494 (in a passage quoted by the Chief Justice in this 
case):- 

“The Court must ensure that the steps in the Act are followed, but it must defer to the responsible au-
thorities in their substantive determinations as to the scope of the project, the extent of the screening 
and the assessment of the cumulative effects in the light of the mitigating factors proposed. It is not 
for the judges to decide what projects are to be authorised but, as long as they follow the statutory 
process, it is for the responsible authorities.” 

From the above authority, it is incumbent for the Tribunal to be satisfied that the process and procedures 
under the Act were complied with and to ensure that the Regulators decision is not touched except where it 
is unreasonable or goes contrary to the law. The judicial function of the Tribunal is to examine whether there 
was compliance with statute. In the present appeal, the procedure was not followed and the process was se-
riously flawed. The 1st respondent owed a duty to properly supervise and ensure there had been compliance. 
They did not. Public participation conducted in a manner envisaged by a proponent is not one necessarily in 
conformity with the law. The Tribunal is interested more in the latter than the former. 
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At this juncture it is important to point out that is imperative that those in administration be keen when faced 
with objections to projects, where objectors hold the view that the project may compromise the environment. 
This Tribunal cannot permit authorities to deal so nonchalantly with such objections. Such objections need 
to be taken seriously and need to be considered. Public participation especially when it comes to EIAs are 
extremely critical and cannot be treated as a formality or inconvenience. It is at the very core of any EIA 
exercise. The EIA public participation process cannot be a mechanical exercise but a vibrant and dynamic 
activity where affected persons are engaged in a fair and reasonable manner. 

In our view, public participation in an EIA Study process is the oxygen by which the EIA study and the report 
are given life. In the absence of public participation, the EIA study process is a still-born and deprived of life, 
no matter how voluminous or impressive the presentation and literal content of the EIA study report is. In this 
case, the report was extremely bulky and purported to capture a lot of information. By all accounts, it was an 
impressive piece of literal work but devoid of public consultation content, in the manner prescribed by the 
law, thus rendering it ineffective and at best only of academic value. 

In the case of Ken Kasinga vs Daniel Kiplagat Kirui & 5 Others, Nakuru ELC Constitutional Petition No. 50 of 
2013, the court in dicta stated as follows 

“Where a procedure for the protection of the environment is provided by law and is not followed, then 
an assumption ought to be drawn that the project is one that violates the right to a clean and healthy 
environment, or at the very least, is one that has potential to harm the environment.” 

Following the authorities cited, we have no hesitation in finding and hereby do that the process leading to the 
preparation of the ESIA Study Report by the 2nd Respondent was not properly conducted, had side-stepped 
the procedure laid out under the regulations and having done so, there was a failure of effective public par-
ticipation and the procedure for the issuance of the ESIA Licence by the 1st Respondent was in violation 
of the elaborate procedure set out in the Environmental (Impact Assessment & Audit) Regulations and the 
Constitution of Kenya. 

Having found that the process was flawed, the Tribunal then has to ask whether such failure in the consul-
tation process was fatal to the ESIA study. On this point, we draw judicial support from the decision of the 
Supreme Court of Belize in Claim No. 223 of 2014 – 

Belize Tourism Industry Association v National Environmental Appraisal Committee & 2 Others where 
the Court quoted the decision of Sykes, J in Northern Jamaica Conservation Association & Ors v The 
Natural Resources Conservation Authority and the National Environment & Planning Agency where 
the Learned Judge found that the consultation process was flawed because an important part of the 
ESIA was not placed in the public domain and where the Court explained thus: 

“It does not follow…that flaws in the consultation process will necessarily mean that the deci-sion 
should be quashed. It would seem that it depends on the seriousness of the flaw and the impact that 
it had or might have had on the consultation process. Consultation is the means by which the decision 
- maker receives concerns, fears and anxieties from the persons who might or will be affected by his 
decision. These concerns should be taken into account conscientiously when making his decision…
the Courts will examine what took place and make a judgment on whether the flaws were serious 
enough to deprive the consultation process of efficacy…” 

While we respectfully accept the observations made in the Belize case that not every non-compliance will 
vitiate the entire process where such flaws were not substantive, as a Tribunal we are unfortunately bound by 
the governing statute establishing and spelling out the functions of the Tribunal. As a Tribunal we lack inherent 
powers to excuse non-compliance of the rules and regulations on public participation. Even if we are wrong 
on this issue of lack of powers to consider the effect of non-compliance and follow the Belize court decision, 
we would still find that the flaws mentioned were sufficiently serious to vitiate the process as in this case there 
was an outright disregard of the need to conduct effective public consultation to the detriment of the public 
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and residents of Kwasasi area and the larger Lamu region surrounding the project site. 

C. Whether the Respondents conducted a proper analysis of alternatives of the project. 

Regulations 16 (b) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations requires that an EIA 
study identifies and analyses alternatives to the proposed project. 

Regulations 18(i) and (j) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations also mandates a 
proponent to consider alternative technologies and processes available and reasons for preferring the cho-
sen technology and processes in the environmental content of an EIA Study report. 

The proponent of the project conducted an analysis and took into consideration the Project Alter-natives in 
the ESIA Study report it presented to the 1st Respondent as can be seen from Page 254 of the ESIA Study 
contained in Volume II of the Appellants’ Bundle of Documents. These alternatives included the location/ site 
analysis, scheduling of the development and time constraints, the energy supply options for the same amount 
of power as the intended coal plant project, the different technological systems (such as the sub-critical, su-
percritical and ultra-super critical) and finally the analysis of not proceeding with the project (also known as 
the “Do-Nothing option”) 

For the Location Alternative, a proponent is ideally required not only to analyse the location selection for the 
project and its alternatives but also to examine the placement of the plant on the project location site and the 
impact of its various components on the environment, if any, by placing in one sector as opposed to another. 

The coal power plant with a capacity of 1,050MW and located at Lamu appears to have already been identi-
fied by the government as a necessary source of power and expression of interest had already been sent out 
for interested parties to apply. The 2nd Respondents witness, Sanjay Gandhi, testified that the Kwasasi site 
was a pre-selected site as part of the wider LAPSSET project and the proponents settled on the inverted “L” 
shape upon considering three other available alternatives. In other words, the 2nd Respondent’s testimony 
was that it had no say in the selection of the location. 

In the final holding of Nairobi HCCC Petition NO 22 OF 2012: MOHAMED ALI BAADI AND OTHERS 
vs THE HON. ATTORNEY GENERAL and 7 others the Constitutional court found that a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) study should have been undertaken with respect to the LAPSETT 
project and the impact of its various components, of which the Lamu Coal power plant is one of the 
components. To date, no evidence has been tendered that a SEA has been done or completed and 
thereby supporting the choice of location. 

We do not see how a meaningful EIA study could be undertaken in the instant case when the basis 
for the choice of location and other components of the LAPPSETT project had already been called 
into question by a superior court. 

It appears to us that both the desired project, that is, a coal plant and the desired site of Kwasasi had 
already been pre-determined even before the SEA for the whole LAPSSET project were completed. 
This was outside the 2nd Respondent’s control. 

As regards the site placement on the location itself, the 2nd Respondent did not submit a proper detailed 
architectural or engineering plan of the coal plant or the site plan, whether approved by the Lamu county 
government, or otherwise, for the preferred pre-selected location and instead referred the Tribunal to a sketch 
plan of the site (refer: pages 1674-1686 of volume II) accompanied by oral explanations as to where different 
elements of the plant layout would be set out. This presented a challenge to the Tribunal in considering some 
of the mitigation measures proposed, as will be seen later in the judgment. This lack of specific and current 
information on where various components of the project would be placed did not give an opportunity for the 
Tribunal or other members of the public at the study stage, to consider the likely effect of each project com-
ponent on the environment. For instance, precise measurement of distances between different features on the 
site as well as distances of each feature to the fragile sea shore became difficult to examine. 
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The 2nd Respondent has referred us to the authority in Jamii Bora Charitable Trust & Another V Director 
General National Environment Management Authority & Another [2006] eKLR where the Tribunal ex-
pressed itself as follows: 

“The Tribunal does not consider that an analysis of alternative sites is always practicable. 
A developer cannot reasonably be expected to compare the potential impacts of developing a project 
on a site which he owns as against the potential impacts of developing the project on another alternative 
site, which he does not own. Such a comparison would not be meaningful, as the developer may well not 
be able to acquire the alternative site. Yet, a developer cannot be expected to acquire alternative sites 
for the sole reason of comparing the potential impacts of the proposed project on those alternative sites.” 

This is true in smaller projects where a proponent had a say and participated in the choice of location and 
when such proponent had already invested in immovable property but not in large scale projects of this nature 
where the developer is not in control of the site and location and where acquisition of the property remained 
pending so that there still existed room for relocation should a project location found to be unsuitable. In the 
instant case, evidence was led that the government had intended to acquire the land through compulsory 
acquisition hence the same cannot be equated to private land in the hands of a project proponent 

Whilst the 2nd Respondents purported to undertake an analysis of the location and project alternatives; their 
hands were tied on these issues by virtue of the expression of interest. Only a SEA undertaken prior to the 
expression of interest would have properly considered the location and project alternatives. Accordingly, we 
find there was a failure to have a proper analysis of the location and project alternatives as these were pre-de-
termined and the exercise thereafter was to merely justify what had already been determined. 

The omission to carry out a SEA by the Government prior to the expression of interest put stakeholders such 
as the Kenya Forest Service, a statutory body established under the Forests Act and a lead agency under 
Section 60 of EMCA, who have the overall functions of management of all state forests and providing plans for 
utilization of all forests in the country, in difficulty as they remained opposed to the location of the project and 
its location. They expressed grave concern on the possible impact to mangroves and other forest cover. Their 
views were not heeded nor could the concerns of any other stakeholder be taken into account on this issue 
by virtue of the pre-selection of the site and the failure to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment in 
respect of the entire LAPPSETT project. 

In addition to the location alternative, the report mentioned the scheduling alternative (refer at Page 263 of the 
ESIA Study – Volume II of the Appellant s’ Bundle of Documents) from a time frame perspective concluded 
that the Government needed to accelerate power generation from coal in order to supply baseload electricity 
to the economic activities envisaged by the policy behind the Expression of Interest. This was not challenged. 

On Energy Supply Alternatives considered in the ESIA report, the proponent purported to identify and con-
sider Nuclear Power, Large Hydro power, Geothermal Power, Natural Gas Power, Coal fired power, Medium 
Speed Diesel Power, solar and wind power. This was highly contentious for the parties. The 2nd Respondent’s 
witness, RW2 SANJAY GANDHI, gave his evidence on the various available energy alternatives and the 
choice of coal power, which in his view, remained a viable alternative based on his own personal involvement 
in other alternative energy source projects in Kenya. RW3 ANDREAS SZECHOWYCZ also testified on the 
Project alternatives. APW7 Mr. HINDPAL SINGH JABBAL, the Appellants’ Witness, on the other hand, consid-
ered the economic value of coal generated power as opposed to other energy sources. His testimony was 
based on his Witness Statement dated 24th February, 2017 which he adopted as his evidence-in-chief and 
focused on submissions he had already made to the Energy Regulatory Commission on the issuance of the 
Power generation licence. While the ERC decision, annexed to the 2nd Respondent’s Supplementary Bundle 
of Documents, dismissed the Appellants’ objection to the grant of a Power Generation licence to the 2nd Re-
spondent, the Tribunal is not prevented from considering the environmental impact of the submissions made 
with relation to the EIA licence issued by the 1st Respondent but not the entire presentation by HINDPAL 
SINGH JABBAL that had already been submitted before the ERC in objection to the application by the 2nd 
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Respondent for a Power Generation Licence on matters beyond the environment. This would essentially be 
tantamount to this Tribunal being converted into an appellate body against the ERC’s decision with potentially 
embarrassing consequences. The Tribunal finds that the evidence of HINDPAL SINGH JABBAL, while useful 
for purposes of considering the various economic impacts of the different energy supply alternatives was 
more suited for presentation before the ERC process. The Appellants at this stage failed to exhibit evidence 
such as the power purchase agreement (PPA) to enable the Tribunal determine the agreed rates between 
the 2nd Respondent and the Government of Kenya that would have assisted their evidence on whether the 
consumer rates would be affected adversely. 

The omission to carry out a SEA by the Government prior to the expression of interest put stakeholders such 
as the Kenya Forest Service, a statutory body established under the Forests Act and a lead agency under 
Section 60 of EMCA, who have the overall functions of management of all state forests and providing plans 
for utilization of all forests in the country, in difficulty as they remained opposed to the location of the project 
and its location. They expressed grave concern on the possible impact to mangroves and other forest cover.

Their views were not heeded nor could the concerns of any other stakeholder be taken into account on this 
issue by virtue of the pre-selection of the site and the failure to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assess-
ment in respect of the entire LAPPSETT project. In addition to the location alternative, the report mentioned 
the scheduling alternative (refer at Page 263 of the ESIA Study – Volume II of the Appellant s’ Bundle of Doc-
uments) from a time frame perspective concluded that the Government needed to accelerate power genera-
tion from coal in order to supply baseload electricity to the economic activities envisaged by the policy behind 
the Expression of Interest. This was not challenged.

The ESIA also analyzed alternative technologies e.g. sub-critical, supercritical and ultra-super critical and 
processes available and reasons for preferring the chosen technology and processes as required under 
Regulation 18 (i) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations 

The ESIA analyzed the available Fuel Combustion technologies, the cooling system technologies, the Once-
Through Cooling and the Direct-dry cooling system and settling on once-through cooling system as it provid-
ed the highest efficiency for cooling using supercritical boiler technology. To this extent, there was an analysis 
of the technological alternatives. 

Finally, in considering the ‘do-nothing’ option (analyzed at Page 267 of the Appellants’ Bundle of Documents 
(Volume II)) the 2nd Respondent makes the conclusion that although the do-nothing option entails no environ-
mental or social impacts in the project area, not undertaking the project will mean that Kenya will not manage 
to produce the electricity that it needs under the 5000 Plus MW program which will have adverse socio-eco-
nomic impacts. AW10 Dr. Jackson Kiplagat, witness for the Appellants working with WWF, was of the view that 
in his opinion, there were no appropriate mitigation measures that could be introduced in the ESIA license 
conditions that would make the project viable not only in Lamu but anywhere else in Kenya; the only option 
was to stop the project completely and invalidate the ESIA license. We find this approach to development as 
too simplistic and unrealistic. Development projects will always have an environmental impact. The extent and 
magnitude is the difference. To these impacts, the law has set out requirements for mitigation measures to be 
put in place. Accordingly, and as stated earlier, in view of the provisions of the Energy Act 2019, we do not 
find that an approach that suggests a blanket denial of licenses for such projects as not being very helpful. A 
number of factors have to be considered in deciding to license such a project or not. 

D. Whether the Respondents conducted a proper analysis of the economic viability of the project 

The 2nd Respondent in its ESIA Study report justified the need for the construction of the 1050 MW Coal 
Fired Power Plant on the Government&#39;s vision 2030 predictions on the intensive economic activities that 
were intended to be achieved by this Vision 2030 together with the analysis of the available energy supply 
alternatives mentioned above. 

The 2nd Respondents submitted that Chapter 8 of the ESIA Study contains an in-depth analysis of the eco-
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nomic viability of the project in the Social Impact Assessment Study contained at Pages 1009-1051 of the 
ESIA. At Pages 1109-1116. It analyzed the socio-cultural environment and the resultant increase in affordabil-
ity, reliability and stability of electricity supply from the coal power project. 

The 2nd Respondents ought to justify that once complete, the project would constitute approximately 36% 
of the new combined grid capacity as well as bring down the average cost of generation for Kenya Power & 
Lighting Company Limited (KPLC) which would, as a result, inter alia, reduce the cost of electricity charged 
to consumers;. 

At Pages 1113-1115 of the ESIA Study, the Study analyses the magnitude of the projected growth likely to 
arise from the project to the whole country and the East African region through the elevation of the Lamu 
county’s profile with subsequent infrastructural development, increased revenue and investment in the coun-
ty, access to renewable and reliable power, enhanced availability of markets for local products and increased 
tax revenue. 

At Pages 1115-1116 of the ESIA Study, the Study analyses the impact of the project on infrastructure develop-
ment and concludes that the proposed project will stimulate the enhancement of the transport, public health, 
communications and energy infrastructure. 

Reminding ourselves of the limit of the Tribunal’s jurisdiction, the economic viability of the project (as opposed 
to the economic impact of the project) is not within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to consider but that of the 
policy makers and the Energy Regulatory Commission and we will not delve into this issue. 

On the last two agreed issues dealing with mitigation measures, the same are addressed as follows:- 

E. Whether the ESIA Study Report prepared by the 2nd Respondent contains adequate mitigation 
measures: and;

F. Whether the 1st Respondent in evaluating the mitigation measures and issuing the ESIA license 
discharged its mandate in accordance to the law.

Regulation 16 (c) of the Environmental (Impact Assessment & Audit) Regulations requires the ESIA study to 
propose mitigation measures to be taken during and after the implementation of the project. 

From the Study and the evidence of the Lead ESIA Expert who prepared the Study, Sanjay Gandhi, identified 
the anticipated environmental impacts of the project and the scale of the impacts under Chapter 8 at Pages 
275-392 of the Main ESIA Study, as well as the Cumulative Impacts of the Project in Chapter 10 at Pages 409-
416 of the Main Study. In addition, the ESIA proposes mitigation measures to be taken during and after the 
implementation of the project under Chapter 8 at Pages 275-392 of the Main ESIA Study. 

The chapter on mitigation measures is one of the largest sections in the ESIA Report and there was an attempt 
to broadly cover different areas such: 

a. Surface and Ground water Quality; 
b. Thermal effluent; 
c. Terrestrial Fauna and Flora ; 
d. Air Quality Impacts; 
e. Emission control technologies; 
f. Visual/Aesthetic Impacts; 
g. Cultural Heritage Impacts 

Under Chapter 8 of the Study Report, the conclusions at part 12.2 summarized the proposed mitigation 
measures (refer to Pages 483 -491 of the Appellant s’ Bundle of Documents – Volume II) which were also 
supported by specialized studies undertaken. The 2nd Respondent provided the following listed mitigation 
measures: 
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Atmospheric Emissions/Air Quality 

From the Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling Report (Air Quality Study) the study considered the following 
Pollutants of Concern due to their known impact on human health and their potential to be released to the 
atmosphere from project activities: 

a. NOx – The sum of Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2); 
b. Sulphur dioxide (SO2); 
c. Particulate Matter (PM): PM10 and PM2.5 (fine particulate matter); 

The adverse effects of the combustion of coal identified in the Study and as explained by the Lead ESIA 
Expert, RW3, Sanjay Gandhi and RW4 Andreas Sczechowycz are associated with Sulphur dioxide (SO2), 
(Nitrous Oxide) NOx and Particulate Matter (PM) emissions. 

They proposed to put in place certain Mitigation measures against these air emissions from the Power plant 
during the operational phase including the installation of a Wet Flue Gas Desulphurization (FGD) system 
to remove Sulphur dioxide from the flue gas before the flue gas is emitted into the atmosphere. within SO2 
emission limits recommended by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) EHS Guidelines for Thermal 
Plants; the use of low NOx burners to reduce nitrous oxide (NOx) before the flue gas is discharged into the 
atmosphere; the design and installation of Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) upstream of the Flue Gas Desul-
phurization (FGD)/ chimney and downstream of the air heaters by the Project Contractor; the installation of a 
Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) mounted within the Stack would continuously monitor NOx, 
SOx, CO2 and PM10 emissions to ensure compliant conditions are maintained through appropriate process 
controls. All these were intended to be within by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) EHS Guidelines. 

AW6 Lauri Myllvtrta, challenged the modelling and sampling method used as well as the period when such 
sampling was done as completely inadequate. He testified that the air pollution would cause a significant 
amount of indoor air pollution that has detrimental health impacts on children and parents exposed to these 
uncontrolled and untreated emissions. However, no evidence was laid to challenge the mitigation measures 
proposed and we find this was adequately covered. 

The Coal Handling and Storage 

The ESIA had identified potential adverse impacts in relation to the Coal Storage yard which was a recurrent 
theme in the Appellants’ evidence. 

At Page 145 the ESIA study states thus as regards Coal storage yard and the proposed mitigation measure 
to control its dust: 

“To control dust to the air from the coal storage area, a permanent water sprinkler system shall be 
provided. The coal storage area will need a coal setting basin that can be cleaned with a loader and 
sump pumps in a separate bay for handling overflow and runoff. 

The entire coal handling system, including the coal conveyors shall be completely encapsulated by 
dust-proof enclosures. At areas where dust formation is expected, e.g. at transfer points, dust shall 
be collected by suction systems with filters. Collected dust shall be returned to the main coal flow.” 

We also find that the mitigation measure provided for the coal handling and storage to be adequate. 

Ash Yard and Ash-handling

The other concern raised was that of the Ash yard and the Ash pit where the ash would be accumulated. 

The ESIA Study (at pages 153-154 of the Appellant s’ Bundle of Documents (Volume II)) deals with the Coal 
Combustible Products (CCPs), Fly ash and bottom ash. Fly ash is generated from the Electrostatic Precip-
itators (ESPs) connected to each boiler while bottom ash will be generated as a result of the coal burning 
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process. These were to be stored in the ash yard. At Page 150 of Main ESIA study, the ash-yard was stated 
to be designed to prevent subsurface soil and groundwater contamination by leachates. The witness for the 
2nd Respondent explained that the design of the ash yard impermeable layers foundation will be composed 
of three layers of protection and constructed as per the specifications which take mitigating measures under 
Table 8-23 at Page 316-317 of the ESIA study: 

a. A 1.5 M thick in-situ compacted layer of clay; 
b. An appropriately designed HDPE layer around the ash yard; 
c. A 200mm thick layer of sand on top of the HDPE layer for protection; 
d. A network of perforated pipes to collect leachate for subsequent treatment. 
e. A leachate collection system will be incorporated in the ash yard design and provided at the lowest 

point(s) of the ash yard. The leachate and runoff will be collected from the coal ash pile and diverted 
into a leachate storage or treatment system. 

f. A groundwater monitoring system made up of wells will be installed and operated around the ash yard 
capable of verifying whether coal ash or leachate has penetrated the pad or HDPE liner. 

It was stated that storm-water canals will be constructed along the perimeter of the ash dump. The leachate 
from the canals will be collected and treated in the ash treatment pool with the treated water used in the ash 
yard through a sprinkler system for dust suppression. A 7 m wide road will be constructed along the perimeter 
of the ash yard complete with drains for access purposes 

Despite this attempt to make the ash yard seem foolproof, RW4 Andreas was hard pressed to explain what 
would happen in the event of a flood to the area. He pleaded ignorance of knowledge of overflow from ash 
pits in other jurisdictions such as the USA during the occurrence of hurricanes and the long term pollution 
it leaves behind in the event of a mishap. The ESIA study report presented acknowledges that the location 
where the plant would be located is a flat plain land close to the sea shore and prone to flooding. Other than 
for the explanation that the canals will be constructed and separated also by a road with drainage no other 
details were provided to justify its construction on an area prone to flooding. In fact, the problem of failure to 
provide proper architectural site plans for the plant and associated facilities made it difficult to determine its 
proximity to the sea shore and whether the proposed mitigation measures would be adequate. As these were 
also not within the knowledge of the public, who are more familiar with the sea levels and tides in the areas, it 
would have been difficult for them to raise meaningful suggestions in the absence of details of the ash yards/ 
ash pits proximity to the sea.

AW3 Dr. David Obura, a marine biologist testifying on behalf of the Appellants, pointed out that the informa-
tion pertaining to the ash-yard was inadequate or unclear. In his opinion, the ash heap in the ash yard will, 
over time, likely be as long as 4km and form a mountain of ash. How this waste will be contained was not 
addressed at all in the ESIA report despite the capacity being for 5 years, yet the plant was planned for op-
eration over a 30 year period. This observation is significant. 

RW1, Mr. Gideon Kipchirchir Rotich gave the Tribunal an overview of the site. His testimony was worrying. The 
proposed site of the plant was prone to tidal flooding and that climate change was likely to exacerbate this 
issue. Nonetheless, he stated that the site was appropriate as it was the most convenient for transportation 
of coal and near a water source for cooling purposes. He confirmed that no quantity or estimates of fly ash 
had been provided in the ESIA and that there was no explanation of what would happen once the 15 years 
storage capacity of the ash was reached. 

He also confirmed that he was familiar with the design and layout of the plant particularly where the ash yard 
is to be constructed but on cross examination conceded that the ESIA acknowledged that an environmental 
analysis of the coal handling system had not been done because at the time of submission of the report to 
NEMA, the design had not been completed. 

It is the Tribunal’s finding that the unclear location of the ash yard in relation to the plant and the sea shore 
gives rise to an inference of the ash pit being located in a highly risky area susceptible to floods. The ash pit 
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location was an important factor in deciding to issue the license or not and stringent conditions ought to have 
been imposed in the EIA License on its location, construction and continuous monitoring. 

As regards the utilization of the fly ash, commercial use can be found in road paving, manufacture of con-
crete blocks and manufacture of cement etc. Whereas the Appellants’ 5th Witness, DR. MARK CHERNAIK, 
confirmed the beneficial use of CCPs in his evidence, DR. DAVID OBURA, PW 3 clearly contradicted this by 
stating that the CCPs are poisonous and cannot be used at all. DR. CHERNAIK confirmed that best practice 
(drawing of India’s example) require that the CCPs should be capable of being recycled and used as intend-
ed in this project. 

The ESIA Study has articulated the principle of managing coal dust pollution through Good International 
Industry Practice (GIIP) in Table 8-6 of the ESIA Study (Pages 287-288 of the Appellant’s Bundle of Doc-
uments – Volume II) and under Table 11-3 of the ESIA Study (Pages 448-449 of the Appellant’s Bundle of 
Documents – Volume II) located in Section 11 – Environment and Social Management Plan. According to the 
study, the design company was to incorporate dust suppression systems for the coal handling system to be 
constructed by the EPC Contractor. An Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Company was proposed to have 
responsibility for managing the system during the operational phase of the project. While the fly ash stock 
may be used towards commercial application as explained by witnesses for both the Appellant s and the 
2nd Respondents, no evidence was laid before the Tribunal to show that this was anything but speculative 
and no mention was made of the time frame within which industries would be set up to take up this harmful 
by product from the plant or provision made for the infrastructure necessary like road networks and situation 
of factories to deal with these by products. In fact, the lead agent in charge of roads voiced concern on this 
in his comments. 

To this end, the mitigation measures on the ash yard and ash pit are found to be inadequate. 

The Coal Conveyor System & the 2000-Acre Limestone Concession Quarry 

Finally, on the Appellants complaint that the ESIA Study report omitted critical information such as the 2000 
acre limestone concession, 15km conveyor belt and a coal handling berth, we observe that the report made 
mention of the availability of coal handling facilities and a 15km long conveyor belt system with a preliminary 
routing provided for. 

The 2nd Respondent admitted to the lack of the actual design of the coal conveyor system and this was 
again information not available to the public or provided for at the time of the hearing of this appeal other than 
for a general description that the same will be completely encapsulated. The omission was attributed to the 
uncertainty created by change of location where the coal would be shipped. The 2nd Respondent’s witness 
explained that the ideal receiving port for the coal was intended for Kwasasi but the Government changed 
this to the Lamu port, thus the omission in consideration of the transportation system. These aspects were im-
portant omissions that ought to have been dealt with by the 2nd Respondent and their exclusion questioned 
by the 1st Respondent. The 1st Respondent failed in its duty to ensure that engineering plans for the same 
were provided for along the entire routing. To this extent the Study report on this aspect was incomplete. 

With respect to the limestone concession area, we agree that the same is not the subject of this process as 
the 2nd Respondent has indicated that it was going to procure the same from third parties. The limestone 
quarry would be the subject of an independent EIA process undertaken by the third party supplier. It is not 
relevant to the present proceedings. 

Based on the foregoing measures, the Appellants’ contention in the grounds in support of their appeal that 
the ESIA Study is silent on pertinent matters on coal handling and storage have no basis whatsoever but we 
do find that such mention to be incomplete, insufficient and inconclusive to form the basis for the 1st Respon-
dents decision to issue a license.
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Ecological Impacts Mitigation 

The Study Report addressed the Marine Ecological Impacts at Chapter 8.9 from Pages 326-331 of the Appel-
lants’ Bundle of Documents (Volume II). These impacts include: 

a. Impacts of construction of activities of marine structures; and 
b. Impacts during operation – impingement and entrainment of organisms due to intake of large quan-

tities of seawater; 
c. Localized rise of sea water temperature due to cooling water discharge; 
d. Impacts on water quality. 

The Study then sets out the proposed mitigation measures to address the impacts to the marine ecology at 
Pages 329-331; Terrestrial Ecological Impacts and the mitigation measures at Pages 332-343; Impacts on 
Herpetofauna and the mitigation measures thereof at Pages 334-350; Impacts on mammals and mitigation 
measures thereof at Pages 357-359. Accordingly, subject to the issue of public participation these matters 
were covered. 

Thermal Effluent & Mitigation Measures 

From the evidence tendered the proposed coal fired power plant will utilize a once-through cooling system for 
the condenser. This cooling system carries off waste heat from the power plant by means of water obtained 
directly from the sea flowing through the condenser and discharges it to the back to the sea. The water tem-
perature will vary on discharge. 

The Appellant’s contention is the Study report indicates that a significant temperature increase of 9”C is likely 
as a result of the discharge, but does not fully analyze the impacts this change in temperature will have on 
the marine ecosystem. 

RW3 Sanjay Gandhi during cross-examination explained that there will be a 600m long pipe from the condens-
er outlet to the circulating water discharge outlet which will reduce the elevated temperature differential of 9”C 
at the condenser to temperatures lower than 9”C at the discharge point. His evidence was that although the 
temperature discharge limit of ±3”C set in the Third Schedule of the Environment Management and Coordina-
tion (Water Quality) Regulations, 2006 does not specify if this is applicable to a point of discharge, an ambient 
criteria or within a mixing zone, the thermal effluent will not exceed the limits set out in Kenyan law. According 
to him, in order to resolve this problem, the specialist engaged by the 2nd Respondent utilized the World 
Bank Group’s General EHS Guidelines for Wastewater and Ambient Water Quality (April 2007). This guideline 
recommends that the “temperature of wastewater prior to discharge should not result in an increase greater 
than 3°C of ambient temperature at the edge of a scientifically established mixing zone which takes into 
account ambient water quality, receiving water use and assimilative capacity among other considerations”.

The World Bank Group’s EHS Guidelines for Thermal Power Plants (December 2008) defines a mixing zone 
as “the zone where initial dilution of a discharge takes place within which relevant water quality temperature 
standards are allowed to exceed and takes into account the cumulative impact of seasonal variations, ambi-
ent water quality, receiving water use, potential receptors and assimilative capacity among other consider-
ations”. 

From the results of the marine thermal discharge modelling study the 2nd Respondents did, they believed 
that using the selected design of the outfall pipe and diffuser, the proposed project will be able to comply with 
the guidelines of EMCA, the World Bank Group’s General EHS Guidelines and EHS Guidelines for Thermal 
Power Plants and subsequently may have minimal detrimental impacts to the marine ecology. 

RW1, Mr. Rotich from the 1st Respondent, however, testified that there would be likelihood of rapid increases 
in water temperature due to intake and out take of sea water for cooling of the plant. He agreed that warm 
waters hold less oxygen, which in turn has impacts on marine life, and eventually negative impacts on the 
people of Lamu who dependent on the Environment for their livelihood and further agreed that there were no 
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specific conditions for the protection of sea grass, corals and mangroves. He explained that NEMA’s role in 
approval of ElA’s is to ensure a proper review even after a project approval. 

Climate Change & Mitigation Measures 

The Appellants’ criticism against the proposed project is that it is in breach of Kenya’s obligations under the 
Paris Agreement. The 2nd Respondents in reply pointed out that the Paris Agreement entered into force on 
4th November, 2016, way after the ESIA study had been concluded and the ESIA License issued to the 2nd 
Respondent and in their view, the Appellants never demonstrated how and to what extent the proposed proj-
ect violates Kenya’s commitments under the Agreement, especially in the light of the mitigation and adapta-
tion measures put in place in the ESIA study regarding the challenge of climate change. 

The ESIA study has set out adaptation measures for climate change at Table 8-19 at pages 308-309 upon an 
analysis of the potential Climate change risks and consequences set out at Table 8-18 at Pages 306-307 of 
the Study 

Kenya had enacted the Climate Change Act whose commencement date was set as 27th May 2016. Mr. 
Gandhi in his evidence confirmed a failure to consider and comply with the provisions of the Climate Change 
Act, 2016 but explained that the omissions arose from the fact that the legislation was enacted during the 
process of the study. 

Climate Change issues are pertinent in projects of this nature and due consideration and compliance with 
all laws relating to the same. The omission to consider the provisions of the Climate Change Act 2016 was 
significant even though its eventual effect would be unknown. 

In applying the precautionary principle where there is lack of clarity on the consequences of certain aspects 
of the project it behooves the Tribunal to reject it. On climate change issues this is of greater importance and 
made the provisions on climate change within the report incomplete and inadequate. 

Other Environmental Impacts and the attendant mitigation measures had been provided for in the ESIA Study 
report and included:- 

a. Socio-economic-cultural environment – P. 359-365 
b. Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement – P. 368-372 
c. Impacts to Demographic profile – P. 372-374 
d. Impact on Public health, Occupational Health and Safety – P. 377-382 
e. Impacts on Archaeological Artefacts – P. 385-386 
f. Landscape and Visual Impacts – P. 386-389 
g. Cultural Heritage Impacts – P. 389-391 
h. Impacts Associated with World Heritage Site/Outstanding Universal Value – P. 391-392 

We find that, as shown above, that despite the ESIA Study Report prepared by the 2nd Respondent con-
taining mitigation measures as required under EMCA and the Environmental (Impact Assessment & Audit) 
Regulations, the adequacy of those measures are yet to be subjected to proper public participation and until 
then may remain mere academic presentations. 

This brings us to the question of whether the 1st Respondent Authority having considered these mitigation 
measures properly evaluated the same and thus discharged its mandate in relation to the issue of an ESIA 
License as stipulated in EMCA and the Environmental (Impact Assessment & Audit) Regulations. 

The 1st Respondent in issuing the EIA license for the project, imposed conditions for the approval. These are 
attached to the license. The conditions attached are in generalized terms and do not appear to make mention 
of the matters identified by the 2nd Respondent in its mitigation proposals. Accordingly, the Tribunal is unable 
to say with certainty whether there was a proper evaluation undertaken by the 1st Respondent in issuing the 
license. 
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The conditions imposed ought to have been more comprehensive and bind the 2nd Respondent to its com-
mitments as spelt out in ESIA Study report. To this extent, the conditions set are inadequate and display a 
casual approach by the 1st Respondent to an otherwise serious and important project. 

Despite objections made to the 1st Respondent around the 29th August 2016, it appears that most of these 
concerns were largely ignored. We have stated before that it is not oblationary for the 1st Respondent to 
accept all comments given but it must give due consideration to the same whether accepted as being mer-
itorious or not. 

NEMA could not have made an informed decision without at least having given serious consideration to fur-
ther specialist advice, comments or opinions. The inference is that the 1st Respondent failed to place due 
weight on the necessity of making a properly informed decision about the impact of the proposed develop-
ment on the natural environment and as a result had no substantial basis for grant of the license or imposition 
of generalized conditions. 

The EIA License conditions appeared to be generic and not targeted at the project before it. For instance, 
the General conditions 2.10 and 2.11 of the EIA License conditions appear to be relevant to a fuel depot and 
storage conditions of fuel rather than a coal plant. Conditions for coal storage and ash yard were either too 
basic or lacking thus suggesting a pedestrian and casual consideration of the Environmental impacts iden-
tified by the proponent. 

As a general principle, the Tribunal will not interfere with the exercise of discretion by an administrative body 
even if the Tribunal were to act differently were it in the shoes of that body. The discretion involved is that of 
the administrative body, in this case the 1st Respondent, not of the Tribunal. The circumstances under which 
the Tribunal would interfere with such decisions are limited: if the decision is unreasonable or violates the law, 
in this case EMCA and the regulations. 

In Claim No. 550 of 2010 – Peninsula Citizens for Sustainable Development Limited v Department of the 
Environment & Placencia Marina Limited where the claimant had challenged the decision to build the dam 
as unlawful on the ground that the procedure by which the decision was made was not in accordance with 
several provisions of the Environmental Protection Act and the Environmental Impact Assessment Regula-
tions, 1995 [Kenya’s equivalent of EMCA and the Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations] 
in that the steps required by the Legislation to be followed prior to approval of the project were not complied 
with by the government before approval of the construction of the dam, both the Supreme Court and the Court 
of Appeal in Belize” and the Privy Council rejected the case for the claimant and held as follows at Page 37: 

“The Privy Council held that it was not necessary that the ESIA should pursue investigations to resolve 
every issue or topic. “The fact,” says Lord Hoffman, “that the environmental impact statement does 
not cover every topic and expose every avenue advocated by experts does not necessarily invalidate 
it or require a finding that it does not substantially comply with the statute and the regulations: See 
also to the same effect Cripps J in Prineas v. Forestry Commission of New South Wales 1983 49 
LGRA 402 at p. 417.

The court further held that, there must be included into the statutory obligations a concept of reasonableness, 
where an environmental impact statement is comprehensive in its treatment of the subject matter, objective 
in its approach and meets the requirement that it alerts the decision maker and members of the public to the 
effect of the activity on the environment and the consequences to the community inherent in the carrying out 
of the activity, it meets the standards imposed by the regulation…” 

Similarly, in MEC for Environmental Affairs and Development Planning v Clairison’s CC (408/2012) [2013] 
ZASCA 82 (31 May 2013), the Supreme Court of South Africa held as follows 

“What was said in Durban Rent Board is consistent with present constitutional principle and we find no 
need to re-formulate what was said pertinently on the issue that arises in this case. The law remains, 
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as we see it, that when a functionary is entrusted with a discretion, the weight to be attached to partic-
ular factors, or how far a particular factor affects the eventual determination of the issue, is a matter for 
the functionary to decide, and as he acts in good faith (and reasonably and rationally) a court of law 
cannot interfere. That seems to us to be but one manifestation of the broader principles explained – in 
a context that does not arise in this case– 

1. There is one further matter under this heading that we need to deal with. The MEC shared 
the opinion of his department that the proposed development was detrimental to the bio-
diversity of the area, and to an environmental corridor between two rivers. Expert opinion 
advanced by Clairisons challenged that opinion. On that controversy the court below said 
the following:

‘Much of the information relied upon by the [MEC] seems to amount to academic statements 
about, and definitions of, the nature of critical biodiversity areas and corridors and very little 
is provided in the way of factual evidence under the guise of engaging with the critique pro-
vided by [Clairisons] specialist. As far as the functionality of the corridor between the rivers 
is concerned, it seems to me that this type of dispute cries out for independent specialist 
input (which it was open to the [MEC] to call for)... It is difficult to understand how the [MEC] 
could have made an informed decision merely by weighing up [Clairisons] input against the 
department’s input and without at least having given serious consideration to further spe-
cialist advice. The inference is that he failed to place due weight on the necessity of making 
a properly informed decision about the impact of the proposed development on the natural 
environment and as a result the grounds relied upon by him were insubstantial.

This also constitutes a ground for review.’

In the case of Republic v Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya ex parte Vipichan-dra 
Bhatt T/A J V Bhatt & Company Nairobi HCMA No. 285 of 2006 the court held that:

“Error of law by a public body is a good ground for judicial review. An administrative or executive au-
thority entrusted with the exercise of a discretion must direct itself properly in law…It is axiomatic that 
that statutory power can only be exercised validly if they are exercised reasonably.

No statute can ever allow anyone on whom it confers a power to exercise such power arbitrarily and 
capriciously or in bad faith.”

The Tribunal has considered all these cases and finds that despite the ESIA Study reports endeavor to cap-
ture as much of the reasonably foreseeable anticipated impacts of the proposed project and attempted to 
address the mitigation measures to be put in place to mitigate the various matters identified as Environmental 
and Social impacts, however, the comprehensiveness of the EIA Study report did not excuse the failure to 
carry out effective public participation during this process as well as after the preparation of the voluminous 
EIA study report. The EIA study and report thereof were thus never subjected to proper and effective public 
participation that would have covered most of the grievances now raised in this appeal. As we have found 
earlier, the 1st Respondent’s approval of the ESIA Study and the consequent issue of the ESIA License and 
its conditions failed to meet the requirements of the law. The 1st Respondent therefore failed in discharging its 
mandate as provided for under the enabling Statute, EMCA by appearing to have only formally endorsed the 
EIA study process and ESIA Study report contrary to its own directive. It is also clear from the 2nd Respon-
dent’s own witness that he failed to consider certain factors such as the impact of climate change in relation 
to the Climate Change Act to determine compliance. 
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To repeat the words of the court in In Nairobi HCCC Petition NO 22 OF 2012: MOHAMED ALI BAADI AND 
OTHERS vs THE HON. ATTORNEY GENERAL and 7 others:- 

“Of all the functions of the Tribunal under Section 129 of EMCA, the only applicable one would be 
Section 129(1)(a) to the extent that the Petitioners challenge the completeness and scientific 
sufficiency of the ESIA Report that resulted in the license issued by NEMA”. In the instant case, in 
addition to the failure to undertake proper and meaningful public participation, the 2nd Respondent’s 
ESIA Study report was incomplete and scientifically insufficient for the omissions mentioned above. 

Having made the above findings what orders should we make. The Tribunal is empowered under Section 
129(3) of the EMCA to make the following orders upon hearing of an appeal:- 

3. Upon any appeal, the Tribunal may—

a. confirm, set aside or vary the order or decision in question;
b. exercise any of the powers which could have been exercised by the Authority in the proceedings 

in connection with which the appeal is brought; or 
c. make such other order, including orders to enhance the principles of sustainable development 

and an order for costs, as it may deem just; 

Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, we allow the appeal and set aside the decision of the 1st Respon-
dent to issue the Environmental Impact Assessment License No. NEMA/ESIA /PS-L/3798 dated 7th Sep-
tember 2016 to the 2nd Respondent. In furtherance of our powers under section 129(3) (b) and (c) we order 
the 2nd Respondent, should it still wish to pursue the construction and operation of the project, to undertake 
a fresh EIA study following the terms of reference already formulated in January 2016, and in compliance 
with the Director - general&#39;s directive of 26th October 2015, as well as adhere to each step of the re-
quirements of the EIA Regulations on EIA Studies. The fresh EIA study, if undertaken, is to, inter alia, include 
all approved and legible detailed architectural and engineering plans for the plant and its ancillary facilities 
(such as the coal storage and handling facility and the ash pit with its location in relation to the sea shore), 
consideration of the Climate Change Act 2016, the Energy Act 2019 and the Natural Resources (Classes of 
Transactions subject to Ratification) Act 2016 in so far as the project will utilize sea water for the plant and/ 
or if applicable. 

Subject to these steps being undertaken, a fresh EIA study report is to be prepared and presented to the 1st 
Respondent. The 1st Respondent is directed to comply with the provisions of regulations 17 and 21, engage 
with the lead agencies and the public, in the manner and strict timelines provided for under the said law. 
The 1st Respondent is to share its memorandum of reasons for reaching its decision whether for or against 
the project with the relevant parties and publish its decision on the grant or refusal to issue an EIA License 
accompanied with a summary of its reasons within 7 days of its decision. Such publication should be in a 
newspaper with nationwide circulation. 

These extraordinary measures are necessary to ensure sufficient access to information by the public on a 
project that will be the first of its kind in Kenya and the East African region. NET 196 of 2016 

As the Appellant had prayed for each party to bear its own costs, we so order. 

The parties’ attention is also drawn to the provisions of section 130 of the EMCA on the right of appeal within 
30 days of this decision. 

Finally, we would like to commend and thank all counsel who appeared before us for their patience and per-
sistence during the course of the hearing of this Appeal and who were always courteous and cooperative with 
the Tribunal and the witnesses who appeared in the matter. 
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DELIVERED at NAIROBI this 26th day of June, 2019

MOHAMMED S BALALA      CHAIRMAN

CHRISTINE KIPSANG       VICE-CHAIRPERSON

BAHATI MWAMUYE       MEMBER

WAITHAKA NGARUIYA       MEMBER 

KARIUKI MUIGUA       MEMBER
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Case 3          

               Case number: 65662/16

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
GAUTENG DIVISION, PRETORIA

   

EARTHLIFE AFRICA JOHANNESBURG      Applicant 

  AND          

THE MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS     First Respondent 

CHIEF DIRECTOR: INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATIONS   

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS     Second Respondent

THE DIRECTOR: APPEALS AND LEGAL REVIEW   

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS     Third Respondent 

THABAMETSI POWER PROJECT (PTY) LTD     Fourth Respondent 

THABAMETSI POWER COMPANY (PTY) LTD     Fifth Respondent 

JUDGEMENT

MURPHY J   

This application raises concerns about the environmental impacts of the decision to build a 1200MW coal-
fired power station near Lephalale in the Limpopo Province. The power station is to be built by the fifth respon-
dent (“Thabametsi”) and is intended to be in operation until at least 2061. 

A party seeking to construct a new coal-fired power station requires, amongst other things, an environmen-
tal authorization to be granted by the relevant decision- makers in the Department of Environmental Affairs 
(“DEA”). Section 24 of the National Environmental Management Act1 (“NEMA”) provides that any activities 
which are listed or specified by the Minister of Environmental Affairs must obtain an environmental authori-
zation before they may commence. The construction of a coal- fired power station is one such listed activity 
and the third respondent, the Chief Director of the DEA (“the Chief Director”), is designated as the competent 
authority to decide on environmental authorizations for these power stations. On 25 February 2015, the Chief 
Director granted Thabametsi an environmental authorization for the proposed power station.

The applicant, Earthlife Africa (“Earthlife”), appealed against the grant of authorization2 to the first respon-
dent, the Minister of Environmental Affairs (“the Minister”), who, on 7 March 2016, upheld the decision. Earth-
life now seeks to review both the decision to grant the environmental authorization and the appeal decision 
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of the Minister.

Earthlife maintains that the Chief Director was obliged to consider the climate change impacts of the pro-
posed power station before granting authorization and that he failed to do so. The government’s National 
Climate Change Response White Paper of 20012 (“the White Paper”) defines climate change as an on-going 
trend of changes in the earth’s general weather conditions as a result of an average rise in the temperature 
of the earth’s surface (global warming) due, primarily, to the increased concentration of greenhouse gases 
(“GHGs”) in the atmosphere that are emitted by human activities. These gases intensify a natural phenome-
non called the “greenhouse effect” by forming an insulating layer in the atmosphere that reduces the amount 
of the sun’s heat that radiates back into space and therefore has the effect of making the earth warmer. 

Section 24(1) of NEMA requires that the environmental impacts of a listed activity must be considered, investi-
gated, assessed and reported on to the competent authority tasked with making a decision on environmental 
authorization. Therefore, once an application for environmental authorization has been made, an environ-
mental impact assessment process must be undertaken. An environmental impact assessment is meant to 
provide competent authorities with all relevant information on the environmental impacts of the proposed 
activity.3 Section 24O (1) of NEMA obliges competent authorities to take account of all relevant factors in 
deciding on an application for environmental authorization, including any pollution, environmental impacts or 
environmental degradation likely to be caused if the application is approved or refused. Earthlife asserts that 
the climate change impacts of a proposed coal-fired power station are relevant factors and contends that at 
the time the Chief Director took his decision, the climate change impact of the power station had not been 
completely investigated or considered in any detail. Impact assessment is meant to provide competent au-
thorities with all relevant information on the environmental impacts of the proposed activity. 3 Section 24O(1) 
of NEMA obliges competent authorities to take account of all relevant factors in deciding on an application 
for environmental authorization, including any pollution, environmental impacts or environmental degradation 
likely to be caused if the application is approved or refused. Earthlife asserts that the climate change impacts 
of a proposed coal-fired power station are relevant factors and contends that at the time the Chief Director 
took his decision, the climate change impact of the power station had not been completely investigated or 
considered in any detail.

A climate change impact assessment in relation to the construction of a coal fire power station ordinarily 
would comprise an assessment of (i) the extent to which a proposed coal-fired power station will contribute 
to climate change over its lifetime, by quantifying its GHG emissions during construction, operation and de-
commissioning; (ii) the resilience of the coal-fired power station to climate change, taking into account how 
climate change will impact on its operation, through factors such as rising temperatures, diminishing water 
supply, and extreme weather patterns; and (iii) how these impacts may be avoided, mitigated, or remedied 

Despite the Minister finding that a fuller assessment was required, she upheld the environmental authoriza-
tion, subject to the added condition. Earthlife contends that in so doing the Minister acted unlawfully and 
undermined the purpose of the climate change impact assessment and the environmental authorization pro-
cess, because in the event of the envisaged climate change impact assessment indicating that environmen-
tal authorization ought not to have been granted in the first place, the Chief Director and the Minister would 
have no power to withdraw the environmental authorization on this basis 

Earthlife contends therefore that it was unlawful, irrational and unreasonable for the Chief Director and the 
Minister to grant the environmental authorization in the absence of a proper climate change impact assess-
ment and hence that the decision should be set aside in terms of section 8 of the Promotion of Administrative 
Justice Act4 (“PAJ 

The mitigation measures and sectoral plans are aimed at balancing South Africa’s development needs with its 
climate change imperatives. The country is facing acute energy challenges that hamper economic develop-
ment and is currently heavily dependent on coal and reliant on a significant proportion of its liquid fuels being 
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generated from coal. In the short-term (up to 2025), South Africa faces significant rigidity in its economy and 
any policy driven transition to a low carbon and climate resilient society must take into account and empha-
size its over-riding priority to address poverty and inequality. 

The DEA, in view of these considerations, and while conceding that coal-fired power stations are heavy GHG 
emitters, argued that Earthlife’s submissions lose sight of the broader developmental context and rest on its 
general opposition to the use of coal-generated power. Its stance fails to recognize that South Africa is facing 
an energy crisis and that the government is given scope within the domestic and international environmental 
law regime to make adjustments to address that crisis. Some measure of coal-generated energy is necessary 
to meet South Africa’s current and medium-term energy needs. It is against this background, the DEA con-
tended, that the Minister’s decision must be assessed.

MINISTER’S APPEAL DECISION

On 7 March 2016, the Minister handed down her decision on the appeal. The decision deals ad seriatim and 
thoroughly with all the grounds of appeal. In response to the appeal grounds that the DEA had contravened 
the principles of NEMA and the existing environmental policies the Minister made significant relevant obser-
vations and findings. 

Thus she noted Earthlife’s contention that a detailed climate impact study needed to be conducted to assess 
the impacts of climate change, in particular for water resources estimated to be available for the project, as 
well as the impacts of the project on GHG emissions and adaptation to a changed climate, and that the IAPs 
should have been granted an opportunity to make submissions in relation to such studies and that the DEA 
should have considered these studies and the comments received before making any decision in relation to 
the environmental authorization. She noted also Thabametsi’s contention that the impacts of GHG emissions 
and climate change were considered in the air quality assessment and the risk assessment study

Earthlife’s third ground of appeal alleged that the Chief Director failed to take into account the cumulative 
impacts of the project. The impacts it addressed included biodiversity, habitat destruction and the associat-
ed loss of species, and importantly the cumulative impact of the project on the water supply and hence the 
resilience issue, in that the water supply from the MCWAP might prove insufficient. The Minister in her deci-
sion did not address this concern with much specificity. She merely stated that the EIR had taken note of the 
significant cumulative impacts and concluded with the following general observation; 

“I note furthermore that a project of this nature will have certain impacts which will not be compre-
hensively mitigated or prevented, but that these concerns must be weighed against the interests of 
the project, as well as the social and economic benefits derived from the project. Certain negative 
impacts are consequently unavoidable in a development of this nature, but I am satisfied that these 
impacts were identified and adequately assessed, and that mitigation measures were put in place, 
having considered all relevant specialist recommendations.” 

The failure of the Minister to specifically address the water supply issue when discussing the question of “cu-
mulative impacts” is ameliorated to some extent by her ultimate decision to compel a fuller climate change 
assessment, where the matter could and subsequently has been investigated. 

In dealing with the fourth ground of appeal, the Minister clearly accepted that a climate change assessment 
was a relevant factor in deciding whether to grant the authorisation. She evidently accepted Earthlife’s con-
tention that as part of the integrated environmental process envisaged by chapter 5 of NEMA and the require-
ment of section 24O (1) (b) of NEMA the Chief Director was required to take into account the GHG emissions 
and climate change impacts of the project. She noted Earthlife’s contention that “these factors were not con-
sidered, either adequately or at all”. Her finding and ruling on the issue reads as follows; 

“In evaluating this ground of appeal, I am aware that climate change issues were addressed, to some 
extent, in the air quality assessment and impact study, and the Department considered these factors 
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prior to the issuance of the EA. I must emphasise that in order for the country to meet its long-term 
electricity demand, a mix of power generation technologies must be pursued, which includes coal-
fired power stations. I must stress furthermore that the Department’s commitment to identifying clean-
er power technologies in the medium and longer term. 

However, I concur with the appellant in that climate change impacts of the proposed development 
were not comprehensively assessed and/or considered prior to the issuance of the EA”

The new condition obliged Thabametsi to undertake a climate change impact assessment prior to the com-
mencement of the project to be lodged with the DEA for review and consideration of the recommendations. 
This assessment, as discussed, is underway. A draft climate change report has been published and is the 
subject of an on-going process in which Earthlife is an active participant 

Despite agreeing with Earthlife that the climate change impact had not been properly assessed, the Minister 
went on to uphold the environmental authorization, such according to Earthlife amounting to a reviewable 
irregularity. These arguments, to my mind, are something of a mischaracterization of what Earthlife seeks to 
achieve with this review. Admittedly though, Earthlife in its heads of argument and founding papers did take 
the position that the decisions were unlawful because the absence of a climate change impact assessment 
constituted material non-compliance with the mandatory requirements of section 24O(1) of NEMA read with 
the 2010 EIA Regulations. On this basis, the impugned decisions would be reviewable for want of jurisdiction 
in terms of the constitutional principle of legality, section 6(2)(b) of PAJA (which permits review for non-com-
pliance with a mandatory procedure or condition), and perhaps in terms of sections 6(2)(f)(i) and 6(2)(i) of 
PAJA on the ground that the decision contravened a law or was not authorised by the empowering provision 
or was otherwise unconstitutional or unlawful. In argument, however, Mr. Budlender, who appeared for Earth-
life, retreated from this position and confined his criticism of the Chief Director’s decision to the assertion 
that in granting the environmental authorization without having sight of a climate change impact assessment 
report he overlooked relevant considerations. The decision accordingly falls to be reviewed and set aside in 
terms of section 6(2)(e)(iii) of PAJA.

The absence of express provision in the statute requiring a climate change impact assessment does not en-
tail that there is no legal duty to consider climate change as a relevant consideration and does not answer the 
interpretative question of whether such a duty exists in administrative law. Allowing for the respondents’ argu-
ment that no empowering provision in NEMA or the Regulations explicitly prescribes a mandatory procedure 
or condition to conduct a formal climate change assessment, the climate change impacts are undoubtedly a 
relevant consideration as contemplated by section 240 of NEMA for the reasons already discussed. A formal 
expert report on climate change impacts will be the best evidentiary means of establishing that this relevant 
factor in its multifaceted dimensions was indeed considered, while the absence of one will be symptomatic of 
the fact that it was not. The respondents’ complaint that without explicit guidance in the law on climate change 
impact assessments, Thabametsi could not be required to conduct a climate change impact assessment, as 
there is no clarity on what is required, is unconvincing. As Earthlife correctly pointed out, an environmental im-
pact assessment process is inherently open-ended and context specific. The scoping process that precedes 
an environmental impact assessment provides opportunity for delineating the exercise and guidance on the 
nature of the climate change impacts that must be assessed and considered. 

The respondents further argued that the power station project is consistent with South Africa’s NDC under the 
Paris Agreement, which envisages that South Africa’s emissions will peak between 2020 and 2025. Again I 
agree with Earthlife that this contention misses the point. The argument is not whether new coal-fired power 
stations are permitted under the Paris Agreement and the NDC. The narrow question is whether a climate 
change impact assessment is required before authorizing new coal-fired power stations. A climate change 
impact assessment is necessary and relevant to ensuring that the proposed coal-fired power station fits 
South Africa’s peak, plateau and decline trajectory as outlined in the NDC and its commitment to build cleaner 
and more efficient than existing power stations. 
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I turn now to consider whether the Chief Director did in fact consider or ignore the relevant climate change 
impacts. In its founding affidavit, Earthlife proceeded from the supposition that the Minister in the appeal 
had found that the Chief Director had failed to consider the relevant factors of climate change impacts as 
evidenced by her decision to impose the new condition in the authorisation. As it saw the situation, there was 
no information before. The Chief Director dealing with the direct GHG emissions of the power station, the 
cumulative emissions from all the activities associated with the power station, the problem of water scarcity 
or any analysis on how climate change will impact on the efficiency and continued operation of the power 
station over its expected lifetime.

There is no denying, when regard is had to the scope of work report and the climate change report issued 
after the Minister’s appeal decision that when the Chief Director made his decision he was possessed of 
scant climate change information consisting of the single paragraph in the EIR, which in comparison to that in 
the scope of work report and the climate change report was wholly insufficient. As explained, the EIR did not 
deal with the project’s full life-cycle emissions, the carbon footprint of the project calculated for construction 
and decommissioning, the activities associated with the project – mining and coal transportation, and the 
project’s resilience. The Minister and the DEA fully appreciated this, as is reflected in the Minister’s decision 
and the constructive approach followed subsequently by the DEA in relation to the scope of the works report. 
Additionally, the air quality assessments do not meaningfully attempt to quantify the GHG emissions from the 
power stations, though it must be kept in mind that the AEL process under NEMAQA is still underway. 

The DEA and Thabametsi sought to rely on the IRP and the Determination to support their submission that the 
relevant climate change considerations had been considered by the Chief Director. There is no evidence to 
support the assertion that the IRP and the Determination gave adequate consideration to climate change. But 
in any event, as Mr. Budlender correctly submitted on behalf of Earthlife, an abstract, macro-level assessment 
of the climate change impact of additional coal-fired power could not cast any light on the specific climate 
change impacts and mitigation strategies of specific coal-fired power stations located at specific sites. These 
relevant considerations are context specific and have to be distinctively considered. The policy instruments 
naturally will inform a competent authority assessing the environmental impact of a proposed coal-fired power 
station. But the respondents’ assertion that the instruments constitute binding administrative decisions not 
to be circumvented to frustrate the establishment of authorized coal-fired power stations is Unsustainable, 
as is the notion that their mere existence precludes the need for a climate change impact assessment in the 
environmental authorization process. Policy instruments developed by the Department of Energy cannot alter 
the requirements of environmental legislation for relevant climate change factors to be considered. 

The contention that the climate change impacts of additional coal-fired power stations were considered in 
making the IRP and the Determination, precluding any further need for this assessment of climate change 
impacts in the environmental impact assessment process, is also not legally sustainable by virtue of the 
decision of the Constitutional Court in Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General: Envi-
ronmental Management, Department Of Agriculture, Conservation And Environment, Mpumalanga Province. 
That case concerned an environmental authorization granted for the construction of a petrol service station. 
In granting the authorization, the competent authority made a similar argument to the one advanced here, 
suggesting that it was unnecessary to consider the socio- economic impacts of the project, as these impacts 
had been fully considered by the local authority in granting zoning approval in terms of an Ordinance. The 
Ordinance required an assessment of the need and desirability of the proposed project. The Constitutional 
Court held that NEMA required more than a mere assessment of need and desirability, with the consequence 
that the competent authority had misunderstood the nature of the NEMA requirements. It stated:

“The environmental authorities assumed that the duty to consider need and desirability in the context 
of the Ordinance imposes the same obligation as the duty to consider the social, economic and en-
vironmental impact of a proposed development as required by the provisions of NEMA. They were 
wrong in that assumption. They misconstrued the nature of their obligations under NEMA and as a 
consequence failed to apply their minds to the socio- economic impact of the proposed filling station, 
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a matter which they were required to consider.

This fact alone is sufficient to warrant the setting aside of the decision In the final analysis, the respondents’ 
reliance on the IRP and the Determination to excuse the lack of consideration of the specific climate change 
impacts in relation to the Thabametsi power station basically misconstrues the nature of their duties under 
section 24O(1) of NEMA.

The DEA argued that Earthlife’s complaint is not that the climate change impacts of the project were not con-
sidered but rather that insufficient weight was placed on these impacts. This, it said, does not constitute a 
ground of review. The sufficiency or the relative weight to be accorded to a relevant consideration is properly 
a matter for the decision-maker. It relied in this regard upon MEC for Environmental Affairs and Development 
Planning v Clairison’s CC where the Supreme Court of Appeal stated: 

“It has always been the law, and we see no reason to think that PAJA has altered the position that the 
weight or lack of it to be attached to the various considerations that go to making up a decision is that 
of the decision-maker.”

As it was stated by Baxter: 

‘The court will merely require the decision-maker to take the relevant considerations into account; it 
will not prescribe the weight that must be accorded to each consideration, for to do so could consti-
tute a usurpation of the decision-maker’s discretion.’ 

“…The law remains, as we see it, that when a functionary is entrusted with a discretion, the weight to 
be attached to particular factors, or how far a particular factor affects the eventual determination of 
the issue, is a matter for the functionary to decide, and as he acts in good faith (and reasonably and 
rationally) a court of law cannot interfere”. 

The respondents submitted that the Chief Director considered and weighed the relevant factors and made a 
decision in good faith and accordingly there is no basis for the court to interfere with those decisions. I do not 
agree. The issue we have to do with in this case is not whether the weighing of the factors was reasonable. 
Earthlife’s case is that the Chief Director was unable to perform the weighing exercise because they did not 
have the relevant information to balance the climate change factors against the other relevant factors. As Mr. 
Budlender put it, it is simply impossible to strike an appropriate equilibrium where the details of one of the key 
factors to be balanced are not available to the decision-maker.

On this basis, there was indeed non-compliance with the provisions of section 24O (1) of NEMA, with the 
result that the impugned decisions stand to be reviewed on the grounds that the Chief Director overlooked 
relevant considerations. His decision accordingly would normally fall to be reviewed in terms of section 6(2) 
(e) (iii) of PAJA. There is also merit in the submission that the Chief Director’s decision was not rationally con-
nected to the information before him.

In upholding the environmental authorization, the Chief Director relied exclusively on the statement in the 
EIR that the climate change impacts of the project were relatively small and low. These assertions were not 
supported by any evidence in the EIR. Without a full assessment of the climate change impact of the project, 
there was no rational basis for the Chief Director to endorse these baseless assertions. This, as Earthlife cor-
rectly asserted, is an indication that the Chief Director failed to apply his mind. The decision is thus reviewable 
under section 6(2)(f)(ii) of PAJA as well

REMEDY

The court in proceedings for judicial review in terms of section 8 of PAJA may grant any order that is just and 
equitable including an order setting aside the administrative action and remitting it for reconsideration. In the 
notice of motion Earthlife seeks orders setting aside both the authorization and the appeal decision in their 
entirety, remitting the application for environmental authorization back to the Chief Director for reconsider-
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ation and directing him to consider a climate change impact assessment report, a paleontological impact 
assessment report, comments on these and any additional information that he may require in order to reach 
a decision. 

Such an order would basically require the environmental authorization process to commence anew, and 
would be predicated upon the proposition that for obviously sound reasons the climate change impact as-
sessment should precede the decision to authorize the project. Mr. Budlender referred to Communities for a 
Better Environment v City of Richmond, a decision of the Court of Appeal of the State of California, to under-
score the point that in environmental cases the time to consider the climate change impact is before, not after, 
granting approval. In that case the City of Richmond approved Chevron’s application to construct an energy 
and hydrogen renewal project subject to a requirement that Chevron hire an independent expert to identify 
emissions and possible mitigation measures within a year. The Court of Appeal endorsed the view that the 
City had improperly deferred the formulation of greenhouse gas mitigation measures by allowing Chevron 
to prepare a mitigation plan up to a year after the project’s approval for the obvious reason that a study con-
ducted after approval of a project will inevitably have a diminished influence on decision-making. Mitigation 
measures ought to be identified and formulated during the environmental impact report process and before 
final approval was sought. The Court of Appeal held: 

“The solution was not to defer the specification and adoption of mitigation measures until a year after 
Project approval; but, rather, to defer approval of the Project until proposed mitigation measures were 
fully developed, clearly defined, and made available to the public and interested agencies for review 
and comment.” 

The judgment is obviously on point by virtue of its facts being analogous to the facts in this case. I accept fully 
that the decision to grant the authorization without proper prior consideration of the climate change impacts is 
prejudicial in that permission has been granted to build a coal-fired power station which will emit substantial 
GHGs in an ecologically vulnerable area for 40 years without properly researching the climate change im-
pacts for the area and the country as a whole before granting the authorization. And at first glance that may 
justify the environmental authorization being reviewed and set aside, and the matter being remitted to the 
Chief Director for a fresh decision upon final completion of the climate change impact assessment. However, 
such a remedy in the circumstances of this case might be disproportionate.

Courts are obliged to fashion just and equitable remedies aimed at the proven irregularities. Ordinarily, a rem-
edy will be just and equitable if it aims to rectify the administrative action to the extent of its inconsistency with 
the law. In accordance with the principles of severance and proportionality a court, where appropriate, should 
not declare the whole of the administrative action in issue invalid, but only the objectionable part. Where it is 
possible to separate the good from the bad in administrative action, the good should be given effect.41 

Although the decision of the Chief Director was irregular, the essential and most consequential defect was 
the Minister’s treatment of Earthlife’s fourth ground of appeal during the appeal process. As explained earlier, 
had the Minister upheld the fourth ground of appeal, as she should have, she would have had two options. 
Either she could have referred the matter back to the Chief Director, to whom she had delegated the function 
in the first place, or more appropriately, she could have adjourned the de novo appeal, directed Thabametsi 
to obtain a climate change impact report, and on the basis of the new evidence reconsidered the application 
for environmental authorization afresh - something she would have been entitled to do in terms of section 43 
of NEMA. Consequently, the more proportional remedy is not to set aside the authorization, but rather to set 
aside the Minister’s ruling on the fourth ground of appeal and to remit the matter of climate change impacts 
to her for reconsideration on the basis of the new evidence in the climate change report. The appeal process 
must be reconstituted, not the initial authorization process. Although undoubtedly a less intrusive remedy, 
section 43(7) of NEMA operates to suspend the environmental authorization pending the finalization of the 
appeal. 

None of the parties pleaded for such a remedy, nor was it, beyond an oblique reference to the possibility of 
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curing defects by way of a wide appeal, canvassed in argument. The discretion bestowed upon courts by 
section 8 of PAJA to do what is just and equitable, and proportional, nonetheless permits me to grant such 
relief. I am minded to this result also by the fact that the initial climate change report has been completed 
and made available for public comment. The reconstituted appeal process can proceed with requisite speed 
to the advantage of all parties and will be restricted to consideration of whether environmental authorization 
should be granted in light of the potential climate change impacts The chosen remedy gives some recog-
nition to the arguments advanced by Mr. Chaskalson SC on behalf of Thabametsi in relation to Earthlife’s 
participation in the process pursuant to the appeal. 

Although he submitted that Earthlife’s decision to participate in the climate change impact assessment pre-
cluded the present review proceedings, such as to justify their dismissal, he accepted that the underlying 
facts equally support restraint in the grant of remedy. Earthlife’s participation in the process subsequent to 
the appeal warrants confining its continued participation to the narrow issue in contention, namely the climate 
change impacts, and not opening up the authorization process ab initio to reconsideration before the Chief 
Director and another fresh appeal before the Minister.

Much time was expended in argument on the implications of NEMAQA requiring consideration of climate 
change impacts in the AEL process. The argument was advanced by Mr. Marcus SC and Mr. Chaskalson SC 
that there was no need to remedy any failure to consider climate change impacts in the authorization process 
under NEMA because they will be fully considered in the AEL process. While it is correct that GHG emissions 
will be dealt with in the AEL process, there is some doubt about the scope and extent of such an investigation. 

The power to grant or refuse an AEL does not vest in the DEA at national level. The licensing authority will 
be the air quality officer of the Waterberg District Municipality. While the NEMAQA process will involve an 
investigation of GHG emissions in determining whether to grant an AEL, that does not alter the peremptory 
statutory duty of the Chief Director and the Minister to thoroughly investigate climate change impacts in terms 
of section 24O of NEMA with regard to national and international consequences. Earthlife has had success 
and I see no reason why it should not be awarded its costs. The complexity and national importance of the 
matter justified the employment of two counsel.

ORDERS

The following orders are made:

a) The ruling of the first respondent, forming part of her decision of 7 March 2016 in terms of section 43 
of the National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998, and dismissing the applicant’s fourth 
ground of appeal set out in paragraphs 89 to 105 of its appeal dated 11 May 2015, is reviewed and 
set aside.

b) The applicant’s fourth ground of appeal is remitted back to the first respondent for reconsideration in 
terms of section 43 of the National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998.

c) The first respondent is directed to consider: a climate change impact assessment report; a paleon-
tological impact assessment report; comment on these reports from interested and affected parties; 
any additional information that the first respondent may require in order to reach a decision on the 
applicant’s fourth ground of appeal.

d) The costs of this application are to be paid, jointly and severally, by the respondents, such costs to 
include the costs of employing two counsel.

JR MURPHY
JUDGE OF THE HIGH COURT
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Case 4

MR JONAH GBEMRE

(FOR HIMSELF AND REPRESENTING IWHEREKAN COMMUNITY IN DELTA STATE, NIGERIA)

VERSUS

SHELL PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY NIGERIA LTD, NIGERIAN NATIONAL PETROLEUM 
COR-PORATION AND ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF THE FEDERATION

FEDERAL HIGH COURT OF NIGERIA IN THE BENIN JUDICIAL DIVISION, SUIT FHC/B/CS/53/05, 14 
NOVEMBER 2005

JUDGE: NWOKORIE

On 21 July 2005 this Court granted leave to the applicants to apply for an order enforcing or securing the 
enforcement of their fundamental rights to life and dignity of human person as provided by sections 33(1) 
and 34(1) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999, and articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African 
Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Ratification and Enforcement) Act, Cap A9 Vol. 1, Laws of the Feder-
ation of Nigeria, 2004. By a further leave of Court I permitted the applicant to commence these proceedings 
for himself and as representing other members, individuals and residents of Iwherekan community in Delta 
State of Nigeria, in view of the copious unwieldly list of members contained in an earlier application for leave 
they brought in respect thereof, which was withdrawn by their counsel at the prompting of the Court. 

The reliefs claimed by the applicants in their subsequent motion on notice filed on 29 July 2005 include: 

i. A declaration that the constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights to life and dignity of human per-
son provided in sections 33(1) and 34(1) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 and 
reinforced by articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Ratification 
and Enforcement) Act, cap A9, vol1, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 inevitably includes the 
right to clean poison-free, pollution-free and healthy environment. 

ii. A declaration that the actions of the 1st and 2nd respondents in continuing to flare gas in the course 
of their exploration and production activities in the applicant’s community is a violation of their fun-
damental rights to life (including healthy environment) and dignity of human person guaranteed by 
sections 33(1) and 34(1) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 and reinforced by 
articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Ratification and Enforce-
ment) Act, cap A9, vol1, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004. 

iii. A declaration that the failure of the 1st and 2nd respondents to carry out environmental impact as-
sessment in the applicant’s community concerning the effects of their gas flaring activities is a viola-
tion of section 2(2) of the Environment Impact Assessment Act, cap E12 Vol. 6 Laws of the Federation 
of Nigeria, 2004 and contributed to the violation of the applicant’s said fundamental rights to life and 
dignity of human person.

iv. A declaration that the provisions of section 3(2)(a), (b) of the Associated Gas Re-injection Act cap 
A25 Vol. 1 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 and Section 1 of the Associated Gas Re-Injection 
(continued flaring of gas) Regulations Section 1.43 of 1984, under which the continued flaring of gas 
in Nigeria may be allowed are inconsistent with the applicant’s right to life and/or dignity of human per-
son enshrined in sections 33(1) and 34(1) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 and 
articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Ratification and Enforce-
ment) Act, cap A9 Vol. 1 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 and are therefore unconstitutional, 
null and void by virtue of section 1(3) of the same Constitution.

v. An order of perpetual injunction restraining the 1st and 2nd respondents by themselves or by their 
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agents, servants, contractors or workers or otherwise howsoever form further flaring of gas in the 
applicants said community.

It is the case of the applicants, as shown in the itemized grounds upon which the above-mentioned reliefs 
are sought that: 

By virtue of the provisions of sections 33(1) and 34(1) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 
1999 they have a fundamental right to life and dignity of human person. 

Also by virtue of articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ [Rights] (Ratification and 
Enforcement) Act Cap A9, Vol 1 Laws of Federation of Nigeria, 2004, they have the right to respect for their 
lives and dignity of their persons and to enjoy the best attainable state of physical and mental health as well 
as right to a general satisfactory environment favourable to their development. 

That the gas flaring activities in the community in Delta State of Nigeria by the 1st and 2nd respondents are a 
violation of their said fundamental rights to life and dignity of human person and to a healthy life in a healthy 
environment. 

That no environmental impact assessment was carried out by the 1st and 2nd respondents concerning their 
gas flaring activities in the applicant’s community as required by section 2(2) of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Act, Cap E 12 Vol. 6, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004, and this has contributed to the 
unrestrained, mindless flaring of gas by the 1st and 2nd respondents in their community in violation of their 
said fundamental rights. 

That no valid ministerial gas flaring certificates were obtained by any of the 1st and 2nd respondents au-
thorizing the gas flaring in the applicant’s said community in violation of section 3(2) of the Associated Gas 
Re-Injection Act, Cap A25 Vol. 1, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004. 

That the provisions of section 3(2) of the Associated Gas Re-Injection Act, Cap A25, Vol. 1, Laws of the Feder-
ation of Nigeria, 2004 and section 1 of the Associated Re-Injection (Continued Flaring of Gas) Regulations, 43 
of 1984, under which gas flaring in Nigeria may be continued are inconsistent with the provisions of sections 
33(1) and 34(1) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 and articles 4, 16 and 24 of African 
Charter on Human and Peoples’ [Rights] (Ratification and Enforcement) are therefore unconstitutional, null 
and void.

That the provisions of both sections 21(1) and (2) of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency Act (FEPA) 
Cap F10 Vol. 1 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 makes the gas flaring activities of the 1st and 2nd 
respondents a crime, the continuation of which should be discouraged and restrained by the Court.

It is also, in the case of the applicants (as summarized in their affidavit in verification of all the above-stated 
facts that they are bona fide citizens of the Federal Republic of Nigeria [and] That the 1st and 2nd respon-
dents are oil and gas companies in Nigeria who are engaged jointly and severally in the exploration and pro-
duction of crude oil and other petroleum products in Nigeria. That in further support of their rights to life and 
dignity of their persons they have the right to respect for their lives and dignity of their persons and to enjoy 
the best attainable state physical and mental health as well as right to a general satisfactory environment 
favorable to their development. That the 1st and 2nd respondents have been engaged in massive, relentless 
and continuous gas flaring in their community and that the 2nd respondent is a joint venture partner with 
the 1st respondent in its oil exploration and production activities, which includes gas-flaring in Nigeria. That 
the activities of the 1st and 2nd respondents in continuing to flare gas in their community seriously pollutes 
the air, causes respiratory diseases and generally endangers and impairs their health. That the 1st and 2nd 
respondents have carried on gas flaring continuously in their community without any regard to its deleterious 
and ruinous consequences concentrating only on pursuing their commercial interest and maximizing profit. 
That the 1st and 2nd respondents do not like to find gas together with oil in their oil-fields (ie associated gas, 
AG), but prefer to find gas without it being mixed up with oil - so called non-associated gas (non AG), and 
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that the attitude of the 1st and 2nd respondents whenever they find oil mixed with gas is to dispose of the 
associated gas in order to profit front the oil (which is the more lucrative component) and this process of gas 
flaring is unrestrained and mindless. 

That burning of gas by flaring same in their community gives rise to the following:

- Poisons and pollutes the environment as it leads to the emission of carbon dioxide, the main green-
house gas; the flares contain a cocktail of toxins that affect their heath, lives and livelihood.

- Exposes them to an increased risk of premature death, respiratory illness, asthma and cancer.

- Contributes to adverse climate change as it emits carbon dioxide and methane which causes warm-
ing of the environment, pollutes their food and water.

- Causes painful breathing chronic bronchitis, decreased lung function and death.

- Reduces crop production and adversely impacts on their food security.

- Causes acid rain, their corrugated house roofs are corroded by the composition of the rain that falls 
as a result of gas flaring saying that the primary causes of acid rain are emissions of sulphur dioxide 
and nitrogen oxides which combine with atmospheric moisture to form sulphuric moisture to form sul-
phuric acid and nitric acid respectively. The acidic rain consequently acidifies their lakes and streams 
arid damages their vegetation.

That the emissions resulting from the 1st and 2nd respondents burning of associated gas by flaring in their 
community in an open uncontrolled manner is a mixture of smoke more precisely referred to particulate mat-
ter, combustion by-products including sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxides and carcinogenic substances, all of 
which are very dangerous to human health and lives in particular.

That no Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) whatsoever was undertaken by any of the 1st and 2nd re-
spondents lo ascertain the harmful consequences of their gas flaring activities in the area to the environment, 
health, food, water, development, lives, infrastructure etc.

That if the 1st and 2nd respondents had carried out environmental impact assessment in their community 
concerning this gas flaring as required by law, they would have known or found out that it is most dangerous 
to their health, life and environment and refrained from gas flaring and that they deliberately failed to so out 
of their selfish economic interest.

That so many natives of the community have died and countless others are suffering various sicknesses oc-
casioned by the effects of gas flaring by the 1st and 2nd defendants.

That their community is thereby grossly undeveloped, very poor and without adequate medical facilities to 
cope with the adverse and harmful effects on their health and lives occasioned by the unrestrained gas flaring 
activities in the area.

That the 1st and 2nd respondents have not bothered to consider the negative unhealthy and very damaging 
impact on their health, lives, and environment of their persistent gas flaring activities and have made no ar-
rangements to provide them with adequate medical attention and facilities to cushion the adverse effects of 
their gas flaring activities.

That the constitutional guarantee of right to life and dignity of human person available to them as citizens of 
Nigeria includes the right to a clean, poison-free and pollution-free air and healthy environment conducive 
for human beings to reside in for our development and full enjoyment of life; and that these rights to life and 
dignity of human person have been and are being wantonly violated and are continuously threatened with 
persistent violation by these gas flaring activities.

That unless this Court promptly intervenes their said fundamental rights being breached by the 1st and 2nd 
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respondents will continue unabated and with impunity while its members will continue to suffer various sick-
nesses, deterioration of health and premature death.And that the 1st and 2nd respondents have no right to 
continue to engage in gas-flaring in violation of their right to life and to a clean, healthy, pollution-free environ-
ment and dignity of human person.

Finally, that the 1st and 2nd respondents have no valid ministerial certificates authorizing them to flare gas in 
the applicant’s community

Upon a thorough evaluation of all the processes, submission, judicial and statutory authorities as well as the 
nature of the subject matter together with the urgency which both parties through their counsel have observ-
ably treated the weighty issued raised in the substantive claim, I find, myself able to hold as follows (after a 
thoroughly painstaking consideration): 

1. That the applicants were properly granted leave to institute these proceedings in a representative 
capacity for himself and for each and every member of the Iweherekan Community in Delta State of 
Nigeria. 

2. That this Court has the inherent jurisdiction to grant leave to the applicants who are bona fide citizens 
and residents of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, to apply for the enforcement of their fundamental 
rights to life and dignity of the human person as guaranteed by sections 33 and 34 of the Constitution 
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999. 

3. That these constitutionally guaranteed rights inevitably include the right to clean, poison-free, pollu-
tion-free healthy environment. 

4. The actions of the 1st and 2nd respondents in continuing to flare gas in the course of their oil explo-
ration and production activities in the applicants’ community is a gross violation of their fundamental 
right to life (including healthy environment) and dignity of human person as enshrined in the Consti-
tution. 

5. Failure of the 1st and 2nd respondents to carry out environmental impact assessment in the appli-
cants’ community concerning the effects of their gas flaring activities is a clear violation of section 2(2) 
of the Environmental Impact Assessment Act, cap E12 Vol. 6, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004, 
and has contributed to a further violation of the said fundamental rights.

6. That section 3(2)(a) and (b) of the Associated Gas Re-Injection Act and section 1 of the Associated 
Gas Re-Injection (Continued Flaring of Gas) Regulations section 1.43 of 1984, under which gas flaring 
in Nigeria may be allowed are inconsistent with the applicant’s rights to life and/or dignity of human 
person enshrined in sections 33(1) and 34(1) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 
1999 and articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Ratification and 
Enforcement) Act, cap A9, Vol 1, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004) and are therefore unconsti-
tutional, null and void by virtue of section 1(3) of the same Constitution.

Based on the above findings, the reliefs claimed by the applicants as stated in their motion paper as 1, 2, 3, 
4 are hereby granted as I make and repeat the specific declarations contained there as the final orders of the 
Court: [for reliefs 1-4 see para 2 above – eds] 

I hereby order that the 1st and 2nd respondents are accordingly restrained whether by themselves, their ser-
vants or workers or otherwise from further flaring of gas in applicants’ community and are to take immediate 
steps to stop the further flaring of gas in the applicant’s community. The Honorable Attorney-General of the 
Federation and Ministry of Justice, 3rd respondent in these proceedings who, regrettably, did not put up any 
appearance, and/or defend these proceedings is hereby ordered to immediately set into motion, after due 
consultation with the Federal Executive Council, necessary processes for the Enactment of a Bill for an Act of 
the National Assembly for the speedy amendment of the relevant sections of the Associated Gas Re-Injection 
Act and the Regulations made there under to quickly bring them in line with the provisions of chapter 4 of the 
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Constitution, especially in view of the fact that the Associated Gas Re-Injection Act even by itself also makes 
the said continuous gas flaring a crime having prescribed penalties in respect thereof. Accordingly, the case 
as put forward by the 1st and 2nd respondents as well as their various preliminary objections are hereby 
dismissed as lacking merit. 

This is the final judgment of the Court and I make no award of damages, costs or compensations whatsoever. 
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NORTH AMERICA

Case 1

JULIANA V. UNITED STATES 339 F. Supp. 3d 1062 (D. Or. 2018)

In 2015, a group of adolescents between the ages of eight and nineteen filed a lawsuit against the federal 
government for infringing upon their civil rights to a healthy, habitable future living environment. Those Plain-
tiffs in Juliana v. United States alleged that the industrial-scale burning of fossil fuels was causing catastroph-
ic and destabilizing impacts to the global climate, threatening the survival and welfare of present and future 
generations. Seeking to reduce the United States’ contributions to atmospheric carbon dioxide, Plaintiffs 
demanded injunctive and declaratory relief to halt the federal government’s policies of promoting and subsi-
dizing fossil fuels, due to the limited timeframe for addressing the impacts of climate change.

The District Court rejected most of Defendants’ substantive claims and ultimately held that Plaintiffs should be 
permitted to argue that they have a fundamental right to a climate system capable of sustaining human life.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

A group of 21 young people, the nonprofit organization Earth Guardians, and climatologist Dr. James Hansen 
(collectively, “Plaintiffs”) filed a lawsuit in August 2015 against the federal government, naming the United 
States, the President, and the heads of multiple executive agencies (collectively, “Defendants”). Plaintiffs 
asserted the government “ha[s] known for more than fifty years” that the industrial-scale release of carbon 
dioxide (“CO2”) is causing dangerous changes to the global climate and threatening the lives, liberty, and 
property of present and future generations.

Plaintiffs alleged that—instead of responding to this knowledge by adopting policies to rationally phase out 
carbon pollution— Defendants, through the permitting, authorizing, and subsidizing of fossil fuels, have de-
liberately allowed atmospheric CO2 levels to reach dangerous and unprecedented levels. Numerous courts 
have held multiple procedural hearings and delivered various orders arising from Defendants’ extensive 
motion practice in this case. The latest example of this motion practice was addressed by the District Court, 
which expressed exasperation with Defendants’ rehashing of arguments.

PREVIOUSLY RAISED AND DECIDED IN PRIOR STAGES OF LITIGATION.

In January 2017, Defendants answered Plaintiffs’ first amended complaint, leaving uncontested many of the 
complaint’s scientific and factual allegations. For example, Defendants did not refute Plaintiffs’ assertion that 
some federal employees had been aware—for at least 50 years—of the growing body of scientific research 
and consensus around the role of CO2 in causing “measurable long-lasting changes to the global climate, 
resulting in an array of severe and deleterious effects to human beings, which will worsen over time.”

Additionally, Defendants agreed that anthropogenic climate change has been occurring since the mid-1900s 
and that it is damaging human and natural systems and increasing the risk of extinction for many species. 
According to the court, these admissions showed that Defendants were aware of the existence of climate 
change. That such changes were human-induced through the burning of fossil and fuel and that climate 
change poses a danger to future Americans.

As to causation, the court commented on the fact that Defendants admitted the U.S. was responsible for more 
than 25 percent of cumulative global CO2 emissions between 1850 and 2012. That such emissions could be 
tied to climate change, and that climate change could be shown to be causally related to the injuries alleged 
by Plaintiffs. Because surviving summary judgment requires only a showing that genuine issues of material 
fact remain, the court found “Plaintiffs ha[d] provided sufficient evidence showing that causation for their 
claims [was] more than attenuated.”

Citing the lower standard of review required to survive a motion for summary judgment, the court rejected 
Defendants’ contention that redress was impossible because Plaintiffs’ requested remedies were beyond the 
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court’s authority. Plaintiffs’ burden was not to “show that a favorable decision is certain to redress [their] inju-
ry;” rather, Plaintiffs need only show a “substantial likelihood” that the court could provide meaningful relief.

Defendants argued that the case should be dismissed because Americans do not have a fundamental con-
stitutional right to a life sustaining climate system. In rejecting this argument, the court held that the Constitu-
tion does, in fact, afford sufficient “protection against the government’s knowing decision to poison the air its 
citizens breathe or the water its citizens drink.” Defendants challenged Plaintiffs’ state-created danger theory, 
asserting Plaintiffs failed to show that government conduct was the proximate cause of “a dangerous situation 
in deliberate indifference to Plaintiffs’ safety.” Deliberate indifference, the court noted, “is a stringent standard 
of fault, requiring proof that a municipal actor disregarded a known or obvious consequence of his action.” 
Noting that Defendants did not refute Plaintiffs’ evidence that Defendants were aware of—and failed to act 
upon—information showing that continued use of fossil fuels would harm the U.S. and its citizens, the court 
found the existence of a genuine issue of disputed fact sufficient for Plaintiffs to survive summary judgment.

CONCLUSION

The claims argued here invoke complex and novel questions about the role of the judicial system in address-
ing climate change, injury in relation to standing, and constitutional rights. Regardless of how courts ultimate-
ly decide the merits of Juliana, the present case illustrates the ways litigation is developing to address what 
is arguably the most pressing issue of our time.

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

KELSEY CASCADIA ROSE JULIANA; XIUHTEZCATL TONATIUH M., through his Guardian Tamara Roske-Mar-
tinez; ALEXANDER LOZNAK; JACOB LEBEL;ZEALAND B., through his Guardian Kimberly Pash-Bell; AVERY 
M., through her Guardian Holly McRae; SAHARA V., through her Guardian Toa Aguilar; KIRAN ISAAC OOM-
MEN;TIA MARIE HATTON; ISAAC V., through his Guardian Pamela Vergun; MIKO V., through her Guardian 
Pamel Vergun; HAZEL V., through her Guardian Margo Van Ummerson; SOPHIE K., through her Guardian Dr. 
James Hansen; JAIME B., through her Guardian Jamescita Peshlakai; JOURNEY Z., through his Guardian 
Erika Schneider; VICTORIA B., through her Guardian Daisy Calderon; NATHANIEL B., through his Guardian 
Sharon Baring; AJI P., through his Guardian Helaina Piper; LEVI D., through his Guardian Leigh-Ann Draheim; 
JAYDEN F., through her Guardian Cherri Foytlin; NICHOLAS V., through his Guardian Marie Venner; EARTH 
GUARDIANS, a nonprofit organization; FUTURE GENERATIONS, through their Guardian Dr. James Hansen,

Plaintiffs-Appellees,

V.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;MARY B. NEUMAYR, in her capacity as Chairman of Council on Environ-
mental Quality; MICK MULVANEY, in his official capacity as Director of the Office of Management and the 
Budget; KELVIN K.DROEGEMEIR, in his official capacity as Director of the Office of Science and Tech-
nology Policy; DAN BROUILLETTE, in his official capacity as Secretary of Energy; U.S.DEPARTMENT OF 
THE INTERIOR;DAVID L.BERNHARDT, in his official capacity as Secretary of Interior; U.S. DEPARTMENT 
OF TRANSPORTATION; ELAINE L. CHAO, in her official capacity as Secretary of Transportation; UNITED 
STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; SONNY PERDUE, in his official capacity as Secretary of Agricul-
ture; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE;WILBUR ROSS, in his official capacity as Secretary of 
Commerce; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE;MARK T. ESPER, in his official capacity as Secre-
tary of Defense; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE; MICHAEL R.POMPEO, in his official capacity as 
Secretary of State; ANDREW WHEELER, in his official capacity as Administrator of the EPA; OFFICE OF THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES;U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY;U.S.DEPARTMENT OF 
ENERGY;DONALD J. TRUMP, in his official capacity as President of the United States,
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Defendants-Appellants.

Appeal from the United States District Court for the District of Oregon
Ann L. Aiken, District Judge, Presiding
Argued and Submitted June 4, 2019

Portland, Oregon
Filed January 17, 2020

Before: Mary H. Murguia and Andrew D. Hurwitz, Circuit Judges, and Josephine L. Staton,* District Judge.
Opinion by Judge Hurwitz;
Dissent by Judge Staton

SUMMARY**
Climate Change / Standing

The panel reversed the district court’s interlocutory orders in an action brought by an environmental organi-
zation and individual plaintiffs against the federal government, alleging climate-change related injuries to the 
plaintiffs caused by the federal government continuing to “permit, authorize, and subsidize” fossil fuel; and 
remanded to the district court with instructions to dismiss for lack of Article III standing.

Some plaintiffs claimed psychological harms, others impairment to recreational interests, others exacerbated 
medical conditions, and others damage to property. Plaintiffs alleged violations of their constitutional rights, 
and sought declaratory relief and an injunction ordering the government to implement a plan to “phase out 
fossil fuel emissions and draw down excess atmospheric [carbon dioxide].”

The panel held that: the record left little basis for denying that climate change was occurring at an increas-
ingly rapid pace; copious expert evidence established that the unprecedented rise in atmospheric carbon 
dioxide levels stemmed from fossil fuel combustion and will wreak havoc on the Earth’s climate if unchecked; 
the record conclusively established that the federal government has long understood the risks of fossil fuel 
use and increasing carbon dioxide emissions; and the record established that the government’s contribution 
to climate change was not simply a result of inaction.

The panel rejected the government’s argument that plaintiffs’ claims must proceed, if at all, under the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act (“APA”). The panel held that because the APA only allows challenges to discrete 
agency decisions, the plaintiffs could not effectively pursue their constitutional claims – whatever their merits 
– under that statute.

The panel considered the three requirements for whether plaintiffs had Article III standing to pursue their 
constitutional claims. First, the panel held that the district court correctly found that plaintiffs claimed con-
crete and particularized injuries. Second, the panel held that the district court properly found the Article III 
causation requirement satisfied for purposes of summary judgment because there was at least a genuine 
factual dispute as to whether a host of federal policies were a “substantial factor” in causing the plaintiffs’ 
injuries. Third, the panel held that plaintiffs’ claimed injuries were not redressable by an Article III court. 
Specifically, the panel held that it was beyond the power of an Article III court to order, design, supervise, or 
implement the plaintiffs’ requested remedial plan where any effective plan would necessarily require a host of 
complex policy decisions entrusted to the wisdom and discretion of the executive and legislative branches.

* The Honorable Josephine L. Staton, United States District Judge for the Central District of California, sitting 
by designation.

** This summary constitutes no part of the opinion of the court. It has been prepared by court staff for the 
convenience of the reader.
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The panel reluctantly concluded that the plaintiffs’ case must be made to the political branches or to the 
electorate at large.

District Judge Staton dissented, and would affirm the district court. Judge Staton wrote that plaintiffs brought 
suit to enforce the most basic structural principal embedded in our system of liberty: that the Constitution 
does not condone the Nation’s willful destruction. She would hold that plaintiffs have standing to challenge 
the government’s conduct, have articulated claims under the Constitution, and have presented sufficient ev-
idence to press those claims at trial.

COUNSEL
Jeffrey Bossert Clark (argued), Assistant Attorney General; Andrew C. Mergen, Sommer H. Engels, and Rob-
ert J. Lundman, Attorneys; Eric Grant, Deputy Assistant Attorney General; Environment and Natural Resourc-
es Division, United States Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.; for Defendants-Appellants.

Julia A. Olson (argued), Wild Earth Advocates, Eugene, Oregon; Philip L. Gregory, Gregory Law Group, 
Redwood City, California; Andrew K. Rodgers, Law Offices of Andrea K. Rodgers, Seattle, Washington; for 
Plaintiffs-Appellees.

Theodore Hadzi-Antich and Ryan D. Walters, Texas Public Policy Foundation, Austin, Texas, for Amici Curiae 
Nuckels Oil Co., Inc. DBA Merit Oil Company; Libety Packing Company, LLC; Western States Trucking Asso-
ciation; and National Federation of Independent Business Small Business Legal Center.

Richard K. Eichstaedt, University Legal Assistance, Spokane, Washington, for Amici Curiae Eco-Justice Min-
istries; Interfaith Moral Action on Climate; General Synod of the United Church of Christ; Temple Beth Israel 
of Eugene, Oregon;National Advocacy Center of the Sisters of the Good Shepherd; Leadership Counsel of 
the Sisters Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary of Monroe, Michigan; Sisters of Mercy of the Americas’ 
Institute Leadership Team; GreenFaith; Leadership Team of the Sisters of Providence of Saint-Mary-of-the-
Woods Indiana; Leadership Conference of Women Religious; Climate Change Task Force of the Sisters of 
Providence of Saint-Mary-of-the-Woods; Quaker Earthcare Witness; Colorado Interfaith Power and Light; and 
the Congregation of Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd, U.S. Provinces.

Dr. Curtis FJ Doebbler, Law Office of Dr. Curtis FJ Doebbler, San Antonio, Texas; D. Inder Comar, Comar 
LLP, San Francisco, California; for Amici Curiae International Lawyers for International Law.

Wendy B. Jacobs, Director; Shaun A. Goho, Deputy Director; Emmett Environmental Law & Policy Clinic, 
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ganizations, and Doctors.
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OPINION
HURWITZ, Circuit Judge:

In the mid-1960s, a popular song warned that we were “on the eve of destruction.”9 The plaintiffs in 
this case have presented compelling evidence that climate change has brought that eve nearer. A substantial 
evidentiary record documents that the federal government has long promoted fossil fuel use despite know-
ing that it can cause catastrophic climate change, and that failure to change existing policy may hasten an 
environmental apocalypse.

The plaintiffs claim that the government has violated their constitutional rights, including a claimed 
right under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment to a “climate system capable of sustaining human 
life.” The central issue before us is whether, even assuming such a broad constitutional right exists, an Article 
III court can provide the plaintiffs the redress they seek—an order requiring the government to develop a 
plan to “phase out fossil fuel emissions and draw down excess atmospheric CO2.” Reluctantly, we conclude 
that such relief is beyond our constitutional power. Rather, the plaintiffs’ impressive case for redress must be 
presented to the political branches of government.

I.

The plaintiffs are twenty-one young citizens, an environmental organization, and a “representative of future 
generations.” Their original complaint named as defendants the President, the United States, and federal 
agencies (collectively, “the government”). The operative complaint accuses the government of continuing 
to “permit, authorize, and subsidize” fossil fuel use despite long being aware of its risks, thereby causing 
various climate-change related injuries to the plaintiffs. Some plaintiffs claim psychological harm, others im-
pairment to recreational interests, others exacerbated medical conditions, and others damage to property. 
The complaint asserts violations of: (1) the plaintiffs’ substantive rights under the Due Process Clause of the 
Fifth Amendment; (2) the plaintiffs’ rights under the Fifth Amendment to equal protection of the law; (3) the 
plaintiffs’ rights under the Ninth Amendment; and (4) the public trust doctrine. The plaintiffs seek declaratory 

9 
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relief and an injunction ordering the government to implement a plan to “phase out fossil fuel emissions and 
draw down excess atmospheric [carbon dioxide].”

The district court denied the government’s motion to dismiss, concluding that the plaintiffs had standing to 
sue, raised justiciable questions, and stated a claim for infringement of a Fifth Amendment due process right 
to a “climate system capable of sustaining human life.” The court defined that right as one to be free from 
catastrophic climate change that “will cause human deaths, shorten human lifespans, result in widespread 
damage to property, threaten human food sources, and dramatically alter the planet’s ecosystem.” The court 
also concluded that the plaintiffs had stated a viable “danger-creation due process claim” arising from the 
government’s failure to regulate third-party emissions. Finally, the court held that the plaintiffs had stated a 
public trust claim grounded in the Fifth and the Ninth Amendments.

The government unsuccessfully sought a writ of mandamus. In re United States, 884 F.3d 830, 837–38 (9th 
Cir. 2018). Shortly thereafter, the Supreme Court denied the government’s motion for a stay of proceedings. 
United States v. U.S. Dist. Court for Dist. of Or., 139 S. Ct. 1 (2018). Although finding the stay request “pre-
mature,” the Court noted that the “breadth of respondents’ claims is striking . . . and the justiciability of those 
claims presents substantial grounds for difference of opinion.” Id.

The government then moved for summary judgment and judgment on the pleadings. The district court grant-
ed summary judgment on the Ninth Amendment claim, dismissed the President as a defendant, and dis-
missed the equal protection claim in part.3 But the court otherwise denied the government’s motions, again 
holding that the plaintiffs had standing to sue and finding that they had presented sufficient evidence to 
survive summary judgment. The court also rejected the government’s argument that the plaintiffs’ exclusive 
remedy was under the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C. § 702 et seq.

The district court initially declined the government’s request to certify those orders for interlocutory appeal. 
But, while considering a second mandamus petition from the government, we invited the district court to re-
visit certification, noting the Supreme Court’s justiciability concerns. United States v. U.S. Dist. Court for the 
Dist. of Or., No. 18-73014, Dkt. 3; see In re United States, 139 S. Ct. 452, 453 (2018) (reiterating justiciability 
concerns in denying a subsequent stay application from the government). The district court then reluctantly 
certified the orders denying the motions for interlocutory appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) and stayed the 
proceedings, while “stand[ing] by its prior rulings . . . as well as its belief that this case would be better served 
by further factual development at trial.” Juliana v. United States, No. 6:15-cv-01517-AA, 2018 WL 6303774, at 
*3 (D. Or. Nov. 21, 2018). We granted the government’s petition for permission to appeal.

II.

The plaintiffs have compiled an extensive record, which at this stage in the litigation we take in the light most 
favorable to their claims. See Plumhoff v. Rickard, 572 U.S. 765, 768 (2014). The record leaves little basis for 
denying that climate change is occurring at an increasingly rapid pace. It documents that since the dawn 
of the Industrial Age, atmospheric carbon dioxide has skyrocketed to levels not seen for almost three million 
years. For hundreds of thousands of years, average carbon concentration fluctuated between 180 and 280 
parts per million. Today, it is over 410 parts per million and climbing. Although carbon levels rose gradually 
after the last Ice Age, the most recent surge has occurred more than 100 times faster; half of that increase 
has come in the last forty years.

Copious expert evidence establishes that this unprecedented rise stems from fossil fuel combustion and will 
wreak havoc on the Earth’s climate if unchecked. Temperatures have already risen 0.9 degrees Celsius above 
pre-industrial levels and may rise more than 6 degrees Celsius by the end of the century. The hottest years on 
record all fall within this decade, and each year since 1997 has been hotter than the previous average. This 
extreme heat is melting polar ice caps and may cause sea levels to rise 15 to 30 feet by 2100. The problem 
is approaching “the point of no return.” Absent some action, the destabilizing climate will bury cities, spawn 
life-threatening natural disasters, and jeopardize critical food and water supplies.
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The record also conclusively establishes that the federal government has long understood the risks of fossil 
fuel use and increasing carbon dioxide emissions. As early as 1965, the Johnson Administration cautioned 
that fossil fuel emissions threatened significant changes to climate, global temperatures, sea levels, and other 
stratospheric properties. In 1983, an Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) report projected an increase 
of 2 degrees Celsius by 2040, warning that a “wait and see” carbon emissions policy was extremely risky. 
And, in the 1990s, the EPA implored the government to act before it was too late. Nonetheless, by 2014, U.S. 
fossil fuel emissions had climbed to 5.4 billion metric tons, up substantially from 1965. This growth shows no 
signs of abating. From 2008 to 2017, domestic petroleum and natural gas production increased by nearly 
60%, and the country is now expanding oil and gas extraction four times faster than any other nation.

The record also establishes that the government’s contribution to climate change is not simply a result of 
inaction. The government affirmatively promotes fossil fuel use in a host of ways, including beneficial tax 
provisions, permits for imports and exports, subsidies for domestic and overseas projects, and leases for fuel 
extraction on federal land.

A.

The government by and large has not disputed the factual premises of the plaintiffs’ claims. But it first argues 
that those claims must proceed, if at all, under the APA. We reject that argument. The plaintiffs do not claim 
that any individual agency action exceeds statutory authorization or, taken alone, is arbitrary and capricious. 
See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A), (C). Rather, they contend that the totality of various government actions contributes 
to the deprivation of constitutionally protected rights. Because the APA only allows challenges to discrete 
agency decisions, see Lujan v. Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n, 497 U.S. 871, 890–91 (1990), the plaintiffs cannot effec-
tively pursue their constitutional claims—whatever their merits—under that statute.

The defendants argue that the APA’s “comprehensive remedial scheme” for challenging the constitutionality 
of agency actions implicitly bars the plaintiffs’ freestanding constitutional claims. But, even if some con-
stitutional challenges to agency action must proceed through the APA, forcing all constitutional claims to 
follow its strictures would bar plaintiffs from challenging violations of constitutional rights in the absence of a 
discrete agency action that caused the violation. See Sierra Club v. Trump, 929 F.3d 670, 694, 696 (9th Cir. 
2019) (stating that plaintiffs could “bring their challenge through an equitable action to enjoin unconstitutional 
official conduct, or under the judicial review provisions of the [APA]”); Navajo Nation v. Dep’t of the Interior, 
876 F.3d 1144, 1172 (9th Cir. 2017) (holding “that the second sentence of § 702 waives sovereign immunity 
broadly for all causes of action that meet its terms, while § 704’s ‘final agency action’ limitation applies only 
to APA claims”). Because denying “any judicial forum for a colorable constitutional claim” presents a “serious 
constitutional question,” Congress’s intent through a statute to do so must be clear. See Webster v. Doe, 486 
U.S. 592, 603 (1988) (quoting Bowen v. Mich. Acad. of Family Physicians, 476 U.S. 667, 681 n.12 (1986)); 
see also Allen v. Milas, 896 F.3d 1094, 1108 (9th Cir. 2018) (“After Webster, we have assumed that the courts 
will be open to review of constitutional claims, even if they are closed to other claims.”). Nothing in the APA 
evinces such an intent.

Whatever the merits of the plaintiffs’ claims, they may proceed independently of the review procedures man-
dated by the APA. See Sierra Club, 929 F.3d at 698–99 (“Any constitutional challenge that Plaintiffs may 
advance under the APA would exist regardless of whether they could also assert an APA claim . . . . [C]
laims challenging agency actions—particularly constitutional claims—may exist wholly apart from the APA.”); 
Navajo Nation, 876 F.3d at 1170 (explaining that certain constitutional challenges to agency action are “not 
grounded in the APA”).

B.

The government also argues that the plaintiffs lack Article III standing to pursue their constitutional claims. To 
have standing under Article III, a plaintiff must have (1) a concrete and particularized injury that (2) is caused 
by the challenged conduct and (3) is likely redressable by a favorable judicial decision. See Friends of the 
Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Envtl. Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 180–81 (2000); Jewel v. NSA, 673 F.3d 902, 908 
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(9th Cir. 2011). A plaintiff need only establish a genuine dispute as to these requirements to survive summary 
judgment. See Cent. Delta Water Agency v. United States, 306 F.3d 938, 947 (9th Cir. 2002).

1.

The district court correctly found the injury requirement met. At least some plaintiffs claim concrete and par-
ticularized injuries. Jaime B., for example, claims that she was forced to leave her home because of water 
scarcity, separating her from relatives on the Navajo Reservation. See Trump v. Hawaii, 138 S. Ct. 2392, 2416 
(2018) (finding separation from relatives to be a concrete injury). Levi D. had to evacuate his coastal home 
multiple times because of flooding. See Maya v. Centex Corp., 658 F.3d 1060, 1070–71 (9th Cir. 2011) (find-
ing diminution in home property value to be a concrete injury). These injuries are not simply “‘conjectural’ or 
‘hypothetical;’” at least some of the plaintiffs have presented evidence that climate change is affecting them 
now in concrete ways and will continue to do so unless checked. Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 
(1992) (quoting Whitmore v. Arkansas, 495 U.S. 149, 155 (1990)); cf. Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Dep’t 
of Interior, 563 F.3d 466, 478 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (finding no standing because plaintiffs could “only aver that any 
significant adverse effects of climate change ‘may’ occur at some point in the future”).

The government argues that the plaintiffs’ alleged injuries are not particularized because climate change 
affects everyone. But, “it does not matter how many persons have been injured” if the plaintiffs’ injuries are 
“concrete and personal.” Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 517 (2007) (quoting Lujan, 504 U.S. at 581 
(Kennedy, J., concurring)); see also Novak v. United States, 795 F.3d 1012, 1018 (9th Cir. 2015) (“[T]he fact 
that a harm is widely shared does not necessarily render it a generalized grievance.”) (alteration in original) 
(quoting Jewel, 673 F.3d at 909). And, the Article III injury requirement is met if only one plaintiff has suffered 
concrete harm. See Hawaii, 138 S. Ct. at 2416; Town of Chester, N.Y. v. Laroe Estates, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1645, 
1651 (2017) (“At least one plaintiff must have standing to seek each form of relief requested in the complaint. 
. . . For all relief sought, there must be a litigant with standing.”).

2.

The district court also correctly found the Article III causation requirement satisfied for purposes of summary 
judgment. Causation can be established “even if there are multiple links in the chain,” Mendia v. Garcia, 768 
F.3d 1009, 1012 (9th Cir. 2014), as long as the chain is not “hypothetical or tenuous,” Maya, 658 F.3d at 1070 
(quoting Nat’l Audubon Soc’y, Inc. v. Davis, 307 F.3d 835, 849 (9th Cir. 2002), amended on denial of reh’g, 
312 F.3d 416 (9th Cir. 2002)). The causal chain here is sufficiently established.

The plaintiffs’ alleged injuries are caused by carbon emissions from fossil fuel production, extraction, and 
transportation. A significant portion of those emissions occur in this country; the United States accounted 
for over 25% of worldwide emissions from 1850 to 2012, and currently accounts for about 15%. See Massa-
chusetts, 549 U.S. at 524–25 (finding that emissions amounting to about 6% of the worldwide total showed 
cause of alleged injury “by any standard”). And, the plaintiffs’ evidence shows that federal subsidies and 
leases have increased those emissions. About 25% of fossil fuels extracted in the United States come from 
federal waters and lands, an activity that requires authorization from the federal government. See 30 U.S.C. 
§§ 181–196 (establishing legal framework governing the disposition of fossil fuels on federal land), § 201 
(authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to lease land for coal mining).

Relying on Washington Environmental Council v. Bellon, 732 F.3d 1131, 1141–46 (9th Cir. 2013), the govern-
ment argues that the causal chain is too attenuated because it depends in part on the independent actions 
of third parties. Bellon held that the causal chain between local agencies’ failure to regulate five oil refineries 
and the plaintiffs’ climate-change related injuries was “too tenuous to support standing” because the refin-
eries had a “scientifically indiscernible” impact on climate change. Id. at 1143–44. But the plaintiffs here do 
not contend that their injuries were caused by a few isolated agency decisions. Rather, they blame a host of 
federal policies, from subsidies to drilling permits, spanning “over 50 years,” and direct actions by the gov-
ernment. There is at least a genuine factual dispute as to whether those policies were a “substantial factor” in 
causing the plaintiffs’ injuries. Mendia, 768 F.3d at 1013 (quoting Tozzi v. U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., 
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271 F.3d 301, 308 (D.C. Cir. 2001)).

3.

The more difficult question is whether the plaintiffs’ claimed injuries are redressable by an Article III court. In 
analyzing that question, we start by stressing what the plaintiffs do and do not assert. They do not claim that 
the government has violated a statute or a regulation. They do not assert the denial of a procedural right. Nor 
do they seek damages under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. Rather, their sole claim is 
that the government has deprived them of a substantive constitutional right to a “climate system capable of 
sustaining human life,” and they seek remedial declaratory and injunctive relief.

Reasonable jurists can disagree about whether the asserted constitutional right exists. Compare Clean Air 
Council v. United States, 362 F. Supp. 3d 237, 250–53 (E.D. Pa. 2019) (finding no constitutional right), with 
Juliana, 217 F. Supp. 3d at 1248–50; see also In re United States, 139 S. Ct. at 453 (reiterating “that the ‘strik-
ing’ breadth of plaintiffs’ below claims ‘presents substantial grounds for difference of opinion’”). In analyzing 
redressability, however, we assume its existence. See M.S. v. Brown, 902 F.3d 1076, 1083 (9th Cir. 2018). But 
that merely begins our analysis, because “not all meritorious legal claims are redressable in federal court.” Id. 
To establish Article III redressability, the plaintiffs must show that the relief they seek is both (1) substantially 
likely to redress their injuries; and (2) within the district court’s power to award. Id. Redress need not be guar-
anteed, but it must be more than “merely speculative.” Id. (quoting Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561).

The plaintiffs first seek a declaration that the government is violating the Constitution. But that relief alone is 
not substantially likely to mitigate the plaintiffs’ asserted concrete injuries. A declaration, although undoubt-
edly likely to benefit the plaintiffs psychologically, is unlikely by itself to remediate their alleged injuries absent 
further court action. See Clean Air Council, 362 F. Supp. 3d at 246, 249; Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better 
Env’t, 523 U.S. 83, 107 (1998) (“By the mere bringing of his suit, every plaintiff demonstrates his belief that a 
favorable judgment will make him happier. But although a suitor may derive great comfort and joy from the 
fact that the United States Treasury is not cheated, that a wrongdoer gets his just deserts, or that the Nation’s 
laws are faithfully enforced, that psychic satisfaction is not an acceptable Article III remedy because it does 
not redress a cognizable Article III injury.”); see also Friends of the Earth, 528 U.S. at 185 (“[A] plaintiff must 
demonstrate standing separately for each form of relief sought.”).

The crux of the plaintiffs’ requested remedy is an injunction requiring the government not only to cease per-
mitting, authorizing, and subsidizing fossil fuel use, but also to prepare a plan subject to judicial approval to 
draw down harmful emissions. The plaintiffs thus seek not only to enjoin the Executive from exercising discre-
tionary authority expressly granted by Congress, see, e.g., 30 U.S.C. § 201 (authorizing the Secretary of the 
Interior to lease land for coal mining), but also to enjoin Congress from exercising power expressly granted 
by the Constitution over public lands, see U.S. Const. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2 (“The Congress shall have Power to 
dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging 
to the United States.”).

As an initial matter, we note that although the plaintiffs contended at oral argument that they challenge only 
affirmative activities by the government, an order simply enjoining those activities will not, according to their 
own experts’ opinions, suffice to stop catastrophic climate change or even ameliorate their injuries. The plain-
tiffs’ experts opine that the federal government’s leases and subsidies have contributed to global carbon 
emissions. But they do not show that even the total elimination of the challenged programs would halt the 
growth of carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere, let alone decrease that growth. Nor does any expert con-
tend that elimination of the challenged pro-carbon fuels programs would by itself prevent further injury to the 
plaintiffs. Rather, the record shows that many of the emissions causing climate change happened decades 
ago or come from foreign and non-governmental sources.

Indeed, the plaintiffs’ experts make plain that reducing the global consequences of climate change demands 
much more than cessation of the government’s promotion of fossil fuels. Rather, these experts opine that such 
a result calls for no less than a fundamental transformation of this country’s energy system, if not that of the 
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industrialized world. One expert opines that atmospheric carbon reductions must come “largely via reforesta-
tion,” and include rapid and immediate decreases in emissions from many sources. “[L]eisurely reductions 
of one of two percent per year,” he explains, “will not suffice.” Another expert has opined that although the 
required emissions reductions are “technically feasible,” they can be achieved only through a comprehensive 
plan for “nearly complete decarbonization” that includes both an “unprecedently rapid build out” of renew-
able energy and a “sustained commitment to infrastructure transformation over decades.” And, that commit-
ment, another expert emphasizes, must include everything from energy efficient lighting to improved public 
transportation to hydrogen-powered aircraft.

The plaintiffs concede that their requested relief will not alone solve global climate change, but they assert 
that their “injuries would be to some extent ameliorated.” Relying on Massachusetts v. EPA, the district court 
apparently found the redressability requirement satisfied because the requested relief would likely slow or 
reduce emissions. See 549 U.S. at 525–26. That case, however, involved a procedural right that the State 
of Massachusetts was allowed to assert “without meeting all the normal standards for redressability;” in that 
context, the Court found redressability because “there [was] some possibility that the requested relief [would] 
prompt the injury-causing party to reconsider the decision that allegedly harmed the litigant.” Id. at 517–18, 
525–26 (quoting Lujan, 504 U.S. at 572 n.7). The plaintiffs here do not assert a procedural right, but rather a 
substantive due process claim.

We are therefore skeptical that the first redressability prong is satisfied. But even assuming that it is, the plain-
tiffs do not surmount the remaining hurdle—establishing that the specific relief they seek is within the power 
of an Article III court. There is much to recommend the adoption of a comprehensive scheme to decrease 
fossil fuel emissions and combat climate change, both as a policy matter in general and a matter of national 
survival in particular. But it is beyond the power of an Article III court to order, design, supervise, or imple-
ment the plaintiffs’ requested remedial plan. As the opinions of their experts make plain, any effective plan 
would necessarily require a host of complex policy decisions entrusted, for better or worse, to the wisdom 
and discretion of the executive and legislative branches. See Brown, 902 F.3d at 1086 (finding the plaintiff’s 
requested declaration requiring the government to issue driver cards “incompatible with democratic princi-
ples embedded in the structure of the Constitution”). These decisions range, for example, from determining 
how much to invest in public transit to how quickly to transition to renewable energy, and plainly require 
consideration of “competing social, political, and economic forces,” which must be made by the People’s 
“elected representatives, rather than by federal judges interpreting the basic charter of Government for the 
entire country.” Collins v. City of Harker Heights, 503 U.S. 115, 128–29 (1992); see Lujan, 504 U.S. at 559–60 
(“[S]eparation of powers depends largely upon common understanding of what activities are appropriate to 
legislatures, to executives, and to courts.”).

The plaintiffs argue that the district court need not itself make policy decisions, because if their general 
request for a remedial plan is granted, the political branches can decide what policies will best “phase out 
fossil fuel emissions and draw down excess atmospheric CO2.” To be sure, in some circumstances, courts 
may order broad injunctive relief while leaving the “details of implementation” to the government’s discretion. 
Brown v. Plata, 563 U.S. 493, 537–38 (2011). But, even under such a scenario, the plaintiffs’ request for a 
remedial plan would subsequently require the judiciary to pass judgment on the sufficiency of the govern-
ment’s response to the order, which necessarily would entail a broad range of policymaking. And inevitably, 
this kind of plan will demand action not only by the Executive, but also by Congress. Absent court interven-
tion, the political branches might conclude—however inappropriately in the plaintiffs’ view—that economic or 
defense considerations called for continuation of the very programs challenged in this suit, or a less robust 
approach to addressing climate change than the plaintiffs believe is necessary. “But we cannot substitute our 
own assessment for the Executive’s [or Legislature’s] predictive judgments on such matters, all of which ‘are 
delicate, complex, and involve large elements of prophecy.’” Hawaii, 138 S. Ct. at 2421 (quoting Chi. & S. Air 
Lines, Inc. v. Waterman S.S. Corp., 333 U.S. 103, 111 (1948)). And, given the complexity and long-lasting 
nature of global climate change, the court would be required to supervise the government’s compliance with 
any suggested plan for many decades. See Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292, 1300 (9th Cir. 
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1992) (“Injunctive relief could involve extraordinary supervision by this court. . . . [and] may be inappropriate 
where it requires constant supervision.”).

As the Supreme Court recently explained, “a constitutional directive or legal standards” must guide the courts’ 
exercise of equitable power. Rucho v. Common Cause, 139 S. Ct. 2484, 2508 (2019). Rucho found partisan 
gerrymandering claims presented political questions beyond the reach of Article III courts. Id. at 2506–07. 
The Court did not deny extreme partisan gerrymandering can violate the Constitution. See id. at 2506; id. 
at 2514–15 (Kagan, J., dissenting). But, it concluded that there was no “limited and precise” standard dis-
cernible in the Constitution for redressing the asserted violation. Id. at 2500. The Court rejected the plaintiffs’ 
proposed standard because unlike the one-person, one-vote rule in vote dilution cases, it was not “relatively 
easy to administer as a matter of math.” Id. at 2501.

Rucho reaffirmed that redressability questions implicate the separation of powers, noting that federal courts 
“have no commission to allocate political power and influence” without standards to guide in the exercise of 
such authority. See id. at 2506–07, 2508. Absent those standards, federal judicial power could be “unlimited 
in scope and duration,” and would inject “the unelected and politically unaccountable branch of the Federal 
Government [into] assuming such an extraordinary and unprecedented role.” Id. at 2507; see also Lexmark 
Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 125 (2014) (noting the “separation-of-powers 
principles underlying” standing doctrine); Brown, 902 F.3d at 1087 (stating that “in the context of Article III 
standing, . . . federal courts must respect their ‘proper—and properly limited—role . . . in a democratic so-
ciety’” (quoting Gill v. Whitford, 138 S. Ct. 1916, 1929 (2018)). Because “it is axiomatic that ‘the Constitution 
contemplates that democracy is the appropriate process for change,’” Brown, 902 F.3d at 1087 (quoting 
Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2605 (2015)), some questions—even those existential in nature—are 
the province of the political branches. The Court found in Rucho that a proposed standard involving a math-
ematical comparison to a baseline election map is too difficult for the judiciary to manage. See 139 S. Ct. at 
2500–02. It is impossible to reach a different conclusion here.

The plaintiffs’ experts opine that atmospheric carbon levels of 350 parts per million are necessary to stabilize 
the global climate. But, even accepting those opinions as valid, they do not suggest how an order from this 
Court can achieve that level, other than by ordering the government to develop a plan. Although the plaintiffs’ 
invitation to get the ball rolling by simply ordering the promulgation of a plan is beguiling, it ignores that an 
Article III court will thereafter be required to determine whether the plan is sufficient to remediate the claimed 
constitutional violation of the plaintiffs’ right to a “climate system capable of sustaining human life.” We doubt 
that any such plan can be supervised or enforced by an Article III court. And, in the end, any plan is only as 
good as the court’s power to enforce it.

C.

Our dissenting colleague quite correctly notes the gravity of the plaintiffs’ evidence; we differ only as to wheth-
er an Article III court can provide their requested redress. In suggesting that we can, the dissent reframes the 
plaintiffs’ claimed constitutional right variously as an entitlement to “the country’s perpetuity,” Diss. at 35–37, 
39, or as one to freedom from “the amount of fossil-fuel emissions that will irreparably devastate our Nation,” 
id. at 57. But if such broad constitutional rights exist, we doubt that the plaintiffs would have Article III standing 
to enforce them. Their alleged individual injuries do not flow from a violation of these claimed rights. Indeed, 
any injury from the dissolution of the Republic would be felt by all citizens equally, and thus would not consti-
tute the kind of discrete and particularized injury necessary for Article III standing. See Friends of the Earth, 
528 U.S. at 180–81. A suit for a violation of these reframed rights, like one for a violation of the Guarantee 
Clause, would also plainly be nonjusticiable. See, e.g., Rucho, 139 S. Ct. at 2506 (“This Court has several 
times concluded, however, that the Guarantee Clause does not provide the basis for a justiciable claim.”) 
(Citing Pac. States Tel. & Tel. Co. v. Oregon, 223 U.S. 118, 149 (1912)); Luther v. Borden, 48 U.S. 1, 36–37, 
39 (1849).

More importantly, the dissent offers no metrics for judicial determination of the level of climate change that 
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would cause “the willful dissolution of the Republic,” Diss. at 40, nor for measuring a constitutionally ac-
ceptable “perceptible reduction in the advance of climate change,” id. at 47. Contrary to the dissent, we 
cannot find Article III redressability requirements satisfied simply because a court order might “postpone 
[] the day when remedial measures become insufficiently effective.” Id. at 46; see Brown, 902 F.3d at 1083 
(“If, however, a favorable judicial decision would not require the defendant to redress the plaintiff’s claimed 
injury, the plaintiff cannot demonstrate redressability [.]”). Indeed, as the dissent recognizes, a guarantee 
against government conduct that might threaten the Union—whether from political gerrymandering, nuclear 
proliferation, Executive misconduct, or climate change—has traditionally been viewed by Article III courts as 
“not separately enforceable.” Id. at 39. Nor has the Supreme Court recognized “the perpetuity principle” as a 
basis for interjecting the judicial branch into the policy-making purview of the political branches. See id. at 42.

Contrary to the dissent, we do not “throw up [our] hands” by concluding that the plaintiffs’ claims are nonjusti-
ciable. Id. at 33. Rather, we recognize that “Article III protects liberty not only through its role in implementing 
the separation of powers, but also by specifying the defining characteristics of Article III judges.” Stern v. 
Marshall, 564 U.S. 462, 483 (2011). Not every problem posing a threat—even a clear and present danger—to 
the American Experiment can be solved by federal judges. As Judge Cardozo once aptly warned, a judicial 
commission does not confer the power of “a knight-errant, roaming at will in pursuit of his own ideal of beauty 
or of goodness;” rather, we are bound “to exercise a discretion informed by tradition, methodized by analogy, 
disciplined by system.’” Benjamin N. Cardozo, the Nature of the Judicial Process 141 (1921).

The dissent correctly notes that the political branches of government have to date been largely deaf to the 
pleas of the plaintiffs and other similarly situated individuals. But, although inaction by the Executive and Con-
gress may affect the form of judicial relief ordered when there is Article III standing, it cannot bring otherwise 
nonjusticiable claims within the province of federal courts. See Rucho, 139 S. Ct. at 2507–08; Gill, 138 S. Ct. 
at 1929 (“‘Failure of political will does not justify unconstitutional remedies.’ . . . Our power as judges . . . rests 
not on the default of politically accountable officers, but is instead grounded in and limited by the necessity of 
resolving, according to legal principles, a plaintiff’s particular claim of legal right.” (quoting Clinton v. City of 
New York, 524 U.S. 417, 449 (1998) (Kennedy, J., concurring))); Brown, 902 F.3d at 1087 (“The absence of a 
law, however, has never been held to constitute a ‘substantive result’ subject to judicial review [.]”).

The plaintiffs have made a compelling case that action is needed; it will be increasingly difficult in light of that 
record for the political branches to deny that climate change is occurring, that the government has had a role 
in causing it, and that our elected officials have a moral responsibility to seek solutions. We do not dispute 
that the broad judicial relief the plaintiffs seek could well goad the political branches into action. Diss. At 
45–46, 49–50, 57–61. We reluctantly conclude, however, that the plaintiffs’ case must be made to the political 
branches or to the electorate at large, the latter of which can change the composition of the political branches 
through the ballot box. That the other branches may have abdicated their responsibility to remediate the prob-
lem does not confer on Article III courts, no matter how well-intentioned, the ability to step into their shoes.

III.

For the reasons above, we reverse the certified orders of the district court and remand this case to the district 
court with instructions to dismiss for lack of Article III standing.

REVERSED.

STATON, District Judge, dissenting:

In these proceedings, the government accepts as fact that the United States has reached a tipping point 
crying out for a concerted response—yet presses ahead toward calamity. It is as if an asteroid were barreling 
toward Earth and the government decided to shut down our only defenses.10

10 
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Seeking to quash this suit, the government bluntly insists that it has the absolute and unreviewable power to 
destroy the Nation.

My colleagues throw up their hands, concluding that this case presents nothing fit for the Judiciary. On a 
fundamental point, we agree: No case can singlehandedly prevent the catastrophic effects of climate change 
predicted by the government and scientists. But a federal court need not manage all of the delicate foreign 
relations and regulatory minutiae implicated by climate change to offer real relief, and the mere fact that this 
suit cannot alone halt climate change does not mean that it presents no claim suitable for judicial resolution.

Plaintiffs bring suit to enforce the most basic structural principle embedded in our system of ordered liberty: 
that the Constitution does not condone the Nation’s willful destruction. So viewed, plaintiffs’ claims adhere to 
a judicially administrable standard. And considering plaintiffs seek no less than to forestall the Nation’s de-
mise, even a partial and temporary reprieve would constitute meaningful redress. Such relief, much like the 
desegregation orders and statewide prison injunctions the Supreme Court has sanctioned, would vindicate 
plaintiffs’ constitutional rights without exceeding the Judiciary’s province. For these reasons, I respectfully 
dissent.11

I.

As the majority recognizes, and the government does not contest, carbon dioxide (“CO2”) and other 
greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions created by burning fossil fuels are devastating the planet. Maj. Op. at 
14–15. According to one of plaintiffs’ experts, the inevitable result, absent immediate action, is “an inhospi-
table future . . . marked by rising seas, coastal city functionality loss, mass migrations, resource wars, food 
shortages, heat waves, mega-storms, soil depletion and desiccation, freshwater shortage, public health sys-
tem collapse, and the extinction of increasing numbers of species.” Even government scientists project that, 
given current warming trends, sea levels will rise two feet by 2050, nearly four feet by 2070, over eight feet 
by 2100, 18 feet by 2150, and over 31 feet by 2200. To put that in perspective, a three-foot sea level rise will 
make two million American homes uninhabitable; a rise of approximately 20 feet will result in the total loss of 
Miami, New Orleans, and other coastal cities. So, as described by plaintiffs’ experts, the injuries experienced 
by plaintiffs are the first small wave in an oncoming tsunami—now visible on the horizon of the not-so-distant 
future—that will destroy the United States as we currently know it.

What sets this harm apart from all others is not just its magnitude, but its irreversibility. The devastation might 
look and feel somewhat different if future generations could simply pick up the pieces and restore the Nation. 
But plaintiffs’ experts speak of a certain level of global warming as “locking in” this catastrophic damage. Put 
more starkly by plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Harold R. Wanless, “[a]tmospheric warming will continue for some 30 
years after we stop putting more greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. But that warmed atmosphere will 
continue warming the ocean for centuries, and the accumulating heat in the oceans will persist for millennia” 
(emphasis added). Indeed, another of plaintiffs’ experts echoes, “[t]he fact that GHGs dissipate very slowly 
from the atmosphere . . . and that the costs of taking CO2 out of the atmosphere through non-biological car-
bon capture and storage are very high means that the consequences of GHG emissions should be viewed 
as effectively irreversible” (emphasis added). In other words, “[g]iven the self-reinforcing nature of climate 
change,” the tipping point may well have arrived, and we may be rapidly approaching the point of no return.

Despite countless studies over the last half century warning of the catastrophic consequences of anthro-
pogenic greenhouse gas emissions, many of which the government conducted, the government not only 
failed to act but also “affirmatively promote[d] fossil fuel use in a host of ways.” Maj. Op. at 15. According to 
plaintiffs’ evidence, our nation is crumbling—at our government’s own hand—into a wasteland. In short, the 
government has directly facilitated an existential crisis to the country’s perpetuity.

11 
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II.

In tossing this suit for want of standing, the majority concedes that the children and young adults who brought 
suit have presented enough to proceed to trial on the first two aspects of the inquiry (injury in fact and trace-
ability). But the majority provides two-and-a-half reasons for concluding that plaintiffs’ injuries are not redress-
able. After detailing its “skeptic[ism]” that the relief sought could “suffice to stop catastrophic climate change 
or even ameliorate [plaintiffs’] injuries [,]” Maj. Op. at

23–25, the majority concludes that, at any rate, a court would lack any power to award it. In the majority’s view, 
the relief sought is too great and unsusceptible to a judicially administrable standard.

To explain why I disagree, I first step back to define the interest at issue. While standing operates as a thresh-
old issue distinct from the merits of the claim, “it often turns on the nature and source of the claim asserted.” 
Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 500 (1975). And, unlike the majority, I believe the government has more than 
just a nebulous “moral responsibility” to preserve the Nation. Maj. Op. at 31–32.

A.

The Constitution protects the right to “life, liberty, and property, to free speech, a free press, [and] freedom of 
worship and assembly.” W. Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1943). Through “rea-
soned judgment,” the Supreme Court has recognized that the Due Process Clause, enshrined in the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments, also safeguards certain “interests of the person so fundamental that the [govern-
ment] must accord them its respect.” Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2598 (2015). These include the 
right to marry, Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967), to maintain a family and rear children, M.L.B. v. S.L.J., 
519 U.S. 102, 116 (1996), and to pursue an occupation of one’s choosing, Schware v. Bd. of Bar Exam., 353 
U.S. 232, 238–39 (1957). As fundamental rights, these “may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the 
outcome of no elections.” Lucas v. Forty-Fourth Gen. Assembly,377 U.S. 713, 736 (1964) (quoting Barnette, 
319 U.S. at 638).

Some rights serve as the necessary predicate for others; their fundamentality therefore derives, at least in 
part, from the necessity to preserve other fundamental constitutional protections. Cf., e.g., Timbs v. Indiana, 
139 S. Ct. 682, 689 (2019) (deeming a right fundamental because its deprivation would “undermine other 
constitutional liberties”). For example, the right to vote “is of the essence of a democratic society, and any 
restrictions on that right strike at the heart of representative government.” Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 555 
(1964). Because it is “preservative of all rights,” the Supreme Court has long regarded suffrage “as a funda-
mental political right.” Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 370 (1886). This holds true even though the right to 
vote receives imperfect express protection in the Constitution itself: While several amendments proscribe the 
denial or abridgement of suffrage based on certain characteristics, the Constitution does not guarantee the 
right to vote ab initio. See U.S. Const. amends. XV, XIX, XXIV, XXVI; cf. U.S. Const. art. I, § 4, cl. 1.

Much like the right to vote, the perpetuity of the Republic occupies a central role in our constitutional structure 
as a “guardian of all other rights,” Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 217 n.15 (1982). “Civil liberties, as guaranteed 
by the Constitution, imply the existence of an organized society . . . .” Cox v. New Hampshire, 312 U.S. 569, 
574 (1941); see also The Ku Klux Cases, 110 U.S. 651, 657–68 (1884). And, of course, in our system, that 
organized society consists of the Union. Without it, all the liberties protected by the Constitution to live the 
good life are meaningless.

This observation is hardly novel. After securing independence, George Washington recognized that “the 
destiny of unborn millions” rested on the fate of the new Nation, cautioning that “whatever measures have a 
tendency to dissolve the Union, or contribute to violate or lessen the Sovereign Authority, ought to be consid-
ered as hostile to the Liberty and Independency of America[.]” President George Washington, Circular Letter 
of Farewell to the Army (June 8, 1783). Without the Republic’s preservation, Washington warned, “there is a 
natural and necessary progression, from the extreme of anarchy to the extreme of Tyranny; and that arbitrary 
power is most easily established on the ruins of Liberty abused to licentiousness.” Id.
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When the Articles of the Confederation proved ill-fitting to the task of safeguarding the Union, the framers 
formed the Constitutional Convention with “the great object” of “preserv[ing] and perpetuat[ing]” the Union, 
for they believed that “the prosperity of America depended on its Union.” The Federalist No. 2, at 19 (John 
Jay) (E. H. Scott ed., 1898); see also Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson (Oct. 24, 1787)4 (“It 
appeared to be the sincere and unanimous wish of the Convention to cherish and preserve the Union of the 
States.”). In pressing New York to ratify the Constitution, Alexander Hamilton spoke of the gravity of the oc-
casion: “The subject speaks its own importance; comprehending in its consequences nothing less than the 
existence of the Union, the safety and welfare of the parts of which it is composed—the fate of an empire, in 
many respects the most interesting in the world.” The Federalist No. 1, at 11 (Alexander Hamilton) (E. H. Scott 
ed., 1898). In light of this animating principle, it is fitting that the

Preamble declares that the Constitution is intended to secure “the Blessings of Liberty” not just for one gen-
eration, but for all future generations—our “Posterity.”

The Constitution’s structure reflects this perpetuity principle. See Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706, 713 (1999) 
(examining how “[v]arious textual provisions of the Constitution assume” a structural principle). In taking the 
Presidential Oath, the Executive must vow to “preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United 
States,” U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 8, and the Take Care Clause obliges the President to “take Care that the 
Laws be faithfully executed,” U.S. Const. art. II, § 3. Likewise, though generally not separately enforceable, 
Article IV, Section 4 provides that the “United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican 
Form of Government, and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and . . . against domestic Violence.” 
U.S. Const. art. IV, § 4; see also New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 184–85 (1992).

Less than a century after the country’s founding, the perpetuity principle undergirding the Constitution met 
its greatest challenge. Faced with the South’s secession, President Lincoln reaffirmed that the Constitution 
did not countenance its own destruction. “[T]he Union of these States is perpetual[,]” he reasoned in his First 
Inaugural Address, because “[p]erpetuity is implied, if not expressed, in the fundamental law of all national 
governments. It is safe to assert that no government proper ever had a provision in its organic law for its own 
termination.” President Abraham Lincoln, First Inaugural Address (Mar. 4, 1861). In justifying this constitution-
al principle, Lincoln drew from history, observing that “[t]he Union is much older than the Constitution.” Id. He 
reminded his fellow citizens, “one of the declared objects for ordaining and establishing the Constitution was 
‘to form a more perfect Union.’” Id. (emphasis added) (quoting U.S. Const. pmbl.).

While secession manifested the existential threat most apparently contemplated by the Founders—political 
dissolution of the Union—the underlying principle applies equally to its physical destruction.

This perpetuity principle does not amount to “a right to live in a contaminant-free, healthy environment.” Guer-
tin v. Michigan, 912 F.3d 907, 922 (6th Cir. 2019). To be sure, the stakes can be quite high in environmental 
disputes, as pollution causes tens of thousands of premature deaths each year, not to mention disability and 
diminished quality of life.5 Many abhor living in a polluted environment, and some pay with their lives. But 
mine-run environmental concerns “involve a host of policy choices that must be made by . . . elected rep-
resentatives, rather than by federal judges interpreting the basic charter of government [.]” Collins v. City of 
Harker Heights, 503 U.S. 115, 129 (1992). The perpetuity principle is not an environmental right at all, and it 
does not task the courts with determining the optimal level of environmental regulation; rather, it prohibits only 
the willful dissolution of the Republic.

That the principle is structural and implicit in our constitutional system does not render it any less enforce-
able. To the contrary, our Supreme Court has recognized that “[t]here are many [] constitutional doctrines that 
are not spelled out in the Constitution” but are nonetheless enforceable as “historically rooted principle[s] 
embedded in the text and structure of the Constitution.” Franchise Tax Bd. of California v. Hyatt, 139 S. Ct. 
1485, 1498–99 (2019). For instance, the Constitution does not in express terms provide for judicial review, 
Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 176–77 (1803); sovereign immunity (outside of the Eleventh Amendment’s 
explicit restriction), Alden, 527 U.S. at 735–36; the anticommandeering doctrine, Murphy v. NCAA, 138 S. Ct. 
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1461, 1477 (2018); or the regimented tiers of scrutiny applicable to many constitutional rights, see, e.g., Turn-
er Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 641–42 (1994). Yet these doctrines, as well as many other implicit 
principles, have become firmly entrenched in our constitutional landscape. And, in an otherwise justiciable 
case, a private litigant may seek to vindicate such structural principles, for they “protect the individual as well” 
as the Nation. See Bond v. United States, 564 U.S. 211, 222, 225–26 (2011); INS. v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 
935–36 (1983).

In Hyatt, for instance, the Supreme Court held that a state could not be sued in another state’s courts without 
its consent. Although nothing in the text of the Constitution expressly forbids such suits, the Court concluded 
that they contravened “the ‘implicit ordering of relationships within the federal system necessary to make 
the Constitution a workable governing charter and to give each provision within that document the full effect 
intended by the Framers.’” Hyatt, 139 S. Ct. at 1492 (quoting Nevada v. Hall, 440 U.S. 410, 433 (1979) (Rehn-
quist, J., dissenting)). So too here.

Nor can the perpetuity principle be rejected simply because the Court has not yet had occasion to enforce 
it as a limitation on government conduct. Only over time, as the Nation confronts new challenges, are con-
stitutional principles tested. For instance, courts did not recognize the anticommandeering doctrine until the 
1970s because “[f]ederal commandeering of state governments [was] such a novel phenomenon.” Printz 
v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 925 (1997). And the Court did not recognize that cell-site data fell within the 
Fourth Amendment until 2018. In so holding, the Court rejected “a ‘mechanical interpretation’ of the Fourth 
Amendment” because “technology has enhanced the Government’s capacity to encroach upon areas nor-
mally guarded from inquisitive eyes [.]” Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2214 (2018). Thus, it 
should come as no surprise that the Constitution’s commitment to perpetuity only now faces judicial scrutiny, 
for never before has the United States confronted an existential threat that has not only gone unremedied but 
is actively backed by the government.

The mere fact that we have alternative means to enforce a principle, such as voting, does not diminish its 
constitutional stature. Americans can vindicate federalism, separation of powers, equal protection, and voting 
rights through the ballot box as well, but that does not mean these constitutional guarantees are not inde-
pendently enforceable.

By its very nature, the Constitution “withdraw[s] certain subjects from the vicissitudes of political controversy, 
to place them beyond the reach of majorities and officials and to establish them as legal principles to be ap-
plied by the courts.” Barnette, 319 U.S. at 638. When fundamental rights are at stake, individuals “need not 
await legislative action.” Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2605.

Indeed, in this sui generis circumstance, waiting is not an option. Those alive today are at perhaps the singu-
lar point in history where society (1) is scientifically aware of the impending climate crisis, and (2) can avoid 
the point of no return. And while democracy affords citizens the right “to debate so they can learn and decide 
and then, through the political process, act in concert to try to shape the course of their own times [,]” id. 
(Quoting Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action, 572 U.S. 291, 312 (2014)), that process cannot 
override the laws of nature. Or, more colloquially, we can’t shut the stable door after the horse has bolted.

As the last fifty years have made clear, telling plaintiffs that they must vindicate their right to a habitable United 
States through the political branches will rightfully be perceived as telling them they have no recourse. The 
political branches must often realize constitutional principles, but in a justiciable case or controversy, courts 
serve as the ultimate backstop. To this issue, I turn next.

B.

Of course, “it is not the role of courts, but that of the political branches, to shape the institutions of government 
in such fashion as to comply with the laws and the Constitution.” Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349 (1996). 
So federal courts are not free to address every grievance.
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 “Whether a party has a sufficient stake in an otherwise justiciable controversy to obtain judicial resolution 
of that controversy is what has traditionally been referred to as the question of standing to sue.” Sierra Club 
v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 731–32 (1972). Standing is “a doctrine rooted in the traditional understanding of a 
case or controversy,” developed to “ensure that federal courts do not exceed their authority as it has been 
traditionally understood.” Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547 (2016).

A case is fit for judicial determination only if the plaintiff has: “(1) suffered an injury in fact, (2) that is fairly 
traceable to the challenged conduct of the defendant, and (3) that is likely to be redressed by a favorable 
judicial decision.” Id. (citing Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61 (1992); then citing Friends 
of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Envtl. Serv. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 180–81 (2000)). As to the first two elements, 
my colleagues and I agree: Plaintiffs present adequate evidence at this pre-trial stage to show particularized, 
concrete injuries to legally-protected interests, and they present further evidence to raise genuine disputes 
as to whether those injuries—at least in substantial part—are fairly traceable to the government’s conduct at 
issue. See Maj. Op. at 18–21. Because I find that plaintiffs have also established the third prong for standing, 
redressability, I conclude that plaintiffs’ legal stake in this action suffices to invoke the adjudicative powers of 
the federal bench.

1.

“Redressability” concerns whether a federal court is capable of vindicating a plaintiff’s legal rights. I agree 
with the majority that our ability to provide redress is animated by two inquiries, one of efficacy and one of 
power. Maj. Op. at 21 (citing M.S. v. Brown, 902 F.3d 1076, 1083 (9th Cir.2018)). First, as a causal matter, is 
a court order likely to actually remediate the plaintiffs’ injury? If so, does the judiciary have the constitutional 
authority to levy such an order? Id.

Addressing the first question, my colleagues are skeptical that curtailing the government’s facilitation of fos-
sil-fuel extraction and combustion will ameliorate the plaintiffs’ harms. See Maj. Op. at 22–25. I am not, as the 
nature of the injury at stake informs the effectiveness of the remedy. See Warth, 422 U.S. at 500.

As described above, the right at issue is not to be entirely free from any climate change. Rather, plaintiffs have 
a constitutional right to be free from irreversible and catastrophic climate change. Plaintiffs have begun to feel 
certain concrete manifestations of this violation, ripening their case for litigation, but such prefatory harms are 
just the first barbs of an ongoing injury flowing from an ongoing violation of plaintiffs’ rights. The bulk of the 
injury is yet to come. Therefore, practical redressability is not measured by our ability to stop climate change 
in its tracks and immediately undo the injuries that plaintiffs suffer today—an admittedly tall order; it is instead 
measured by our ability to curb by some meaningful degree what the record shows to be an otherwise inev-
itable march to the point of no return. Hence, the injury at issue is not climate change writ large; it is climate 
change beyond the threshold point of no return. As we approach that threshold, the significance of every 
emissions reduction is magnified.

The majority portrays any relief we can offer as just a drop in the bucket. See Maj. Op. at 22–25. In a previous 
generation, perhaps that characterization would carry the day and we would hold ourselves impotent to ad-
dress plaintiffs’ injuries. But we are perilously close to an overflowing bucket. These final drops matter. A lot. 
Properly framed, a court order—even one that merely postpones the day when remedial measures become 
insufficiently effective—would likely have a real impact on preventing the impending cataclysm. Accordingly, 
I conclude that the court could do something to help the plaintiffs before us.

And “something” is all that standing requires. In Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), the Supreme 
Court explicitly held that a non-negligible reduction in emissions—there, by regulating vehicles emissions—
satisfied the redressability requirement of Article III standing:

While it may be true that regulating motor-vehicle emissions will not by itself reverse global warming, 
it by no means follows that we lack jurisdiction to decide whether EPA has a duty to take steps to 
slow or reduce it. Because of the enormity of the potential consequences associated with manmade 
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climate change, the fact that the effectiveness of a remedy might be delayed during the (relatively 
short) time it takes for a new motor-vehicle fleet to replace an older one is essentially irrelevant. Nor is 
it dispositive that developing countries such as China and India are poised to increase greenhouse 
gas emissions substantially over the next century: A reduction in domestic emissions would slow the 
pace of global emissions increases, no matter what happens elsewhere.

. . . .

. . . The risk of catastrophic harm, though remote, is nevertheless real.

Id. at 525–26 (internal citation omitted).

In other words, under Article III, a perceptible reduction in the advance of climate change is sufficient to re-
dress a plaintiff’s climate change-induced harms. Full stop. The majority dismisses this precedent because 
Massachusetts v. EPA involved a procedural harm, whereas plaintiffs here assert a purely substantive right. 
Maj. Op. at 24. But this difference in posture does not affect the outcome.

While the redressability requirement is relaxed in the procedural context, that does not mean (1) we must 
engage in a similarly relaxed analysis whenever we invoke Massachusetts v. EPA or (2) we cannot rely 
on Massachusetts v. EPA’s substantive examination of the relationship between government action and the 
course of climate change. Accordingly, here, we do not consider the likelihood that plaintiffs will prevail in 
any newly-awarded agency procedure, nor whether granting access to that procedure will redress plaintiffs’ 
injury. Cf. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 517–18; Lujan, 504 U.S. at 572 n.7. Rather, we assume plaintiffs 
will prevail—removing the procedural link from the causal chain—and we resume our traditional analysis to 
determine whether the desired outcome would in fact redress plaintiffs’ harms. In Massachusetts v. EPA, the 
remaining substantive inquiry was whether reducing emissions from fossil-fuel combustion would likely ame-
liorate climate change-induced injuries despite the global nature of climate change (regardless of whether 
renewed procedures were themselves likely to mandate such lessening). The Supreme Court unambiguously 
answered that question in the affirmative. That holding squarely applies to the instant facts, rendering the 
absence of a procedural right here irrelevant.

2.

The majority laments that it cannot step into the shoes of the political branches, see Maj. Op. at 32, but ap-
pears ready to yield even if those branches walk the Nation over a cliff. This deference-to-a-fault promotes 
separation of powers to the detriment of our countervailing constitutional mandate to intervene where the 
political branches run afoul of our foundational principles. Our tripartite system of government is often and 
aptly described as one of “checks and balances.” The doctrine of standing preserves balance among the 
branches by keeping separate questions of general governance and those of specific legal entitlement. But 
the doctrine of judicial review compels federal courts to fashion and effectuate relief to right legal wrongs, 
even when—as frequently happens—it requires that we instruct the other branches as to the constitutional 
limitations on their power. Indeed, sometimes “the [judicial and governance] roles briefly and partially coin-
cide when a court, in granting relief against actual harm that has been suffered,…orders the alteration of an 
institutional organization or procedure that causes the harm.” Lewis, 518 U.S. at 350; cf. Valley Forge Chris-
tian Coll. v. Ams. United for Separation of Church & State, Inc., 454 U.S. 464, 474 (1982) (“Proper regard 
for the complex nature of our constitutional structure requires neither that the Judicial Branch shrink from a 
confrontation with the other two coequal branches of the Federal Government, nor that it hospitably accept 
for adjudication claims of constitutional violation by other branches of government where the claimant has not 
suffered cognizable injury.”). In my view, this Court must confront and reconcile this tension before deciding 
that thorny questions of standing preclude review in this case. And faithful application of our history and prec-
edents reveals that a failure to do so leads to the wrong result.

Taking the long (but essential) way around, I begin first by acknowledging explicitly what the majority does not 
mention: our history plainly establishes an ambient presumption of judicial review to which separation-of-pow-
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ers concerns provide a rebuttal under limited circumstances. Few would contest that “[i]t is emphatically the 
province and duty of the judicial department” to curb acts of the political branches that contravene those fun-
damental tenets of American life so dear as to be constitutionalized and thus removed from political whims. 
See Marbury, 5 U.S. at 177–78. This presumptive authority entails commensurate power to grant appropriate 
redress, as recognized in Marbury, “which effectively place[s] upon those who would deny the existence of 
an effective legal remedy the burden of showing why their case was special.” Ziglar v. Abbasi, 137 S. Ct. 
1843, 1874 (2017) (Breyer, J., dissenting). That is, “there must be something ‘peculiar’ (i.e., special) about 
a case that warrants ‘excluding the injured party from legal redress and placing it within that class of cases 
which come under the description of damnum absque injuria—a loss without an injury.’” Id. (cleaned up) 
(quoting Marbury, 5 U.S. at 163–64). In sum, although it is the plaintiffs’ burden to establish injury in fact, 
causation, and redressability, it is the government’s burden to establish why this otherwise-justiciable contro-
versy implicates grander separation-of-powers concerns not already captured by those requirements. We do 
not otherwise abdicate our duty to enforce constitutional rights.

Without explicitly laying this groundwork, the majority nonetheless suggests that this case is “special”—and 
beyond our redress—because plaintiffs’ requested relief requires (1) the messy business of evaluating com-
peting policy considerations to steer the government away from fossil fuels and (2) the intimidating task of su-
pervising implementation over many years, if not decades. See Maj. Op. at 25–27. I admit these are daunting 
tasks, but we are constitutionally empowered to undertake them. There is no justiciability exception for cases 
of great complexity and magnitude.

3.

I readily concede that courts must on occasion refrain from answering those questions that are truly reserved 
for the political branches, even where core constitutional precepts are implicated. This deference is known as 
the “political question doctrine,” and its applicability is governed by a well-worn multifactor test that counsels 
judicial deference where there is:

[1] a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political depart-
ment; or [2] a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving it; or [3] the im-
possibility of deciding without an initial policy determination of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion; 
or [4] the impossibility of a court’s undertaking independent resolution without expressing lack of the 
respect due coordinate branches of government; or [5] an unusual need for unquestioning adherence 
to a political decision already made; or [6] the potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious pro-
nouncements by various departments on one question.

Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962); see also Zivotofsky ex rel. Zivotofsky v. Clinton, 566 U.S. 189, 195–
201 (2012) (discussing and applying Baker factors); Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 277–90 (2004) (same); 
Nixon v. United States, 506 U.S. 224, 228–38 (1993) (same); Chadha, 462 U.S. at 940–43 (same).10 In some 
sense, these factors are frontloaded in significance. “We have characterized the first three factors as ‘consti-
tutional limitations of a court’s jurisdiction’ and the other three factors as ‘prudential considerations.’” Republic 
of Marshall Islands v. United States, 865 F.3d 1187, 1200 (9th Cir. 2017) (quoting Corrie v. Caterpillar, Inc., 
503 F.3d 974, 981 (9th Cir. 2007)).

Moreover, “we have recognized that the first two are likely the most important.” Marshall Islands, 865 F.3d 
at 1200 (citing Alperin v. Vatican Bank, 410 F.3d 532, 545 (9th Cir. 2005)). Yet, we have also recognized that 
the inquiry is highly case-specific, the factors “often collaps[e] into one another[,]” and any one factor of 
sufficient weight is enough to render a case unfit for judicial determination. See Marshall Islands, 865 F.3d at 
1200 (first alteration in original) (quoting Alperin, 410 F.3d at 544). Regardless of any intra-factor flexibility and 
flow, however, there is a clear mandate to apply the political question doctrine both shrewdly and sparingly.

Unless one of these formulations is inextricable from the case at bar, there should be no dismissal for 
non-justiciability on the ground of a political question’s presence. The doctrine of which we treat is 
one of ‘political questions,’ not one of ‘political cases.’ The courts cannot reject as ‘no law suit’ a bona 
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fide controversy as to whethersome action denominated ‘political’ exceeds constitutional authority.

Baker, 369 U.S. at 217; see also Corrie, 503 F.3d at 982 (“We will not find a political question ‘merely because 
[a] decision may have significant political overtones.’”) (quoting Japan Whaling Ass’n v. Am. Cetacean Soc’y, 
478U.S. 221, 230 (1986)). Rather, when detecting the presence of a “political question,” courts must make a 
“discriminating inquiry into the precise facts and posture of the particular case” and refrain from “resolution 
by any semantic cataloguing.” Baker, 369 U.S. at 217.

Here, confronted by difficult questions on the constitutionality of policy, the majority creates a minefield of 
politics en route to concluding that we cannot adjudicate this suit. And the majority’s map for navigating that 
minefield is Rucho v. Common Cause, 139 S. Ct. 2484 (2019), an inapposite case about gerrymandering. 
My colleagues conclude that climate change is too political for the judiciary to touch by likening it to the pro-
cess of political representatives drawing political maps to elect other political representatives. I vehemently 
disagree.

The government does not address on appeal the district judge’s reasoning that the first, third, fourth, fifth and 
sixth Baker factors do not apply here. Neither does the majority rely on any of these factors in its analysis. In 
relevant part, I find the opinion below both thorough and well-reasoned, and I adopt its conclusions. I note, 
however, that the absence of the first Baker factor—whether the Constitution textually delegates the relevant 
subject matter to another branch—is especially conspicuous. As the district judge described, courts invoke 
this factor only where the Constitution makes an unambiguous commitment of responsibility to one branch 
of government. Very few cases turn on this factor, and almost all that do pertain to two areas of constitutional 
authority: foreign policy and legislative proceedings. See, e.g., Marshall Islands, 865 F.3d at 1200–01 (trea-
ty enforcement); Corrie, 503 F.3d at 983 (military aid); Nixon, 506 U.S. at 234 (impeachment proceedings); 
see also Davis v. Passman, 442 U.S. 228, 235 n.11 (1979) (“[J]udicial review of congressional employment 
decisions is constitutionally limited only by the reach of the Speech or Debate Clause[,] . . . [which is] a par-
adigm example of a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of [an] issue to a coordinate political 
department.”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Zivotofsky ex rel. Zivotofsky v. Kerry, 135 S. Ct. 2076, 2086 
(2015) (“The text and structure of the Constitution grant the President the power to recognize foreign nations 
and governments.”).

Since this matter has been under submission, the Supreme Court cordoned off an additional area from judi-
cial review based in part on a textual commitment to another branch: partisan gerrymandering. See Rucho, 
139 S. Ct. at 2494–96.12 obviously, the Constitution does not explicitly address climate change. But neither 
does climate change implicitly fall within a recognized political-question area. As the district judge described, 
the questions of energy

Policy at stake here may have rippling effects on foreign policy considerations, but that is not enough to whol-
ly exempt the subject matter from our review. See Juliana v. United States, 217 F. Supp. 3d 1224, 1238 (D. 
Or. 2016) (“[U]nlike the decisions to go to war, take action to keep a particular foreign leader in power, or give 
aid to another country, climate change policy is not inherently, or even primarily, a foreign policy decision.”); 
see also Baker, 369 U.S. at 211 (“[I]t is error to suppose that every case or controversy which touches foreign 
relations lies beyond judicial cognizance.”).

Without endorsement from the constitutional text, the majority’s theory is grounded exclusively in the second 
Baker factor: a (supposed) lack of clear judicial standards for shaping relief. Relying heavily on Rucho, the 
majority contends that we cannot formulate standards (1) to determine what relief “is sufficient to remediate 
the claimed constitutional violation” or (2) to “supervise [] or enforce []” such relief. Maj. Op. at 29.

The first point is a red herring. Plaintiffs submit ample evidence that there is a discernable “tipping point” at 
which the government’s conduct turns from facilitating mere pollution to inducing an unstoppable cataclysm 
in violation of plaintiffs’ rights. Indeed, the majority itself cites plaintiffs’ evidence that “atmospheric carbon 
levels of 350 parts per million are necessary to stabilize the climate.” Id. at 24. This clear line stands in stark 
contrast to Rucho, which held that—even assuming an excessively partisan gerrymander was unconstitu-
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tional—no standards exist by which to determine when a rights violation has even occurred. There, “[t]he 
central problem [wa]s not determining whether a jurisdiction has engaged in partisan gerrymandering. It [wa]
s determining when political gerrymandering has gone too far.” Rucho, 139 S. Ct. at 2497 (internal quotation 
marks omitted); see also id. at 2498 (“[T]he question is one of degree: How to provide a standard for decid-
ing how much partisan dominance is too much.”) (internal quotation marks omitted); id. at 2499 (“If federal 
courts are to . . . adjudicat[e] partisan gerrymandering claims, they must be armed with a standard that can 
reliably differentiate unconstitutional from constitutional political gerrymandering.”) (internal quotation marks 
and citation omitted).

Here, the right at issue is fundamentally one of a discernable standard: the amount of fossil-fuel emissions 
that will irreparably devastate our Nation. That amount can be established by scientific evidence like that 
proffered by the plaintiffs. Moreover, we need not definitively determine that standard today. Rather, we need 
conclude only that plaintiffs have submitted sufficient evidence to create a genuine dispute as to whether 
such an amount can possibly be determined as a matter of scientific fact. Plaintiffs easily clear this bar. Of 
course, plaintiffs will have to carry their burden of proof to establish this fact in order to prevail at trial, but that 
issue is not before us. We must not get ahead of ourselves.

The procedural posture of this case also informs the question of oversight and enforcement. It appears the 
majority’s real concerns lie not in the judiciary’s ability to draw a line between lawful and unlawful conduct, but 
in our ability to equitably walk the government back from that line without wholly subverting the authority of 
our coequal branches. My colleagues take great issue with plaintiffs’ request for a “plan” to reduce fossil-fuel 
emissions. I am not so concerned. At this stage, we need not promise plaintiffs the moon (or, more apropos, 
the earth in a habitable state).

For purposes of standing, we need hold only that the trial court could fashion some sort of meaningful relief 
should plaintiffs prevail on the merits.

Nor would any such remedial “plan” necessarily require the courts to muck around in policymaking to an 
impermissible degree; the scope and number of policies a court would have to reform to provide relief is 
irrelevant to the second Baker factor, which asks only if there are judicially discernable standards to guide 
that reformation. Indeed, our history is no stranger to widespread, programmatic changes in government 
functions ushered in by the judiciary’s commitment to requiring adherence to the Constitution. Upholding the 
Constitution’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment, for example, the Court ordered the overhaul of 
prisons in the Nation’s most populous state. See Brown v. Plata, 563 U.S. 493, 511 (2011) (“Courts may not 
allow constitutional violations to continue simply because a remedy would involve intrusion into the realm 
of prison administration.”) And in its finest hour, the Court mandated the racial integration of every public 
school—state and federal—in the Nation, vindicating the Constitution’s guarantee of equal protection under 
the law.14 See Brown v. Bd. of Educ. (Brown I), 347 U.S. 483  (1954); Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954). 
In the school desegregation cases, the Supreme Court was explicitly unconcerned with the fact that crafting 
relief would require individualized review of thousands of state and local policies that facilitated segregation. 
Rather, a unanimous Court held that the judiciary could work to dissemble segregation over time while re-
maining cognizant of the many public interests at stake:

To effectuate [the plaintiffs’] interest[s] may call for elimination of a variety of obstacles in making 
the transition to school systems operated in accordance with the constitutional principles set forth 
in [Brown I]. Courts of equity may properly take into account the public interest in the elimination of 
such obstacles in a systematic and effective manner. But it should go without saying that the vitality of 
these constitutional principles cannot be allowed to yield simply because of disagreement with them.

. . . [T]he courts may find that additional time is necessary to carry out the ruling in an effective 
manner. The burden rests upon the defendants to establish that such time is necessary in the public 
interest and is consistent with good faith compliance at the earliest practicable date. To that end, the 
courts may consider problems related to administration, arising from the physical condition of the 
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school plant, the school transportation system, personnel, revision of school districts and attendance 
areas into compact units to achieve a system of determining admission to the public schools on a 
nonracial basis, and revision of local laws and regulations which may be necessary in solving the 
foregoing problems.

Brown v. Bd. of Educ. (Brown II), 349 U.S. 294, 300–01 (1955).

As we are all too aware, it took decades to even partially realize Brown’s promise, but the slow churn of con-
stitutional vindication did not dissuade the Brown Court, and it should not dissuade us here. Plaintiffs’ request 
for a “plan” is neither novel nor judicially incognizable. Rather, consistent with our historical practices, their 
request is a recognition that remedying decades of institutionalized violations may take some time. Here, too, 
decelerating from our path toward cataclysm will undoubtedly require “elimination of a variety of obstacles.” 
Those obstacles may be great in number, novelty, and magnitude, but there is no indication that they are de-
void of discernable standards. Busing mandates, facilities allocation, and district-drawing were all “complex 
policy decisions” faced by post-Brown trial courts, see Maj. Op. at 25, and I have no doubt that disentangling 
the government from promotion of fossil fuels will take an equally deft judicial hand. Mere complexity, howev-
er, does not put the issue out of the courts’ reach. Neither the government nor the majority has articulated why 
the courts could not weigh scientific and prudential considerations—as we often do—to put the government 
on a path to constitutional compliance.

The majority also expresses concern that any remedial plan would require us to compel “the adoption of a 
comprehensive scheme to decrease fossil fuel emissions and combat climate change[.]” Id. at 25. Even if 
the operative complaint is fairly read as requesting an affirmative scheme to address all drivers of climate 
change, however caused, see id. at 23 n.6., such an overbroad request does not doom our ability to redress 
those drivers implicated by the conduct at issue here. Courts routinely grant plaintiffs less than the full gamut 
of requested relief, and our inability to compel legislation that addresses emissions beyond the scope of this 
case—such as those purely in the private sphere or within the control of foreign governments—speaks noth-
ing to our ability to enjoin the government from exercising its discretion in violation of plaintiffs’ constitutional 
rights.

4.

In sum, resolution of this action requires answers only to scientific questions, not political ones. And plaintiffs 
have put forth sufficient evidence demonstrating their entitlement to have those questions addressed at trial 
in a court of law.

As discussed above, the majority reaches the opposite conclusion not by marching purposefully through the 
Baker factors, which carve out a narrow set of nonjusticiable political cases, but instead by broadly invoking 
Rucho in a manner that would cull from our dockets any case that presents administrative issues “too difficult 
for the judiciary to manage.” Maj. Op. at 28. That simply is not the test. Difficult questions are not necessar-
ily political questions and, beyond reaching the wrong conclusion in this case, the majority’s application of 
Rucho threatens to eviscerate judicial review in a swath of complicated but plainly apolitical contexts.

Rucho’s limitations should be apparent on the face of that opinion. Rucho addresses the political process it-
self, namely whether the metastasis of partisan politics has unconstitutionally invaded the drawing of political 
districts within states. Indeed, the Rucho opinion characterizes the issue before it as a request for the Court 
to reallocate political power between the major parties. Rucho, 139 S. Ct. at 2502, 2507, 2508. Baker factors 
aside, Rucho surely confronts fundamentally “political” questions in the common sense of the term. Nothing 
about climate change, however, is inherently political. The majority is correct that redressing climate change 
will require consideration of scientific, economic, energy, and other policy factors. But that endeavor does not 
implicate the way we elect representatives, assign governmental powers, or otherwise structure our polity.

Regardless, we do not limit our jurisdiction based on common parlance. Instead, legal and constitutional 
principles define the ambit of our authority. In the present case, the Baker factors provide the relevant guide 
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and further distinguish Rucho. As noted above, Rucho’s holding that policing partisan gerrymandering is be-
yond the courts’ competence rests heavily on the first Baker factor, i.e., the textual and historical delegation 
of electoral-district drawing to state legislatures. The Rucho Court decided it could not discern mathematical 
standards to navigate a way out of that particular political thicket. It did not, however, hold that mathematical 
(or scientific) difficulties in creating appropriate standards divest jurisdiction in any context.

Such an expansive reading of Rucho would permit the “political question” exception to swallow the rule.

Global warming is certainly an imposing conundrum, but so are diversity in higher education, the intersection 
between prenatal life and maternal health, the role of religion in civic society, and many other social concerns. 
Cf. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 360 (1978) (“[T]he line between honest and thoughtful 
appraisal of the effects of past discrimination and paternalistic stereotyping is not so clear[.]”); Planned Par-
enthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 871 (1992) (stating that Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), involved 
the “difficult question” of determining the “weight to be given [the] state interest” in light of the “strength of the 
woman’s [privacy] interest”); Am. Legion v. Am. Humanist Ass’n, 139 S. Ct. 2067, 2094 (2019) (Kavanaugh, 
J., concurring) (noting that determining the constitutionality of a large cross’s presence on public land was 
“difficult because it represents a clash of genuine and important interests”). These issues may not have been 
considered within the purview of the judicial branch had the Court imported wholesale Rucho’s “manageable 
standards” analysis even in the absence of Rucho’s inherently political underpinnings. Beyond the outcome 
of the instant case, I fear that the majority’s holding strikes a powerful blow to our ability to hear important 
cases of widespread concern.

III.

To be sure, unless there is a constitutional violation, courts should allow the democratic and political process-
es to perform their functions. And while all would now readily agree that the 91 years between the Emanci-
pation Proclamation and the decision in Brown v. Board was too long, determining when a court must step 
in to protect fundamental rights is not an exact science. In this case, my colleagues say that time is “never”; 
I say it is now.

Were we addressing a matter of social injustice, one might sincerely lament any delay, but take solace that 
“the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends towards justice.” The denial of an individual, constitutional 
right—though grievous and harmful—can be corrected in the future, even if it takes 91 years. And that possi-
bility provides hope for future generations.

Where is the hope in today’s decision? Plaintiffs’ claims are based on science, specifically, an impending 
point of no return. If plaintiffs’ fears, backed by the government’s own studies, prove true, history will not judge 
us kindly. When the seas envelop our coastal cities, fires and droughts haunt our interiors, and storms ravage 
everything between, those remaining will ask: Why did so many do so little?

I would hold that plaintiffs have standing to challenge the government’s conduct, have articulated claims un-
der the Constitution, and have presented sufficient evidence to press those claims at trial. I would therefore 
affirm the district court.

With respect, I dissent. 
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QUESTION PRESENTED

In 2015, the EPA promulgated its “Clean Power Plan,” which for the first time imposed carbon dioxide emis-
sions limits on existing coal- and gas-fired power plants. The EPA developed those standards based not on 
any technology that the plants could themselves apply in their operations, but instead on an industrywide 
system of “generation shifting”—a cap-andtrade-style regime that effectively required many existing power 
plants to be shuttered or to scale back while subsidizing renewable energy sources.

This Court stayed that rule even before any lower court had reviewed it. And no court ever did review it, 
because the EPA soon changed course. It repealed the Clean Power Plan, reasoning that the Clean Air 
Act authorized it only to promulgate standards based on technology actually applicable to a given existing 
source—not to devise its own national, systemic solution to greenhouse gas emissions.
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Now, in the whiplash-inducing opinion below, the D.C. Circuit has held that this repeal was arbitrary and ca-
pricious, because the Act supposedly does grant the EPA the requisite authority after all.

With that background, the question presented is:

Whether 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d), which authorizes the EPA to impose standards “for any existing source” based 
on limits “achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction” that has been “ad-
equately demonstrated,” grants the EPA authority not only to impose standards based on technology and 
methods that can be applied at and achieved by that existing source, but also allows the agency to develop 
industry-wide systems like cap-and-trade regimes.

ii

PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING AND RULE 29.6 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

The D.C. Circuit consolidated numerous cases under Case No. 19-1140. Respondents in the D.C. Circuit 
proceeding below were the Environmental Protection Agency and its Administrator.*

Petitioners and intervenors in the D.C. Circuit proceedings below were as follows. No. 19-1140: Petitioners 
were American Lung Association and American Public Health Association.

Intervenor for petitioners was: State of Nevada.

Intervenors for respondents were: AEP Generating Company, AEP Generation Resources Inc., America’s 
Power, Appalachian Power Company, Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, Indiana Mich-
igan Power Company, Kentucky Power Company, Murray Energy Corporation, National Mining Association, 
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, Southwestern Elec-
tric Power Company, Westmoreland Mining Holdings LLC, Wheeling Power Company, Basin Electric Power 
Cooperative, Phil Bryant, Governor of the State of Mississippi, Georgia Power Company, Indiana Energy 
Association, IndianaUtility Group, Mississippi Public Service Commission, Nevada Gold Mines LLC, Nevada 
Gold Energy LLC, Powersouth Energy Cooperative, the States of Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Georgia, Indi-
ana, Kansas, Kentucky, by and through Governor Matthew

iii

G. Bevin, Louisiana, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming.

No. 19-1179: Petitioner was The North American Coal Corporation (Petitioner here).

Intervenors for respondents were: American Lung Association, American Public Health Association, Appala-
chian Mountain Club, Center for Biological Diversity, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc., City and County of 
Denver Colorado, City of Boulder, City of Chicago, City of Los Angeles, City of New York, City of Philadelphia, 
City of South Miami, Clean Air Council, Clean Wisconsin, Conservation Law Foundation, District of Columbia, 
Environmental Defense Fund, Environmental Law and Policy Center,

Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, the Com-
monwealths of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, and the States of California, Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, 
New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington.

No. 19-1165: Petitioners were the States of New York, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, 
Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Ver-
mont, Washington, Wisconsin, District of Columbia, Commonwealths of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and 
Virginia, People of the State of Michigan, City of Boulder, City of Chicago, City of Los
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iv

Angeles, City of New York, City of Philadelphia, and City of South Miami.

No. 19-1166: Petitioners were AppalachianMountain Club, Center for Biological Diversity, Clean Air Council, 
Clean Wisconsin, Conservation Law Foundation, Environmental Defense Fund, Environmental Law and Policy 
Center, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Sierra Club. 

Intervenors for respondents were: Indiana Energy Association and Indiana Utility Group.

No. 19-1173: Petitioner was Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc.

Intervenors for respondents were: InternationalBrotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, 
Forgers and Helpers, AFL-CIO, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, and United Mine 
Workers of America, AFLCIO. 

No. 19-1175: Petitioners were Robinson Enterprises, Inc., Nuckles Oil Company, Inc., doing business as Merit 
Oil Company, Construction Industry Air Quality Coalition, Liberty Packing Company, LLC, Dalton Trucking, 
Inc., Norman R. Brown, Joanne Brown, Competitive Enterprise Institute, and Texas Public Policy Foundation.

Intervenors for respondents were: American Lung Association, American Public Health Association, Appala-
chian Mountain Club, Center for Biological Diversity, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc., City and County of 
Denver Colorado, City of Boulder, City of Chicago, City of Los Angeles, City of New York, City of Philadelphia, 
City of South Miami, Clean Air

v

Council, Clean Wisconsin, Conservation Law Foundation, District of Columbia, Environmental Defense Fund, 
Environmental Law and Policy Center, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, Natural Resources De-
fense Council, Sierra Club, the Commonwealths of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, and the States 
of California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Ne-
vada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington.

No. 19-1176: Petitioner was Westmoreland Mining Holdings LLC.

Intervenors for respondents were: American Lung Association, American Public Health Association, Appala-
chian Mountain Club, Center for Biological Diversity, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc., City and County of 
Denver Colorado, City of Boulder, City of Chicago, City of Los Angeles, City of New York, City of Philadelphia, 
City of South Miami, Clean Air Council, Clean Wisconsin, Conservation Law Foundation, District of Columbia, 
Environmental Defense Fund, Environmental Law and Policy Center, Minnesota Center for Environmental Ad-
vocacy, Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, the Commonwealths of Massachusetts, Pennsylva-
nia, and Virginia, and the States of California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Maine, Mary-
land, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode 
Island, Vermont, and Washington.

No. 19-1177: Petitioner was City and County of Denver Colorado.

vi

No. 19-1185: Petitioner was Biogenic CO2 Coalition.

Intervenors for respondents were: American Lung Association, American Public Health Association, Appa-
lachian Mountain Club, Center for Biological Diversity, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc., Clean Air Council, 
Clean Wisconsin, Conservation Law Foundation, Environmental Defense Fund, Environmental Law and Policy 
Center, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Sierra Club.

No. 19-1186: Petitioner was Advanced Energy Economy.
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No. 19-1187: Petitioners were American Clean Power Association and Solar Energy Industries Association.

No. 19-1188: Petitioners were Consolidated Edison, Inc., Exelon Corporation, National Grid USA, New York 
Power Authority, Power Companies Climate Coalition, Public Service Enterprise Group Incorporated, and 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District. Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 29.6, The NorthAmerican Coal Corpo-
ration is a wholly-owned subsidiary of NACCO Industries, Inc. NACCO Industries, Inc., is a publicly-traded 
corporation that owns more than 10% of the stock of The North American Coal Corporation. No other public-
ly-held corporation owns more than 10% of the stock of The North American Coal Corporation.

vii

STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

American Lung Association and American Public Health Association v. EPA, et al., No. 19-1140, consolidat-
ed with Nos. 19-1165, 19-1166, 19-1173, 19-1175, 19-1176, 19-1177, 19-1179, 19-1185, 19-1186, 19-1187, 
19-1188 (D.C. Cir. 2021).

viii

INTRODUCTION

In 2015, the EPA issued its so-called “Clean Power Plan,” a sweeping command-and-control overhaul of 
the nation’s electric power generation grid, based on a little-used, ancillary provision of the Clean Air Act, 
42 U.S.C. § 7411(d). That provision allows the agency to publish emissions guidelines that govern the cre-
ation of standards of performance “for any existing source” of air pollution (here, carbon dioxide). The EPA’s 
longheld understanding of § 7411(d), consistent with its text and structure, was that it requires the agency to 
base those guidelines on “standards of performance” that could be performed by the existing source, using 
technology applicable to that source—e.g., a filter on a smokestack, or leak-resistant pipes. But in the Clean 
Power Plan, the EPA promulgated standards based instead on a novel, industry-wide national “system” for 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions by shifting power generation away from the existing sources in favor of 
other, “cleaner” ones. The EPA’s rule was based on the concept that existing coal and gas plants could “shift” 
their production elsewhere or buy credits from loweremitting sources—and, in effect, demanded just that.

In other words, rather than identify the best available system to reduce emissions “for any existing source,” 
the EPA decided that the best overall “system” of emissions reduction would be to close the existing sources 
or force them to subsidize others. In response to this unprecedented rule, this Court took equally unprece-
dented action, staying the Clean Power Plan even before the D.C. Circuit reviewed it on the merits. Soon after, 
the EPA took this Court’s hint and went back to the drawing board, so that litigation never proceeded to the 
merits.

The EPA ultimately repealed the Clean Power Plan on the grounds that it exceeded statutory authority.

The EPA explained that § 7411(d) directs standards “for any existing source,” based on the best achievable 
“system of emission reduction” that can be applied at and by that source. But the agency cannot formulate 
a “system of emission reduction” for an entire sector as a whole, demanding that certain electricity providers 
“shift” generation elsewhere. The “system,” in short, must be source-based, not industry-wide. Accordingly, 
the EPA instituted a new rule, the Affordable Clean Energy plan, which based its emissions standards for coal 
and gas plants on systems and limits that a coal or gas plant itself could actually adopt and achieve.

A group of petitioners then challenged the EPA’s repeal and replacement of the Clean Power Plan. Over 
Judge Walker’s dissent, a D.C. Circuit panel (Judges Millett and Pillard) held that the EPA does have the 
authority to refashion the electric generation industry as a whole. And because the EPA was thus ostensibly 
wrong about the extent of its legal authority, the D.C. Circuit vacated the repeal of the Clean Power Plan as 
arbitrary and capricious. So five years after this Court stayed the Clean Power Plan because it so clearly went 
beyond the EPA’s authority, the D.C. Circuit held that the EPA has precisely that authority, and overturned the 
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agency’s action foreswearing it.

The issue this Court addressed in its stay order has thus returned, and it is critically important that the D.C. 
Circuit’s damage be undone. This Court already recognized the gravity of these issues by granting the ex-
traordinary relief of a stay. The only difference is that merits review is now ripe, since a lower court has an-
swered the legal question (wrongly, at that).

Nobody contests that these issues have enormous importance. “Climate change has staked a place at the 
very center of this Nation’s public discourse,” with “[p]oliticians, journalists, academics, and ordinary Ameri-
cans discuss[ing] and debat[ing] various aspects of climate change daily—its causes, extent, urgency, con-
sequences, and the appropriate policies for addressing it.” Nat’l Rev., Inc. v. Mann, 140 S. Ct. 344, 348 (2019) 
(Alito, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari). Those debates will not be resolved anytime soon. But what 
must be resolved as soon as possible is who has the authority to decide those issues on an industry-wide 
scale—Congress or the EPA. The Court was deprived of the opportunity to definitively resolve that question 
in the context of the Clean Power Plan, but should not miss the opportunity to address it now.Absent review, 
these crucial decisions will be made by unelected agency officials without statutory authority, as opposed 
to our elected legislators. This Court should grant the petition for certiorari and return this“major question” to 
Congress, where it belongs.

OPINIONS BELOW

The D.C. Circuit’s panel decision (Pet.App.1a) is reported at 985 F.3d 914.

JURISDICTION

The D.C. Circuit issued its decision on January 19, 2021. Pet.App.1a. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 
U.S.C. § 1254(1).

PROVISIONS INVOLVED

The core statutory provision at issue is 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)-(d), which is printed at Pet.App.204a.

STATEMENT

A. Statutory Background.

“The Clean Air Act establishes a series of regulatory programs to control air pollution from stationary sources 
(such as refineries and factories).” Michigan v. EPA, 576 U.S. 743, 747 (2015). Each program has a different 
target and its own regulatory structure.

For instance, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards program, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7408-7410, requires the EPA 
to publish ambient air quality standards for certain pollutants; the states then implement plans to ensure com-
pliance with those standards. EPA v. EME Homer City Generation, L.P., 572 U.S. 489, 498 (2014). Meanwhile, 
the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Program, 42 U.S.C. § 7412, directly regulates 
“more than 180 specified ‘hazardous air pollutants.’” Michigan, 576 U.S. at 747. 

Sandwiched between those programs is § 7411, at issue in this case. Entitled “Standards of performancefor 
new stationary sources,” 42 U.S.C. § 7411, that provision “directs the EPA ... to list ‘categories of stationary 
sources’ that ‘[it believes] ... caus[e], or contribut[e] significantly to, air pollution.’” Am. Elec. Power Co. v. 
Connecticut, 564 U.S. 410, 424 (2011) (AEP). After listing a category of sources, the EPA must set rules es-
tablishing federal standards of performance for new sources within that category. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(B). 
“[N]ew source[s]” are those that are built after the relevant regulation takes effect. Id. § 7411(a)(2).

Notwithstanding its title, § 7411 can also apply to certain existing stationary sources, via § 7411(d), thepro-
vision at issue here. Section 7411(d) can be used to regulate existing sources where neither the relevant 
pollutant nor the relevant source is already covered by the National Ambient Air Quality Standards program 
or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Program, respectively. Id. § 7411(d)(1)(A). It 
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uses a regulatory approach that is sometimes called “cooperative federalism.” After the EPA publishes feder-
al “standards of performance” for new sources, it must “prescribe regulations” that provide for each state to 
submit a “plan” that “establishes standards of performance for any existing source” in that category (subject 
to the exclusions noted above). Id. § 7411(d). A “standard of performance” is defined as a “standard for emis-
sions of air pollutants which reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of 
the best system of emission reduction” that the EPA “determines has been adequately demonstrated,” while 
considering cost, environmental impact, and energy needs. Id. § 7411(a)(1). And an existing source includes 
any “building, structure, facility, or installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant,” and which is built 
before the regulation kicks in. Id. § 7411(a)(3), (6).

In practice, this is a multi-step process. The EPA first issues an “emission guideline that reflects the appli-
cation of the best system of emission reduction (considering the cost of such reduction) that has been ade-
quately demonstrated for designated facilities.” 40 C.F.R. § 60.22. States then impose a “standard of perfor-
mance” that is based on the achievable emission reductions identified by the EPA “for any existing source” in 
the category. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d)(1). If a state fails to impose or enforce a plan, the EPA can do so directly. 
Id. § 7411(d)(2).

B. The Clean Power Plan.

For many years, the EPA maintained that carbon dioxide was outside its purview, but that changed with 
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 511 (2007). That decision held that greenhouse gases, such as carbon 
dioxide, can be “air pollutants” subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act. Two years later, the EPA made 
an “endangerment finding,” concluding that a mix of six greenhouse gases emitted by motor vehicles may 
“reasonably be anticipated both to endanger public health and to endanger public welfare.” Endangerment 
and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act, 74 Fed. 
Reg. 66,496, 66,497 (Dec. 15, 2009).

Largely on the basis of that finding, the EPA in 2015 published a rule, known as the “Clean Power Plan,” 
regulating emission of carbon dioxide from existing power plants. Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 
Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units, 80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (Oct. 23, 2015)

(“CPP”). The EPA’s stated “authority for this rule” was § 7411(d). Id. at 64,710. In the Clean Power Plan, the 
EPA set “final emission guidelines” for states to use in establishing performance standards for existing power 
plants. Id. at 64,662; see also 40 C.F.R. § 60.22.

The “guidelines” included “performance rates” for fossil-fuel-fired plants, derived from what the EPA identified 
as the “best system of emission reduction” for existing plants. CPP, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,662.

The EPA defined that “best system” as comprising three “building blocks.” Id. at 64,707. The first was relative-
ly uncontroversial: “[i]mproving heat rate at affected coal-fired” plants. Id. But the next two “building blocks” 
were not technologies or systems that could be adopted or applied by any given plant; instead, they were 
methods of so-called “generation shifting” across the electricity grid as a whole, meaning reducing the elec-
tricity generated by the source in favor of more generation from other energy sources. The first such “method” 
was moving generation from (higher emitting) coal-fired plants to (relatively lower emitting) gas-fired plants. 
Id. The second was to shift generation from the gas-fired plants to zero-emission energy sources like solar or 
wind power. Id.

Calling those “building blocks” the best achievable system for emission reductions, the EPA then derived 
“subcategory-specific emission performance rates” for coal- and gas-fired plants. Id. at 64,707, 64,728-29. 
Those rates—pounds of carbon dioxide per megawatt hour of energy—were based on reductions that could 
be achieved only by “generation-shifting,” i.e., if the source scaled back or stopped operating, or if it bought 
“credits” from other power sources. Remarkably, the rates for existing sources were lower than those for new 
sources. Compare 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,510, 64,513 with CPP, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,707. The EPA demanded, in 
other words, that existing power plants reduce their emissions below even the requirements for new plants 
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(themselves so stringent that new coal-fired plants are virtually never built, see Standards of Performance 
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions From New, Modified, and Reconstructed Stationary Sources: Electric Utility 
Generating Units, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,526).

Under the EPA’s rule, existing power plants would thus have to rely on tradeable “rate-based emission cred-
its,” an “integral part” of the EPA’s “analysis” in determining the best system of emission reduction. CPP, 80 
Fed. Reg. at 64,733-34. That is, the “best system of emission reduction,” in the EPA’s view, was akin to a cap-
and-trade regime that would necessarily force certain coal- and gas-fired plants to shut down, reduce their 
generation, or subsidize lesser-emitting power plants. Id. at 64,769-70 (explaining that coal and gas plants 
can reduce their emissions by buying electricity from lower-emitting producers or reducing their own produc-
tion, shifting generation elsewhere).

Thus, the EPA recognized that its standards were, by definition, not based on technology or reductions 
that actually could be applied at or achieved by most existing coal- and gas-fired plants on their own, like 
improved efficiency or carbon capture. “Rather, most of the CO2 controls need to come in the form of ... re-
placement of higher emitting generation with loweror zero-emitting generation.” Id. at 64,728; see also, e.g., 
id at 64,729 (“[T]he magnitude of emission reductions included in the proposed rule from generation shifting 
is achievable.” (Emphasis added)).

Given its narrow scope, the EPA had previously issued only six rules under § 7411(d). See Repeal of the 
Clean Power Plan; Emission Guidelines for Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Existing Electric Utility Gener-
ating Units; Revisions to Emission Guidelines Implementing Regulations, 84 Fed. Reg. 32,520, 32,526 & n.63 
(July 8, 2019) (“ACE”). Never had it imposed standards based on emission reduction measures that were not 
actually achievable by an existing source itself. Id. at 32,526 & n.65.

The EPA’s textual basis for this new, sweeping authority was actually the definition subsection of the Clean 
Air Act provision, 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a). Section 7411(d) contemplates setting “standards of performance 
for any existing source,” and the definition of “standard of performance,” id. § 7411(a)(1), is where the EPA 
hung its hat. A “standard of performance,” as noted above, must “reflect[] the degree of emission limitation 
achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction.” Id. In the phrase “best system 
of emission reduction,” the EPA believed it had found a concept “sufficiently broad,” CPP, 80 Fed. Reg. at 
64,720, to include not only the technologies and other systems that existing sources could adopt, but also 
“generation shifting.” The EPA interpreted “system” to encompass any “set of measures that work together 
to reduce emissions,” regardless of whether they could be used at or achieved by any existing source on its 
own, thereby massively expanding the agency’s own power to address climate change by transforming the 
national economy and electricity system. Id.

C. This Court Stays the Clean Power Plan.

Not surprisingly, the Clean Power Plan sparked immediate challenge. Consistent with the Clean Air Act’s judi-
cial review provisions, 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1), a group of states and private parties filed petitions for review 
in the D.C. Circuit, seeking to bar enforcement of the Clean Power Plan. See, e.g., West Virginia v. EPA, No. 
15-1363 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 23, 2015). They also sought a stay of the CPP in that court, but the court denied it. 
Id., Doc. No. 1594951. The challengers then sought a stay in this Court. See West Virginia v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 
1000 (2016).

Reportedly for the first time ever, this Court stayed a regulation before a lower court reviewed it. Id. The EPA 
had defended the rule on the merits and also claimed there was no irreparable harm because it “does not 
require sources to begin reducing their CO2 emissions until 2022 at the earliest.” Mem. for Fed. Resps. in 
Opp. at 54, West Virginia v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 1000 (No. 15A773). The Court did not accompany its order with 
an opinion, but in granting relief a majority of Justices necessarily concluded that there was at least: “(1) ‘a 
reasonable probability’ that th[e] Court w[ould] grant certiorari, (2) ‘a fair prospect’ that the Court w[ould] then 
reverse the decision below, and (3) ‘a likelihood that irreparable harm [will] result from the denial of a stay.’” 
Maryland v. King, 567 U.S. 1301, 1302 (2012) (Roberts, C.J., in chambers).
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D. The Affordable Clean Energy Rule.

In the wake of the stay, the EPA chose to reassess its position, and the litigation “was held in abeyance and 
ultimately dismissed.” Pet.App.36a. Rather than continue to defend the Clean Power Plan, the EPA took this 
Court’s hint and replaced it. 

In its 2019 Affordable Clean Energy rule, the EPA explained that the prior rule “read the statutory term ‘best 
system of emission reduction’ so broadly as to encompass measures the EPA had never before envisioned in 
promulgating performance standards under [§ 7411].” ACE, 84 Fed. Reg. at 32,523. “This was the first time 
the EPA interpreted the [best system of emission reduction] to authorize measures wholly outside a particular 
source.” Id. at 32,526.

The EPA now concluded that the statute would not bear this interpretation. For one, the text was clear: “Con-
gress expressly limited the universe of systems of emission reduction from which the EPA may choose ... to 
those systems whose ‘application’ to an ‘existing source’ will yield an ‘achievable’ ‘degree of emission lim-
itation.’” Id. at 32,524. For another, the EPA also “believe[d] that [the major questions] doctrine should apply 
… and that its application confirm[ed]” a narrow reading. Id. at 32,529. After all, “[a]t the time the CPP was 
promulgated, its generation-shifting scheme was projected to have billions of dollars of impact,” it “would 
have affected every electricity customer (i.e., all Americans),” and “would have disturbed the statefederal 
and intra-federal jurisdictional scheme.” Id. Such vast power cannot be inferred without a clearer statement 
vesting it in the agency. See id.

The EPA thus “conclude[d] that the interpretation relied upon in the CPP ignored or misinterpreted critical 
statutory elements and rules of statutory construction,” and repealed it. Id. at 32,527. In its place, the EPA 
issued standards and limits that could be applied at and achieved by a source itself.

E. Procedural History.

Numerous states, activist groups, and industry participants challenged various aspects of the rule in the D.C. 
Circuit. Most objected to repeal of the Clean Power Plan, arguing that § 7411 does provide the EPA with au-
thority to require generation-shifting, ergo the repeal was unlawful because it was premised on an erroneous, 
narrower view. Petitioner here, The North American Coal Corporation, was also a party below, but supported 
repeal of the Clean Power Plan.

The D.C. Circuit agreed with the challengers. The per curiam majority—Judges Millett and Pillard— believed 
the statutory phrase “best system of emission reduction” could be interpreted broadly to include source-cat-
egory-wide systems, as opposed to systems applicable to particular existing sources. Pet.App.56a-58a. 
And the court also rejected reliance on the major questions doctrine, concluding it did not apply because 
regulation of greenhouse gases was in “the EPA’s wheelhouse.” Pet.App.85a. The court dismissed, too, the 
need for a clear statement to support the intrusion on state authority, holding that “federalism concerns” are 
not implicated by merely “incidental effects” on areas of traditional state power. Pet.App.104a. Incredibly, the 
majority did not so much as mention this Court’s stay of the Clean Power Plan.

Judge Walker dissented. “Hardly any party in this case,” he observed, “makes a serious and sustained ar-
gument that § [7411(d)] includes a clear statement unambiguously authorizing the EPA to consider offsite 
solutions like generation shifting.” Pet.App.165a (Walker, J., dissenting). “And because the rule implicates 
‘decisions of vast economic and political significance,’ Congress’s failure to clearly authorize the rule means 
the EPA lacked the authority to promulgate it.” Id. He would have upheld the repeal. After the decision, the 
EPA sought and secured a stay of the mandate so that the agency could consider a new plan consistent with 
the decision, as the Clean Power Plan itself had become outdated.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

The EPA’s longstanding construction of § 7411(d)—abandoned only briefly to prop up the revolutionary Clean 
Power Plan—calls on the agency to undertake a source-level inquiry into what emissions reductions are 
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“achievable” by that source, and then to derive performance standards from those achievable limits. Under 
that commonsense understanding, the EPA can mandate that gas power plants use the most up-todate 
equipment to avoid gas leaks, or direct coal plants use the most up-to-date heat transfer technology to im-
prove efficiency and reduce emissions. In short, the EPA can ensure that these existing sources operate as 
efficiently as feasible—but it cannot simply ban those sources or “generation shift” them into obsolescence, 
as that would defeat the entire premise of regulating them as “existing” sources.

By contrast, the D.C. Circuit interpreted the statute to allow the EPA to impose a “best system of emission 
reduction” at an industry-wide level. Under this view, the EPA need not concern itself with what technology an 
existing source could actually use or what emission reductions it could actually achieve by modernizing or 
upgrading its own operations. Instead, the EPA can pick and choose the sources it prefers—and essentially 
regulate the rest out of existence. Indeed, the EPA’s authority is nearly unlimited: It can impose a carbon tax, a 
cap-and-trade regime, or any other systemic policy it wants—any of these could qualify as the “best system” 
as defined by the D.C. Circuit. Section 7411 is thereby effectively transformed from a narrow and rarely-used 
means of keeping older facilities up-todate into an open-ended mandate for the EPA to solve the problem of 
climate change writ large.

Whatever one thinks of the merits, it is impossible to deny the importance of this statutory dispute—and that 
is why this Court’s intervention is warranted. Indeed, this Court already recognized the weight of this issue, 
and its worthiness for plenary review, when it stayed the Clean Power Plan. Review is even more urgent now, 
as the D.C. Circuit has insisted that the EPA has the very authority and can impose the very rule this Court 
stayed—or even further reaching rules. That decision does not endanger just the Nation’s coal and gas power 
plants and electricity supply chain. It also gives the EPA near-carte-blanche authority to mandate a national 
response to climate change, “one of the most hotly debated issues of the day.” Mann, 140 S. Ct. at 347 (Alito, 
J., dissenting from denial of certiorari). Given § 7411’s broad definition of a “source,” the EPA could impose a 
carbon tax on emissions from any building, demand that residential housing be shunted toward solar power, 
set up a complex cap-and-trade system in or across nearly every industry—all of these would count as “sys-
tems” of emission reduction under the decision below. And this is hardly fanciful; the EPA will assuredly run 
with the power it is given. The Court should clarify the bounds of that power now, not wait for an inevitable 
emergency motion to stay Clean Power Plan 2.0, which promises to be more revolutionary than the original.

Review is all the more urgent because the lower court’s interpretation is deeply wrong. The court went out 
of its way to find ambiguity in a text that has none. Section 7411 allows the EPA to direct states to impose a 
“standard for emissions” that is “achievable” through “application” of the “best system of emission reduction” 
“for” “any existing source.” On its face, this language requires the “best system” to be achievable by and 
applicable to the existing source—it does not allow the EPA to declare it “best” to reshape the industry by 
shifting generation from coal plants to wind farms. Statutory context and structure confirm the point. And were 
any doubt remaining, the major questions doctrine and federalism clear statement rule each demand that 
the court favor a narrower reading of § 7411 over one that grants sweeping powers to the EPA in an area of 
traditional state concern.

None of this is to deny that regulating greenhouse gases is a serious issue that may require some difficult 
choices. But the Court should grant the petition to ensure these economy-shaking trade-offs are made by 
Congress, as our Constitution contemplates.

I. THIS ISSUE IS IMMENSELY IMPORTANT AND WORTHY OF THIS COURT’S ATTENTION.

This Court has already decided that this issue is unusually important, as it granted a stay of the Clean Pow-
er Plan in 2016 when faced with the exact same question. Indeed, in an area where there is little common 
ground, everyone agrees that this issue is important. The power industry is most directly in the crosshairs of 
this particular rule, but the significance of the legal question extends beyond any one industry. The D.C. Cir-
cuit’s decision grants vast, legislative-like power to the EPA to address “one of the most hotly debated issues 
of the day.” Mann, 140 S. Ct. at 347 (Alito, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari). Until that ruling is affirmed 
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or reversed, every industry linked to global warming (i.e., all of them) will be left in limbo. 

A. This Court Has Already Recognized That The EPA’s Claimed Authority Warrants Certiorari.

It is hardly necessary to explain why the legal issue in this case is important enough to deserve this Court’s 
attention, because the Court already implicitly agreed by staying the Clean Power Plan. That order signified 
that a majority of the Court believed that certiorari on this issue would likely be granted. See King, 567 U.S. at 
1302 (Roberts, C.J., in chambers). 

And it is easy to see why. “All sides agree that the [Clean Power Plan], if it stands, could substantially alter 
the U.S. energy landscape,” and fundamentally “change the way millions of Americans get their electricity.” 
Joby Warrick, White House Set To Adopt Sweeping Curbs On Carbon Pollution, WASH. POST (Aug. 1, 2015). 
Industry studies predicted hundreds of billions of dollars in compliance costs. And those costs would end up 
hitting consumers, who would pay “an additional $214 billion for electricity between 2022 and 2030.” Projec-
tions showed that 46 states stood to face “double digit increases in wholesale electricity cost [if] the CPP is 
fully implemented in 2030, with 16 states projected to experience a 25+ percent increase.”

Thousands or tens of thousands of jobs would have been lost. See, e.g., Mot. of Util. & Allied Pet’rs for Stay 
of Rule, Att. C, Am. Coal. for Clean Coal Elec., A Survey of Near-Term Damages Associated with the EPA’s 
Clean Power Plan at 36 (Oct. 16, 2015), Util. Air Regul. Grp. v. EPA, No. 15-1370 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 23, 2015), 
Doc. 1580014.

For their part, environmental advocates disputed the effect of the Clean Power Plan, but not its scale or 
significance. President Obama called it “the biggest, most important step we’ve ever taken to combat cli-
mate change.” Warrick, supra. The National Resources Defense Council—one petitioner below— celebrated 
the “first-ever national limits on carbon pollution from power plants,” and the Environmental Defense Fund 
cheered the regulation as of “historic” consequence. Unsurprisingly, environmentalists later decried the EPA’s 
replacement plan as “deadly,” calling it the “Dirty Power Plan.”

Simply put, all sides agree that the EPA’s authority to “generation-shift” under § 7411(d) is important and his-
toric, even if they have wildly differing views on whether doing so is catastrophic or redemptive.

B. Under The Decision Below, The EPA Has Staggering, Virtually Unfettered Power To Overhaul Entire 
Industries.

Of course, the Clean Power Plan itself is now a relic; its timeline and schedules are years out of date, and it is 
unlikely that President Biden’s EPA would revive it in identical form. That is why the EPA sought and secured 
a stay of the mandate below—to come up with a new approach using the power newly conferred upon it. But 
the legal issue transcends any particular rule and remains exceedingly important going forward. If the EPA 
has the power the D.C. Circuit says it has, it could (and will) issue similarly broad regulations again, not only 
for power plants, but for potentially any industry. The decision below was a virtual call to arms, empowering 
the EPA to circumvent Congress and “solve” climate change on a systemic basis. Denying review here would 
implicitly applaud that mandate, and allow it to stand as the definitive pronouncement on EPA authority.

1. In promulgating standards of performance, the EPA must determine the “best system of emission reduc-
tion.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1). The D.C. Circuit held that the “ordinary meaning” of “system” was so broad 
as to have no meaningful limits. Pet.App.56a-58a. Indeed, the panel used those very words: “no limits.” Pet.
App.56a. In its view, the EPA can impose any requirements as long as they are “‘diverse parts subject to a 
common plan or serving a common purpose.’” Pet.App.56a-57a (quoting System, Webster’s Third New Inter-
national Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged 2322 (2d ed. 1968)).

Under that extraordinarily broad understanding, the economic and political significance of this case does not 
stop with a potential takeover of the electrical grid. Power plants are far from the only “stationary source” of 
greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide; every building that emits the gases, including residential homes and 
every commercial facility, is also subject to regulation under § 7411(d). And if the EPA can adopt any “com-
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mon plan” to reduce their emissions, nothing would constrain its authority to cap emissions across sectors, 
demand that certain sources shut down in favor of others, mandate cap-and-trade regimes across catego-
ries of sources, or take any number of other imaginable courses of action that seek to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions systemically on a national and industrial basis. If the agency is not limited to source-level and 
source-achievable systems, the next Clean Power Plan could be the “Green New Deal”— without need for a 
single vote in Congress. In a bid to downplay that risk, the D.C. Circuit tried to suggest that the EPA’s authority 
was indeed limited because the statute requires it to take into account “cost” and “energy requirements” in 
defining the best system of emission reduction. Pet.App.87a-88a. But the statute does not even hint at a lim-
itation on agency discretion in balancing those incommensurate and competing factors, and no court could 
second-guess how it does so. Moreover, many people believe climate change portends “catastrophic, civili-
zation-ending consequences.” What economic “cost” or energy need could possibly outweigh that?

Even less credible is the notion that the EPA “tied its own hands” by limiting the “best system” to those that 
affect only “supply-side activities.” Pet.App.91a & n.9. As that formulation recognizes, the D.C. Circuit’s in-
terpretation would—absent voluntary hand-tying—allow the agency to regulate “demandside”activities too. 
Meaning the EPA could base its standards for existing residential homes on, e.g., the emission reductions 
achievable by keeping the home’s thermostat higher in the summer and lower in the winter, or by engaging in 
composting.12 States would be effectively locked into mandating those policies. Or, more along the lines of 
the Clean Power Plan, the EPA could require residential homes to install solar panels or buy emissions credits 
from houses that do. It could demand that residential activities be “shifted” from older, higher emitting homes 
to newer, lower emitting homes. Put simply, the D.C. Circuit’s rule is so broad that the EPA could effectively 
rewrite local zoning and building codes, if it so chose.

2. It would be naive to think that the EPA will not push the envelope of this new authority. President Biden 
campaigned on the idea that “climate change poses an existential threat” and has called for a “Clean Energy 
Revolution,” which is not a phrase suggesting modest ambitions. In a recent executive order, the President 
proclaimed that the world faces “a profound climate crisis,” with only a “narrow moment to pursue action at 
home and abroad in order to avoid the most catastrophic impacts of that crisis.”14 If the decision below is left 
to stand, the EPA will grasp that “narrow moment” and effectuate the promised “Revolution.”

The legislative branch, meanwhile, will be sidelined as proponents of radical action sit back and let the EPA 
impose their preferences by fiat, sparing them political downside. Cf. Gundy v. United States, 139 S. Ct. 2116, 
2135 (2019) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting) (noting that legislators often “face rational incentives to pass problems 
to the executive branch”). Again, this is not mere speculation. “Congress considered and rejected bills that 
would have” produced similar (even less-farreaching) schemes. FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 
529 U.S. 120, 144 (2000). Congress did not enact the American Clean Energy and Security Act, H.R. 2454, 
111th Cong. (2009), which would have created a cap-and-trade regime to limit greenhouse gases and im-
posed renewable energy mandates on retail electricity providers. Congress likewise failed to pass the Save 
Our Climate Act, H.R. 3242, 112th Cong. (2011), which would have imposed an excise tax based on the 
amount of carbon dioxide produced by burning fossil fuels. Nor did Congress adopt the American Renew-
able Energy and Efficiency Act, H.R. 5301, 113th Cong. (2014), which sought to cut carbon emissions by im-
posing a complex renewable energy credit scheme on retail electricity suppliers. See also Pet.App.169a n.19 
(Walker, J., dissenting). No matter: Per the decision below, the EPA can do all of this and more—unilaterally.

In short, if the D.C. Circuit is wrong, Congress has been wrongly shut out of a hugely controversial and con-
sequential policy debate. The EPA will be the last word on climate change—until this Court decides whether 
the EPA actually is the last word on climate change. That is a question worth answering.

C. Any Further Delay Would Cause Years Of Intolerable Regulatory Uncertainty.

Respondents will presumably urge the Court to kickthe can down the road until the EPA determines how to 
exercise its newfound authority. That would be a mistake. For more than five years, this issue has pingponged 
between the EPA and D.C. Circuit, leaving the industry in regulatory limbo. The EPA first asserted a new, un-
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precedented authority—then reversed itself. This Court indicated in its stay order that the EPA likely has no 
such authority—but now the D.C. Circuit has published a binding opinion saying it does. Power plants and 
their suppliers—not to mention everyone else with a stake in electricity generation—need to know whether 
they are inevitably facing a massive, agency-driven upheaval.

This Court has recognized that industrial actors, especially those in the electrical utility chain, have to make 
decisions years in advance. Pac. Gas & Elec. Co. v. State Energy Res. Conservation & Dev. Comm’n, 461 
U.S. 190, 201-02 (1983). Unless this Court intervenes, Petitioner and other suppliers, as well as power plants 
and the states that regulate them, will have to make decisions involving “millions of dollars over a number of 
years, without any certainty” as to the environment they will face. Id. “Delaying judicial resolution would force” 
actors “to gamble millions of dollars on an uncertain legal foundation.” North Dakota v. Heydinger, 825 F.3d 
912, 918 (8th Cir. 2016); see also, e.g., Mot. of Util. & Allied Pet’rs for Stay of Rule at 15, Util. Air Regul. Grp. 
v. EPA, No. 15-1370 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 23, 2015), Doc. 1580014 (explaining that “electric sector is a long lead-
time industry,” and building new units can take up to “seventeen years”). The chilling effect on development 
is palpable.

And the situation is worse than uncertain; the only controlling legal authority right now is wrong. Infra Part II. 
This issue evaded review for six years, and if the Court declines to grant review now, it will evade review for 
the foreseeable future, while the decision below is used to justify even more radical next steps. Meanwhile, 
industries face existential uncertainty as to whether the EPA really holds command-and-control authority over 
every carbon-emitting building (i.e., all of them). This Court should weigh in now.

II. THE D.C. CIRCUIT ERRED IN UNTETHERING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FROM THE EXISTING 
SOURCE BEING REGULATED.

Review is warranted in this case whether or not the D.C. Circuit got the result right; the question is so import-
ant that this Court should answer it. But the lower court did err. It interpreted § 7411(d) to allow the EPA to 
impose an emissions standard based on a “system” of shuttering or diminishing certain sources and shifting 
electric generation to other sources. The text does not support that counterintuitive reading, which would 
confer extraordinary authority on the EPA to restructure every carbon-emitting industry in the country. That is 
not what Congress did, much less clearly did, and this Court should hold as much.

A. The Statutory Text Requires The EPA To Base Its Standards On Limits Achievable By and Applicable 
To Existing Sources.

As always, the analysis “start[s] with the statutory text.” Tanzin v. Tanvir, 141 S. Ct. 486, 489 (2020). It provides 
for the EPA to prescribe regulations that result in state-established “standards of performance for any existing 
source.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d). Even on its face, that language all but demands standards that are applicable 
to and achievable by such a source, not those derived from a national system-wide rejiggering of an entire 
industry. The context and structure of the statute then drive that conclusion home.

1. To start, the provision requires standards of performance “for any existing source,” singular. If Congress 
wanted standards derived from systems that operate across multiple sources or entire categories of sources, 
it could have said that. Indeed, Congress could have used a phrase like “category of sources” (which it used 
numerous times elsewhere in § 7411) to show that standards should be derived from, applied to, and achiev-
able by the category of sources viewed as a whole. See, e.g., Romag Fasteners, Inc. v. Fossil, Inc., 140 S. 
Ct. 1492, 1495 (2020) (refusing to “read into statutes words that aren’t there,” especially “when Congress ... 
included the term in question elsewhere in the very same statutory provision”). 

Congress also explicitly provided that the standards are “for” the “existing source”—not “for” the “owner or 
operator” of the source, which is a separate defined term in § 7411(a)(5). If Congress wanted to authorize 
generation-shifting or emission-credit trading, it could have regulated owners or operators (who can comply 
with such regimes by buying credits or operating new plants), as opposed to sources (which are physical 
structures that produce power). The EPA confessed to this misalignment of terms in the Clean Power Plan, 
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when it admitted its standards were based on systems that must be “implemented [,] … as a practical mat-
ter, by actions taken by the owners or operators.” CPP, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,720; id. at 64,731 (explaining that 
source “owner/operator” can “invest” in lesser-emitting sources or “purchase” the “CO2-reducing” credits).

Further, the provision refers to an “existing source.” That presupposes that the source will continue to exist 
and operate. Devising a standard based on shiftingthe source’s generation elsewhere, thus rendering it ob-
solete, defeats the purpose of separately and more leniently regulating “existing” sources as such. And it is 
wholly implausible to believe Congress intended for the EPA to exercise more rigorous control over existing 
sources than new ones. See supra at 7.

Moving on, Congress used the phrase “standard of performance,” which implies that the existing source can, 
in fact, “perform” under the standard. But no such performance at the source-level is needed under the D.C. 
Circuit’s reading. Rather, it is permissible to impose generation-shifting, which is premised on the idea that 
sources will diminish production, shut downentirely, or purchase credits from other sources. A source that 
diminishes capacity or shuts down is not“performing” anything. So here, too, § 7411(d)’s scope is properly 
read as limited to measures “perform[able]” by a source. To be sure, “standard of performance” is itself a de-
fined term, as discussed below, but the term itself retains meaning. See, e.g., Solid Waste Agency of N. Cook 
Cnty. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 531 U.S.159, 171-72 (2001) (although defined by the statute,“navigable 
waters” retains meaning).

2. Digging deeper, the statutory definitions of the various phrases in § 7411(d) confirm that the EPA’s authority 
is limited to defining emissions standards achievable by a given source through modifications to that source’s 
technology or systems. 

To start, inserting the definition of “source” into the operative provision leaves it requiring a “standard[] of per-
formance for any existing [building, structure, facility, or installation].” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(2), (3),(6), (d). That 
emphasizes the individualized, concrete nature of what is being regulated: the unitary source. The standard 
of performance is not “for” an industry or a category of buildings or even, as noted above, “for” owners and 
operators. It is “for” an existing “building, structure, facility, or installation.” 

The definition of “standard of performance” likewise supports a narrower reading, even though it is this 
definition upon which the Clean Power Plan and D.C. Circuit heavily relied. A “standard of performance” is 
a standard “which reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of the best 
system of emission reduction.” Id. § 7411(a)(1). The D.C. Circuit believed that this concept—“the best system 
of emission reduction”—was so broad that it allowed a “standard of performance” to be derived from a mac-
ro-analysis of an entire industry, an aggregate industry-wide “system.” Pet.App.56a-58a. 

But reading that definitional provision in isolation, as the lower court did, makes no sense. The degree of 
emission reduction must be “achievable” by what? The best system of emission reduction must be “appli[ed]” 
to whom? These phrases are meaningless without some referent, and the only reference offered by the text 
is the “source.” Plus, even if the definition in the abstract could support the D.C. Circuit’s reading, “where [a 
defined] term … appears in the [Clean Air] Act’s operative provisions,” this Court has held that it must often 
be “given” a “narrower, context-appropriate meaning.” Util. Air Regul. Grp. v. EPA, 573 U.S. 302,316 (2014) 
(“UARG”); see also id. at 320 (a defined term “‘may take on distinct characters from association with distinct 
statutory objects’”). 

Read in context, the definition actually clarifies the limited reach of § 7411(d). Substituting in defined terms, 
the provision directs “a standard for emissions of air pollutants which reflects the degree of emission limitation 
achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction for any building, structure, facility 
or installation.” A definition that on its own lacked key terms fits into § 7411(d) like a glove. Construed with 
that context, the statute makes clear that the “best system of emission reduction”—the benchmark the EPA 
must provide—is “for” a given “facility.” There is no way to read this phrase as providing authority for catego-
ry-wide emission credit regimes or “generation shifting” schemes. Those are by definition not “best system[s] 
of emission reduction” “for” an “existing source” that cannot use them (and indeed might have to shut down 
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entirely). Thus, far from burnishing the Clean Power Plan interpretation, the definitional provisions refute it.

3. Context and structure confirm this plain reading of the text. To start, the D.C. Circuit’s alternative, broader 
reading would create an untenable structural problem. As noted above, if interpreted to allow the EPA to 
promulgate industry-wide “systems,” there is little limit to what the EPA could demand. See supra Part I.B. 
Cf. UARG, 573 U.S. at 310 (recognizing that treating greenhouse gases as air pollutants would sweep in “nu-
merous small sources not previously regulated”). The EPA could impose a cap-and-trade regime on virtually 
the entire country at once, and § 7411(d) would become an open-ended mandate for the agency to solve 
climate change.

That § 7411 lacks anything remotely addressing this issue reaffirms that it does not create this issue in the first 
place. Cf. Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 126 (“Such authority is inconsistent with the intent that Congress 
has expressed in … overall regulatory scheme.”). Indeed, if § 7411(d) truly provided such broad authority, 
the EPA would likely have to “exclude greenhouse gases from the class of regulable air pollutants” altogether, 
because “their inclusion would be inconsistent with the statutory scheme.” UARG, 573 U.S. at 319. 

Moreover, that § 7411 is bifurcated into two distinct schemes—one for new sources and one for existing 
sources—confirms that the EPA’s authority cannot extend to industry-wide regulations that effectively ban 
existing sources. See also supra at 25. Congress was aware that existing sources implicate reliance interests 
and therefore must be approached differently than new sources. But that is only true if the existing sources 
continue to exist. If Congress intended to grant the EPA the authority to restructure industries, ban sources, 
favor others, and generally pick and choose which sources would continue operating, there would be no 
reason to separate new and existing sources.

Moreover, Congress’s other Clean Air Act programs also undermine any reading that would grant the EPA 
power to institute industry-wide “systems” like capand-trade regimes. In Title IV, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7651-7651o, 
and Title VI, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7671-7671q, of the Clean Air Act, Congress specifically provided for the sort of 
detailed, industry-wide systems that the Clean Power Plan tried to impose on power plants. Title IV (aimed at 
acid rain) sets out emission caps for entire categories and a trading program for credits. See generally Indi-
anapolis Power & Light Co. v. EPA, 58 F.3d 643, 644 (D.C. Cir. 1995). Title VI directed the EPA to phase out 
certain ozone-depleting substances. See generally Mexichem Fluor, Inc. v. EPA, 866 F.3d 451, 454 (D.C. Cir. 
2017). The Clean Power Plan’s “reliance” on a suddenly discovered “delegation of ...authority” in § 7411(d) 
“is especially questionable here, given that Congress has used express language in other” parts of the same 
statute to grant the EPA the type of authority it believes it uncovered in § 7411(d). U.S. Forest Serv. v. Cow-
pasture River Pres. Ass’n, 140 S. Ct. 1837, 1850 (2020).

B. Interpretive Canons Confirm That The EPA Cannot Base Its Standards On An Exogenous Indus-
try-Wide Scheme.

Even if the text left a hint that § 7411(d) could be interpreted more broadly, at least two canons of construction 
confirm that it cannot be interpreted as the D.C. Circuit construed it. Congress would need to speak more 
clearly to effectuate that extreme result. 

Major Questions Doctrine. Most obviously, the panel’s reading of § 7411(d) is “unreasonable because it would 
bring about an enormous and transformative expansion in EPA’s regulatory authority without clear congres-
sional authorization.” UARG, 573 U.S. at 324. That canon has become known as the “‘major questions’ doc-
trine.” Gundy, 139 S. Ct. at 2141 (Gorsuch, J., dissenting). Certain questions hold such economic or political 
resonance that it is implausible to read an ambiguous law as having delegated them to an agency. This is a 
corollary of the teaching that “Congress … does not … hide elephants in mouseholes.” Gonzales v. Oregon, 
546 U.S. 243, 267 (2006). Interpretation must instead “be guided to a degree by common sense as to the 
manner in which Congress is likely to delegate a policy decision of …economic and political magnitude to 
an administrative agency.” Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 133; see also U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 855 
F.3d 381, 420 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting from denial of rehearing en banc) (“[T]he Supreme 
Court has repeatedly rejected agency attempts to take major regulatory action without clear congressional 
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authorization.”).

The D.C. Circuit’s interpretation would authorize precisely the “transformative expansion” in regulatory power 
that this Court has rejected in the past—even where the statutory text seemed closer. In UARG, for instance, 
the question was “whether EPA permissibly determined that a source may be subject to [certain] permitting 
requirements on the sole basis of the source’s potential to emit greenhouse gases.” 573 U.S. at 314. The 
statutory basis for that action was textually plausible: The EPA argued that the “general, Act-wide definition 
of ‘air pollutant’ includes greenhouse gases; the Act requires permits for major emitters of ‘any air pollutant’; 
therefore, the Act requires permits for major emitters of greenhouse gases.” Id. at 316. But this Court still 
rejected that reading because it threatened to “overthrow” the statutory design. Id. at 321. The Court pointed 
to the rule’s draconian effects: “[D]ecade-long delays ... would become common.” Id. at 322. “The number 
of sources required to have [Title V] permits would jump from fewer than 15,000 to about 6.1 million; annual 
administrative costs would balloon from $62 million to $21 billion; and collectively the newly covered sources 
would face permitting costs of $147 billion.” Id. Expressing skepticism about the agency’s claim that it “dis-
cover[ed] in a long-extant statute” an “unheralded power to regulate ‘a significant portion of the American 
economy,’” the Court reasoned that it would “expect Congress to speak clearly if it wishe[d] to assign to an 
agency decisions of vast ‘economic and political significance.’” Id. at 323-24.

The power that the Clean Power Plan purported to have “discover[ed]” in § 7411(d)—and that the court below 
claimed to see too—is even more “vast” than in UARG, id., with even greater “economic and political signifi-
cance,” id., yet is based on statutory text even less capable of bearing it. As shown, the Clean Power Plan alone 
would have engendered billions (or even hundreds of billions) in compliance costs and price hikes, as well as 
tens of thousands of lost jobs.                                                                                                                                                                                                           
It triggered 4.3 million public comments. CPP, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,663. All of this in a substantive area—reg-
ulation of the nation’s electrical grid—where the EPA has little or no expertise. See King v. Burwell, 576 U.S. 
473, 474 (2015). And those are not the limits of the EPA’s authority under the decision below—only the starting 
point for a climate “Revolution.”

If nothing else, Congress did not clearly grant such expansive power to the EPA in an ancillary provision that 
went virtually unused for five decades. 

Federalism Clear Statement Rule. Reflecting similar concerns is the “well-established principle that ‘it is in-
cumbent upon the federal courts to be certain of Congress’ intent before finding that federal law overrides’ the 
‘usual constitutional balance of federal and state powers.’” Bond v. United States, 572 U.S.844, 858 (2014). 
To ensure that certainty, this Court requires a “clear statement” from Congress that it meant to extend vague 
“federal statutes” into areas of “traditional state responsibility.” Id.

“[T]he regulation of utilities is one of the most important of the functions traditionally associated with the police 
power of the States.” Ark. Elec. Coop. Corp. v. Ark. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 375, 377 (1983). The Clean 
Power Plan, however, would have consigned states to a minimal role in regulating electricity, and the D.C. Cir-
cuit decision blesses that wholesale transfer of regulatory power to the EPA. The mix of energy sources would 
become largely a question of EPA fiat, instead of reflecting state and local preference. Electricity prices, rel-
ative utilization at individual sources, and nearly everything else that is important about electrical generation 
would become subject to the EPA’s effective control via § 7411(d).

One would expect that if Congress intended to hand over control of the industry to the EPA, it would make 
itself clear, but Congress did no such thing. Properly read, § 7411 does no more than allow the EPA to require 
the best systems of emission reduction that individual sources can actually use. This does little to intrude on 
utility regulation. But the very purpose of “generation shifting” is to reorganize the entire power industry. By 
way of analogy, it is as if the EPA moved beyond setting vehicle emissions standards and began directing 
traffic, banning SUVs, mandating subway construction, and rearranging roads—all in putative service of 
reducing emissions. Nothing in § 7411 comes close to establishing that Congress authorized that kind of 
federal intrusion on state authority. The “requirement of [a] clear statement assures that the legislature has 
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in fact faced, and intended to bring into issue, the critical matters involved in the judicial decision.” United 
States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336,349 (1971). Section 7411(d) makes clear the opposite; it is totally implausible 
that Congress, when it enacted this obscure and narrow provision decades ago, thought it was nationalizing 
regulation of the electrical grid.

* * *

The question presented is critically important to the parties and industries in this case, it is the crucial un-
derpinning of any future regulation that the EPA says it will pursue, and the only binding decision on offer 
is wrong. The Court should grant review and confirm that the EPA does not have authority under § 7411 to 
remake entire industries.

CONCLUSION

This Court should grant the petition.
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SOUTH AMERICA
Case 1

19/08/2021:  
 

Judiciary Branch

FEDERAL REGIONAL COURT OF THE 4TH REGION INTERLOCUTORY

APPEAL NO. 5033746-81.2021.4.04.0000/PR

APPELLANT: INSTITUTO DE ESTUDOS AMAZONICOS - IEA  
APPELLEE: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT – OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL ATTORNEY 

GENERAL  

ORDER/DECISION

This interlocutory appeal was filed against the decision rendered in the original public-interest climate civil 
action, in which the lower court rejected jurisdiction and ruled to transfer the action to the 7th Federal Envi-
ronmental and Agrarian Court of the Judiciary Section of Amazonas, on account of alleged connection with 
public-interest civil action No. 1007104-63.2020.4.01.3200 (pursuant to articles 55, §3, 58 and 59, CPC/15 
and reading a contrario sensu of precedent 235 from the STJ – Superior Court of Justice). 

The appellant, also the plaintiff in the public-interest climate civil action, maintains, in summary, that the pub-
lic-interest civil actions under analysis present different central issues. That being so because this public-in-
terest climate civil action has as its main issue the enforcement of the normative climate targets assumed by 
the Federal Government in the National Policy on Climate Change –PNMC, to be executed as determined in 
the Action Plan for Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the Legal Amazon – PPCDAm. It argues that the 
obligation required from the Federal Government is that it comply with the determinations indicated in said 
climate regulations (legal and executory), which consist in reducing illegal deforestation in the Legal Amazon 
to at most 3,925 km² by the end of 2020. It states that this demand, eminently climate-based, aims to mitigate 
the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) by reducing (illegal) deforestation to the levels required by Brazilian 
climate legislation. In sum, this climate class action (i) is a class action linked to Climate Change Law (climate 
litigation); (ii) protects an environmental asset of national scope, for it aims to protect the right of all citizens 
to climate stability; and (iii) demands the implementation, by the Federal Government, of forest restoration 
as one of the instruments to achieve the climate targets assumed by the defendant. On the other hand, pub-
lic-interest civil action No. 1007104-63.2020.4.01.3200, filed by the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office before 
the Federal Court of Amazonas, deals with a class action that addresses matters related to Environmental 
Law. Its central theme is to ensure that certain governmental administrative agents implement measures 
to combat and control environmental offenders who operate harmfully in those points of the Amazon forest 
under greater threat of destruction, the so-called “ecological hotspots”, and specifically in the period during 
which the (covid-19) pandemic persists. This class action suit does NOT have a central theme linked to the 
Brazilian climate legislation, since the National Policy on Climate Change – PNMC and the Action Plan for the 
Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the Legal Amazon – PPCDAm, which are mentioned therein, are 
addressed only as factual background.

The appellant requests: a) that the present Interlocutory Appeal be granted a suspensive effect, hold-
ing the interlocutory decision herein contested suspended until the outcome of this Appeal; b) on the 
merits, that the present interlocutory appeal be heard and granted, in order to revoke the interlocutory  
decision under discussion, and maintain the public-interest climate civil action filed by the appellant before 
the Court of the 11th Federal Court of Curitiba/PR. 
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These are the strict contours of the dispute. I decide.

Initially, I should like to highlight that the Superior Court of Justice has a consolidated position establishing 
the precedent that an appeal may be filed against an interlocutory decision dealing with a matter involving 
definition of jurisdiction, as already decided in the ruling of AgInt no REsp No. 1799493/RJ (05/04/2021) and 
REsp No. 1679909/RS (02/01/2018). 

Let us examine the right alleged by the appellant (jurisdiction of the ‘a quo’ judge to judge the original 
action).

Professors Ingo Wolfgang Sarlet and Tiago Fensterseifer have pointed out that, in Brazil, over the course 
of approximately [four] decades, an ecological legal framework has progressively become consolidated – 
beginning in 1980 with Law 6.938/81 (National Environmental Policy Law), with the establishment of a new, 
autonomous ecological legal asset, consisting of a specialized legislative microsystem and a public environ-
mental policy of national scope (at all federal levels). The 1988 Brazilian Constitution represents the apex of 
this development, with ecological protection taking a definitive place in the normative-axiological nucleus of 
our constitutional system, through the consecration of ecological protection duties attributed to the State and 
to individuals, as well as a new fundamental right assuring that everyone can live in a healthy and balanced 
environment – as expressed in its article 225. The 1988 Brazilian Constitution also establishes an open and 
cooperative Constitutional State, which has the prevalence of human rights as one of the governing principles 
of its international relations (art. 4, II), promoting what could be called a Dialogue of Normative Sources and 
even a Dialogue of Courts of Justice, which can be exemplified with the express reference made by Justice 
Barroso to the Advisory Opinion No. 23/2017 of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights on “Environment 
and Human Rights” in the decision convening the present public hearing. This constitutional scenario is 
underlined in the Supreme Court of Justice precedents, with the recognition of the supra-legal status of inter-
national treaties dealing with the environment, as highlighted in the reporting vote of Justice Rosa Weber in 
ADI 4066/DF (Asbestos Case), referring specifically on that occasion to the Basel Convention on the Control 
of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal (1989).
 
For this reason, the Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Framework Convention on Biodi-
versity, both signed at the 1992 Rio Conference, as well as the 2015 Paris Agreement, should be taken as 
normative parameters, by national judges and courts, (including ex officio, as already decided by the In-
ter-American Court) for the control of conventionality of infra constitutional legislation, as well as actions and 
omissions by public agencies and individuals. The new status attributed to the human right to the environ-
ment by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights was enshrined in the aforementioned OC 23/2017 and, 
more recently, already within the scope of its contentious jurisdiction, in the case of Comunidades Indígenas 
Miembros de la Asociación Lhaka Honhat (Tierra Nuestra) v. Argentina, 2020. This undoubtedly reinforces 
the international responsibility of the Brazilian State to protect the Amazon Rainforest. Regarding the funda-
mental right to the environment, the precedents of the Supreme Court of Justice recognize an ecological 
dimension inherent to the principle of human dignity, which calls for a minimum threshold of ecological quality 
and integrity as a premise for a dignified life and the exercise of other fundamental rights, also on the basis of 
the interdependence and indivisibility of such rights. (Climatelitigation,environmentalprotectionandADPF708/
DF.2020.Availableat<http://genjuridico.com.br/2020/09/25/protecao-do-meio-ambiente-adpf-708-df/>.Ac-
cessed16Aug2021).

According to professors Gabriel Mantelli, Joana Nabuco and Caio Borges, climate litigation is a strategic 
alternative in the fight against climate change and for the defence of human rights. Increasingly, civil society 
organizations have made use of such mechanisms. This not only because there is a worldwide phenomenon 
of sharing experiences with this instrument – which can be seen in the efforts of the United Nations (UN) to 
lend visibility to the topic through the document. The status of climate change litigation: a global review – but 
also because the use of climate litigation represents an additional opportunity to bring climate emergency to 
the forefront of public debate. 
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While individuals are indeterminate, collectivity can be brought together by the same factual support – dam-
age to the environment caused by the alteration of its characteristics, demand for the restoration and repair of 
the environment damaged by climate change. (Gabriel Wedy. Climate litigation and procedural instruments of 
the Brazilian legal system. 2018. Available at <https://www.conjur.com.br/2018-dez-01/ambiente-juridico-liti-
gios-climaticos-instrumentos-processuais-ordenamento-brasileiro>. Accessed on 16 Aug 2021). 

Climate litigation is defined as a legal tool to call upon the Judiciary and non-judicial bodies to evaluate, 
monitor, implement and enforce legal rights and obligations related to climate change. Data indicate the 
existence of at least 1,200 climate litigation cases around the world, with a number of successful cases on 
record in favor of climate protection, such as Massachusetts v. EPA in the United States, the Urgenda case in 
the Netherlands and the Leghari case in Pakistan. In these last two cases, the lawsuits demanded improved 
climate protection standards, cases in which the judiciary required authorities to comply with improved cli-
mate protection standards. 

In the “Urgenda case”, which was heard before the Dutch courts, the Dutch Supreme Court issued a decision 
at the end of 2019, ordering the Dutch government to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 25% compared to 
1990 levels, which – according to the decision – should have been fulfilled by the end of 2020. As pointed out 
by Gabriel Wedy, federal judge of this Court and one of the most prominent Brazilian and international jurists 
on the subject, this was the first time that a State was obliged by a court to adopt effective measures against 
climate change. According to the chief justice of the Dutch Supreme Court, Kees Streefkerg, “because of 
global warming, the life, well-being and living conditions of many people around the world, including in the 
Netherlands, are being threatened” (Gabriel Wedy. O ‘caso Urgenda’ e as lições para os litígios climáticos 
no Brasil. Consultor Jurídico, Coluna Ambiente Jurídico, 02.01.2021. Available at: https://www.conjur.com.br). 

In Brazil, discussion on the viability of climate litigation is advancing. In addition to climate litigation being 
a global phenomenon, Brazil is the seventh largest global emitter of greenhouse gases, and the country is 
already suffering from the effects of climate change. Events such as altered rainfall patterns in the South-
east and temperature increases in some regions of the Northeast are increasingly associated with structural 
changes in climate conditions. 

Climate change litigation can generally be understood as legal actions that require the judiciary or adminis-
trative bodies to make decisions that expressly address issues, facts or legal norms related in their essence 
to the causes or impacts of climate change. Climate change litigation can involve issues related to the re-
duction of greenhouse gas emissions (MITIGATION), the reduction of vulnerability to the effects of climate 
change (ADAPTATION), the reparation of damage suffered due to climate change (COMPENSATION) and the 
management of climate risks (RISKS). 

Mitigation climate disputes can require the government to implement measures to reduce GHG emissions, 
ensuring the effectiveness of reduction targets or carbon markets, and monitoring actions to combat defor-
estation, or measures in urban planning and environmental licensing processes. Adaptation climate litigation 
can hold governments and companies accountable for risk assessment and compel the implementation of 
actions necessary to combat adverse impacts of climate change. As a hypothetical example, litigation may 
force municipalities to develop plans and other legal instruments to deal with changes in rainfall patterns, 
sustained droughts, and sea level rise. 

Climate compensation litigation seeks to hold government entities and large emitters liable for damage 
caused to individuals and groups due to extreme weather events and significant changes in the environment 
in which they live (e.g. melting glaciers and their impacts on traditional peoples). 

Finally, climate risk litigation involves the consideration of climate risks in environmental licensing processes, 
environmental impact studies, and the preparation of sectoral plans related to climate issues (such as energy 
and mobility). In the latter, information concerning risks and the evaluation of mitigation measures, including 
financial and socio-environmental measures, related to climate change can be requested. 
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International experiences show that several possibilities exist for climate litigation in terms of cause of ac-
tion and subject matter, as well as parties with standing. The main parties that file climate litigation (plaintiff) 
are states, non-governmental organizations, and individuals. The main defendants are likewise states, but 
also companies (Gabriel Mantelli, Joana Nabuco e Caio Borges. Litigância climática na prática: Estratégias 
para litígios climáticos no Brasil. CONECTAS DIREITOS HUMANOS. [S.I.] 2019. Availableat<https://con-
ectas.org/publicacoes/download/guiadelitiganciaclimatica?_ga=2.184721513.1325593939.1629153561-
104691867.1629153561>.Accessed 07 Dec 2019). 

Legal cases around the world have shown that different legal-procedural arrangements have been used in 
climate litigation. The diversity present in the phenomenon of climate litigation encourages the expansion of 
this mechanism. 

And these authors present us with a sample of possible claims in a climate litigation action (op.cit.):

TYPE OF DISPUTES EXAMPLES OF DEMANDS

MITIGATION 

CLIMATE DISPUTES

• demand government enforcement of laws and poli-
cies aimed at reducing GHG emissions;  
• call for effective carbon emission reduction targets or 
implementation of carbon markets;  
• press for deforestation control actions and urban 
planning measures;  
• call for the review of environmental licensing pro-
cesses.

ADAPTATION 

CLIMATE DISPUTES

• hold governments and corporations accountable for 
inadequate climate risk assessment;  
• push municipalities to develop legal instruments and 
plans to  
deal with changes in rainfall patterns, higher drought 
incidence, and rising sea levels.

COMPENSATION 

CLIMATE DISPUTES

• hold government entities and large carbon emitters  
accountable for damages caused to individuals and 
groups  
due to extreme weather events;  
• seek formal recognition of the causal link between 
specific  
damage and activities that cause climate change.

In other words, the strategy of climate litigation is to enforce existing laws, treaties, and other regulatory 
schemes, as well as to push for new regulations in this regard. Its central objective is to put pressure on the 
Legislative and Executive powers, by activating the Judiciary, in order to ensure a stable climate. Five trends 
can be observed regarding the purposes of climate litigation. Firstly, its aim is to pressure governments to 
comply with their legal and political commitments, seeking effective mitigation and adaptation measures. 
Secondly, an effort is made to associate the impacts of extractive activities to climate change – reflecting 
on the need to regulate such activities. Thirdly, there is an attempt to establish a causal link between certain 
emissions and climate impacts. Fourthly, governmental agencies are held accountable for failures in adap-
tation measures. Finally, in fifth place, the application of the public trust doctrine to climate change cases is 
examined.
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As pointed out by professors Luciana Bauer (also a federal judge at this Regional Court) and Ana Luísa Se-
vegnani, by contextualizing environmental litigation and its theoretical support in the world, attempts have 
been made to underpin its relevance to the discussion of the effects of environmental changes, especially 
with regard to bringing about a shift of attitude on the part of individuals and governments, so as to contribute 
to the environment. In several countries worldwide, lawsuits have been filed with the objective of hindering the 
advances of global warming, obtaining some beneficial results. However, in Brazil, few lawsuits considered 
climate change actions exist in the terms in which the UN recognizes them as such. Environmental litigation 
to safeguard life, livelihoods and health, as well as litigation on behalf of future generations is still a novelty 
here. However, we do recognize that this new environmental litigation is fundamental, for it promotes not 
only legal and governmental measures, but also the consciousness and culture of society itself, which will 
become increasingly concerned with promoting sustainable development. And it is of the utmost importance 
that courts, when faced with such litigation, do not treat it as an ordinary lawsuit, with ordinary parties. It is 
increasingly necessary to analyze the theoretical support offered by philosophical and sociological consid-
erations, in addition to international agreements that propose considerations in relation to intergenerational 
litigation, as well as the decisions already issued by the courts in this area, such as the Urgenda decision. 
(...) we conclude that environmental litigation is relevant as a means of seeking concrete governmental action 
and, above all, the development of an environmental ethic for the new millennium. (Luciana Bauer and Ana 
Luísa Sevegnani. Litigância ambiental: uma ética ambiental para o novo milênio. 2021. Available at <https://
www.trf4.jus.br/trf4/controlador.php? acao=pagina_visualizar &id_pagina=1643>. Accessed 16 Aug 2021). 

In short: public-interest climate civil actions are unique in nature, aiming at the general and international. 
They may be seen as running alongside, but not overlapping with environmental civil actions, only sharing 
with them the root, which is the environment. Their subject matter and instruments are entirely diverse. In no 
way – ontologically speaking – can they be considered a common type. 

Having considered all the doctrinal aspects and turning to the case at hand, it is clear that the public civil 
actions under analysis present quite different typology and structure, specialized instruments and distinct po-
litical-legal approaches, in addition to the fact that their object, cause of action and demands do not coincide. 

The main demand of the original Public-Interest Climate Civil Action is the enforcement of the climate nor-
mative targets assumed by the Federal Government in the National Policy on Climate Change – PNMC, to 
be executed as determined in the Action Plan for Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the Legal Am-
azon – PPCDAm. The obligation required of the Federal Government, we reiterate, is for the FEDERATIVE 
REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, at federal level, to comply with the determinations indicated in the referred climate 
norms (legal and executory), consisting in the reduction of illegal deforestation in the Legal Amazon to the 
maximum level of 3,925 km² by the end of 2020 (considering the period of analysis between August 2020 and 
July 2021). This demand, which is eminently climate-based, intends to mitigate the emission of greenhouse 
gases (GHG) by reducing (illegal) deforestation to the levels required by the Brazilian climate legislation. In 
short, this climate collective action (i) is a class action linked to Climate Change Law (climate litigation); (ii) 
seeks to protect environmental assets of national scope, for it aims to protect the right of all citizens to climate 
stability; and (iii) demands the implementation, by the Federal Government, of forest restoration as one of the 
instruments to achieve the climate targets assumed by the defendant. 

On the other hand, public-interest civil action No. 1007104-63.2020.4.01.3200, filed by the Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office before the Federal Court of Amazonas, is a class action that addresses matters related 
to Environmental Law. This demand seeks as its central theme to force several governmental administrative 
agents to implement measures to combat and control environmental offenders who operate, harmfully, at 
those points of the Amazon forest with greater threat of destruction, the so-called “ecological hotspots”, spe-
cifically as long as the pandemic (covid-19) persists. This class action does NOT have a central theme linked 
to Brazilian climate legislation, nor does it reflect (directly projected) compliance with international obligations 
assumed by the Federative Republic of Brazil, since the National Policy on Climate Change – PNMC and the 
Action Plan for Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the Legal Amazon – PPCDAm, which are mentioned 
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therein, are addressed only as factual background. In other words, the class action proposed by the Federal 
Public Prosecutor’s Office seeks to enforce the exercise of the environmental police power (supervision and 
control) in specific areas of the Amazon forest (at local level) in order to combat environmental crimes and 
violations of indigenous rights during the pandemic period (covid-19). 

The evident thematic difference between the characteristics and objectives sought by the compared class 
actions makes it impossible to apply the institute of connection in this case, given that (i) there is no similarity 
between the claim and the cause of action; (ii) the central issues discussed and the legal grounds of the class 
actions are distinct; and (iii) the judicial decisions handed down in these class actions, consequently, will NOT 
be contradictory, NOR will they affect legal certainty, as the demands of the lawsuits are entirely different. 

Not to be overlooked is the fact that, on April 8, 2021, when ruling on RE No. 1101937- Theme 1075 -, the 
Supreme Court of Justice held the rule of article 16 of the public-interest civil action law to be unconstitution-
al, as to the territorial limitation of decisions rendered in class actions. The summary of the aforementioned 
decision reads as follows: 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND CIVIL PROCEDURE. UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF ARTICLE 16 OF LAW 
7.347/1985, AS AMENDED BY LAW 9.494/1997. PUBLIC INTEREST CIVIL ACTION. IMPOSSIBILITY OF 
RESTRICTING THE EFFECTS OF THE SENTENCE TO THE LIMITS OF THE TERRITORIAL JURISDIC-
TION OF THE ISSUING COURT. GENERAL REPERCUSSION. EXTRAORDINARY APPEALS DENIED. 1. 
The Federal Constitution of 1988 extended the protection of diffuse and collective interests, not only by 
constitutionalizing them, but also by providing important instruments to ensure their effectiveness. 2. The 
Brazilian collective procedural system, aimed at social pacification in relation to individual litigation, attained 
constitutional status in 1988, bringing about an important strengthening in the defense of diffuse and collec-
tive interests, resulting from a natural need for effective protection of a new array of rights resulting from the 
recognition of the so-called third generation or dimension human rights, also known as solidarity or fraternity 
rights.3. Absolute respect and observance of the principles of equality, efficiency, legal security and effective 
judicial protection are needed. 4. Unconstitutionality of article 16 of LACP, as amended by Law 9.494/1997, 
which had the ostensible purpose of restricting the condemnatory effects of collective lawsuits, limiting the 
list of beneficiaries of the decision by means of a territorial criterion of jurisdiction, causing serious damage to 
the necessary isonomic treatment of all citizens before Justice, as well as to the full incidence of the Principle 
of Efficiency in the service of jurisdictional activity. 5. EXTRAORDINARY APPEALS DENIED, with the estab-
lishment of the following thesis of general repercussion: “I - The wording of article 16 of Law 7.347/1985, as 
amended by Law 9.494/1997, is unconstitutional, and its original wording is reinstated. II - When dealing with 
public-interest civil actions with national or regional effects, the jurisdiction should observe art. 93, II, of Law 
8078/1990 (Consumer Defense Code). III – Should multiple public-interest civil actions of national or regional 
scope be filed, and jurisdiction defined in accordance with item II, the prevention of the court that first took 
cognizance of one of them is established for the trial of all related claims”. (STF, RE no. 1101937 - Theme 
1075, Reporting Justice Alexandre de Moraes). 

Nevertheless, the ratio decidendi involved in this precedent merits contextualization in the environmental 
public-interest civil actions. Establishing a pure and simple equivalence between such actions and the pub-
lic-interest climate civil action is not possible (because they are distinct, as explained above). In this sense, 
the item relating to multiple and simultaneous public civil actions does not apply - in this case – as they would 
all have to be environmental (Should multiple public-interest civil actions of national or regional scope be filed, 
and jurisdiction defined in accordance with item II, the prevention of the court that first took cognizance of one 
of them is established for the trial of all related claims). 

The jurisdiction to hear and render judgment on the original public-interest climate civil action, for all the 
above arguments, remains with the lower court. 

Therefore, granting a suspensive effect to this appeal is deemed necessary, whereby the consequences of 
the appealed interlocutory decision remain suspended until the resolution of the issue herein discussed. 
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I should like to emphasize that delaying the examination of the factual and legal arguments raised in the 
climate class action will result in serious and difficult to remedy harm to the environmental asset for which 
protection is being sought, namely, the fundamental right of all citizens to climate stability. As highlighted by 
the appellant, the deadline for compliance with the climate target established in the PNMC, and which is to be 
met by the Federal Government, will end in August 2021, the month in which the National Institute for Space 
Research (INPE) will announce the official rate of illegal deforestation in the Legal Amazon for the year 2020. 

Given the above, I grant the suspensive effect to the decision that declined jurisdiction in favor of the court of 
the 7th Federal Environmental and Agrarian Court of the Judiciary Section of Amazonas. 

Notify the aggrieved party - also - to file counterarguments. 

Submit to the Regional Prosecution Office (MPF) for its opinion. 

Afterwards, return the case records to the court. Legal measures. 

Electronic document signed by VÂNIA HACK DE ALMEIDA, Reporting Federal Judge, pursuant to article 1, 
item III, of Law No. 11.419, of December 19, 2006 and Resolution TRF 4th Region No. 17, of March 26, 2010. 
The verification of the authenticity of the document is available at the electronic address http://www.trf4.jus.br/
trf4/processos/verifica.php, by filling in the verification code 40002768829v29 and the CRC code 4ffbe55c. 

Additional subscription information: 

Signatory: VÂNIA HACK DE ALMEIDA        Date and Time: 8/19/2021, at 9:10:28 AM

Case 2

DE LA CORTE SUPREMA DE JUSTICIA, SALA DE CASACION CIVIL,
M.P. LUIS ARMANDO TOLOSA VILLABONA, APRIL 05, 2018 (STC4360-2018)

Appeal of the February 12, 2018, decision from the Sala Civil Especializada en Restitución de Tierras of the 
Tribunal Superior del Distrito Judicial de Bogotá, regarding the acción de tutela brought by Andrea Lozano 
Barragán and others against the President of Colombia and others. The petitioners asserted the increased 
deforestation in the Amazon threatens their rights to life, health and a healthy environment. The lower court’s 
decision had determined that the acción de tutela was not an appropriate legal action for collective rights 
claims, but the Supreme Court decided that the acción de tutela may be appropriate when the violation of 
collective rights results in the violation of individual rights.

The Supreme Court explained:

Environmental protection intrinsically entails the safeguard of supralegal individual guarantees, [and] in this 
way, acquires by ‘connectedness’ the quality of fundamental, making the plea for protection proper in a su-
perior way, despite the applicability of the acción popular.

The fundamental rights to life, health, the vital minimum, liberty and human dignity are substantially connect-
ed and determined by the environment and the ecosystem. Without a healthy environment the subjects of 
rights and sentient beings in general will not be able to survive, much less protect those rights, for our chil-
dren nor for future generations. Nor will we be able to guarantee the existence of the family, the society or the 
State itself.

Consideración 2 (unofficial translation).

The Supreme Court also determined that age is no restriction for exercising the acción de tutela, and children 
have standing to exercise this special type of legal action to bring claims without the intervention of their par-
ents or legal representatives.

Consideración 3. 
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The Supreme Court articulated an expansive understanding of the scope of protection of environmental rights 
that includes future generations and non-human subjects:

 The sphere of protection of fundamental legal precepts is each person, but also the “other”.

The “fellow person” is otherness; its essence, the other persons that inhabit the planet, encompassing also 
the other animal and plant species.

But, additionally, it includes those subjects not yet born, who deserve to enjoy the same environmental con-
ditions lived by us.

Consideración 5.2 (unofficial translation). The Court cited the judgment T-622 of 2016 of the Constitutional 
Court recognizing the rights of nature. Consideración 12.

The Court explained that the environmental rights of future generations are based upon (1) the ethical duty of 
solidarity of the species, and (2) the intrinsic value of nature. Consideración 5.3.

The Court also explained that international law (both hard and soft) serves as guiding criteria for national law 
to resolve citizen complaints about the destruction of our habitat, in pursuit of the protection of the fundamen-
tal rights of persons, of present and future generations. Consideración 6.

The Court concluded: “The conservation of the Amazon is a national and global obligation, dealing with the 
main environmental axis existing on the planet, by which reason it has been catalogued as ‘the lung of the 
world’”. Consideración 10 (unofficial translation). The Court determined that reducing the deforestation in the 
Colombian Amazon was among the responsibilities Colombia acquired by ratifying the 2015 Paris Agree-
ment. Ibídem.

The Court contrasted the facts of deforestation and its consequential emission of GHGs with the environmen-
tal law principles of precaution, intergenerational equity and solidarity to arrive at the following conclusions:

1) deforestation could cause irreversible damage; 

2) estimated temperature increases demonstrate an obvious transgression of intergenerational equity, 
unless present generations reduce the rate of deforestation to zero; and 

3) the principle of solidarity, for this specific case, “is determined by the duty and co-responsibility of 
the Colombian State to stop the causes that provoke the emission of GHGs caused by the abrupt de-
forestation of the Amazon, being imperative to adopt immediate mitigation measures, protecting the 
right to environmental wellbeing, of the plaintiffs as well as other persons that inhabit and share the 
Amazonian territory, not only national, but also foreign, along with all inhabitants of Earth, including 
ecosystems and living beings.” Consideración 11.3 (unofficial translation). 

Besides violating Colombia’s Constitution and international environmental law, the Court emphasized the 
reality of deforestation of the Amazon “constitutes a grave ignorance of the obligations acquired by the State 
in the Paris [Agreement] of 2015”. Consideración 11.3[b] (unofficial translation).

The Court found several omissions by Colombian authorities, which led it to hold those authorities responsible 
for the deforestation in the Amazon and to order those authorities to develop an action plan and an “intergen-
erational pact for the life of the Colombian Amazon” to stop the deforestation and the emissions of GHGs, 
within four and five months respectively.

Consideración 14 (unofficial translation). The Court ordered the municipalities in the Colombian Amazon to 
update and implement within five months land use planning documents that shall contain an action plan to 
reduce deforestation to zero. The Court ordered all the defendant authorities to increase deforestation mit-
igation measures within forty-eight hours as much as they have authority while the other orders are being 
complied with. Ibídem.
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Case 3

FUTURE GENERATIONS VS. MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND OTHERS

25 youth plaintiffs, including Indigenous youth, between the ages of 7 and 25, sued Colombian governmen-
tal bodies, municipalities, and three autonomous regional corporations operating in the Amazon Rainforest 
for “increased deforestation in the Amazon.” According to the Paris Agreement and Colombian Law 1753 of 
2015, the government committed to reducing the net rate of Amazon deforestation to zero by 2020, and to 
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

However, the plaintiffs showed that the government had increased deforestation in the Amazon, threatening 
their fundamental rights to a healthy environment, life, food and water. The plaintiffs lodged an acción de tute-
la, a legal mechanism for individuals to claim immediate protection of their fundamental rights. The Supreme 
Court of Justice ruled in favor of the plaintiffs and recognized for the first time that the Colombian Amazon is 
itself a subject of rights. The Court issued five mandatory orders against the defendants to reduce deforesta-
tion and GHG emissions.

Environmental Legal Questions:

Were the criteria for the acción de tutela met?

Article 86 of Colombia’s Constitution guarantees that every individual can claim legal protection from a judge 
when an action or omission of a public authority may jeopardize or threaten their fundamental rights. In an 
earlier judgment, the District Court ruled that the right legal mechanism for this particular case was the acción 
popular due to the collective nature of the claim.

However, the Supreme Court of Justice overruled, affirming that the criteria were sufficiently demonstrated:

i. the connection between the violation of collective rights and fundamental and individual rights; 

ii. the plaintiff is the person directly affected in his or her fundamental and individual rights; 

iii. the violation of a fundamental right is not hypothetical but fully proved, or the fundamental right is 
being threatened; and 

iv. the judicial order is oriented towards restoring individual rights, and not collective ones. 

Was the government legally obliged to reduce the net rate of deforestation and reduce GHG emissions?

Under the Paris Agreement, the government committed to reducing deforestation in the Colombian Amazon 
with the objective of reducing it to zero by 2020. Under national law, the government is also obliged to reduce 
deforestation and GHG emissions. The Court referred to the specific duties of the defendants and their neg-
ligence in fulfilling them and found the government to be legally obliged to these actions.

Did the government’s and corporations’ actions threaten the fundamental rights of the plaintiffs and 
future generations?

IDEAM, a scientific institution under the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development, outlined the 
risks of temperature rise and GHG emissions due to deforestation. They reported a 44% increase in defor-
estation between 2015 and 2016, including loss of 70,074 hectares in the rainforest, and estimated a tem-
perature increase of 2.14°C within the estimated lifespan of the plaintiffs.

Thus, the Court found that increasing deterioration of the environment posed a serious attack on current and 
future life and the aforementioned fundamental rights.

Do future generations have environmental rights protections?

The Court found that the environment and ecosystem impact are substantially connected to fundamental 
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rights of life, health, minimum subsistence, freedom, and human dignity.

Without a healthy environment, subjects of law will not be able to survive or protect the fundamental rights of 
children and future generations, and the existence of the family, society, and the state itself cannot be guaran-
teed. Therefore, the Court applied the principle of intergenerational equity and found that future generations 
have rights protections.

Is the Colombian Amazon Rainforest a subject of rights?

The Court referenced the Constitutional Court’s declaration of the Atrato River as a subject of rights. To pro-
tect the vitality of the rainforest for our global future, the Court similarly recognized the Colombian Amazon 
as a subject of rights entitled to protection, conservation, maintenance, and restoration led by the State and 
territorial agencies. The judgment recognizes that conserving the Amazon, which is referred to as the main 
environmental axis of the planet and the “lung of the world,” is a national and global obligation.
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EUROPE
Case 1

COMMUNE DE GRANDE-SYNTHE

VERSUS

REPUBLIQUE OF FRANCE IN THE NAME OF THE FRENCH PEOPLE

BEFORE THE CONSEIL D’ETAT (COUNCIL OF THE STATE)

RULING ON LITIGATION No. 427301

Ruling of Litigation (Section of litigation, 6th and 5th combined rooms). On the report of the 6th chamber of the 
Section of litigation.

Mrs. Airelle Niepce Rapporteur of Conseil d’Etat

Mr. Stéphane Hoynck Rapporteur public 

Session of 9th November 2020 Lecture of 19th November 2020 

Having regard to the following procedure. 

By a query, a reply and a new memory, saved on January 23 and December 21, 2019 and October 30, 2020 
at the Council’s Litigation Secretariat d’Etat, the commune of Grande-Synthe and Mr. Damien Carême ask the 
Council of State; 

1. To annul for excess of power the implicit decisions of rejection resulting from the silence kept by the 
President of the Republic, the Prime Minister and the Minister of State, Minister of Ecological and Solidarity 
Transition, on their requests that all useful measures are taken to influence the curve of gas emissions of 
greenhouse gases produced on the national territory in order to respect at least the commitments France at 
the international and national levels, on the other hand, to ensure that the following are implemented immedi-
ate measures to adapt to climate change in France, and finally to that all legislative and regulatory initiatives 
be taken to “make it easier for the public to climate priority” and prohibit any measures that could increase 
the greenhouse gas emissions ; 

2. To enjoin the Prime Minister and the Minister of State, Minister of the ecological and solidarity transition, to 
take the above measures and provisions within a period of time maximum of six months 

3. In the alternative, to transmit to the Court of Justice of the European Union a number of preliminary ques-
tions on interpretation;

- of the provisions of Articles 2, 3, and 4 of the Paris Agreement, in order to determine if they constitute 
provisions of direct effect that individuals are entitled to rely on ; 

- the provisions of Article 3 of Decision No. 406/2009/EC of the Parliament of the European Parliament 
and the Council of 23 April 2009 on the effort to be made by the Member States in order to reduce 
their greenhouse gas emissions in order to meet the commitments of the Community’s commitment to 
reduce these emissions until 2020 ; 

- the combined provisions of (a) of paragraph 1 of Article 2 of the Agreement of Paris and the afore-
mentioned Decision No. 406/2009/EC of April 23, 2009; 

- the provisions of Directives 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 Octo-
ber 2012 on energy efficiency and 2009/28/EC of the Parliament of the European Parliament and the 
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Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of energy use produced from renewable sources; 

4. To charge the State the sum of 3,000 euros on the basis of Article L. 761-1 of the Code of Administrative 
Justice. 

In view of the other documents in the file; 

Seen: 

- The Constitution and its Preamble; 

- The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Freedoms fundamental; 

- The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change of the 9th May 1992 and its protocol  
signed in Kyoto on December 11, 1997; 

- The Paris Agreement, adopted on December 12, 2015; 

- Council Decision 94/69/EC of 15 December 1993; 

- Decision 406/2009/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 23, 2009. 2009; 

- Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009; and 2009; 

- Directive 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of October 25, 2009 2012; 

- Regulation (EU) 2018/842 of the European Parliament and of the Council of May 30, 2008. 2018; 

- The Energy Code; 

- The Environmental Code; 

- Law No. 2009-967 of August 3, 2009; 

- Law No. 2015-992 of August 17, 2015; 

- Law No. 2019-1147 of November 8, 2019; No. 4273013  

- The Decree No. 2015-1491 of November 18, 2015; 

- Decree No. 2019-439 of May 14, 2019; 

- Decree No. 2020-457 of April 21, 2020; 

- The Code of Administrative Justice; 

After hearing in public session: 

- The report of Mrs. Airelle Niepce, Maître des requêtes, 

- The conclusions of Mr. Stéphane Hoynck, public rapporteur; 

The floor having been given, before and after the conclusions, to SCP Foussard, Froger, lawyer for the com-
mune of Grande-Synthe and others, and at the SCP Nicolaÿ, of Lanouvelle, Hannotin, lawyer of the associa-
tion Greenpeace France and others ; 

Considering the following: 

1. By three letters dated November 19, 2018, the commune of Grande-Synthe, represented by its incumbent 
mayor, Mr. Carême, also acting on his own behalf in his capacity as mayor and citizen, respectively, asked the 
President of the Republic, the Prime Minister and to the Minister of State, Minister of Ecological and Solidar-
ity Transition, of an to take all necessary measures to influence the curve of emissions of effect greenhouse 
gases produced on the national territory in order to meet the obligations of France or even to go beyond it, 
on the other hand, to take all legislative initiatives to “make the climate priority mandatory” and to prohibit any 
measure that would likely increase greenhouse gas emissions, and finally, to implement immediate measures 
to adapt to climate change in France. He was charged for silence kept for more than two months on these re-
quests. These applications will be received on November 20 and 21, 2018. The commune of Grande-Synthe 
and Mr. Lent request the annulment for excess of power of the decisions of implicit refusal that have arisen. 
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On the motion as it concludes to the annulment of the implied decisions refusing to take legislative action: 

2. The request presented by the commune of Grande-Synthe et al. tends in party to the annulment of the 
implicit decisions of refusal arising from the silence kept by the President of the Republic, the Prime Minister 
and the Minister of State, Minister of Ecological Transition and solidarity on their requests for the adoption, 
and thus submission to Parliament, all legislative provisions to “make climate priority mandatory” and prohibit 
any measures that could increase greenhouse gas emissions. However, the fact, for the executive branch, to 
refrain from submitting a bill to Parliament, affects the relations between the constitutional public authorities, 
and is therefore outside the jurisdiction of the administrative jurisdiction. As a result, the conclusions of the 
application, in so far as they are directed against the implicit denials of their requests for the adoption of pro-
visions for the legislation, must be rejected.

On the other conclusions of the motion.

With respect to the motion for dismissal opposed by the Minister of the ecological and solidarity transition: 

3. It emerges from the documents in the file, and in particular from the data published by the national obser-
vatory on the effects of global warming, which the dunkerquois sector is identified as belonging to a climate 
risk exposure index qualified as very strong. In this respect, the commune of Grande-Synthe argues, without 
being seriously challenged, on the following points to this point that due to its immediate proximity to the 
coast and the physical characteristics of its territory, it is exposed in the medium term to increased and high 
risks floods, to an increase in episodes of severe droughts with not only a decrease and degradation of the 
freshwater resource but also damage significant on the built-up areas given the geological characteristics of 
the soil. If these the concrete consequences of climate change are unlikely to be fully realized effects on the 
territory of the commune that by 2030 or 2040, their inevitability, in the lack of effective measures taken quickly 
to prevent the causes of the problem and in view of the horizon for public policy action in this area, is such as 
to justify the need to act without delay to this end. As a result, the commune of Grande-Synthe, in view of its 
level exposure to and impact of risks arising from the phenomenon of climate change and certain about its 
situation and the interests for which it is responsible, justifies a direct and certain interest giving it standing to 
seek the annulment of the implied decisions under attack, the Minister’s argument in support of her dismissal, 
that these effects of the climate change are likely to affect the interests of a significant number of the common 
interest is not of such a nature as to call into question this interest. 

4. On the other hand, Mr. Carême, who limits himself to maintaining that his current residence is located in an 
area prone to flooding. On the other hand, to claim his status as a citizen, does not justify such an interest. 

In terms of interventions:

5. Firstly, the Paris region as well as the Grenoble conurbation are identified by the National Observatory on 
the Effects of Global Warming as with a climatic risk exposure index qualified as very high. In this respect, the 
City of Paris and the City of Grenoble argue, without being disputed, that the phenomenon of global warming 
will lead to a significant increase in the peaks of heat observed on their territory, both in intensity and duration, 
as well as at an average temperature of a significant increase in winter rainfall, increasing the risk of major 
floods, and of subsequent flooding. Under these circumstances, both communities have a demonstrated 
interest in the project. Sufficient to intervene in support of the application for annulment of the contested de-
cisions. 

6. Second, the associations Oxfam France, Greenpeace France and our business to all, and the Foundation 
for Nature and Mankind, whose objectives are to Fight against anthropic attacks to the environment, one of 
the manifestations of which is in the contribution to the phenomenon of climate change, also justify an interest 
sufficient to intervene in support of the application for annulment of the contested decisions. 

7. It follows from the foregoing that the interventions of the City of Paris, the city of Grenoble, the associations 
Oxfam France, Greenpeace France and our business to all, and the Foundation for Nature and Mankind are 
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admissible. 

With regard to the legality of the contested decisions: 

8. The useful effect of the annulment on grounds of excess of power of the refusal opposed to the request of 
the applicant municipality to take all useful measures to influence the greenhouse gas emissions produced 
on the national territory, to take all the necessary measures to reduce the a regulatory measure to “make the 
climate priority mandatory” and to put in place immediate adaptation measures to climate change, lies in the 
obligation, which the judge may prescribe ex officio under the provisions of article L. 911-1 of the Code of 
Civil Procedure. Code of administrative justice, for the competent authority to take the measures judged to be 
necessary. It follows that, when it is seized with a claim for the annulment of such a refusal, the judge of ex-
cess of power is led to assess its legality in the light of the applicable rules and the circumstances prevailing 
at the date of its decision. 

9. On the one hand, at the global level, Article 2 of the Framework Convention of the United Nations United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) of May 9, 1992 states that: “The objective of 
this Convention and any related legal instruments to be adopted by the Conference of States Parties. of the 
Parties could adopt is to stabilize, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Convention, the concen-
trations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere at a level that prevents dangerous anthropogenic interfer-
ence with the climate system. (…). ». In this respect, Paragraph 1 of Article 3 of the Convention provides, inter 
alia, that: “It is incumbent on the Parties to preserve the climate system for the benefit of present and future 
generations, based on of equity and in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and 
their respective capacities. Accordingly, it is incumbent on developed country Parties to be at the forefront 
of the fight against climate change and its adverse effects. “By elsewhere, under the terms of Article 2 of the 
Paris Agreement of December 12, 2015, concluded in the framework of the of the Conference of the Parties 
referred to in Article 7 of the Convention: “1. This Agreement, in contributing to the implementation of the 
Convention, in particular its objective, aims to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change 
in the context of development and the fight against poverty, particularly in : / a) Containing the elevation of the 
average global temperature well below 2° C compared to levels and by continuing the action taken to limit 
the rise in temperature to 1.5° C compared to pre-industrial levels, with the understanding that this would sig-
nificantly reduce the (b) Building capacity to adapt to the risks and impacts of climate change; and adverse 
effects of climate change and promoting resilience to climate change; and low greenhouse gas emission 
development, in a way that does not threaten the environment. Food production; / (...). / 2. This Agreement 
shall be applied in accordance with the equity and the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities 
and respective capabilities, eu with regard to different national situations. “According to the provisions of 
paragraph 1 of the Article 4 of this agreement states: “In order to achieve the long-term temperature objective 
set out in In Article 2, the Parties shall seek to achieve a global cap on emissions of gases at greenhouse 
gas emissions as soon as possible, with the understanding that the cap will take more than a year to achieve 
time for developing country Parties, and to achieve rapid reductions through the in accordance with the best 
available scientific evidence in order to achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and 
anthropogenic removals by greenhouse gas sinks in the second half of the century on the basis of equity, 
and in the context of sustainable development and the fight against poverty. “According to the paragraph 2 
of the same article: “Each Party shall communicate and update the contributions The Commission is planning 
to carry out a series of successive national-level determinations. The Parties shall take internal mitigation 
measures to achieve the objectives of these contributions. » Finally, under the terms of its paragraph 3: “The 
contribution determined at the national level of each party will represent a progression in relation to the next 
contribution of each party. Determined at the previous national level and will correspond to its highest level 
of ambition possible, taking into account it’s common but differentiated responsibilities and its capabilities. 
Respective, taking into account the different national situations. » 

10. On the other hand, at the European level, by Decision 94/69/EC of December 15, 2009 1993 concerning 
the conclusion of the UNFCCC, the Council approved the convention on behalf of the European Community, 
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now the European Union. In particular for the purposes of implementing of the above-mentioned stipulations, 
the European Union adopted a first “Energy Package”. Climate 2020”, consisting in particular of Decision No. 
406/2009/EC of April 23, 2009 relating to the effort to be made by Member States to reduce their greenhouse 
gas emissions in order to meet the Community’s commitments to reduce these emissions until 2020, with the 
aim of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by 2020 compared to 1990. Under Annex II of the April 
23, 2009 decision, a greenhouse gas emission limit of -14% compared to 2005 emission levels. The target 
date for 2020 has been set for France. Subsequently, the European Union, which has joined the Paris, has 
notified the Conference of the States Parties to the UNFCCC, pursuant to the provisions of Article 4 of this 
agreement, a “nationally determined contribution” (NDC) for the Union and its Member States corresponding 
to a minimum 40% reduction in emissions of greenhouse gases effect in 2030 compared to their 1990 level. It 
then adopted a second “Package Climate Energy” based in particular on the EU regulation 2018/842 of May 
30, 2018 on binding annual reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by the United States, and members from 
2021 to 2030 contributing to climate action to meet commitments taken in the framework of the Paris Agree-
ment, which, under the terms of its Article 1 established for the States members of their minimum contribution 
obligations for the period 2021-2030, with a view to achieving the Union’s objective of reducing, by 2030, its 
emissions of greenhouse gas emissions by 30% over 2005 levels in the sectors covered under Article 2 of 
the these Regulations, and contributes to the achievement of the objectives of the Paris Agreement. ». Annex 
I of the Regulation, provided for in Article 4 thereof, shall fix for each Member State the level of this minimum 
contribution and has assigned France an obligation to reduce gas emissions to greenhouse effect of -37% in 
2030 compared to their 2005 level. 

11. Finally, at the national level, the provisions of article L. 100-4 of the French energy, in their wording result-
ing from the law of November 8, 2019 on energy and climate, specify that: “I. - To respond to the ecological 
and climatic urgency, the policy 1° To reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40% between 1990 and 2030, 
and to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 by dividing the greenhouse gas emissions by a factor of more than 
six between 1990 and 2050. The trajectory is specified in the carbon budgets mentioned in Article L. 222-1 
A of the French carbon code. For the application of this 1°, carbon neutrality is understood as a the balance, 
on the national territory, between anthropogenic emissions by sources and the N° 427301 - 7 - anthropogenic 
removals by sinks of greenhouse gases, as referred to in Article 4 of the Paris Agreement ratified on October 
5, 2016. Accounting for these emissions and absorptions is carried out according to the same procedures as 
those applicable to national inventories of gas at greenhouse gas emissions notified to the European Com-
mission and within the framework of the Framework Convention on Climate Change. United Nations Climate 
Change Convention, without taking into account international credits from carbon offsetting; / (...) “. In order 
to achieve this objective of reducing emissions of greenhouse gas emissions, Article L. 222-1 A of the French 
Environmental Code provides that: “For the period 2015-2018, and then for each consecutive five-year peri-
od, a national cap of greenhouse gas emissions, known as the “carbon budget”, is set by decree. “and the 
article L. 222-1 B of the same code, in its wording resulting from the aforementioned law of November 8, 2019, 
in particular that: “I. - The national low-carbon development strategy, known as the “low-carbon strategy”, 
set by decree, defines the procedure to be followed in order to drive the policy of mitigating greenhouse gas 
emissions under sustainable conditions on the medium and long term economic level (...) / II. - The decree 
establishing the low-carbon strategy allocates the carbon budget for each of the periods mentioned in Article 
L. 222-1 A. by major sectors, particularly those for which France has made European commitments or interna-
tional, by sector of activity as well as by category of greenhouse gases. The breakdown by period takes into 
account the cumulative effect of the issues in question with regard to the characteristics of each type of gas, 
in particular the duration of its stay in the upper atmosphere. (...) / It also divides the carbon budgets into in-
dicative tranches of emissions annual / III. - The State, local authorities and their respective public institutions 
take the low-carbon strategy into account in their planning and implementation documents. Programming 
that have a significant impact on greenhouse gas emissions. / As part of the low-carbon strategy, the level of 
financial support for public projects integrates, systematically and among other criteria, the criterion of contri-
bution to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. The principles and methods for calculating greenhouse 
gas emissions are as follows greenhouse effect of public projects are defined by decree. “According to the 
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terms of article D. 222-1-A of the environmental code in its wording resulting from the decree of November 
18, 2015 relating to the national carbon budgets and the national low-carbon strategy: “I. - Emissions of 
greenhouse gases accounted for under the carbon budgets established pursuant to Article L. 222 1 A are 
those that France notifies to the European Commission and in the framework of the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change / (...) “Under the terms of the Article D. 222-1-B of the same Code: “I. 
- Compliance with carbon budgets is assessed on the basis of annual inventories transmitted to the European 
Commission or within the framework of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. “Final-
ly, in pursuant to Article 2 of the decree of November 18, 2015: “Carbon budgets for the periods 2015-2018, 
2019-2023 and 2024-2028 are set at 442, 399 and 358 Mt CO2eq respectively per year, compared to annual 
emissions in 1990, 2005 and 2013 of, respectively, 551, 556 and 492 Mt of CO2eq”. 

12. As a result of these stipulations and provisions, the European Union and the France, a signatory to the 
UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement, has committed to fight against harmful effects of climate change induced 
in particular by the increase, over the course of the era greenhouse gas emissions from human activities, by 
conducting research and development in the field of industrial policies aimed at reducing the level of these 
emissions in successive stages, in order to assume, in accordance with the principle of an equitable contri-
bution by all States Parties to the objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, their common responsi-
bilities but differentiated according to their participation in the emissions acquired and their capacities and 
means to reduce them in the future in relation to their level of economic development and the intervention of 
complementary acts to produce effects with regard to individuals and are, therefore have no direct effect, 
they must nevertheless be taken into consideration in the interpretation of provisions of national law, in partic-
ular those referred to in point 11, which, if not interpreted referring to the objectives they set, are precisely in-
tended to implement them. If the stipulations of the UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement cited in point 9 require 

13. In this respect, the objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 40% between 1990 and 2030 set 
in article L. 100-4 of the energy code, which now states the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, and the United Nations Framework Convention on the Paris Agreement, aims to ensure, as far as 
France is concerned, the implementation of the following effective of the principles set forth in this convention 
and agreement. In this respect, in order to achieve this reduction target, the provisions of Article L. 222-1-A 
of the French Commercial Code (Code de the environment entrust to a decree to set a national ceiling on gas 
emissions at greenhouse effect for the period 2015-2018 and then for each consecutive five-year period. In 
Within this framework, article 2 of the decree of November 18, 2015 cited in point 11 has set for the period 
2015- 2018, corresponding to the first carbon budget and the only period completed to the date of the This 
decision sets a limit value of 442 Mt of CO2eq per year.

With regard to the implicit refusal to take any useful measure allowing to influence the curve of green-
house gas emissions produced on the national territory: 

14. It emerges from the documents in the file, in particular the data commonly greenhouse gas emissions, 
that at the end of the period 2015-2018, the France substantially exceeded the first carbon budget it had set 
for itself, by approximately 62 Mt of CO2eq per year, achieving an average decrease in its emissions of 1% 
per year while the budget set required a reduction of around 2.2% per year. The years 2015, 2016 and 2017 
have thus led to an increase in greenhouse gas emissions and the year 2018, despite a return to a decrease 
in these emissions, led to a 4.5% overrun of the annual share set by this first carbon budget, with all business 
sectors posting an annual share of exceeding their objectives for the same year. In this respect, in its first two 
annual reports published in June 2019 and July 2020, the High Council for the Climate, the body created by 
the decree of May 14, 2019, to issue opinions and recommendations on the implementation of public policies 
and measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions France’s greenhouse gas emissions, highlighted the 
inadequacies of the policies implemented to achieve the objectives. 

15. However, the decree of April 21, 2020 on national carbon budgets and the national low-carbon strategy 
has significantly modified the 2th carbon budget (corresponding to the period 2019-2023) provided for by 
the decree of November 18, 2015, under the following terms 399 Mt CO2eq to 422 Mt CO2eq per year the 
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emissions cap for this period. It has, in on the other hand, maintained the objective assigned to the 3th carbon 
budget (corresponding to the period 2024- 2028), increasing it from 358 Mt of CO2eq per year provided for in 
the same decree of November 18, 2015. To 359 Mt of CO2eq, and set the 4 s carbon budget (corresponding 
to the period 2029-2033) at 300 Mt of CO2eq per year. This 4th carbon budget is likely to enable the final 
objective to be achieved. Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 40% in 2030 compared to their level 
in the past. 1990, set out in Article L. 100-4 of the Energy Code, and 37% compared to their levels of 2005, 
assigned to France by Annex I of Regulation (EU) 2018/842 of May 30, 2018. However, the changes made by 
the decree of April 21, 2020 compared to what had been envisaged in 2015, revise downwards the objective 
of reducing emissions of effect gases at the end of the period 2019-2023, corresponding to the 2 s carbon 
budget, and thus provide for a shift of the emissions reduction trajectory that leads to deferring the bulk of the 
effort beyond 2020, on a trajectory that has never been reached before. Moreover, the data the most recent 
scientific literature, including reports published by the Expert Group Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), on the contrary, highlight a aggravation of the climatic risks at constant temperature increas-
es, so that, in In a recent communication, the European Commission is considering proposing to increase the 
number of the European Union’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction target for 2030 by notifying the Confer-
ence of the States Parties to the UNFCCC of a new NDC of - 55 % by compared to the 1990 emission level. 

16. As a result, it is not possible to rule on the conclusions of the motion to the cancellation of the implicit 
refusal to take any useful measure allowing to inflect the curve of the greenhouse gas emissions produced 
on the national territory in the current state of the file, the latter not highlighting in particular the elements and 
reasons allowing to establish the compatibility of the refusal with the trajectory of reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions such as it is the result of the decree of 21 April 2020, which makes it possible to achieve the 
objective of reducing the level of greenhouse gas emissions produced by France, as set by Article L. 100-4 
of the French Code of Commerce. Energy and by Annex I of EU Regulation 2018/842 of May 30, 2018. It is 
therefore necessary to order further instruction for the production of these items. 

With respect to the implied refusal to take any regulatory action tending to “make the climate priority 
mandatory”: 

17. The means derived from the implicit refusal to take any action regulatory initiative to “make climate prior-
ity mandatory” would be tainted of manifest error of assessment is not accompanied by sufficient details to 
enable it to be assessed. Appreciate the merits. 

With respect to the implied refusal to implement accommodation measures immediate response to 
climate change: 

18. If the commune of Grande-Synthe maintains that the decision it is attacking disregards the stipulations 
of article 2 of the Paris Agreement cited in point 9, these stipulations, as well as stated in point 12, are of no 
direct effect. Consequently, their mere ignorance does not can be usefully invoked against the contested 
decision. 

With regard to the conclusions of the application under Article L. 761-1 in so far as it concerns Mr. 
Carême: 

19. It follows from what was said in point 4 that the conclusions of the motion presented under Article L. 761-1 
in so far as they concern Mr. Carême can only be rejected. 

D E C I S I O N

--------------

Article 1: The conclusions of the request of the commune of Grande-Synthe and other directed against the 
implied refusal to take any legislative initiative to “make the climate priority” are dismissed as brought before 
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a court of law. Incompetent to know about them. 

Article 2: The conclusions of the request presented under Article L. 761-1 of the French Code of Civil Proce-
dure are to be submitted to the court. Administrative justice are rejected as they concern Mr. Carême. 

Article 3: The interventions of the City of Paris, the City of Grenoble, Oxfam associations, etc., are not accept-
ed. France, Greenpeace France and our business to all and the foundation for nature and man are admitted 
within the limit of the admissibility of the request of the commune of GrandeSynthe. 

Article 4: The conclusions of the request of the commune of Grande-Synthe for the annulment of the decision 
of the court of Grande-Synthe. For abuse of power of implied refusals to take any regulatory initiative action to 
“make the climate priority mandatory” and to implement measures of immediate adaptation to climate change 
are rejected. 

Article 5: Before ruling on the surplus of the conclusions of the request of the commune of Grande-Synthe, 
additional instruction will be given for the production by the parts of the elements in point 16 of this Decision. 

Article 6: These elements must be sent to the Secretariat of the Litigation Section in a period of three months 
from the notification of this decision. 

Article 7: This decision shall be notified to the commune of Grande-Synthe, the first community to be notified. 
Applicant named, to the City of Paris, the City of Grenoble, to the Oxfam France associations, Greenpeace 
France and our business to all and the foundation for nature and man, at the President of the Republic, the 
Prime Minister and the Minister of Ecological Transition.

Case 2

NOTRE AFFAIRE À TOUS AND OTHERS V. FRANCE

Case no: 1904967, 1904968, 1904972, 1904976/4-1

On December 17, 2018, four nonprofits sent a “lettre préalable indemnitaire” (letter of formal notice) to Prime 
Minister Edouard Philippe and 12 members of the French government, initiating the first stage in a legal pro-
ceeding against the French government for inadequate action on climate change. This type of letter is part of 
a legal proceeding known as “recours en carence fautive” (action for failure to act). The plaintiffs allege that 
the French government’s failure to implement proper measures to effectively address climate change violated 
a statutory duty to act. The four plaintiff groups are Fondation pour la Nature et l’Homme (FNH), Greenpeace 
France, Notre Affaire à Tous and Oxfam France. In their press release, they describe the lawsuit as challeng-
ing the state’s inaction on climate change and failure to meet its own goals for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions, increasing renewable energy, and limiting energy consumption.

On February 15, 2019, the French government rejected the plaintiffs’ request. On March 14, 2019, the plain-
tiffs initiated the lawsuit by filing a “summary request” before the Administrative Court of Paris. The plaintiffs 
request that the State of France be enjoined to remedy its inadequate action on climate change. Specifically, 
they request the court to order France to:

1. Take proper measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere - in due proportion 
considering global emissions, and taking into account the particular responsibility accepted by de-
veloped countries - at a level compatible with the objective to contain the rise of the average tempera-
ture of the planet below the threshold of 1.5 °C compared to pre-industrial levels;

2. Take, at least, all necessary measures to achieve France’s targets for reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions, developing renewable energies and increasing energy efficiency;
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3. Take the necessary measures to adapt the national territory to the effects of climate change;

4. Take the necessary measures to protect citizens’ lives and health from the risks of climate change.

5. They further request compensation for the damages suffered as a result of the State’s failure to tackle 
climate change to be paid as “the symbolic sum of 1 euro for their moral prejudice.”

According to a translation of the legal request, plaintiffs argue that the government has both general and 
specific legal duties to act on climate change. Its general duties stem from 1) the French Charter for the 
Environment (“the Charter”), the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms (ECPHR), and 3) the general principle of law providing the right of every person to live in a pre-
served climate system. Under the Charter, plaintiffs point to citizens’ constitutional rights to live in a healthy 
and ecologically balanced environment and argue the government has a duty of care to “take all necessary 
measures to identify, avoid, reduce and compensate the consequences of climate change.” Like other recent 
international cases, they point to further obligations of the state to act on climate change to uphold the rights 
guaranteed under Articles 2 & 8 of the ECPHR, respectively “the right to life” and the “right to respect for 
private and family life.” They argue that these rights require States “to implement a legislative and regulatory 
framework and to adopt practical measures meant to fight efficiently against climate change.”

Plaintiffs further base their claims on a “general principle of law” providing a right to a “preserved climate 
system” which they argue stems from national law (such as the preamble of the Charter for the Environment, 
article L. 110-1 of the French Environment Code, etc.) and international law (the Stockholm Declaration, the 
World Charter for Nature, the Rio Declaration, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 
the Kyoto protocol, the Paris Agreement, the Climate action and renewable energy package for 2020, the 
Decision n°406/2009/CE of the European Parliament and of the Council dated 23 April 2009). Plaintiffs ad-
ditionally argue the State has further “specific” obligations to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions under EU 
and national law as well as specific obligations to take action to prepare for the impacts of climate change 
on France.

On June 23, 2020 the government responded. According to the plaintiffs, the government asserted that it 
was taking action to address greenhouse gas emissions, and that the time has not elapsed for it to meet its 
2020 goals.

The case was heard in court on January 14, 2020. At the hearing the public rapporteur (independant consul-
tant judge who provides an opinion to help guide the court’s decision) issued an opinion. According to the 
plaintiffs, the opinion urged the court to recognize the fault of the French government, to recognize climate 
change as pure ecological damage, to award damages of one euro for moral prejudice, but to stop short of 
issuing an injunction because past damage cannot be repaired.

On February 3, 2021, the Administrative Court of Paris issued a decision recognizing that France’s inaction 
has caused ecological damage from climate change and awarded the plaintiffs the requested one euro for 
moral prejudice caused by this inaction. The Court deferred the decision on whether to issue an injunction 
to order the French government to take stronger climate measures, and ordered the government to disclose 
steps it was taking to meet its climate targets within two months. As part of the decision, the Court held that 
France could be held responsible for failing to meet its own climate and carbon budget goals under EU and 
national law. But the Court rejected arguments that the government could be forced to meet more specific 
renewable energy and energy efficiency targets on the grounds that such sectoral measures cannot be inde-
pendently directly linked to ecological damage. Further, the Court declined to issue compensatory damages 
for ecological harm, as the Court found that the plaintiffs had not shown that the government will be unable 
to repair the harm caused.

At Issue: Whether the French government’s failure to take further action on climate change violates a statu-
tory duty to act under domestic and international law
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Case 3

CLIENTEARTH V EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK (EIB)

Case no: T-9/19

Background to the dispute
The Aarhus Convention

On 25 June 1998, the European Community, which subsequently became the European Union, signed, in 
Aarhus, the Convention on access to information, public participation in decision-making and access to 
justice in environmental matters (‘the Aarhus Convention’). The Aarhus Convention entered into force on 30 
October 2001. It was subsequently approved, on behalf of the Community, by Council Decision 2005/370/
EC of 17 February 2005 on the conclusion, on behalf of the European Community, of the Aarhus Convention 
(OJ 2005 L 124, p. 1). As from that date the European Union is also a Party to that convention.

Article 1 of the Aarhus Convention, which is entitled ‘Objective’, provides that ‘[i]n order to contribute to the 
protection of the right of every person of present and future generations to live in an environment adequate 
to his or her health and well-being, each Party [to the convention] shall guarantee the rights of access to 
information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice in environmental matters in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this Convention’.

According to the Aarhus Convention Implementation Guide, the right of access to justice in environmental 
matters, as provided for in Article 9(1) and (2) of the Aarhus Convention, is specifically intended to ensure 
the rights of access to information in environmental matters and public participation in decision-making in 
environmental matters, as guaranteed by that convention. Article 9(3) of the Aarhus Convention provides, 
more generally, that each party is to ensure that, where they meet the criteria, if any, laid down in its nation-
al law, members of the public have access to administrative or judicial procedures to challenge acts and 
omissions by private persons and public authorities which contravene provisions of its national law relating 
to the environment.

The Aarhus Convention Implementation Guide also states the following. The parties to the Aarhus Conven-
tion retain considerable discretion in designating which forums (court or administrative body) and forms of 
procedure (e.g., civil law, administrative law or criminal law) should be available to challenge the acts and 
omissions referred to in Article 9(3) of the Aarhus Convention. While bearing in mind the general obligation 
in Article 3(1) of that convention to establish and maintain a clear, transparent and consistent framework, 
the parties to the convention are not prevented from providing different review procedures for different kinds 
of acts and omissions. The objective of any administrative or judicial review process is to have erroneous 
decisions, acts and omissions corrected and, ultimately, to obtain a remedy for transgressions of law Under 
Article 9(4) of the Aarhus Convention, the parties to the Aarhus Convention must ensure that the review bod-
ies provide ‘adequate and effective’ remedies, including injunctive relief as appropriate. In addition to spec-
ifying kinds of remedies, Article 9(4) of the Aarhus Convention requires the parties to the Aarhus Convention 
to ensure that review procedures under paragraphs 1 to 3 are ‘fair, equitable, timely and not prohibitively 
expensive’ and that the public be duly informed.

EU policy on the environment and the implementation of Article 9(3) and (4) of the Aarhus Convention 
by the Aarhus Regulation

EU policy on the environment is based on Articles 191 to 193 TFEU and Article 11 TFEU, which promotes 
transversal sustainable development.
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Article 191 TFEU defines the scope of EU policy on the environment and sets out a series of objectives 
(paragraph 1), principles (paragraph 2) and criteria (paragraph 3) which the EU legislature must respect in 
implementing that policy.

Under Article 191(1) TFEU, the objectives pursued by EU policy on the environment are as follows:

– Preserving, protecting and improving the quality of the environment,
– Protecting human health,
– Prudent and rational utilization of natural resources,
– Promoting measures at international level to deal with regional or worldwide environmental 

problems, and in particular combating climate change.’

At the material time, concrete EU action was based mainly on the Environmental Action Programme for the 
period 2014-2020. It pursued three objectives, namely, first, conservation of natural capital (soil fertility, air 
and water quality, biodiversity, etc.), secondly, transition of the European Union into a low- carbon economy 
which is resource-efficient (waste treatment, waste prevention, recycling, etc.) and, thirdly, protection of 
human health and welfare (tackling pollution, restricting chemicals, etc.). In addition to those objectives, EU 
policy on the environment was increasingly integrated into the other areas of EU activity. For example, the 
2020, and subsequently the 2030, climate and energy package included binding national targets in order to 
increase the proportion of renewable energy in national consumption.

Article 191(4) TFEU clarifies the scope of the European Union’s external competence in the field of the 
environment. It establishes the principle of concurrent competence on the part of the Member States and 
the European Union to enter into international environmental agreements with third countries and relevant 
international bodies.

In order to achieve the objectives of the EU policy on the environment, the Community, which subsequently 
became the European Union, signed the Aarhus Convention.

For the purpose of implementing that convention in the EU legal order, the European Parliament and the 
Council of the European Union adopted Regulation (EC) No 1367/2006 of 6 September 2006 on the appli-
cation of the provisions of the Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Deci-
sion-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters to [European Union] institutions and bodies 
(OJ 2006 L 264, p. 13) (‘the Aarhus Regulation’), which, according to Article 1(1)(d) thereof, lays down, inter 
alia, ‘rules to apply the provisions of the Convention to [Union] institutions and bodies, in particular by […] 
granting access to justice in environmental matters at [EU] level under the conditions laid down by [that] 
Regulation’. In accordance with Article 14, the Aarhus Regulation entered into force on 28 June 2007.

Under Article 10(1) of the Aarhus Regulation, any non-governmental organization (NGO) which meets the 
criteria set out in Article 11 thereof may submit a reasoned request and trigger an internal review of an ad-
ministrative act by the EU institution or body that adopted it under environmental law.

Recital 11 of the Aarhus Regulation states that administrative acts of individual scope are to be open to 
possible internal review where they have legally binding and external effects. In that regard, Article 2(1)
(g) of the Aarhus Regulation defines ‘administrative act’ for the purpose of that regulation as meaning any 
measure of individual scope under environmental law, taken by an EU institution or body, and having legally 
binding and external effects.

Recital 10 of the Aarhus Regulation states that, ‘in view of the fact that environmental law is constantly evolv-
ing, the definition of environmental law should refer to the objectives of [EU] policy on the environment as set 
out in the [FEU] Treaty’. In that regard, Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation provides that, for the purpose 
of that regulation, ‘environmental law’ means EU legislation which, irrespective of its legal basis, contributes 
to the pursuit of the objectives of EU policy on the environment as set out in the TFEU: namely preserving, 
protecting and improving the quality of the environment, protecting human health, the prudent and rational 
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utilization of natural resources, and promoting measures at international level to deal with regional or world-
wide environmental problems.

In addition, in accordance with Article 12(1) of the Aarhus Regulation, the NGO that made the request for 
internal review pursuant to Article 10 thereof may institute proceedings before the Court of Justice in accor-
dance with the relevant provisions of the TFEU.

In recital 18 of the Aarhus Regulation, the legislature stated in that regard that, in accordance with Article 
9(3) of the Aarhus Convention and the TFEU, that regulation sought to provides access to judicial or other 
review procedures for challenging acts and omissions by public authorities which contravene provisions 
of law relating to the environment. In addition, it stated that provisions on access to justice should be con-
sistent with the TFEU. Lastly, in recitals 19 and 21 of the Aarhus Regulation, the legislature stated that, in 
order to ensure adequate and effective remedies, including those available before the Court  of Justice of 
the European Union under the relevant provisions of the TFEU, it was appropriate that the EU institution or 
body which was the source of the contested act or omission should be given the opportunity to reconsider 
its former decision or to act, and that where previous requests for internal review had been unsuccessful, 
the ONG concerned should be able to institute proceedings before the Court of Justice in accordance with 
the relevant provisions of the TFEU.

It follows from the recitals of the Aarhus Regulation cited in paragraph 16 above that, in the system of access 
to justice in environmental matters established by Articles 10 to 12 of that regulation, the internal review is 
designed to be an administrative procedure preceding a possible action being brought before the Courts 
of the European Union, which should be brought in accordance with the relevant provisions of the TFEU.

Furthermore, it follows from those same recitals that the purpose of the system of access to justice estab-
lished by Articles 10 to 12 of the Aarhus Regulation is solely to enforce the application of EU environmental 
law.

In that regard, Article 1(1) of Commission Decision 2008/50/EC of 13 December 2007 laying down detailed 
rules for the application of [the Aarhus] Regulation as regards requests for the internal review of administra-
tive acts (OJ 2008 L 13, p. 24) requires any NGO which submits a request for internal review of an adminis-
trative act or omission, as referred to in Article 10 of the Aarhus Regulation, to specify the administrative act 
or alleged administrative omission whose review is sought and the provisions of EU environmental law which 
it considers not to have been complied with.

European Investment Bank

The European Investment Bank (EIB) is a body of the European Union whose task is to contribute to achiev-
ing the latter’s objectives.

The EIB, pursuant to Article 308 TFEU, has separate legal personality from that of the European Union. It is 
administered and managed by its own bodies. It has its own resources and its own budget.

Under Article 309 TFEU, the task of the EIB is to contribute, by having recourse to capital markets and utiliz-
ing its own resources, to the balanced and steady development of the internal market in the interest of the 
European Union. For this purpose, it is, operating on a non-profit-making basis, to finance various projects, 
in all sectors of the economy, in particular projects of common interest to several Member States which are 
of such a size or nature that they cannot be entirely financed by the various means available in the individual 
Member States.

Article 7(2) of the Statute of the EIB laid down in Protocol No 5 annexed to the TEU and to the TFEU provides, 
inter alia, that the Board of Governors lays down general directives for the credit policy of the EIB, in accor-
dance with the Union’s objectives. Pursuant to Article 7(3)(b) of that statute, for the purposes of Article 9(1), 
the Board of Governors is to determine the principles applicable to financing operations undertaken within 
the framework of the EIB’s task.
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Under Article 9(1) of the Statute of the EIB, the EIB’s Board of Directors is to ensure that the bank is properly 
run and is managed in accordance with the provisions of the Treaties and of the Statute and with the general 
directives laid down by the Board of Governors. It is to take decisions in respect of granting finance and is 
to fix the interest rates on loans.

The Rules of Procedure of the EIB, in the version applicable to the present case, namely the version re-
sulting from the amendments of 20 January 2016 (OJ 2016 L 127, p. 55), states, in Article 18 thereof, that, 
in accordance with Article 9(1) of the Statute of the EIB, the Board of Directors is to define, on a proposal 
from the Management Committee, the terms and conditions constituting the general framework of financing, 
in particular by approving the criteria for the fixing of interest rates. It is to adopt, on a proposal from the 
Management Committee, the policy decisions concerning the management of the EIB. It is to approve the 
financing operations proposed by the Management Committee. In general, the Board of Directors is to 
ensure that the EIB is properly run in accordance with the TFEU, the Statute of the EIB, the directives laid 
down by the Board of Governors and the other texts governing the EIB’s activity in the performance of its 
task under the TFEU.

Article 16(1) of the Statute of the EIB provides that the EIB is to grant financing within the framework of the 
task set out in Article 309 TFEU.

Under Article 19(3) of the Statute of the EIB, the Board of Directors is to rule on financing operations sub-
mitted to it by the Management Committee, which, in accordance with Article 11(3) of that statute, has a 
preparatory and executive role in relation to the raising of loans and the granting of finance, in particular in 
the form of loans and guarantees.

The Statement of Environmental and Social Principles and Standards, approved by the Board of Directors 
on 3 February 2009 (‘the Statement of 2009’), and the climate strategy aimed at mobilizing finance for the 
transition to a low-carbon and climate-resilient economy, adopted by the EIB on 22 September 2015 (‘the 
climate strategy’), define the objectives of lending activity and the eligibility criteria for projects relating to 
the environment.

In paragraph 22 of the climate strategy, the EIB states as follows:

‘As the EU bank, our mandate consists in supporting EU policy objectives, which include promoting 
innovation and skills, access to finance for small and medium-sized businesses, strategic infra-
structure and climate action. We foster these interlinked objectives by lending, blending (combining 
EIB finance with other funding sources) and advising. Policy alignment, portfolio quality and the 
soundness of credit decisions are underpinned by an extensive due diligence process applying 
to each operation supported by the EIB … In the area of climate action, EU climate policies and 
instruments such as the Emissions Trading System … Adaptation Strategy or the 2030 Climate and 
Energy package are integrated into operationally relevant practices and procedures which guide 
financing decisions, alongside long-term visions such as the EU Energy Union or the IPCC decar-
bonization path by which global greenhouse gas emissions need to peak by 2020 at the latest, be 
reduced by at least 50% by 2050 compared to 1990 and be near zero or below by 2100 in order to 
contain global warming below 2 °C.’

Point 36 of the climate strategy states that the EIB will continue to dedicate a minimum of 25% of its financing 
to specific climate action projects. In addition to the traditional sector-based eligibility approach to climate 
action, Point 39 of the climate strategy provides for a more refined focus on impact to enhance the EIB’s 
overall contribution.

Point 24 of the climate strategy notes that not all sectors have the same impacts on climate and that the 
most relevant sectors, due to their share in EIB financing and the underlying project typology, are energy 
and transport. It states that an important feature of the screening and assessment criteria for energy projects 
is the application of an emissions performance standard to electricity generation projects. That standard 
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makes it possible to rule out projects whose expected emissions are not in line with EU targets, on a tech-
nology-neutral basis. Energy efficiency investments are prioritized across the board.

Point 47 of the climate strategy states that a high-impact projects typology per sector will be developed, 
by looking at available sectoral decarbonization roadmaps or carbon intensities. Inside the EU, EU and 
Member State policies, including for example the EU long-term vision of a low-carbon and climate- resilient 
society, or National Renewable Energy Action Plans and Adaptation Programme are likely to be crucial ref-
erences as roadmaps.

Furthermore, Point 72 of the climate strategy states that the assessment of greenhouse gas emissions is also 
used to screen projects for emissions performance in power generation, and to verify the climate impact of 
hydropower and bio-energy projects. The accuracy, consistency and comparability of these assessments 
are thus important features of the due diligence process.

The Statement of 2009 requires that environmental and social sustainability considerations be respected 
for all funding granted by the EIB. It states that, in order to obtain funding, a project should contribute to the 
achievement of one or more of the objectives of EU policy, such as the provision of an appropriate response 
to the threat of climate change, through either climate change mitigation or adaptation-related investments, 
including support for projects in the fields of energy efficiency, renewable energy, cleaner energy and car-
bon sequestration or  contributing  to  sustainable  natural  resource  management  (paragraph 10). Accord-
ing to the Statement of 2009, the EIB promotes the renewable energy sector, optimizes the scope for energy 
efficiency in all the projects it is financing, and aligns its operations with other EU climate policy investment 
priorities (paragraph 77). In addition, the EIB aims to promote sustainable land-use practices, including 
sustainable forestry, and recognizes the importance of forests and their contribution to both climate change 
mitigation and adaptation and the protection of biological diversity (paragraph 77).

Moreover, the Statement of 2009 requires that projects financed by the EIB comply with the general environ-
mental standards established by the EIB, which derive from EU law and where necessary are supplemented 
by other good international practices or standards that are more stringent than those imposed by the EIB 
(paragraphs 31 and 32). It also requires compliance with procedural standards, such as the provisions of Di-
rective 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on the assessment 
of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment (OJ 2012 L 26, p. 1), as amended 
(although paragraph 35 makes reference to Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assess-
ment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment (OJ 1985   L 175, p. 40) which 
was subsequently repealed by Directive 2011/92).

Lastly, according to paragraphs 78 and 82 of the Statement of 2009, the EIB actively seeks to identify and 
promote projects that result in a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, by methods that it stud-
ies and develops in cooperation with other international financial institutions, and also takes those benefits 
into account in its financial and economic analyses.

The Curtis project and its financing by the EIB

The project for the construction, in the municipality of Curtis (Teixeiro), in the province of La Corunna, in Gali-
cia (Spain), of a biomass power generation plant with a capacity of approximately 50 megawatts electrical 
fueled by forest waste collected within a radius of 100 km (‘the Curtis project’) was among the successful 
projects in a tender procedure for renewable energy projects organized by the Kingdom of Spain in 2016.

At the end of 2016, the promotor of the Curtis project contacted the EIB’s services to present the technical 
features of the project and to engage in discussions about the possibility of obtaining EIB financing.

On the basis of the information available and the outcome of the discussions with the promoter, the EIB’s 
services agreed on a preliminary information note for the Curtis project.
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On 4 December 2017, the EIB’s Management Committee approved the preliminary information note, autho-
rizing the services to formally commence the process for the appraisal of the Curtis project.

On 13 December 2017, the description of the Curtis project was published on the EIB’s website, in accor-
dance with the requirements of the transparency policy of the EIB Group, which includes the EIB and the 
European Investment Fund. It was stated on the website that the production of electricity from renewable 
sources was consistent with the EU objective of mitigating the effects of climate change. By ensuring a de-
mand for woodland residues, the project should make it possible to reduce the occurrence of forest fires in 
Galicia and to contribute to the sustainability of forestry activities in that region and its economic activity in 
general.

On 15 December 2017, the EIB requested the European Commission to give its opinion on the Curtis proj-
ect, as provided for in Article 19 of the Statute of the EIB. On 12 February 2018, the Commission communi-
cated to the EIB a favorable opinion on the Curtis project.

On 18 December 2017, the EIB requested the opinion of the Kingdom of Spain, in accordance with Article 
19 of the Statute of the EIB. The latter communicated a non-objection opinion on 20 December 2017.

At a meeting held on 20 March 2018, the Management Committee approved the submission to the Board 
of Directors of a proposal for the financing of the Curtis project, bearing the reference ‘Doc 18/291’ (‘the 
financing proposal’), from the EIB’s own resources, and the submission to the Investment Committee of the 
European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) of a request for an EU guarantee for that project, since it 
presented a specific risk profile and on that basis was considered to be a special activity within the meaning 
of the second subparagraph of Article 16(3) of the Statute of the EIB.

During a meeting held on 9 April 2018, the EFSI Investment Committee approved the use of the EU guaran-
tee for the Curtis project.

By a resolution adopted at a meeting held in Luxembourg (Luxembourg) on 12 April 2018 (‘the resolution 
at issue’), the Board of Directors approved the financing proposal, in the form of a loan to be granted to a 
Special Purpose Vehicle, of a maximum amount of EUR 60 million. The resolution at issue was recorded in 
the minutes of the meeting.

By letter of 13 April 2018, the EIB informed the promoter about the resolution at issue, pointing out that the 
preliminary approval of the financing of the Curtis project did not create any legal obligation for the EIB to 
grant the loan, but allowed the promoter to take the steps needed to formalize the loan.

\On 28 June 2018, the resolution at issue was published on the EIB’s website.

The detailed terms and conditions of the financing of the Curtis project were negotiated between the pro-
moter and the different lenders, which included, in addition to the EIB, a commercial bank, an export credit 
agency, a national promotional bank and a mezzanine lender. Once the final terms had been agreed among 
all the parties and the different due diligence reports had been finalized, the outcome of the negotiations 
and of the due diligence process was presented to the Management Committee in a final note, which was 
approved by that committee on 16 July 2018.

On 23 July 2018, the EIB’s services signed an internal agreement on the terms of the finance contract for the 
Curtis project. The associated contract documentation was signed on 25 July 2018.

The first disbursement of the EIB financing took place on 29 August 2018. It was envisaged that the con-
struction of the Curtis project would be completed before the end of 2019. As the EIB stated at the hearing, 
in response to an oral question from the Court, the implementation of the Curtis project has been proceeding 
normally since then.
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The applicant and its challenge to the financing of the Curtis project

The applicant, ClientEarth, is an NGO working for the protection of the environment.

On 9 August 2018, the applicant submitted to the EIB a request for internal review of the resolution at issue, 
in accordance with Article 10 of the Aarhus Regulation and Decision 2008/50.

The request for an internal review was based on various grounds, substantive or procedural. On the sub-
stance, and in so far as the resolution at issue might be based on the reasoning set out in the financing pro-
posal, the applicant took issue, in particular, with the Board of Directors for having made a manifest error of 
assessment in the resolution at issue in considering that the Curtis project would make a high contribution to 
EU policy by meeting three of the policy objectives.

First of all, the applicant disputed the conclusion that the Curtis project would contribute to Spanish and 
European renewable energy production, energy security and environmental objectives. As regards the con-
tribution to the achievement of Spanish and European renewable energy production objectives, it observed 
that that conclusion was not supported, since the financing proposal stated that there was a  significant risk 
that not all the wood used as fuel in the biomass generator would meet the sustainability standards laid 
down in Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the pro-
motion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Directives 
2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC (OJ 2009 L 140, p. 16), in the version applicable at the time when the resolution 
at issue was adopted, or that the Curtis project would not be implemented within the prescribed period. 
As regards the contribution to achieving an energy security objective, the applicant observed that that was 
contradicted by the assertion, in the financing proposal, that, since the Spanish electricity market was char-
acterized by significant oversupply, the project would be of little economic value to the general electricity 
system. As regards the contribution to achieving environmental objectives, the applicant claimed that that 
was not supported, since the electrical performance of the project was too low to make a real contribution 
to the renewal energy production objectives.

Next, the applicant disputed the conclusion that the Curtis project would contribute to the prevention of for-
est fires and to the sustainability of the forest activity in Galicia. It maintained that that conclusion was based 
on an incorrect interpretation of Ley 7/2012 de montes de Galicia (Law 7/2012 of the Galician Region) of 28 
June 2012 (BOE No 217, 8 September 2012, p. 63275) and a misunderstanding of the true impact of the 
biomass generator on the forest activity in Galicia, which could, in practice, lead to an increase in the risk of 
fires by favoring monoculture forestry.

Lastly, the applicant disputed the conclusion that the Curtis project would be in line with the EIB’s priority for 
renewable energy loans and combating climate change. It observed that that conclusion was based on an 
incorrect analysis which overestimated the electrical performance of the Curtis project or the environmental 
advantages associated with the project, while underestimating certain significant risks capable of affecting 
the viability of that project or the time necessary for its implementation, and its impact on the environment, 
such as the increase in logging in Galicia, which gave rise, in particular, to doubt that the Curtis project 
would have a positive impact in terms of greenhouse gas.

By letter of 30 October 2018 signed by its Secretary General and its Deputy General Counsel, the EIB 
informed the applicant that it was refusing the request for an internal review of the resolution at issue as 
inadmissible, on the ground that the request did not relate to an act amenable to in internal review, namely 
an ‘administrative act’ within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation (‘the contested act’).

In the contested act, the EIB claimed, first, that the resolution at issue did not have any legally binding 
external effects and could not create any rights for a third party. That resolution was merely an internal act, 
within the meaning of Articles 9 and 19 of the Statute of the EIB, that was required for signature of the cor-
responding finance contract, but did not necessarily lead to such signature, nor did it create any right for 
the counterparty to demand such signature. Such a decision was not equivalent to a decision awarding a 
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contract in the context of public procurement, since it did not form part of a procedure governed by public 
procurement law nor was it comparable to a public call for tenders. Rather, it resulted from the EIB’s com-
mercial and policy discretion accorded to it under the Treaties and the EIB’s Statute.

Second, the EIB maintained that the resolution at issue had not been taken ‘under environmental law’ within 
the meaning of Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation, which defines ‘environmental law’ as ‘ legislation 
which, irrespective of its legal basis, contributes to the pursuit of the objectives of [EU] policy on the envi-
ronment as set out in the Treaty …’

As regards the argument whereby the applicant alleged that the Curtis project was covered by the EU guar-
antee provided by the EFSI under Regulation (EU) 2015/1017 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 25 June 2015 on the [EFSI], the European Investment Advisory Hub and the European Investment Project 
Portal and amending Regulations (EU) No 1291/2013 and (EU) No 1316/2013 – the [EFSI] (OJ 2015 L 169, 
p. 1), which, in its view, required that environmental constraints related to the project be taken into account, 
the EIB claimed that, irrespective of whether the granting of the EU guarantee of a project financed by the 
EIB was sufficient to bring that financing within the scope of ‘environmental law’, the decision to provide 
such a guarantee was taken not by its Board of Directors but by the EFSI Investment Committee.

As regards the argument that the EIB had committed to the furthering of environmental objectives in the 
deployment of its own resources, the EIB maintained that such commitment was not sufficient to support the 
conclusion that the financing of the Curtis project or any other project financing approved in accordance 
with the Statute of the EIB were ipso facto approved on the basis of EU environmental legislation. Such an 
argument would artificially stretch the limits of ‘EU legislation’ beyond the scope of the Aarhus Regulation, 
in a way that would be incompatible with the EIB’s institutional role and its mission as defined in the Statute.

Procedure and forms of order sought

By application lodged at the Court Registry on 8 January 2019, the applicant brought the present action.

On 22 March 2019, the EIB lodged its defence at the Court Registry.

By a document lodged at the Court Registry on 6 April 2019, the Commission applied for leave to intervene 
in the present proceedings in support of the form of order sought by the EIB. The applicant waived its right 
to comment on that application on 11 April 2019, while the EIB stated on 29 April 2019 that it had no com-
ments to make on that application. By decision of 2 May 2019, the President of the First Chamber of the 
Court granted it leave to intervene.

On 7 May 2019, the applicant lodged the reply at the Court Registry.

The Commission lodged a statement in intervention on 17 June 2019.

On 3 July 2019, the EIB lodged the rejoinder at the Court Registry.

On 3 July and 8 July 2019 respectively, the EIB and the applicant lodged their observations on the statement 
in intervention.

In application of Article 106(2) of the Rules of Procedure of the General Court, the applicant submitted, on 
4 August 2019, a reasoned request for a hearing.

Owing to the partial renewal of the Court, the present case was assigned to a new Judge-Rapporteur sitting 
in the Second Chamber.

On a proposal from the Second Chamber, the Court decided, in application of Article 28 of the Rules of 
Procedure of the General Court, to refer the case to a formation of the Court with an extended composition. 
Furthermore, as a member of the Chamber was unable to sit, the President of the General Court designated 
himself to complete the Chamber pursuant to Article 17(2) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court. In 
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accordance with Article 10(5) of the Rules of Procedure, he also took the responsibility of presiding over the 
Chamber as regards the present case.

Acting on a report of the Judge-Rapporteur, the Court (Second Chamber) decided to open the oral part of 
the procedure.

The parties presented oral argument and replied to the Court’s oral questions at the hearing on 24 June 
2020.

The applicant claims that the Court should:

– Annul the contested act;

– Order the EIB to pay the costs.

The EIB, supported by the Commission, contends that the Court should:

– Dismiss the action;

– Order the applicant to pay the costs.

Law

The applicant relies on two pleas in law in support of its action. The first, a substantive plea, is divided into 
two parts and alleges errors of assessment in the application of the Aarhus Regulation. By that first plea, 
the applicant takes issue, in essence, with the EIB for having, when adopting the contested act, misapplied, 
with regard to the resolution at issue, certain conditions necessary for an act to be capable of being charac-
terized as an ‘administrative act’ within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation. The second, 
a procedural plea, alleges breach of the obligation to state reasons.

The EIB, supported by the Commission, requests the Court, even before it addresses the two pleas put for-
ward by the applicant, to rule that the application is unfounded, since the request for an internal review of the 
resolution at issue was inadmissible on the basis that it was incompatible with the EIB’s independence in the 
sphere of its financial operations. Furthermore, the EIB claims that the application should be dismissed on 
the ground that the two pleas raised in support of the application are unfounded. The Commission supports, 
inter alia, the arguments which the EIB raises against the first plea for annulment.

Before examining the two pleas for annulment raised by the applicant in support of its action, it is necessary 
to examine the defence put forward by the EIB.

The defence put forward by the EIB

The EIB, supported by the Commission, requests the Court, even before it examines the two pleas put for-
ward by the applicant, to rule that the application is unfounded, since the request for an internal review of 
the resolution at issue was inadmissible on the basis that it was incompatible with the EIB’s independence 
in the sphere of its financial operations.

The applicant claims that, in the contested decision, the EIB did not rely, with regard to the request for an 
internal review of the resolution at issue, on any plea of inadmissibility alleging that that request was incom-
patible with the EIB’s independence in the sphere of its financial operations and that it cannot therefore rely 
on such a plea of inadmissibility as a ground of defence in the context of the present action.

In the alternative, the applicant maintains that, in not mentioning that aspect in the contested act, the EIB 
breached its obligation to state reasons, as observed in the context of the second plea.

In so far as the EIB relies on its autonomy and its independence for the purpose of responding to the appli-
cant’s grounds of annulment, the applicant maintains that the EIB’s arguments are excessive and unfounded 
and that they have already been rejected on numerous occasions by the Courts of the European Union.
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In response to the applicant’s arguments, the EIB maintains that it is thus entitled to introduce a new plea of 
inadmissibility of the request for an internal review of the resolution at issue before the Court, since that plea 
merely reinforces the position which the EIB already set out in the contested act, namely that the request 
was inadmissible, and seeks to respond to the arguments put forward in the application, in accordance with 
the principle of respect for the rights of the defence, the principle of equality of arms and the right to an 
adversarial hearing.

Furthermore, the EIB denies having breached its obligation to state reasons, on the ground that it was not 
required to define in advance, in the contested act, all the arguments that it might develop in the context of 
an action brought against that act. For the first time, in response to an oral question put by the Court at the 
hearing, the EIB maintains that it raised in essence, in the contested act, a ground of inadmissibility based 
on the incompatibility of the request for internal review with the independence it claims to enjoy in the field of 
its financial operations, arguing, first, in the sixth paragraph of that act, that ‘any decision by the EIB whether 
to support a potential eligible project or not, and if so in which form, is subject to the [EIB]’s commercial and 
policy discretion accorded to it under the Treaties and the Statute’ and, secondly, in the eighth paragraph 
of that act, that the position defended by the applicant would lead to a situation that ‘would no longer be 
compatible with either the EIB’s institutional role or its Statute-based mission’.

In the present case, in the light of the applicant’s objections to the defence put forward by the EIB, it is nec-
essary to begin by ruling on the admissibility of that defence.

First of all, it should be recalled that the right to good administration laid down in Article 41 of the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union, by virtue of paragraph 2(c) of that provision, includes, inter alia, 
the obligation of the administration to give reasons for its decisions. In accordance with Article 296 TFEU, 
acts adopted by the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the European Union must state reasons. 
Article 10(2) of the Aarhus Regulation also provides that the written position taken by the EU institution or 
body to which a request for internal review of one of its acts has been submitted is to state the reasons on 
which it is based. The reasons given should enable the applicant to understand the reasoning of the com-
petent institution or body (Opinion of Advocate General Szpunar in TestBioTech and Others v Commission, 
C-82/17 P, EU:C:2018:837, point 49).

In the context of the review of legality provided for in Article 263 TFEU, the General Court cannot substitute 
its own reasoning for that of the author of the contested act and cannot fill, by means of its own reasoning, a 
gap in the reasoning in that act in such a way that its examination does not relate to any assessment carried 
out in that act (see judgment of 18 July 2013, UEFA v Commission, C-201/11 P, EU:C:2013:519, paragraph 
65 and the case-law cited).

In the present case, as is clear from its fourth paragraph, the contested act was based solely on one ground 
of inadmissibility that the contested resolution was not an ‘administrative act’ within the meaning of Article 
2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation. Furthermore, it is clear from the fifth and seventh paragraphs of that act 
that that ground was itself based on two sub-grounds, namely, first, that the resolution at issue produced 
no legally binding and external effects and, secondly, that that resolution had not been adopted ‘under 
environmental law’ within the meaning of Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation.

It is only in the context of examining those two sub-grounds, and not an independent ground, that, for the 
purposes of rejecting the contrary interpretation of the concept of ‘administrative act’, within the meaning 
of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation, put forward by the applicant, the EIB referred, in a vague and 
general manner, to the commercial and policy discretion accorded to it by the Treaties and its Statutes, its 
institutional role and the mission incumbent on it by virtue of those statutes.

The examination of the substance of the defence would place the Court in the situation of substituting its 
own reasoning for that adopted by the EIB in the contested act, which it is not entitled to do. In the present 
case, if the EIB had wanted to lawfully base its decision on an additional independent ground, it should have 
withdrawn the contested act and adopted a new act based, inter alia, on that ground.
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In the light of the foregoing considerations, the defence put forward by the EIB that the request for internal 
review of the resolution at issue was inadmissible on the ground that it was incompatible with the EIB’s inde-
pendence in the field of its financial operations, must therefore be rejected as inadmissible.

Substance of the action

As regards the two pleas for annulment put forward in support of the action, the second concerns the in-
fringement of an essential procedural requirement applicable to the contested act, namely the obligation 
to state reasons for that act, while the first, alleging errors of assessment in the application of the Aarhus 
Regulation which vitiate the contested act, concerns the substantive legality of that act.

Since the Courts of the European Union are not able to carry out a substantive review of an act if the 
statement of reasons in that act is insufficient as regards an essential point of the reasoning which led to 
the author’s choice, those Courts must ascertain whether the statement of reasons in that act is sufficient 
before addressing the pleas in law put forward by the parties in order to challenge its merits (see, to that 
effect, judgment of 4 March 2009, Tirrenia di Navigazione and Others v Commission, T-265/04, T-292/04 and 
T-504/04, not published, EU:T:2009:48, paragraphs 98 and 99).

For those reasons, it is necessary, in the present case, to examine the second plea in law before the first 
plea.

The second plea in law, alleging infringement of the duty to state reasons

The applicant takes issue with the EIB for having failed, when adopting the contested act, to comply with 
its obligation to state reasons. It maintains that that act constitutes a ‘legal act’ subject to the obligation to 
state reasons pursuant to Article 296 TFEU and the rights recognized in Article 41(2)(c) of the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights. That was recognized by Advocate General Szpunar, in point 49 of his Opinion in Test-
BioTech and Others v Commission (C-82/17 P, EU:C:2018:837). In the applicant’s submission, the statement 
of reasons for the contested act is insufficient to permit an understanding of the reasons that led the EIB 
to conclude that the resolution at issue, an internal review of which was requested, did not meet some of 
the conditions that must be satisfied in order for an act to be classified as an ‘administrative act’ within the 
meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation, namely, first, the condition that it was adopted ‘under 
environmental law’ and, secondly, the condition that the act has a ‘legally binding and external effect’. In 
particular, the applicant takes issue with the EIB for not having responded, in the contested act, to all the 
arguments of fact or of law which it had put forward in the request for an internal review of the resolution at 
issue.

The EIB disputes the applicant’s arguments and submits that the second plea should be rejected as un-
founded.

It follows from the case-law cited in paragraph 87 above that the contested act was subject to the obligation 
to state reasons laid down in Article 296 TFEU and referred to in Article 10(2) of the Aarhus Regulation.

It is settled case-law that the statement of reasons required by Article 296 TFEU must be appropriate to 
the measure at issue and must disclose in a clear and unequivocal fashion the reasoning followed by the 
institution, body or office which adopted the measures in such a way as to enable the persons concerned 
to ascertain the reasons for the measure and to enable the court having jurisdiction to exercise its power 
of review. It is not necessary for the reasoning to go into all the relevant facts and points of law, since the 
question whether the statement of reasons meets the requirements of Article 296 TFEU must be assessed 
with regard not only to its wording but also to its context and to all the legal rules governing the matter in 
question (see judgment of 5 March 2009, France v Council, C-479/07, not published, EU:C:2009:131, para-
graph 49 and the case-law cited). In particular, the reasons given for a measure adversely affecting persons 
are sufficient if that measure was adopted in a context which was known to them (see judgment of 14 April 
2015, Council v Commission, C-409/13, EU:C:2015:217, paragraph 79 and the case-law cited).
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It also follows from the case-law that the obligation to state reasons laid down in Article 296 TFEU is an es-
sential procedural requirement, as distinct from the question whether the reasons given are correct, which 
goes to the substantive legality of the measure at issue (see judgment of 5 March 2009, France v Council, 
C-479/07, not published, EU:C:2009:131, paragraph 50 and the case-law cited).

In the contested act, the EIB rejected the request for internal review of the resolution at issue as inadmissi-
ble on the ground that it did not relate to an act amenable to internal review, namely an ‘administrative act’ 
within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation. That position was based, in essence, on the 
reasons set out in paragraphs 59 to 62 above, namely, and more specifically, that the resolution at issue did 
not satisfy some of the conditions laid down in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation to be classified as an 
‘administrative act’ in so far as, first, it did not produce legally binding and external effects and, secondly, it 
had not been adopted under environmental law.

In that regard, the reasons set out in the contested act were sufficient to enable the applicant to know the 
reasons why the EIB had rejected as inadmissible the request for internal review of the resolution at issue 
which it had sent to the EIB and to enable it to challenge the merits of those reasons in the context of the first 
plea. Furthermore, those reasons are sufficient to enable the General Court to review the merits of that act 
by examining the first plea in law (see paragraphs 105 to 173 below).

Accordingly, the applicant is not justified in claiming that the EIB infringed its obligation to state reasons for 
the contested act, in the light of the statement of reasons actually contained therein.

Thus, the second plea in law, alleging infringement of the obligation to state reasons, must be rejected as 
unfounded.

The first plea in law, alleging errors of assessment in the application of the Aarhus Regulation

The applicant takes issue, in essence, with the EIB for having, when adopting the contested act, misap-
plied, with regard to the resolution at issue, certain conditions necessary for an act to be capable of being 
characterized as an ‘administrative act’ within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation.

That plea consists of two parts relating, first, to the incorrect application of the condition that the act must 
have ‘legally binding and external effects’ and, second, to the incorrect application of the condition that the 
act in question must have been adopted ‘under environmental law’.

As a preliminary point, it should be recalled that, according to settled case-law, EU legislation must, so 
far as possible, be interpreted in a manner that is consistent with international law, in particular where its 
provisions are intended specifically to give effect to an international agreement concluded by the Euro-
pean Union (judgment of 14 July 1998, Safety Hi-Tech, C-284/95, EU:C:1998:352, paragraph 22; see also 
judgment of 19 December 2019, Nederlands Uitgeversverbond and Groep Algemene Uitgevers, C-263/18, 
EU:C:2019:1111, paragraph 38 and the case-law cited). When called upon to interpret the provisions of 
directives implementing, as regards the Member States, the requirements of Article 9(4) of the Aarhus Con-
vention, the Courts of the European Union noted that the objective pursued by the European legislature was 
to give the public concerned ‘wide access to justice’ and that that objective pertained, more broadly, to the 
desire of the EU legislature to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment and to ensure 
that, to that end, the public plays an active role (judgment of 11 April 2013, Edwards and Pallikaropoulos, 
C-260/11, EU:C:2013:221, paragraphs 31 and 32). Accordingly, it considered that, although the parties to 
the Aarhus Convention had a certain margin of appreciation in the application of Article 9(3) of that con-
vention, a highly protective approach to the effectiveness and objectives of that convention in the context of 
the implementation obligations incumbent on the Member States should nevertheless be adopted (see, to 
that effect, Opinion of Advocate General Jääskinen in Council and Others v Vereniging Milieudefensie and 
Stichting Stop Luchtverontreiniging Utrecht, C-401/12 P to C-403/12 P, EU:C:2014:310, paragraph 132 and 
the case-law cited). For similar reasons, it is necessary, so far as possible, to interpret the two conditions 
referred to in paragraph 106 above in the light of Articles 9(3) and (4) of the Aarhus Convention (see, by 
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analogy, judgment of 18 July 2013, Deutsche Umwelthilfe, C-515/11, EU:C:2013:523, paragraph 32 and the 
case-law cited) and, therefore, in the light of the requirement to ensure effective access to justice.

Furthermore, and for reasons of expediency, it is necessary to examine the second part of the first plea in 
law before the first part.

– The second part of the first plea in law, alleging incorrect application of the condition that the 
act be adopted ‘under environmental law’, set out in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation

The applicant takes issue with the EIB for having, when adopting the contested act, incorrectly applied, with 
regard to the resolution at issue, the condition that the act must be adopted ‘under environmental law’, laid 
down in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation.

The applicant maintains that, according to the case-law, ‘environmental law’, as defined in Article 2(1)(f) 
of the Aarhus Regulation, has a broad meaning, which is not limited to environmental protection issues in 
the strict sense. It covers any legislative provision of the European Union that contributes to the pursuit of 
the objectives of EU policy on the environment, independently of its legal basis or its nature. The applicant 
claims to have identified, in the request for an internal review of the resolution at issue, the provisions of 
environmental law that were not complied with by the EIB in the resolution at issue.

In the applicant’s submission, the circumstances in which the Board of Directors adopted the resolution at 
issue show that it did so under ‘environmental law’, as defined in Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation.

The EIB, supported by the Commission, disputes the applicant’s arguments and submits that the second 
part of the first plea should be rejected as unfounded.

The EIB asserts that the resolution at issue was adopted pursuant to Article 19(3) of the Statute of the EIB, 
namely a provision of EU primary law which does not refer to the environment. It is apparent from   Article 
2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation that the concept of ‘environmental law’ in that regulation should be under-
stood as referring to legislative provisions of EU secondary legislation that contribute to the pursuit of EU 
environmental policy. The fact that the EIB pursues environmental objectives in the context of financial oper-
ations involving its own resources is not sufficient to support the conclusion that the resolution at issue or any 
other resolution of the same kind is adopted on the basis of EU environmental legislation and, in particular, 
that it runs counter to specific provisions of environmental law, as set out in recital 18 and Article 19(3) of the 
Aarhus Regulation. The grounds of the resolution at issue are irrelevant in that regard, as is the reference 
to a directive which, by nature, is addressed only to the Member States. Too broad an interpretation of the 
concept of ‘environmental law’ would be artificial, would run counter to the scope of the Aarhus Regulation 
and would undermine the EIB’s independence in the sphere of its financial operations and its task as defined 
in its Statute. In the context of the mandate defined in Article 309 TFEU, the EIB is, among other things, to 
contribute to the balanced and steady development of the internal market in the interest of the European 
Union, by facilitating, by granting loans and giving guarantees, the financing of projects that meet certain 
criteria. Its decisions are investment decisions that do not directly implement environmental law. Compliance 
with environmental law is the responsibility of the promotors when they implement the projects, subject to the 
control of the national competent authorities. Likewise, the fact that the Curtis project has an impact on the 
environment is a factual circumstance that does not permit the conclusion, in legal terms, that the resolution 
at issue was adopted under environmental law.

The EIB rejects any reference to the legal regime applicable to the EU guarantee granted by the EFSI, in 
particular in Regulation 2015/1017, as irrelevant, since the resolution at issue was not adopted in application 
of that regime. The decision of the Board of Directors is independent of that taken by the EFSI Investment 
Committee. In any event, the legal regime applicable to the EU guarantee and the grant of that guarantee to 
the Curtis project pursue numerous general objectives other than environmental protection and protection of 
the environment and of resources. Article 3 of Regulation 2015/1017 clearly states that the purpose of the EU 
guarantee is to support investments and small and medium-sized enterprises rather than the environmental 
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objectives set out in Article 191(1) and Article 192(2) TFEU.

In addition, the EIB disputes the arguments relating to the legal framework in which the resolution at issue 
was adopted and the factors on which it is based. The Statement of 2009 was intended only to guide project 
appraisal prior to financing decisions. It is an internal act that does not alter the Bank’s mission as defined in 
the TFEU, which does not mention the promotion of environmental protection among the EIB’s key functions. 
Furthermore, the fact that the financing proposal for the Curtis project refers to, inter alia, environmental 
advantages linked with the project is not sufficient to substantiate the conclusion that the resolution at issue, 
adopted on the basis of that proposal, was adopted under environmental law.

The second part of the first plea raises the question whether the EIB erred in finding, in the contested act, 
that the resolution at issue was not a measure of individual scope adopted ‘under environmental law’ within 
the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation.

‘Environmental law’ is defined in Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation as EU legislation which, irrespective 
of its legal basis, contributes to the pursuit of the objectives of EU policy on the environment as set out in 
the TFEU: preserving, protecting and improving the quality of the environment, protecting human health, the 
prudent and rational utilization of natural resources, and promoting measures at international level to deal 
with regional or worldwide environmental problems.

It follows from the wording of Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation that, by referring to the objectives listed 
in Article 191(1) TFEU, the EU legislature intended to give the concept of ‘environmental law’ referred to in 
that regulation a broad meaning, not limited to matters relating to the protection of the natural environment 
in the strict sense (judgment of 14 March 2018, TestBioTech v Commission, T-33/16, EU:T:2018:135, para-
graphs 43 and 44; see also, to that effect, Opinion of Advocate General Jääskinen in Council and Others 
v Vereniging Milieudefensie and Stichting Stop Luchtverontreiniging Utrecht, C-401/12 P to C-403/12 P, 
EU:C:2014:310, paragraph 128).

Moreover, that finding is confirmed by Article 192(2) TFEU, according to which environmental law, in so far 
as it is the subject of Title XX of the TFEU, may also include provisions that are primarily of a fiscal nature, 
measures that affect town and country planning, quantitative management of water resources (or affecting 
directly or indirectly the availability of those resources) and land use, and also measures significantly affect-
ing a Member State’s choice between different energy sources and the general structure of its energy sup-
ply. The effect of a restricted interpretation of the concept ‘environmental law’ would be that such provisions 
and measures would, to a great extent, fall outside its scope (judgment of 14 March 2018, TestBioTech v 
Commission, T-33/16, EU:T:2018:135, paragraph 45).

Further, it must be observed that Article 2(2) of the Aarhus Regulation provides that administrative acts and 
administrative omissions are not to include measures taken or omissions by an EU institution or body in its 
capacity as an administrative review body, under, for example, Articles 101, 102, 106, 107, 228, 258, 260 
and 325 TFEU relating to the competition rules, infringement proceedings, European Ombudsman pro-
ceedings and anti-fraud proceedings. The fact that the legislature considered it necessary to include such 
exceptions again indicates that the concept of ‘environmental law’, covered by the Aarhus Regulation, must 
be interpreted, in principle, very broadly (judgment of 14 March 2018, TestBioTech v Commission, T-33/16, 
EU:T:2018:135, paragraph 46).

Moreover, the reference to ‘[EU] legislation’ in Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation must be understood as 
referring to any provision of secondary EU legislation of general application, as opposed to ‘administrative 
act’, which is defined in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation as ‘any measure of individual scope’. At 
the time when that regulation was adopted, on 6 September 2006, the Treaty of Lisbon, signed on 13 De-
cember 2007, had not yet introduced into EU law the distinction, within acts of general application, between 
legislative acts adopted pursuant to the legislative procedure and regulatory acts adopted under another 
procedure. Thus, it cannot be held that the reference to that concept precludes taking into account, as ‘en-
vironmental law’, the provisions of a ‘regulatory act’ within the meaning of the Treaty of Lisbon, namely an 
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act of general application that was not adopted either under the ordinary legislative procedure or under a 
special legislative procedure within the meaning of Article 289(1) to (3) TFEU.

Moreover, such a restrictive definition would prevent account being taken of any measure of general appli-
cation adopted by the EIB, such as declarations of principles and standards or the strategies adopted by 
the EIB in the exercise of its institutional autonomy (see paragraphs 28 to 36 above).

It should be recalled that, for the purposes of achieving the objectives of the TFEU, the bodies of the EIB 
adopt, in particular in the form of policies, strategies, appraisals, principles or standards, internal policies  
of general scope, duly published and implemented, which, irrespective of their binding nature or not in the 
strict sense, limit the exercise of the EIB’s discretion in the exercise of its activities (see, to that effect and 
by analogy, judgments of 27 April 2012, De Nicola v EIB, T-37/10 P, EU:T:2012:205, paragraph 40 and the 
case-law cited; of 16 September 2013, De Nicola v EIB, T-618/11 P, EU:T:2013:479, paragraph 36: and of 
19 July 2017, Dessi v EIB, T-510/16, not published, EU:T:2017:525, paragraph 43). When the Courts of the 
European Union examine the legality of an act adopted by the EIB, they take into account the internal rules 
adopted by the EIB (see, to that effect and by analogy, judgment of 16 September 2013, De Nicola v EIB, 
T-618/11 P, EU:T:2013:479, paragraph 42).

In the present case, and contrary to the EIB’s submissions at the hearing, the rules of general application 
governing its activity in relation to the granting of loans for the purpose of attaining the objectives of the 
TFEU as regards environmental matters, in particular the environmental criteria for the eligibility of projects 
for EIB funding, must therefore be regarded in the same way as EU legislation in the field of environmental 
law, within the meaning of Article 2(1)(f) of the Aarhus Regulation.

Lastly, it is clear from the wording and scheme of Articles 9(3) and (4) of the Aarhus Convention, in the 
light of which the Aarhus Regulation must, so far as possible, be interpreted (see paragraph 107 above), 
that all acts of public authorities which run counter to the provisions of environmental law should be open 
to challenge. Thus, access to justice in environmental matters should not be limited solely to acts of public 
authorities that have as their formal legal basis a provision of environmental law.

For all those reasons and in the interests of a general interpretation of Article 9(3) of the Aarhus Convention 
that is consistent and in conformity with the requirement to provide sufficient and effective remedies (see 
paragraph 4 above), the concept of a measure of individual scope adopted ‘under environmental law’, 
included in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation, must be interpreted broadly, as meaning that it is not 
limited, as the EIB maintains with the support of the Commission, to solely measures of individual scope 
adopted on the basis of a provision of secondary legislation that contribute to the pursuit of the objectives 
of the European Union in the field of the environment, which are laid down in Article 191(1) TFEU, but rather 
covers any measure of individual scope subject to requirements under secondary EU law which, regardless 
of their legal basis, are directly aimed at achieving the objectives of EU policy on the environment.

It therefore remains to be examined whether the resolution at issue may be regarded as being such a mea-
sure of individual scope.

In that regard, it is clear from paragraph 11 of the minutes of the meeting of 12 April 2018, as included within 
the documents before the Court, that, by the resolution at issue, the Board of Directors approved, at that 
meeting, the financing proposal.

It is apparent from paragraphs 21 to 23 of the financing proposal that the contribution of the Curtis proj-
ect to EU policy was significant, in so far as that project supported the Spanish and European objectives 
concerning the production of renewable energy and contributed to the security of energy supply and the 
achievement of environmental objectives. The project also contributed to the prevention of forest fires and to 
the sustainability of forestry in the Galicia region, by fostering regional demand for forest wood residues. The 
financing of the project was in line with and contributed to the priority given by the EIB, as part of its lending 
policy, to renewable energy and climate action.
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Paragraph 24 of the financing proposal stated that that project was eligible for EIB financing under Article 
309(c) TFEU, in so far as it corresponded to a common interest in the field of energy.

In paragraph 25 of the financing proposal, it was stated that the Curtis project would correct a market failure 
given that projects for the production of electricity and low-carbon heat reduced external costs related to 
carbon and air pollution.

In addition, paragraph 30 of the financing proposal stated that the Curtis project contributed to the renew-
able energy targets for 2020 laid down in the Spanish renewable energy action plan, adopted in accordance 
with Article 4(1) of Directive 2009/28, in the version applicable at the time when the resolution at issue was 
adopted.

Lastly, paragraph 34 of the financing proposal stated that, from the point of view of its ‘sustainability’, pro-
vided ‘the appropriate conditions [were] in place (please see Environmental and Social Data Sheet), the 
[Curtis] project [was] acceptable for financing [by the EIB] in environmental and social terms’.

The Environmental and Social Data Sheet for the Curtis project of 12 April 2018 (‘the data sheet’), mentioned 
in paragraph 34 of the financing proposal, referred to the results of an environmental impact assessment of 
that project which the competent national authority had decided to carry out, in accordance with Article 4(2) 
of Directive 2011/92, in the version applicable at the time when the resolution at issue was adopted.

Next, the data sheet referred to the commitments made by the promoter of the project in order to guaran-
tee the sustainability of the biomass consumed in the context of the project, on the basis of certain criteria 
set out in that data sheet. In particular, the promoter had given an assurance that the biomass consumed 
in connection with the Curtis project complied with the sustainability criteria set out in Directive 2009/28, 
in the version applicable at the time when the resolution at issue was adopted, and in Regulation (EU) No 
995/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 October 2010 laying down the obligations of 
operators who place timber and timber products on the market (OJ 2010 L 295, p. 23),  which was intended 
to combat illegal logging and related trade.

Lastly, the data sheet reproduced the results of the carbon footprint of the project that had been calculated 
by the EIB in accordance with its own assessment methods, noting that, in so far as it was to replace elec-
tricity generation from a combination of existing and new power plants, the total relative effect of the project 
would be a net reduction in CO2 equivalent emissions by 151 kilotonnes per year.

In the data sheet, the EIB’s services concluded, in the light of the abovementioned results and commitments, 
that the Curtis project was acceptable from an environmental and social point of view for funding by the EIB.

It follows from the foregoing that, in accordance with EU law and the internal rules of general application 
governing EIB lending activities referred to in paragraphs 28 to 36 above, the resolution at issue found that 
certain eligibility criteria of an environmental nature, adopted by the EIB in the exercise of its institutional 
autonomy and aimed directly at achieving the objectives of EU policy relating to the environment, were 
complied with in the present case.

In particular, it is apparent from the documents before the Court that the resolution at issue was adopted on 
the ground that the Curtis project met the objectives of the EIB’s lending activity and the eligibility criteria for 
projects relating to the environment resulting from the Statement of 2009 and from the climate strategy, in 
particular because it supported the European and Spanish targets for the production of renewable energy, 
complied with the sustainability criteria and the provisions intended to combat illegal logging laid down in 
EU secondary legislation, and would lead to a net reduction in CO2 equivalent emissions at both Spanish 
and European level.

In so far as it found that the Curtis project satisfied those eligibility criteria of an environmental nature, the 
resolution at issue was indeed a measure of individual scope adopted ‘under environmental law’ within the 
meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation.
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In contrast, in so far as the resolution at issue was adopted by the Board of Directors, it is not relevant to 
examine whether, as the applicant submits, another decision concerning the Curtis project adopted by the 
EFSI investment committee, regarding granting the EU guarantee for that project (see paragraph 45 above) 
was also adopted in compliance with requirements contributing to the pursuit of the objectives of the EU’s 
environmental policy.

In the light of the findings set out in paragraphs 138 and 140 above, the applicant rightly submits, in the 
present case, that the EIB made an error of assessment in stating that the resolution at issue could not be 
regarded as a measure of individual scope adopted ‘under environmental law’ within the meaning of Article 
2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation and, therefore, as an act amenable to internal review in  accordance with 
Article 10(1) of that regulation.

Accordingly, the second part of the first plea in law must be upheld. However, in view of the cumulative 
nature of the conditions required for an act to be regarded as an ‘administrative act’ within the meaning of 
Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation, which are contested in the context of each part of that plea, it is 
necessary to continue by examining the first part of that plea.

– The first part of the first plea in law, alleging incorrect application of the condition that the act 
must have a ‘legally binding and external effect’ laid down in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus 
Regulation

The applicant takes issue with the EIB for having, when adopting the contested act, incorrectly applied, 
with regard to the resolution at issue, the condition that the act must produce ‘legally binding and external 
effects’, laid down in Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation.

The EIB, supported by the Commission, disputes the applicant’s arguments and submits that the first part 
of the first plea should be rejected as unfounded.

It takes the view that, in accordance with the case-law, the EIB is entitled to refuse, as inadmissible, any 
request for an internal review that, as in the present case, does not meet certain conditions laid down in 
the Aarhus Regulation for the submission of such a request. As is clear from the letter of 13 April 2018 to 
the promoter, the resolution at issue did not create any obligation for the EIB to grant the loan to the special 
purpose vehicle for the Curtis project, nor did it confer any right on the promoter of that project or alter its 
legal position. The only act that had a legally binding and external effect in that regard was the contractual 
documentation relating to the financing of the Curtis project by the EIB, signed on 25 July 2018, which did 
not constitute an ‘administrative act’ within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) and Article 10(1) of the Aarhus 
Regulation. The resolution at issue was merely a mandatory stage in the EIB’s internal decision-making pro-
cess. As it concerned a project finance transaction, that process took place in two stages. First, the Board 
of Directors gave in-principle approval of the financing of the Curtis project by the EIB, without selecting 
the beneficiary of the loan. Secondly, the Management Committee definitively approved that financing, 
after, in accordance with the resolution at issue and in application of Article 11(3) of the Statute of the EIB, 
defining the final terms and conditions of the financing within the limits of the in-principle approval given by 
the Board of Directors. The negotiation of the contract by the EIB’s services was a very important step, the 
success of which was not guaranteed, as may be seen from past experience in the case of other projects.

The EIB, supported by the Commission, claims that neither the acts of its internal decision-making pro-
cess nor the loan contract are ‘administrative acts’  within  the  meaning  of  Article  2(1)(g)  and  Article 
10(1) of the Aarhus Regulation. That is in keeping with the EIB’s independence in the sphere of its financial 
operations and with the fact that its banking activity cannot be compared with an administrative activity. The 
situation in the present case cannot therefore be compared with the situation in the cases that gave rise 
to the judgment of 31 January 2019, International Management Group  v  Commission  (C-183/17 P and 
C-184/17 P, EU:C: 2019:78), in which an administrative act was clearly at issue. As regards Article 271(c) 
TFEU, on which the applicant relies, that provision is intended only to preserve the specific procedural rights 
attributed to the Member States and the Commission, by Article 19 of the Statute of the EIB, in the context 
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of its internal decision-making process concerning the grant of loans and does not confer any right to chal-
lenge the substance of decisions granting loans. As for the internal review procedure, provided for in Article 
10 of the Aarhus Regulation, its purpose is not to improve the quality of the decision-making process, but to 
extend access by certain applicants to the legal remedies existing before the Courts of the European Union, 
in accordance with Article 12 of that regulation. It is not possible to request an internal review of an act that 
is not challengeable within the meaning of Article 263 TFEU, because it does not have a legal effect contrary 
to environmental law vis-à-vis a third party.

The first part of the first plea raises the question whether the EIB erred in finding, in the contested act, that 
the resolution at issue was not a measure having ‘legally binding and external effects’ within the meaning of 
Article 2(1) (g) of the Aarhus Regulation.

As a preliminary point, it should be recalled that the internal administrative review procedure provided for 
in Article 10 of the Aarhus Regulation provides for the possibility of review proceedings before the Court of 
Justice of the European Union which, pursuant to Article 12 of that regulation, must be brought ‘in accor-
dance with the relevant provisions of the [FEU] Treaty’ and therefore, in principle, in compliance with the 
conditions laid down in Article 263 TFEU. In view of the link that thus exists between the concept of an act 
having ‘legally binding and external effects’, within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation, 
and that of an act producing legal effects vis-à-vis third parties,  within  the  meaning  of Article 263 TFEU, 
it is reasonable, in the interests of general consistency, to interpret the former in accordance with the latter.

The Commission and the EIB propose, in essence, that it should be stated from the outset that the resolution 
at issue is not an administrative act, since it relates to the EIB’s financial activities, in the context of which the 
EIB must be able to act with complete independence.

However, as stated in paragraph 92 above, the EIB is not entitled, in the circumstances of the present case, 
to rely on a defence to the effect that the request for internal review made by the applicant, on the basis of 
Article 10 of the Aarhus Regulation and Decision 2008/50, was incompatible with the ‘special status’ con-
ferred on it by the TFEU.

It is therefore appropriate to confine the examination to whether the resolution at issue has ‘legally binding 
and external effects’ within the meaning of Article 2(1)(g) of the Aarhus Regulation and, consequently, wheth-
er it was ‘intended to produce legal effects vis-à-vis third parties’ within the meaning of Article 263 TFEU.

According to settled case-law, in order to determine whether acts or decisions are ‘intended to produce 
legal effects vis-à-vis third parties’ within the meaning of Article 263 TFEU, it is necessary to look to the 
substance of those acts rather than their form and to examine whether they produce binding legal effects 
such as to affect the interests of a third party by bringing about a distinct change in his or her legal position 
(see, to that effect, orders of 21 June 2007, Finland v Commission, C-163/06 P, EU:C:2007:371, paragraph 
40 and the case-law cited, and of 2 September 2009, E.ON Ruhrgas and E.ON Földgáz Trade v Commis-
sion, T-57/07, not published, EU:T: 2009:297, paragraph 30 and the case-law cited). That does not apply 
to internal measures that do not produce any binding legal effect outside of the EU institution, body, office 
or agency which adopted them (see, to that effect, judgment of 17 July 1959, Phoenix-Rheinrohr v High 
Authority, 20/58, EU:C:1959:14, p. 181). In the case of acts or decisions adopted by a procedure involving 
several stages, in particular where they are the culmination of an internal procedure, neither does that apply 
to acts or decisions that are purely preparatory, in so far as they do not definitively establish the position of 
the EU institution, body, office or agency on any aspect of that procedure (see, to that effect, judgment of 
7 March 2002, Satellimages TV5 v Commission, T-95/99, EU:T:2002:62, paragraphs 32 to 41). Lastly, nor 
does that apply to acts or decisions that are purely implementing measures (see, to that effect, judgment 
of 25 February 1988, Les Verts v Parliament, 190/84, EU:C:1988:94, paragraphs 7 and 8; see also, to that 
effect, Opinion of Advocate General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer in Ismeri Europa v Court of Auditors, C-315/99 P, 
EU:C:2001:243, paragraph 47).

In the present case, in order to carry out the examination set out in paragraph 152 above, in the light of the 
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principles referred to in paragraph 153 above, it is necessary to examine both the content of the resolution 
at issue and the context in which it was adopted.

In accordance with Article 9(1) of the EIB Statute, it is for the Board of Directors to decide on the granting of 
financing and to fix the interest rates on loans. It may, on the basis of a decision taken by qualified majority, 
delegate some of its functions to the Management Committee. In the event of delegation, it is to determine 
the terms and conditions for such delegation and supervise its execution. Article 11(3) of the EIB Statute 
provides that the Management Committee is to be responsible for the current business of the EIB, under 
the authority of the President and the supervision of the Board of Directors, to prepare the decisions of that 
board, in particular in the form of loans and grants, and to ensure the implementation of those decisions.

Article 17 of the Rules of Procedure of the EIB, in the version applicable at the time the resolution at issue 
was adopted, namely that resulting from the amendments of 20 January 2016 (OJ 2016 L 127, p. 55), states 
that ‘minutes shall be kept of the meetings of the Board of Directors. They shall be signed by the Chairman 
of the meeting and the Chairman presiding over the meeting during which they are approved as well as by 
the Secretary of the meeting’.

Article 18(1) of the Rules of Procedure further provides:

‘In accordance with Article 9(1) of the [EIB] Statute, the Board of Directors shall exercise the following pow-
ers:

‘…it shall approve the financing and guarantee operations proposed by the Management Committee 
…’

Under Article 18(2) of the Rules of Procedure of the EIB, ‘In general, [the Board of Directors] is to ensure 
that the [EIB] is properly run in accordance with the [FEU] Treaty, the [EIB] Statute, the directives laid down 
by the Board of Governors and the other texts governing the [EIB]’s activity in the performance of its task 
under the [FEU] Treaty’.

Article 18(3) of the EIB’s Rules of Procedure recalls the possibility of delegation to the Management Com-
mittee provided for in Article 9(1) of the EIB Statute, stating that such a decision is to be taken by a qualified 
majority.

Under Article 18(4) of the Rules of Procedure of the EIB, the Board of Directors ‘shall exercise all other 
powers provided for in the [EIB] Statute and shall confer upon the Management Committee, in the rules and 
decisions that it adopts, the corresponding implementing powers, it being understood that the Management 
Committee shall, in accordance with Article 11(3) of the Statute, be responsible for the current business of 
the [EIB], under the authority of the President and the supervision of the Board of Directors’.

As has already been stated, it is apparent from paragraph 11 of the minutes of the meeting of 12 April 2018, 
as included within the documents before the Court, that the Board of Directors approved the financing pro-
posal at that meeting.

It is apparent from paragraph 5 of the financing proposal that in order to be eligible for the support scheme 
established by Real Decreto 413/2014 por el que se regula la actividad de producción de energía eléctrica 
a partir de fuentes de energía renovables, cogeneración y residuos (Royal Decree 413/2014 laying down 
rules on electricity generation from renewable energy sources, cogeneration and waste) of 6 June 2014 
(BOE No 140 of 10 June 2014, p. 43876), the Curtis project had to be finalised, tested and operational by 
28 March 2020, which was a very tight schedule for completion and, ultimately, financing approval. For that 
reason, the EIB’s services stated that they had decided to advance the financing approval process in par-
allel with the Lenders’ Technical Advisor due diligence and Stage II appraisal, whilst being cognizant of the 
fact that, in view of the significant risks identified with regard to the Curtis project, it was possible that the 
EIB might ultimately be prevented from participating in the financing of the project.
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Paragraph 15 of the financing proposal explained more precisely the proposed structure for the approval of 
the project. According to that paragraph, ‘this transaction [was to] follow the customary two-stage approval 
for project financing transactions. Following stage one Board approval, the outcome of final due diligence 
and the detailed loan and project documentation [was to] be presented to the Management Committee for 
final agreement. This procedure [would allow] the [EIB] to adhere to the strict operational and commercial 
timelines required for Project Finance transactions, and specifically for [the Curtis] project. In the event that 
the final terms deviated from the conditions specified in this approval, a further approval from the Board 
would be sought, according to the [EIB]’s procedures’.

In addition, it is apparent from the finding in paragraph 139 above that the resolution at issue was adopted 
on the ground that the Curtis project met the objectives of the EIB’s lending activity and the eligibility criteria 
for projects relating to the environment resulting from the Statement of 2009 and from the climate strategy, in 
particular because it supported the European and Spanish targets for the production of renewable energies, 
complied with the sustainability criteria and the provisions intended to combat the illegal logging laid down 
in EU secondary legislation and would lead to a net reduction in CO2 equivalent emissions at both Spanish 
and European level.

By letter of 13 April 2018, the EIB communicated to the promoter of the Curtis project that the Board of 
Directors had approved the loan to finance the project and the main conditions of the financing contract, 
while stating that that ‘communication [did] not constitute a legal undertaking to grant the aforementioned 
loan, but rather [had] been issued to enable [that promoter] to take the steps needed to formalize said loan’.

By an email that the ‘Civil Society’ division of the EIB sent to the applicant on 16 August 2018, which the latter 
placed in the file of documents before the Court in order to be able to rely on it in support of its arguments, 
the EIB informed the applicant that ‘all relevant environmental information related to the appraisal of [the] 
particular financing operation [of the Curtis project] [had been] presented to the Board of Directors at Stage 
I [of the appraisal of that project] and [had been] made public as part of the Environmental and Social Data 
Sheet [relating to that project]. The Stage II appraisal of [the] financing operation only concerned the techni-
cal, economic and financial aspects of the financing operation. The Stage II Appraisal documents [did] not 
contain any environmental information and therefore [fell] outside of the scope of [the] request [for access 
to environmental information relating to the Curtis project which the applicant had sent]’.

It is clear from the content and context in which the resolution at issue was adopted that it reflected a defini-
tive position adopted by the EIB, following the vote of its Board of Directors, on the eligibility of the Curtis 
project for the grant of financing by the EIB in the light of its environmental and social aspects, which met 
the objectives of the EIB’s lending activity and the eligibility criteria for projects relating to the environment 
resulting from the Statement of 2009 and from the climate strategy.

Even though, following the resolution at issue, the appraisal of the Curtis project was to continue and certain 
technical, economic and financial aspects of the financing operation, on which the grant of the loan depend-
ed, were still to be examined by the Management Committee, the fact remains that that appraisal would no 
longer relate to the environmental and social aspects of that project, in relation to which the board of direc-
tors had adopted a definitive position, in the resolution at issue, in the light of all the information relating to it 
in the technical proposal and in the financing proposal.

In response to an oral question put by the Court at the hearing, the EIB acknowledged that the resolution at 
issue had definitively fixed the position of the Board of Directors, which was the competent authority in that 
regard, concerning the eligibility of the Curtis project for EIB financing in the light of its environmental and 
social aspects. To that extent, it was therefore neither a provisional opinion of the Board of Directors nor an 
intermediate decision intended to pave the way for a final decision of that board.

It follows that, even if the resolution at issue was not, as the EIB maintains in the context of the present pro-
ceedings and as it stated in its letter to the promoter of the Curtis project of 13 April 2018, a legal commit-
ment to grant the loan to the special purpose vehicle, in so far as other technical, economic and financial 
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aspects of the project were still to be appraised, it nevertheless produced certain definitive legally binding 
effects vis-à-vis third parties, in particular as regards the promoter of that project, in that it stated the eligi-
bility of that project for EIB financing with regard to its environmental and social aspects, thus enabling the 
promoter to take the next steps needed to formalize the loan, as noted in the EIB’s  letter of   13 April 2018 
to the promoter. In the light of those environmental and social aspects, the subsequent decision of the Man-
agement Committee to grant the loan, having carried out the appraisal of the Curtis project as regards the 
other aspects that remained to be examined, can at most be regarded as a purely implementing measure, 
within the meaning of the case-law cited in paragraph 153 above.

The internal review procedure laid down by the Aarhus Regulation should have related specifically to envi-
ronmental aspects (see, in that regard, paragraphs 16, 18 and 19 above) and the request for internal review 
submitted by the applicant questioned, inter alia, the EIB’s assessment of the sustainability of the Curtis 
project and of its contribution to achieving the objectives of EU policy in the field of the environment (see, in 
that regard, paragraphs 54 to 57 above and paragraphs 80 to 123 of the request for internal review). Thus, 
that request related, at least in part, to the definitive legally binding effects vis-à-vis third parties produced 
by the resolution at issue.

For those reasons, the first part of the first plea in law must also be upheld.

In the light of the foregoing, the first plea in law must be upheld in its entirety and, on that basis, the contest-
ed measure must be annulled.

Costs

Under Article 134(1) of the Rules of Procedure, the unsuccessful party is to be ordered to pay the costs, if 
they have been applied for in the successful party’s pleadings.

In the present case, the EIB has been unsuccessful. In addition, the applicant expressly applied for the EIB 
to pay the costs.

The EIB must therefore be ordered to bear its own costs and pay those incurred by the applicant.

In accordance with Article 138(1) of the Rules of Procedure, the institutions which have intervened in the 
proceedings are to bear their own costs.

The Commission must therefore bear its own costs. On those grounds,

THE GENERAL COURT (Second Chamber, Extended Composition) hereby:

1. Annuls the decision of the European Investment Bank (EIB), communicated to ClientEarth by 
letter of 30 October 2018, rejecting as inadmissible the request for an internal review of the 
resolution of the EIB’s Board of Directors of 12 April 2018 approving the financing of a biomass 
power  generation  plant  in  Galicia  (Spain)  which  ClientEarth  had  submitted  on  9 August 
2018, in application of Article 10 of Council Regulation (EC) No 1367/2006 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 6 September 2006 on the application of the provisions of the 
Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Ac-
cess to Justice in Environmental Matters to Community institutions and bodies and Commis-
sion Decision 2008/50/EC of 13 December 2007 laying down detailed rules for the application 
of Regulation No 1367/2006 as regards requests for the internal review of administrative acts;

2. Orders the EIB to bear its own costs and to pay those incurred by ClientEarth;

3. Orders the European Commission to bear its own costs.
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Van der Woude  Tomljenov  Schalin

Škvailová-Pelzl   Nõmm 

Delivered in open court in Luxembourg on 27 January 2021.

E. Coulon                                          M. Van der Woude,

  Registrar                                                                       President

Case 4

THE STATE OF THE NETHERLANDS 

V 

URGENDA

THE STATE OF THE NETHERLANDS (MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CLI-
MATE POLICY),

JUDGMENT

Number 19/00135
Date 20 December 2019

Seated in The Hague,

CLAIMANT in cassation, referred to hereinafter as: ‘the State’,

Counsel: Attorneys K. Teuben, M.W. Scheltema and J.W.H. van Wijk,

and

STICHTING URGENDA, having its office in Amsterdam, RESPONDENT in cassation, referred to hereinafter 
as: ‘Urgenda’, 

Counsel: Attorney F.E. Vermeulen.

Summary of the Decision

The issue in this case is whether the Dutch State is obliged to reduce, by the end of 2020, the emission of 
greenhouse gases originating from Dutch soil by at least 25% compared to 1990, and whether the courts can 
order the State to do so.

Urgenda’s claim and the opinions of the District Court and the Court of Appeal

Urgenda sought a court order directing the State to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases so that, by the 
end of 2020, those emissions will have been reduced by 40%, or in any case at by at least 25%, compared to 
1990. In 2015, the District Court allowed Urgenda’s claim, in the sense that the State was ordered to reduce 
emissions by the end of 2020 by at least 25% compared to 1990. In 2018, the Court of Appeal confirmed the 
District Court’s judgment.

Appeal in cassation

The State instituted an appeal in cassation in respect of the Court of Appeal’s decision, asserting a large 
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number of objections to that decision. The deputy Procurator General and the Advocate General advised the 
Supreme Court to reject the State’s appeal and thus to allow the Court of Appeal’s decision to stand.

Opinion of the Supreme Court

The Supreme Court concludes that the State’s appeal in cassation must be rejected. That means that the 
order which the District Court issued to the State and which was confirmed by the Court of Appeal, directing 
the State to reduce greenhouse gases by the end of 2020 by at least 25% compared to 1990, will stand as a 
final order. The Supreme Court’s opinion rests on the facts and assumptions which were established by the 
Court of Appeal and which were not disputed by the State or Urgenda in cassation. In cassation, the Supreme 
Court determines whether the Court of Appeal properly applied the law and whether, based on the facts that 
may be taken into consideration, the Court of Appeal’s opinion is comprehensible and adequately substan-
tiated. The grounds for the Supreme Court’s judgment are laid down below in sections 4-8 of the judgment. 
These grounds will be summarised below. This summary does not supersede the grounds for this judgment 
and does not fully reflect the Supreme Court’s opinion.

Dangerous climate change (see paras. 4.1-4.8, below)

Urgenda and the State both endorse the view of climate science that a genuine threat exists that the climate 
will undergo a dangerous change in the coming decades. There is a great deal of agreement on the presence 
of that threat in climate science and the international community. In that respect and briefly put, this comes 
down to the following.

The emission of greenhouse gases, including CO2, is leading to a higher concentration of those gases in the 
atmosphere. These greenhouse gases retain the heat radiated by the earth. Because over the last century 
and a half since the start of the industrial revolution, an ever-increasing volume of greenhouse gases is being 
emitted, the earth is becoming warmer and warmer. In that period, the earth has warmed by approximately 
1.1oC, the largest part of which (0.7oC) has occurred in the last forty years. Climate science and the interna-
tional community largely agree on the premise that the warming of the earth must be limited to no more than 
2oC, and according to more recent insights to no more than 1.5oC. The warming of the earth beyond that 
temperature limit may have extremely dire consequences, such as extreme heat, extreme drought, extreme 
precipitation, a disruption of ecosystems that could jeopardise the food supply, among other things, and a 
rise in the sea level resulting from the melting of glaciers and the polar ice caps. That warming may also result 
in tipping points, as a result of which the climate on earth or in particular regions of earth changes abruptly 
and comprehensively. All of this will jeopardise the lives, welfare and living environment of many people all 
over the world, including in the Netherlands. Some of these consequences are already happening right now.

Protection of human rights based on the ECHR (see paras. 5.2.1-5.5.3, below)

The European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) requires 
the states which are parties to the convention to protect the rights and freedoms established in the convention 
for their inhabitants. Article 2 ECHR protects the right to life, and Article 8 ECHR protects the right to respect 
for private and family life. According to the case law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), a con-
tracting state is obliged by these provisions to take suitable measures if a real and immediate risk to people’s 
lives or welfare exists and the state is aware of that risk. The obligation to take suitable measures also applies 
when it comes to environmental hazards that threaten large groups or the population as a whole, even if the 
hazards will only materialise over the long term. While Articles 2 and 8 ECHR are not permitted to result in an 
impossible or disproportionate burden being imposed on a state, those provisions do oblige the state to take 
measures that are actually suitable to avert the imminent hazard as much as reasonably possible. Pursuant 
to Article 13 ECHR, national law must offer an effective legal remedy against a violation or imminent violation 
of the rights that are safeguarded by the ECHR. This means that the national courts must be able to provide 
effective legal protection.
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Global problem and national responsibility (see paras. 5.6.1-5.8, below)

The risk of dangerous climate change is global in nature: greenhouse gases are emitted not just from Dutch 
territory, but around the world. The consequences of those emissions are also experienced around the world. 
The Netherlands is a party to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The 
objective of that convention is to keep the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to a level 
at which a disruption of the climate system through human action can be prevented. The UNFCCC is based 
on the premise that all member countries must take measures to prevent climate change, in accordance with 
their specific responsibilities and options.

Each country is thus responsible for its own share. That means that a country cannot escape its own share of 
the responsibility to take measures by arguing that compared to the rest of the world, its own emissions are 
relatively limited in scope and that a reduction of its own emissions would have very little impact on a global 
scale. The State is therefore obliged to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from its territory in proportion to its 
share of the responsibility. This obligation of the State to do ‘its part’ is based on Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, be-
cause there is a grave risk that dangerous climate change will occur that will endanger the lives and welfare 
of many people in the Netherlands.

What, specifically, does the State’s obligation to do ‘its part’ entail? (see paras. 6.1-7.3.6, below)

When giving substance to the positive obligations imposed on the State pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, 
one must take into account broadly supported scientific insights and internationally accepted standards. Im-
portant in this respect are, among other things, the reports from the IPCC. The IPCC is a scientific body and 
intergovernmental organisation that was set up in the context of the United Nations to handle climatological 
studies and developments. The IPCC’s 2007 report contained a scenario in which the warming of the earth 
could reasonably be expected to be limited to a maximum of 2oC. In order to achieve this target, the Annex 
I countries (these being the developed countries, including the Netherlands) would have to reduce their 
emissions in 2020 by 25-40%, and in 2050 by 80-95%, compared to 1990.At the annual climate conferences 
held in the context of the UNFCCC since 2007, virtually every country has regularly pointed out the necessity 
of acting in accordance with the scenario of the IPCC and achieving a 25-40% reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2020. The scientifically supported necessity of reducing emissions by 30% in 2020 compared to 
1990 has been expressed on multiple occasions by and in the EU.

Furthermore, since 2007, a broadly supported insight has arisen that, to be safe, the warming of the earth 
must remain limited to 1.5oC, rather than 2oC. The Paris Agreement of 2015 therefore expressly states that 
the states must strive to limit warming to 1.5oC. That will require an even greater emissions reduction than 
was previously assumed.

All in all, there is a great degree of consensus on the urgent necessity for the Annex I countries to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 25-40% in 2020. The consensus on this target must be taken into 
consideration when interpreting and applying Articles 2 and 8 ECHR. The urgent necessity for a reduction of 
25- 40% in 2020 also applies to the Netherlands on an individual basis.

The policy of the State (see paras. 7.4.1-7.5.3, below)

The State and Urgenda are both of the opinion that it is necessary to limit the concentration of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere in order to in order to achieve either the 2oC target or the 1.5oC target. Their views 
differ, however, with regard to the speed at which greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced. Until 2011, the 
State’s policy was aimed at achieving an emissions reduction in 2020 of 30% compared to 1990. According 
to the State, that was necessary to stay on a credible pathway to keep the 2oC target within reach.

After 2011, however, the State’s reduction target for 2020 was lowered from a 30% reduction by the Nether-
lands to a 20% reduction in an EU context. After the reduction in 2020, the State intends to accelerate the 
reduction to 49% in 2030 and 95% in 2050. Those targets for 2030 and 2050 have since been laid down in the 
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Dutch Climate Act. The State has not explained, however, that – and why – a reduction of just 20% in 2020 is 
considered responsible in an EU context, in contrast to the 25-40% reduction in 2020, which is internationally 
broadly supported and is considered necessary. There is a broad consensus within climate science and the 
international community that the longer reduction measures to achieve the envisaged final target are post-
poned, the more comprehensive and more expensive they will become. Postponement also creates a greater 
risk of an abrupt climate change occurring as the result of a tipping point being reached. In light of that gen-
erally endorsed insight, it was up to the State to explain that the proposed acceleration of the reduction after 
2020 would be feasible and sufficiently effective to meet the targets for 2030 and 2050, and thus to keep the 
2oC target and the 1.5oC target within reach. The State did not do this, however.

The Court of Appeal was thus entitled to rule that the State must comply with the target, considered necessary 
by the international community, of a reduction by at least 25% in 2020.

The courts and the political domain (see paras. 8.1-8.3.5, below)

The State has asserted that it is not for the courts to undertake the political considerations necessary for a de-
cision on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. In the Dutch system of government, the decision-mak-
ing on greenhouse gas emissions belongs to the government and parliament. They have a large degree of 
discretion to make the political considerations that are necessary in this regard. It is up to the courts to decide 
whether, in taking their decisions, the government and parliament have remained within the limits of the law 
by which they are bound. Those limits ensue from the ECHR, among other things. The Dutch Constitution re-
quires the Dutch courts to apply the provisions of this convention, and they must do so in accordance with the 
ECtHR’s interpretation of these provisions. This mandate to the courts to offer legal protection, even against 
the government, is an essential component of a democratic state under the rule of law.

The Court of Appeal’s judgment is consistent with the foregoing, as the Court of Appeal held that the State’s 
policy regarding greenhouse gas reduction is obviously not meeting the requirements pursuant to Articles 2 
and 8 ECHR to take suitable measures to protect the residents of the Netherlands from dangerous climate 
change. Furthermore, the order which the Court of Appeal issued to the State was limited to the lower limit 
(25%) of the internationally endorsed, minimum necessary reduction of 25-40% in 2020. The order that was 
issued leaves it up to the State to determine which specific measures it will take to comply with that order. If 
legislative measures are required to achieve such compliance, it is up to the State to determine which specific 
legislation is desirable and necessary.

Conclusion

In short, the essence of the Supreme Court’s judgment is that the order which the District Court issued to 
the State and which was confirmed by the Court of Appeal, directing the State to reduce green-house gases 
by the end of 2020 by at least 25% compared to 1990, will be allowed to stand. Pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 
ECHR, the Court of

Appeal can and may conclude that the State is obliged to achieve that reduction, due to the risk of dangerous 
climate change that could have a severe impact on the lives and welfare of the residents of the Netherlands.

1 Course of the proceedings

For the course of the proceedings in the fact-finding instances, the Supreme Court refers to:

a. the judgment in case C/09/456689/HA ZA 13-1396 rendered by The Hague District Court on 24 June 
2015, ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2015:7145; 

b. the judgment in case 200.178.245/01 rendered by The Hague Court of Appeal on 9 October 2018, 
ECLI:NL:GHDHA:2018:2591. 

The State has instituted an appeal in cassation against the judgment of the Court of Appeal. Urgenda has 
submitted a statement of defence seeking dismissal of the appeal in cassation.
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The case for the State was argued orally and in writing by its counsel, with the oral arguments being handled 
in part by attorney E.H.P. Brans, who practises law in The Hague. The case for Urgenda was argued orally by 
its counsel, with the oral arguments being handled in part by attorney J.M. van den Berg, who practises law 
in Amsterdam. The State’s counsel submitted a reply, and Urgenda’s counsel submitted a rejoinder.

The State objected to the size of Urgenda’s rejoinder. The Supreme Court sees no reason in this case to set 
the rejoinder aside. The rejoinder does not contain any elements that are new to the debate between the par-
ties, and largely comprises the partial repetition and elaboration of the arguments Urgenda made previously 
in its statement of defence in cassation. In that statement of defence, and prior to the oral and written argu-
ments, Urgenda extensively discussed the complaints in cassation, which the cassation procedural rules do 
not require it to do in a case that originates with a claim.

The written arguments and the State’s memorandum of oral arguments provide a partial response to that 
statement of defence. Given all of this, adequate justice has been done to the parties’ right to be heard and 
the scope of the rejoinder does not cause an imbalance in the debate.

The Opinion of deputy Procurator General F.F. Langemeijer and Advocate General M.H. Wissink is that the 
appeal in cassation must be rejected.

The State’s counsel submitted a written response to that Opinion.

2 Assumptions and facts

(a) Facts

2.1 In this case, according to para. 2 of the Court of Appeal’s judgment, the facts established by the District 
Court’s in paras. 2.1-2.78 of its judgment,1 as well as the facts established by the Court of Appeal in paras. 
3.1-3.26 and 44 of its judgment can be taken as a starting point.2 The parties do not dispute these facts in 
cassation. The Supreme Court will therefore base its judgment on those facts (Article 419(3) DCCP). The most 
relevant of these are the following.

Climate change and its consequences

•	 Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, mankind has consumed energy on a large scale. This 
energy has predominantly been generated by the combustion of fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural 
gas). This releases carbon dioxide. This compound of carbon and oxygen is referred to by its chem-
ical formula: CO2. Part of the CO2 that is released is emitted into the atmosphere, where it remains 
for hundreds of years or more and is partly absorbed by the ecosystems in forests and oceans. This 
absorption capacity is dropping continuously due to deforestation and the warming of the sea water.

•	 CO2 is the most significant greenhouse gas and, in tandem with other greenhouse gases, it retains 
the heat radiated by our planet in the atmosphere. This is called the research itself, but studies and 
assesses, inter alia, the most recent scientific and technological information that becomes available 
around the world. The IPCC is not just a scientific organisation, but an intergovernmental organisation 
as well. It has 195 members, including the Netherlands. Since its inception, the IPCC has published 
five Assessment Reports and accompanying sub- reports about the state of climate science and cli-
matological developments. Particularly relevant to these proceedings are the fourth report from 2007 
and the fifth report from 2013-2014.

•	 Concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are expressed in parts per million (hereinaf-
ter: ppm). The term ‘ppm CO2 equivalent’ is used to express the total concentration of all greenhouse 
gases, in which respect the concentration of all of the other, non-CO2 greenhouse gases is converted 
into CO2 equivalents based on the warming effect.

•	 There is a direct, linear connection between the greenhouse gas emissions caused by humans, 
which are partly caused by the burning of fossil fuels, and the warming of the planet. The planet is 
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already approximately 1.1°C warmer than it was at the start of the industrial revolution. The Court of 
Appeal assumed that the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stood at 401 ppm 
at the time it rendered its judgment. In recent decades, worldwide emissions of CO2 have increased 
by 2% annually.

•	 The rise in the planet’s temperature can be prevented or reduced by ensuring that fewer greenhouse 
gases are emitted into the atmosphere. This is referred to as ‘mitigation’. Measures can also be taken 
to anticipate the effects of climate change, such as raising dikes in low-lying areas. The taking of 
such measures is referred to as ‘adaptation’.

•	 There has long been a consensus in climate science – the science that studies climate and climate 
change – and in the international community that the average temperature on earth may not rise by 
more than 2°C compared to the average temperature in the pre-industrial era. According to climate 
scientists, if the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has not risen above 450 ppm 
by the year 2100, there is a reasonable chance that this objective (hereinafter: “the two-degree tar-
get”) will be achieved. In recent years, new insights have shown that the temperature can only safely 
rise by no more than 1.5°C, which translates into a greenhouse gas concentration level of no more 
than 430 ppm in the year 2100.

•	 When viewed in light of the maximum concentration level of 430 or 450 ppm in the year 2100 and the 
current concentration level of greenhouse gases (401 ppm), it is clear that the world has very little 
leeway left when it comes to the emission of greenhouse gases. The total worldwide leeway that now 
remains for emitting greenhouse gases is referred to as the ‘carbon budget’.

In the meantime, the chance that the warming of the earth can be limited to a maximum temperature increase 
of 1.5oC has become extremely slim.

•	 If the earth warms by substantially more than 2°C compared to the pre-industrial era, this would 
cause, inter alia: flooding as a result of sea level rise; heat stress as a result of more intense and 
longer-lasting heat waves, increases in respiratory ailments associated with deteriorating air quality 
resulting from periods of drought (with severe forest fires), increased spread of infectious diseases, 
severe flooding as a result of torrential rainfall, and disruptions of the production of food and the 
supply of drinking water. Ecosystems, flora and fauna will be eroded and there will be a loss of bio-
diversity. An inadequate climate policy will, in the second half of this century, result in hundreds of 
thousands of victims in Western Europe alone.

•	 It is not just the consequences that become more severe as global warming progresses.

The accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere may cause the climate change process to reach a tipping point, 
which may result in abrupt climate change, for which neither mankind nor nature can properly prepare. The 
risk of reaching such a tipping point increases at a steepening rate upon a rise in temperature of between 
1°C and 2°C.

The IPCC reports

•	 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was created in 1988 under the auspices of 
the United Nations by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environ-
ment Programme (UNEP). The IPCC’s objective is to obtain insight into all aspects of climate change 
through scientific research. The IPCC does not conduct research itself, but studies and assesses, 
inter alia, the most recent scientific and technological information that becomes available around the 
world. The IPCC is not just a scientific organization, but an intergovernmental organization as well. 
It has 195 members, including the Netherlands. Since its inception, the IPCC has published five 
Assessment Reports and accompanying sub- reports about the state of climate science and climato-
logical developments. Particularly relevant to these proceedings are the fourth report from 2007 and 
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the fifth report from 2013-2014.

•	 The Fourth IPCC Assessment Report (hereinafter: AR4) from 2004 indicates that a temperature in-
crease of 2°C above the level of the pre-industrial era entails the risk of a dangerous, irreversible 
change in the climate. After an analysis of various reduction scenarios, this report states that to be 
able to achieve a maximum volume of 450 ppm in the year 2100, the emissions of greenhouse gases 
by the countries listed in Annex I to the UNFCCC (including the Netherlands) must be 25% to 40% 
lower in the year 2020 than they were in the year 1990.

•	 The IPCC published its Fifth Assessment Report in 2013-2014 (hereinafter: AR5).

This report established, inter alia, that the planet is warming as a result of the increase in the concentration 
of CO2 in the atmosphere since the beginning of the industrial revolution, and that this is being caused by 
human activities, in particular by the burning of oil, gas and coal and by deforestation. In AR5, the IPCC 
concluded that if the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stabilises at around 450 ppm in 
the year 2100, the chance that the global temperature increase would remain under 2°C was “likely”, that is, 
higher than 66%. In 87% of the scenarios for achieving this target detailed in AR5, assumptions are made 
regarding ‘negative emissions’: in other words, the extraction of CO2 from the atmosphere.

The UNFCCC and the climate conferences

•	 The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was ratified in 1992.3 The 
purpose of this convention is to promote the stabilisation of the concentration of greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere at a level at which would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference (i.e.: inter-
ference caused by humans) with the climate system. The parties to the UNFCCC are referred to as 
Annex I countries and non- Annex I countries. The Annex I countries are the developed countries, in-
cluding the Netherlands. According to Article 4(2) of the convention, the Annex I countries must take 
the lead, in an international context, in counteracting climate change and its negative consequences. 
They have committed themselves to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. They must periodically 
report on the measures they have taken. The objective is to return the level of emissions to the level 
in 1990.

•	 Article 7 UNFCCC provides for the Conference of the Parties (hereinafter: “COP”). The COP is the 
highest decision-making body within the UNFCCC. Resolutions passed by the COP are generally not 
legally binding. The COP meets annually at climate conferences.

•	 At the climate conference in Kyoto in 1997 (COP-3), the Kyoto Protocol was agreed upon between a 
number of Annex I countries, including the Netherlands. This protocol records the reduction targets 
for the period 2008-2012. According this protocol, the then-Member States of the EU were obliged to 
achieve a reduction target of 8% compared to 1990.

•	 The Bali Action Plan was adopted at the climate conference in Bali in 2007 (COP-13). The Bali Action 
Plan, citing the AR4 referred to in (11), above, acknowledged the need for drastic emissions reduc-
tions. This reference regards, inter alia, the part of AR4 which states that if the Annex I countries wish 
to achieve the 450 ppm scenario by the year 2100, they would have to reduce their emissions of 
greenhouse gases by 2020 by 25-40% compared to 1990.

•	 No agreement could be reached at the climate conference in Copenhagen in 2009 (COP-15) regard-
ing a successor to, or an extension of, the Kyoto Protocol.

•	 At the next climate conference in Cancún in 2010 (COP-16), the parties involved acknowledged in the 
Cancún Agreements the long-term target of maximising the rise in temperature at 2°C compared to 
the average temperature in the pre-industrial era – along with the possibility of a more stringent target 
of a maximum of 1.5°C. In the preamble they refer to the urgency of a major reduction in admissions.
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•	 In Cancún, the parties to the Kyoto Protocol stated that the Annex I countries had to continue to take 
the lead in counteracting climate change and that, given AR4, this “would require Annex I Parties as 
a group to reduce emissions in a range of 25-40 per cent below 1990 levels by 2020”. The parties to 
the Kyoto Protocol have urged the Annex I countries to raise their level of ambition in relation to the 
commitments they already made, with a view to the 25-40% range referred to in AR4. In the ‘Cancun 
Pledges’, the EU countries as a group declared themselves prepared to achieve a 20% reduction by 
2020 compared to 1990, and offered to achieve a 30% reduction on the condition that other countries 
were to undertake the achievement of similar reduction targets.

•	 At the climate conference in Doha in 2012 (COP-18), all Annex I countries were called on to raise 
their reduction targets to at least 25-40% in 2020. An amendment to the Kyoto Protocol was adopted, 
in which the EU committed to a reduction of 20% in 2020 compared to 1990, and offered to reduce 
emissions by 30% if other countries were to undertake the achievement of similar reduction targets. 
This condition was not met. The Doha Amendment did not enter into force.

The Paris Agreement

(21) The Paris Agreement was concluded at the climate conference in Paris in 2015 (COP-21).4 This con-
vention calls on each contracting state to account for its own responsibilities. The convention stipulates that 
global warming must be kept “well below 2°C” as compared to the average pre-indus-trial levels, striving to 
limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C. The parties must prepare ambitious national climate plans and of 
which the level of ambition must increase with each new plan.

The UNEP reports of 2013 and 2017

•	 Since 2010, UNEP (referred to in (10), above) has been reporting annually on the difference between 
the desired emissions level and the reduction targets to which the parties have commit-ted: this is 
referred to as the ‘emissions gap’. In the 2013 annual report, UNEP noted, for the third time running, 
that the contracting states’ commitments were falling short and greenhouse gases emissions were 
increasing rather than decreasing. UNEP also notes that the Annex I countries fail to meet their joint 
emissions targets to achieve a 25-40% reduction in 2020, as laid down in the AR4 referred to above in 
(11). UNEP concludes that it is becoming increasingly improbable that emissions will be low enough 
in 2020 to achieve the 2°C target at the lowest possible cost. Although later reduction actions could 
ultimately lead to the same temperature targets, according to UNEP these would be more difficult, 
costlier and riskier.

UNEP’s 2017 annual report states that, in light of the Paris Agreement, an enhanced pre-2020 mitigation ac-
tion is more urgent than ever. UNEP notes that if the emissions gap that has been observed is not bridged by 
2030, then it will be extremely improbable that the 2°C target can still be achieved. This was why, according 
to UNEP, the targets for 2020 need to be more ambitious.

European climate policy

Article 191 TFEU sets out the EU’s environmental targets. The EU formulated directives to implement its envi-
ronmental policy. The ETS Directive is one of these. ‘ETS’ stands for ‘Emissions Trading System’. This system 
entails that companies in the ETS sector may only emit greenhouse gases in exchange for the surrender of 
emissions rights. These emissions rights may be bought, sold or retained. The total volume of greenhouse 
gases which ETS companies may emit in the period 2013-2020 decreases by 1.74% annually until, in 2020, 
a 21% reduction is achieved compared to the year 2005.

The Council determined that the EU must reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20% in 2020, 40% 
in 2030, and 80%-95% in 2050, measured in each case compared to emissions in 1990. Based on the Effort 
Sharing Decision5, it has been determined within the EU that the reduction target of 20% in 2020 for the 
non-ETS sector means that the Netherlands will have to achieve an emissions reduction of 16% compared to 
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emissions in 2005.

 (26) According to the expectations that existed when the Court of Appeal’s judgment was rendered, the EU 
as a whole would achieve an actual emissions reduction in 2020 of 26-27% compared to 1990.

Dutch climate policy and the results of that policy

(27) Based on a 2007 programme entitled ‘Schoon en zuinig’ [English approximation: ‘Clean and economi-
cal’], the Netherlands was working from the premise of a 30% reduction target in 2020 compared to 1990. In a 
letter of 12 October 2009, the then-Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (Volkshuisvest-
ing, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer - “VROM”) informed the Dutch House of Representatives about the 
Netherlands’ negotiation objective in the context of the climate conference in Copenhagen in 2009 (COP-15). 
This letter stated, inter alia:

“The total of emission reductions proposed by the developed countries so far is insufficient to achieve the 
25%-40% reduction in 2020, which is necessary to stay on a credible track to keep the 2-degree target within 
reach.”

•	 After 2011, the Dutch reduction target was adjusted to the EU-level reduction of 20% in 2020; in other 
words, for the Netherlands (a) a reduction of 16% in the non-ETS sector and 21% in the ETS sector, 
each time in comparison to emissions in 2005, and (b) a reduction of at least 40% in 2030, and 80-
95% in 2050, in each case compared to 1990.

•	 In the Government Agreement from 2017, the government announced that it would strive to achieve 
an emissions reduction of at least 49% in 2030 compared to 1990. According to the Government 
Agreement, the EU reduction target of 40% in 2030 was not sufficient to achieve the two-degree tar-
get, let alone the 1.5°C ambition laid down in the Paris Agreement.

•	 Dutch CO2 emissions per capita of the population are relatively high compared to other industrialised 
countries. In terms of emissions, the Netherlands was ranked 34th out of 208 countries when the 
Court of Appeal rendered its judgment. Of the 33 countries with even higher emissions, only 9 had 
higher per capita emissions, none of which were EU Member States. Of the total volume of Dutch 
greenhouse gas emissions, 85% consists of CO2. Dutch CO2 emissions have barely decreased 
since 1990 and have even risen in recent years (up until the Court of Appeal’s judgment). In the 2008-
2012 period, the Netherlands achieved a 6.4% reduction in CO2-equivalent emissions. The reduction 
is attributable to greenhouse gases other than CO2. In that same period, the fifteen largest EU Mem-
ber States achieved an emissions reduction of 11.8%, and the EU as a whole achieved a reduction of 
19.2%. Moreover, 30-50% of the reduc-tion in the 2008-2012 period was due to the economic crisis. 
Had this crisis not occurred, emis-sions for this period would have been substantially higher (and the 
reduction substantially lower).

When the Court of Appeal rendered its judgment, it was expected that the Netherlands would achieve a re-
duction of 23% in 2020, and taking into account a margin for uncertainty, of 19-27%. The District Court refers 
to a substantially lower expectation in its judgment.

The difference is largely attributable to a new calculation method (which is more consistent with that used 
by the IPCC, but) as a result of which the theoretical reduction percentage is achieved earlier even though 
the situation is actually more serious. The difference can largely be explained by the fact that the emissions 
calculation in the base year of 1990 was retrospectively adjusted upwards.

(b) Urgenda’s claim and the State’s defence

2.2.1 Urgenda (‘Urgent Agenda’) is engaged in developing plans and measures to prevent climate change. 
Urgenda’s legal form is that of a foundation under Dutch law (stichting). Its object according to its Articles is to 
stimulate and accelerate transition processes towards a more sustainable society, starting in the Netherlands.
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Urgenda’s view is that the State is doing too little to prevent dangerous climate change. In these proceed-
ings, to the extent relevant in cassation, it is requesting an order instructing the State to limit the volume of 
greenhouse gas emissions in the Netherlands such that this volume would be reduced by 40% at the end 
of the year 2020, or at least by a minimum of 25%, compared to the volume in the year 1990. It institutes its 
claim pursuant to Article 3:305a DCC, which enables interest organisations to bring class action suits. It is 
pursuing its claim, to the extent relevant in cassation, on behalf of the interests of the current residents of the 
Netherlands (the inhabitants of the Netherlands) who are being threatened with dangerous climate change.

2.2.2 Urgenda has, briefly put, asserted the following grounds for its claims. The greenhouse gas emissions 
from the Netherlands are contributing to a dangerous change in the climate. 

The Netherlands’ share of worldwide emissions is excessive, speaking both absolutely and relatively (per 
capita of the population). This means that Dutch emissions, for which the State as a sovereign power has 
systemic responsibility, are unlawful, since they violate the due care which is part of the State’s duty of care to 
those whose interests Urgenda represents (Article 6:162(2) DCC), as well as Articles 2 and 8 ECHR. Under 
both national and international law, the State is obliged, in order to prevent dangerous climate change, to 
ensure the reduction of the Dutch emissions level. This duty of care entails that, in 2020, the Netherlands must 
achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 25-40% compared to emissions in 1990, in accordance 
with the target referred to in AR4 (see para. 2.1(11), above). A reduction of this magnitude is necessary in 
order to maintain the prospect of achieving the 2°C target. This is also the most cost- effective option. 

2.2.3 The defences asserted by the State include the following. The requirements of neither Article 3:296 
DCC (court order) nor Article 6:162 DCC (unlawful act) have been met. There is no basis in either national or 
international law for a duty that legally requires the State to take measures in order to achieve the reduction 
target as sought. 

The target laid down in AR4 is not a legally binding standard. Articles 2 and 8 ECHR do not imply an obliga-
tion for State to take mitigating or other measures to counter climate change. Granting the reduction order 
being sought would also essentially come down to an impermissible order to create legislation and would 
contravene the political freedom accruing to the government and parliament and, thus, the system of sepa-
ration of powers.

(c) Judgment of the District Court

The District Court ordered the State to limit the combined volume of Dutch annual greenhouse gas emissions, 
or cause them to be limited, so that this will have been reduced by at least 25% at the end of 2020 compared 
to the level of the year 1990. The District Court’s findings on this point included the following.

The legal obligation of the State towards Urgenda cannot be derived from Article 21 of the Dutch Constitution, 
the ‘no harm’ principle, the UNFCCC with associated protocols, Article 191 TFEU, or the ETS Directive and 
Effort Sharing Decision based on Article 191 TFEU. (para. 4.36-4.44 and 4.52)

Urgenda cannot be considered a direct or indirect victim as meant in Article 34 ECHR. Therefore, Urgenda 
cannot directly rely on Articles 2 and 8 ECHR. (para. 4.45)

The State may act unlawfully by violating its duty of care to prevent dangerous climate change. (para. 4.52-
4.53) The criteria laid down in the Kelderluik judgment6 are relevant to interpreting that duty of care, as are 
the provisions, principles and rules previously referred to by the District Court. (paras. 4.54 -4.63)

Given the severity of the impact from climate change and the significant chance that – unless mitigating 
measures are taken – dangerous climate change will occur, the State has a duty of care to take mitigating 
measures. This duty is not diminished by the fact that the Dutch contribution to the present global greenhouse 
gas emissions is currently quite minor. Given that at least the 450 ppm scenario is required to prevent haz-
ardous climate change, the Netherlands should take measures to ensure that this scenario can be achieved. 
(para. 4.64-4.83)
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Postponing the mitigation as advocated by the State – a less stringent reduction between now and 2030 and 
a sharp reduction starting in 2030 – will in fact significantly contribute to the risk of dangerous climate change 
and therefore cannot be deemed a sufficient and acceptable alternative to the scientifically proven and ac-
knowledged higher reduction path of 25-40% in 2020. (para. 4.85)

The State did not argue that a reduction order of 25-40% would result in an undue burden for the Netherlands. 
On the contrary: the State also argues that a higher reduction target is one of the possibilities. If the reduction 
is less than 25-40%, the State is failing to fulfil its duty of care and is therefore acting unlawfully. Imposing an 
obligation of higher than 25% is not allowable due to the State’s discretionary power. (para. 4.86)

The reduction order sought by Urgenda does not constitute an order to the State to take certain legislative 
or policy-making measures. If the claim is allowed, the State will retain full discretion, which is pre-eminently 
vested in it, to determine how to comply with that order. (para. 4.101)

In a general sense, the aspects that relate to the trias politica do not preclude allowing the order being 
sought. The restraint which the court should exercise does not result in a further limitation than that ensuing 
from the State’s aforementioned discretionary power. (para. 4.102)

(d) Judgment of the Court of Appeal

The Court of Appeal confirmed the District Court’s judgment. In so doing, the Court of Appeal held as follows.

Urgenda’s standing

Dutch law determines who is permitted access to the Dutch courts, including, in the case of Urgenda in 
these proceedings, Article 3:305a DCC, which provides for class actions brought by interest groups. Since 
individuals who fall under the State’s jurisdiction may rely on Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, which have direct effect 
in the Netherlands, Urgenda may also do so on behalf of these individuals, pursuant to Article 3:305a DCC. 
(para. 36)

The parties do not dispute that Urgenda has standing to pursue its claim to the extent it is acting on behalf 
of the current generation of Dutch nationals against the emission of greenhouse gases in Dutch territory. It 
is entirely plausible that the current generation of Dutch nationals, in particular but not limited to the younger 
individuals in this group, will have to deal with the adverse effects of climate change in their lifetime if global 
emissions of greenhouse gases are not adequately reduced. (para. 37) Their interests lend themselves to 
consolidation as is required for instituting a claim pursuant to Article 3:305a DCC. (para. 38)

Articles 2 and 8 ECHR

The State has a positive obligation pursuant to Article 2 ECHR to protect the lives of citizens within its juris-
diction, while Article 8 ECHR obliges the State to protect their right to their home life and private life. This 
obligation applies to all activities, public and non-public, which could jeopardize the rights protected in 
these articles, and certainly in the face of industrial activities which by their very nature are dangerous. If the 
government knows that there is a real and imminent threat, the State must take precautionary measures to 
prevent infringement as far as possible. (Para. 39-43)

Genuine threat of dangerous climate change

The established facts and circumstances imply that there is a real threat of dangerous climate change, result-
ing in the serious risk that the current generation of Dutch inhabitants will be confronted with losing their lives 
or having their family lives disrupted. Articles 2 and 8 ECHR imply that the State has a duty to protect against 
this genuine threat. (Para. 44-45)

Is the State acting unlawfully by not reducing by at least 25% by the end of 2020?

The end goal is clear and is not disputed between the parties. By the year 2100, global greenhouse gas emis-
sions must have ceased entirely. Nor do the parties hold differing opinions as to the required interim target 
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of 80-95% reduction relative to 1990 by 2050, and Urgenda endorses the reduction target of 49% relative to 
1990 by 2030, as established by the government. The dispute between the parties specifically concerns the 
question of whether the State can be required to achieve a reduction of at least 25% relative to 1990 by the 
end of 2020. (para. 46)

A significant effort will have to be made between now and 2030 to reach the 49% target in 2030; more efforts 
than the limited efforts the Netherlands has undertaken so far. It has also been established that it would be 
advisable to start the reduction efforts at as early a stage as possible to limit the total emissions in this period. 
Delaying the reduction will lead to greater risks for the climate. A delay would, after all, allow greenhouse gas 
emissions to continue in the meantime; greenhouse gases which would linger in the atmosphere for a very 
long time and further contribute to global warming. An even distribution of reduction efforts over the period 
up to 2030 would mean that the State should achieve a substantially higher reduction in 2020 than 20%. An 
even distribution is also the starting point of the State for its reduction target of 49% by 2030, which has been 
derived in a linear fashion from the 95% target for 2050. If extrapolated to the present, this would result in a 
28% reduction by 2020, as confirmed by the State in answering the Court of Appeal’s questions.” (para. 47)

In AR4, the IPCC concluded that a concentration level not exceeding 450 ppm in 2100 is permissible to keep 
the two-degree target within reach. Following an analysis of the various reduction scenarios, the IPCC con-
cluded that in order to reach this concentration level, the total greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 of Annex 
I countries, of which the Netherlands is one, must be 25-40% lower than 1990 levels. In AR5, the IPCC also 
assumed that a concentration level of 450 ppm may not be exceeded in order to achieve the two-degree 
target. (para. 48)

It is highly uncertain whether it will be possible – as AR5 assumes – to use certain technologies to extract CO2 
from the atmosphere. Given the current state of affairs, climate scenarios based on such technologies bear 
little resemblance to reality. AR5 might thus have painted too rosy a picture, and it cannot be assumed out-
right, as the State does, that the ‘multiple mitigation pathways’ listed by the IPCC in AR5 could, as a practical 
matter, lead to the achievement of the two-degree target.

Furthermore, it is plausible that no reduction percentages as of 2020 were included in AR5, because, in 2014, 
the IPCC’s focus was on targets for 2030.

Therefore, the AR5 report does not give cause to assume that the reduction scenario laid down in AR4 has 
been superseded and that a reduction of less than 25-40% by 2020 would now be sufficient to achieve the 
two-degree target. In order to assess whether the State has met its duty of care, the Court of Appeal will take 
as a starting point that an emission reduction of 25-40% in 2020 is required to achieve the two-degree target. 
(para. 49)

The 450 ppm scenario and the related necessity to reduce CO2 emissions by 25-40% by 2020 are absolutely 
not overly pessimistic starting points to use as a basis for determining the State’s duty of care. It is not certain 
whether the two-degree target can be achieved with this scenario.

Furthermore, climate science has now acknowledged that a temperature rise of 1.5oC is much more likely to 
be safe than a rise of 2oC. (para. 50)

The IPCC report which states that a reduction of 25-45% by the end of 2020 is needed to achieve the two-de-
gree target (AR4) dates all the way back to 2007. Since that time, virtually all COPs (in Bali, Cancún, Durban, 
Doha and Warsaw) have referred to this 25-40% standard and Annex I countries have been urged to align 
their reduction targets accordingly. This may not have established a legal standard with a direct effect, but it 
does confirm the fact that a reduction of at least 25-40% in CO2 emissions is needed to prevent dangerous 
climate change. (para. 51)

Until 2011, the Netherlands assumed its own reduction target to be 30% in 2020. A letter dated 12 October 
2009 from the Minister of VROM shows that the State itself was convinced that a scenario with a reduction 
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of less than 25%-40% in 2020 would lack credibility to keep the two-degree target within reach. The Dutch 
reduction target for 2020 was subsequently adjusted downwards. But a substantiation based on climate sci-
ence was never given, while it is an established fact that postponing reductions in the meantime will cause 
continued emissions of CO2, which in turn will con-tribute to further global warming. More specifically, the 
State failed to give reasons why a reduction of only 20% by 2020 (at the EU level) should currently be regard-
ed as credible, for instance by presenting a scenario which proves how – in concert with the efforts of other 
countries – the currently proposed postponed reduction could still lead to achieving the two-degree target. 
The EU itself also deemed a reduction of 30% for 2030 necessary to prevent dangerous climate change. 
(para. 52)

The State’s Defences

The State asserts that a ‘waterbed effect’ would result if the Netherlands takes measures to reduce green-
house gas emissions that fall within the scope of the ETS. Specifically, those measures would create leeway 
for other EU countries to emit more greenhouse gases. Therefore, according to the State, national measures 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within the framework of the ETS are pointless. This argument does 
not hold. Just like the Netherlands, other EU countries bear their own responsibility for reducing CO2 emis-
sions as much as possible. It cannot automatically be assumed that the other Member States will take less 
far-reaching measures than the Netherlands.

On the contrary, compared to Member States such as Germany, the United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden and 
France, Dutch reduction efforts are lagging far behind. (paras. 55 and 56)

The State also pointed out the risk of ‘carbon leakage’, which the State understands to be the risk that com-
panies will move their production to other countries with less strict greenhouse gas reduction obligations. The 
State has failed to substantiate that this risk will actually occur if the Netherlands were to increase its efforts 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions before the end of 2020. (para. 57)

The State has also argued that adaptation and mitigation are complementary strategies to limit the risks of 
climate change and that Urgenda has failed to appreciate the adaptation measures that the State has taken 
or will take. This argument also fails. Although it is true that the consequences of climate change can be cush-
ioned by adaptation, it has not been made clear or plausible that the potentially disastrous consequences of 
excessive global warming can be adequately prevented with adaptation. So while it is certainly logical for the 
State also to take adaptation measures, this does not diminish its obligation to reduce CO2 emissions quicker 
than it has planned. (para. 59)

The State has furthermore argued that the emission reduction percentage of 25-40% in 2020 is intended for 
the Annex I countries as a whole, and that this percentage can therefore not be taken as a starting point for 
the emission reduction an individual Annex I country, such as the Netherlands, should achieve. The State has 
failed to provide substantiation for why a lower emission reduction percentage should apply to the Nether-
lands than to the Annex I countries as a whole.

That is not obvious, considering a distribution in proportion to the per capita GDP, which inter alia has been 
taken as a starting point in the EU’s Effort Sharing Decision for distributing the EU emission reductions among 
the Member States. It can be assumed that the Netherlands has one of the highest per capita GDPs of the 
Annex I countries and the per capita GDP in any case is far above the average of those countries. That is also 
evident from Appendix II of the Effort Sharing Decision, in which the Netherlands is allocated a reduction per-
centage (16% relative to 2005) that is among the highest of the EU Member States. It is therefore reasonable 
to assume that what applies to the Annex I countries as a whole should at least also apply to the Netherlands. 
(para. 60)

The State has also asserted that Dutch greenhouse gas emissions, in absolute terms and compared with 
global emissions, are minimal, that the State cannot solve the problem on its own, that the worldwide commu-
nity must cooperate. These arguments are not such that they warrant the absence of more ambitious, genuine 
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action. The Court of Appeal, too, acknowledges that this is a global prob-lem and that the State cannot solve 
this problem on its own. However, this does not release the State from its obligation to take measures in/on 
its territory, within its capabilities, which in concert with the efforts of other states provide protection from the 
hazards of dangerous climate change. (paras. 61 and 62)

The fact that full scientific certainty regarding the efficacy of the ordered reduction scenario is lacking does 
not mean, given the due observance of the precautionary principle, that the State is entitled to refrain from 
taking measures. The high degree of plausibility of that efficacy is sufficient. (para. 63)

The existence of a real risk of the danger for which measures have to be taken is sufficient to issue an order. 
It has been established that this is the case. Moreover, if the opinion of the State were to be followed, an ef-
fective legal remedy for a global problem as complex as this one would be lacking. After all, each state held 
accountable would then be able to argue that it does not have to take measures if other states do not do so 
either. That is a consequence that cannot be accepted, also because Urgenda does not have the option to 
summon all eligible states to appear in a Dutch court. (para. 64)

Regarding the plea of a lack of the required relativity as meant in Article 6:163 DCC, the Court of Appeal 
notes at the outset that these proceedings constitute an action for an order and not an action for damages. 
The standards that have been violated (Articles 2 and 8 ECHR) do seek to protect Urgenda (or those it rep-
resents). (para. 65)

The State argues that the system of the separation of powers should not be interfered with because it is not 
the courts, but the democratically legitimised government, that is the appropriate body to make the attendant 
policy choices. This argument is rejected in this case, also because the State violates human rights, which 
calls for the provision of measures, while at the same time the order to reduce emissions gives the State suf-
ficient room to decide how it can comply with the order. (para. 67)

The District Court correctly held that Urgenda’s claim is not intended to create legislation, either by parliament 
or by lower government bodies, and that the State retains complete freedom to determine how it will comply 
with the order. The order also will in no way prescribe the substance which this legislation must have. For this 
reason alone, the order is not an ‘order to enact legislation’. Moreover, the State has failed to substantiate 
why compliance with the order can only be achieved through creating legislation by parliament or by lower 
government bodies. (para. 68)

Conclusion of the Court of Appeal

The foregoing implies that, up to now, the State has done too little to prevent dangerous climate change and is 
doing too little to catch up, at least in the short term (up to the end of 2020). Targets for 2030 and beyond do 
not diminish the fact that a dangerous situation is imminent which requires intervention right now. In addition 
to the risks in that context, the social costs also come into play.

The later reduction actions are taken, the sooner the available carbon budget will be depleted, which in turn 
would require considerably more ambitious measures to be taken at a later stage, as is acknowledged by the 
State, to ultimately achieve the desired level of 95% reduction by 2050. (para. 71)

The State cannot hide behind the reduction target of 20% by 2020 at EU level. First of all, also the EU deems 
a greater reduction in 2020 necessary from a climate science perspective. In addition, the EU as a whole is 
expected to achieve a reduction of 26-27% in 2020; much higher than the agreed 20%. Also taken into con-
sideration is the fact that, in the past, the Netherlands, as an Annex I country, acknowledged the severity of 
the climate situation time and again and, mainly based on climate scientific arguments, for years premised its 
policy on a reduction of 25-40% by 2020, with a concrete policy target of 30% by then.

After 2011, this policy objective was adjusted downwards to 20% by 2020 at EU level, without any scientific 
substantiation and despite the fact that more and more was becoming known about the serious consequenc-
es of greenhouse gas emissions for global warming. (para. 72)
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Based on this, the Court of Appeal held that the State was failing to fulfil its duty of care pursuant to Articles 
2 and 8 ECHR by not wanting to reduce emissions by at least 25% by the end of 2020.

A reduction of 25% should be considered a minimum, in connection with which recent insights about an even 
more ambitious reduction in connection with the 1.5°C target have not even been taken into consideration. 
There is a genuine chance that the reduction by 2020 will prove to be (substantially) lower than 25%. Such a 
margin of uncertainty is unacceptable. Since there also are clear indications that the current measures will be 
insufficient to prevent dangerous climate change, even leaving aside the question of whether the current poli-
cy will actually be implemented, measures have to be chosen, also in view of the precautionary principle, that 
are safe, or at least as safe as possible. The very serious dangers, not contested by the State, associated with 
a temperature rise of 2°C or 1.5°C – let alone higher – also preclude such a margin of uncertainty. (para. 73)

3. The State’s complaints in cassation; the manner of addressing those complaints 

3.1 The State has put forward nine grounds for cassation, each of which contains multiple com-plaints in 
cassation. Briefly put, the complaints assert the following. 

3.2 Grounds for cassation 1 and 2 are aimed at the Court of Appeal’s interpretation of Articles 2 and 8 ECHR. 
According to the State, there are various reasons why no protection can be derived from these provisions in 
this case, or at any rate the Court of Appeal failed to provide adequate grounds for its holding that such pro-
tection can indeed be derived. According to ground for cassation 1, the Court of Appeal also failed to recog-
nise that the ECtHR leaves the national states a margin of appreciation in the application of these provisions. 

3.3 Ground for cassation 3 asserts that the rights under Articles 2 and 8 ECHR do not lend themselves to be-
ing combined as is required in order to be able to institute a claim pursuant to Article 3:305a DCC. The Court 
of Appeal should therefore have dismissed Urgenda’s claim for lack of standing to the extent it was based 
on Articles 2 and 8 ECHR. According to this ground for cassation, those provisions only guarantee individual 
rights and do not protect society as a whole. 

3.4 Grounds for cassation 4-8 assert the following. The State is not legally bound to a reduction target of 25% 
in 2020. The State did not agree to this reduction target, nor is it an internationally accepted standard. The 
State is, however, bound in both an international and European context to a target of 20% in 2020 by the EU 
as a whole. The EU will easily surpass this percentage (specifically, by a reduction of between 26% and 27%). 

The reduction target of 25% in 2020 is, moreover, not actually necessary to meeting the two-de-gree target. 
That necessity is not implied by the IPCC reports. The recommended extra reduction for the Netherlands in 
2020 will have no measurable effect on the global rise in temperature. 

Furthermore, the reduction target of 25% in 2020 was once proposed as an overall target for a group of 
wealthy countries as a whole (the Annex I countries, of which the Netherlands is one) and not as a target for 
an individual country like the Netherlands. The Netherlands cannot solve the global climate problem on its 
own. 

In addition, the 25% reduction target in 2020 has been superseded by AR5, as well as the distinction between 
Annex I countries and other countries.

The Court of Appeal either failed to recognize this or neglected to take it into proper account. Moreover, the 
Court of Appeal failed to appreciate that it is up to the State to determine which reduction pathway it follows. 
The Court of Appeal wrongfully impinged on the discretionary leeway to which the State is entitled.

3.5 In conclusion, ground for cassation 9 raises two issues. First, the State complains that the District Court 
order that was confirmed by the Court of Appeal was tantamount to an order to create legislation, which is 
impermissible under Supreme Court case law. This ground for cassation also asserts that the Court of Appeal 
failed to recognize that it is not for the courts to make the political considerations necessary for a decision on 
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. 
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3.6 The substance of the aforementioned ground raises various issues. Those issues will be dealt with below, 
as follows. First, by way of an introduction, the danger and consequences of climate change established by 
the Court of Appeal will be discussed in more detail (see 4.1-4.8). 

Subsequently, an answer is provided to the question of whether, as the Court of Appeal held, Articles 2 and 8 
ECHR oblige the State to take measures to counter that threat (see 5.1-5.8). Next is discussed which specific 
obligations on the part of the State that this may imply (see 6.1-6.6). Afterwards, it is discussed whether the 
State is bound by the 25-40% target stated in AR4, as the Court of Appeal found (see 7.1-7.5.3). Finally, the 
permissibility of the District Court order confirmed by the Court of Appeal will be discussed (see 8.1-8.35). 

4. Assumptions regarding the danger and consequences of climate change. 

4.1 Given the widely accepted, on climate science derived insights established by the Court of Appeal which 
the parties do not dispute, the findings of fact regarding the danger and consequences of climate change 
are, briefly and in essence, the following. 

4.2 The emission of greenhouse gases, which are the partial result of burning of fossil fuels and the resultant 
release of the greenhouse gas CO2, is leading to an ever-higher concentration of those gases in the atmo-
sphere. This is warming the planet, which is resulting in a variety of hazardous consequences. This may result 
in local areas of extreme heat, extreme drought, extreme precipitation, or other extreme weather. It is also 
causing both glacial ice and the ice in and near the Polar Regions to melt, which is raising the sea level. Some 
of these consequences are already happening right now. That warming may also result in tipping points, as 
a result of which the climate on earth or in particular regions of earth changes abruptly and comprehensively. 
This will result in, among other things, the significant erosion of ecosystems which will, example, jeopardize 
the food supply, result in the loss of territory and habitable areas, endanger health, and cost human lives. 

4.3 Climate science long ago reached a high degree of consensus that the warming of the earth must be lim-
ited to no more than 2°C and that this means that the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 
must remain limited to a maximum of 450 ppm. Climate science has since arrived at the insight that a safe 
warming of the earth must not exceed 1.5°C and that this means that the concentration of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere must remain limited to a maximum of 430 ppm. Exceeding these concentrations would 
involve a serious degree of danger that the consequences referred to in 4.2 will materialize on a large scale. 
Below, for brevity’s sake, the materialization of this danger will be referred to below as ‘dangerous climate 
change’, as it was in the Court of Appeal’s judgment. 

4.4 If the emission of greenhouse gases is not sufficiently reduced, the possibility that dangerous climate 
change will materialize in the foreseeable future cannot be excluded. According to the AR5 “Synthesis Re-
port” AR5, which the IPCC published in 2014 as part of the AR5 report referred to above in para. 2.1(12), there 
is a danger that the tipping points referred to above in para. 4.2 will occur at a steepening rate once there is 
a warming between 1°C and 2°C. 

4.5 As is clear from the facts stated above in para. 2.1 in (13) et seq., this has been recognized at international 
level. The UNFCCC, which was concluded in 1992, states that its objective is to reduce the emission of green-
house gases. Since then, annual climate conferences have been held by the COP, the highest body under 
that convention, which comprises representatives of the contracting states. At each of those conferences, the 
point is emphasized that reducing greenhouse gas emissions is urgent and the contracting states are called 
on to make that reduction a reality. At several conferences, specific agreements have also been made about 
that reduction. The insight referred to above in para. 4.3 – that the warming of the earth must remain limited 
to a maximum of 2°C and that the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere must be limited to a 
maximum of 450 ppm in order to prevent dangerous climate change – has been endorsed by the IPCC and 
the COP. The insight that a safe warming is limited to a maximum of 1.5°C, and that this means that the con-
centration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere must be limited to a maximum of 430 ppm, was included 
in the Paris Agreement of 2015, which was based on the UNFCCC and which was signed by more than 190 
countries, including the Netherlands. 
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4.6 The need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is becoming ever more urgent. Every emission of green-
house gases leads to an increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and thus 
contributes to reaching the critical limits of 450 ppm and 430 ppm. In any case, the limited remaining carbon 
budget (see above in para. 2.1(7)) means that each postponement of a reduction in greenhouse gas emis-
sions will require a future reduction to be more stringent in order to stay within the confines of the remaining 
carbon budget.

In its annual reports, the UNEP reports on the emissions gap, which is the difference between emissions 
based on the emissions-reduction target which countries reported to the UN – in which respect the assump-
tion is that these targets have been achieved – and the desired emissions (see above in para. 2.1(22)). The 
2017 UNEP report states that, in light of the Paris Agreement, the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is 
more urgent than ever. The UNEP also remarks that if the emissions gap is not bridged by 2030, achieving 
the target of a maximum warming of 2°C is extremely unlikely.

4.7 Based on the aforementioned facts, the Court of Appeal concluded, quite understandably, in para. 45 that 
there was “a real threat of dangerous climate change, resulting in the serious risk that the current generation 
of citizens will be confronted with loss of life and/or a disruption of family life”. The Court of Appeal also held, 
in para. 37, that it was “clearly plausible that the current generation of Dutch nationals, in particular but not 
limited to the younger individuals in this group, will have to deal with the adverse effects of climate change in 
their lifetime if global emissions of greenhouse gases are not adequately reduced.” 

4.8 The Netherlands is a party to the UNFCCC and to the Paris Agreement, and the State acknowledges the 
facts stated above. The State does not challenge the Court of Appeal’s conclusion, as referred to above in 
para. 4.7, and acknowledges the urgent need to take measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The 
State also does not dispute that it is required to contribute to that emissions reduction. What the State does 
challenge is that Articles 2 and 8 ECHR oblige it to take these measures, as the Court of Appeal held, and 
that it is obliged based on those provisions to ensure that the volume of greenhouse gases being emitted at 
the end of 2020 is 25% less than it was in 1990. 

5 Do Articles 2 and 8 ECHR oblige the State to take measures?

5.1 According to the State, Articles 2 and 8 ECHR do not oblige it to offer protection from the genuine threat of 
dangerous climate change. The State asserts that this danger is not specific enough to fall within the scope 
of protection afforded by Articles 1, 2 and 8 ECHR. To that end, the State asserts that the threat is global in 
nature; in other words, that it is global in both cause and scope, and that it relates to the environment, which 
the State argues is not protected as such by the ECHR.

(a) The meaning of Articles 1, 2 and 8 ECHR; positive treaty obligations

Article 1 ECHR provides that the contracting parties must secure to everyone within their jurisdiction the rights 
and freedoms defined in Section I of the ECHR. In other words, ECHR protection is afforded to the persons 
who fall within the states’ jurisdiction. In the Netherlands this regards, primarily and to the extent relevant in 
this case, the residents of the Netherlands. 

Article 2 ECHR protects the right to life. According to established ECtHR case law, this provision also en-
compasses a contracting state’s positive obligation to take appropriate steps to safeguard the lives of those 
within its jurisdiction.7 According to that case law, this obligation applies, inter alia, if the situation in question 
entails hazardous industrial activities, regardless of whether these are conducted by the government itself or 
by others, and also in situations involving natural disasters. The ECtHR has on multiple occasions found that 
Article 2 ECHR was violated with regard to a state’s acts or omissions in relation to a natural or environmental 
disaster.8 It is obliged to take appropriate steps if there is a real and immediate risk to persons and the state 
in question is aware of that risk. In this context, the term ‘real and immediate risk’ must be understood to refer 
to a risk that is both genuine and imminent. The term ‘immediate’ does not refer to imminence in the sense 
that the risk must materialize within a short period of time, but rather that the risk in question is directly threat-
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ening the persons involved. The protection of Article 2 ECHR also regards risks that may only materialize in 
the longer term. 9

Article 8 ECHR protects the right to respect for private and family life. This provision also relates to environ-
mental issues. The ECHR may not entail a right to protection of the living environment, but according to estab-
lished ECtHR case law, protection may be derived from Article 8 ECHR in cases in which the materialization of 
environmental hazards may have direct consequences for a person’s private lives and are sufficiently serious, 
even if that person’s health is not in jeopardy. According to that case law, when it comes to environmental 
issues, Article 8 ECHR encompasses the positive obligation to take reasonable and appropriate measures to 
protect individuals against possible serious damage to their environment. The ECtHR has found that Article 8 
ECHR was violated in various cases involving environmental harm.10 The obligation to take measures exists 
if there is a risk that serious environmental contamination may affect individuals’ well-being and prevent them 
from enjoying their homes in such a way as to affect their private and family life adversely. 

That risk need not exist in the short term.

According to the ECtHR, when it comes to activities that are hazardous to the environment, the positive ob-
ligation implied by Article 8 ECHR largely overlaps with the obligation implied by Article 2 ECHR. The case 
law regarding the former obligation therefore applies to the latter obligation.12 In the case of environmentally 
hazardous activities, the state is expected to take the same measures pursuant to Article 8 ECHR that it would 
have to take pursuant to Article 2 ECHR.13 Therefore, the obligations pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR will 
be referred to collectively below. 

The protection afforded by Articles 2 and 8 ECHR is not limited to specific persons, but to society or the 
population as a whole. The latter is for instance the case with environmental hazards.15 In the case of envi-
ronmental hazards that endanger an entire region, Articles 2 and 8 ECHR offer protection to the residents of 
that region. 

The obligation to take appropriate steps pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR also encompasses the duty of the 
state to take preventive measures to counter the danger, even if the materialisation of that danger is uncertain. 
This is consistent with the precautionary principle. If it is clear that the real and immediate risk referred to 
above in paras. 5.2.2 And 5.2.3 exists, states are obliged to take appropriates steps without having a margin 
of appreciation. The states do have discretion in choosing the steps to be taken, although these must actually 
be reasonable and suitable. 

The obligation pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR to take appropriate steps to counter an imminent threat may 
encompass both mitigation measures (measures to prevent the threat from materializing) or adaptation mea-
sures (measures to lessen or soften the impact of that materialization). According to ECtHR case law, which 
measures are suitable in a given case depends on the circumstances of that case.19

The court may determine whether the measures taken by a state are reasonable and suitable. The policy 
a state implements when taking measures must be consistent and the state must take measures in good 
time. A state must take due diligence into account in its policy. The court can deter-mine whether the policy 
implemented satisfies these requirements. In many instances found in ECtHR case law, a state’s policy has 
been found to be inadequate, or a state has failed to provide sufficient substantiation that its policy is not 
inadequate.

21 In its judgment in Jugheli et al./Georgia22, for example, the ECtHR held as follows:

“76. The Court reiterates that it is not its task to determine what exactly should have been done in the 
present situation to reduce the impact of the plant’s activities upon the applicants in a more efficient 
way. However, it is within the Court’s jurisdiction to assess whether the Government approached the 
problem with due diligence and gave consideration to all the competing interests. In this respect the 
Court reiterates that the onus is on the State to justify, using detailed and rigorous data, a situation in 
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which certain individuals bear a heavy burden on behalf of the rest of the community (see Fadeyeva, 
cited above, § 128). Looking at the present case from this perspective, the Court notes that the Gov-
ernment did not present to the Court any relevant environmental studies or documents informative of 
their policy towards the plant and the air pollution emanating therefrom that had been affecting the 
applicants during the period concerned.”

5.3.4 Articles 2 and 8 ECHR must not result in an impossible or under the given circumstances disproportion-
ate burden being imposed on a state.23 If a state has taken reasonable and suitable measures, the mere fact 
that those measures were unable to deter the hazard does not mean that the state failed to meet the obliga-
tion that had been imposed on it. The obligations ensuing from Articles 2 and 8 ECHR regard measures to be 
taken by a state, not the achievement, or guarantee of the achievement, of the envisaged result.24

(b) Interpretation standards for the ECHR; ‘common ground’

According to established ECtHR case law, the provisions of the ECHR must be interpreted and applied so 
as to make its safeguards practical and effective. According to the ECtHR, this ‘effectiveness principle’ en-
sues from “the object and purpose of the Convention as an instrument for the protection of individual human 
beings”.25 This also regards the application of Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 
which stipulates that a treaty must be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be 
given to the terms of the treaty in the light of its object and purpose. 

According to ECtHR case law, an interpretation of the ECHR must also take into account the relevant rules of 
international law referred to in Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. For example, 
in its judgment in Nada/Switzerland, the ECtHR held as follows:

“169. Moreover, the Court reiterates that the Convention cannot be interpreted in a vacuum but must 
be interpreted in harmony with the general principles of international law. Account should be taken, 
as indicated in Article 31 § 3 (c) of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, of “any relevant 
rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties”, and in particular the rules 
concerning the international protection of human rights (...).”

Furthermore, in accordance with Article 31(3), opening words and paragraph (b), of the Vienna Convention 
on the Law of Treaties, an interpretation of treaty provisions must take the Member States’ application practice 
into account.

The ECtHR’s holding in the Demir and Baykara/Turkey28 judgment was consistent with the foregoing:

“85. The Court, in defining the meaning of terms and notions in the text of the Convention, can and 
must take into account elements of international law other than the Convention, the interpretation of 
such elements by competent organs, and the practice of European States reflecting their common 
values. The consensus emerging from specialised international instruments and from the practice of 
contracting States may constitute a relevant consideration for the Court when it interprets the provi-
sions of the Convention in specific cases.

86. In this context, it is not necessary for the respondent State to have ratified the entire collection of 
instruments that are applicable in respect of the precise subject matter of the case concerned. It will 
be sufficient for the Court that the relevant international instruments denote a continuous evolution in 
the norms and principles applied in international law or in the domestic law of the majority of member 
States of the Council of Europe and show, in a precise area, that there is common ground in modern 
societies (...).”

In this context, is spoken of the common-ground method of interpreting the ECHR, in accordance with the last 
section of the findings cited above.

5.4.3 According to ECtHR case law, an interpretation and application of the ECHR must also take scientific 
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insights and generally accepted standards into account.

Article 13 ECHR is also relevant to the interpretation of Articles 2 and 8 ECHR; Article 13 provides that if 
the rights and freedoms under the ECHR are violated, there exists the right to an effective remedy before a 
national authority. According to ECtHR case law, this provision guarantees the existence of a remedy at na-
tional level to compel the observance of these rights and freedoms. In cases involving an arguable complaint 
regarding the violation of those rights and freedoms, national law must therefore offer a remedy that leads to 
obtaining appropriate relief. The scope of this obligation depends on the nature of the violation. The remedy 
must be both practically and legally effective.30 

A remedy is considered effective as meant in Article 13 ECHR if it will prevent or end the violation or if the 
remedy offers adequate redress for a violation that has already occurred. In the case of more serious viola-
tions, the available remedies must provide for both: the prevention or end of the violation as well as redress.31 
National states are thus required to provide remedies that can effectively prevent more serious violations. 

The remedy must ensure that a national court determines whether the rights and freedoms ensuing from 
the ECHR have been violated and that this court does so in accordance with the rules of the ECHR and the 
interpretation of those rules by the ECtHR.32 In short: the remedy must offer effective legal protection from 
possible violations of the rights and freedoms ensuing from the ECHR. 

 (d) Do Articles 2 and 8 ECHR apply to the global problem of the danger of climate change?

Pursuant to Articles 93 and 94 of the Dutch Constitution, Dutch courts must apply every provision of the ECHR 
that is binding on all persons. Because the ECHR also subjects the Netherlands to the jurisdiction of the 
ECtHR (Article 32 ECHR), Dutch courts must interpret those provisions as the ECtHR has, or interpret them 
premised on the same interpretation standards used by the ECtHR.33 This means that the findings above in 
paras. 5.2.1-5.5.3 must also be used as a premise by the Dutch courts. 

Pursuant to the findings above in paras. 5.2.1-5.3.4, no other conclusion can be drawn but that the State is 
required pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR to take measures to counter the genuine threat of dangerous cli-
mate change if this were merely a national problem. Given the findings above in paras. 4.2- 4.7, after all, this 
constitutes a ‘real and immediate risk’ as referred to above in para. 5.2.2 and it entails the risk that the lives 
and welfare of Dutch residents could be seriously jeopardized. The same applies to, inter alia, the possible 
sharp rise in the sea level, which could render part of the Netherlands uninhabitable. The fact that this risk will 
only be able to materialize a few decades from now and that it will not impact specific persons or a specific 
group of persons but large parts of the population does not mean – contrary to the State’s assertions – that 
Articles 2 and 8 ECHR offer no protection from this threat (see above in para. 5.3.1 and the conclusion of 
paras. 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). This is consistent with the precautionary principle (see para. 5.3.2, above). The mere 
existence of a sufficiently genuine possibility that this risk will materialize means that suitable measures must 
be taken. 

As the State has asserted, the ECtHR has not yet issued any judgments regarding climate change or decided 
any cases that bear the hallmarks that are particular to issues of climate change. Those hallmarks are, briefly 
put, the dangers presented by a globally occurring activity – the emission of greenhouse gases all over the 
world, and not just from Dutch territory – whose consequences will have a worldwide impact, including in 
the Netherlands. The question is whether the global nature of the emissions and the consequences thereof 
entail that no protection can be derived from Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, such that those provisions impose no 
obligation on the State in this case. 

The Supreme Court considers the answer to this question to be sufficiently clear. It will therefore give the an-
swer to this question itself and will not submit it to the ECtHR for an advisory opinion, as is possible but not 
compulsory under Protocol no. 16 to the ECHR, which entered into effect on 1 June 2019. In addition, both 
parties have asked the Supreme Court to hand down its judgment before the end of 2019, in view of the time 
to which the District Court’s order, upheld by the Court of Appeal, relates, which is the end of 2020.
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(e) Joint responsibility of the states and partial responsibility of individual states

The answer to the question referred to in 5.6.3 above is in the opinion of the Supreme Court, that, under Arti-
cles 2 and 8 ECHR, the Netherlands is obliged to do ‘its part’ in order to prevent dangerous climate change, 
even if it is a global problem. This is based on the following grounds.

The UNFCCC is based on the idea that climate change is a global problem that needs to be solved globally. 
Where emissions of greenhouse gases take place from the territories of all countries and all countries are af-
fected, measures will have to be taken by all countries. Therefore, all countries will have to do the necessary. 
The preamble to this convention states, among other things, the following in this context:

“Acknowledging that the global nature of climate change calls for the widest possible cooperation 
by all countries and their participation in an effective and appropriate international response, in ac-
cordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities and their 
social and economic conditions, (...).

Recalling also that States have (...) the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction 
or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction.”

The objective of the UNFCCC is to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that 
would prevent dangerous human induced interference with the climate system (Article 2). Article 3 contains 
various principles to achieve this objective. For instance, Article 3(1) provides that the parties “should protect 
the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations of humankind, on the basis of equity and 
in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities”. Article 3(3) 
provides that the parties “should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes 
of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects”. And Article 4 provides, put succinctly, that all parties will 
take measures and develop policy in this area.

It follows from these provisions that each state has an obligation to take the necessary measures in accor-
dance with its specific responsibilities and possibilities.

At the annual climate change conferences held on the basis of the UNFCCC since 1992, the provisions men-
tioned above in 5.7.3 have been further developed in various COP decisions. In each case these are based 
first and foremost on an acknowledgement of the above understanding: all countries will have to do the nec-
essary. Articles 3 et seq. of the 2015 Paris Agreement reiterates this in so many words. 

This understanding corresponds to what is commonly referred to as the ‘no harm principle’, a generally ac-
cepted principle of international law which entails that countries must not cause each other harm. This is also 
referred to in the preamble to the UNFCCC (in the section cited in 5.7.2 above). Countries can be called to 
account for the duty arising from this principle. 

Applied to greenhouse gas emissions, this means that they can be called upon to make their contribution to 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This approach justifies partial responsibility: each country is responsi-
ble for its part and can therefore be called to account in that respect. 

This partial responsibility is in line with what is adopted in national and international practice in the event of 
unlawful acts that give rise to only part of the cause of the damage. Partial responsibility is in line with, inter 
alia, the Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, as proposed by the UN 
International Law Commission and adopted by the UN General Assembly. This is apparent, for example, in 
the explanatory notes to Article 47(1) thereof, in which the following is remarked:

“6. According to paragraph 1 of article 47, where several States are responsible for the same inter-
nationally wrongful act, the responsibility of each State may be invoked in relation to that act. The 
general rule in international law is that of separate responsibility of a State for its own wrongful acts 
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and paragraph 1 reflects this general rule. (...)

8. Article 47 only addresses the situation of a plurality of responsible States in relation to the same 
internationally wrongful act. The identification of such an act will depend on the particular primary ob-
ligation, and cannot be prescribed in the abstract. Of course, situations can also arise where several 
States by separate internationally wrongful conduct have contributed to causing the same damage. 
For example, several States might contribute to polluting a river by the separate discharge of pollut-
ants. (...) In such cases, the responsibility of each participating State is determined individually, on 
the basis of its own conduct and by reference to its own international obligations.”

Many countries have corresponding rules in their liability law system.35

It is true that Article 3(1) UNFCCC referred to in 5.6.3 above entails that the distribution of the measures to be 
taken against climate change must not be based solely on the basis of responsibility for past emissions by a 
country, and that consideration must also be given to the possibilities for countries to reduce their emissions. 
But that does not detract from the fact that the underlying principle of these widely accepted rules is always 
that, in short, ‘partial fault’ also justifies partial responsibility.

Partly in view of the serious consequences of dangerous climate change as referred to in 4.2 above, the de-
fence that a state does not have to take responsibility because other countries do not comply with their partial 
responsibility, cannot be accepted. Nor can the assertion that a country’s own share in global greenhouse 
gas emissions is very small and that reducing emissions from one’s own territory makes little difference on a 
global scale, be accepted as a defence. Indeed, acceptance of these defenses would mean that a country 
could easily evade its partial responsibility by pointing out other countries or its own small share. If, on the 
other hand, this defence is ruled out, each country can be effectively called to account for its share of emis-
sions and the chance of all countries actually making their contribution will be greatest, in accordance with 
the principles laid down in the preamble to the UNFCCC cited above in 5.7.2.

Also important in this context is that, as has been considered in 4.6 above about the carbon budget, each 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions has a positive effect on combating dangerous climate change, as ev-
ery reduction means that more room remains in the carbon budget. The defence that a duty to reduce green-
house gas emissions on the part of the individual states does not help because other countries will continue 
their emissions cannot be accepted for this reason either: no reduction is negligible.36 

5.7.9 Climate change threatens human rights, as follows from what has been considered in 5.6.2 above. This 
is also recognized internationally outside the context of the Council of Europe.37 In order to ensure adequate 
protection from the threat to those rights resulting from climate change, it should be possible to invoke those 
rights against individual states, also with regard to the aforementioned partial responsibility. This is in line with 
the principle of effective interpretation, referred to in 5.4.1 above, that the ECtHR applies when interpreting 
the ECHR and also with the right to effective legal protection guaranteed by Article 13 ECHR, referred to 
5.5.1-5.5.3 above. 

In view of the considerations in 5.7.2-5.7.9 above, the Supreme Court finds that Articles 2 and 8 ECHR relating 
to the risk of climate change should be interpreted in such a way that these provisions oblige the contracting 
states to do ‘their part’ to counter that danger. In light both of the facts set out in 4.2-4.7 and of the individual 
responsibility of the contracting states, this constitutes an interpretation of the positive obligations laid down 
in those provisions that corresponds to its substance and purport as mentioned in 5.2.1-5.3.3 above. This 
interpretation is in accordance with the standards set out in 5.4.1-5.4.3 that the ECtHR applies when interpret-
ing the ECHR and that the Supreme Court must also apply when interpreting the ECHR.

(f) Can this obligation pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR also be relied upon in a case involving a claim pur-
suant to Article 3:305a DCC?

It follows from the above that, as the Court of Appeal has ruled, the State is obliged on the basis of Articles 
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2 and 8 ECHR to take appropriate measures against the threat of dangerous climate change, in accordance 
with its share as referred to in 5.8 above. 

Urgenda, which in this case, on the basis of Article 3:305a DCC, represents the interests of the residents 
of the Netherlands with respect to whom the obligation referred to in 5.9.1 above applies, can invoke this 
obligation. After all, the interests of those residents are sufficiently similar and therefore lend themselves to 
being pooled, so as to promote efficient and effective legal protection for their benefit.38 Especially in cases 
involving environmental interests, such as the present case, legal protection through the pooling of interests 
is highly efficient and effective.39 This is also in line with Article 9(3) in conjunction with Article 2(5) of the 
Aarhus Convention,40 which guarantees interest groups access to justice in order to challenge violations of 
environmental law, and in line with Article 13 ECHR (see 5.5.1-5.5.3 above). 

As the Court of Appeal rightly held in para. 35, the fact that Urgenda does not have a right to complain to the 
ECtHR on the basis of Article 34 ECHR, because it is not itself a potential victim of the threatened violation of 
Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, does not detract from Urgenda’s right to institute proceedings. After all, this does not 
deprive Urgenda of the power to institute a claim under Dutch law in accordance with Article 3:305a DCC on 
behalf of residents who are in fact such victims.

(g) Assessment of the complaints in cassation

The complaints of grounds for cassation 1-3 fail on the basis of the above. The same applies to the complaints 
of grounds for cassation 4-8 insofar as these relate to the Court of Appeal’s opinion that Articles 2 and 8 ECHR 
subject the State to the duty to take measures to counter dangerous climate change. 

6. Assumptions in answering the question of what specific obligation on the part of the State results 
from the foregoing 

As considered above, pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR the State is obliged towards the residents of the 
Netherlands, in accordance with its share as referred to above in 5.8, to take adequate measures to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from Dutch territory. However, this does not yet answer the question of what this 
obligation on the part of the State means in concrete terms. 

The answer to this question belongs, in principle, to the political domain, both internationally and nationally. 
States will have to agree among themselves on their respective individual share in reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions and make the necessary choices and considerations in this regard. Such agreements have 
been made, in the UNFCCC, but only in the form of the general obligations mentioned in 5.7.3 above and 
principles set out in Articles 3 and 4 of the UNFCCC. These general obligations and principles mean that a 
fair distribution must take place, taking into account the responsibility and state of development of the indi-
vidual countries. For obvious political reasons, international or otherwise, some which relating to negotiation 
strategy, the emission reduction agreements made at the various climate conferences are not legally binding 
in themselves. 

In the Dutch constitutional system, making the agreement referred to in 6.2 above falls within the competence 
of the government, which is subject to parliamentary oversight. The Netherlands can also decide to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from its territory without binding or non-bind-ing international agreements. The 
Netherlands is also obliged to do so, as has been considered in 5.9.1 above. Although determining the share 
to be contributed by the Netherlands in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is, in that context too, in 
principle, a matter for the government and parliament, the courts can assess whether the measures taken by 
the State are too little in view of what is clearly the lower limit of its share in the measures to be taken worldwide 
against dangerous climate change. 

It is clear, for example, in view of what has been considered above in 5.7.2-5.8, that the State cannot at any 
rate do nothing at all and that the courts can rule that the State is in breach of its obligation referred to in 5.9.1 
above if it does nothing.
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Under certain circumstances, there may also be such clear views, agreements and/or consensus in an in-
ternational context about the distribution of measures among countries that the courts can establish what 
– in accordance with the widely supported view of states and international organizations, which view is also 
based on the insights of climate science – can in any case be regarded as the State’s minimum fair share. On 
the basis of the standards referred to above in 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 (including the common ground method), which 
the Dutch courts are obliged to apply when interpreting the ECHR (see above in 5.6.1), the courts are then 
obliged to proceed to establishing such and to attach consequences to it in their judgment on the extent of 
the State’s positive obligations. It follows from the ECtHR case law referred to above in 5.4.2 that, under cer-
tain circumstances, agreements and rules that are not binding in and of themselves may also be meaningful 
in relation to such establishment. This may be the case if those rules and agreements are the expression of a 
very widely supported view or insight and are therefore important for the interpretation and application of the 
State’s positive obligations under Articles 2 and 8 ECHR.

The right to effective legal protection under Article 13 ECHR mentioned above in 5.5.1-5.5.3 entails, in a 
case such as this, that the courts must examine whether it is possible to grant effective legal protection by 
examining whether there are sufficient objective grounds from which a concrete standard can be derived in 
the case in question. 

In addition, the courts can assess whether the State, with regard to the threat of a dangerous climate change, 
is complying with its duty mentioned above in 5.5.3 under Articles 2 and 8 ECHR to observe due diligence 
and pursue good governance. Under certain circumstances, the obligation to take measures of a certain 
scope or quality may arise from this duty. Furthermore, this duty implies that, under certain circumstances, 
the State must properly substantiate that the policy it pursues meets the requirements to be imposed, i.e. that 
it pursues a policy through which it remains above the lower limit of its fair share. 

In determining the State’s minimum obligations, the courts must observe restraint, especially if rules or agree-
ments are involved that are not binding in themselves. It is therefore only in clear-cut cases that the courts 
can rule, on the grounds referred to above in 6.3-6.5, that the State has a legal obligation to take measures. 

7.  The 25-40% target for Annex I countries

7.1 The first question to be addressed in these proceedings is whether the 25% to 40% reduction in green-
house gas emissions in 2020 compared to 1990, which is based on AR4 (hereinafter: ‘the 25-40% target’), 
formulated as a target for the Annex I countries, represents a corresponding obligation for the state. The 
State rightly argues that this target is not a binding rule or agreement in and of itself. The question is therefore 
whether this target nevertheless binds the State on one or more of the grounds mentioned above in 6.3-6.5.

The first question that needs to be answered in this context is (a) to what extent there is support within the 
international community for the 25-40% target. This question will be dealt with in 7.2.1-7.2.11 below. The next 
question is (b) whether this target also applies to the Netherlands as an individual country. This question will 
be dealt with in 7.3.1-7.3.6 below. After that (c) the State’s policy to combat dangerous climate change is 
discussed in 7.4.1-7.4.6. Lastly (d) in 7.5.1-7.5.3 the question is answered whether it follows from all this that 
the Netherlands is obliged to meet the 25-40% target, as ruled by the District Court and Court of Appeal.

This is based on the facts established by the Court of Appeal.

(a) The degree of international consensus regarding the 25-40% target

The 25-40% target is part of an IPCC scenario in AR4 from 2007 for a global reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions.41 This scenario provides for Annex I countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 25% to 
40% in 2020 and by 80% to 95% in 2050, both compared to 1990 emissions. The distribution of measures 
between Annex I countries and other countries in this scenario is based on the principles of Articles 3 and 
4 UNFCCC. The scenario was written for the target of a maximum concentration of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere of 450 ppm by 2100. This is the concentration at which global warming is reasonably expected to 
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be limited to a maximum of 2°C. AR4 was established on the assumption that this is probably the critical limit 
above which there is risk of dangerous climate change. The scenario offers a good chance of not exceeding 
the limit of warming of more than 2°C. 

The Bali Action Plan, established at the Bali Climate Change Conference in 2007 (COP-13) endorses the 
need for far-reaching reductions in greenhouse gas emissions to prevent dangerous climate change. In this 
respect, reference was made to, among other things, the scenario referred to in 7.2.1. It bears noting here that 
at climate change conferences decisions are often made on the basis of consensus. 

At the Cancún Climate Change Conference in 2010 (COP-16), the countries that are parties to the Kyoto Pro-
tocol passed a resolution, the preamble to which expresses, among other things,that, taking into account the 
findings in AR4, the Annex I countries as a group should reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by 25% to 
40% by 2020 compared to 1990: 

 “Also recognizing that the contribution of Working Group III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2007: Mitigation of Climate Change, indicates that 
achieving the lowest levels assessed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to date and its 
corresponding potential damage limitation would require Annex I Parties as a group to reduce emissions in a 
range of 25–40 per cent below 1990 levels by 2020, through means that may be available to these Parties to 
reach their emission reduction targets, (...)”

In the same resolution, the parties to the Kyoto Protocol urged Annex I countries to raise their level of ambition 
to meet the AR4 target individually or as a group:

“4. Urges Annex I Parties to raise the level of ambition of the emission reductions to be achieved by them 
individually or jointly, with a view to reducing their aggregate level of emissions of greenhouse gases in accor-
dance with the range indicated by Working Group III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2007: Mitigation of Climate Change, and taking into account 
the quantitative implications of the use of land use, land-use change and forestry activities, emissions trading 
and project-based mechanism and the carry-over of units from the first to the second commitment period; 
(...).”

At the Durban Climate Change Conference in 2011 (COP-17), these countries passed another resolution, the 
preamble to which explicitly states that the target for Annex I countries is to reduce their total emissions by at 
least 25% to 40% compared to 1990 levels:

“Aiming to ensure that aggregate emissions of greenhouse gases by Parties included in Annex I are reduced 
by at least 25–40 per cent below 1990 levels by 2020, noting in this regard the relevance of the review re-
ferred to in chapter V of decision 1/CP.16 to be concluded by 2015, (...)”

The need for a reduction of this magnitude was also expressed at the Doha Climate Change Conference in 
2012 (COP-18) in a resolution passed by the COP of countries party to the Kyoto Protocol. For the first time, 
the countries themselves stated in a resolution that, “in order to increase the ambition of its commitment”, the 
Annex I countries should strive to achieve at least a 25-40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 
compared to 1990 levels.

The need for a reduction of this magnitude was also expressed at the climate change conferences in Warsaw, 
Lima and Paris in 2013, 2014 and 2015, respectively (COP-19, COP-20 and COP-21). At these conferences, 
this need has been endorsed again and again in resolutions, by reference either to the Doha Amendment or 
to resolutions passed at previous conferences. The preamble to the COP decision to adopt the Paris Agree-
ment stresses the urgency of achieving this reduction.

Climate change conferences after 2015 no longer explicitly addressed or referred to the reduction target of 
25-40% by 2020. At those conferences, however, the need for sufficient reductions in greenhouse gas emis-
sions before and by 2020 has always been stressed.
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7.2.4 As the Court of Appeal established in para. 49, the 25-40% target has not been superseded by the 
2013- 2014 AR5, contrary to what the State suggests. This report, too, is based on the target of a maximum 
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere of 450 ppm by 2100 as part of the objective that 
global warming not exceed 2oC. AR5 no longer discusses 2020. Indeed, this report focuses on later years, 
i.e. 2030 and in particular 2050 and 2100, and no longer contains targets for 2020. The 2014 and 2015 COP 
resolutions mentioned above in 7.2.3, which date from after AR5, still refer to the need for Annex I countries 
to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by 25% to 40% by 2020 in accordance with AR4.

The distinction made in UNFCCC between Annex I countries and other countries was dropped in AR5, be-
cause by that time countries other than Annex I countries had to be deemed developed countries as well. 
It emerges from the above, however, that, contrary to what the State argues, this does not mean that AR4’s 
reduction scenario for 2020 has become outdated.

7.2.5 AR5 does contain new scenarios to achieve by 2050 and 2100 the reductions in greenhouse gas con-
centrations deemed necessary. These are largely based on the premise that there will not be a sufficient 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and that the concentration of greenhouse gases will therefore have to 
be reduced by taking measures to remove these gases from the atmosphere (see 2.1(12) above). It is certain, 
however, that at the moment there is no technology that allows this to take place on a sufficiently large scale. 
Therefore, as the Court of Appeal held in para. 49, these new scenarios cannot be taken as a starting point 
for policy at this time without taking irresponsible risks by doing so. Taking such risks would run counter to the 
precautionary principle that must be observed when applying Articles 2 and 8 ECHR and Article 3(3) UNFC-
CC (see 5.3.2 and 5.7.3 above). It does not appear, therefore, that these new scenarios have been taken as 
a starting point for subsequent decisions at climate change conferences.

The Court of Appeal’s finding that the 25-40% target has not been superseded by AR5 is therefore under-
standable and serves as a starting point in cassation.

7.2.6 The EU also took as a starting point the need for the AR4 scenario mentioned above in 7.2.1. Several EU 
bodies – the Council, the Commission and the Parliament – expressed the scientifically supported necessity 
of reducing emissions by 30% in 2020 in comparison to 1990. At the Cancún Climate Change Conference 
in 2010, the EU offered to commit itself to reducing its emissions by this percentage by 2020 if, among other 
things, the other developed countries would commit themselves to comparable reductions. The following has 
been noted on behalf of the EU:42

“10. The EU and its 27 member States wished to reconfirm their commitment to a negotiating pro-
cess aimed at achieving the strategic objective of limiting the increase in global average temperature 
to below 2°C above pre-industrial levels. Meeting that objective requires the level of global GHG 
emissions to peak by 2020 at the latest, to be reduced by at least 50 per cent compared with 1990 
levels by 2050 and to continue to decline thereafter. To this end, and in accordance with the findings 
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, developed countries as a group should reduce 
their GHG emissions to below 1990 levels through domestic and complementary international efforts 
by 25 to 40 per cent by 2020 and by 80 to 95 per cent by 2050, while developing countries as a group 
should achieve a substantial deviation below the currently predicted rate of growth in emissions, 
in the order of 15 to 30 per cent by 2020. The EU and its 27 member States are fully committed to 
continuing to negotiate with the other Parties, with a view to concluding as soon as possible within 
the United Nations framework a legally binding international agreement for the period commencing 
1 January 2013.”

In case this condition would not be met – which has proved to be the case – the EU has committed itself to a 
20% reduction by 2020. However, by 2020 the EU is expected to achieve a reduction of 26-27% compared 
to 1990.

It follows from the above that there is a high degree of consensus in the international community on the need 
for in any case the Annex I countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 25% to 40% by 2020, in order 
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to reduce global warming to the maximum of 2°C deemed responsible at the time of AR4. 

After 2007, when AR4 came into being, a high degree of consensus on the need for even greater reductions 
was reached in the climate science community and the international community. 

As mentioned in 4.3 above, it has been recognized for some years that global warming should not be limited 
to a maximum of 2°C to prevent dangerous climate change, but to a maximum of 1.5°C. Therefore, the 2015. 

Paris Agreement explicitly stipulates that the states will endeavor to limit warming to 1.5°C, “recognizing that 
this would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change” (Article 2(1), opening words and (a), 
of the Agreement). This necessitates a greater reduction in greenhouse gas emissions than is necessary for 
a target of no more than 2°C.

7.2.9 The UNEP’s 2017 annual report, referring to the carbon budget and the emissions gap described in 
4.6 above, therefore states that, in light of the Paris Agreement, the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 
is more urgent than ever. The UNEP also remarks that if the emissions gap is not bridged by 2030, achieving 
the two-degree target is extremely unlikely. Even if the reduction targets underlying the Paris Agreement are 
fully achieved, 80% of the carbon budget corresponding with the two-degree target will be used up by 2030. 
Starting from a 1.5°C target, the carbon budget will even have been completely exhausted by then. That is 
why even more ambitious reduction targets are needed for the year 2020, according to the UNEP. The UNEP 
concludes that “later-action scenarios may not be feasible in practice and, as a result, temperature targets 
could be missed” and that “later-action scenarios pose greater risks of climate impacts”.43

With regard to the above, it must be taken into account that, as the Court of Appeal established in para. 63 
without being disputed in cassation, that the maximum targets of 1.5°C or 2°C and the related concentrations 
of a maximum of 430 or 450 ppm are based on estimates. 

It is therefore possible that dangerous climate change will occur even with less global warming and a lower 
concentration of greenhouse gases, for example because a tipping point is reached or because ice melts at 
a higher rate (see 4.4 above). The precautionary principle therefore means that more far-reaching measures 
should be taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, rather than less far-reaching measures. 

From what has been considered above in 7.2.8-7.2.10, it follows once again that there is a high degree of 
international consensus on the urgent need for the Annex I countries to reduce greenhouse emissions by at 
least 25-40% by 2020 compared to 1990 levels, in order to achieve at least the two-degree target, which is 
the maximum target to be deemed responsible. This high degree of consensus can be regarded as common 
ground within the meaning of the ECtHR case law referred to above in 5.4.2, which according to that case law 
must be taken into account when interpreting and applying the ECHR. 

(b) The 25-40% target for the Netherlands individually

The State has argued that the 25-40% target only applies to the Annex I countries as a group and not to each 
of them individually. Therefore, according to the State, this objective allegedly does not apply to it individually. 
In addition, the State has argued that the EU as a whole is committed to a 20% reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2020 (see 7.2.6 above) and that it was agreed at EU level that the Netherlands would contribute 
to this by reducing its greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 by 21% for the ETS sector and by 16% for the non-
ETS sector, both compared to 2005 levels. 

According to the State, it complies with all its obligations by making these contributions. 

In and of itself, it is correct that the 25-40% target in AR4 was included for the Annex I countries as a group. 
However, as shown by the considerations in 5.7.3 and 5.7.4 above, the UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement 
are both based on the individual responsibility of states. Therefore, in principle, the target from AR4 also 
applies to the individual states within the group of Annex I countries. As will become clear in 7.4.1, the State 
itself interpreted this target in the same way. Both the UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement provide for states 
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to cooperate and conclude an agreement whereby they jointly reduce their emissions and whereby one may 
do more than the other (Article 4(2)(a), last sentence, UNFCCC and Article 4(16) and 4(17) Paris agreement). 
The State has not argued, however, that such an agreement was concluded by it in relation to the 25-40% 
target of AR4. 

The purport of the State’s reference to the agreements at EU level as mentioned in 7.3.1 above is not that 
such an agreement was reached at EU level. The State refers to those agreements only because, in its view, 
they are only standards that oblige it to achieve a certain concrete reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. 
However, this argument fails to recognize that, as considered in 5.8 and 6.3-6.5 above, the State may also 
be obliged to make such a reduction on the basis of Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, in which regard the consensus 
mentioned above in 7.2.11 is important. 

Incidentally, as far as the present case has shown, the said agreements at EU level are not intended to re-
place the obligations of the individual EU Member States under the UNFCCC. At the Cancún Climate Change 
Conference in 2020, the EU formulated its own reduction target as it is a party to the UNFCCC on its own. By 
virtue of the agreements made within the EU on the distribution of measures necessary to enable the EU to 
achieve this reduction target, the Netherlands is subject to the reduction obligations set out in 7.3.1 above. 
However, these agreements are without prejudice to the individual responsibility of the EU Member States 
by any other virtue. The Effort Sharing Decision therefore states in consideration 17 of the preamble that this 
decision does not preclude more stringent national objectives. This also follows from Article 193 TFEU.

In addition, the EU itself expressed the need for 30% reduction by 2020 and the EU as a whole is expected 
to achieve a 26-27% reduction by 2020 compared to 1990, which is above the minimum target of 25% of the 
AR4 scenario and significantly more than the 20% reduction undertaken by the EU at the Cancún Climate 
Change Conference in 2010.

Moreover, the Court of Appeal rightly held in para. 60 that it would not be obvious for a lower reduction rate 
to apply to the Netherlands as an Annex I country than to the Annex I countries as a whole. As the Court of 
Appeal considered in para. 66, the Netherlands is one of the countries with very high per capita emissions 
of greenhouse gases. In the above agreements at EU level, the reduction percentage agreed upon for the 
Netherlands is, accordingly, one of the highest reduction percentages applicable to the EU Member States 
(Annex II to the Effort Sharing Decision). It can be assumed that this high percentage corresponds to the 
possibilities and responsibilities of the Netherlands. As the Court of Appeal established in para. 60, the State 
has not substantiated why a lower percentage should apply. 

In ground for cassation 8.2.3, the State complains that the Court of Appeal ignored the State’s argument that 
it was contributing to reducing global greenhouse gas emissions by providing knowledge and financial re-
sources to developing countries, with which those countries could take mitigation and adaptation measures. 
However, it did not elaborate on this assertion. The State did, amongst other things, not put forward that this 
contribution realizes a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and that this should be taken into account 
when answering the question as to which target applies to the State and whether the State achieves the target 
applicable to it.44. This complaint therefore fails. 

In view of the foregoing, the Court of Appeal rightly ruled that the urgent need for a 25-40% reduction by 2020 
also applies to the Netherlands individually. 

(c) The State’s policy regarding measures to counter climate change

1. 7.4.1 1. 7.4.1 As considered in 4.8 above, the State acknowledges the need of the target of a maximum 
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere of 430 or 450 ppm by 2100, with global warming 
reasonably expected to be limited to no more than 1.5°C or 2°C. In this context, the State also endorsed the 
targets set out in the AR4 scenario. As regards that scenario’s targets of 80% to 95% reduction by 2050 and 
of 450 ppm by 2100 (now 430 ppm by 2100), it still endorses them. For the year 2020, the State assumed a 
reduction target of 30% until 2011.
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According to the letter from the Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment dated 12 October 
2009 cited above in 2.1(27), the State, like the EU (see 7.2.6 and 7.3.3 above), was at the time of the opinion 
that a reduction of 25% to 40% by 2020 was necessary to stay on a credible track to keep the 2°C target 
within reach.

7.4.2 After 2011, the State adjusted its target for 2020 downwards to the 20% reduction at EU level as referred 
to in 7.3.1 above. In these proceedings, the State argues that, on closer inspection, achieving a 25% to 40% 
reduction by 2020 is not necessary, because the same result can be achieved by accelerating the reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions in the Netherlands after 2020. The State argues that it intends to have this ac-
celerated reduction take place after 2020 and that it prefers this reduction path over the AR4 scenario. The 
question, however, is whether an accelerated reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the Netherlands after 
2020 can indeed achieve the same result. In this context, the following facts taken into account by the Court 
of Appeal are relevant. 

7.4.3 All greenhouse gas emissions lead to a reduction in the carbon budget still available (see also 4.6 
above). Any postponement of the reduction of emissions therefore means that emissions in the future will 
have to be reduced on an increasingly large scale in order to make up for the postponement in terms of both 
of time and size. This means that, in principle, for each postponement of emissions reductions, the reduction 
measures to be taken at a later date will have to be increasingly far-reaching and costly in order to achieve 
the intended result, and it will also be riskier. The UNEP already warned about this in its 2013 annual report 
(see 2.1(22) above). 

7.4.4 Following AR4, it became clear that in order to prevent dangerous climate change even greater re-
ductions of greenhouse gas emissions are actually needed in the short term and that this need is becoming 
increasingly urgent, both before 2020 and in the subsequent period up to 2030 (see also 7.2.8-7.2.9 above). 
Also according to the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving) 
(the PBL) – which is an independent research institute that is part of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment – a policy is needed, in view of the Paris Agreement, that goes far beyond the current policies of 
the countries in question. According to the PBL in a 2016 report, the Dutch policy should be tightened in the 
short time in order to align it with the Paris Agreement. 

The State acknowledges the fact referred to in 7.4.3 above (para. 71 of the Court of Appeal’s judgments) 
and does not contest the facts mentioned in 7.4.4 above. Moreover, it has meanwhile formulated a reduction 
target for 2030 of 49% and for 2050 of 95% (these targets have been laid down in the Dutch Climate Act after 
the date of the Court of Appeal’s judgment45). The target of 49% for 2030 was derived linearly from the target 
of 95% for 2050. On request, the State informed the Court of Appeal that if this line were extended to 2020 
this would result in a target of 28% for that year (para. 47). 

In view of the considerations in 7.4.3-7.4.5 above, there may be serious doubts as to whether, with the 20% 
reduction envisaged by the State at EU level by 2020, the overall reduction over the next few decades, which 
the State itself believes to be necessary in any case, is still feasible. After all, the need for this reduction re-
quires the State to aim for a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by more than 25% by 2020, rather than a 
reduction that is lower. The State has not explained that and why, despite the above and taking into account 
the precautionary principle applicable in this context, a policy aimed at 20% reduction by 2020 can still be 
considered responsible. 

The State has not provided any insight into which measures it intends to take in the coming years, let alone 
why these measures, in spite of the above, would be both practically feasible and sufficient to contribute to 
the prevention of dangerous climate change to a sufficient extent in line with the Netherlands’ share. The State 
has confined itself to asserting that there “are certainly possibilities” in this context.

(d) Must the State adhere to the 25-40% target?

In view of the above, the Court of Appeal was allowed to rule in para. 52 that the State has insufficiently sub-
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stantiated that it would be possible for a responsible policy to prevent dangerous climate change to include 
a greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of less than at least 25% by 2020. Therefore, in accordance 
with the foregoing considerations in 6.3-6.5, there is reason to come to the conclusion that the State should 
in any event adhere to the target of at least 25% reduction by 2020. As stated above, there is a large degree 
of consensus in the international community and climate science that at least this reduction by the Annex I 
countries, including the Netherlands, is urgently needed (see 7.2.11 and 7.3.6 above). Proper legal protec-
tion means that this consensus can be invoked when implementing the positive obligations incumbent on the 
State pursuant to Articles 2 and 8 ECHR. The target of achieving a reduction of at least 25% by 2020 is also 
in line with what the State itself considers necessary for other years (2030, 2050 and 2100 (see 7.4.1-7.4.5 
above). 

In the context of the positive obligation on the State under Articles 2 and 8 ECHR to take appropriate mea-
sures to prevent dangerous climate change, this target can therefore be regarded as an absolute minimum. 
As the State has not been able to provide a proper substantiation of its claim that deviating from that target is 
nevertheless responsible (see 7.4.6 above), it must adhere to the target of 25%. 

It should therefore strive to achieve at least this reduction by 2020, as the Court of Appeal rightly held in para. 
53. 

The State has also argued, in ground for cassation 8.2, that it meets its obligations under Articles 2 and 8 
ECHR by taking adaptation measures, whether or not in combination with mitigation measures already tak-
en and proposed, and that it therefore does not have to meet the 25-40% target. In para. 59, however, the 
Court of Appeal established fully comprehensibly that although it is correct that the consequences of climate 
change can be mitigated by taking adaptation measures, it has not been demonstrated or made plausible 
that the potentially disastrous consequences of excessive global warming can be adequately prevented by 
such measures. This finding also implies that even if account is taken of the fact that the State is taking ad-
aptation measures, mitigation measures that reduce emissions by at least 25% by 2020 are urgently needed, 
also for the Netherlands. The State’s aforementioned argument therefore does not hold. 

It should also be noted that the Court of Appeal’s judgment implies in paras. 57 and 66 that the State has 
not sufficiently substantiated that the reduction of at least 25% by 2020 is an impossible or disproportionate 
burden, as referred to in 5.3.4 above. In this context, the State only referred to the short time remaining until 
the end of 2020 and to the impairment of the level playing field of the Dutch business community in an inter-
national context. 

In connection with the first argument, the Court of Appeal took into account that the District Court’s order to 
the State dates back to 2015, i.e. has been in force since then, and that the State has moreover been aware of 
the seriousness of the climate problem for some time and initially pursued a policy aimed at a 30% reduction 
by 2020 (para. 66). With respect to the second argument, the Court of Appeal took into account that other EU 
countries pursue much stricter climate policies and that the State has not explained this argument in more 
detail (para. 57). By doing so, the Court of Appeal has comprehensibly rejected the State’s assertion that 
there would be an impossible or disproportionate burden. Ground for cassation 8.4, which accuses the Court 
of Appeal of not having investigated this assertion, is therefore unfounded.

(e) Assessment of complaints in cassation

The complaints referred to in 4.237-4.248 of the Opinion proffered by the deputy Procurator General and the 
Advocate General cannot lead to cassation for the reasons stated there. 

Insofar as complaints from grounds for cassation 4-8 have not been dealt with in the foregoing, these cannot 
lead to cassation either. With regard to Article 81(1) DJOA, this does not require any further substantiation 
since the complaints do not require answers to legal questions in the interest of unity of law or legal develop-
ment. 
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8. Permissibility of the order issued; political domain

8.1 The State argues in ground for cassation 9 that the District Court’s order to reduce Dutch greenhouse 
gas emissions by at least 25% in 2020 compared to 1990 levels, which was upheld by the Court of Appeal, 
is impermissible for two reasons. The first reason is that the order amounts to an order to create legislation, 
which according to Supreme Court case law is not permissible. The second reason is, briefly put, that it is not 
for the courts to make the political considerations necessary for a decision on the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions. The following is considered in response to these arguments.

(a) Order to create legislation

 8.2.1 If the government is obliged to do something, it may be ordered to do so by the courts, as anyone 
may be, at the request of the entitled party (Article 3:296 DCC). This is a fundamental rule of constitutional 
democracy, which has been enshrined in our legal order. As far as the rights and freedoms set out in the 
ECHR are concerned, this rule is consistent with the right to effective legal protection laid down in Article 13 
ECHR referred to above in 5.5.1-5.5.3. Partly in connection with this fundamental rule, the Dutch Constitution 
stipulates that civil courts have jurisdiction over all claims, so that they can always grant legal protection if no 
legal protection is offered by another court.46

8.2.2 It follows from the considerations in 5.1.7-6.2 above that, in this case, the State has a legal duty by virtue 
of the protection it must provide to residents of the Netherlands on the basis of Articles and 8 ECHR in order 
to protect their right to life and their right to private and family life. It may therefore be ordered to comply with 
this duty by the courts, unless there are grounds for an exception in accordance with Article 3:296 DCC. Un-
der that provision, an exception arises if the law so provides or if it follows from the nature of the obligation or 
the legal act. The Supreme Court case law relating to orders to create legislation constitutes an application 
of this exception.47 

8.2.3 This case law is based on two considerations. First of all, there is the consideration that the courts 
should not intervene in the political decision-making process involved in the creation of legislation. Secondly, 
there is the consideration that such an order should create an arrangement that also applies to parties other 
than the parties to the proceedings.48 

8.2.4 The first consideration does not mean that courts cannot enter the field of political decision-making at 
all. In the case law referred to above, therefore, the earlier case law of the Supreme Court has been reiterated, 
which dictates that, on the basis of Article 94 of the Dutch Constitution, the courts must disapply legislation 
if any binding provisions of treaties entail such.49 It has also been decided in that case law that the courts 
may issue a declaratory decision to the effect that the public body in question is acting unlawfully by failing 
to enact legislation with a particular content.50 

The first consideration on which the case law referred to in 8.2.2 is based must therefore be under-stood to 
mean that the courts should not interfere in the political decision-making process regarding the expediency 
of creating legislation with a specific, concretely defined content by issuing an order to create legislation. In 
view of the constitutional relationships, it is solely for the legislator concerned to determine for itself whether 
legislation with a particular content will be enacted. Therefore, the courts cannot order the legislator to create 
legislation with a particular content.

8.2.5 The second consideration on which the case law referred to in 8.2.2 above is based relates to the 
circumstance that the civil courts only pronounce binding decisions between the parties to the dispute (cf. 
Article 236 DCCP). The courts do not have the power to decide in a manner binding on everyone how a statu-
tory provision should read. An order to create legislation is therefore subject to the objection that third parties, 
which are not involved in the proceedings and are therefore not bound by the judgment, would still be bound 
(indirectly) by that order by virtue of the fact that that legislation would also apply to them. This objection does 
not arise in the case of an order not to apply statutory provisions, which applies only to a particular claim-
ant, or in the case of a declaratory decision. The same applies to a general order to take measures, while 
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respecting the legislator’s freedom, as referred to in the second paragraph of 8.2.4 above, to create or not to 
create legislation with a particular content. After all, the courts in that case do not determine the content of 
the statutory provision by issuing their order; this determination is still reserved to the legislator in question.

8.2.6 It follows from the above that the courts are only not permitted to issue an order to create legislation with 
a particular, specific content. After all, only then do the objections arise which are raised in the consideration 
on which the case law referred to in 8.2.2 above is based. Therefore, the courts are not prevented to issue a 
declaratory decision to the effect that the omission of legislation is unlawful (see 8.2.4 above). They may also 
order the public body in question to take measures in order to achieve a certain goal, as long as that order 
does not amount to an order to create legislation with a particular content. In the Supreme Court judgment 
of 9 April 2010 (SGP), the impermissibility of courts issuing an order to create legislation is for that reason 
limited to this case.51 

8.2.7 In light of the foregoing, the District Court’s order, upheld by the Court of Appeal, constitutes an appli-
cation of the main rule of Article 3:296 DCC. Indeed, this order does not amount to an order to take specific 
legislative measures, but leaves the State free to choose the measures to be taken in order to achieve a 25% 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020. This is not altered by the fact that many of the possible mea-
sures to be taken will require legislation, as argued by the State. After all, it remains for the State to determine 
what measures will be taken and what legislation will be enacted to achieve that reduction. The exception 
to Article 3:296 DCC made in the case law referred to in 8.2.2 above therefore does not apply in this case. 

(b) Political domain

8.3.1 This brings the Supreme Court to the assessment of the State’s more general argument that it is not for 
the courts to make the political considerations necessary for a decision on the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

8.3.2 As considered in 6.3 above, in the Dutch constitutional system of decision-making on the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions is a power of the government and parliament. They have a large degree of dis-
cretion to make the political considerations that are necessary in this regard. It is up to the courts to decide 
whether, in availing themselves of this discretion, the government and parliament have remained within the 
limits of the law by which they are bound. 

8.3.3 The limits referred to in 8.3.2 above include those for the State arising from the ECHR. As considered in 
5.6.1 above, the Netherlands is bound by the ECHR and the Dutch courts are obliged under Articles 93 and 
94 of the Dutch Constitution to apply its provisions in accordance with the interpretation of the ECtHR. The 
protection of human rights it provides is an essential component of a democratic state under the rule of law. 

8.3.4 This case involves an exceptional situation. After all, there is the threat of dangerous climate change 
and it is clear that measures are urgently needed, as the District Court and Court of Appeal have established 
and the State acknowledges as well (see 4.2-4.8 above). The State is obliged to do ‘its part’ in this context 
(see 5.7.1-5.7.9 above). Towards the residents of the Netherlands, whose interests Urgenda is defending in 
this case, that duty follows from Articles 2 and 8 ECHR, on the basis of which the State is obliged to protect 
the right to life and the right to private and family life of its residents (see 5.1-5.6.4 and 5.8-5.9.2 above).

The fact that Annex I countries, including the Netherlands, will need to reduce their emissions by at least 25% 
by 2020 follows from the view generally held in climate science and in the international community, which 
view has been established by the District Court and the Court of Appeal (see 7.2.1-7.3.6 above). The policy 
that the State pursues since 2011 and intends to pursue in the future (see 7.4.2 above), whereby measures 
are postponed for a prolonged period of time, is clearly not in accordance with this, as the Court of Appeal 
has established. At least the State has failed to make it clear that its policy is in fact in accordance with the 
above (see 7.4.6 and 7.5.1 above).

8.3.5 In this case, therefore, the Court of Appeal was allowed to rule that the State is in any case obliged to 
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achieve the aforementioned reduction of at least 25% by 2020.

(c) Assessment of the complaints in cassation

8.4 Ground for cassation 9 therefore cannot lead to cassation either.

9. Decision

The Supreme Court:

1. rejects the appeal; 

2. orders the State to pay the costs of the proceedings in cassation, up to this decision estimated on the 
part of Urgenda at EUR 882.34 in disbursements and EUR 2,200 in fee

Case 5

THE SUPREME COURT

[Appeal No: 205/19]

FRIENDS OF THE IRISH ENVIRONMENT CLG APPLICANTS/APPELLANTS

AND

THE GOVERNMENT OF IRELAND, IRELAND AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL/RE-
SPONDENTS

Judgment of Mr. Justice Clarke, Chief Justice, delivered the 31st of July, 2020.

Introduction 

Climate change is undoubtedly one of the greatest challenges facing all states. Ireland is no different. There 
are many issues at the level of both policy and practice as to how the problems associated with climate 
change can, or should, be tackled. However, it is important to emphasize that these proceedings are con-
cerned with whether the 

Government of Ireland (“thected unlawfully Government”) and in breach of has rights in a manner in which it 
has adopted a statutory plan for tackling climate change. It is important at the outset to emphasize that the 
role of the courts generally, and of this Court in particular, is confined to identifying the true legal position and 
providing appropriate remedies in circumstances which the Constitution and the laws require. 

The applicants/appellants (“FIE”) contend that the G has failed adequately to vindicate rights which are said 
to be guaranteed by either or both of the Constitution and the European Convention on H Convention”). It is 
also ultra vires said the relevant that legislation the. Plan On that is basis proceedings were brought in the 
High Court seeking a range of reliefs, to which it will be necessary to refer in more detail in due course. For 
the reasons set out in a judgment of MacGrath J. (Friends of the Irish Environment CLG v. The Government of 
Ireland [2019] IEHC 747), the High Court dismissed FIE’s pro dismissal, FIE sought leave to appeal directly 
to this Court. 

The Grant of Leave to Appeal 

By determination dated 13th February 2020 (Friends of the Environment CLG v. The Government of Ireland 
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& The Attorney General [2020] IESCDET 13) this Court granted FIE leave to appeal the decision of the High 
Court for the following reasons:- 

“8. The applicant and the respondents accept that there exists a degree of urgency in respect of the 
adoption of remedial environmental measures.

There is no dispute between the parties as to the science underpinning the Plan and the likely in-
crease in greenhouse emissions over the lifetime of the Plan. Further, the parties accept the gravity 
of the likely effects of climate change.

9.It is unlikely, therefore, that the questions of law or the factual issues will be further refined as a result 
of a hearing before the Court of Appeal.

10.The availability of judicial challenge to the legality of the Plan by the Government, the standard of 
such review if adoption of the Plan is justiciable as matter of law, and the broader environmental rights 
asserted by the applicant to arise under the Constitution, from the European Convention of Human 
Rights and/or from Ireland’s international general public and legal importance.”

As noted, it is usually appropriate, even in cases which might meet the constitutional threshold for leave to 
appeal to this Court, that an initial appeal is considered by the Court of Appeal, where narrowing and clarifica-
tion of the issues of importance can take place. However, in the present proceedings the parties did not dis-
pute the relevant science, meaning that these issues were unlikely to require further refinement. Furthermore, 
the urgency which attends the resolution of this matter was determined by this Court to meet the additional 
criteria necessary for a leapfrog appeal. 

At a very general level it may be said that the issues arising on this appeal relate solely to standing, to jus-
ticiability, to the legality of the adoption of the National Mitigation Plan (“the Plan”), the correct standard of 
judicial review justiciable and the broader environmental and other rights asserted by FIE to arise under the 
Constitution and the ECHR. 

The background to these proceedings is, of course, the science surrounding climate change. While the 
dispute between the parties (insofar as it did not relate to legal issues) focused on the measures which FIE 
suggest the Government is legally required to take in order to alleviate climate change under the Constitution, 
the ECHR, and under statute, the broad underlying scientific evidence as to the causes of, and problems cre-
ated by, climate change was not in dispute. It may be necessary, in the context of some of the issues raised, 
to deal with that scientific evidence in more detail, but for present purposes it is appropriate to set out a brief 
broad overview of the agreed position as tendered in evidence before the High Court and as accepted by 
the trial judge. 

A Brief Overview of the Science 

Clearly one of the principal aspects of the factual background to these proceedings concerns the current 
scientific understanding of climate change itself, the consequences of a continuation of current trends and 
of the type of measures which may need to be put in place to minimise the extent of the rise in temperatures. 
There would not appear to have been any dispute before the High Court about that scientific analysis and, 
as it provides the backdrop to the legal issues which need to be explored, it is appropriate to set it out first. 

Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, mankind has generated and consumed energy on a large 
scale, predominantly through the combustion of fossil fuels. This process produces carbon dioxide and re-
leases it into the atmosphere, where it remains for hundreds of years. Carbon dioxide, along with other con-
tributory greenhouse gases, traps the heat emitted by the earth in the atmosphere, in a process known as the 
greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect produces a warming effect on global temperatures. The greater the 
quantity of carbon dioxide emissions, the more global warming becomes exacerbated. The climate system 
shows a delayed response to the emissions of greenhouse gases, meaning that the full warming effect of 
gases which are emitted today will only become apparent some 30 to 40 years in the future. 
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Studies have indicated that there is a consistent and almost linear relationship between carbon dioxide emis-
sions and projected global temperature increases over the next 80 years. Climate change is already having 
a profound environmental and societal impact in Ireland and is predicted to pose further risks to the environ-
ment, both in Ireland and globally, in the future. 

While the challenges of climate change will affect all sectors of society, it is acknowledged that the impact 
will be felt most severely in developing countries. Future impacts of climate change are predicted to include 
further increases in global temperatures, rising sea levels and an increase in extreme weather events, such 
as episodes of flooding and drought. There are also reported increased risks of mortality and morbidity, as 
climate related extremes may place food systems at risk, lead to water shortages and the emergence of new 
pests and diseases, while also contributing to significant changes in the ecosystems of many plants and 
animals. The more global warming proceeds to a level which is 2°C higher than typical temperatures at the 
beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the greater are such risks. 

There is, therefore, a general consensus in climate science that, if the effects of global warming are to be 
mitigated or reduced, the rise in global temperatures should not exceed 2°C above pre-industrial levels. 
However, MacGrath J. in the High Court in this case noted that, since the Paris Agreement 2015, which forms 
part of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992), scientific thinking has moved 
in the direction of a lower figure which is in the region of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. In October 2018, 
The Hague Court of Appeal in the 

Netherlands in The State of the Netherlands v. Urgenda Foundation (C/09/456689/ZA) found that global 
warming levels were approximately 1.1°C higher than they were at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. 

It will be necessary to refer to the decision of the Hoge Raad (the Supreme Court of the Netherlands) on a 
cassation appeal in that case in due course. Scientific evidence suggests that, in order to meet either the 
2°C temperature rise target, or the more ambitious 1.5°C target, net negative carbon dioxide emissions are 
required at some point during this century. Achieving net negative emissions will require the use of costly 
carbon dioxide removal technologies, such as bioenergy and extensive reforestation. Many of the measures 
necessary to reduce emissions are still in the development stages and much of the technology remains un-
tested. While it is widely acknowledged that urgent action is required in order to address climate change, 
urgency is assessed differently within the global community.

The threats posed by climate change have been set out in greater detail in both the High Court judgment and 
in the affidavits sworn by Mr. Lowes, director of FIE, on its behalf and Mr. Frank Maughan, principal officer in 
the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment, on behalf of the Government. As noted 
earlier, it may be necessary to refer further to that evidence in respect of some of the issues arising. 

It can, however, safely be said that the consequences of failing to address climate change are accepted by 
both sides as being very severe with potential significant risk both to life and health throughout the world but 
also including Ireland. While the severity of that situation is not disputed, a number of commentaries on the 
likely impact of global warming were established in evidence before the High Court. To take one example, it 
is possible to look at a summary of the impact on Ireland which was prepared by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency. That summary referred to an increased risk from extreme weather likely to cause death, injury, 
ill health and disrupted livelihoods. It also referred to the risk that hundreds of square kilometres of coastal 
land could be inundated due to sea level rises. In similar vein, there was a reference to more extreme storm 
activity which would have the potential to bring the devastation of storm surges to the coast of Ireland. There 
was further reference to a likely increase in heat related mortalities and morbidity, together with a further risk 
in food-borne disease and infectious diseases. Reference was also made to a probable increase in cases of 
skin cancer and potential mental health effects. 

At the oral hearing, counsel for FIE also drew attention to so-called tipping points. The scientific consensus 
suggests that, in general terms, rising greenhouse gas concentrations are likely to give rise to a slow evolution 
of temperature and precipitation with a certain delay. However, it is also accepted that, in addition, climate 
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change may lead to more abrupt changes. There is as yet no consensus as to the precise level of climate 
change which is likely to trigger many of the tipping points in question. However, there are strong suggestions 
that even a level of global warming limited to below 2ºC may give rise to some important tipping elements. It 
has, for example, been suggested that the tipping point for marine ice sheet instability in the Amundsen Basin 
of West Antarctica may already have been crossed. 

While, therefore, it is not possible to predict the precise temperatures at which irreversible adverse events 
will occur, there does appear to be a consensus that the risk of such tipping points occurring is materially 
increased as temperatures themselves rise. It would certainly seem to me on the evidence that the practical 
irreversibility and significant consequences of reaching some of the tipping points in question adds a further 
imperative to the early tackling of global warming. That being said, it is, of course, necessary to again empha-
sise that this Court is not concerned with policy issues but rather with the lawfulness or otherwise of the Plan.

The central factual issue between the parties concerns aspects of the Plan. It is, therefore, appropriate to 
briefly outline the Plan with particular reference to the central contention made on behalf of FIE as to the man-
ner in which it is said that the Plan breaches guaranteed rights. 

4.The Plan

The Plan was adopted under the provisions of the Climate Action and Low Carbon 

Development Act, 2015). The(“the Plan is stated 2015 to be Act” required, under s.3(1) of the 2015 Act, to 
be for the purpose of enabling the State to pursue and achieve the objective of transitioning to a low carbon 
climate resilient and environmental sustainable economy by the end of 2050. That objective is described as 
the National Transitional Objective (“NTO”). 

The Plan was published in draft form and a period of consultation followed. That consultation was required by 
s.4 (8) of the 2015 Act. The procedure for the adoption of the Plan by the Government is specified in s.4 of 
the Act. The Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government (“the Mi plan for consideration 
by the Government which can then approve the plan either in the form submitted or subject to such modifica-
tions as the Government thinks appropriate (see s.4(1) and s.4(4)). However, the Minister is required, before 
submitting the Plan, to publish a draft and to have regard to any submissions made in respect of that draft. 
A significant number of observations from interested parties was received and considered by the Minister 
before the Plan was finalised. 

While it may be necessary to go into some of the details of the Plan in due course, for present purposes it is 
sufficient to indicate that a central contention on the part of FIE draws attention to the fact that the Plan envis-
ages an increase, rather than a decrease, in emissions over the initial period of the Plan while, at the same 
time, committing to achieving the objective of zero net carbon emissions by 2050. FIE describes this as the 
trajectory of the Plan. A key argument advanced by FIE suggests that the level of global warming which will 
have come about by 2050 will be dependent not only on whether zero net emissions have been achieved 
by that time, but also the way in which the pattern of emission reduction has developed in the intervening 
years. It is said that it is the total amount of emissions which drive climate change and that an initial increase 
in emissions, even if the ultimate target of zero net emissions by 2050 is achieved, will inevitably lead to a 
greater total volume of emissions in the period to 2050 thus it is said, not contributing sufficiently to the aim 
of reducing warming. 

There is a dispute between the parties as to whether any, or any sufficient, basis is given in the Plan for adopt-
ing this initial target which allows for an increase in emissions.

For its part, the Government suggested that FIE had mischaracterised the Plan as representing a stand-alone 
measure. Rather it was suggested that the Plan should be viewed, as the trial judge held, as being a living 
document whose measures are not set in stone and do not represent a once and for all response to the need 
for urgent action to tackle climate change. The Government argued that FIE had failed, in its submissions, to 
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engage with this issue and with that finding of the trial judge. 

As already noted, while there is significant scientific consensus both on the causes of climate change and 
on the likely consequences, there is much greater room for debate about the precise measures which will 
require to be taken to prevent the worst consequences of climate change materialising. FIE accepted that, in 
determining the measures required, the Government enjoys a very wide degree of discretion. However, it was 
said that, in adopting in the Plan, measures which will allow for an increase in emissions over the lifetime of 
the Plan, the Government had acted unlawfully. 

In the context of the Plan, it is also worth mentioning at this stage that a range of measures have been ad-
opted at European Union level d international obligations. Those measures do allow for a degree of what is 
called effort sharing. For example, the 2009 Effort Sharing Decision (Decision no. 406/2009/EU) set individual 
member states targets for certain types of emissions primarily associated with heating in buildings, transport 
and agriculture. It is not, however, said that Ireland is at this stage in breach of any of its international climate 
change obligations whether arising under EU law or under international treaties. Whether that will necessarily 
remain the case in the future will, of course, depend both on the trajectory of Irish emissions but also on any 
evolution in EU or other international treaty obligations. 

Against that very brief account of both the science challenge to the Plan, it is necessary to turn to the issues 
which arise on this appeal and the manner in which those issues were addressed by the trial judge. 

5. The Issues and the High Court Judgment 

Having regard to the judgment of the High Court and the written submissions filed by the parties on this 
appeal, it is useful to set out the issues which require to be resolved on this appeal. In addition, both parties 
helpfully filed respective documents setting out the headings under which it was said the issues arise. While 
not identical to either document, what follows appears to be one convenient way of categorising the issues. It 
is proposed, at this stage, simply to set out a brief account of the central contentions of the parties on those 
issues so as to identify the mattes which may require to be explored further in order to resolve this appeal. 

 (a) The Rights Involved 

FIE contended that it is entitled to rely on rights, said to be guaranteed both under the Constitution and under 
the ECHR, to put forward its claim that the Plan fails to vindicate the rights concerned such that the adoption 
of the Plan is unlawful. 

So far as the Constitution is concerned, FIE placed reliance on the right to life and, in particular, on what is 
said to be the obligation of the State to seek to protect persons against a future threat to life arising from cli-
mate change. Likewise, FIE placed reliance on the constitutional right to bodily integrity, as also guaranteed 
by the Constitution. It was again said that the consequences of climate change will significantly impact on the 
health and bodily integrity of persons thus infringing that right. 

There are, however, issues between the parties as to the extent of a third right said to be engaged. The 
Government raised a question over whether it can be said that there is a so-called unenumerated right to 
an environment consistent with human dignity. The High Court has recognized such a right in the judgment 
of Barrett J. in Friends of the Irish Environment v. Fingal County Council [2017] IEHC 695. The question of 
whether such a right is recognized by the Constitution has not been the subject of any decision of this Court 
as yet. In addition, it may be necessary to consider whether a more appropriate characterization of those 
rights which have been identified in the jurisprudence of the Irish courts, even though not expressly referred 
to in the text of the Constitution, may be to describe such rights as -“derived characterization would rights” 
not mean. Such that any of the rights described as unenumerated rights in the jurisprudence would no longer 
be recognized. rated The term rights”“unenume is not inaccurate rights which are not expressly referred to 
in the text of the Constitution itself. 

However, it may be necessary to consider, for the purposes of determining whether the asserted right to the 
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environment exists and, if so, the parameters of any such right, the basis on which a court should analyze 
whether such a right is recognized by the Constitution. It may be that the term “derived right nature of those 
rights which do not find expression in the text of the Constitution itself but may, nonetheless, be accepted as 
being recognized by the Constitution by virtue of representing aspects of rights positively identified in that 
text as interpreted in accordance with the terms of the Constitution as a whole or deriving from the values 
either expressly referred to or inherent in the structure of the Constitution. 

For the purposes of the case, the trial judge was willing to accept that there was an unenumerated constitu-
tional right to the environment consistent with human dignity. However, the trial judge concluded that, even 
if FIE was found to have standing to engage the asserted constitutional rights, he was not satisfied that the 
making or approval of the Plan could be said to put these rights at risk 

It may be necessary, therefore, to address the question, insofar as it may be relevant to the resolution of this 
appeal, of the existence or extent of the right to the environment sought to be invoked. 

In relation to the ECHR, FIE placed reliance on the rights guaranteed by both Art. 2 and Art. 8. In particular, 
attention is drawn to the requirements in the European Convention on Human Rights Act, 2003 (“the 2003 
Act”),all which pl organs of the State (with the exception of the courts) to perform their functions in a manner 
compatible with the State’s obligations under was said that decisions of the Government in relation to the Plan 
can be assessed to determine whether, in reaching any such decisions, the Government had met its obliga-
tions under the 2003 Act to properly act in a way which protects Convention rights. 

That the rights sought to be relied on are recognised in the ECHR is, of course, clear. However, the precise 
way in which those rights may impact on legitimate decision-making in the field of climate change is disputed. 
There would not appear to have been any judgments, as yet, of the ECtHR directly in this area. On that basis 
the Government argued that national courts should not anticipate but rather should follow the ECtHR. 

However, FIE drew attention both to the fact that ECtHR, in Fadeyeva v. Russia (App. No. 55723/00) (2005) 45 
E.C.R.R. 10, considered rights in the context of pollution and did so while acknowledging that it was not for 
that Court to determine exactly what needed to be done, but rather to assess whether Russia had dealt with 
the issues under consideration with what was described as due diligence and proper consideration for all 
interests involved. The extent to which it may be appropriate for this Court to consider the precise application 
of the ECHR in an area which has not as yet been the subject of a determination by the ECtHR is another 
matter which may need to be considered. 

On the other hand, the Government argued that the jurisprudence of the ECtHR in environmental pollution 
cases is confined to situations where the pollution concerned “directly and seriously” creates at risk to an 
guaranteed imminent rights. In addition, the Government suggested that the relevant jurisprudence of the 
ECtHR makes lear that a state is entitled to maintain a “fair b interests. On that basis the Government argued 
that the existing jurisprudence of the ECtHR does not give guidance on the proper application of the Conven-
tion in relation to what was said to be an admittedly very difficult environmental challenge but one with global 
reach rather than relating to an immediate pollutant with direct effects. It follows that it may be necessary for 
this Court to consider what may be said to be the established application of the Convention in the context of 
claims that environmental issues may infringe convention rights. 

In the context of the rights under the ECHR said to be engaged, there were significant references in the sub-
missions of both parties to the decision of the Hoge Raad (Supreme Court of the Netherlands) in Urgenda (the 
State of the Netherlands v. Stichting Urgenda (ECLI: NL: HR: 2019: 2007). In that case the Dutch Supreme 
Court considered the scope of protection provided by Arts. 2 and 8 of the ECHR and considered it appropri-
ate, as a matter of Dutch law, and having regard to the obligations arising under the ECHR as recognized in 
Dutch law, to make an order requiring the Dutch state to take measures against climate change. 

FIE placed significant reliance in its submissions on Urgenda and suggested that this Court should consider 
the reasoning of the Supreme Court of the Netherlands as being persuasive as to the proper application of the 
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ECHR to climate change. It was argued by FIE that, if the relevant interpretation of the Convention as deter-
mined by the Dutch Supreme Court is correct, then it would follow, on the facts that Ireland is also in breach 
of its obligations under the Convention. 

The Government argued that this Court should not consider the judgment of the Hoge Raad as being persua-
sive. This was done on a number of bases. First, it was said that, echoing a point already mentioned, national 
courts should exercise care in considering the decisions of other national courts under the Convention in 
circumstances where the ECtHR itself has not addressed the issue concerned. It was pointed out that a sub-
scribing state to the Convention does not enjoy the right to bring proceedings before the ECtHR to suggest 
that an interpretation placed on the Convention by its own national legal system, which was unfavourable to 
the State, was incorrect. 

It addition, the Government suggested that FIE has not established what were said to be necessary require-
ments in order that any significant weight might be paid to the judgment of a national court on convention 
issues. It was said that the precise status of the ECHR in Dutch law has not been established and it was 
further suggested that the Netherlands operates a monist system whereby, unlike the position in Ireland, inter-
national treaties can affect domestic law without the necessity of legislation. Furthermore, it was argued that 
FIE had not explained the manner in which any relevant provisions of Dutch law might have affected the Cour 
significant issue between the parties as to the weight, if any, which this Court should attribute to the decision 
in Urgenda. In addition, and to the extent that this Court concludes that it should attach some weight to that 
decision, it might obviously be necessary for the Court to consider the reasoning of the Dutch Supreme Court 
for the purposes of determining whether that reasoning assists in assessing the issues which arise under Irish 
law in these proceedings. 

As an overarching argument in respect of the various rights based claims made by FIE, the Govern-ment sug-
gests that, contrary to FIE’s submission, science” does not mean that it must also be taken to of that science 
involve the sort of actionable breach of rights for which FIE contends. 

While not presented in this way, it might be said that t suggests that three questions require to be addressed, 
being:- 

Is there a legal rights based obligation to take action; 

If so, what is the extent of that obligation; and 

In light of any such obligations identified, does the Plan comply with same? 

The trial judge concluded that FIE had failed to establish that the Plan had breached rights under either Arti-
cle 2 or Article 8 of the ECHR. 

Having considered the decision in Urgenda, in which the Dutch Government’s failure to mee reduction of 
GHG emissions was held to violate the rights guaranteed by those articles, the trial judge noted that no 
evidence had been presented before the High Court relevant to the constitutional order of the Netherlands, 
particularly in relation to the separation of powers in that jurisdiction. The trial judge distinguished Urgenda 
from this case on the basis that no particular statutory framework had been impugned. 

The trial judge then went on to consider the importance of the decision of this Court in McD (J) 

L (P) & M (B) [2009] IESC 81, in which it was held that it is not the role of a domestic court to declare rights 
under the Convention, but that this is rather a matter for the ECtHR. In the absence of any authority opened 
before the High Court to suggest that the ECtHR had previously dealt with this issue, the trial judge adopted 
the dicta of Fennelly J in McD to the effect that an Irish court cannot anticipate further developments in the 
interpretation of the Convention by the ECtHR in a direction not yet taken by that Court. As such, the High 
Court concluded that the adoption of the Plan could not be said to be incompatible with the rights guaranteed 
by Articles 2 and 8 of the ECHR. 
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While there are, as noted, some issues in relation to the precise scope of certain of the rights asserted, many 
of the contentious issues which may require resolution on this appeal stem from the extent to which the exis-
tence of those rights and any potential breach of them can provide proper legal basis for the type of challenge 
which FIE has mounted in these proceedings. 

(b)Can the Claim Be Maintained?

Under this general topic a number of sub-issues arise, having regard to the arguments put forward by the 
Government which suggest that FIE maintained in these proceedings. 

The following issues were relied on by the State. 

(i) Justiciability 

The Government argued that, having regard to the separation of powers, the issues raised are matters of 
policy which are within the exclusive remit of the Oireachtas and the Executive and not within the scope of 
questions which can properly be the subject of litigation. 

The Government argued that FIE’s case represents a “merits government policies”. It was accepted by the 
Govern compliance with the provisions of the 2015 Act, concerning the procedures adopted in formulating 
the Plan, are justiciable. However, it was argued that the substantive provisions of the Plan itself involve policy 
choices made by the Government. It may be that the need to make such choices is mandated by the 2015 
Act itself. However, it was argued that, on a proper construction of the Act, the requirements in that regard do 
not alter the fact that the Government is still required to make policy choices. 

The trial judge held that the doctrine of the separation of powers was central to the arguments on the issue of 
justiciability in the present case. In the course of a lengthy discussion on the distinct functions of the organs 
of state, the trial judge observed that the jurisdiction of the courts can only be exercised in deciding on jus-
ticiable matters and that the courts have no general supervisory or investigatory functions. While the courts 
have a right and duty to interfere in the activities of the Government in circumstances where the constitutional 
rights of individual litigants are threatened, the trial judge considered that it is not for the courts to assume a 
policy-making role. Therefore, the courts should exercise caution when interfering in the exercise of Executive 
power, particularly where the aim is the pursuit of policy. 

The trial judge held that, while the courts should be slow to find a matter or issue non-justiciable, they should 
also recognize that, due to the nature, extent or wording of a statutory obligation, it may be necessary to af-
ford a wide margin of discretion to the Executive in discharging its obligations. In the present case, the trial 
judge considered that both the 2015 Act and the Plan were heavily oriented towards policy considerations 
and, therefore, even if it the Plan were justiciable, a considerable margin of discretion must be afforded to 
the Government in the Plan’s pre deciding how it should achieve its wider obligations under the 2015 Act. It 
was held by the trial judge that it is not the function of the courts to second-guess the Government in these 
matters. 

In the light of justiciability issues raised by the Government, and at least significantly accepted by the trial 
judge, it is necessary for this Court to consider the extent to which, having regard to the separation of powers, 
it is open to the Court to judicially review those policy choices in the context of the argument put forward on 
behalf of FIE that some of the choices made, and in particular the emission reduction trajectory, are said to 
impermissibly interfere with rights guaranteed under the Constitution and the ECHR. In that context it is worth 
recalling the point made earlier to the effect that FIE accepted that the Government has a wide discretion 
as to the methods to be adopted to reduce emissions. However, the principal focus of the factual contention 
made by FIE centres on the fact that the Plan envisages an increase in emissions in the short term although 
seeking by 2050 to meet the NTO and also the National Climate Policy Position of April 2014. This policy 
envisages that there should be an aggregate reduction in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions of at least 80% 
(compared to 1990 levels) by 2050 across the electricity generation, built environment and transport sectors. 
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It is also envisaged that there should be, in parallel, an approach to carbon neutrality in the agriculture and 
land-use sector, including forestry, which does not compromise capacity for sustainable food production. 

(ii) Standing 

Insofar as the claims made by FIE involve an assertion of whatever rights may be established under either or 
both of the Constitution and the ECHR, the Government questioned the standing of FIE to bring such claims 
reliant on those rights. 

In substance the Government argued that what FIE seeks to maintain in these proceedings is a so-called ac-
tio popularis which form of action, it was said, does not exist in Irish constitutional law. In that regard, reliance 
is placed on the decision of this Court in Mohan v. Ireland and the Attorney General [2019] IESC 18. On that 
basis it was said that only a person who is affected in reality or as a matter of fact may bring such a challenge. 

In addition, it was argued by the Government that FIE, being an incorporated association, cannot assert 
either constitutional or convention rights which it does not and, it was said, could not, ever enjoy, such as 
the right to life or the right to bodily integrity. The Government submitted that, to allow FIE to maintain these 
proceedings would be to recognize a jus tertii contrary, it was argued, to the decision of this Court in Cahill 
v. Sutton [1980] I.R. 269. In addition, it was argued that none of the possible exceptions recognized in Cahill 
v. Sutton apply. 

So far as rights under the ECHR are concerned, similar points were made. It was said that the Convention 
does not permit an actio popularis or complaints in abstracto and that likewise the ECtHR would not grant 
standing to corporate bodies for violation of rights which they do not have. 

FIE noted in its written submissions that the High Court did not hold against it on the question of standing and 
suggested that the Government was precluded from raising the standing question by virtue of the fact that the 
Government did not seek to cross appeal. The Government did include the standing issue in the application 
for leave stage which is headed “add should be affirmed”. 

However, without conceding that the point was invalid, FIE indicated in providing further clarification on foot 
of a request for such clarification, made under Practice Direction S.C. 21, that it was not pursuing the point. 
Thus the issue of standing is before the Court. I should, however, say that, in my view, the position adopted by 
the Government on this question was correct. The current procedure requires an application for leave to cross 
appeal only where the respondent to the appeal wishes to suggest that this Court should give a different result 
to the case, rather than that this Court might come to the same result by a different route. These proceedings 
were dismissed by the High Court. There was, therefore, nothing for the Government to appeal against. The 
procedures allow for the specification by a respondent of any alternative route by which the same result could 
be achieved. This is precisely what the Government did by indicating that it would urge on this Court that the 
proceedings could be dismissed on standing grounds as well. 

Be that as it may, it is also important to note that the standing argument raised by the Government did not 
apply to the ultra vires part of the case for it was accepted that FIE had standing to raise those issues. There 
were, however, other procedural questions concerning that aspect of the case to which it will shortly be nec-
essary to turn. 

On the other issues, FIE argued that the Court should recognise the standing of FIE not withstand-ing its cor-
porate nature and the fact that it seeks to enforce rights whose infringement, if such be established, do not 
affect it in any particular way. It was said that this may be done by analogy with the position adopted by this 
Court in cases such as 

SPUC Ltd v. Coogan (No 1) [1989] I.R. 734 and Irish Penal Reform Trust v. Minister for Justice [2005] IEHC 
305. 

The trial judge concluded that FIE did enjoy standing in the particular circumstances of this case. MacGrath 
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J. first considered the approach to standing set out by this Court in its decision in Mohan where it was held 
that, in Irish constitutional law, in order for a plaintiff to enjoy standing to challenge the validity of legislation 
on the grounds that it infringes their constitutional rights, a claimant must demonstrate that his or her interests 
have been adversely affected, or are in imminent danger of being adversely affected, by the operation of the 
legislation in question. The trial judge followed the observations of O’Donnell J. at para. 11 of Mohan. 

In line with the approach taken by this Court in Mohan, MacGrath J. held that, in order for a potential plain-
tiff to establish that his or her interests had been adversely affected by legislation, it was sufficient that the 
court be satisfied that the plaintiff was affected in a real way in his or her life. Where a plaintiff successfully 
demonstrates to the court that the legislation they seek to challenge has had a real effect their life, they have 
standing to claim that the same legislation infringes on their constitutional rights. While the trial judge ac-
knowledged that the term “interests” was del Mohan to be broader than the term “rights”, he was nev nature 
of the constitutional rights which are alleged to have been infringed when determining whether FIE enjoyed 
standing, as, in his view, it was in this context only that one can consider whether interests relevant to the case 
being made have been affected. 

The trial judge then moved on to consider Digital Rights Ireland Ltd v. Minister for Communica-tions [2010] 3 
I.R. 251, in which McKechnie J. (in the High Court) had suggested that a more relaxed approach to standing 
might be taken where it was clear that a particular public act could adversely affect a plaintiff rights, or society 
as a whole. In these circumstances, McKechnie J. held that a potential plaintiff should not be precluded from 
bringing proceedings to protect the rights of others. 

Adopting the dicta of McKechnie J. in Digital Rights Ireland, the trial judge concluded that, as FIE sought to 
raise important issues of a constitutional nature which affected both its own members and the public at large, 
as well as significant issues in relation to environmental concerns, in the interests of justice, FIE did have 
standing in the present proceedings. 

(iii) The Nature of the Challenge 

The Government questioned the entitlement of FIE to maintain proceedings of this type. 

The first basis on which this challenge was made was t the absence of any challenge to the 2015 Act itself 
precluded FIE from obtaining the reliefs sought. 

The Government argued that the challenge to the validity of the Plan amounts to a collateral attack on the 
2015 Act itself. FIE argued that its complaint was directed towards the Plan rather than the 2015 Act. It is, of 
course, the case that FIE also challenged the legality of the Plan on the basis of a contention that it is ultra 
vires the 2015 Act. The issues under that heading will be briefly identified in succeeding paragraphs. Clearly 
if the Plan were found to be ultra vires the 2015 Act, then it would be unnecessary to consider the collateral 
challenge issues. However, the Government’ argument was that, in the event that it successfully persuades 
this Court that the Plan is not ultra vires the 2015 Act, then it would follow that a challenge to the Plan, without 
also challenging the constitutionality of the legislation, would necessarily amount to a collateral challenge. 

In this context it may be necessary for the Court to consider the extent to which it may be permissible to 
view the range of options open to a person or body under a statute as being circumscribed by the need to 
vindicate rights. On one view, it might be said that legislation would have to be interpreted in a constitutional 
manner, following East Donegal principles, so that, on its proper construction, the range of options available 
to a decision maker might be constrained in any event by the necessity to interpret the legislation in a man-
ner which did not infringe rights. If that view were to prevail then, of course, an exercise of any discretion 
conferred on the decision maker in a manner which impermissibly infringed rights would itself be ultra vires. 
On the other hand, if it could be said that the relevant legislation could not be interpreted in a manner which 
would constrain the range of options open, then it might be argued that, by allowing a discretion which could 
be exercised in a manner which breached rights, the legislation itself was unconstitutional thus grounding an 
argument based on collateral attack. 
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The trial judge held that if, as FIE contends, the Plan is an inadequate response to, and does not propose 
to do enough, quickly enough, to combat the effects of climate change, then that is not a legal deficiency or 
inadequacy of the Plan, but of the provisions and objectives outlined in the 2015 Act and also possibly of na-
tional policy. The trial judge noted that the provisions of that act were not challenged by FIE and he therefore 
made no observation on them. 

Under this heading the Government argued that FIE had failed to identify the precise way in which the 2003 
Act permits reliance to be placed on the Convention rights asserted. It was submitted that FIE sought to rely 
directly on the ECHR which, it was argued, is impermissible. FIE contended that the Government is under an 
obligation to perform its functions in a manner compatible with the State’s obligations un that it was, therefore, 
open to FIE to assert that the Government is in breach of the 2003 

Act by virtue of what is contended to be a failure to comply with convention obligations in making the Plan. 

c) Ultra vires 

FIE contended that the Plan is ultra vires the 2015 Act. The Government contested that assertion. 

A series of detailed arguments were put forward in the written submissions under this heading. FIE drew 
attention to a number of what were said to be mandatory requirements under the 2015 Act, such as those 
specified in s.3(1) and s.4(2)(a), (b) and (d). In addition, FIE drew attention to a range of obligations placed 
on the Government whereby the statute requires that regard be had to certain matters under, for example, 
s.3(2)(a) –(d). It is said that the Government, in adopting the Plan, failed to comply with each of the relevant 
obligations. 

In substance, the Government argued in its written submissions that each of the mandatory requirements 
were met and that there is no basis, on the facts, for suggesting that the Government did not have regard to 
the matters specified in the sections in question. The resolution of those issues would require a consideration 
of the precise way in which it is, respectively, argued that the relevant statutory provisions either were or were 
not complied with. 

However, at the oral hearing a further dispute emerged between the parties concerning the scope of the ap-
peal which was permitted, having regard to the grounds of appeal specified in the application for leave to this 
Court filed by FIE. With one narrow exception, it was suggested by the Government that FIE had not pursued 
an appeal to this Court in respect of many of the individual assertions by virtue of which it was argued that 
the Plan was ultra vires. On that basis, the Government contended that FIE was confined to a very narrow 
ground in respect of the vires argument. FIE disputed that contention on a number of bases to which it will 
be necessary to refer in due course. It follows, therefore, that it will be necessary to consider the scope of the 
appeal on ultra vires grounds which is properly before this Court. 

It should also be noted that the justiciability argument, to which reference has already been made, was put 
forward by the Government in respect of the ultra vires aspect of the case as well as the rights based ele-
ments. It follows, therefore, that while standing was not an issue in respect of these questions, justiciability 
was. 

The trial judge concluded that the Plan did not breach any of the relevant sections of the 2015 Act and was, 
therefore, intra vires. In reaching this conclusion, MacGrath J. bore in mind both the standard of review which 
he considered should be applied to the Plan and the wide latitude to be afforded to the Government in making 
and adopting the Plan under the 2015 Act. 

MacGrath J. found nothing in the Plan which, in his view, could be said to be inconsistent with the statutory 
aim to transition to a low carbon, climate resilient and environmentally sustainable economy by 2050 as re-
quired by the NTO. He also held that the Plan made clear proposals in respect of the state’s pursuit of the NTO 
by 2050 and, therefore, it could not be said to be inconsistent with s. 4 (2) of the 2015 Act. Furthermore, the 
trial judge found that the Plan did specify policy measures which, in the opinion of the Government, would be 
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required in order to manage greenhouse gas emissions, consistent with s. 4(2)(b) of the Act. It was also held 
that the Plan had fulfilled the obligations under s. 3(2) of the 2015 Act, as a result of which the Government 
was required to have regard to existing EU law and international agreements. Finally, the trial judge held that 
the plan contained clear sectoral analysis and that responsibilities had evidently been allocated to relevant 
government ministers under s. 4(2)(d) of the Act. None of the relevant sections of the 2015 Act having been 
breached, it was the conclusion of the trial judge that the Plan was intra vires. 

In determining whether the Plan was ultra vires, the trial judge also placed a great deal of weight on the fact 
that the Plan represented, in his view, an initial step on a long and challenging journey towards achieving the 
NTO. MacGrath J. observed that the principal difference of approach between the parties was one of imme-
diacy, as they disagreed on the extent of the measures required to be taken immediately in order to achieve 
the NTO by 2050. In this regard, he emphasized that that it was the 2015 Act, as opposed to the Plan, which 
provided for reaching the NTO by the end of the year 2050. On the basis of this interpretation of the 2015 Act, 
MacGrath J. found that the legislation did not prescribe or impose on the Government a statutory obligation 
to achieve particular intermediate targets. 

Finally, in support of its submission that the Plan was ultra vires, FIE had relied heavily on the criticisms of the 
Plan made by the Advisory Council established under s. 8 of the 2015 Act. The trial judge found that, while the 
Advisory Council was obliged to review the Plan and was expected to deliver a robust and critical appraisal, 
its recommendations did not amount to the imposition of a statutory obligation. As such, it was the view of the 
High Court that the criticisms made by the Advisory Council were themselves insufficient to establish that the 
Plan was ultra vires. 

Standard of Review 

Insofar as the Court might be persuaded that there are rights which can be asserted by FIE in these pro-
ceedings for the purposes of seeking to obtain relief of the type claimed, then an issue potentially arises as 
to the appropriate standard of review which should be applied by the Court in considering whether the Plan 
can be said to breach such rights to the extent that relief should be granted. In the same context, issues of 
proportionality may possibly arise. 

In the respective submissions of the parties there is a debate as to the role which proportionality might play in 
a judicial review of this type. It is, of course, the case that one of the issues which may arise in the context of 
a challenge to the substantive legality of a measure adopted under statute can involve the application of the 
test set out by this Court in O’Keeffe v. An [1993]Bord1 IPleanála.R.39.Toextent that test may have been mod-
ified, at least in certain circumstances, by the introduction of a consideration of proportionality as identified 
by this Court in Meadows v. Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2010] IESC 3, 2 I.R. 701. However, 
the Government argued that the place which proportionality holds in a challenge of this type is limited and 
asserted that the trial judge was correct to identify that proportionality O’Keeffe.FIEurged that proportionality 
should be given a wider role.

Similar considerations arise in the context of the potential application of proportionality in relation to the as-
serted ECHR rights. 

The Government also suggested that FIE has not truly identified what the practical consequences of the 
introduction of a test of proportionality would be in the context of this case. Furthermore, it was argued that 
proportionality can have little or no effect in a case where it can be established that a decision maker, such as 
the Government here, has a very wide margin of discretion. In the context of that margin of discretion, it was 
also said on behalf of the Government that the level of expertise required in the formulation of the Plan should 
lead the Court to afford a particularly wide margin of appreciation. 

In respect of the correct standard of review to be applied to the Plan, the trial judge observed that it is not 
the role of the courts to engage in a merit-based review of the actions of the Government in the creation and 
approval of the Plan. MacGrath J. considered that the jurisprudence indicates that the test of irrationality and 
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unreasonableness as set out in O’Keefferemains largely unaltered. 

Adopting the approach taken by this Court in Donegan v. Dublin City Council [2012] IESC 18 and AAA v. Min-
ister for Justice [2017] IESC 80, the trial judge found that, where an issue of fundamental rights is agitated, it is 
appropriate to apply the O’Keeffeirrationality test viewed through the prism of a Meadows type proportionality 
analysis. However, the trial judge also emphasised review must that be accommodated the court’s with in the 
existing judicial review regime. 

On that basis, it was considered by MacGrath J. that the level of scrutiny required is perhaps greater than 
O’Keeffe,but,at the same time, he was of the view that the review must be within the tenets of those principles 
and cannot be a merit-based review. MacGrath J. approached the assessment of FIE’s claims on this basis. 

In light of this approach to the standard of review, MacGrath J. concluded that, in the absence of any express 
authority relied on by the FIE to suggest that there is a free standing cause of action to have executive action 
assessed on the basis of proportionality and having regard to the wide discretion which is available to the 
Executive, FIE had failed to establish that that Government has acted in a disproportionate manner in the 
creation and adoption of the Plan. 

I have set out the issues as they appeared from the written submissions filed by the parties subject only to 
noting where there were developments during either the clarification stage or the oral hearing. It is worth com-
menting, however, that the case as originally pleaded focused much more substantially on an allegation that 
the Plan was ultra vires the 2015 Act. As the case evolved, the rights based elements of the argument took 
greater prominence. However, it seems to me that there is a logic in considering the vires issue first. If FIE are 
correct in saying that the Plan did not comply with the 2015 Act then it would follow that the Plan would have 
to be quashed and that the Government would have to adopt a new Plan. Such a finding would at least have 
some implications as to how it might be appropriate to deal with the remaining issues. I, therefore, propose to 
turn first to the question of whether the Plan complied with the 2015 Act. 

6. The Statutory Argument

(i)The Issues

For the reasons already identified there would appear to be five general questions which need to be an-
swered under this heading. 

The first is as to the permitted scope of this appeal so far as the question of ultra vires is concerned. As noted 
earlier, the Government suggests that many of the grounds relied on by FIE in its written and oral submissions 
in this regard go beyond the grounds specified in the application for leave to appeal. On that basis it is said 
that those wider grounds should not be entertained by the Court. 

Second, there are certain issues concerning the proper interpretation of the 2015 Act which relate to the 
question of what that Act requires of a compliant plan. 

Third, and at least in some respects inter-related with the second issue, there is the question of justiciability. 
In that context the Government argues that the Plan simply represents policy and that it is not, therefore, 
amenable to judicial review. 

Fourth, there is the question of what is said to be an impermissible collateral attack on the 2015 Act. As not-
ed earlier, the Government argues that the attempt by FIE to suggest that the Plan is ultra vires amounts, in 
substance, to a suggestion that the 2015 Act is itself unconstitutional in some respect and that such a course 
of action is not permitted. 

Fifth, and depending on the proper answers to the earlier questions, it may be necessary to assess whether 
the Plan actually complies with the statute as properly interpreted. I propose to deal with each of these issues 
in turn. 
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(ii) The Scope of the Appeal 

A starting point has to be to note that it is accepted that a wide range of issues concerning the compliance 
of the Plan with the provisions of the 2015 Act were canvassed before the High Court and were dealt with 
by the trial judge in his judgment. This is not a case, therefore, where it is said that FIE are seeking to run a 
significantly different case on appeal than that which was canvassed at trial. Rather, it is suggested that the 
grounds of appeal set out by FIE in the application for leave to appeal narrowed the range of issues which 
can properly be canvassed. 

The relevant part of the grounds of appeal dealing with the contention that the Plan does not comply with the 
2015 Act are as follows:- 

“It was wrong to conclude that the Respondent had di regard to EU and international law obligations in con-
sidering the Plan for approval by virtue of simply referring to those obligations. [Judgment (113)]. The Judg-
ment under appeal did not address the Applicant’sTristor[paraspe-cific,7.14]: sep cogent reasons must be 
provided where a decision flies in the face of a matter to which regard must be had.” 

Those grounds are, as the Government argued, quite limited. However, that is not the only factor to be taken 
into account. There is no doubt that FIE did include in its written submissions a number of different contentions 
concerning what was said to be the failure of the Plan to comply with relevant statutory requirements. Those 
contentions were addressed in the replying submissions filed on behalf of the Government. No suggestion 
was made in those replying submissions to the effect that the case made by FIE was said to go outside the 
proper scope of the appeal. 

In that context it is important to note the procedures which have been in place in respect of appeals to this 
Court since the new constitutional architecture brought about by the 33rd Amendment of the Constitution 
came into force. Each appeal is subject to detailed case management before a single judge. One of the 
questions which can arise, from time to time, in the context of that case management process, can involve 
an assertion by one or other party that the written submissions filed by its opponent seeks to rely on matters 
which are outside the scope of the appeal. Indeed, there have been a number of appeals where the Court 
has conducted a preliminary hearing to consider the scope of the appeal so that clarity can be brought in 
advance to the question of the issues which can be properly be canvassed at the hearing of the appeal itself. 
It is worth recording that neither in its own replying submissions, nor at any stage during case management, 
was any issue raised by the Government concerning what is now said to be an impermissible reliance by 
FIE on certain grounds for suggesting that the Plan does not comply with the 2015 Act. The first time that this 
issue arose was at the oral hearing. 

In reply on this point, counsel for FIE made the point that, had the issue been raised earlier, it would have been 
open to FIE, if it was considered necessary, to invite the Court to allow FIE to expand its grounds of appeal. 
Given that, by so doing, FIE would not have been seeking to rely on issues which had themselves not been 
canvassed the High Court, it must be said that there would at least have been a reasonable possibility that 
the Court would have acceded to an application to extend the grounds of appeal had one been made. 

However, the matter does not end there. In accordance with Practice Direction S.C. 21, this Court issued 
a Statement of Case. This new procedure had been in contemplation by the Court for some little time but 
was brought forward in the context of the need to further refine issues prior to the hearing of the appeal in 
circumstances where it was anticipated that a significant number of appeals to this Court would, during the 
continuance of restrictions connected with COVID-19, be conducted as remote hearings. 

The Statement of Case involves the Court setting out its understanding, drawn from the papers filed and from 
the written submissions of the parties, as to the facts, the issues before the Court, the relevant aspects of 
the judgment/judgments of the court/courts which have dealt with the case previously and the position of the 
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parties on the issues. 

Precisely because no question had been raised as to the scope of the appeal, the Statement of Case issued 
in respect of this appeal included, as some of the issues to be considered by the Court, the wider questions 
concerning the consistency of the Plan with the requirements of the 2015 Act that were dealt with in the written 
submissions filed by both parties. 

It is again part of the process which has been put in place that parties are invited to identify any aspects of 
the Statement of Case which they consider to be inaccurate or incomplete. Indeed, in this case, a number 
of minor observations were made about the text of the Statement of Case which observations were taken on 
board by the Court leading to the issuing of a slightly revised version. However, no issue was taken about the 
fact that the Statement of Case suggested that a wider range of issues might require to be dealt with under 
this heading. 

I would agree with counsel for the Government that it would require a somewhat strained inter-pretation of the 
grounds of appeal to suggest that the wider range of challenge set out in the writ-ten submissions and ad-
dressed in the Statement of Case come within those grounds. Neverthe-less, it seems to me that no injustice 
would be done by allowing FIE to pursue those grounds. As noted, those grounds were canvassed before the 
High Court, were set out in the written submis-sions of FIE and fully replied to on behalf of the Government 
and form part of the Statement of Case which sought to frame the parameters of the issues which would need 
to be debated at the oral hearing. On that basis I would propose that the Court should consider the issues. 

6.17  (iii) The Interpretation of the Act

For present purposes, the main relevant provisions of the Act are to be found in section 4 and in particular 
the following:-

“4—. (1) The Minister shall not later than 18 months after the passing of this Act, and not less than 
once in every period of 5 years, make, and submit to the Government for approval, a plan, which shall be 
known as a national low carbon transition and mitigation plan (in this Act referred to as a “national mitigation 
plan”). 

(2) A national mitigation plan shall specify the manner in which it is proposed to achieve the national transi-
tion objective, specify the policy measures that, in the opinion of the Government, would be required in order 
to manage greenhouse gas emissions and the removal of greenhouse gas at a level that is appropriate for 
furthering the achievement of the national transition objective, take into account any existing obligation of the 
State under the law of the European Union or any international agreement referred to in section 2, and specify 
the mitigation policy measures (in thi mitigation measures”) to be adopted by the Min referred to in subsec-
tion (3)(a), in relation to the matters for which each such Minister of the Government has responsibility for the 
purposes of— reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and enabling the achievement of the national transition 
objective. 

(3) For the purpose of including, in the national mitigation plan, the sectoral mitigation measures to be spec-
ified for the different sectors in accordance with subsection (2)(d)—

(a) the Government shall request such Ministers of the Government they consider appropriate to 
submit to the Minister, within a specified period, the sectoral mitigation measures that each such Minister of 
the Government proposes to adopt in relation to the matters for which each such Minister of the Government 
has responsibility,…”.

A number of points are worth noting. First, the overriding requirement of a national mitigation plan is that it 
must, in accordance with it is proposed to achieve the national transition objective is defined by s.3(1) as 
requiring the tran resilient and environmentally sustainable economy”. compliant plan is that it specifies how 
that objective is to be achieved by 2050. 
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Section 4(2) goes on to require that a compliant plan specify the policy measures which, in the opinion of the 
Government, are needed to achieve the NTO. Furthermore, such measures are required by s.4(2)(d) to be 
specified by reference to various sectors. 

It is true that s.4(1)(b) requires there to be a new plan at least every fifth year. But it would be wrong, in my 
view, to suggest that the legislation contemplates a series of five year plans. Rather, the legislation contem-
plates a series of rolling plans each of which must be designed to specify, both in general terms and on a 
sectoral basis, how it is proposed that the NTO is to be achieved. Given that the Plan was adopted in 2017, it 
was required to be a 33-year plan albeit one which the legislation understood was likely to be adjusted within 
five years to take into account further developments. However, it seems to me to be absolutely clear that it 
would be wrong to suggest that the legislation envisages that details be provided for only the first five years. 

The sole relevance of the five-year provision in s.4(1)(b) is that it recognises that circumstances generally, 
scientific knowledge and technology and, doubtless, other matters may alter so that it would be appropriate 
to adjust the Plan from time to time to reflect prevailing circumstances. 

It also seems to me that the legislation does contemplate, therefore, that the level of detail about what is to 
happen between, say, 2040 and 2050, may be less than the level of detail about what is to happen in the 
immediate future. By recognising the possibility of the need to adjust at least every five years, the legislation 
implicitly accepts that it may become possible, as time goes on, to give greater detail about precisely what 
is to be done in the latter part of the period up to 2050. However, that analysis does not seem to me to take 
away from the fundamental obligation of a compliant plan to, in the words of the statute itsel NTO will be met 
by 2050. 

While dealing with the proper interpretation of the statute, it also seems to me that it provides for two important 
obligations which inform the statutory purpose. Firstly, s.4(8) provides for a significant national consultation 
whenever a plan is being formulated. Thus there is a clear statu-tory policy involving public participation in 
the process. Second, the very fact that there must be a plan and that it must be published involves an exer-
cise in transparency. 

The public are entitled to know how it is that the government of the day intends to meet the NTO. The public 
are entitled to judge whether they think a plan is realistic or whether they think the policy measures adopted 
in a plan represent a fair balance as to where the benefits and burdens associated with meeting the NTO are 
likely to fall. If the public are unhappy with a plan then, assuming that it is considered a sufficiently important 
issue, the public are entitled to vote accordingly and elect a government which might produce a plan involv-
ing policies more in accord with what the public wish. But the key point is that the public are entitled, under 
the legislation, to know what the plan is with some reasonable degree of specificity. 

Thus, it seems to me that key objectives of the statutory regime are designed to provide both for public par-
ticipation and for transparency around the statutory objective which is the achievement of the NTO by 2050. 
In light of that view as to the proper approach to the interpretation of the statute, it is next necessary to turn 
to the question of justiciability. 

(iv) Justiciability 

The central argument put forward on behalf of the Government under this heading is that the Plan simply 
involves the adoption of policy and that, it is said, courts have frequently indicated that matters of policy are 
not justiciable. The Government draws attention to comments such as those made by Charleton J. (in the 
High Court) in Garda Representative Association v. Minister for Finance [2010] IEHC 78 at para. 15 where the 
following is said:- 

“The Government has the power to set policy on ar disperse funds in accordance with that policy. 
These decisions are, in my view, in a category beyond the scope of judicial review”. 

There may be an issue as to whether there are any areas which are truly completely outside the scope of 
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judicial review on the grounds of a barrier, based on respect for the separation of powers, on the remit of the 
courts to review policy. But it does not seem to me that such questions properly arise in the circumstances of 
this case. If the government of the day were to announce that, as a matter of policy, it was going to publish, 
after public consultation, a plan designed to achieve precisely that which is defined in the 2015 Act as the 
NTO and then publish a plan which arguably failed to do what it was said it should do, then such questions 
might well arise. However, the position here is that there is legislation. 

Most legislation has some policy behind it. It is likely to have been the policy of the government which was 
in power at the time when the legislation was enacted that legislation of the type in question should be pro-
moted. Indeed, in the context of issues concerning whether there has been an impermissible delegation by 
the Oireachtas of the power to legislate, courts regularly have to consider whether legislation indicates the 
“principles and policies” by reference-makingpower cantobe which seco exercised (see Cityview Press v. An 
Chomhairle Oiliúna (1980) IR 381). It may have been the policy of a particular government to introduce the 
legislation in question but once that legislation is passed it then become law and not policy. 

In fairness, counsel for the Government accepted that insofar as the process set out in the 2015 Act was 
concerned, judicial review was available. It was accepted, for example, that, if the Minister did not engage 
in the statutorily mandated public consultation, then the courts could take appropriate action. However, the 
position of the Government was that judicial review could extend only to process or procedural matters and 
not to the substantive content of the report itself. 

In that context, it does have to be acknowledged that some elements of the legislation simply require the 
Government to adopt a policy designed to the statutory end. For example, the legislation does not require any 
particular view to be taken as to which sectors are to contribute in which amounts to the reduction of carbon 
emissions. 

The legislation leaves it to the government of the day to make those policy choices. It is possible, therefore, 
that there may be elements of a compliant plan under the 2015 Act which may not truly be justiciable. Howev-
er, it does seem to me to be absolutely clear that, where the legislation requires that a plan formulated under 
its provisions does certain things, then the law requires that a plan complies with those obligations and the 
question of whether a plan actually does comply with the statute in such regard is a matter of law rather than 
a matter of policy. 

It becomes a matter of law because the Oireachtas has chosen to legislate for at least some aspects of a 
compliant plan while leaving other elements up to policy decisions by the government of the day. It seems to 
me that the requirements of s.4, as to what a plan must specify, come within a category of statutory obligation 
which is clearly law rather than policy. 

Whether a plan complies, for example, with the obligation that it be specific as to how the NTO is to be 
achieved is, in my view, clearly a matter of law. The choices as to how the NTO might be achieved may well 
be policy choices and real questions might arise at to the extent to which those choices might be justiciable. 
However, whether the Plan does what it says on the statutory tin is a matter of law and clearly justiciable. For 
present purposes, it is sufficient to suggest that the Court should hold that a question of whether the Plan 
meets the specificity requirements in s.4 is clearly justiciable. In the light of that suggestion it is next neces-
sary to consider the question of collateral attack. 

(v) Collateral Attack 

It is possible that there might be questions, in certain circumstances, as to whether a challenge to a measure 
adopted under legislation amounts to an impermissible collateral attack on the legislation itself. However, it 
seems to me that issues of that type can be reasonably described as amounting to a corollary of the jurispru-
dence which has followed from East Donegal Co-Operative Livestock Mart Ltd. v. Attorney General (1970) 
IR 317. 
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Under that jurisprudence, of course, a court must assume that any power or discretion available under a stat-
ute will be exercised in a constitutional manner. If the clear wording of the statute would not permit a power 
to be exercised in a way which was consistent with the Constitution, then the statute must be declared to be 
inconsistent with the Constitution and thus of no effect. 

If there is only one, or a small number of ways in which a particular statutory power or obligation can be ex-
ercised, and if that way or all of those ways would give rise to a breach of the Constitution, then there might 
well be a case for saying that an attack on an individual exercise of the statutory power concerned would 
necessarily amount to an attack on the statute itself. 

If the statute requires something to be done, or done in a particular way, then an attack on a measure adopted 
under the statute may well amount to a collateral attack on the statute itself unless it could be demonstrated 
that there were other ways in which measures could have been adopted which would have been consistent 
with the Constitution.

It follows, in my view, that the real question that must be addressed is, therefore, as to whether a claim that the 
Plan is ultra vires necessarily amounts to an assertion that any plan adopted in accordance with the statute 
would have also been unlawful. If it is possible to have a lawful plan under the statute but if, equally, it might 
be possible to have a plan which, while in technical compliance with the statute, breached rights in some 
way so that it too was invalid, a challenge mounted on such grounds would clearly not, in my view, amount 
to a collateral attack. It would simply amount to an assertion that the plan chosen was invalid but that other 
plans could have been chosen which were valid. Such a challenge would not suggest that there was anything 
inappropriate about the Act itself. 

Applying that general approach to, in particular, the claim that the Plan lacks the specificity required by s.4 
does not, in any way, amount to a suggestion that the 2015 Act is inconsistent with the Constitution. On the 
contrary, it is simply an assertion that the legislation requires a particular level of specificity which has not 
been met in the formulation of the Plan. 

Such an assertion does not carry with it any suggestion that there is any problem concerning the consistency 
of the 2015 Act with the Constitution. 

As already noted, there was no dispute about the standing of FIE to mount this aspect of the claim. For the 
reasons set out earlier, I would suggest that, notwithstanding that the matter is not properly addressed in the 
grounds of appeal, nonetheless this Court should go on to deal with the wider range of ultra vires issues can-
vassed in the written submissions. I have also indicated the reasons why I would hold that that at least some 
of those issues are clearly justiciable and also do not amount to a collateral attack on the 2015 Act itself. In 
particular, I would hold that the question of whether the Plan is sufficiently specific to meet the mandatory 
requirements of s.4 of the 2015 Act is both justiciable and does not amount to a collateral attack. It follows in 
turn that it is necessary to consider whether, on the merits, the Plan does meet those requirements of speci-
ficity. 

(vi)  Specificity 

An important part of the case made by the Government draws attention to the fact that the Plan is a living 
document. So far as it goes, it seems to me that that is a reasonable proposition. 

As already noted, the 2015 Act contemplates a revision of the Plan at least every five years and that must car-
ry with it an assumption that the intention is that it will be possible to provide greater detail of certain aspects 
of any plan made under the 2015 Act as matters progress. 

In the course of submissions, counsel for the Government drew attention to a new document, the Climate 
Action Plan, which was produce was submitted that this 2019 Plan is an example of how policy is evolving. 
The introduction to the 2019 Plan states that it aims to build on the policy, framework, measures and actions of 
the Plan. The 2019 Plan, it was suggested, contains updated detail. In particular, Counsel for the Government 
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drew attention to the fact that the 2019 Plan identifies measures which, it is said, were first envisaged in the 
Plan under review and which are aimed at closing the carbon gap, but which will not be successful in closing 
it completely. Counsel then submitted that the 2019 Plan identifies the outstanding carbon gap which will re-
main after the measures referred to above have been implemented and goes on to identify further measures 
which will be necessary to completely close that gap. 

While there may be some merit in the suggestion that the document in question does provide greater detail in 
some areas, it must also be emphasized that it is not a plan in the sense in which that term is used in the 2015 
Act. It has not been, for example, through the public consultation process which the 2015 Act mandates. 
While it may provide some level of transparency about the Government’s thinking not do so in the very formal 
way which the 2015 Act mandates. 

Whatever level of clarity is required by that Act about government policy to achieve the NTO by 2050, it must 
be provided in a formal plan adopted in accordance with the public participation measures set out in the 
2015 Act. 

More importantly, the real question at issue is as to whether the Plan itself gives any real or sufficient detail 
as to how it is intended to achieve the NTO. In that regard a number of factors must be taken in to account. 

First it is necessary to reach some overall conclusion as to the level of specificity which the Act requires. It 
seems to me that the starting point for a consideration of that question must be to consider the purpose of the 
2015 Act as a whole. The public participation element of that purpose is, of course, met by the public con-
sultation process set out in section 4(8). But it is to the transparency element of the purpose of the legislation 
as a whole that the specificity mandated by s.4 is directed. The purpose of requiring the Plan to be specific 
is to allow any interested member of the public to know enough about how the Government currently intends 
to meet the NTO by 2050 so as to inform the views of the reasonable and interested member of the public as 
to whether that policy is considered to be effective and appropriate. 

What the public thinks of any plan and what the public might do about it if they do not like a plan is a matter 
for the public to consider. But the 2015 Act requires that the public have sufficient information from the Plan 
to enable them to reach such conclusions as they wish. 

On that basis, it seems to me that the level of specificity required of a compliant plan is that it is sufficient to 
allow a reasonable and interested member of the public to know how the government of the day intends to 
meet the NTO so as, in turn, to allow such members of the public as may be interested to act in whatever way, 
political or otherwise, that they consider appropriate in the light of that policy. 

Next there is what the Plan itself says. In the Plan “Under the 2015 Act, each National Mitigation Plan mea-
sures that Government consider are required to manage greenhouse gas emissions and the removal of 
emissions at a level that is appropriate for furthering the national transition objective set out in that Act. Given 
that this long-term objective must be achieved by 2050, it is not prudent or even possible to specify, in detail, 
policy measures to cover this entire period as we cannot be certain what scientific or technical developments 
and advancements might arise over the next 30 years or so.” 

Furthermore, it is of some relevance to consider what the Climate Change Advisory Council (“the Advisory 
Council”) says. The Advisory the 2015 Act. Section 11 of the Act provides that the functions of the Advisory 
Council include advising and making recommendations to the Minister and the Government in relation to 
the preparation and adoption of the Plan and in relation to the reduction of GHG emissions and adaptions to 
the effects of climate change. Sections 12 and 13 of the Act provide that the Advisory Council is to submit 
annual records and periodic review reports to the Minister. Under s.12(2) of the 2015 Act, the annual report 
of the Advisory Council is required to include recommendations in relation to the most cost-effective manner 
of achieving reductions in GHG emissions in order to enable the achievement of the NTO and such other 
recommendations or advice as the Advisory Council considers necessary or appropriate in order to enable 
the achievement of the NTO. Section 13(7) provides that a periodic review report should contain a consid-
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eration of the NTO and any matter relating to that objective as the Advisory Council considers appropriate, 
a consideration of (and recommendations in relation to) compliance with obligations arising under EU law 
or international agreements and any matters relating to such obligations as the Advisory Council considers 
appropriate together with such advice or recommendations as the Advisory Council considers appropriate 
in relation to the Plan. The Advisory Council is not, therefore, an informal body but rather one which is estab-
lished by statute and has, therefore, a role in law. 

I appreciate that the Government is not bound by the views of the Advisory Council. However, in considering, 
as this Court must, whether the Plan gives sufficient detail to allow a reasonable and interested observer to 
understand how it is suggested that the NTO is to be met by 2050, it seems to me that it is appropriate to 
place significant weight on the views of the Advisory Council which is, after all, set up under the same statute 
as requires the Plan to specify how the NTO is to be achieved. 

In that context it is appropriate to consider what the Advisory Council says. In its 2018 annual report, the 
Advisory Council stated that, 

“Ireland’s greenhouse gas emissions for 2016, and 2035, are disturbing. Ireland’s greenhouse gas emissions 
Instead of achieving the required reduction of 1 million tonnes per year in carbon dioxide emissions, consis-
tent with the National Policy Position, Ireland is currently increasing emissions at a rate of 2 million tonne off 
course in terms of its commitments to addressing the challenge of climate change.” 

Next there is what the Plan itself says. In the Plan “Under the 2015 Act, each National Mitigation Plan mea-
sures that Government consider are required to manage greenhouse gas emissions and the removal of 
emissions at a level that is appropriate for furthering the national transition objective set out in that Act. Given 
that this long-term objective must be achieved by 2050, it is not prudent or even possible to specify, in detail, 
policy measures to cover this entire period as we cannot be certain what scientific or technical developments 
and advancements might arise over the next 30 years or so.” 

Furthermore, it is of some relevance to consider what the Climate Change Advisory Council (“the Advisory 
Council”) says. The Advisory the 2015 Act. Section 11 of the Act provides that the functions of the Advisory 
Council include advising and making recommendations to the Minister and the Government in relation to 
the preparation and adoption of the Plan and in relation to the reduction of GHG emissions and adaptions to 
the effects of climate change. Sections 12 and 13 of the Act provide that the Advisory Council is to submit 
annual records and periodic review reports to the Minister. Under s.12(2) of the 2015 Act, the annual report 
of the Advisory Council is required to include recommendations in relation to the most cost-effective manner 
of achieving reductions in GHG emissions in order to enable the achievement of the NTO and such other 
recommendations or advice as the Advisory Council considers necessary or appropriate in order to enable 
the achievement of the NTO. Section 13(7) provides that a periodic review report should contain a consid-
eration of the NTO and any matter relating to that objective as the Advisory Council considers appropriate, 
a consideration of (and recommendations in relation to) compliance with obligations arising under EU law 
or international agreements and any matters relating to such obligations as the Advisory Council considers 
appropriate together with such advice or recommendations as the Advisory Council considers appropriate 
in relation to the Plan. The Advisory Council is not, therefore, an informal body but rather one which is estab-
lished by statute and has, therefore, a role in law. 

I appreciate that the Government is not bound by the views of the Advisory Council. 

However, in considering, as this Court must, whether the Plan gives sufficient detail to allow a reasonable and 
interested observer to understand how it is suggested that the NTO is to be met by 2050, it seems to me that it 
is appropriate to place significant weight on the views of the Advisory Council which is, after all, set up under 
the same statute as requires the Plan to specify how the NTO is to be achieved. 

In that context it is appropriate to consider what the Advisory Council says. In its 2018 annual report, the 
Advisory Council stated that, 
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“Ireland’s greenhouse gas emissions for 2016, and 2035, are disturbing. Ireland’s greenhouse gas emissions 
Instead of achieving the required reduction of 1 million tonnes per year in carbon dioxide emissions, consis-
tent with the National Policy Position, Ireland is currently increasing emissions at a rate of 2 million tonne off 
course in terms of its commitments to addressing the challenge of climate change.” 

Similarly, in the Advisory Council’s 2017 periodic review

“Ireland is not projected to meet 2020 emissions the right trajectory to meet longer term EU and na-
tional emission reduction commitments.”

Finally, it is necessary to look at the kind of policies which the Plan suggests need to be followed in order to 
meet the NTO. Having considered what the Plan says it does seem to me to be reasonable to characterize 
significant parts of the policies as being excessively vague or aspirational. For example, in the field of agri-
culture the following is said:- 

“Ireland is one of a small number of EU countries grassland and cropland management activities 
for the 2nd commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) (2013-2020) so we are endeavouring to 
improve our understanding of the drivers of emissions from these activities with a view to developing 
policies and measures to reducing the Further investigation will also be necessary to analyse syn-
ergies between these policies and mobilizing carbon credits under the LULUCF (land use, land-use 
change and forestry) flexibility, referred to below, in particular related to emissions and removals from 
grassland and cropland While we cannot activities be sure… what future technologies will deliver, this 
is true of every sector. That said, new technologies are constantly emerging and we will be ready to 
encourage adoption of those that support climate ambition… In addition, continued research and de-
velopment is needed to support the development and roll-out of new technologies to reduce green-
house gas emissions, which highlights the importance of national research and coherence with the 
EC Horizon 2020 programme and Emphasis LIFE added .funding).” 

Furthermore, several of the proposals made in the agriculture chapter of the Plan involve carrying out “fur-
ther research” into areas such as b barriers which influence farmers’ participation in e the Plan also contains 
somewhat vague proposals to “con transfer and exchange to farmers by developing a network across State 
agencies and relevant advisory bodies” and to “further develop the information collected for beef, dairy and 
other agriculture. 

I accept that the legislation clearly contemplates that knowledge will evolve and that the detail of the Plan 
will become more fixed as time moves on. However, that does not seem to me to prevent there being a clear 
present statutory obligation on the Government, in formulating a plan, to at least give some realistic level of 
detail about how it is intended to meet the NTO. 

Some general indication of the sort of specific measures which will or may be required needs to be given. The 
legislation does, after all, require that a plan “specify” how the NTO is to be m seems clear that s.4 requires 
that the measures necessary to achieve the NTO must be specified not only for the first five years but for the 
full length of the period then unexpired up to 2050. 

The level of specificity for the latter years may legitimately be less but there must be, nonetheless, a policy 
identified which does specify in some reasonable detail the kind of measures that will be required up to 2050. 

The fact that some of those measures may come to be adjusted over time because of developments in knowl-
edge, data or technology does not alter the fact that a best current estimate as to how the NTO is going to be 
achieved needs to be made and not left to sometime in the future. As noted earlier, this is not a five-year plan 
but rather ought to have been a 33-year plan.

In my judgment the Plan falls a long way short of the sort of specificity which the statute requires. I do not con-
sider that the reasonable and interested observer would know, in any sufficient detail, how it really is intended, 
under current government policy, to achieve the NTO by 2050 on the basis of the information contained in 
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the Plan. Too much is left to further study or investigation. In that context it must, of course, be recognized 
that matters such as the extent to which new technologies for carbon extraction may be able to play a role is 
undoubtedly itself uncertain on the basis of current knowledge. However, that is no reason not to give some 
estimate as to how it is currently intended that such measures will be deployed and what the effect of their 
deployment is hoped to be. Undoubtedly any such estimates can be highly qualified by the fact that, as the 
technology and knowledge develops, it may prove to be more or less able to achieve the initial aims attrib-
utable to it. 

However, that is no reason not to indicate how and when particular types of technology are currently hoped to 
be brought on board. If it proves possible to achieve more than might currently be envisaged then, doubtless, 
other elements of the Plan can evolve in a way which may place a lesser burden on certain sectors. If it proves 
that the technology is less useful than currently envisaged, then the burden on some sectors may have to 
increase. But the public are entitled to know what current thinking is and, indeed, form a judgment both on 
whether the Plan is realistic and whether the types of technology considered in the Plan are appropriate and 
likely to be effective. In my view, a reasonable and interested observer would not really have a sufficient view 
of just how it is currently hoped that such measures might contribute towards achieving the NTO to form a 
considered judgement. 

On that basis, I would hold that the Plan does not comply with the requirements of the 2015 Act and, in par-
ticular, section 4. On that basis I would hold that the Plan should be quashed on the grounds of having failed 
to comply with its statutory mandate in that regard. 

Given that the Plan should, in my view, be quashed, it is necessary to consider whether, and, if so, to what 
extent, it is appropriate to deal with the wider rights based issues which arose on this appeal. In that context 
it is worth noting that I propose that the Plan be quashed on grounds which are substantive rather than purely 
procedural. On that basis this plan will never fall to be assessed again, for any new plan adopted under the 
2015 Act will need to be different so as to meet the deficiencies which have been identified. There is, there-
fore, an argument to the effect that any consideration of the further rights based issues which arise on this 
appeal would be purely theoretical as such a consideration would have, as its focus, a plan which will not be 
reproduced. However, it seems to me that at least the question of standing is of some continuing importance 
because that issue would arise in any challenge sought to be brought by FIE, or indeed any other corporate 
NGO in the environmental field, in respect of any future plan. 

On that basis, it does seem to me to be appropriate to go on to consider at least the question of standing in 
respect of the rights based claims made under both the Constitution and the ECHR. It may also, to a limited 
extent, be appropriate to consider some of the other issues which arose on this appeal. I will address that 
question when I have outlined my views on the position in respect of standing to which I now turn.

7. Standing 

I propose to consider together the question of the standing of FIE to mount rights-based claims both in re-
spect of certain rights guaranteed by the Constitution and also under the 2003 Act. 

It is appreciated that it does not necessarily follow that the requirements of standing must be the same under 
both headings but I nonetheless consider it to be convenient to address all standing issues at this stage. 

The fundamental objection which the Government takes to the proposition that FIE has standing under either 
heading stems from the fact that all of the rights sought to be relied on, whether under the Constitution or 
under the ECHR, are personal rights which FIE itself does not enjoy. 

The rights relied on under the Constitution are the right to life and the right to bodily integrity. Those rights are 
personal to individuals. Likewise, the rights relied on under the ECHR are those guaranteed by both Article 2 
and Article 8. These are again personal rights. 

Counsel accepted that FIE, as a corporate entity, did not itself enjoy the rights sought to be relied on, whether 
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under the Constitution or the ECHR. However, counsel argued that the jurisprudence recognizes that there 
have been cases where entities have been accorded standing, even though the entities concerned did not 
enjoy the rights sought to be advanced in the relevant proceedings. 

On the question of standing to put forward the claim based on constitutional rights, the argument put forward 
by the Government relies on well-established jurisprudence to the effect that Irish constitutional law does not 
recognize a so-called actio popularis, being an action brought, as it were, on behalf of the public as a whole. 
Furthermore, it is said that, relying on Cahill v. Sutton and subsequent case law, Irish standing rules in con-
stitutional cases do not recognise a so-called jus tertii, or an action in which a person seeks to rely on rights 
enjoyed by others. 

The Government argues that these proceedings fall into both excluded categories. 

As already noted, it was accepted at the oral hearing that FIE does not enjoy the personal constitutional rights 
on which reliance is sought to be placed. To that extent, it would appear that it must follow that FIE does not, 
prima facie, have standing for constitutional purposes so far as these proceedings are concerned. The real 
issue under this heading is as to whether this case comes within one of those exceptions where a third party, 
including a corporate body such as FIE, may have standing to maintain a claim based on the rights of others. 

So far as standing to maintain the claims under the ECHR are concerned, it was accepted at the oral hearing 
that FIE would not have standing to bring a complaint before the ECtHR. 

However, it was argued that it did not follow that a party that would not have Strasbourg standing would nec-
essarily be precluded from maintaining a claim under the 2003 Act. The real question, so far as standing to 
maintain the ECHR aspect of the claim is concerned, was as to whether it is possible for a party, who would 
not have standing before the ECtHR, to bring proceedings relying on the 2003 Act and, if so, what circum-
stances permit such a claim to be brought. 

Before considering those issues in detail, it is also necessary to mention the potential reliance placed by FIE 
on an asserted right to a healthy environment, relying on the judgment of Barrett J. in Fingal Co. Council. 
However, at the oral hearing, counsel for FIE accepted that, in the context of these proceedings, there was no 
material difference, insofar as this case was concerned, between the established constitutional rights relied 
on, being the right to life and the right to bodily integrity, and any right to a healthy environment, should one 
exist. Counsel did, of course, indicate that, should such a right be found to exist under the Constitution, it 
might well have significant implications in other proceedings where the asserted rights sought to be relied on 
went beyond representing an aspect of the right to life or the right to bodily integrity. 

However, it was clear that no such issues arose in this case so that any right to a healthy environment which 
might be held to exist for the purposes of these proceedings would not extend beyond the boundaries of 
the right to life and the right to bodily integrity. In those circumstances, it does not seem to me that it is either 
necessary or appropriate to give any additional consideration to the question of identifying those persons or 
bodies as might have standing to maintain a claim based on the asserted right to a healthy environment said 
to derive from those quintessentially personal rights. In the particular circumstances of this case it is difficult 
to see how a body, such as FIE, could have standing to maintain a right to a healthy environment (which is 
co-extensive with the right to life and the right to bodily integrity) unless such a body also would have stand-
ing to maintain a claim based directly on those rights. Ultimately, therefore, the question of whether FIE has 
standing to maintain the constitutional rights based aspect of their case comes down to a question of whether 
they come within exceptions to the general rule. 

In that context, reliance is placed on decisions such as Coogan and Irish Penal Reform Trust. However, it is 
important to return to Cahill v. Sutton, which remains the most important case in this area and represents the 
foundation of the modern law of standing in constitutional cases. 

It is important to recognize first that Cahill v. Sutton suggested a general rule which is to the effect that, in or-
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der to have standing, a claimant must be able to show that rights which that claimant enjoyed have potentially 
been interfered with (or be in danger of being interfered with) by the measure whose constitutionality is in 
question. In that context Henchy J. stated the following at pp. 281-282:- 

 “The general approach to the question of standing jurisdictions was referred to as follows in the judgment of 
this Court in the East Donegal Co-Operative case (at p.338):

“With regard to the locus standi of the plaintiffs the question raised has been determined in different ways in 
countries which have constitutional provisions similar to our own.

It is unnecessary here to go into this matter in detail beyond stating that at one end of the spectrum of opin-
ions on this topic one finds the contention that there exists a right of action akin to an actio popularis which will 
entitle any person, whether he is directly affected by the Act or not, to maintain proceedings and challenge 
the validity of any Act passed by the parliament of the country of which he is a citizen or to whose laws he is 
subject by residing in that country. At the other end of the spectrum is the contention that no one can maintain 
such an action unless he can show that not merely do the provisions of the Act in question apply to activities 
in which he is currently engaged but that their application has actually affected his activities adversely. The 
Court rejects the latter contention and does not find it necessary in the circumstances of this case to express 
any view upon the former”.

In point of fact, in no comparable jurisdiction to which the Court’s attention has been directed does either of 
those two polarised opinions or contentions seem to have received authoritative judicial acceptance. On the 
contrary, in other jurisdictions the widely accepted practice of courts which are invested with comparable 
powers of reviewing legislation in the light of constitutional provisions is to require the person who challenges 
a particular legislative provision to show either that he has been personally affected injuriously by it or that he 
is in imminent danger of becoming the victim of it. This general rule means that the challenger must adduce 
circumstances showing that the impugned provision is operating, or is poised to operate, in such a way 
as to deprive him personally of the benefit of a particular constitutional right. In that way each challenge is 
assessed judicially in the light of the application of the impugned provision to the challenger’s own circum-
stances.”

However, in Cahill v. Sutton, this Court also recognised that the general rule can be relaxed in appropriate 
cases. At p. 285 of his judgement in that case, Henchy J stated:- 

“This rule, however, being but a rule of practice to expansion, exception or qualification when the justice of 
the case so requires.

Since the paramount consideration in the exercise of the jurisdiction of the Courts to review legislation in the 
light of the Constitution is to ensure that persons entitled to the benefit of a constitutional right will not be prej-
udiced through being wrongfully deprived of it, there will be cases where the want of the normal locus standi 
on the part of the person questioning the constitutionality of the statute may be overlooked if, in the circum-
stances of the case, there is a transcendent need to assert against the statute the constitutional provision that 
has been invoked. For example, while the challenger may lack the personal standing normally required, those 
prejudicially affected by the impugned statute may not be in a position to assert adequately, or in time, their 
constitutional rights. In such a case the court might decide to ignore the want of normal personal standing 
on the part of the litigant before it.

Likewise, the absence of a prejudice or injury peculiar to the challenger might be overlooked, in the discre-
tion of the court, if the impugned provision is directed at or operable against a grouping which includes the 
challenger, or with whom the challenger may be said to have a common interest— particularly in cases where, 
because of the nature of the subject matter, it is difficult to segregate those affected from those not affected 
by the challenged provision.

However, those examples of possible exceptions to the rule should not be taken as indicating where the limits 
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of the rule are to be drawn. It is undesirable to go further than to say that the stated rule of personal standing 
may be waived or relaxed if, in the particular circumstances of a case, the court finds that there are weighty 
countervailing considerations justifying a departure from the rule.

In my view, Henchy J. also made a number of important observations at pp. 282-284 in the following terms:- 

“This general, but not absolute,-restrainthas muchruleto commendofjudicial it. It ensures that normally the 
controversy will rest on facts which are referable primarily and specifically to the challenger, thus giving con-
creteness and first-hand reality to what might otherwise be an abstract or hypothetical legal argument. The 
resulting decision of the court will be either the allowance or the rejection of the challenge in so far as it is 
based on the facts adduced. If the challenge succeeds, the impugned provision will be struck down. If it fails, 
it does not follow that a similar challenge raised later on a different set of facts will fail: see Ryan v.

The Attorney General [1965] I.R. 294. at p. 353 of the report. In that way the flexibility and reach of the partic-
ular constitutional provision invoked are fully preserved and given necessary application.

There is also the hazard that if the courts were to accord citizens unrestricted access, regardless of qualifi-
cation, for the purpose of getting legislative provisions invalidated on constitutional grounds, this important 
jurisdiction would be subject to abuse.”

7.11 Henchy J. went on to comment as follows:-

“In particular, the working interrelation that Parliament and the Judiciary in the democratic scheme of things 
postulated by the Constitution would not be served if no threshold qualification were ever required for an at-
tack in the courts on the manner in which the Legislature has exercised its law-making powers. Without such 
a qualification the courts might be thought to encourage those who have opposed a particular Bill on its way 
through Parliament to ignore or devalue its elevation into an Act of Parliament by continuing their opposition 
to it by means of an action to have it invalidated on constitutional grounds. It would be contrary to the spirit of 
the Constitution if the courts were to allow the opposition that was raised to a proposed legislative measure, 
inside or outside Parliament, to have an unrestricted and unqualified right to move from the political arena to 
the High Court once a Bill has become an Act.

And it would not accord with the smooth working of the organs of State established by the Constitution if the 
enactments of the National Parliament were liable to be thwarted or delayed in their operation by litigation 
which could be brought at the whim of every or any citizen, whether or not he has a pers

It might well be said that the distinction identified by Henchy J. is of some relevance in the context of these 
proceedings. There clearly is a risk of the distinction between rights based litigation, on the one hand, and 
political or policy issues, on the other becoming blurred in cases such as this. I would view the observations 
of Henchy J., which I have cited, as conveying a warning against an over-liberal use of the undoubted enti-
tlement of the courts to relax the general rule. 

However, it also seems clear that cases such as Coogan and Irish Penal Reform Trust do represent appropri-
ate relaxations of the general rule in accordance with the overall approach identified in Cahill v. Sutton. It is 
important to analyse the reasons why standing was accepted as existing in those cases. 

The rights asserted in Coogan were the rights of the unborn. It is clear that any rights which the unborn might 
have enjoyed, whether under the 8th Amendment to the Constitution (since repealed) or otherwise, would 
inevitably involve some other person or body seeking to vindicate those rights. In Coogan, Finlay C.J. com-
mented, at p. 742 as follows:- 

“In such a satisfiedcase thatI theamtest is that of a bona fide concern and interest, interest being used in the 
sense of proximity or an objective interest. To ascertain whether such bona fide concern and interest exists 
in a particular case it is of special importance to consider the nature of the constitutional right sought to be 
protected. In this case that right is the right to life of an unborn child in it’s mother’s womb. The threat to that 
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constitutional the death of the child.

In respect of such a threat there can never be a victim or potential victim who can sue…

The part, however, proceedings to which I have referred, which were successfully brought to conclusion by 
the Attorney General at its relation, and the particular right which it seeks to protect with its importance to the 
whole nature of our society, constitute sufficient grounds for holding that it is a person with a bona fide con-
cern and interest and accordingly has the necessary legal standing to bring the action.

While McCarthy J. dissented on the question of whether the plaintiffs in that case had standing, he did so 
on the basis of his view that the appropriate plaintiff was the Attorney General in all the circumstances of 
the case. McCarthy J., therefore, considered that the rights involved could be vindicated but with a different 
plaintiff. He did, however, in that context, observe, in a typically pithy fashion, at p. 750 the following:- 

“The direct threatolife istoan abortion,that arightprocedure whicht in the nature of things is likely to be pro-
cured by the expectant mother. The two whose rights are protected cannot or will not invoke the constitutional 
guarantee. Who will?”

On one view it might be said that Irish Penal Reform Trust extends the scope of standing a little further. In that 
case the Irish Penal Reform Trust was one of three plaintiffs seeking to challenge prison conditions and their 
compatibility with the Constitution. The other two plaintiffs were former prisoners. The case sought to address 
what, it was contended, amounted to systemic deficiencies in the treatment of prisoners with psychiatric 
problems. If the case were limited to the personal experience of the two individual plaintiffs, it would not have 
been possible to advance the case that the deficiencies were systemic. 

Furthermore, a representative of the Irish Penal Reform Trust swore an affidavit setting out her belief, and that 
of the Trust, that, in their experience, prisoners affected by these deficiencies (by definition prisoners suffer-
ing from psychiatric illnesses) are not in a position to assert adequately or in time their constitutional rights, 
especially in regard to systemic deficiencies. The Trust had carried out a great deal of work and expended 
considerable effort in bringing the proceedings, including the retention of international experts. It was spe-
cifically stated that the Trust believed that, notwithstanding the fact that prison conditions were a matter of 
interest to the wider community, and that it strongly contended the conditions in Mountjoy Prison did not com-
ply at the time with basic standards of human rights, nevertheless, such matters would never be adequately 
addressed unless the proceedings could be determined as constituted. 

Gilligan J. in his judgment observed that Henchy J. in Cahill v Sutton had been careful to note that the rule 
on standing was a rule on practice and could be waived or relaxed if, in the particular circumstances of the 
case, there were weighty countervailing considerations. An example given by Henchy J. was where those 
prejudicially affected by the impugned statute might not be in a position to assert adequately or in time their 
constitutional rights. Gilligan J. considered that a case illustrating this exception was Coogan. Gilligan J. also 
considered that prisoners with psychiatric problems were among the most vulnerable and disadvantaged 
members of society. Many prisoners might be ignorant of their rights and fear retribution if they challenged 
the prison authorities. Such prisoners might well be unaware of the constitutional right to receive a better 
standard of treatment. This put the particular category of prisoner in an extremely disadvantaged position. He 
considered that this was an appropriate case in which to relax the rules on standing in such circumstances. 

In the present case, no real attempt has been made to explain why FIE has launched these proceedings and 
why individual plaintiffs have not commenced the proceedings, or sought to be joined. It is not suggested 
that the potential class of individual plaintiffs (which is very extensive indeed) suffers from any vulnerability 
or would face any difficulty in asserting the claim or that the claim would in any way be limited if brought by 
individuals. For these reasons and more, it does not seem to me that Irish Penal Reform Trust supports the 
plaintiff’s case on standing. 

It should be emphasised that Irish standing rules are, therefore, flexible but not infinitely so. This point was 
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again emphasised in Mohan which represents the latest clarification of the constitutional law of standing by 
this Court. In that context it is worth recalling that the standing recognised in Digital Rights involved claims 
which a company was entitled to bring as a company. 

Thus there was no question in Digital Rights of a corporate entity being permitted to assert rights which were 
only those of others. The rights were those of the company itself. I would, in any event, reserve my position on 
whether I would fully follow all of the reasoning in Digital Rights concerning standing. For present purposes 
it is sufficient to indicate that Digital Rights does not provide any basis for suggesting that a corporate entity 
has standing to bring proceedings which solely seek to advance the rights of individuals rather than rights of 
the corporate entity itself. 

I would accept, therefore, that there are circumstances in which an overly strict approach to standing could 
lead to important rights not being vindicated. However, that does not take away from the importance of 
standing rules in our constitutional order. The underlying position was reiterated in the recent decision of this 
Court in Mohan, which re-emphasized the need, ordinarily, for a plaintiff to be able to demonstrate that they 
have been affected in reality or as a matter of fact by virtue of the measure which they seek to challenge on 
the basis that it breaches rights. That remains the fundamental proposition. The circumstances in which it is 
permissible to accord standing outside the bounds of that basic principle must necessarily be limited and 
involve situations where there would be a real risk that important rights would not be vindicated unless a more 
relaxed attitude to standing were adopted. 

That leads to a consideration of the reasons why a corporate entity has chosen to bring these proceedings 
relying, as FIE does, on personal rights which it does not enjoy. Other than a suggestion that it was desire to 
protect individuals from a possible exposure to the costs of unsuccessful proceedings, no real explanation 
was given as to why an individual or individuals could not have brought these proceedings instead of FIE. 
There does not seem to be any practical reason why FIE could not have provided support for such individuals 
in whatever manner it considered appropriate. It seems to me that these proceedings are a far cry from the 
kind of circumstances which this Court accepted justified departure from ordinary standing rules in cases 
such as Coogan and Irish Penal Reform Trust. To hold that FIE had standing in the circumstances of this case 
would, in my view, involve a move to a situation where standing was greatly expanded and the absence of 
standing would largely be confined to cases involving persons who simply maintain proceedings on a med-
dlesome basis. I do not consider that there is a justification for such a wide expansion of our standing rules. 
Nor do I consider that FIE have put forward any adequate basis to explain why these proceedings could not 
have been brought in the ordinary way by persons who would undoubtedly enjoy the right to life and the right 
to bodily integrity on which reliance is placed. In those circumstances I would conclude that FIE does not 
have standing to maintain the constitutional rights based aspect of their case. 

Turning to the issues which arise in respect of standing to maintain the ECHR claim, I am prepared to accept 
that there may be circumstances where a person or entity might not have standing to bring a complaint be-
fore the ECtHR but where, in accordance with Irish standing rules, the same party might be able to maintain 
a claim based on the 2003 Act. However, I find it difficult to see how a party who would not have standing 
to maintain a particular form of claim based on an asserted breach of Irish constitutional rights could have 
standing to maintain a claim based on the 2003 Act, where the rights under the ECHR said to be infringed are 
the same or analogous rights to those which might have been asserted under the Constitution. 

Having concluded that FIE would not have standing to maintain a claim based on the right to life or the right to 
bodily integrity of others under the Irish Constitution, it seems to me to follow that FIE likewise does not have 
standing to maintain a claim based on the provisions of the 2003 Act where reliance is being placed on the 
analogous Art. 2 and Art. 8 rights. I would, therefore, con-clude that FIE does not have standing to maintain 
any of the rights based claims put forward in these proceedings. 

In those circumstances I would not, ordinarily, go on to deal with any other aspects of the case and would 
leave further consideration of any of the issues raised to a case brought by a person or persons who did have 
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standing. However, there is one aspect of the case on which I feel it appropriate to comment. The question of 
whether there exists an unenumerated or derived right to a healthy environment under the Irish Constitution 
was debated in these proceedings both in the High Court and in this Court. MacGrath J., in the High Court, 
indicated that he was prepared to accept, for the purposes of these proceedings, that such a right does exist 
following on from the decision of Barrett J. in Fingal Co. Council. Lest by not commenting on those matters it 
might in the future be argued that this Court had implicitly accepted the position identified by Barrett J., and 
accepted by MacGrath J. for the purposes of the argument, in their respective High Court judgments, I feel it 
is necessary to go on to make at least some observations on that issue. 

8. A Constitutional Right to a Healthy Environment? 

In Fingal County Council, at para. 264 of his judgment, Barrett J. said the following:- 

“A right to an environment that is consistent-being wit of citizens at large is an essential condition for the fulfil-
ment of all human rights. It is an indispensable existential right that is enjoyed universally, yet which is vested 
personally as a right that presents and can be seen always to have presented, and to enjoy protection, under 
Art. 40.3.1° of the Constitution.

It is not so utopian a right that it can never be enforced. Once concretised into specific duties and obligations, 
its enforcement is entirely practicable. Even so, every dimension of the right to an environment that is consis-
tent with the human dignity and well-being of citizens at large does not, for the reasons identified previously 
above, require to be apprehended and to be described in detail before that right can be recognised to exist. 
Concrete duties and responsibilities will fall in time to be defined and demarcated. But to start down that path 
of definition and demarcation, one first has to recognise that there is a personal constitutional right to an en-
vironment that is consistent with the human dignity and well-being of citizens at large and upon which those 
duties and responsibilities will be constructed.

8.2 In the High Court in this case, MacGrath J. said the following at para. 133 of his judgment:-

“Accepting for the purposes of this case, that th environment consistent with human dignity, in my view, it 
cannot be concluded that it is the plan which places these rights at risk.

An appropriate starting point might well be to consider what precisely was meant by Barrett J. when he sug-
gested that there was an unenumerated constitutional right to the environment consistent with human dignity. 
It is perhaps overly pedantic to say that everyone has an environment whether it be good or bad. A world in 
which some of the more pessimistic predictions connected with climate change had actually come to pass 
would still be a world in which there was an environment, albeit one which might be extremely hostile and very 
dangerous. I understand that it was for such reasons that, quite sensibly, counsel for FIE suggested that the 
appropriate characterisation of the right (at least for the purposes of this case) was to describe it as a right to 
a healthy environment. In fairness to Barrett J., 

It should again be noted that he did describe the right as being one of an entitlement to an environment con-
sistent with human dignity. 

I should start by commenting that, in my view, it would be more appropriate to characterise constitutional 
rights which cannot be found in express terms in the wording of the Constitution itself as being derived rights 
rather than unenumerated rights. The jurisprudence has, of course, identified rights recognised by the Con-
stitution where the wording of the text does not use a term directly providing for the right concerned. There is 
no direct reference to privacy. There is no direct reference to a right not to be inappropriately deprived of the 
ability to work. Yet both of these rights have been recognised as existing under the Constitution, the former 
in McGee v. The Attorney General [1974] IR 284 and the latter in N.V.H v. Minister for Justice and Equality 
[2018] 1 IR 246. 

There is a sense in which the term “unenumerated” is wording of the Constitution does not refer directly to 
rights such as those which I have mentioned. However, there is a danger that the use an impression that 
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judges simply identify rights of which they approve and deem them to be part of the Constitution. 

That does not seem to me to have been the process by which the so-called unenumerated rights have come 
to be identified, but nonetheless it carries a risk of misimpression. It is for that reason that I would consider 
the term “deri for it conveys that there must be some root of title in the text or structure of the Constitution 
from which the right in question can be derived. It may stem, for example, from a constitutional value such as 
dignity when taken in conjunction with other express rights or obligations. It may stem from the democratic 
nature of the State whose fundamental structures are set out in the Constitution. It may derive from a combi-
nation of rights, values and structure. However, it cannot derive simply from judges looking into their hearts 
and identifying rights which they think should be in the Constitution. It must derive from judges considering 
the Constitution as a whole and identifying rights which can be derived from the Constitution as a whole. 

In saying that, I would emphasise that I do not thereby advocate a narrow textualist approach. In that context 
I fully agreed with the observations of Henchy J. in McGee, where, at p.325 he says:- 

“It is the totality and absoluteness of Act the of prohi 1935 that counsel for the plaintiff impugn as infringing 
what they say are her constitutionally guaranteed rights as a citizen. As has been held in a number of cases, 
the unspecified personal rights guaranteed by sub-s. 1 of s. 3 of Article 40 are not confined to those specified 
in sub-s. 2 of that section. It is for the Courts to decide in a particular case whether the right relied on comes 
within the constitutional guarantee. To do so, it must be shown that it is a right that inheres in the citizen in 
question by virtue of his human personality. The lack of precision in this test is reduced when sub-s. 1 of s. 3 
of Article 40 is read (as it must be) in the light of the Constitution as a whole and, in particular, in the light of 
what the Constitution, expressly or by necessary implication, deems to be fundamental to the personal stand-
ing of the individual in question in the context of the social order envisaged by the Constitution. The infinite 
variety in the relationships between the citizen and his fellows and between the citizen and the State makes 
an exhaustive enumeration of the guaranteed rights difficult,

This approach was extended on by Henchy J. in his dissenting judgment in Norris v. The Attorney General 
[1984] IR 36. The above passage was also cited by McCarthy J. in his judgment in the same case at p. 97, 
and the general approach identified has been affirmed by this Court more recently in Fleming v. Ireland & 
Ors. [2013] 2 IR 417 and in N.V.H. 

What needs to be guarded against is allowing for a blurring of the separation of powers by permitting issues 
which are more properly political and policy matters (for the legislature and the executive) to impermissibly 
drift into the judicial sphere. Where it is possible properly to derive rights from the Constitution then no such 
risk arises. Where, however, judges are simply asked to identify rights which the then the separation of powers 
is truly blurred. Indeed, in this context, there are common considerations between these issues and questions 
of standing already addressed. Allowing even well motivated parties to rely on constitutional rights which they 
do not enjoy, likewise, runs the risk of blurring the lines between the judicial and the other powers of the State. 

Returning to the issue in this case, it might be said that, in one sense, the beginning and end of this argument 
stems from the acceptance by counsel for FIE that a right to a healthy environment, should it exist, would 
not add to the analysis in these proceedings, for it would not extend the rights relied on beyond the right to 
life and the right to bodily integrity whose existence is not doubted. However, that very fact seems to me to 
demonstrate one of the difficulties with the asserted right. What exactly does it mean? How does it fit into the 
constitutional order? Does it really advance rights beyond the right to life and the right to bodily integrity? If 
not, then what is the point of recognising such a right? If so, then in what way and within what parameters? 

The very vague nature of the right identified by Barrett J. in Fingal Co. Council can, in my view, be demonstrat-
ed from the fact that it seemed to have little or no bearing on the outcome of those proceedings. While it is of 
course the case, as Barrett J. noted, that the parameters of identified rights can be refined as the case law 
develops, it does seem to me that there needs to be at least some concrete shape to a right before it is ap-
propriate to identify it as representing a standalone and separate right derived from the Constitution. If it does 
not extend existing recognised rights, then there is no need for it. If it does extend existing recognised rights, 
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then there needs to be at least some general clarity about the nature of the right so that there can be a proper 
analysis of whether the recognition of the asserted right can truly be derived from the Constitution itself. 

In my view, the right to an environment consistent with human dignity, or alternatively the right to a healthy 
environment, as identified in Fingal Co. Council and as accepted by the trial judge for the purposes of argu-
ment in this case, is impermissibly vague. It either does not bring matters beyond the right to life or the right 
to bodily integrity, in which case there is no need for it. 

If it does go beyond those rights, then there is not a sufficient general definition (even one which might, in 
principle, be filled in by later cases) about the sort of parameters within which it is to operate. 

In the course of argument, the Court was referred to a textbook by David Boyd, a leading expert in Canadian 
environmental law and policy, entitled The Environmental Rights Revolution: 

A Global Study of Constitutions, Human Rights, and the Environment (UBC Press, 2011), which is a detailed 
and scholarly account of the recognition of environmental rights in many jurisdictions. It is, however, strik-
ing that, in most of the states where a constitutional right in the environmental field has been recognised, 
same has been achieved by the inclusion of express wording in the constitutional instruments of the state 
concerned. In other words, in accordance with the appropriate process to adopt or amend the Constitution 
of the state concerned, a particular type of environmental right has been inserted into the Constitution. The 
advantage of express incorpo-ration is that the precise type of constitutional right to the environment which 
is to be recognised can be the subject of debate and democratic approval. As is also clear from Boyd, there 
have been a number of different models adopted to incorporate environmental rights into constitutional in-
struments. 

It is striking that, with one exception, no such right has been recognised in countries within the broad common 
law family. The exception concerned is India. However, it is necessary to have regard to the fact that there 
are significant differences between the constitutional structure and context in India compared with this juris-
diction which would make it inappropriate, without significant further analysis, to consider that the relevant 
Indian jurisprudence in this case might prove persuasive in the Irish constitutional regime. Given that neither 
party sought to place reliance on Indian case law, I do not think it appropriate, in the context of this case, to 
consider the Indian case law further. 

It does not seem to me that a cogent case has been made out for the identification of a derived right to a 
healthy environment. However, it is important, in saying that, to fully acknowledge that there may well be cas-
es, which are environmental in nature, where constitutional rights and obligations may be engaged. Indeed, 
this case provides a good example. Had standing been established or had similar proceedings been brought 
by persons who undoubtedly had standing, then it would have been necessary for this Court to consider the 
circumstances in which climate change measures (or the lack of them) might be said to interfere with the right 
to life or the right to bodily integrity. Other examples could, doubtless be given. In indicating that I consider 
the asserted right to a healthy environment to be an either unnecessary addition (if it does not go beyond the 
right to life and the right to bodily integrity) or to be impermissibly vague (if it does), I should not be taken as 
suggesting that constitutional rights and state obligations have no role to play in environment issues. 

There is, perhaps, a connecting thread between some of the important elements which are touched on in 
this judgment. As noted in the section on ultra vires, what might well have been a non-justiciable question of 
policy clearly became justiciable because both a policy (the NTO) and the need to specify how that policy 
was to be achieved became matters of law by virtue of the 2015 Act. The fact that policy became law obliges 
this Court to consider whether the Plan complied with the legal obligations imposed on a plan by the 2015 
Act and, if not satisfied that the Plan does so, to say so in clear terms. 

Similar considerations apply in respect of constitutional claims. It is again important to reiterate that questions 
of general policy do not fall within the remit of the courts under the separation of powers. However, if an indi-
vidual with standing to assert personal rights can establish that those rights have been breached in a partic-
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ular way (or, indeed, that the Constitution is not being complied with in some matter that affects every citizen 
equally as occurred in Crotty v An Taoiseach [1987] I.R. 713), then the Court can and must act to vindicate 
such rights and uphold the Constitution. That will be so even if an assessment of whether rights have been 
breached or constitutional obligations not met may involve complex matters which can also involve policy. 
Constitutional rights and obligations and matters of policy do not fall into hermetically sealed boxes. There are 
undoubtedly matters which can clearly be assigned to one or other. However, there are also matters which 
may involve policy, but where that policy has been incorporated into law or may arguably impinge rights 
guaranteed under the Constitution, where the courts do have a role. 

In that context, I do acknowledge that, in an appropriate case, it may well be that constitutional rights might 
play a role in environmental proceedings. I would not rule out the possibility that the interplay of existing con-
stitutional rights with the constitutional values to be found in the constitutional text and other provisions, such 
as those to be found in Art. 10 and also the right to property and the special position of the home, might give 
rise to specific obligations on the part of the State in particular circumstances. Exactly how any such rights or 
obligations should be characterised and how the boundaries of such rights and obligations might be defined 
is a matter to be addressed in cases where they truly arise and have the potential to affect the result. Those 
questions do not arise in this case and it would, therefore, be, in my view, wholly inappropriate to address 
them. For present purposes, I think it is sufficient to indicate that the ill-defined right to a healthy environment 
sought to be relied on is either superfluous or lacking in precision and I would not suggest that a right as so 
described can be derived from the Constitution.

9. Conclusions 

In this judgment I first consider the argument put forward by FIE to the effect that the Plan does not comply 
with its legislative remit under the 2015 Act and is, therefore, ultra vires. It is noted that there was no question 
raised at the hearing as to the standing of FIE to make arguments along those lines. For the reasons set out 
in this judgment I conclude that, contrary to the submissions made on behalf of the Government, FIE should 
be entitled to pursue the wider range of argument on this issue addressed in their written submissions. I also 
conclude that the issues are justiciable and do not amount to an impermissible impingement by the courts 
into areas of policy. What might once have been policy has become law by virtue of the enactment of the 
2015 Act. 

I also conclude that the 2015 Act, and in particular s.4, requires a sufficient level of specificity in the measures 
identified in a compliant plan that are required to meet the National Transitional Objective by 2050 so that a 
reasonable and interested person could make a judgement both as to whether the plan in question is realistic 
and as to whether they agree with the policy options for achieving the NTO which such a plan specifies. The 
2015 Act as a whole involves both public participation in the process leading to the adoption of a plan but 
also transparency as to the formal government policy, adopted in accordance with a statutory regime, for 
achieving what is now the statutory policy of meeting the NTO by 2050. A compliant plan is not a five-year 
plan but rather a plan covering the full period remaining to 2050. While the detail of what is intended to hap-
pen in later years may understandably be less complete, a compliant plan must be sufficiently specific as to 
policy over the whole period to 2050. 

For the reasons also set out in this judgment, I have concluded that the Plan falls well short of the level of 
specificity required to provide that transparency and to comply with the provisions of the 2015 Act. On that 
basis, I propose that the Plan be quashed. 

I have also considered in this judgment whether it is appropriate to go on to deal with any of the further is-
sues raised, given that I propose that the Plan be quashed and that it follows that an identical plan cannot be 
made in the future. However, as the issues of standing debated in this appeal could well arise in any future 
challenge to a new plan, I do address those questions. 

For the reasons set out in this judgment I conclude that FIE, as a corporate entity which does not enjoy in itself 
the right to life or the right to bodily integrity, does not have standing to maintain the rights based arguments 
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sought to be put forward whether under the Constitution or under the ECHR. I also conclude that it has not 
been shown that it is necessary to allow FIE to have standing under the exception to the general rule, which 
arises in circumstances where refusing standing would make the enforcement of important rights either im-
possible or excessively difficult. 

On that basis I did not consider it appropriate to address the rights-based arguments put forward, but do offer 
views on the question of whether there is an unenumerated or, as I would prefer to put it, derived right under 
the Constitution to a healthy environment. 

While not ruling out the possibility that constitutional rights and obligations may well be engaged in the envi-
ronmental field in an appropriate case, I express the view that the asserted right to a healthy environment is 
either superfluous (if it does not extend beyond the right to life and the right to bodily integrity) or is exces-
sively vague and ill-defined (if it does go beyond those rights). As thus formulated, I expess the view that 
such a right cannot be derived from the Constitution. I would reserve the position of whether, and if in what 
form, constitutional rights and state obligations may be relevant in environmental litigation to a case in which 
those issues would prove crucial. 

Case 6

FAMILY FARMERS AND GREENPEACE GERMANY V. GERMANY

Case no: 00271/17/R/SP

In October 2019, the Administrative Court of Berlin dismissed an action by three German families and Green-
peace Germany challenging the government’s failure to adhere to a cabinet decision to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions by 40% below 1990 levels by 2020, recorded in the Climate Protection Plan, instead finding 
that the target was not legally binding. Notwithstanding this, the Court held that government climate policy 
is subject to judicial review and must be compatible with the government’s duties to safeguard fundamental 
rights under the German Constitution – the Grundgesetz.

The plaintiffs alleged the government was bound by the Climate Protection Plan and that their failure to abide 
by the targets, by only reducing emissions by 32% instead of the specified 40%, violated human rights and 
breached rights to life and health, occupational freedom and right to property enshrined in the German 
Constitution. However, the Court found that the government was entitled to wide discretion in determining 
how to fulfil its constitutional obligations, as long as precautionary measures to protect rights are not wholly 
unsuitable or inadequate.

The Court noted that in the context of the European Union’s target of 40% emissions reductions by 2030 and 
20% below 1990 levels by 2020, the German government’s 32% reduction was not completely inadequate. 
Ultimately, the Court held that the plaintiffs had not conclusively demonstrated that the government had vio-
lated its obligations by setting inadequate climate protection targets. 
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Case 7

UNION OF SWISS SENIOR WOMEN FOR CLIMATE PROTECTION 

V. 

SWISS FEDERAL COUNCIL AND OTHERS

A-2992/2017

In 2016, a group of senior women, filed suit against the Swiss Government, alleging that the government had 
failed to uphold obligations under the Swiss Constitution and European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) 
by not steering Switzerland onto an emissions reduction trajectory consistent with the goal of keeping glob-
al temperatures below 2ºC above pre-industrial levels/Specifically, petitioners alleged the government had 
violated articles 10 (right to life), 73 (sustainability principle), and 74 (precautionary principle) of the Swiss 
Constitution and by articles 2 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. The women’s petition not-
ed that their demographic group is especially vulnerable to the heat waves expected to result from climate 
change. It asked that the legislature and the federal agencies responsible for transportation, environmental 
protection, and energy be required to develop a regulatory approach to several sectors that would achieve 
greenhouse gas emissions reductions of at least 25% below 1990 levels by 2020 and at least 50% below 
1990 levels by 2050. It criticized both the targets currently under discussion in the legislature (20% by 2020 
and 30% by 2030) and the measures by which the Government would pursue those targets.

This petition was dismissed by the Department of Environment, Transport, Energy, and Communications 
(DETEC) on April 25, 2017. DETEC found petitioners lacked standing because their rights were not affected 
as necessary under Article 25a (1) APA (Administrative Procedure Act,). DETEC determined that petitioners 
sought regulation of global CO2 emissions through general regulations rather than seeking a remedy for an 
infringement of their specific legal rights.

They similarly found that petitioners did not have victim status under the ECHR because they sought a solu-
tion to serve the wider public interest of adoption of legislative reform to reduce CO2 emissions. Petitioners 
appealed the dismissal on May 26, 2017.

On November 27, 2018, the Swiss Federal Administrative Court dismissed the case on the basis that Swiss 
women over 75 years of age are not the only population affected by climate change impacts, echoing DE-
TEC’s determination that the injury and remedy were not specialized to petitioners. The judgment has been 
appealed to the Swiss Supreme Court.

At Issue: Adequacy of Swiss government’s climate change mitigation targets and implementation measures 
and possible infringement on human rights
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ASIA
Case 1

SEGOVIA ET AL. V CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION

EN BANC

[ G.R. No. 211010, March 07, 2017 ]

VICTORIA SEGOVIA, RUEL LAGO, CLARIESSE JAMI CHAN,REPRESENTING THE CARLESS PEOPLE OF 
THE PHILIPPINES;GABRIEL ANASTACIO, REPRESENTED BY HIS MOTHER GRACEANASTACIO, DENNIS 
ORLANDO SANGALANG, REPRESENTED BY HIS MOTHER MAY ALILI SANGALANG, MARIA PAULINACAS-
TAÑEDA, REPRESENTED BY HER MOTHER ATRICIA ANNCASTAÑEDA, REPRESENTING THE CHILDREN 
OF THE PHILIPPINESAND CHILDREN OF THE FUTURE; AND RENATO PINEDA, JR., ARONKERR MEN-
GUITO, MAY ALILI SANGALANG, AND GLYNDA BATHANBATERINA, REPRESENTING CAR OWNERS WHO 
WOULD RATHERNOT HAVE CARS IF GOOD PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION WERE SAFE,CONVENIENT, AC-
CESSIBLE AND RELIABLE, PETITIONERS, VS. THECLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION, REPRESENTED BY 
ITS CHAIRMAN,HIS EXCELLENCY BENIGNO S. AQUINO III, AND ITSCOMMISSIONERS MARY ANN LUCILLE 
SERING, HEHERSONALVAREZ AND NADAREV SANO; DEPARTMENT OFTRANSPORTATION AND COM-
MUNICATIONS (DOTC) REPRESENTEDBY ITS SECRETARY, HONORABLE JOSEPH ABAYA; DEPARTMENT 
OFPUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS (DPWH) AND THE ROAD BOARD,REPRESENTED BY ITS SECRETARY, 
HONORABLE ROGELIOSINGSON; DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT(DILG), REP-
RESENTED BY ITS SECRETARY, HONORABLE MANUELROXAS; DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND 
NATURALRESOURCES (DENR), REPRESENTED BY ITS SECRETARY,HONORABLE RAMON PAJE; DEPART-
MENT OF BUDGET ANDMANAGEMENT (DBM), REPRESENTED BY ITS SECRETARY,HONORABLE FLOREN-
CIO ABAD; METROPOLITAN MANILADEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (MMDA), REPRESENTED BY ITSCHAIR-
MAN, FRANCIS TOLENTINO; DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE(DA), REPRESENTED BY ITS SECRETARY, 
HONORABLE PROCESOALCALA; AND JOHN DOES, REPRESENTING AS YET UNNAMEDLOCAL GOVERN-
MENT UNITS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE LOCAL CHIEFEXECUTIVE, JURIDICAL ENTITIES, AND NATURAL 
PERSONS WHOFAIL OR REFUSE TO IMPLEMENT THE LAW OR COOPERATE IN THEIMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE LAW, RESPONDENTS. 

D E C I S I O N

CAGUIOA, J:

This is a petition for the issuance of writs of kalikasan and continuing mandamus to compel the implemen-
tation of the following environmental laws and executive issuances- Republic Act No. (RA) 9729[1] (Climate 
Change Act), and RA 8749[2] (Clean Air Act); Executive Order No. 774[3] (EO 774); AO 254, s. 2009[4] (AO 
254); and Administrative Order No. 171, s. 2007[5] (AO 171).

Accordingly, the Petitioners seek to compel: (a) the public respondents to: (1)implement the Road Sharing 
Principle in all roads; (2) divide all roads lengthwise, one-half (1/2) for all-weather sidewalk and bicycling, 
the other half for Filipino-made transport vehicles; (3) submit a time-bound action plan to implement the 
Road Sharing Principle throughout the country; (b) the Office of the President, Cabinet officials and public 
employees of Cabinet members to reduce their fuel consumption by fifty percent (50%) and to take public 
transportation fifty percent (50%) of the time; (c) Public respondent DPWH to demarcate and delineate the 
road right-of-way in all roads and sidewalks; and (d) Public respondent DBM to instantly release funds for 
Road Users’ Tax.[6]

THE FACTS

To address the clamor for a more tangible response to climate change, Former President Gloria Macapa-
gal-Arroyo issued AO 171 which created the Presidential Task Force on Climate Change (PTFCC) on Febru-
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ary 20, 2007. This body was reorganized through EO 774, which designated the President as Chairperson, 
and cabinet secretaries as members of the Task Force. EO 774 expressed what is now referred to by the 
petitioners as the “Road Sharing Principle.” Its Section 9(a) reads:

Section 9. Task Group on Fossil Fuels. - (a) To reduce the consumption of fossil fuels, the Department of Trans-
portation and Communications (DOTC)shall lead a Task Group to reform the transportation sector. The new 
paradigm in the movement of men and things must follow a simple principle: “Those who have less in wheels 
must have more in road. “For this purpose, the system shall favor non-motorized locomotion and collective 
transportation system (walking, bicycling, and the man-powered mini-train). 

In 2009, AO 254 was issued, mandating the DOTC (as lead agency for the Task Groupon Fossil Fuels or 
TGFF) to formulate a national Environmentally Sustainable Transport Strategy (EST) for the Philippines. The 
Road Sharing Principle is similarly mentioned, thus: 

SECTION 4. Functions of the TGFF - In addition to the functions provided in EO 774, the TGFF shall initiate 
and pursue the formulation of the National EST Strategy for the Philippines. 

Specifically, the TGFF shall perform the following functions: 

(a)Reform the transport sector to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels. The new paradigm in the movement 
of men and things must follow a simple principle: “Those who have less in wheels must have more in road.” 
For this purpose, the system favor non-motorized locomotion and collective transportation system (walking, 
bicycling, and the man- powered mini-train).

Later that same year, Congress passed the Climate Change Act. It created the Climate Change Commission 
which absorbed the functions of the PTFCC and became the lead policy-making body of the government 
which shall be tasked to coordinate, monitor and evaluate the programs and action plans of the government 
relating to climate change.[7] Herein petitioners wrote respondents regarding their pleas for implementation 
of the Road Sharing Principle, demanding the reform of the road and transportation system in the whole 
country within thirty (30) days from receipt of the said letter-foremost, through the bifurcation of roads and the 
reduction of official and government fuel consumption by fifty percent (50%).[8] Claiming to have not received 
a response, they filed this petition. 

THE PETITION

Petitioners are Carless People of the Philippines, parents, representing their children, who in tum represent 
“Children of the Future, and Car-owners who would rather not have cars if good public transportation were 
safe, convenient, accessible, available, and reliable”. They claim that they are entitled to the issuance of the 
extraordinary writs due to the alleged failure and refusal of respondents to perform an act mandated by envi-
ronmental laws, and violation of environmental laws resulting in environmental damage of such magnitude as 
to prejudice the life, health and property of all Filipinos. [9] 

These identified violations[10] include: (a) The government’s violation of “atmospheric trust” as provided un-
der Article XI, Section 1 of the Constitution, and thoughtless extravagance in the midst of acute public want 
under Article 25 of the Civil Code for failure to reduce personal and official consumption of fossil fuels by at 
least fifty percent(50%); (b) DOTC and DPWH’s failure to implement the Road Sharing Principle under EO774; 
(c) DA’s failure to devote public open spaces along sidewalks, roads and parking lots to sustainable urban 
farming as mandated by Section 12(b)[11] of EO 774; (d)DILG’s failure to coordinate with local government 
units (LGUs) to guide them on the Road Sharing Principle under Section 9(g)[12] of EO 774; (e) DENR’s 
failure to reduce air pollutant emissions; and lastly, (f) DBM’s failure to make available Road Users’ Tax for 
purposes stated in Section 9(e)[13] of EO 774. 

In gist, petitioners contend that respondents’ failure to implement the foregoing laws and executive issuances 
resulted in the continued degradation of air quality, particularly in Metro Manila, in violation of the petitioners’ 
constitutional right to a balanced and healthful ecology,[14] and may even be tantamount to deprivation of 
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life, and of life sources or “land, water, and air” by the government without due process of law.[15]They also 
decry the “unequal” protection of laws in the prevailing scheme, claiming that ninety- eight percent (98%) 
of Filipinos are discriminated against by the law when the car-owning two percent (2%) is given almost all of 
the road space and while large budgets are allocated for construction and maintenance of roads, hardly any 
budget is given for sidewalks, bike lanes and non-motorized transportation systems.[16]

Respondents, through the Office of the Solicitor General, filed their Comment seeking the outright dismissal 
of the petition for lack of standing and failure to adhere to the doctrine of hierarchy of courts.[17] Moreover, 
respondents argue that petitioners are not entitled to the reliefs prayed for. 

Specifically, respondents assert that petitioners are not entitled to a writ of kalikasan because they failed 
to show that the public respondents are guilty of an unlawful act or omission; state the environmental law/s 
violated; show environmental damage of such magnitude as to prejudice the life, health or property of in-
habitants of two or more cities; and prove that non -implementation of Road Sharing Principle will cause 
environmental damage. Respondents likewise assert that petitioners are similarly not entitled to a Continuing 
Mandamus because: (a) there is no showing of a direct or personal injury or a clear legal right to the thing de-
manded; (b) the writ will not compel a discretionary act or anything not in a public officer’s duty to do (i.e. the 
manner by which the Road Sharing Principle will be applied; and to compel DA to exercise jurisdiction over 
roadside lands); and (c) DBM cannot be compelled to make an instant release of funds as the same requires 
an appropriation made by law (Article VI, Section29[1] of the Constitution) and the use of the Road Users’ Tax 
(more appropriately, the Motor Vehicle Users’ Charge) requires prior approval of the Road Board.[18]

In any event, respondents denied the specific violations alleged in the petition, stating that they have taken 
and continue to take measures to improve the traffic situation in Philippine roads and to improve the environ-
ment condition - through projects and programs such as: priority tagging of expenditures for climate change 
adaptation and mitigation, the Integrated Transport System which is aimed to decongest major thorough-
fares, Truck Ban, Anti-Smoke Belching Campaign, Anti-Colorum, Mobile Bike Service Programs, and Urban 
Re-Greening Programs. These projects are individually and jointly implemented by the public respondents to 
improve the traffic condition and mitigate the effects of motorized vehicles on the environment.[19] Contrary 
to petitioners’ claims, public respondents assert that they consider the impact of the transport sector on the 
environment, as shown in the Philippine National Implementation Plan on Environment Improvement in the 
Transport Sector which targets air pollution improvement actions, greenhouse gases emission mitigation, and 
updating of noise pollution standards for the transport sector.

In response, petitioner filed their Reply, substantially reiterating the arguments they raised in the Petition.

ISSUES

From the foregoing submissions, the main issues for resolution are:

1. Whether or not the petitioners have standing to file the petition; 
2. Whether or not the petition should be dismissed for failing to adhere to the doctrine of hierarchy of 

courts; and
3. Whether or not a writ of Kalikasan and/or Continuing Mandamus should issue.

RULING

The petition must be dismissed. 

Procedural Issues 

Citing Section 1, Rule 7 of the Rules of Procedure for Environmental Cases[20] (RPEC),respondents argue 
that the petitioners failed to show that they have the requisite standing to file the petition, being representa-
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tives of a rather amorphous sector of society and without a concrete interest or injury.[21] Petitioners counter 
that they filed the suit as citizens, taxpayers, and representatives; that the rules on standing had been relaxed 
following the decision in Oposa v. Factoran; [22] and that, in any event, legal standing is a procedural tech-
nicality which the Court may set aside in its discretion.[23] 

The Court agrees with the petitioners’ position. The RPEC did liberalize the requirements on standing, allow-
ing the filing of citizen’s suit for the enforcement of rights and obligations under environmental laws.[24] This 
has been confined by this Court’s rulings in Arigo v. Swift,[25] and International Service for the Acquisition of 
Agri-BioTech Applications, Inc. v. Greenpeace Southeast Asia (Philippines).[26] However, it bears noting that 
there is a difference between a petition for the issuance of a writ of kalikasan, wherein it is sufficient that the 
person filing represents the inhabitants prejudiced by the environmental damage subject of the writ;[27] and 
a petition for the issuance of a writ of continuing mandamus, which is only available to one who is personally 
aggrieved by the unlawful act or omission.[28] 

Respondents also seek the dismissal of the petition on the ground that the petitioners failed to adhere to the 
doctrine of hierarchy of courts, reasoning that since a petition for the issuance of a writ of kalikasan must be 
filed with the Supreme Court or with any of the stations of the Court of Appeals,[29] then the doctrine of hier-
archy of courts is applicable.[30] Petitioners, on the other hand, cite the same provision and argue that direct 
recourse to this Court is available, and that the provision shows that the remedy to environmental damage 
should not be limited to the territorial jurisdiction of the lower courts.[31] 

The respondents’ argument does not persuade. Under the RPEC, the writ of kalikasan is an extraordinary 
remedy covering environmental damage of such magnitude that will prejudice the life, health or property of in-
habitants in two or more cities or provinces. Itis designed for a narrow but special purpose: to accord a stron-
ger protection for environmental rights, aiming, among others, to provide a speedy and effective resolution of 
a case involving the violation of one’s constitutional right to a healthful and balanced ecology that transcends 
political and territorial boundaries, and to address the potentially exponential nature of large-scale ecological 
threats. [32] At the very least, the magnitude of the ecological problems contemplated under the RPEC satis-
fies at least one of the exceptions to the rule on hierarchy of courts, as when direct resort is allowed where it 
is dictated by public welfare. Given that the RPEC allows direct resort to this Court, [33] it is ultimately within 
the Court’s discretion whether or not to accept petitions brought directly before it. 

Requisites for issuance of Writs of Kalikasan and Continuing Mandamus We find that the petitioners 
failed to establish the requisites for the issuance of the writs prayed for. For a writ of kalikasan to issue, the 
following requisites must concur:

1. there is an actual or threatened violation of the constitutional right to a balanced and        healthful 
ecology;

2. the actual or threatened violation arises from an unlawful act or omission of a public official or employ-
ee, or private individual or entity; and 

3. the actual or threatened violation involves or will lead to an environmental damage of such magnitude 
as to prejudice the life, health or property of inhabitants in two or more cities or provinces.[34] 

It is well-settled that a party claiming the privilege for the issuance of a writ of kalikasan has to show 
that a law, rule or regulation was violated or would be violated. [35] 

In this case, apart from repeated invocation of the constitutional right to health and to a balanced and health-
ful ecology and bare allegations that their right was violated, the petitioners failed to show that public re-
spondents are guilty of any unlawful act or omission that constitutes a violation of the petitioners’ right to a 
balanced and healthful ecology. 

While there can be no disagreement with the general propositions put forth by the petitioners on the correla-
tion of air quality and public health, petitioners have not been able to show that respondents are guilty of vio-
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lation or neglect of environmental laws that causes or contributes to bad air quality. Notably, apart from bare 
allegations, petitioners were not able to show that respondents failed to execute any of the laws petitioners 
cited. In fact, apart from adducing expert testimony on the adverse effects of air pollution on public health, the 
petitioners did not go beyond mere allegation in establishing the unlawful acts or omissions on the part of the 
public respondents that have a causal link or reasonable connection to the actual or threatened violation of 
the constitutional right to a balanced and healthful ecology of the magnitude contemplated under the Rules, 
as required of petitions of this nature. [36] 

Moreover, the National Air Quality Status Report for 2005-2007 (NAQSR) submitted by the petitioners belies 
their claim that the DENR failed to reduce air pollutant emissions -in fact, the NAQSR shows that the National 
Ambient Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) value used to determine air quality has steadily declined from 
2004 to 2007, [37] and while the values still exceed the air quality guideline value, it has remained on this 
same downward trend until as recently as 2011. [38]

On the other hand, public respondents sufficiently showed that they did not unlawfully refuse to implement or 
neglect the laws, executive and administrative orders as claimed by the petitioners. Projects and programs 
that seek to improve air quality were undertaken by the respondents, jointly and in coordination with stake-
holders, such as: priority tagging of expenditures for climate change adaptation and mitigation, the Integrat-
ed Transport System which is aimed to decongest major thoroughfares, Truck Ban, Anti-Smoke Belching 
Campaign, Anti-Colorum, Mobile Bike Service Programs, and Urban Re-Greening Programs.

In fact, the same NAQSR submitted by the petitioners show that the DENR was, and is, taking concrete steps 
to improve national air quality, such as information campaigns, free emission testing to complement the an-
ti-smoke-belching program and other programs to reduce emissions from industrial smokestacks and from 
open burning of waste. [39] The efforts of local governments and administrative regions in conjunction with 
other executive agencies and stakeholders are also outlined. [40]

Similarly, the writ of continuing mandamus cannot issue. Rule 8, Section 1 of the RPEC lays down the require-
ments for a petition for continuing mandamus as follows:

RULES 8

WRIT OF CONTINUING MANDAMUS

SECTION 1. Petition for continuing mandamus. - When any agency or instrumentality of the government or 
officer thereof unlawfully neglects the performance of an act which the law specifically enjoins as a duty re-
sulting from an office, trust or station in connection with the enforcement or violation of an environmental law 
rule or regulation or a right therein, or unlawfully excludes another from the use or enjoyment of such right 
and there is no other plain, speedy and adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law, the person aggrieved 
thereby may file a verified petition in the proper court, alleging the facts with certainty, attaching thereto sup-
porting evidence, specifying that the petition concerns an environmental law, rule or regulation, and praying 
that judgment be rendered commanding the respondent to do an act or series of acts until the judgment is 
fully satisfied, and to pay damages sustained by the petitioner by reason of the malicious neglect to perform 
the duties of the respondent, under the law, rules or regulations. The petition shall also contain a sworn cer-
tification of non-forum shopping.

First, the petitioners failed to prove direct or personal injury arising from acts attributable to the respondents 
to be entitled to the writ. While the requirements of standing had been liberalized in environmental cases, the 
general rule of real party-in-interest applies to a petition for continuing mandamus. [41] 

Second, the Road Sharing Principle is precisely as it is denominated a principle. It cannot be considered an 
absolute imposition to encroach upon the province of public respondents to determine the manner by which 
this principle is applied or considered in their policy decisions. Mandamus lies to compel the performance 
of duties that are purely ministerial in nature, not those that are discretionary, [42] and the official can only be 
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directed by mandamus to act but not to act one way or the other. The duty being enjoined in mandamus must 
be one according to the terms provided in the law itself. Thus, the recognized rule is that, in the performance 
of an official duty or act involving discretion, the corresponding official can only be directed by mandamus to 
act, but not to act one way or the other. [43]

This Court cannot but note that this is precisely the thrust of the petition - to compel the respondents to act one 
way to implement the Road Sharing Principle - to bifurcate all roads in the country to devote half to sidewalk 
and bicycling, and the other to Filipino - made transport - when there is nothing in EO 774, AO 254 and allied 
issuances that require that specific course of action in order to implement the same. Their good intentions 
notwithstanding, the petitioners cannot supplant the executive department’s discretion with their own through 
this petition for the issuance of writs of kalikasan and continuing mandamus. 

In this case, there is no showing of unlawful neglect on the part of the respondents to perform any act that the 
law specifically enjoins as a duty - there being nothing in the executive issuances relied upon by the petition-
ers that specifically enjoins the bifurcation of roads to implement the Road Sharing Principle. To the opposite, 
the respondents were able to show that they were and are actively implementing projects and programs that 
seek to improve air quality. 

At its core, what the petitioners are seeking to compel is not the performance of a ministerial act, but a dis-
cretionary act - the manner of implementation of the Road Sharing Principle. Clearly, petitioners’ preferred 
specific course of action (i.e. the bifurcation of roads to devote for all - weather sidewalk and bicycling and 
Filipino-made transport vehicles) to implement the Road Sharing Principle finds no textual basis in law or 
executive issuances for it to be considered an act enjoined by law as a duty, leading to the necessary con-
clusion that the continuing mandamus prayed for seeks not the implementation of an environmental law, rule 
or regulation, but to control the exercise of discretion of the executive as to how the principle enunciated 
in an executive issuance relating to the environment is best implemented. Clearly, the determination of the 
means to be taken by the executive in implementing or actualizing any stated legislative or executive policy 
relating to the environment requires the use of discretion. Absent a showing that the executive is guilty of 
“gross abuse of discretion, manifest injustice or palpable excess of authority,”[44] the general rule applies 
that discretion cannot be checked via this petition for continuing mandamus. Hence, the continuing manda-
mus cannot issue.

Road Users’ Tax 

Finally, petitioners seek to compel DBM to release the Road Users’ Tax to fund the reform of the road and 
transportation system and the implementation of the Road Sharing Principle. 

It bears clarifying that the Road Users’ Tax mentioned in Section 9(e) of EO 774, apparently reiterated in Sec-
tion 5 of AO 254 is the Special Vehicle Pollution Control Fund component of the Motor Vehicle Users’ Charge 
(“MVUC”) imposed on owners of motor vehicles in RA 8794, otherwise known as the Road Users’ Tax Law. By 
the express provisions of the aforementioned law, the amounts in the special trust accounts of the MVUC are 
earmarked solely and used exclusively (1) for road maintenance and the improvement of the road drainage, 
(2) for the installation of adequate and efficient traffic lights and road safety devices, and (3) for the air pollu-
tion control, and their utilization are subject to the management of the Road Board.[45] Verily, the petitioners’ 
demand for the immediate and unilateral release of the Road Users’ Tax by the DBM to support the petition-
ers’ operationalization of this Road Sharing Principle has no basis in law. The executive issuances relied upon 
by the petitioner do not rise to the level of law that can supplant the provisions of RA 8794 that require the 
approval of the Road Board for the use of the monies in the trust fund. In other words, the provisions on the 
release of funds by the DBM as provided in EO 774 and AO 254 are necessarily subject to the conditions set 
forth in RA 8794. Notably, RA 9729, as amended by RA10174, provides for the establishment for the People’s 
Survival Fund [46] that may be tapped for adaptation activities, which similarly require approval from the PSF 
Board. [47]

That notwithstanding, the claim made by the petitioners that hardly any budget is allotted to mitigating en-
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vironmental pollution is belied by the priority given to programs aimed at addressing and mitigating climate 
change that the DBM and the CCC had been tagging and tracking as priority expenditures since 2013. [48] 
With the coordination of the DILG, this priority tagging and tracking is cascaded down to the local budget 
management of local government units. [49] 

Other causes of action

As previously discussed, the petitioners’ failure to show any violation on the part of the respondents renders it 
unnecessary to rule on other allegations of violation that the petitioners rely upon as causes of action against 
the public respondents. 

In fine, the allegations and supporting evidence in the petition fall short in showing an actual or threatened 
violation of the petitioners’ constitutional right to a balanced and healthful ecology arising from an unlawful 
act or omission by, or any unlawful neglect on the part of, the respondents that would warrant the issuance 
of the writs prayed for. 

WHEREFORE, the petition is DISMISSED.

SO ORDERED.

Sereno, C.J., Carpio, Leonardo-De Castro, Peralta, Bersamin, Del Castillo, Mendoza, Reyes, and Perlas-Bern-
abe, JJ., concur.Velasco, Jr., J., please see Concurring Opinion. Leonen, J., see Separate Concurring Opinion. 
Jardeleza, J., no part prior OSG action.

NOTICE OF JUDGMENT

Sirs/Mesdames: 

Please take notice that on March 7, 2017 a Decision/Resolution, copy attached herewith, was rendered by 
the Supreme Court in the above-entitled case, the original of which was received by this Office on March 24, 
2017 at 2:00 p.m. 

Very truly yours,
(SGD)

FELIPA G.BORLONGAN-ANAMA 
Clerk of Court

CONCURRING OPINION 

VELASCO, JR., J.: 

The present case involves the extraordinary remedy of a Writ of Kalikasan. Under the Rules of Procedure for 
Environmental Cases (RPEC), the writ is an extraordinary remedy covering environmental damage of such 
magnitude that will prejudice the life, health or property of inhabitants in two or more cities or provinces.[1] As 
distinguished from other available remedies in the ordinary rules of court, the Writ of Kalikasan is designed for 
a narrow but special purpose: to accord a stronger protection for environmental rights, aiming, among others, 
to provide a speedy and effective resolution of a case involving the violation of one’s constitutional right to a 
healthful and balanced ecology[2] that transcends political and territorial boundaries;[3] to provide a stron-
ger defense for environmental rights through judicial efforts where institutional arrangements of enforcement, 
implementation and legislation have fallen short;[4] and to address the potentially exponential nature of large-
scale ecological threats.[5] Thus, Section 1, Rule 7, Part III of the RPEC provides: 

Section 1. Nature of the writ. - The writ is a remedy available to a natural or juridical person, entity 
authorized by law, people’s organization, non-governmental organization, or any public interest group ac-
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credited by or registered with any government agency, on behalf of persons whose constitutional right to a 
balanced and healthful ecology is violated, or threatened with violation by an unlawful act or omission of a 
public official or employee, or private individual or entity, involving environmental damage of such magnitude 
as to prejudice the life, health or property of inhabitants in two or more cities or provinces. 

Given the substantially grand intentions underlying the RPEC, it would be a disappointment to rely 
on the technical principle of the hierarchy of courts to justify the refusal to issue the writ of kalikasan. Though 
there are grounds to deny the instant petition praying for the issuance of the writ, I agree with the ponencia 
that the alleged violation of the principle on hierarchy of courts is not one of them. And as one who was privy 
to the preparation of the Rules, I deem it best to write my own opinion on the Issue. 

Section 3, Rule 7, Part III of the RPEC provides the venue where petitions for the issuance of a Writ of 
Kalikasan may be filed. It plainly states, viz.: 

SEC. 3 Where to file. - The petition shall be filed with the Supreme Court or with any of the stations of 
the Court of Appeals. [6] 

It is clear that Section 3 uses the word “or,” which is a disjunctive article indicating an alternative, [7] 
not successive, character of the right or duty given. The use of “or” in the RPEC indicates that the petitioner/s 
are given “the choice of either, which means that the various members of the enumeration are to be taken 
separately, with the term signifying disassociation and independence of one thing from each of the other 
things enumerated.”[8] Thus, under Section 3 of the RPEC, the petitioner/s are given the right to freely choose 
between this Court and the different stations of the appellate court in filing their petitions. Claiming otherwise 
based on the nebulous procedural principle of the hierarchy of courts is a deviation from the basic text of 
the adverted section. Such departure from the ordinary meaning of the text deprives ordinary citizens of the 
fair expectation that the procedural rules issued by this Court mean what they say and say what they mean. 

Further, the absence of any mention of the first level courts-the municipal trial courts, metropolitan 
trial courts, and the regional trial courts-is indicative of the exceptional nature of a writ of kalikasan and the 
non-application of the principle to petitions for its issuance. This palpable absence marks the difference from 
the other special civil actions available under the other rules where this Court is given concurrent jurisdiction 
not only with the Court of Appeals (CA) but also with the trial courts. 

For instance, Section 4, Rule 65 of the Rules of Court [9] specifically identifies the RTC as one of 
the courts where the petitions for certiorari, prohibition, and mandamus maybe filed. Section 2 of Rule 102 
on Habeas Corpus [10] likewise names the trial court as avenue where the petition therefor may be filed. In 
a similar manner, Section 3 of The Rule on Habeas Data [11] lays down at the outset that the Regional Trial 
Court has jurisdiction over petitions for Habeas Data and states that this Court only has jurisdiction over pe-
titions concerning public data files of government offices. Notable too is Section 3 of the Rule on the Writ of 
Amparo, [12] which includes the Regional Trial Court, the Sandiganbayan, and the Court of Appeals in the list 
of fora with jurisdiction over petitions for the writ of amparo. 

The omission of the trial courts with limited jurisdiction in Section 3, Rule 7, Part III of the RPEC was 
not by mere oversight. Rather, the limitation of the venues to this Court and the CA, whose jurisdiction is na-
tional in scope, is the intended solution to controversies involving environmental damage of such magnitude 
as to affect the “inhabitants in [at least] two or more cities or provinces. 

“Surely, the scale of impact of the ecological problems sought to be addressed by a writ of kalikasan 
sets it apart from the other special civil actions under the other rules issued by this Court. Thus, to insist on 
the application of the technical principle on hierarchy of courts will only negate the emphasis given to this 
difference and the acknowledgement that environmental challenges deserve the immediate attention by the 
highest court of the land, even at the first instance. At the very least, the magnitude of the ecological problems 
contemplated under the RPEC satisfies at least one of the exceptions to the rule on hierarchy of courts, i.e., 
direct resort to this court is allowed where it is “dictated by the public welfare. 
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“In environmental cases, this Court cannot afford to be self-important and promptly deny petitions 
on the clichéd ground that ours is the “court of last resort” that cannot be “burdened with the task of dealing 
with cases in the first instance.” We must take stock and bear to recall that the rule on hierarchy of courts 
was created simply because this Court is not a trier of facts. Accordingly, in cases involving warring factual 
allegations, we applied this rule to require litigants to “repair to the trial courts at the first instance to determine 
the truth or falsity of these contending allegations on the basis of the evidence of the parties.”[13] Under the 
RPEC, however, this Court burdened itself to resolve factual questions so that the rule finds no application.

Indeed, that petitions for the issuance of a writ of kalikasan involve factual matters cannot, without 
more, justify the claim that the petition must first be filed with the CA on the ground that this Court is not a trier 
of facts. The RPEC deviates from the other rules on this matter. After all, even if the petition has been initially 
lodged with the appellate court, the appellant may still raise questions of fact on appeal. Section 16, Rule 7, 
Part III of the RPEC explicitly says so: 

SECTION 16. Appeal. - Within fifteen (15) days from the date of notice of the adverse judgment or 
denial of motion for reconsideration, any party may appeal to the Supreme Court under Rule 45 of the Rules 
of Court. The appeal may raise questions of fact. [14] 

Notably, unlike in the other civil actions, ordinary or special, Section 2(d), Rule 7, Part III of the RPEC requires 
not only the allegations of ultimate facts but the allegations and attachment of all relevant and material evi-
dence to convince the court to issue the writ. Consequently, should the factual allegations in the petition be 
found insufficient, as stated by the ponencia, the denial of the petition must not be anchored on the violation 
of the rule on hierarchy of courts but on non-compliance with the said requirement. Certainly, an insufficient 
petition cannot be granted even when first filed with the appellate court and not this Court. 

With that said, let it be stated that in the instances where this Court referred the petition to the CA 
for hearing and reception of evidence, it did so not because of the insufficiency of the petition [15] as it had, 
in fact, issued the writs prayed for. Such practice does not impose another level of bureaucracy given the 
facilitation by this Court in transferring the records with all the evidence and attachments to the CA. On the 
other hand, arbitrarily enforcing the rule on hierarchy of courts, denying the petition, insisting that it be filed 
first with the CA, compelling the reprinting of pleadings and the re-attaching of evidence-all at the expense 
of the petitioner/s-only to entertain the same case on a possible appeal after the filing of yet another petition 
(this time under Rule 45 of the Rules of Court) can only enliven the bureaucratic spirit. 

On the issue for the issuance of a continuing mandamus thus prayed in the petition, I concur with 
the ponencia that mandamus does not indeed lie to compel a discretionary act. It cannot be issued to re-
quire a course of conduct. Thus, I cannot endorse the issuance of a continuing mandamus to compel the 
enforcement of the bifurcation of roads. As the ponencia has stated, such action amounts to requiring the 
respondents to act in a particular way in the implementation of the Road Sharing Principle adopted in EO 774 
and AO 254.

While a continuing mandamus cannot, however, be used to oblige the respondents to act one way 
or the other, it can be used to compel the respondents to act and implement the Road Sharing Principle in 
whatever manner they deem best. In other words, the implementation of the Road Sharing Principle itself, as 
opposed to the bifurcation of the roads, is an act that can be the subject of continuing mandamus under the 
RPEC. On this point, I digress from the ponencia. 

Nonetheless, the Office of the Solicitor General, on behalf of the respondents, enumerated programs 
that supposedly serve to implement the Road Sharing Principle,[16] refuting the petitioners’ allegation of un-
lawful neglect on the part of the respondents in the implementation of the principle. Thus, while the sufficiency 
or wisdom of these programs is not established, I concede that there is no unlawful neglect that constrains 
the issuance of the extraordinary remedy of continuing mandamus in the present case.
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CONCURRING OPINION 

LEONEN, J.: 

I concur with the ponencia of my colleague, Justice Caguioa, that the petition for the issuance of Writ 
of Kalikasan should be denied. In addition, wish to reiterate my view that the parties, who brought this case, 
have no legal standing, at least as representative parties in class suit. Petitioners fail to convince that they are 
representative enough of the interests of the groups they allegedly speak for, some of whom have yet to exist 
and could therefore have not been consulted. 

In their Petition for the issuance of the Writ of Kalikasan and Continuing Mandamus, petitioners de-
clared themselves as the representatives of the following groups: 

Victoria Segovia, Ruel Lago, Clariesse Jami Chan represent the CARLESSPEOPLE OF THE PHILIP-
PINES, who comprise about 98% of the Filipino people.

Gabriel Anastacio represented by his mother Grace Anastacio, Dennis Orlando Sangalang repre-
sented by his mother May Alili Sangalang, MariaPaulina Castaneda represented by her mother Atricia Ann 
Castaneda, stand for the CHILDREN OF THE PHILIPPINES AND CHILDREN OF THE FUTURE(CHILDREN). 
The children are the persons most vulnerable to air poisoning, vehicular accidents, and assault because of 
the unsafe and wasteful car-centric transportation policies of respondents. 

Renato Pineda, Jr., Aron Kerr Menguito, May Alili Sangalang, and Glynda Bathan Baterina represent 
CAR-OWNERS who would rather not own, use and maintain car if only good public transportation and other 
non-motorized mobility options, such as clean, safe and beautiful sidewalks for walking, bicycle lanes, and 
waterways, were available. 

Petitioners bring this suit as citizens, taxpayers and representatives of many other persons similarly 
situated but who are too numerous to be brought to this court. All of them stand to be injured by respondents’ 
unlawful neglect of the principle that “Those who have less in wheels must have more in the road” (Road 
Sharing Principle) as directed by law. [1] 

In the ponencia, Justice Caguioa noted the respondent’s position that petitioners represented an 
amorphous group, who failed to show they suffered direct injury. More than failing to show concrete interest 
or injury, petitioners also failed to prove that they are true agents of the groups they represent in this action. 

Locus standi or the standing to sue cannot be easily brushed aside for it is demanded by the Consti-
tution. Lozano v. Nograles [2] reminds us: 

The rule on locus standi is not plain procedural rule but constitutional requirement derived from Sec-
tion 1, Article VIII of the Constitution, which mandates courts of justice to settle only “actual controversies 
involving rights which are legally demandable and enforceable.”[3] (Emphasis in the original) 

Fundamentally, only parties who have sustained direct injury are allowed to bring the suit in court. 
Rule 3, Section of the Rules of Court provides that every action must be prosecuted or defended in the name 
of the person who would benefit or be injured by the court’s judgment. This person is known as the real party 
in interest. [4] In environmental cases, this rule is in Rule section of the Rules of Procedure for Environmental 
Cases, which provides: 

Section 4. Who may file. Any real party in interest, including the government and juridical entities 
authorized by law, may file civil action involving the enforcement or violation of any environmental law. 

There are three instances when person who is not real party in interest can file case on behalf of the 
real party: One, is representative suit under Rule section of the Rules of Court where representative files the 
case on behalf of his principal:[5]

Section 3. Representatives as parties.-Where the action is allowed to be prosecuted or defended by 
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representative or someone acting in fiduciary capacity, the beneficiary shall be included in the title of case 
and shall be deemed to be the real party in interest. A representative may be trustee of an express trust, 
guardian, an executor or administrator, or party authorized bylaw or these Rules. An agent acting in his own 
name and for the benefit of an undisclosed principal may sue or be sued without joining the principal except 
when the contract involves things belonging to the principal. 

A class suit is specie of representative suit insofar as the persons who institute it represent the entire 
class of persons who have the same interest or who suffered the same injury. However, unlike representative 
suits, the persons instituting class suit are themselves real parties in interest and are not suing merely as 
representatives. Class suit can prosper only: 

(a) when the subject matter of the controversy is of common or general interest to many persons; 

(b) when such persons are so numerous that it is impracticable to join them all as parties; and 

(c) when such persons are sufficiently numerous as to represent and protect fully the interests of all 
concerned. [6] 

These requirements are found in Rule 3, Section 12 of the Rules of Court, which provides: 

SEC. 12. Class suit. When the subject matter of the controversy is one of common or general interest 
to many persons so numerous that it is impracticable to join all as parties, number of them which the court 
finds to be sufficiently numerous and representative as to fully protect the interests of all concerned may sue 
or defend for the benefit of all. Any party in interest shall have the right to protect his individual interest. 

Lastly, there is citizen suit where Filipino can invoke environmental laws on behalf of other citizens 
including those yet to be born. This is found under Rule Section of the Rules of Procedure for Environmental 
Cases, which state: 

SEC. 5. Citizen suit. Any Filipino c1t1zen in representation of others, including minors or generations 
yet unborn may file an action to enforce rights or obligations under environmental laws. Upon the filing of 
citizen suit, the court shall issue an order which shall contain brief description of the cause of action and the 
reliefs prayed for, requiring all interested parties to manifest their interest to intervene in the case within fifteen 
(15) days from notice thereof. The plaintiff may publish the order once in newspaper of general circulation in 
the Philippines or furnish all affected barangays copies of said order. 

This rule is derived from Oposa v. Factoran, [7] where the Court held that minors have the personality 
to sue on behalf of generations yet unborn: 

Petitioners minors assert that they represent their generation as well as generations yet unborn. We 
find no difficulty in ruling that they can, for themselves, for others of their generation and for the succeeding 
generations, file class suit. Their personality to sue in behalf of the succeeding generations can only be based 
on the concept of intergenerational responsibility insofar as the right to balanced and healthful ecology is 
concerned. [8] 

It is my view that the Oposa Doctrine is flawed in that it allows self-proclaimed” representative,” via 
citizen suit, to speak on behalf of whole population and legally bind it on matters regardless of whether that 
group was consulted. As have discussed in my Concurring Opinion in Arigo v. Swift,[9] there are three (3) 
dangers in continuing to allow the present generation to enforce environmental rights of the future genera-
tions: 

First, they run the risk of foreclosing arguments of others who are unable to take part in the suit, put-
ting into question its representativeness. Second, varying interests may potentially result in arguments that 
are bordering on political issues, the resolutions of which do not fall upon this court. Third, automatically allow-
ing class or citizen’s suit on behalf of minors and generations yet unborn may result in the oversimplification 
of what may be complex issue, especially in light of the impossibility of determining future generation’s true 
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interests on the matter.[10] 

This doctrine binds an unborn generation to causes of actions, arguments, and reliefs, which they 
did not choose. [11] It creates situation where the Court will decide based on arguments of persons whose 
legitimacy as representative is dubious at best. Furthermore, due to the nature of the citizen’s suit as repre-
sentative suit, [12] res judicata will attach and any decision by the Court will bind the entire population. Those 
who did not consent will be bound by what was arrogated on their behalf by the petitioners. 

I submit that the application of the Oposa Doctrine should be abandoned or at least limited to situa-
tions when: 

(1) “There is clear legal basis for the representative suit; 

(2) There are actual concerns based squarely upon an existing legal right; 

(3) There is no possibility of any countervailing interests existing within the population represented or 
those that are yet to be born; and 

(4) There is an absolute necessity for such standing because there is threat or catastrophe so immi-
nent that an immediate protective measure is necessary.”[13]

I find objectionable the premise that the present generation is absolutely qualified to dictate what is 
best for those who will exist at different time, and living under different set of circumstances. As noble as the 
“intergenerational responsibility” principle is, it should not be used to obtain judgments that would preclude 
and constrain future generations from crafting their own arguments and defending their own interests. [14] 

It is enough that this present generation may bring suit on the basis of their own right. It is not entitled 
to rob future generations of both their agency and their autonomy. 

ACCORDINGLY, vote to DISMISS the petition.
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Case 2

ASGHAR LEGHARI VERSUS FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN, ET AL.

Stereo. H C J D A 38.  
Judgment Sheet

IN THE LAHORE HIGH COURT LAHORE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT  
Case No: W.P. No. 25501/2015 JUDGMENT

Dates of hearing: 31.08.2015, 04.09.2015, 14.09.2015, 05.10.2015, 26.10.2015, 18.11.2015, 07.12.2015, 
18.01.2016, 29.02.2016, 29.03.2016, 16.05.2016, 24.05.2016, 05.09.2016, 22.09.2016, 16.11.2016, 
14.12.2016, 16.01.2017, 23.01.2017,  28.02.2017, 12.05.2017, 24.05.2017, 12.07.2017, 17.07.2017, 
06.09.2017, 26.10.2017, 4.12.2017, 07.12.2017 and 25.01.2018.  

Petitioner by: M/s Mansoor Usman Awan, Shehzeen Abdullah and Hussain Ibraheem Muhammad, Advocates  
Respondents by: Mr. Nasar Ahmad, Deputy Attorney General for Pakistan. Ms. Hina Hafeezullah Ishaq, 
Assistant Attorney General for Pakistan. Dr. Parvez Hassan, Chairman, Climate Change Commission. Ms. 
Saima A. Khawaja, Advocate/Member, Climate Change Commission. Dr. Muhammad Javed, Director Irri-
gation Department, Government of the Punjab. Dr. Qazi Tallat M. Siddiqui, Deputy Energy Advisor (Civil)/
DS(W), Ministry of Water Resources, Islamabad. Mr. M. Irfan Tariq, D.G. Ministry of Climate Change, Islam-
abad. Nisar Ahmad, Director (PDM-II), Ministry of Inter Provincial Coordination, Cabinet Block,Islamabad. 

Climate change is one of the greatest threats to human rights of our generation, posing a serious risk to the 
fundamental rights to life, health, food and an adequate standard of living of individuals and communities 

across the world. 

Achim Steiner1
UNEP Executive Director  

Syed Mansoor Ali Shah, CJ: - The petitioner, who is an agriculturist, has approached this Court as a citizen 
for the enforcement of his fundamental rights. He submits that overwhelming majority of scientists, experts, 
and professional scientific organizations related to earth sciences agree that there is sufficient evidence that 
climate change is for real. He submits that no one can deny the devastating impact of increase in frequency 
and intensity of climate extremes. Further, most of the experts agree that the major cause is human activities, 
which include a complex interaction with the natural environment coupled with social and economic changes 
that are increasing the greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere, which are increasing global temperature 
and in turn causing climate change.

The climate system is a highly complex system consisting of the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryo-
sphere, the land surface and the biosphere, and the interactions between them. He submits that for Pakistan, 
climate change is no longer a distant threat. We are already feeling and experiencing its impacts across the 
country and the region. The country experienced devastating floods during the last three years. These chang-
es come with far reaching consequences and real economic costs. 

Learned counsel for the petitioner submits that in order to address the threat of climate change, 
the National Climate Change Policy, 2012 (“Policy”) and the Framework for Implementation of Cli-
mate Change Policy (2014-2030) (“Framework”) has been announced by the Ministry of Cli-
mate Change, Government of Pakistan, however, no implementation on the ground has taken  
place. He fears that in the absence of any strategy by the Government to conserve water or move to heat 
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resilient crops, he will not be able to sustain his livelihood. He submits that inaction on the part of Ministry 
of Climate Change and other Ministries and Departments in not implementing the Framework, offends his 
fundamental rights, in particular, Articles 9 and 14 of the Constitution besides the constitutional principles of 
social and economic justice. He submits that international environmental principles like the doctrine of public 
trust, sustainable development, precautionary principle and intergenerational equity form part of the above-
mentioned fundamental rights also stand offended. Reliance is placed on Ms. Imrana Tiwana and others v. 
Province of Punjab and others (PLD 2015 Lahore 522) and Ms. Shehla Zia and others v. WAPDA (PLD 1994 
SC 693). 

The Court treated this environmental public interest petition as a rolling review or a continuing mandamus and 
considering it to be a writ of kalikasan2, as they call it in Philippines, the Court proceeded in an inquisitorial 
manner by summoning the following parties for assistance: 

Federal Government. 

i. Cabinet Division, Government of Pakistan.

ii. Ministry of Finance, Revenue and Planning and Development. 

iii. Ministry of Foreign Affairs

iv. Ministry of Inter-Provisional Coordination. 

v. Ministry of Law and Justice 

vi. Ministry of Climate Change.  

vii.  Ministry of National Food Security and Research. 

viii. Ministry of Water and Power

ix. Irrigation Department. 

x. National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA). 

Provincial Government. 

i. Agricultural Department. 

ii. Environment Protection Department/EPA. 

iii. Food Department. 

iv. Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Department. 

v. Health Department. 

vi. Housing, Urban Development and Public Health Engineering Department.

vii. Planning and Development Department. 

viii. Irrigation Department. 

ix. Law and Parliamentary Affairs Department. 

x. Disaster Management Department (DMD). 

The above Ministries and Departments along with their focal persons rendered full assistance and filed their 
respective replies. The National Climate Change Policy, 2010 provides as under:- 

1. Goal 

To ensure that climate change is main streamed in the economically and socially vulnerable sectors of the 
economy and to steer Pakistan towards climate resilient development. 

2. Policy Objectives 

The main objectives of Pakistan’s Climate Change Policy include: 
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1. To pursue sustained economic growth by appropriately addressing the challenges of climate 
change; 

2. To integrate climate change policy with other inter-related national policies; 

3. To focus on pro-poor gender sensitive adaptation while also promoting mitigation to the extent pos-
sible in a cost-effective manner;

4. To ensure water security, food security and energy security of the country in the face of the chal-
lenges posed by climate change; 

5. To minimize the risks arising from the expected increase in frequency and intensity of extreme 
weather events such as floods, droughts and tropical storms; 

6. To strengthen inter-ministerial decision making and coordination mechanisms on climate change; 

7. To facilitate effective use of the opportunities, particularly financial, available both nationally and 
internationally; 

8. To foster the development of appropriate economic incentives to encourage public and private 
sector investment in adaptation measures; 

9. To enhance the awareness, skill and institutional capacity of relevant stakeholders;  

10. To promote conservation of natural resources and long term sustainability.  

3. Pakistan’s Vulnerability to Climate Change Threats 

The important climate change threats to Pakistan are: 

1. Considerable increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events, coupled with erratic 
monsoon rains causing frequent and intense floods and droughts; 

2. Projected recession of the Hindu Kush-Karakoram-Himalayan (HKH) glaciers due to global warming 
and carbon soot deposits from trans-boundary pollution sources, threatening water inflows into the 
Indus River System (IRS); 

3. Increased siltation of major dams caused by more frequent and intense floods;  

4. Rising temperatures resulting in enhanced heat and water-stressed conditions, particularly in arid 
and semi-arid regions, leading to reduced agricultural productivity; 

5. Further decrease in the already scanty forest cover, from too rapid change in climatic conditions to 
allow natural migration of adversely affected plant species; 

6. Increased intrusion of saline water in the Indus delta, adversely affecting coastal agriculture, man-
groves and the breeding grounds of fish; 

7. Threat to coastal areas due to projected sea level rise and increased cyclonic activity due to higher 
sea surface temperatures; 

8. Increased stress between upper riparian and lower riparian regions in relation to sharing of water 
resources; 

9. Increased health risks and climate change induced migration. 

The above threats lead to major survival concerns for Pakistan, particularly in relation to the country’s water 
security, food security and energy security. 

4. Climate Change Adaptation 

Pakistan makes a tiny contribution to total global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (among the lowest in the world) 
but it is among the countries most vulnerable to climate change, and it has very low technical and financial capacity 
to adapt to its adverse impacts. For Pakistan to continue on a development path to achieve the goals articulated in 
the Planning Commission‟s Vision 2030 document, it is imperative to prepare the ground to enable it to face this new  
challenge. While Pakistan is working on a strategy that seeks to conserve energy, improve energy efficiency and 
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optimize fuel mix to support global efforts for reduction in GHG emissions, the more immediate and pressing task 
is to prepare itself for adaptation to climate change. Only by devising and implementing appropriate adaptation 
measures will it be possible to ensure water, food and energy security for the country as well as to minimize the impact of  
natural disasters on human life, health and property.

   
4.1. Water Resources

 Water resources are inextricably linked with climate; this is why the projected climate change 
has such serious implications for Pakistan‟s water resources. Freshwater resources in Paki-
stan are based on snow and glacier-melt and monsoon rains, both highly sensitive to climate  
change. Country specific climate change projections strongly suggest the following future trends 
in Pakistan: decrease in glacier volume and snow cover leading to alterations in the season-
al flow pattern of the Indus River System (IRS); increased annual flows for a few decades followed 
by decline in flows in subsequent years; increase in the formation and outburst of glacial lakes; 
higher frequency and intensity of extreme climate events coupled with irregular monsoon rains  
causing frequent floods and droughts; and greater demand on water due to higher evapotranspiration rates 
at elevated temperatures. 

These trends will have a significant impact on the spatial and temporal distribution of water resources on both 
annual and inter-annual basis in the country. This will further exacerbate the already difficult situation of a 
water- stressed country facing demand increases due to population growth and increasing economic activity.

In order to implement the National Climate Change Policy, Federal Government has come up with the Frame-
work for Implementation of Climate Change Policy (2014-2030) which, inter-alia, sets four time-frames for 
implementation of the Policy in the following manner:- 

Priority Actions (PA): within 2-years 

Short term Actions (SA): within 5-years 

Medium term Actions (MA): within 10 years

Long term Actions (LA): within 20-years 7. 

In view of Pakistan’s high vulnerability to adverse impacts of climate change, in particular extreme events, 
adaptation effort is the focus of the Policy and the Framework. The  
vulnerabilities of various sectors to climate change have been highlighted and appropriate adaptation 
actions spelled out. These cover actions to address issues in various sectors such as water, agriculture, 
forestry, coastal areas, biodiversity, health and other vulnerable ecosystems. Notwithstanding the fact that 
Pakistan’s contribution to global greenhouse gas emissions is very small, its role as a responsible member 
of the global community in combating climate change has been highlighted by giving due importance to 
mitigation efforts in sectors such as energy,  
forestry, transport, industries, urban planning, agriculture and livestock. 

The Framework for Implementation of the Policy has been developed not as an end in itself, but rather a 
catalyst for mainstreaming climate change concerns into decision making that will create enabling condi-
tions for integrated climate compatible development processes. It is, therefore, not a stand-alone docu-
ment, but rather an integral and synergistic complement to future planning in the country. The Framework is 
a “living document”. The goal of the Policy is to ensure that climate  
change is mainstreamed in the economically and socially vulnerable sectors of the economy and to steer 
Pakistan towards climate resilient development. 

The Framework provides adaptation actions for various sectors in the following manner:- 
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Water Sector: Adaptation Actions: 

Pakistan is an agricultural country. Therefore water is an essential resource for sustained economic growth as 
well as human survival. Water, which is one of the most important national resource is increasingly becoming 
a scarce natural resource. Presently agriculture sector is using 93% domestic sector 5% and industrial sector 
2% of water resources. Our Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS) is the world’s largest contiguous irrigation 
system. Water resources are inextricably linked with climate; hence, the projected climate change has serious 
implications for Pakistan’s water resources. The freshwater resources in Pakistan are mainly based on snow 
and glacier melt and monsoon rains, both being highly sensitive to climate change. Pakistan has moved from 
a water affluent country to water stressed country. In 1947percapitawateravailabilitywas 5000 cubic meter, 
which has currently decreased to around 1000 cubic meter, and projected to decrease to 800 cubic meter 
per capita by the year 2025. The country-specific climate projections strongly suggest the following future 
trends in Pakistan: decrease in the glacier volume and snow cover leading to alterations in the seasonal flow 
pattern of IRS; increase in the formation and burst of glacial lakes; higher frequency and intensity of extreme 
climate events coupled with irregular monsoon rains causing frequent floods and droughts; greater demand 
of water due to increased evapotranspiration rates at elevated temperatures. 

Agriculture and Livestock: Adaptation Actions: 

Agriculture sector is the life line and the single largest sector of Pakistan’s economy. It contributes 21% to 
the GDP, employs 45% of the labour force and contributes about 70% to the export earnings. Agriculture in 
Pakistan is greatly affected by short term climate variability and could be harmed significantly by long-term 
climate change. 

The country is broadly divided into the following 10 agro-ecological zones based on physiographic, climate, 
soil type and agricultural land use.

I. Indus delta; II. Southern irrigated plain; III. Sandydesert; IV. Northern irrigated plain V. Barani (Rain feed 
areas); VI. Wet Mountains; VII. Northern dry mountains; VIII. Western dry mountains; IX. Dry western Plateau; 
X. Sulaiman Piedmont. 

 
Shortening length of growing period: 

The duration of crop growth cycle is related to temperature; an increase in temperature willspeed up crop 
growth and shorten the duration between sowing and harvesting. This shortening could have an adverse 
effect on productivity of crops and fodder for livestock. 

Changes in river flows: 

The Indus River System gets about 80% water from the Hindu-Kush-Himalaya glaciers. Increasing atmo-
spheric temperatures are expected to increase glacier melt. IPCC (2007) projected that glacier melt in Hima-
layas would cause increased rivers flows during the next few decades and then followed by decreased river 
flows, as the glaciers recede. 

Increased crop evapotranspiration: 

Increased atmospheric temperature would cause higher water evaporation from soil and from plant leaves. 
These higher evapotranspiration losses would mean that plants would need more water to maintain optimum 
growth. 

Land Degradation: 

The deterioration of productive agricultural land areas due to water logging and salinity is causing major 
threat to food security in the country. Soil erosion due to water and wind is universally recognized as a seri-
ous threat to productive agriculture land areas. Water and wind erosion is the direct consequence of climatic 
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parameters of high intensity rainfall, wind-velocity and higher temperatures. The northern mountainous region 
suffers from unfavourable soil and moisture regime, thereby causing soil erosion. Similarly arid regions of Pun-
jab (Cholistan), Sindh (Tharparker) and Balochistan (Chaghi Desert and sandy coastal areas) are affected 
by wind-erosion. 

Extreme Weather Events: 

According to IPCC (2007), the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events, such as floods, heavy 
precipitation events, droughts, cyclones etc. are expected to increase in future. Such extreme events can 
also affect food security. Livestock Sector: Since the agriculture & livestock sector are heavily dependent on 
the vagaries of nature, it is highly vulnerable to climate change phenomena. Climate change will impact food 
security of the country mainly through reduced crop productivity, adverse impact on livestock health and 
increased agricultural production losses because of extreme weather events. This will necessitate the agri-
culture and livestock sectors, particularly in rain-fed areas, to adapt to these climatic changes. 

Forestry Sector: 

Generally most of the forests in Pakistan are prone to the threats of changing climate in the form of 
changes in species composition, disease and insect attacks, more frequent forest fires, and shifting 
habitats due to unfavourable climatic conditions. Further research is required to investigate the real and 
specific climate change threats to each forest type so as to undertake realistic adaptation measures.  
 

Petitioner submits that the most immediate and serious threat to Pakistan is that of water, food and energy 
security. It is submitted that priority items under the Framework have not been complied with and no action 
has been taken by the respective Governments or authorities to develop adaptative capacity and resilience 
to address climate change.

Climate Change is a defining challenge of our time and has led to dramatic alterations in our planet’s climate 
system. For Pakistan, these climatic variations have primarily resulted in heavy floods and droughts, raising 
serious concerns regarding water and food security. On a legal and constitutional plane this is clarion call 
for the protection of fundamental rights of the citizens of Pakistan, in particular, the vulnerable and weak seg-
ments of the society who are unable to approach this Court. 

Fundamental rights, like the right to life (Article 9) which includes the right to a healthy and clean environ-
ment and right to human dignity (Article 14) read with constitutional principles of democracy, equality, social, 
economic and political justice include within their ambit and commitment, the international environmental 
principles of sustainable development, precautionary principle, environmental impact assessment, inter and 
intra-generational equity and public trust doctrine. Environment and its protection has taken a center stage in 
the scheme of our constitutional rights. It appears that we have to move on. The existing environmental juris-
prudence has to be fashioned to meet the needs of something more urgent and overpowering i.e., Climate 
Change. 

As no substantial work has been done to implement the Framework by the Government, and re-
alizing that its effective and immediate implementation is necessary for the protection and  
safeguard of the fundamental rights of the people, this Court constituted Climate Change Commission 
(“CCC”)vide order dated 14.09.2015 in the following manner:- 

I. CONSTITUTION OF CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION  
“Climate Change Commission” is hereby constituted under Order 26 CPC, comprising the following mem-
bers:- 
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II. TERMS OF REFERENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION:-

Objective/Terms of Reference:  
a) Effective implementation of National Climate Change Policy, 2012 (“NCCP”) and the Framework for Im-
plementation of Climate Change Policy (2014-2030) [“Framework”] 

III. POWER OF THE COMMISSION 

a) The above Commission shall enjoy the powers under Order 26 of the CPC in order to achieve the objective 
of the Commission. 

b) The Commission shall have the power to co-opt any person/expert, at any stage. 

c) The Commission can seek assistance of any Federal or Provincial Government Ministries/ Department by 
approaching the concerned Ministries/Departments in writing and the concerned Ministries/Departments are 
hereby directed to render full assistance to the Commission in respect of the above Terms of Reference. 

IV. QUORUM OF THE COMMISSION 

The quorum of the Commission shall be five which shall include the Chairman. 

V. SECRETARIAT OF THE COMMISSION: 

The secretariat of the Commission shall be housed at the Ministry of Climate Change, Islamabad, however, 
venue of the meeting will be decided by the Chairman. 

VI. EXPENSES OF THE COMMISSION: 

(a) Secretarial expenses of the Commission shall be borne by the Ministry of Climate Change. (b) The Com-
mission may approach this court at any stage to seek appropriate orders for facilitation of their work. 

VII. INTERIM REPORT 

The Commission shall file interim reports as and when directed by this Court.  

During the course of hearing Strategy 4.2 of the Framework regarding “legislating and implementing the draft 
National Water Policy to address the water related vulnerabilities induced by climate change.” Actions 4.2.1 
and 4.2.2 therein provide as follows:- 

4.2.1 Ensure that water related vulnerabilities induced by climate change are part of “National Policy”.  
4.2.2 Ensure the expeditious approval of draft “National Water Policy” and its implementation.  

Water has become Pakistan’s number one development and governance issue. Our per capita water avail-
ability has diminished from about 1,500 to nearly 1,000 cubic meters, owing to fast-growing population. In a 
recent article on economic growth Ali Tauqeer Sheikh, CEO, LEAD Pakistan writes as follows:- 

“We will need to lay foundations for the blue economy. We will need water to fuel our economy, create water 
jobs, invest in water efficient technologies, and create water markets for water savings and systems. It is crit-
ical for Pakistan to make water the central plank of our development agenda, if we are to meet our SDGs tar-
gets.... Climate change poses a more serious threat to Pakistan’s water supply than India’s. India cannot stop  
Pakistan’s water beyond a certain number of days even if it wanted to. At the risk of international isolation it 
can suddenly release water in some of our rivers and cause damage, or deny water to some crops by exploit-
ing timing. These issues can be handled by our water diplomats. But climate change poses more existential 
challenges. The changing monsoon pattern is making water supply erratic. It has started reaching the upper 
reaches of our Himalayan ranges and parts of Balochistan not traditionally covered by monsoon rains. Kara-
chi and other coastal areas have begun to receive more frequent warnings about cyclones. Changes in rain 
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patterns raise questions about food security and the need to invest in climate-smart agriculture. While we 
have a greater incidence of hydro-metrological droughts in parts of Balochistan, Punjab and Sindh, urban 
and rural flooding is becoming a recurrent phenomenon. In fact, torrential rains in the Jammu region and the 
upper reaches of the Kabul river basin have flooded Sialkot in Punjab and Nowshera in KP, drawing attention 
to emerging transboundary risks. As the glaciers recede, we face the threat of permanent reduction in our 
water lifeline.”3 

The Chairman, Climate Change Commission placed on record Supplemental Report dated 24.02.2017 mak-
ing the following recommendations:- 

Recommendations

 
“The Commission recommends that the Secretary P&DD should submit plans for initiation of remain-
ing about 100 Pas and also compile a quarterly report on completion of work on ongoing 144 PAs. 
Priority Projects in ADP 2016-2017: Since the last submission, the Commission has helped some 
GOPb departments prioritize 15 „climate smart‟ projects of which 13 were finally approved by P&DD 
for inclusion in the ADP 2016-2017. The Commission learnt that the financial value of these projects 
was relatively miniscule in percentage terms of the total development budget of the province. The 
Commission recommends that in the next FY, this number should ramp up substantially and that this 
allocation should include specific budget lines for social and softer components-and not just the in-
frastructural investments. The Commission, if requested by the Departments will be pleased to review 
and guide on selected projects. 3 The fuel of economic growth by Ali Tauqeer Sheikh, CEO, LEAD 
Pakistan, Dawn, March 22nd, 2016. 

Framework for Developing and Assessing Climate-Smart Projects under Annual Development Plans: 
The Commission learnt that there was no shared definition of “climate smart” or „climate compatible‟ 
projects that was used by the departments. Therefore, there was a great deal of variance in the quali-
ty, consistency even climate relevance (adaptation or mitigation) of these projects. The officers devel-
oping projects in GOPb’s various departments needed a guidance tool or a framework for developing 
climate compatible projects in future. The Framework for Developing and Assessing Climate-Smart 
Projects under Annual Development Plans was approved at the 9th meeting of the Commission will 
fill that void now. Further, the Commission was requested to develop some core material that could 
facilitate implementation of the Framework and could also be used for the capacity building of the 
concerned officers. Such material has been developed and ready to be used. 

The Commission recommends that, starting from FY 2017-2018, the Framework should be used for 
designing and developing projects for ADB, at least for some projects by selected provincial depart-
ments. For this purpose, the Commission recommends that 1)a high level Committee be constituted 
to oversee the earnest implementation of the Framework, 2) Secretary P&DD and MOCC initiate ca-
pacity building of concerned officers of CC Focal Points in GOPb departments and other concerned 
officers. Accessing International Climate Finance & Linkages with NDCs: The Commission learnt 
that the GOP‟s capacity to access international climate finance needed substantial strengthening in 
order to fast track climate related investments/projects. The Commission has developed 12 recom-
mendations for GOP to access international climate finance and recommends the MOCC to work with 
P&DD in order to develop projects and access international finance. 

 
The Commission recommends that all climate related investments/projects in the province should 
be specifically linked with Pakistan’s NDC commitments and their implementation at the provincial 
levels. Moving forward, the Commission recommends the following  
steps:  
I. The Framework for Developing and Assessing Climate-Smart Projects under Annual Development 
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Plans be used/piloted by each GOPb department to develop their requests for ADB allocations. The 
preparations for the next ADP have just begun and the timing is perfect. If requested, the Commis-
sion can assist with capacity building of the concerned officers in the province.

II. Each GOPb Departments should develop its plans of action, giving a list of priority projects/areas 
of investment. The Commission can assist them in developing their plans of action and determine 
their strategic priorities for the next 2-3 year’s ADPs.  
III. P&DD needs to develop a template/criteria that could guide the decisions on the requests from 
the departments. The Commission can work with the officers at the P&DD develop such a tem-
plate and operationalize for the next years‟ ADP.” Considering that these recommendations are 
an outcome of the deliberations of the Commission, which includes members of the Government, 
therefore, I make these recommendations part of this order and direct the concerned Ministries/De-
partments of Federal, as well as, Provincial Governments to implement the same.  

As recorded in order dated 06.09.2017 the matter regarding formulation of the National Water Policy was 
taken up by Council of Common Interest (CCI) in its meeting held on 25.08.2017 wherein CCI considered the 
matter and it was decided that the matter be placed before the Ministry of Water Resources to re-examine the 
Policy and resubmit the same in the next CCI meeting. 18. The Chairman has submitted its report today i.e., 
25.01.2018, which is reproduced for ready reference:- 

CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT ON IMPLEMENTATION OF PRIORITY ACTIONS  
 

24 January 2018  
 

A. Background Note

 
In its Final Report dated 16 January 2016 to the Lahore High Court, the commission had reported on 
the progress in the implementation of the PAs upto 31 December 2015. On the review of the Final Re-
port, the Lahore High Court ordered, on 18 January 2016, that the “Commission is additionally tasked 
to look into the short term actions under the Framework and come up with a workable and achievable 
time table for the same.” A Supplemental Report was submitted on the order of the Lahore High Court 
dated 18 January 2016. It included the Reports of six (6) Working Groups, giving an update on their 
actions on the Priority Actions. Overall, of the 242 Priority Areas given in FCCPI, the 6 Working Groups 
reported progress on 144 PAs and that is about 60 percent of the total Priority Areas. The progress on 
144 PAs is uneven and at various stages of progress, and many will need more time and resources 
for completion.

Summary of Progress 

 
This report is follow up to the last supplemental report and summarizes progress against Priority 
Actions till 31st December 2017. All working groups were requested to share update on progress in 
various sectors against Priority Actions. The following Working Groups submitted revised reporting 
inJanuary2018:

1. Working Group on Water 

2. Working Group on Wildlife, Forestry and Biodiversity

3. Working Group on Coastal and Marine Areas 
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Several new projects and initiatives were reported by the Working Groups especially in the Wildlife, 
Forestry and Biodiversity sectors. Yet no additional Priority Areas were addressed by any of the sec-
tors as compared to previous reporting. 

Actions Triggered by the Climate Change Commission 

 
• There are a total of 735 actions suggested in the Framework, out of which 242 are Priority Actions, 
380 Short Term,108 Medium Term and only 5 are Long Term Actions.

• The Climate Change Commission was given the mandate to report on the Priority Actions under the 
assumptions that these will trigger subsequent attainment of Short, Medium and Long Term Actions.

• The report submitted indicates progress on 144 PAs and that is about 60 percent of the total Priority 
Areas. The progress on PAs remains uneven and at various stages of progress, and many will need 
more time and resources for completion.

• No completion report on any of the Priority Actions was requested/submitted. However as Priority 
Actions come to closure, it will be useful for departments to maintain catalogue of completed PAs 
along with any progress on Short, Medium and Long Term Actions.

• The Commission triggered climate action in the province of Punjab at several levels. It was beyond 
the ambit of the Commission to compile full catalogue of actions instigated by its influence. Howev-
er it will be useful for stakeholders if such a report is compiled. Some key actions triggered by the 
Commission are:

i. Designation of climate change focal points in all provincial line departments and their capacity 
building by LEAD Pakistan in Islamabad to enable integration of Climate Change in provincial devel-
opment plans and growth strategies.

ii. Two training workshops organized by LEAD Pakistan at PDD Lahore engaging senior and opera-
tional staff to enable climate smart evaluation of projects. 

iii. Framework for Design and Evaluation of Climate Smart Projects was developed and ap-
proved by the Commission members for piloting and testing by PDD Punjab in future.  
iv. Draft Climate Change Policy and Draft Water Policy of Punjab developed and awaiting approval 
of provincial cabinet. 

v. For the preparation of provincial Climate Change Policy, several background studies and info-
graphics were developed. 

 
Climate Change Commission was constituted to ensure that the concerned Ministries, as well as, concerned 
Departments take charge of the matter so that the Province, as well as, the Country moves towards climate 
resilient development. According to the report submitted by the Commission almost 66.11% of the priority 
items of the Framework have been completed due to effort made by the Commission. The Chairman submits 
that the Commission has achieved its goals and now the matters should be left to the respective Governments 
to take forward. It is also pointed out that during the pendency of this petition the Federal Government has 
promulgated “Pakistan Climate Change Act, 2017” (“Act”), which was gazetted on April, 3, 2017 and estab-
lishes Pakistan Climate Change Authority. He proposes that in order to move forward, it is best if the Federal 
Government is directed to give effect to the aforesaid Act and further implement the Framework. I tend to 
agree with the Chairman of the CCC. Commissions constituted by our courts have played multiple roles, es-
pecially commissions constituted to address environmental concerns. In this case the Commission has been 
the driving force in sensitizing the Governments and other stakeholders regarding gravity and importance of 
climate change. The Commission has been a platform for discussion and planning regarding climate change 
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and has materially assisted in developing human capacity to face the challenges of climate change under 
the auspices of the members of the Commission, in particular LEAD Pakistan. It is only because of the able 
stewardship of the Chairman, Dr. Parvez Hassan and the untiring and passionate efforts of the Members of 
the Commission that 66.11% of priority actions under the Framework have been successfully implemented. 

Environmental Justice 

On a jurisprudential plane, a judge today must be conscious and alive to the beauty and magnificence of 
nature, the interconnectedness of life systems on this planet and the interdependence of ecosystems. From 
Environmental Justice, which was largely localized and limited to our own ecosystems and biodiversity, we 
have moved on to Climate Justice. Our environmental jurisprudence from Shehla Zia case to Imrana Tiwana 
case (referred to above) has weaved our constitutional values and fundamental rights with the international 
environmental principles. The environmental issues brought to our courts were local geographical issues, be 
it air pollution, urban planning, water scarcity, deforestation or noise pollution. Being a local issue, evolution 
of environmental justice over these years revolved around the national and provincial environmental laws, 
fundamental rights and principles of international environmental laws. The solutions entailed penalties and 
shifting or stoppage of polluting industries based on a precautionary approach leading to the recognition of 
the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 

Climate Justice 

Enter Climate Change. With this the construct of Environmental Justice requires reconsider-
ation. Climate Justice links human rights and development to achieve a human-centered approach,  
safeguarding the rights of the most vulnerable people and sharing the burdens and bene-
fits of climate change and its impacts equitably and fairly. Climate justice is informed by sci-
ence, responds to science and acknowledges the need for equitable stewardship of the world’s  
resources. The instant case adds a new dimension to the rich jurisprudence on environmental justice in our 
country. Climate Change has moved the debate from a linear local environmental issue to a more complex 
global problem. In this context of climate change, the identity of the polluter is not clearly ascertainable and 
by and large falls outside the national jurisdiction. Who is to be penalized and who is to be restrained? On the 
global platform the remedies are adaptation or mitigation. In case of Pakistan, adaptation is largely the way 
forward. Adaptation is a response to global warming and climate change, that seeks to reduce the vulnerabil-
ity of social and biological systems to relatively sudden change and thus offset the effects of global warming. 
Adaptation is especially important in developing countries since these countries are predicted to bear the 
brunt of the effects of global warming. Adaptation is the capacity and potential for humans to adapt (called 
adaptive capacity) and is unevenly distributed across different regions and populations, and developing 
countries generally have less capacity to adapt. Mitigation consists of actions to limit the magnitude or rate 
of long-term climate change. Climate change mitigation generally involves reductions in human (anthropo-
genic) emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs). Mitigation may also be achieved by increasing the capacity 
of carbon sinks, e.g., through reforestation. Mitigation policies can substantially reduce the risks associated 
with human-induced global warming.

Adaptation, as a strategy engages many stakeholders, which hitherto were not part of the environmental 
dialogue. Climate Justice, therefore, moves beyond the construct of environmental justice. It has to embrace 
multiple new dimensions like Health Security, Food Security, Energy Security, Water Security, Human Dis-
placement, Human Trafficking and Disasters Management within its fold. Climate Justice covers agriculture, 
health, food, building approvals, industrial licenses, technology, infrastructural work, human resource, human 
and climate trafficking, disaster preparedness, health, etc. While mitigation can still be addressed with en-
vironmental justice, adaptation can only be addressed through Climate Justice, where the courts help build 
adaptative capacity and climate resilience by engaging with multiple stakeholders. 

Water Justice. 

In the context of Pakistan, the impending water crisis are accelerated by the impact of climate change on 
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the hydrological cycle. The availability of water resources to satisfy the demands of society and those of the 
environment is a crisis of governance and justice. Water is life. Water is a human right and all people should 
have access to clean and affordable water. Water has interconnectedness with people and resources and 
is a commons that should be held in public trust. This brings us to Water Justice, a sub-concept of Climate 
Justice. Water justice refers to the access of individuals to clean water. More specifically, the access of indi-
viduals to clean water for survival (drinking, fishing, etc.) and recreational purposes as a human right. Water 
justice demands that all communities be able to access and manage water for beneficial uses, including 
drinking, waste removal, cultural and spiritual practices, reliance on the wildlife it sustains, and enjoyment 
for recreational purposes. Right to life and Right to human dignity under articles 9 and 14 of the Constitution 
protect and realize human rights in general, and the human right to water and sanitation in particular. In adju-
dicating water and water-related cases, we have to be mindful of the essential and inseparable connection of 
water with the environment, land and other ecosystems. Climate Justice and Water Justice go hand in hand 
and are rooted in articles 9 and 14 of our Constitution and stand firmly on our preambluar constitutional values 
social and economic justice. 

Dissolution of the Climate Change Commission  

The submissions made by the Chairman of CCC regarding passing future responsibility of implementing the 
Framework to the Government is accepted. The Climate Change Commission after rendering a remarkable 
public and pro bono service, is hereby dissolved. The constitution and working of the Commission has result-
ed in developing a valuable resource on climate change which can be useful for the Government in the years 
to come. The respective Governments have to still implement the Framework, formulate the National Water 
Policy and ensure that the new Act is actualized and given effect to in letter and spirit. These objectives are 
critical for sustainable development and for the safe guard and protection of the fundamental rights of the 
people of Pakistan. 

Standing Committee on Climate Change  

In order to facilitate the working of the Federal Government, Ministry of Climate Change, Provincial Govern-
ment, Planning & Development Department, as well as, CCI, the Court hereby  
constitutes a Standing Committee on Climate Change, which will act as a link between the Court and the 
Executive and will render assistance to the above mentioned Governments and Agencies in order to ensure 
that the Policy and the Framework continue to be implemented. The Federal and Provincial Governments 
and the CCI shall engage, entertain and consider the suggestions and proposals made by the Standing 
Committee. 

The Members of the Standing Committee shall be as follows:-  
1. Dr. Parvez Hassan, Advocate, Climate Expert.     Chairperson 
2. Advocate General, Punjab         Member  
3. Secretary Climate Change, Ministry of Climate Change, Islamabad   Member  
  
4. Chairman, Planning & Development Department,     Member  
Government of the Punjab.  
 
5. Mr. Ali Tauqeer Sh., CEO & National       Member 
Program Director, LEAD, Pakistan.  
 
6. Ms. Saima Amin Khawaja, Advocate/        Member 
Environmentalist 78-B, Mozang Road,  
Lahore.  
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In the light of above, these proceedings stand concluded. I, do not wish to dispose of the petition, but in-
stead, consign it to the record, so that the Standing Committee can approach this Court for  
appropriate order for the enforcement of the fundamental rights of the people in the context of climate 
change, if and when required. If any such application is filed, the case shall be revived and fixed before any 
Green Bench as per the Case Management Plan. 

(Syed Mansoor Ali Shah)  
Chief Justice

 

Case 3

SHEIKH ASIM FAROOQ V FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN ETC
Stereo HCJ DA 38 JUDGMENT SHEET

IN THE LAHORE HIGH COURT, LAHORE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
Writ Petition No.192069 of 2018

J U D G M E N T

Date of hearings

05.04.2018, 18.07.2018, 20.07.2018, 24.07.2018, 26.07.2018, 27.07.2018, 28.01.2019, 31.01.2019, 
11.02.2019, 19.02.2019, 27.02.2019, 08.05.2019, 21.05.2019, 30.05.2019

Petitioner(s) by

M/s Ahmad Hassan, Anwaar Hussain, Mehr Muhammad Iqbal and Sheikh Asim Farooq, Advocates for the 
Petitioner No.1, M/s Saima A. Khawaja and Mehnaz Shiraz, Advocate for the Petitioners No.2 to 4, Mr. Mo-
hammad Azhar Siddique, Advocate for the Petitioner No.5, Mr. Sheraz Zaka, Advocate on behalf of Petitioner 
(Human Voice).

Respondent(s) by

Ms. Sadia Malik, Assistant Attorney General alongwith Dr. Raja Omer, DIG (Forest) and Ali Raza Zaidi, Deputy 
Director (Legal), Ministry of Climate Change, Govt. of Pakistan, Rai Shahid Saleem Khan, Assistant Advocate 
General along with Cap.(R) Muhammad Asif, Secretary, Shahid Rashid Awan, Additional Secretary, Forestry, 
Wildlife and Fisheries Department, Muhammad Ashraf, Range Forest Officer, Muzaffargarh, Kiran Khurshid, 
Registrar Cooperatives, Punjab, Mr. Waqar A. Sheikh, Advocate/Legal Advisor of LDA alongwith Ms. Amina 
Imran Khan, Director General, Lahore Development Authority, Mr. Junaid Iqbal Khan, Advocate for the Re-
spondents-PHA alongwith Dr. Faisal Zahoor, Director General (PHA), Lahore, Khalid Sherdil, CEO, Urban Unit 
alongwith Muhammad Asif Hayat, Advocate, Muhammad Imran, Company Secretary, Urban Unit, Atta M. 
Khan, Senior Law Officer, P&D Department, Muhammad Asif Hayat, Respondents (Urban Unit), Mr. Muham-
mad Riaz, Advocate for the Respondent No.15, Mr. Ahmad Rafay Alam, Advocate for the Respondent No.16.

JAWAD HASSAN, J. Through the instant petition under Article 199 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic 
of Pakistan, 1973 (the “Constitution”), the Petitioner has sought directions to the Respondents to, inter alia:

(a) appraise as to how the National Climate Change Policy, 2012, the National Forest Policy, 2015 and the 
Forest Policy Statement, 1999 have been implemented to increase the forest cover in Pakistan and Punjab;

(b) implement the Forest Act, 1927 (the “Forest Act”) and the Punjab Plantation and Maintenance of Trees Act, 
1974 (the “Trees Act”) by planting trees;

(c) provide reasons for drastic reduction in forest cover in Pakistan particularly in Punjab,
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 (d) increase the forest cover to reach the minimum satisfactory standards of 20-25% necessary for a bal-
anced economy;

(e) present a time-line map for the said purposes, and

(f) initiate appropriate proceedings against the delinquent officers who have failed to discharge their duties.

At the outset, M/s Saima A. Khawaja and Mehnaz Shiraz, Advocates filed an application for impleading Syeda 
Zahra Gilani, Ambreen Khurram Zafar and Zonaira Aziz Rathore. Aforementioned ladies are members of civil 
society and are running a pro bono publico organization under the name of ‟Go Green Lahore (GGL). Mr. 
Mohammad Azhar Siddique, Advocate also filed an application for impleading Abdullah Malik in the array 
of the Petitioners in this petition; who is also member of civil society and is involved in various public interest 
issues, including restoration of forests in their original condition. Mr. Sheraz Zaka, Advocate also filed an ap-
plication on behalf of Human Voice to become as the Petitioner in this petition. The learned counsel for the 
Petitioner had no objection on acceptance of these applications, and therefore, above stated applications 
were allowed.

It may also be noted that learned counsel for the Petitioner requested to implead certain government de-
partments including Planning and Development Department; Punjab Environmental Protection Department; 
Housing & Urban Development Department; Local Government and Community Development Department; 
Cooperative Department, Lahore Development Authority (‟LDA‟) and Defense Housing Authority (‟DHA‟) 
as the Respondents in this petition, and his request was allowed. Mr. Ahmad Rafay Alam, Advocate filed an 
application on behalf of activist namely Amer Azam Bakhat to become as the Respondent in this petition. The 
Petitioner, therefore, filed amended petition by including the names of these Respondents; and notices were 
issued to the newly added Respondents to file report and parawise comments.

I. PETITIONERS’ ARGUMENTS

The learned counsel for the Petitioner submits that the Petitioner is a practicing advocate and filing this con-
stitutional petition seeking, inter alia, a writ of mandamus to the Respondents for the implementation of the law 
and the above mentioned policies, and for enforcement and protection of his fundamental rights guaranteed 
under Article 9 (right of life liberty), Article 14 (right of dignity), Article 26 (right of access to public places of 
entertainment) and Article 38(b) (provision of available leisure places) of the Constitution. He submits that 
Government should implement the Forest Act, the Trees Act, the National Climate Change Policy, 2012, the 
National Forest Policy, 2015, the Forest Policy Statement, 1999, and the Punjab Forestry Sector (Forests, Wa-
tershed, Rangelands and Wildlife) Policy, 1999 because forest area in Pakistan is decreasing rapidly over a 
year with massive percentage and now as per report, is only 1.9%. He states that trees in forests and other 
natural resources are covered under the Doctrine of Public Trust and the Government ought to protect them 
for the enjoyment of the general public rather than to permit their use for private ownership or commercial pur-
poses. He adds that the government‘s inaction is clearly seen by not protecting the existing forests and trees 
with massive cutting and also their lack of commitment in planting trees despite of mandatory requirement of 
Section 3 of the Trees Act. The learned counsel for the Petitioners in their respective petitions also submitted 
their written arguments and reiterated the contents of the petitions.

The learned counsel for the Petitioners further submits that the concept of public trust doctrine in protecting 
the natural resources has fully been elaborated in “SINDH INSTITUTE OF UROLOGY AND TRANSPLANTA-
TION Versus NESTLE MILKPAK LIMITED AND OTHERS”(2005 CLC Karachi 424), which was upheld by the 
learned Division Bench in “NESTLE MILKPAK LTD VERSUS SINDH INSTITUTE OF UROLOGY AND OTHERS” 
(PLD 2007 Karachi 11). Further contends that Hon‘ble Supreme Court of Pakistan in “GENERAL SECRETARY 
SALT MINERS LABOUR UNION (CBA) KHEWRA, JHELUM Versus THE DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIES & MINERAL 
DEVELOPMENT PUNJAB LAHORE”(1994 SCMR 2061) has held that the right to have unpolluted water is the 
right of every person wherever he lives. They further argued that it is the fundamental right of every citizen 
to live in clean atmosphere and relied upon the landmark judgment of Hon‘ble Supreme Court of Pakistan 
reported as “MS. SHEHLA ZIA AND OTHERS Versus WAPDA”(PLD 1994 SC 693). They also relied upon 
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Suo Moto Case No.13 of 2009 (PLD 2011 SC 619) wherein it has been held that “right to life implies the right 
to food, water, decent environment, education, medical care and shelter, thus fundamental right cannot be 
snatched away or waived off pursuant to any agreement‟. They submit that Hon‘ble Supreme Court took suo 
moto action in NEW MURREE PROJECT (2010 SCMR 361), because of grave environmental hazards by de-
stroying 5,000 acres of forest and adversely affecting the annual rainfall in Islamabad, with the result that the 
supply of water to the nearby dams was depleted. In 2010, the Supreme Court decided the case with direc-
tions that need was to sensitize general public to fundamentals of sustainable development so as to achieve 
goal of healthy environment, not only for present population but also for future generations. As the project had 
been disbanded, therefore, there was no threat of environmental hazard in the area on account of the project, 
thus no further action was called for in the proceedings.

They further argued that the Respondents are not adhering to their own forest and climate change policies 
which is in violation of case law reported in “DEWAN SALMAN FIBRE LTD. Versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN 
AND OTHERS”(2015 PTD 2304 Islamabad), “NATIONAL BANK OF PAKISTAN Versus IFTIKHAR RASOOL 
ANJUM AND OTHERS” (2017 PLC(C.S.) 453 Lahore). It was held in “BAHADUR KHAN AND OTHERS Ver-
sus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN THROUGH SECRETARY M/O FINANCE, ISLAMABAD AND OTHERS”(2017 
SCMR 2066) that great importance is attached to government adhering to sovereign commitments made by 
it, whether in form of statutory orders or notifications issued by it or in the shape of policies announced by it. 
Commitment made on behalf of government should neither be lightly disregarded nor deliberately ignored. 
Orderly development of a civilized society requires that citizens should be entitled to place implicit faith and 
confidence on representations which are made by or on behalf of duly constituted governmental authorities. 
They state that the Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Department (the Department) is duty bound to administer 
the Trees Act under the Punjab Rules of Business 2011 (the Punjab Rules of Business), Schedule 2, Item 
No.18 (vii).

The learned counsel for the Petitioners also submits that recently in the Cutting of Trees for Canal Widening 
Project Lahore (2011 SCMR 1743), the Hon‘ble Supreme Court held that green belt around both sides of the 
canal is a public trust resource and cannot be converted into private or any other use other than public pur-
pose. Thus widening of the road is a public purpose and a minimum area is being affected and the remaining 
green belt/public park is much larger because said public park has been recommended by the Mediation 
Committee to be declared as Heritage Park and recommendations of the Committee have been accepted by 
the Provincial Government in totality.

Lastly, it has also been submitted that Respondents have failed in performing their obligations outlined in laws 
and policies, in safely managing, conserving, sustaining, maintaining, protecting and growing forests and as 
a result the current state of affairs is now prevalent, where the forests in Pakistan and in Punjab are close to 
extinction. Further, for decades, there has been no improvement or enlargement of forest areas or plantation 
of trees in private areas, and that the Respondents have failed to regulate as to what type of trees are to be 
planted in a particular locality that would be environment friendly, provide maximum canopy and produce 
more oxygen.

II. RESPONDENTS’ ARGUMENTS

9. At the outset, notices were issued to the Respondents to file report and parawise comments by adverting 
to the assertions made by the Petitioners in the light of judgments of the superior Courts. The Departments 
were also directed to state what steps had been taken so far to implement the laws for plantation of the trees.

A. Lahore Development Authority

10. Mr. Waqar A. Sheikh, Advocate/Legal Advisor of LDA appeared along with Ms. Amina Imran Khan, Di-
rector General, LDA and stated that LDA has taken some positive steps for plantation of trees under their 
jurisdiction. He further stated that LDA has already made Rules in year 2014, and they will file detailed reply to 
show their positive steps on the issue of urban forestry for massive plantation of trees under their jurisdiction. 
On preceding dates, he submitted that it is a matter of public importance and LDA will fully cooperate for the 
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plantation of trees and implementation of all the relevant laws in this regard.

B. Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Department

11. Capt.(R) Muhammad Asif, Secretary and Mr. Shahid Rashid Awan, Additional Secretary of the Department 
appeared and stated that in pursuance of the previous orders of this Court, positive steps have been taken by 
the Government of Pakistan and the Government of Punjab: (a) for enhancing the Budget of the Department 
from almost one billion to twenty eight billion; (b) regarding the Forest Policy, Punjab Forest Policy, Urban and 
Peri-Urban Forest Policy; and (c) tree plantation campaign and actual tree plantation. They further submitted 
that they will seek guidance from Annexure-C Page-71 of the Punjab Urban and Peri-Urban Forest Policy, and 
the Registrar Cooperative and D.G. LDA have also taken action against the Societies as per Urban Policy 
through CEO, Urban Unit. All the efforts have been acknowledged from time to time by this Court and reflect-
ed in the previous orders dated 31.01.2019, 11.02.2019, 19.02.2019, 27.02.2019 and lastly on 08.05.2019.

They were further directed to prepare draft of the Urban Tree Plantation Policy as per their mandate and 
functions laid down in Schedule-2 of the Punjab Rules of Business. They informed the Court that the Depart-
ment has submitted PC-I titled “Green Pakistan Program, Revival of Wildlife Resources in Punjab” for Green 
Pakistan Program along with budget of Rs.28.748 billion for eight years which has been approved by the Pro-
vincial Development Working Party (PDWP) and is under process to Ministry of Climate Change for approval 
from Central Development Working Party (CDWP). They further stated that they have prepared revised Punjab 
Forest Policy, 2018.

Muhammad Tariq Naseem, Deputy Secretary (P) of the Department appeared and affirmed that PC-I has 
been approved by the Department with total cost of project Rs.28.748 billion for a period of eight years (2016-
2024) according to which they will plant 477 million trees across the Punjab in forest as well as on private 
lands which will cover planting density, and the growth of trees will increase approximately by 6%.

C. The Registrar Cooperative

The Registrar Cooperative appeared and stated that in pursuant to the orders of this Court, they, on their own, 
have planted trees in the Societies and will cooperate with the Urban Unit regarding the GIS Mapping and 
GS Survey.

D. Environmental Protection Agency

Director General EPA also appeared and stated that in compliance of preceding orders of this Court, the 
department will examine the NOCs of the Factories mentioned in the report of Urban Unit and as per their 
NOC, will take action against those Factories which are not complying with the conditions of planting trees.

E. Parks and Horticulture Authority

Dr. Faisal Zahoor, Director General (PHA), Lahore, appeared and submitted that the department is complying 
with the directions of this Court passed from time to time and they will further cooperate with the Urban Unit 
and the Secretary Forest Department for the plantation of trees and for implementing the above mentioned 
policies. He assured his commitment for implementing the Punjab Urban and Peri-Urban Forest Policy.

III. CURRENT SITUATION OF TREES AND FOREST

The Petitioners have attached several articles and reports showing several threats to forests, trees and en-
vironment in Punjab and Pakistan. It is unfortunate, catastrophic and shocking that the forests of the country 
are now almost extinct or at decreasing rate. The deforestation is leading to increase in the spread of life 
threatening diseases. Reports from Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies at Yale University and 
School of Public Health: Center of Health and the Global Environment at Harvard University affirm the fact that 
deforestation is linked with rise of deadly diseases.

It may be noted that the National Environment Information System (NEIMS), a project of United Nations De-
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velopment Programme (UNDP), had published a Research Report in 2010 detailing the environment and 
biodiversity and ecological zones in Pakistan from forests to mountains and threatened flora and fauna and 
threatened species of animals. The report suggests that deforestation rate in Pakistan is estimated at 0.2% 
to 0.5% annually, which is the highest in the world and accounts for 4-6% decline in its wood biomass per 
annum. The total natural forest cover has reduced from 3.59 million hectares to 3.32 million hectares at an 
average rate of 27,000 hectares annually. The natural resource is decreasing at such an alarming speed that 
all the forest area will be consumed within the next few years. Some of the extracts from the Research Report 
are as follows:

1. Pakistan is a Forest Poor Country: Only 4.72 million hectares or 5.36% of its land mass is covered with 
forests. Table 1.7 of the Report suggests that there is declining forestation trend during the years 2000-2009.

2. Environmental Benefits of Trees: The value of intangible benefits is eight times greater than the tangible 
value of products and services of forestry sector. Many other ‟intangible‟ benefits are derived from forest 
including oxygen production, watershed value, scenic benefits, ecosystem synergism and flow, and a variety 
of other values essential for human health and quality of life. Forests also provide a number of crucial ecosys-
tem services, for example, their role in sequestering carbon from the atmosphere, protecting upstream wa-
tersheds, conserving biodiversity and gene-pools for future generations and in providing landscape beauty.

3. Biodiversity Conservation: 60-90% of all terrestrial species are found in forests having widespread econom-
ic and medicinal uses still unknown to mankind.

4. Forests and Carbon Sequestration: Forests are both a source of carbon dioxide (CO2) when they are de-
stroyed or degraded and a sink when conserved, managed or planted sustainably. Forest vegetation and 
soils hold 40% of carbon stored in terrestrial ecosystems.

5. Forests and Water Quality: As population grows, the demand for clean drinking water becomes more 
acute. Besides this, need of water for agriculture, sanitation purpose, cooking needs and other uses is imper-
ative. In Pakistan, 2 decades ago, no one had ever thought of purchasing water, but now people do purchase 
it, just because of depletion of forests in watersheds. Forest and plant cover are necessary to slow runoff 
and filter rainwater. When trees are in place, rainwater, which naturally flows downhill to the nearest stream, 
is slowed. Once slowed, rainwater seeps down to refill underground storage tanks or aquifers. In addition, 
water may be absorbed by the roots of trees and transpired by leaves so that it can cycle back for use again 
as rainwater. Forests prevent non-saline drinking-quality water from running off too quickly to mix with the salt 
water of oceans. Once salty, water takes much longer to re-enter the fresh water portion of the hydrological 
cycle, where it is most useful to humans.

6. Forests and Soil Quality: The roots of trees hold soil in place. Fertile soil that is needed to grow crops would 
otherwise be washed away in rainstorms, decreasing the amount of soil available for agriculture. Rich soil 
transfers nutrients to food, which contributes to human health.

7. Biodiversity Conservation: The forests are one of the largest repositories of biodiversity in the world. By 
some estimates they contain 60-90% of all terrestrial species found on the planet. Some of these could have 
widespread economic or medicinal uses that are still unknown to us. The conservation of these valuable 
genetic resources for future options that are yet undiscovered is thus a valuable service that forests provide.

8. Other Benefits: In addition to the above, the forests provide multiple benefits to environment, people, and 
animals. The list of some of such recognized benefits is as follows:

a. Forest cool air temperature by release of water vapour into the air;

b. At day time trees generate oxygen and store carbon dioxide, which helps to clean air;

c. Forest attracts wild life and offer food and protection to them;

d. Forests offer privacy, reduce light reflection, offer a sound barrier and help guide wind direction and speed;

e. Trees offer artistic functions such as creating a background, framing a view, complementing architecture, 
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and so on;

f. Well managed forests supply higher quality water with less impurity than water from other resources;

g. Forests help in controlling the level floods and soil erosion;

h. Forest provides different kind of wood which are used for different purposes like making of furniture, paper, 
and pencils and so on;
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i. Forest help in giving the direction of wind and its speed;

j. Forest helps in keeping environment healthy and beautiful;

k. Forests also minimize noise and air pollution and;

l. Forest helps the scientist to invent new medicine as forest has different kinds of plants and herbs. All ben-
efits quoted above are purely outcome of forests and cannot be derived from agriculture. If cost of these be 
calculated in terms of money, it will be far above the outcome/benefits of agriculture.

Further, following news articles are available on record to show the plight of forests and tree line in Pakistan:

1. A report published in daily “Dawn” dated 1.05.2017 describes how the timber mafia in Giglit-Baltistan oper-
ates in collusion with the Federal Government who have continued to increase the upper ceiling limit on felling 
of trees, resulting in massive damage to the forests. This has led to an apocalypse in the making by increase 
in landslides; the Attabad Lake was a result of indiscriminate logging in the area. The report states that the 
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has declared that a mountain in district Nagar has started 
developing cracks and has begun to sink posing a danger to 380 households in Miacher Village; landslides 
have already damaged five houses and 35 other houses have been evacuated and moved to safer locations.

2. As per report published in “Pakistan Today” dated 21.03.2017, Pakistan loses 42000 hectares or 2.1 % of 
forests every year.

3. A news article published in “The Nation” dated 07.11.2016, based on a study conducted by Asian Devel-
opment Bank shows the forest area in Pakistan in the year 2015 was 1.9% which is rapid decline from earlier 
official figure of 5% as per the National Forest Policy, 2015. It further states that according to Food and Agri-
cultural Organization, the country lost 840,000 hectare of forest cover between 1990 and 2010 and the rate 
of loss of forest per year is 42000 hectares per year.

4. The Express Tribune published on 25.01.2015 states that Gilgit-Baltistan has lost 50% of its forest cover in 
the last 20 years.

5. A report published in daily “Dawn” on 25.06.2010 suggests that Pakistan has the highest annual defor-
estation rate in Asia according to the latest findings of the World Wide Fund for Nature. 151,500 acres have 
been converted to non-forest use since partition in 1947; and 99,711 acres of forest land in Punjab Province 
has been converted to non-forest use which is the highest in Pakistan. The report also lists the names of the 
beneficiaries of deforestation which include corporations as well as influential individuals.

IV. CONSTITUTIONAL MOOT POINTS

In the instant public interest petition, the Petitioners have basically sought directions to the relevant ministries, 
departments and other authorities of the Provincial or Federal Government under Article 199 of the Consti-
tution to plant, protect, manage, preserve and conserve the trees and forests in Punjab. The Respondents 
relevant departments and authorities have presented their oral and written arguments; in which they have 
undoubtedly admitted the importance and need to plant, protect, manage, preserve and conserve the trees 
and forests in Punjab and Pakistan; and have highlighted their performance in this regard.

Following constitutional moot points arise out of the instant petition:

A. Whether the directions can be issued to the relevant ministries, departments and other authorities of the 
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provincial or federal government under Article 199 of the Constitution to implement the mandatory provisions 
of law? If yes, whether the doctrine of continuing mandamus is applicable in the instant matter?

B. Whether there exists any urban tree policy in Punjab?

C. Which authorities in Punjab are under obligation to plant, protect, manage, preserve and conserve the 
trees and forests?

D. What are the penalties and offences relating to the trees and forests in Punjab?

V. MAINTAINABILITY OF THE PETITION

Public Interest Litigation (“PIL”) is a powerful tool for individuals and groups for combating illegalities, injus-
tice and social ills which promotes and protects the larger public interest in case of violation of any funda-
mental rights. As long as the public interest prayed for is bonafide and not based on any vested interests, 
the principles of locus standi /aggrieved person are to be interpreted liberally by the Courts. Reliance in this 
regard is placed on “PROVINCE OF SINDH and others Versus LAL KHAN CHANDIO and others”(2016 SCMR 
48), “Messrs AL-RAHAM TRAVELS AND TOURS (PVT.) LTD. and others Versus MINISTRY OF RELIGIOUS AF-
FAIRS, HAJJ, ZAKAT AND USHR through Secretary and others”(2011 SCMR 1621), “ARDESHIR COWASJEE 
and 10 others Versus KARACHI BUILDING CONTROL AUTHORITY (KMC), KARACHI and 4 others”(1999 
SCMR 2883), “Mian SHABIR ASMAIL Versus CHIEF MINISTER OF PUNJAB and others”(PLD 2017 Lahore 
597), “DISTRICT BAR ASSOCIATION, RAWALPINDI Verses FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and others”(PLD 
2015 SC 401), “Ms. IMRANA TIWANA and others Versus PROVINCE OF PUNJAB and others”(P L D 2015 
Lahore 522), “HABIBULLAH ENERGY LIMITED and another Versus WAPDA through Chairman and others” 
(PLD 2014 Supreme Court 47), “SALAHUDDIN DHARAJ Versus PROVINCE OF SINDH through Secretary, 
Local Government Department and 4 others”(PLD 2013 Sindh 236), “JAVED IBRAHIM PARACHA Versus 
FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and others” (P L D 2004 Supreme Court 482), “IQBAL AHMAD DHUDHI Versus 
FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and 5 others”(2014 C L C 1348), “MUHAMMAD QAHIR SHAH and others Versus 
FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS, through Secretary, Islamabad and others”(2014 Y L 
R 2571), PLD 2010 SC 759 - Human Rights Case No. 1111 of 2006, 1111 of 2007 and 15283-G of 2010. The 
Respondents are under a Constitutional obligation to protect the Fundamental Rights of the public at large 
as per judgment of Hon‘ble Supreme Court reported in “MUHAMMAD YASIN Versus FEDERATION OF PA-
KISTAN through Secretary, Establishment Division, Islamabad and others” (PLD 2012 SC 132). The Superior 
courts bound to protect the Fundamental Rights of citizens in exercise of jurisdiction conferred via Articles 
199 or 184 (3) of the Constitution. Reliance is placed on (2011 PLC (CS) 1076)‟In the matter of: SUO MOTU 
CASE NO. 24 OF 2010(Regarding Corruption in Hajj Arrangements in 2010), hence petition on behalf of pub-
lic for violation of fundamental rights can be entertained by this Court.

VI. DOCTRINE OF CONTINUING MANDAMUS

Continuing Mandamus is a writ of mandamus issued to an authority by the High Court under Article 199 of the 
Constitution in general public interest asking the officer of the authority to perform its task expeditiously for 
an unstipulated period of time for preventing miscarriage of justice. The Doctrine of continuing mandamus, at 
times also referred to as structural interdict or structural injunction, in other words, is a relief given by a Court 
of law through a series of ongoing orders over a long period of time, directing an authority to do its duty or 
fulfill an obligation in general public interest, as and when a need arises over the duration a case lies with the 
Court, with the Court choosing not to dispose the case off in finality. This happens in a situation which cannot 
be remedied instantaneously but requires a solution over a long time, at times going on for years. With this 
procedural innovation of the writ of mandamus or a mandatory order, the Court monitors compliance of its 
orders, seeking periodic reports from authorities on the progress in implementing them. Therefore, as it has 
been observed on 28.01.2019 that orders passed by this Court are to be complied with by different Depart-
ments, therefore, following the Doctrine of Continuing Mandamus, this writ petition was kept pending. Reli-
ance is placed on “MALL ROAD TRADERS ASSOCIATION Versus The DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, LAHORE” 
(2019 CLC 744).
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VII. APPLICABLE LAWS ON TREES AND FORESTS

Under the Constitution, the subject of Forestry falls in the provincial domain of the provincial governments. 
The functions of the Federal Government pertaining to Forestry as per Federal Legislative List (Part-II) are 
limited to national planning and economic coordination, inter-provincial matters and coordination and matters 
incidental or ancillary thereof. The Article 151 of the Constitution and Federal Legislative List (Part-I) entitles 
the Federal Government to regulate import and export of wood and forest products, inter-provincial trade and 
commerce, and trade and commerce with foreign countries. Constitutionally, implementation of international 
conventions and agreements related to forests is the sole mandate of the Federal Government.

A. Statutory Provisions and Fundamental Rights:

Article 9 (Right of Life Liberty):

9. Security of person

No person shall be deprived of life or liberty save in accordance with law.

Article 14 (Right of Dignity):

14. Inviolability of dignity of man, etc.

(1)The dignity of man and, subject to law, the privacy of home, shall be inviolable.

(2) No person shall be subjected to torture for the purpose of extracting evidence.

Article 26 (Right of Access to Public Places of Entertainment):

26. Non-discrimination in respect of access to public places

(1) In respect of access to places of public entertainment or resort, not intended for religious purposes only, 
there shall be no discrimination against any citizen on the ground only of race, religion, caste, sex, residence 
or place of birth.

(2) Nothing in clause (1) shall prevent the State from making any special provision for women and children.

Article 38(b) (Provision of Available Leisure Places):

38. Promotion of social and economic well-being of the people

The State shall—

(a) secure the well-being of the people, irrespective of sex, caste, creed or race, by raising their standard of 
living, by preventing the concentration of wealth and means of production and distribution in the hands of a 
few to the detriment of general interest and by ensuring equitable adjustment of rights between employers 
and employees, and landlords and tenants;

(b) provide for all citizens, within the available resources of the country, facilities for work and adequate liveli-
hood with reasonable rest and leisure; ….

Article 151 further provides:

151. Inter-Provincial trade

….

(4) An Act of a Provincial Assembly which imposes any reasonable restriction in the interest of public health, 
public order or morality, or for the purpose of protecting animals or plants from disease or preventing or al-
leviating any serious shortage in the Province of any essential commodity shall not, if it was made with the 
consent of the President, be invalid.
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It is essential to note that the Principles of Sustainable Development, Precautionary Principle, Public Trust doc-
trine, Inter- and Intra- Generational Equity, Water Justice and Food Justice, In Dubio Pro Natura, Polluter Pays, 
(principles of international environmental law) are part of our jurisprudence developed by our Supreme Court.

Article 9 guarantees the right to life which includes the right to a clean and healthy environment. Our superior 
courts have interpreted the right to life to include a number of natural and legal rights under the umbrella of 
Article 9 such as the right to a clean environment, right to form a political party and form government, access 
to educational institutions and access to electricity in “Ms. SHEHLA ZIA and others versus WAPDA”(PLD 
1994 SC 693)(Right to clean environment),“ASGHAR LEGHARI versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and oth-
ers”(PLD 2018 Lahore 364)(right to environment/ water justice); “General Secretary Salt Miners Labour Union 
(CBA) Khewra, Jhelum v. The Director, Industries & Mineral Development Punjab Lahore” (1994 SCMR 2061)
(right to clean water), “GOVERNMENT OF BALOCHISTAN through Additional Chief Secretary Versus AZI-
ZULLAH MEMON and 16 others”(PLD 1993 Supreme Court 341)(right to access to justice), “AL-JEHAD 
TRUST through Raees-ul-Mujahidin HabibAl-WahabulKhairi, Advocate Supreme Court and another Versus 
FEDERATION OF PAKISTANand others”(PLD 1997 Supreme Court 84), “KHAN ASFANDYAR WALI and others 
Versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN through Cabinet Division, Islamabad and others”(PLD 2001 Supreme 
Court 607), “ARSHAD MEHMOOD and others Versus GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB through Secretary, Trans-
port Civil Secretariat, Lahore and others”(PLD 2005 Supreme Court 193), (PLD 2011 SC 619)SUO MOTO 
CASE NO.13 of 2009(Nexus between Articles 9 and 38);“FIAQAT HUSSAIN and others Versus FEDERATION 
OF PAKISTAN through Secretary, Planning and Development Division, Islamabad and others”(PLD 2012 SC 
224), 2013 SCMR 1752(right to reputation), “LAHORE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY through D.-G. and others 
Versus Ms. IMRANA TIWANA and others”(2015 S C M R 1739), “SHAHAB USTO Versus GOVERNMENT OF 
SINDH through Chief Secretary and others”(2017 S C M R 732)(right to clean water and sewerage disposal), 
“NADIR ALI Versus MEDICAL SUPERINTENDNET, CIVIL HOSPITAL, LARKANA and 9 others”(P L D 2017 
Sindh 448) and “Messrs GETZ PHARMA (PVT) LTD. through Authorised Person Versus FEDERATION OF 
PAKISTAN, through Secretary, Ministry of National Regulation and Services and another”(P L D 2017 Sindh 
157)(right to health)

The Interpretation of Fundamental Rights has to be dynamic and progressive and not pedantic. Reference is 
made on “MUNIR HUSSAIN BHATTI, ADVOCATE and others Versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and anoth-
er” (P L D 2011 Supreme Court 407), “WATAN PARTY and others Versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and oth-
ers”(P L D 2012 Supreme Court 292), “GOVERNMENT OF BALOCHISTAN through Additional Chief Secretary 
Versus AZIZULLAH MEMON and 16 others”(PLD 1993 Supreme Court 341)and“Rana AAMER RAZA ASH-
FAQ and another Versus Dr. MINHAJ AHMAD KHAN and another”(2012 SCMR 6). Article 25 read with Article 
2A, 4, 9, 35 and 38(d) means that the Respondents are bound to formulate policy / law for the protection of the 
Fundamental Rights of the Citizens, namely the survival, economic and social uplift of the people of Pakistan.

In Dubio Pro Natura

IUCN World Declaration on the Environmental Rule of Law:

This Principle is reflected in Principle 5 of the IUCN World Declaration which states: ‟In Case of Doubt, all 
matters before courts, administrative agencies, and other decision makers shall be resolved in a way most 
likely to favour the protection and conservation of the environment, with preference to be given to alternatives 
that are least harmful to the environment. Actions shall not be undertaken when their potential adverse impact 
on the environment are disproportionate or excessive in relation to the benefits derived there from.‟

This Principle has been recognized in the following cases;

i. Maple Leaf Cement Factory Limited vs. EPA; PLD 2018 Lahore 255 (Para 19; Page-268)

ii. Shweta Wagh vs. Municipal Corporation (Bombay High Court), 2019 (Para 15; Page 4 & 5)

iii. Hanuman Laxman Aroskar vs. Union of India (SC India), 2019 (Para 130; Page 48, 49)

The international principle, “Indubio pro natura,” meaning, when in doubt matters shall be resolved in favour 
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of protection of the environment. This Principle has recently been incorporated into our law in the judgment 
cited as “MAPLE LEAF CEMENT FACTORY LTD Versus ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY and oth-
ers” (PLD 2018 Lahore 255) wherein Principle 3 of the IUCN Declaration has been referred to:

“In cases of doubt, matters shall be resolved in a way which is most likely to favour the protection and con-
servation of the environment. Actions shall not be undertaken when their potential adverse effects on the 
environment are disproportionate or excessive in relation to the benefits derived therein”.

The said principle has also been relied upon in a case from Bombay High Court - Society for Improvement 
Vs. Municipal Corporation.

Precautionary Principle

This Principle is reflected in Principle 10 of Rio Declaration, 1992 and provides that ‟Where there are threats 
of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing 
cost effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.

This Principle has been recognized in the following cases;

I. M.C. Mehta vs. Union of India; AIR 1997 SC 734 (At Para 26; Page 760)

II. Shehla Zia vs. WAPDA; PLD 1994 SC 693 (Para 8; Page 708, 709).

III. Adeel-ur-Rehman vs. FOP; 2005 PTD 172 (Para 17; Page 181, 182).

IV. Imrana Tiwana vs. POP; 2015 CLD 983 (Para 24, 25; Page 1026, 1027).

V. Ali Steel Industry vs. Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa; 2016 CLD 569 (Para 13; Page 576).

VI. Muhammad Ayaz vs. GOP; 2017 CLD 772 (Para 10, 11, 12; Page 780-782).

VII. Maple Leaf Cement Factory Limited vs. EPA; PLD 2018 Lahore 255 (Para 19; Page-268).

The Precautionary Principle finds mention in the Stockholm Declaration 1972 and is enunciated in Principle 
15 of the Rio Declaration 1992:

“In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according 
to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty 
shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.”

This international environmental law, namely, Precautionary Principle has been incorporated into our law 
through the Shehla Zia judgment and is now a settled part of our domestic jurisprudence.

(Reliance: “MS. SHEHLA ZIA AND OTHERS Versus WAPDA”(PLD 1994 SC 693),“Haji MUHAMMAD ISMAIL 
PROPRIETOR OF MUHAMMAD ISMAIL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY Versus DIRECTOR GENERAL EPA and 
others”(2019 C L D 80), “MAPLE LEAF CEMENT FACTORY LTD Versus ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY and others”(PLD 2018 Lahore 255), “PUNJAB HEALTHCARE COMMISSION Versus MUSHTAQ 
AHMED CHAUDHARY and others” (PLD 2018 Lahore 762), “WALID IQBAL Versus FEDERATION OF PAKI-
STAN and others”(P L D 2018 Lahore 1), “MUHAMMAD AYAZ Versus GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB through 
Chief Secretary and others”(2017 C L D 772), “LUNG FUNG CHINESE RESTAURANT through Atiq Ahmed 
and 2 others Versus PUNJAB FOOD AUTHORITY through Secretary and 6 others”(PLD 2017 Lahore 545),“ALI 
STEEL INDUSTRY through Proprietor Versus GOVERNMENT OF KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA through Chief 
Secretary and another”(2016 C L D 569) and “Ms. IMRANA TIWANA and others Versus PROVINCE OF PUN-
JAB and others”(PLD 2015 Lahore 522). The Sustainable Development Principle also finds mention in the 
Rio Declaration and has entered domestic statute in both the Federal Statute and the Punjab Protection of 
Environment Act 1997 (PEPA), wherein the concept of “sustainable development” is defined at section 2 (xlii) 
of PEPA as “development that meets the needs the needs of the present generation without compromising 
the ability of the future generations to meet their needs” (Reliance: “PEPSI COLA INTERNATIONAL (PRIVATE) 
LIMITED through Authorized Officer Versus The PUNJAB ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY through 
Director General and others”(2018 C L D 1429), “ASGHAR LEGHARI versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN 
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and others”(PLD 2018 Lahore 364), “MUHAMMAD AYAZ Versus GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB through Chief 
Secretary and others”(2017 C L D 772), “MAPLE LEAF CEMENT FACTORY LTD Versus ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY and others”(PLD 2018 Lahore 255), “ALI STEEL INDUSTRY through Proprietor Ver-
sus GOVERNMENT OF KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA through Chief Secretary and another”(2016 C L D 569), 
“KAMIL KHAN MUMTAZ and others Versus PROVINCE OF PUNJAB through Chief Secretary, Government of 
Punjab, Lahore and others”(PLD 2016 Lahore 699), “ABDUL SATTAR and another Versus The STATE”(2016 
P Cr. L J 396), “Messrs UNITED ETHANOL LIMITED and 6 others Versus ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY, PUNJAB”(2015 C L D 1079), “Ms. IMRANA TIWANA and others Versus PROVINCE OF PUNJAB 
and others”(PLD 2015 Lahore 522), “YOUNG DOCTORS ASSOCIATION and others Versus GOVERNMENT 
OF PAKISTAN and others” (PLD 2015 Lahore 112), “MUMTAZ KHAN and others Versus GOVERNMENT OF 
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA through Secretary Forest Department and others”(2014 C L C 985), 2011 S C M 
R 1743(Cutting of trees for canal widening project, Lahore), “GHULAM MUSTAFA and 189 others Versus 
PROVINCE OF SINDH through Secretary, Education Department and 6 others”(2010 C L C 1383), “SHEHRI 
C.B.E. Versus GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN and others” (2007 C L D 783), Supreme Court of India - Hanu-
man Laxman Aroskar Vs. Union of India; Supreme Court of India – Arjun Gopal Vs. Union of India; Thybaut V. 
Region Wallonne Case C-160/17 - European Union Cases; [2019] Env. L.R. 8 - Thybaut v Région Wallonne).

The international environmental law concept of Environmental Justice has been incorporated into our law via 
the Asghar Leghari case (Reliance: PLD 2018 Lahore 364, Maple Leaf Cement case (PLD 2018 Lahore 255) 
and Muhammad Ayaz case (2017 CLD 772).

The Public Trust Doctrine has been part of the international environmental law since the Stockholm Decla-
ration, 1972 and has entered our law through the Cutting of Trees for Canal Widening Project Lahore case 
reported at 2011 SCMR 1743; PLD 2018 Lahore 364 – Asghar Leghari Case; 2017 PLD 545 Lahore - Lung 
Fung Chinese Restaurant Vs. Punjab Food Authority; 2015 SCMR 1520 - Lahore Bachao Tehrik Vs. Dr. Iqbal 
Muhammad Chauhan; 2015 PLD 522 Lahore – Imrana Tiwana Vs. Province of Punjab; 2015 PLD 112 Lahore 
- Young Doctors Association Vs. Government of Pakistan; 2011 SCMR 1743 - Cutting of Trees for Canal Wid-
ening Project Lahore; 2007 CLC 1358 Lahore - Muhammad Tariq Abbasi Vs. Defence Housing Authority).

B. The Forest Act, 1927

The Provincial Forest Act, 1927 consolidates the law relating to forests, the transit of forest-produce and the 
duty leviable on timber and other forest-produce etc in Punjab. Section 2(c) defines the “forest” as “a re-
served forest, protected forest, unclassed forest and village forest and includes wasteland or rangeland”. It 
may be noted that in the above definition, following four (4) types of forests have been described:

(a). Sections 3 and 4 empower the Punjab Government to constitute any government forest-land or waste-
land a “reserved forest” by issuing notification in the official Gazette.

(b). Under Section 29, the Provincial Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, extend the 
applicability of provisions to any government forest-land or waste-land which is not included in a reserved 
forest, which is called a “protected forest”. Section 32 empowers the Provincial Government to make rules for 
protected forests.

(c). The Provincial Government may also declare a wasteland, not being a reserved forest or protected forest, 
as “unclassed forest”; and may also direct that all or any provisions of the Forest Act relating to a reserved 
forest or protected forest, shall apply to an unclassed forest; and may make rules for management of an un-
classed forest (Section 28-A).

(d). Section 28 empowers the Provincial Government to assign to any village-community the rights of Govern-
ment over reserved forest, which are then called “village forests”. It further empowers the Provincial Govern-
ment to make rules for management of a village-forest; and to prescribe conditions under which the village 
community may use the forest produce other than timber and pasture and duties of the village community for 
the protection and improvement of the forest (Section 28). It may be noted that the provisions relating to the 
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reserved forests are also applicable to the village forests.

Interestingly, the Punjab Government cannot: (a) declare or notify a reserved forest or any part of the reserved 
forest as being “no longer reserved forest” without the approval of the Provincial Cabinet, (b) allow change 
in land use of a reserved forest, except for the purposes of right of way, building of roads and development 
of a forest park, and (c) allow construction of concrete building or permanent structure in the reserved forest 
(Section 27).

On the other hand, the Forest Act also authorizes the Provincial Government to (a) declare any trees or class 
of trees in a protected forest to be reserved; (b) declare, subject to conditions, that any portion of such forest 
specified in the notification shall be closed for such term, not exceeding thirty years, and (c) prohibit the 
quarrying of stone, or the burning of lime or charcoal, or the collection or subjection to any manufacturing 
process, or removal of any forest-produce in any such forest, and the breaking up or clearing for cultivation, 
for building, for herding cattle or for any other purpose, of any land in any such forest (Section 30).

The Provincial Government also has power to declare forest no longer protected subject to certain restrictions 
(Section 34-A); to protect forests for special purposes (Section 35); to assume management of forests in case 
of neglect of, or willful disobedience to, any regulation or prohibition under Section 35, or if the purposes of 
any work to be constructed (Section 36); for expropriation of forests in certain cases (Section 37); for protec-
tion of forests at request of owners (Section 38); to impose duty on timber and other forest-produce (Section 
39); to make rules to regulate transit of forest-produce (Section 41); and to movements of timber across Cus-
toms frontiers (Section 41-A).

Section 78-A empowers the Provincial Government to establish a forest company to oversee the implemen-
tation of public private partnership on the assigned forest land or wasteland to a forest company. Further, the 
Board of Directors of a forest company may be constituted with equal representation from public and private 
sectors to manage its functioning. The forest company is required to invite applications of eligible persons 
through a public notice, published in at least two national daily newspapers, for public private partnership for 
the development of forest on the forest land or wasteland (Section 78-B). Similarly, the Provincial Government 
is also authorized, itself or through a forest company, to invite proposals for the development of a forest land 
or wasteland, and to enter into public private partnership for the development, preservation and conservation 
of a forest land or wasteland, for increase in the productivity of the forest (Section 80-A).

C. The Punjab Plantation and Maintenance of Trees Act, 1974 (the “Trees Act”)

The Trees Act has been enacted in the public interest to provide for plantation of more trees and maintenance 
of the same in Punjab. Section 2(c) of the Trees Act, defines “land” as the “land which is not occupied as 
the site of any building in a town or village and is occupied or has been let for agricultural purposes or for 
purposes subservient to agriculture or for pasture, and includes the sites of buildings and other structures on 
such land”. Section 2(d) defines the “occupier” as “a person in actual physical possession of the land and 
shall also include an owner”.

Section 3 requires the occupier to plant three (3) trees per acre by the occupier in the prescribed manner, and 
maintain the same. Section 4 imposes the penalty, in case of contravention of Section 3, of rupee one per tree, 
after giving an opportunity of hearing to the person concerned. Section 5 empowers the Punjab Government 
to make rules to carry out the purposes of the Trees Act, to provide for, among others, (a) the manner in which 
trees may be planted and maintained; (b) kind of trees to be planted in different areas and the period within 
which the trees are to be planted; and (c) the procedure for maintaining the record of trees.

D. The Parks and Horticulture Authority Act 2012 (the “PHA Act”)

The PHA Act establishes the Parks and Horticulture Authority (“PHA”) to (a) develop and maintain public 
parks, green belts and green areas; (b) regulate the use of public parks, green belts and green areas; (c) 
regulate the installation of billboards, sky signs, out-door advertisements on private or public property; (d) es-
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tablish and maintain botanical gardens; (e) organize shows and exhibitions pertaining to horticulture, avicul-
ture and cultural entertainment; (f) protect trees and other vegetation; (g) create awareness about horticulture 
and promote gardening; (h) acquire land for the development of any public park, green belt, or green area; 
(i) procure machinery, equipment or material as may be required for the proper discharge of its functions; (j) 
grant a service contract for the maintenance of public parks, green belts or green areas to a company owned 
by it or to any other private or public limited company; (k) constitute committees for performing specific func-
tions of PHA; and (l) perform such other functions as may be ancillary, or as may be prescribed (Section 4).

PHA is required to determine the extent of a planned area to be reserved and maintained as a public park, 
green belt or green area, and a public land authority or a private land authority is required to obtain prior 
sanction of PHA for any development plan (Section 14). PHA is required to undertake beautification and main-
tenance of areas required to be kept green by a public land authority, or may require the private land authority 
to maintain and beautify the same (Section 15). Similarly, PHA may require the resident or owner of a property 
to maintain a green belt between his property and the public road, and may remove a construction from a 
green belt or bring the level of a green belt to the prescribed level at its own cost (Section 16).

E. Punjab Environmental Protection Act, 1997 (“PEPA”)

PEPA provides for the protection, conservation, rehabilitation and improvement of the environment. Section 
12 states that no proponent of a project shall commence construction which is likely to cause an adverse 
environmental effect which is defined under Section 2(i).

F. Lahore Development Authority Act, 1975 (the “LDA Act”)

Section 20 confers power on LDA to undertake improvement of environment in Lahore Division and to check, 
eliminate, replace or relocate sources of environmental pollution. Further, Section 21 empowers LDA to un-
dertake beautification of Lahore Division, prescribed environmental standards to be adopted by government 
agencies or to direct any government agency to make improvements in beautification of Lahore Division. 
According to Second Schedule, causing harm to the environment is an offence punishable under Section 35.

G. Punjab Development of Cities Act, 1976

Section 4 of this Act has created the Multan Development Authority and Faisal Development Authority. Section 
19 confers power on MDA and FDA to undertake improvement of environment in the Area and to check, elim-
inate, replace or relocate sources of environmental pollution. Section 20 empowers MDA and FDA to under-
take beautification of the Area, prescribed environmental standards to be adopted by government agencies 
or to direct any government agency to make improvements in beautification of the Area. According to the 
Schedule; Part-A, causing harm to the environment is an offence punishable under Section 34.

H. Punjab Local Government Act, 2019

Section 150 (1) (j) states that all trees, plants and flowers on roadsides and other places maintained by the 
local government constituted under Section 15 shall vest in a local government. Further, following two en-
tries are present in Part II of the Third Schedule of this Act stating functions of a Metropolitan Corporation, 
Municipal Corporation and Municipal Committee: …. (dd) Environmental Health, awareness and services …. 
(ee) Parks and landscape development. Similarly, following two entries are present in Part II of the Fourth 
Schedule of this Act stating functions of a Town Committee: …. (z) Environmental health, awareness, services, 
…. (aa) Parks and landscape development. Moreover, following two entries are present in Part II of the Fifth 
Schedule of the Act stating functions of a Tehsil Council: …. (dd) Environmental Health, awareness, services 
…. (ee) Parks and landscape development.

I. Punjab Village Forest Rules, 2013

Under Rules 3 and 4, a Village Forest Committee is formed which shall suitably demarcate the boundaries 
of Village Forest. Under Rule 4(b), no person shall collect, cut or remove wood or other forest produce from 
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the Village Forest. Rule 4 (2) prohibits to collect, cut or remove wood or other forest produce from the Village 
Forest. Rule 5 prohibits a person to cut, injure, and remove any tree grown in a Village Forest.

J. The National Climate Change Policy, 2012

The National Climate Change Policy provides a framework for addressing the issues that Pakistan faces or 
will face in future due to the changing climate. The policy provides a comprehensive framework for the de-
velopment of Action Plans for national efforts on adaptation and mitigation. Clause 3 provides the important 
climate change threats to Pakistan, which include ‟further decrease in the already scanty forest cover, from 
too rapid change in climatic conditions to allow natural migration of adversely affected plant species‟. This 
Policy has also constituted the National Climate Change Policy Implementation Committee, with the Minister 
of Climate Change at the Federal Level as its Chairperson; and the Provincial Climate Change Policy Imple-
mentation Committee, with the Provincial Minister for Environment as its Chairperson.

Before going any further, it is essential to describe the climate change effect on the Forestry, as described in 
the National Climate Change Policy:

4.4. Forestry

Climate change is likely to have multi-faceted adverse effects on the ecosystem as a whole, particu-
larly on the already vulnerable forestry sector in Pakistan. The most likely impacts of climate change 
will be decreased productivity, changes in species composition, reduced forest area, unfavorable 
conditions for biodiversity, higher flood risks and the like, as portrayed in the Planning Commission 
Task Force on Climate Change (TFCC) Report. Adaptation in the forestry sector entails the need to 
restore and enhance Pakistan’s forests under sustainable forest management, with particular focus 
on how these are affected by climate change. This will not only benefit state forests but forest depen-
dent communities and society as a whole.

This policy suggests the Policy Measures relating to the Forestry, which includes (a) the Awareness Raising, 
(b) Research on adaptation of forests, biodiversity and forest management systems to climate change, (c) 
Reforms in Governance, (d) Enhancing Adaptive Capacity, (e) Forest Management with afforestation and 
reforestation programs with plantation suited to the effects of climate change, (f) Arresting Soil Erosion, and 
(g) Reducing Forest Fires, Disease Outbreaks and Other Damage.

Similarly, this Policy requires the Government to take the following policy measures to conserve, restore and 
protect the biological diversity of Pakistan: (a) encourage empirical research on flora and fauna in the context 
of their responses to current and historical climatic changes; (b) set National Biodiversity Indicators and pro-
vide the requisite financial resources for implementation of the Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP); (c) establish 
gene banks, seed banks, zoos and botanical gardens to conserve the biological diversity of valuable species; 
(d) Integrate conservation and protection of biological diversity into various disciplines such as forestry and 
marine and pastures; (e) encourage involvement of local communities in conservation and sustainable use 
of biodiversity; (f) take necessary measures to establish nature reserves in areas that are rich in biodiversity 
to preserve their existence; (g) establish protected areas in all vulnerable ecosystems, particularly in coastal 
and marine areas; (h) ensure that ‟ecosystem based adaptation‘ is part of an overall climate change adapta-
tion strategy at all levels (national to local); and (i) assist genetically impoverished species or those that have 
important ecosystem functions by providing natural migration corridors as well as assisted migration.

Similarly, in Clause 4.6.5, this Policy prescribes the importance of wetlands and requires the Government to 
ensure control of siltation of wetlands by reducing deforestation and felling of timber in catchment areas. Fur-
ther, in Clause 5.7, this Policy requires the Government of Pakistan, in collaboration with national entities and 
support from multilateral agencies, to take the following policy measures in the forestry sector to sequester 
atmospheric carbon, thereby mitigating climate change: (a) set annual afforestation and reforestation targets 
to increase the country‘s forest cover; (b) strictly prohibit illegal forest cutting and conversion of forest land 
to non- forest uses; (c) enact and enforce laws and regulations required for addressing illegal trade in timber 
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and de-forestation; (d) use the vast mass of cultivable wasteland as a carbon sink and to build up organic 
soil matter; (e) provide incentives and alternative fuel and livelihood options to forest dependent communities 
to prevent deforestation; (f) promote farm forestry practices by planting multipurpose fast-growing species to 
meet the needs for timber, fuel wood and fodder for livestock; (g) encourage and support forestry personnel 
in carbon forestry project development; (h) establish linkages with regulated and voluntary carbon markets to 
promote and encourage forestry mitigation projects in Pakistan; (i) secure financial assistance from the World 
Bank‘s Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF) and UN-REDD (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation 
and Forest Degradation) program as well as from other international sources to formulate a national program 
for avoiding deforestation and promoting forest restoration; (j) prepare the framework for a national REDD 
strategy on priority basis and ensure its implementation in accordance with international conventions/ pro-
cesses; (k) develop the legal and institutional framework for improved forest management, investment clearly 
specifying rights to REDD+ credits; and (l) restore and establish the blue carbon sequestration capacity of 
mangroves, sea-grasses and tidal marshes.

In relation to the Awareness Raising in Clause 7(c), the Government of Pakistan, in collaboration with the 
relevant entities, is required to ensure advocacy and mass awareness regarding the importance of water and 
energy conservation, the impact of climate change on various sectors including forest ecosystems, biodiver-
sity and so on, using mass media, public- private partnerships, students and community mobilization; and 
incorporate these issues into the formal education systems at all levels.

K. The National Forest Policy, 2015

Keeping in view certain facts, this Policy has following three (3) pronged approaches: (a) conserving the 
existing forests by curbing deforestation and promoting conservation, (b) bringing more trees in and outside 
forests by mass afforestation, involving all sections of the society, particularly on communal lands, shamlats 
and guzara forests, and (c) meet International Obligations and Opportunities through scientific planning, 
legal reforms and capacity building.

These approaches are required to be met through the strategic actions, including (a) Expand Forest Cover; 
(b) Mass afforestation Programme; (c) Integrating Forests with Economic Sectors; (d) Ecological Corridors; 
(e) Curb Deforestation and Promote Conservation; (f) Regulating Inter-Provincial Timber Movement, Com-
merce &Trade; (g) Reducing Emissions from Deforestation & Forest Degradation under the UNFCCC Agree-
ments on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+); (h) Forest Ownership 
and Rights; (i) Promote Integrated Approach of Forests, Wildlife and Biodiversity Management; (j) Interna-
tional Obligations and Opportunities under the three Rio Conventions viz: the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change UNFCCC, United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification UNCCD, 
and the Convention on Biological Diversity CBD; (k) Scientific Planning, Policy & Legal Reforms; (l) National 
Institution for Research, Education, Training and Monitoring; and (m) Economic Coordination and Sustainable 
Financial Support.

This Policy requires the following logical steps for its effective implementation:

(a). Ministry of Climate Change shall develop, in consultation with all stakeholders, an action plan for imple-
mentation of the National Forest Policy. The action plan will assign specific responsibilities to stakeholders 
with quantifiable targets to be achieved within a given timeframe.

(b). The Federal Forestry Board shall be reactivated under the chairmanship of the Minister for Climate 
Change with a renewed mandate, composition, and functions.

(c). The Federal Forestry Board shall report to the Government on the progress of National Forest Policy NFP 
on a six-monthly basis.

(d). Provinces shall constitute inter-departmental NFP implementation committees and report their decisions 
to the Federal Forestry Board.
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(e). The Federal Government shall undertake preparation of necessary legislation for implementing Federal 
components of this Policy, including for creation of new national institution and authority.

(f). The Policy shall be reviewed after 5 years of its implementation and strategic decisions shall be taken 
accordingly.

L. The Forest Policy Statement, 1999 and the Punjab Forestry Sector (Forests, Watershed, Rangelands 
and Wildlife) Policy, 1999

This Statement requires that: (i) the tree and vegetation cover shall be increased on farmlands, marginal 
and sub-marginal lands to make up the deficiency of forest resources in the province; (ii) a proper land use 
planning Programme based on land capability classification, shall be formulated; (iii) these rights shall be 
rationalized on the basis of carrying capacity of the public forests for sustained and perpetual benefit to the 
right holders; (iv) land and irrigation water shall be utilized to their maximum productive potential through 
on-farm water management, appropriate agroforestry practices and Joint Forest Management (JFM) of the 
land resource in the public sector irrigated plantations; (v) the resource use shall be regulated according to 
their capability and carrying capacity; (vi) the participation of stakeholders in resource management shall be 
encouraged and ensured; (vii) such areas shall be rehabilitated, besides adopting other measures, through 
biological drainage programme involving plantation of suitable tree species at the farms, also to check the 
trend and maintain their productive potential; (viii) appropriate measures shall be adopted to combat and 
arrest the desertification process and maintain the areas for their productive use such as range manage-
ment, dry afforestation, rain fed agriculture wherever possible etc; (ix) communal and private forests shall 
be covered by a tenable scientific management and appropriate legal cover, for meeting the needs of the 
rural communities on sustained basis; (x) the management of watersheds shall be streamlined to ensure their 
sustainable development and conservation, according to their capability for perpetual use. Land capability 
classification shall, also, be carried out to assess their capability for various uses and to evaluate the carrying 
capacity for sustained benefits. The legislative cover shall also be provided to encourage participation of 
the stakeholders; (xi) maximum private investment shall be encouraged in forestry production, especially in 
wood based industries like Pulp and Paper, Sports, Furniture, Livestock etc. through Joint Forest Manage-
ment (JFM), joint ventures and long term leases under supervision of Punjab Forestry, Wildlife, Fisheries and 
Tourism Department; (xii) suitable incentives (inputs or market oriented) shall be provided to encourage large 
scale afforestation on farms through appropriate Agroforestry (AF) systems; (xiii) mass awareness and public 
education in respect of forests, environment, wildlife, biodiversity, watershed values, other intangible benefits 
and need for effective protection of these resources, through electronic media and farm level research shall 
be undertaken; (xiv) suitable habitat shall be developed and maintained for conservation and propagation 
of wild flora and fauna of the province also to entertain the migratory species visiting the Punjab province; 
(xv) wildlife farming and ranching shall be encouraged in the private sector; (xvi) legislative reforms shall be 
carried out to improve enforcement of laws through improved legislative provisions; (xvii) in-situ and ex-situ 
measures shall be adopted to maintain biological diversity, through establishment of breeding centers, game 
reserves, game sanctuaries, zoological gardens etc. to conserve the species and gene pool; (xviii) appropri-
ate measures shall be taken to develop and exploit this potential for expanding recreational facilities for the 
public; (xix) a system shall be evolved to value such non-consumptive use and intangible benefits of the for-
estry sector resources; (xx) solid steps shall be taken to maintain pollution free livable environment and stand 
firmly by the international commitments for the betterment of humanity, masses in Pakistan and province of 
Punjab; (xxi) suitable measures shall be taken to conserve natural ecosystems in various agro-ecological 
zones of the province through establishment of Protected Areas scientific management plans; (xxii) it shall 
be made mandatory to undertake screening and EIA of all the projects to safeguard against environmental 
degradation and ensure sustainable development;

(xxiii) the communities shall be actively involved in decision making, considering their bonafide needs on 
top priority basis in planning, development and management of resources; (xxiv) the marketing system and 
efficiency of utilization by the wood based industries and other end users shall be improved. A continuous 
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marketing and utilization surveillance and elaborate information system required for a free capitalistic mar-
keting system for the farmers and department to realize true price for their products and services, shall be 
introduced, in addition to exploring the possibility of producing and exporting value added goods. The mar-
keting system and utilization efficiency shall be organized on modern scientific lines; (xxv) there is dire need 
for introducing efficient exploitation and utilization of the scarce forestry products and services. Appropriate 
research and mechanization shall be introduced in this important discipline of forestry sector; (xxvi) the de-
partmental planning and development process shall be recognized, linked with the planning process of the 
P&D Department and Planning Commission of Pakistan to make applicable to Forestry, Wildlife, Fisheries and 
Tourism Department; (xxvii) the existing monitoring and evaluation facilities shall be updated on modern lines 
and decentralized to make it effective and purposeful at different levels; (xxviii) the forward planning process 
shall be introduced in forestry sector, on the modern lines; (xxix) the Punjab Forestry Research Institute, Fais-
alabad and Punjab Wildlife Research Institute, Faisalabad shall be amalgamated, reorganized and upgraded 
to deliver the goods and help in addressing the emerging challenges in forestry sector development; (xxx) 
a modern, well-equipped database center shall be established at the Punjab Forestry and Wildlife Research 
Institute Faisalabad to cater for the requirement within and outside the department; (xxxi) the capacity and 
financial inputs in research in Forestry, Wildlife and Range Management shall be enhanced and strength-
ened in accordance with the increasing needs; (xxxii) inconsistencies shall be removed and the conflicts 
shall be resolved for smooth implementation of forestry sector policy; (xxxiii) it is necessary to revise, update 
and consolidate all enactments to cater for natural resource management in accordance with the modern 
concepts of participation of stakeholders, Joint Forest, Wildlife and Range Management, Joint Ventures with 
wood based industries and Ecosystem Management. The legislation shall be revised and all enactment shall 
be consolidated and updated to address the current challenges; (xxxiv) the forest policy shall be reviewed 
periodically and revised every five years to accommodate the changing demands on resource use; (xxxv) 
the Punjab Forestry and Wildlife Research Institute, Faisalabad shall be upgraded and strengthened to cater 
for the continuous requirement of the capacity building and human resource development; (xxxvi) an exten-
sive mass awareness programme shall be launched for education and extension at various levels, including 
policy makers to enhance awareness and political commitment for development and conservation of natural 
resources in the province; (xxxvii) Government of the Punjab shall stand by all these commitments and shall 
seek international collaboration in funding the management and conservation of natural resources in the 
global perspective; (xxxviii) a workable forest protection strategy shall be formulated with the participation of 
stakeholders by formulating the Community Organizations (CO) for the public, communal and private forests. 
Various forest enactments and rules shall be revised and consolidated; (xxxix) ecosystem reserves shall be 
developed in various agro-ecological zones of the province to preserve the original flora and fauna and main-
tain Biodiversity; and (xxxx) there shall be complete ban on change of land use of the forestlands. In case it 
is inevitable to transfer any forest area, at least an equal area shall be transferred to forestry sector in lieu of 
the land so transferred.

M. Policy on Controlling Smog, 2017

54. Paragraph 7 of the Policy EPA has to closely work with Board of Revenue to identify an air mark state land 
in the vicinity of large cities/town for tree plantation. Furthermore, EPA has to work with forest department to 
identify suitable tree species and maintain wood lands on indicated pieces of land. Under Paragraph 10, 
Environmental Protection Department is obligated to conceive and implement projects for greening of in-
dustrial existing units. Paragraph 11 of the Policy states that the Provincial Environmental Committee (PEC) 
shall oversee the implementation of this policy while coordination shall be the responsibility of Environmental 
Protection Department.

N. Punjab Environment Policy, 2015

55. Paragraph 3 of the Policy sets out the goal of the Policy to protect, conserve and restore Punjab Environ-
ment to improve quality of life of citizens. Paragraph 4 of the Policy sets out its objectives which, inter alia, 
includes protection, conservation and improvement of environment, prevention and control of pollution, de-
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velopment and management of environmental resources. Paragraph No. 7.2 recognizes that the desertifica-
tion is a type of land degradation whereby lands are becoming arid losing water, vegetation and wild life. The 
Policy states that action is required to formulate and implement a policy for restoring the desertification at pro-
vincial and district level. Paragraph 7.9 of this Policy prescribes following actions, amongst others, to ensure 
sustainable management of natural forest of Punjab and increase tree cover for safeguarding the economic 
growth, environment, bio-diversity and food security in Punjab province: (a) Formulate and implement the 
Punjab Forest Policy to enhance forest cover up to 25% of the area of the Province to take corrective action 
to stop deforestation parade; (b) Formulate regulatory to prevent forest cutting; and (c) Carry out intensive 
institutional and legal reforms to promote good forest governance.

Paragraph 7.10 of the Policy sets out certain actions for conservation and sustainable views of bio-diversity 
and protected areas: (a) To create new national parks and protected areas; (b) Develop a comprehensive 
Provincial Wet Land Policy; (c) Develop Policy for conservation and cultivation of medicinal/economic plants; 
(d) Towns of low park/green belt should be converted into any other activity area; (e) Parks and green belt 
and urban areas should be improved to enhance bio-diversity.

Paragraph 7.12 requires that in order to address challenges pose by climate changes and to protect the 
ozone layer, the Government should identify areas affected by climate change and its impact on water re-
sources, forests and agricultures. Paragraph 8.5 states that promotion of environmental education is vital to 
sensitize the public at large for prevention of pollution and preservation of the environment. It proposes the 
following actions: (a) Incorporate subjection of Environment Size in all classes from primary to higher edu-
cation; (b) Induction of ‟Environment Teacher‟ at school and college levels; (c) All public sector universities 
should launch Ph.D. and M.Phill programs in subject of environment; (d) Introduction of short course/diplo-
mas in public and private universities in subject of environment; (e) Educational Institutions should provide 
barriers on road sides through tree plantations; (f) Establishment of  “Environment Clubs” in all educational 
institutes.

Paragraph 11 states that “Provincial Environment Policy Implementation Committee” would be established at 
the provincial level for effective coordination of this policy. Provincial District and Tehsil Governments would 
also constitute “Policy Implementation Committee” to ensure implementation of the Policy.

O. The Punjab Forest Policy, (Draft) 2018

Secretary Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Department state that pursuant to orders of this Court dated 
31.01.2019, they convened a meeting and prepared draft of Punjab Forest Policy, 2018 (the “Draft Policy”). 

Deputy Director, Ministry of Climate Change states that Draft Policy has been approved by the FW& FD will 
be approved by the Cabinet in its next meeting.

Additional Secretary, Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Department stated that they have prepared draft Policy 
pursuant to orders of this Court after conducting various meetings with all relevant stakeholders and prepared 
a summary for Chief Minister on 06.05.2019 to allow the draft policy to be placed before Standing Committee 
of Cabinet on Legislative Business for its approval. He further states that due to massive tree plantation cam-
paign and efforts of Urban Unit, Forest Department has received the demand for tree plantation from various 
divisions across Punjab in which 5.3 million plants were sold. He points out that on the eve of Forest Day, 
they have planted more than 7,75,836 trees throughout Punjab Mr. Shahid Rashid Awan, Additional Secre-
tary, Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Department appeared and stated that the Draft Policy has been finalized 
pursuant to orders of this Court after conducting various meetings and consultative sessions on 14.02.2019, 
06.03.2019, 15.03.2019 and 25.03.2019 and receiving comments from all stakeholders, government depart-
ments, authorities, civil societies as well as the counsel for the Petitioners. He stated that Forest Department 
has prepared a summary for Chief Minister on 25.04.2019 to allow the draft policy to be placed before Stand-
ing Committee of Cabinet on Legislative Business for its approval.

Capt.(R) Muhammad Asif, Secretary and Mr. Shahid Rashid Awan, Additional Secretary of Forestry, Wildlife 
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and Fisheries Department stated that pursuant to this Court‘s order, they have prepared Draft Policy with 
consultation of Parks and Horticulture Department (PHA), Local Government and Community Development 
Department, Cooperative Department as well as Urban Unit of P&D Department but Environmental Protection 
Department could not join the meeting. The Secretary Environmental Protection Department was directed to 
join the matter for finalization of the Draft Policy.

P. The Punjab Urban and Peri-Urban Forest Policy, (Draft) 2019

In Pursuance of order of this Court dated 11.02.2019, Khalid Sherdil, CEO, Urban Unit, P&D and Shahid 
Rashid Awan, Additional Secretary (Technical) FW&F Department, appeared and stated that on 14.02.2019 
they convene a meeting on the draft of “the Punjab Urban and Peri-Urban Forest Policy, (Draft) 2019” (the 
“Draft Policy”) which was attended by various Government Departments. They said that they are also in con-
tact with the other stakeholders and relevant Departments before finalizing the said Draft Policy. In this regard 
they produced before the Court a booklet containing detailed revised Draft Policy and stated that they will 
circulate the same amongst the concerned Departments before finalizing the Draft Policy consisting of land/
soil for the plantation of the trees, species of the trees, time of the plantation, stock of the trees, responsible 
executing Departments/Agencies/Persons.

Mr. Khalid Sherdil, CEO, Urban Unit, P&D was directed to convene a meeting on 14.02.2019 and all the 
concerned departments as well as the Petitioner and other applicants were directed to join the meeting for 
finalization of draft policy.

Pursuant to orders dated 31.01.2019, 11.02.2019 and 19.02.2019, Khalid Sherdil, CEO, Urban Unit, P&D 
appeared and stated that after revising the Draft Policy, they have prepared a comprehensive document after 
meetings with stakeholders on 20.02.2019 and 25.02.2019. He further stated that they have taken comments 
from all stakeholders and circulated comprehensive policy to thirty-six (36) departments in order to obtain 
their comments and inputs for the Draft Policy and in this respect they have also scheduled a meeting of 
Stakeholders Consultative Sessions on 05.03.2019 to have discussion and receive input from the govern-
ment and other stakeholders. He further informed the Court that they are also seeking information from all the 
stakeholders regarding the area designated for forests, location of area, number of trees to be planted, types 
of trees, responsible officers and date of plantation.

Khalid Sherdil, CEO, Urban Unit, P&D appeared and filed progress report dated 06.05.2019 on Punjab Urban 
&Peri-Urban Forest Policy. He states that pursuant to orders of this Court, the Urban Unit alongwith Forest 
Department and other departments of government of Punjab has prepared revised draft and presented the 
same to various stakeholders.

Khalid Sherdil further states that as per directions of this Court, the Urban Unit started Urban Tree Plantation 
Campaign, 2019 with industries, housing societies and has identified 270 societies in Lahore which are men-
tioned in Annex-I of the report along with list of industries (Annex-H of the report). He next states that under 
GIS Mapping, most of the areas are not made part or cover the trees however, the Urban Unit is constantly in 
touch with Director General, LDA, Director General, PHA and Registrar of the Societies to take action there-
fore Director General, LDA, Director General, PHA and Registrar of the Societies were directed to appear 
in person, in order to conclude this case by giving certain directions under writ of mandamus under the re-
spective laws. He points out that in order to implement the policy, Urban Unit needs certain budget from the 
Planning and Development Department for which they have written letter to the Secretary, therefore, Secretary 
P&D was directed to appear in person in order to conclude the case. He further points out that Urban Unit has 
identified 650 industries but they have not planted trees which is in violation of their own undertaking given to 
Environmental Protection Department when NOC was issued to them under Initial Environmental Examination 
and Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2000 read with Section 12 of the Punjab Environmental 
Protection Act, 1997therefore, the Secretary Environmental Protection Dept. was also directed to appear in 
person along with permission/NOC granted to industries under the Regulations.
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Q. Punjab Clean Air Action Plan (Draft)

68. Paragraph No. 4 of the Draft Policy shows that there is a 72% loss of tree cover in the Province in just 8 
years from 2007 to 2015. The Draft Policy mandates transplanting of trees rather cutting of trees for devel-
opment projects. It further states that projects will be implemented for three fold increase in trees cover in an 
around six major cities (Lahore, Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Gujranwala, Multan and Sialkot).

VIII. URBAN FORESTRY:

Lahore is facing dangerous air pollution, resulting in deaths to citizens. High air pollution and smog are admit-
ted in the Policy, at page 15, wherein it is admitted that afforestation is highly required to combat air pollution, 
mitigate carbon and improve precipitation. The city is choking and the need for more than 10 million people 
is urban forestry based on international best practices, urban forestation which makes the cities in Punjab 
healthier not for beautification.

At the moment, there is no Urban Trees Plantation Policy regarding plantation of trees at urban areas because 
the Policies only refer forest land and other urban, private and agricultural land are not covered under the is-
sue in hand. Nevertheless, under the Punjab Development of Cities Act, 1976 as well as Lahore Development 
Authority Act, 1975 and other laws regarding development of societies, there is no clear cut provision for plan-
tation of trees as already held by this Court in “ANJUM IRFAN versus LAHORE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
through Director-General and others” (P L D 2002 Lahore 555).

B. The Forest Act, 1927

Under Section 4(1)(c), the Provincial Government is required to appoint the Forest Settlement Officer (the 
“Forest Officer”) to inquire into and determine the existence, nature and extent of any rights alleged to exist in 
favour of any person in or over any land comprised within such limits, or in or over any forest-produce, and to 
deal with the same. To preserve the forest, the Forest Settlement Officer is empowered to not allow the fresh 
clearings for cultivation or for any other purpose except in accordance with the prescribed rules (Section 5); 
to stop, with previous sanction of the Government, any public or private way or watercourse in a reserved 
forest, provided that a reasonably convenient substitute for it already exists, or has been provided or con-
structed by the Forest Officer (Section25); and to seize the forest produce in respect of which an offence is 
committed together with any tool, carriage wagon, cart or other vehicle for transport and anything used in the 
commission of the offence (Section 26(8)).

Under Section 72, the Provincial Government may invest any Forest Officer with powers (a) to enter upon any 
land and to survey, demarcate and make a map of the same; (b) of a Civil Court to compel the attendance 
of witnesses and the production of documents and material objects; (c) to issue a search-warrant under the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898; and (d) to hold an inquiry into forest-offences, and, in the course of such 
inquiry, to receive and record evidence. Further, any evidence recorded under above (d) is admissible in any 
subsequent trial before a Magistrate, provided that it has been taken in the presence of the accused person.

C. Punjab Local Government Act, 2019

Section 150 (1) (j) states that all trees, plants and flowers on roadsides and other places maintained by the 
local government constituted under Section 15 shall vest in a local government. Further, following two en-
tries are present in Part II of the Third Schedule of this Act stating functions of a Metropolitan Corporation, 
Municipal Corporation and Municipal Committee:….(dd) Environmental Health, awareness and services …. 
(ee) Parks and landscape development. Similarly, following two entries are present in Part II of the Fourth 
Schedule of this Act stating functions of a Town Committee: …. (z) Environmental health, awareness, services, 
…. (aa) Parks and landscape development. Moreover, following two entries are present in Part II of the Fifth 
Schedule of the Act stating functions of a Tehsil Council: …. (dd) Environmental Health, awareness, services 
…. (ee) Parks and landscape development
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X. OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

To ensure protection and safety of forests, Section 26 of the Forest Act provides for offences and penalties 
relating to reserved forest. Under this section, a person, who in a reserved forest: (a) makes fresh clearing 
which is prohibited under Section 5; (b) kindles fire or burns fire in the manner which endangers the forest or 
sets on fire any plant or tree; (c) causes damage by negligently felling a tree, cutting or dragging any timber; 
(d) cuts or damages any plant; (e) fells, girdles, lops, taps or burns a tree or strips off a bark or leaves of a 
tree or otherwise damages the same; (f) quarries stones, mines, minerals, burns lime or charcoal, or collects 
or removes any forest produce; (g) constructs any building, structure, hutment or cattle pen; (h) clears or 
breaks up any land for cultivation or any other purpose; (i) encroaches upon the forest land; (j) causes dam-
age or tempers with barbed wire, or fence erected in or around the forest; (k) contravenes any rules relating 
to hunting, shooting, fishing, or setting up traps or snares; (l) kindles, keeps or carries any fire except during 
such season as the forest officer may notify in this behalf; (m) trespasses or pastures cattle, or permits cattle 
to trespass; (n) removes or causes damage to the soil, water, natural vegetation (shrubs, herbs and plants), 
fish, wild animals and wild birds; (o) damages any structures such as water channel, check dam, embank-
ment, reservoir or pond; (p) changes the land use for the purpose other than development, preservation or 
conservation of the forest or park; and (q) installs a saw mill, charcoal kiln or establishes timber or firewood 
depot or operates any mechanical aid designed to cut, fashion or convert a tree or timber or fabricates wood 
into articles of furniture, building materials, joinery or articles of domestic or commercial use in or within five 
mile radius of the forest; is liable for punishment of up to six (6) months or with fine, calculated on the basis of 
value of the damage caused due to such offence, or with both. Section 26(4) of the Forest Act further extends 
this punishment to one (1) year or double of the fine or with both in case the offence is committed after sunset 
and before sunrise, or where the person has been previously convicted for a forest offence.

The only defence/exception to these offences is the permission in writing of the Forest Officer, and any exist-
ing right under the Forest Act, rules, grant or contract made by the Government (Section 26(5)). Further, the 
Punjab Government is empowered to suspend the exercise of any right of pasture or to forest produce for 
such period as it may determine, in case the fire in a reserved forest is caused willfully or by gross negligence 
(Section 26(6)).

Section 33 of the Forest Act provides the offences relating to the protected forests, and states that a person, 
who in a protected forest (a) fells, girdles, lops, taps or burns a tree reserved under section 30, or strips off the 
bark or leaves from, or otherwise damages, the tree; (b) contrary to any prohibition under section 30, quarries 
any stone, or burns any lime or charcoal, or collects, subjects to any manufacturing process, or removes any 
forest produce; (c) contrary to any prohibition under section 30, breaks up or clears for cultivation or any other 
purpose any land of the forest; (d) sets or kindles fire without taking reasonable precautions to prevent its 
spreading to any tree reserved under section 30, whether standing, fallen or felled, or to any closed portion 
of the forest; (e) leaves any fire burning in the vicinity of any reserved tree or closed portion of the forest; (f) 
fells any tree or drags any timber and damages any reserved tree; (g) permits cattle to damage any reserved 
tree; and (h) infringes any rule made under section 32; shall be liable for punishment – which are similar to 
the punishments provided for the reserved forests in Section 26 (2) to (6).

Section 3 of the Trees Act requires the occupier to plant three (3) trees per acre by the occupier in the pre-
scribed manner, and maintain the same. Section 4 imposes the penalty, in case of contravention of Section 3, 
of rupee one per tree, after giving an opportunity of hearing to the person concerned.

Section 21of PHA Act prohibits any person to (a) use any green belt or green area for any purpose except 
casual use without prior permission in writing of PHA, (b) discharge any waste water or sewage on any public 
park, green belt or green area, (c) throw or dispose of any litter or garbage in any public park, green belt or 
green area, (d) install or exhibit any billboard, sky sign, outdoor advertisement or advertisement or allow the 
installation and exhibition of any billboard, sky sign, outdoor advertisement or advertisement in any property 
under his control without the permission of PHA, (e) cut, damage or remove any tree on public land or any 
place outside a private premises without prior permission in writing of PHA, except the routine or reasonable 
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trimming of a tree outside the private premises by the occupant himself or under intimation to him, and (f) take 
any part in the publication, installation or display of any billboard, sky sign, outdoor advertisement, advertise-
ment, or which is indecent or against public morality or which may incite public disorder.

Section 23 of PHA Act provides the offences, penalties and procedures, and makes an offence under the 
PHA Act as  “non-bailable” but the police shall not take cognizance of the offence except on the information 
received from an authorized officer of the Authority. Further, PHA may instead of filing information before the 
police, file a complaint before a Magistrate authorized to take cognizance of an offence under the PHA Act. 
The procedure for the trial of offences under the PHA Act is the same as is laid down in the Code for summary 
trial. Similarly, under Section 24, any person may file a complaint in the prescribed format to PHA regarding 
the illegal use of any public park or green belt or green area or any other violation of the PHA Act and PHA 
on receipt of such a complaint is required to inquire into the same and shall take such action as may be nec-
essary under the PHA Act. Any officer authorized by PHA may take all such actions as may be necessary 
for enforcement of the PHA Act, rules or regulations including removal of encroachments, cessation of haz-
ardous or unauthorized trade in a public park, green area or green belt, removal of unauthorized billboards, 
sky signs, outdoor advertisements or advertisements, and removal or cessation of unauthorized construction 
or stoppage of unauthorized land use in or on a public park, green belt or green area (Section 25). Further, 
any person authorized by PHA may enter and survey any premises or land at a reasonable time and after 
due notice of inspection and survey for the purposes of the PHA Act, rules or regulations. The police is also 
required to render such assistance as PHA may require in the discharge of its functions under the PHA Act 
(Section 28).

According to Second Schedule, of LDA Act causing harm to the environment is an offence punishable under 
Section 35. According to the Schedule of Punjab Development of Cities Act, 1976; Part-A, causing harm to 
the environment is an offence punishable under Section 34.

X. DETERMINATION BY THE COURT

This petition was filed in order to highlight inactions of the Respondents Department for not implementing the 
laws, policies and strategies regarding protection of forest of Pakistan and to implement them by passing 
certain directions to the concerned quarters to perform their duties as per law. Since Superior Courts of Paki-
stan, in various judgments, have protected the fundamental rights of citizens of Pakistan regarding protection 
and conservation of natural resources including forest therefore, this Court has noted above about the laws 
and mandatory duties of the Authorities/Departments mentioned under respective laws that should be taken 
seriously while implementing the policies including National Climate Change Policy, 2012, the National Forest 
Policy, 2015, the Forest Policy Statement, 1999 and Punjab Environment Policy, 2015. Had above-mentioned 
laws and polices properly been implemented by the Respondents Departments in letter and spirit with proper 
mechanism and procedure, the forest of Pakistan could have been saved for further depletion and deforesta-
tion. Since the Pakistan is signatory of various international laws, environmental treaties and conventions and 
due to that various laws and policy have been made to protect the environment, conserve and preserve the 
forests but in this regard these policies/laws have not been implemented which the Respondents are duty 
bound to adhere to their own policies under the doctrine of sovereignty in the light of case law reported “DE-
WAN SALMAN FIBRE LTD. v. FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN and others” (2015 PTD 2304), “NATIONAL BANK 
OF PAKISTAN Versus IFTIKHAR RASOOL ANJUM and others” (2017 P L C (C.S.) 453) which was upheld by 
the Hon‘ble Supreme Court of Pakistan in “BAHADUR KHAN and others versus FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN 
through Secretary M/o Finance, Islamabad and others” (2017 SCMR 2066) in which it has been held that 
great importance is attached to government adhering to sovereign commitments made by it, whether in form 
of statutory orders or notifications issued by it or in the shape of policies announced by it. Commitment made 
on behalf of government should neither be lightly disregarded nor deliberately ignored. Orderly development 
of a civilized society requires that citizens should be entitled to place implicit faith and confidence on repre-
sentations which are made by or on behalf of duly constituted governmental authorities. The aforesaid case 
laws have binding effect on the Respondents Department to follow if they are read with relevant laws and to 
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this effect, action could be taken to preserve the trees and forest across Pakistan.

This Court noted that earlier there was no policy for plantation of trees in urban cities, towns and under the 
directions of this Court, concerned Departments prepared Urban Trees Plantation Policy which is being fol-
lowed in letter and spirit resulting into massive plantation of trees across the Punjab and that has also been 
highlighted in various daily publications/media to show progress made so far. This has been much appreci-
ated under aforementioned doctrine, Urban Plantation Policy shall also be followed and implemented by the 
concerned authorities and housing societies without any fail for plantation of trees outside houses because 
commitment made under the doctrine of sovereignty should neither be lightly disregarded nor deliberately 
ignored. The principles and doctrines of Public Trust and Dubio Pro Natura have to be kept in mind while 
making further policies in this regard. While deciding this case, this Court mentioned relevant laws, policies, 
principles and judgments but they need to be followed by the respective authorities which are binding on 
them under Article 189 and 201 of the Constitution because the principles annunciated by Superior Court of 
Pakistan are binding on all the courts and authorities in Pakistan.

XI. DIRECTIONS:

In view of the above, this Court allows this writ of mandamus under Article 199(1(a)(i) of the Constitution and 
direct the Government Departments performing their functions within jurisdiction of this Court in connection 
with the affairs of Federation and Province of Punjab and other local authorities under the respective laws, 
mentioned in this judgment to do anything, they are required by law to do IN ORDER TO SAFELY MANAGE, 
CONSERVE, SUSTAIN, MAINTAIN, PROTECT AND GROW FORESTS AND PLANT TREES IN URBAN CITIES 
which are as follows:

(1) All the applicable laws and the relevant directions and judgments of the Hon‘ble Supreme Court and High 
Court mentioned herein above, shall be implemented in letter and spirit in order to plant, protect and preserve 
the forest.

(2) All the Respondents shall take steps to protect, manage and conserve the forests and trees in the Urban 
Areas, in fact make manifest and obvious efforts, to enlarge the forests and trees in Pakistan and the Punjab.

(3) The requirement for planting three (3) trees per acre by the occupier of a land (Section 3 of the Trees Act) 
and the penalty of one (1) rupee per tree (Section 4 of the Trees Act) may be revised.

(4) Every responsible Ministry, Division, Department and Authority etc. shall publish the yearly report in which 
it shall highlight the expansion of the forest area, tree plantation campaign in the Urban Areas and also the 
action taken by them in compliance of the said laws.

(5) The competent authority is directed to impose the penalty against the relevant officers for omission of their 
duties, if any, under the respective laws as well as the disciplinary laws and also against the public for cutting 
the trees.

(6) The Secretary Cooperative and Registrar Cooperative shall issue directions to the housing societies and 
authorities for (i) planting at least two (2) trees in the green belt in front of each house mentioning in their al-
lotment letters and bye-laws of the society (ii) impose heavy penalties and punishments for cutting the same 
at least Rs.25,000/- per tree and to (iii) monitor the trees through respective officers of the society/authority. 
The treatment and maintenance of the trees will be the sole responsibility of the society/authority concerned.

(7) The Punjab Government is also directed to revise and amend such laws where clear direction and com-
mand is not entrusted to any authority as under the Punjab Rules of Business, the Secretary Forest, the 
Secretary Cooperative and the Local Government etc. have clear mandate to make laws and policies, under 
Schedule-II of the Punjab Government Rules of Business.

(8) It was noted during the hearing that due to the efforts of the Government and other Departments, this 
year massive tree plantation took place. The same or more effort must be done and monitored by the relevant 
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authorities each year through proper book logging and designated officers of the area to count, monitor, 
manage trees every week and submit report and status of the same to the Head of the society/authority for 
publishing in their annual report. The relevant authority should also number the trees to keep the track of each 
tree in urban areas (streets, road, parks, market and green belts).

(9) The Department shall, through the media and other means, inform the public and create awareness, in-
cluding lodging a complaint for any violation of the law for cutting of the trees to the concerned person who 
maintains data and manages trees and they will take strict action through respective laws. Every area shall 
have a person to file complaint depending on the jurisdiction of the area and duties of the officers. The Urban 
Plantation Policy shall be consulted by all the departments.

(10) The Local Government, PHA, DHA, LDA and all others authorities/societies, Secretary Forest and other 
relevant authorities are directed to define a mechanism for urban forestation by learning from Urban Planta-
tion Policy.

(11) A specific officer may be appointed in a designated area to deal with the issues related to the trees and 
forest, as the case maybe. If any citizen in their societies or locality feel the need of plantation of trees, such 
relevant officer may address grievance of the citizen by planting the requisite number of trees by the required 
authority otherwise they will contact PHA which shall have designated officers for doing such along with For-
est Department. These trees then shall be again monitored and managed by the said authority.

(12) All the authorities, including DHA, LDA, MDA, FDA and other relevant authorities, are directed to make 
and adopt comprehensive policies with respect to plantation of trees in urban areas with experience of Urban 
Plantation Policy and make their own policy under respective laws and immediately start planting of trees 
with the request to PHA and other departments and maintain the same by imposing fine and penalty to the 
officers of the area or any citizen.

(13) The school, colleges, higher education institutes, hospitals, parking sites etc. are specifically directed to 
make policy for planting the trees in open spaces and waiting areas/car parks.

(14) The Government of the Punjab through its respective departments shall make laws in imposing penalty 
and heavy fine for cutting, removing and damaging any tree with permission of the concerned authority in-
cluding EPA, PHA and consider all mitigating measures at the time of public hearing of any project such as 
Initial Environmental Examination (IEA) and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

Before parting with this judgment, I appreciate the efforts of all Government Departments whose represen-
tatives appeared before this Court from time to time and complied with orders under doctrine of continuous 
mandamus and prepared first ever Urban Trees Plantation Policy for plantation of trees in urban areas in-
cluding roads, streets, markets, parks and car parks etc. I would also appreciate the efforts of Law Officers, 
learned counsels, social activists, who played important role for protecting future of citizens of Pakistan re-
garding massive forest cover and implementation of Urban Trees Plantation Policy throughout the Province 
of Punjab to have healthy life free from pollution as provided under Article 9 of the Constitution which was 
introduced by the Hon‘ble Supreme Court of Pakistan in “MS. SHEHLA ZIA AND OTHERS Versus WAPDA” 
(PLD 1994 SC 693).

(JAWAD HASSAN)

JUDGE

Announced in open Court on the 30th day of August 2019.

APPROVED FOR REPORTING
JUDGE
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JUDGMENT

An open cut coal mine is proposed 

1 There is a valley, near Rocky Hill, that a coal mine proposes to cut and fill. The Gloucester valley is a crea-
ture of a unique topographic feature. The valley is the floor of a nest, the sides being ranges east and west. 
The Bucketts is the rocky range to the west. The Mograni range is the mountain range to the east. Both ranges 
are forest clad. Over aeons, the ranges have eroded. The foothills are talus and slopes, broken by gullies and 
creeks. The valley floor is an alluvial plain, through which the Avon River flows. 

2 In this topographical embrace nestles the country town of Gloucester. The valley and footslopes surround 
the town. The higher ranges complete the enclosure. The setting is scenic and serene. An idyll, some sug-
gest. 

3 Beneath the surface of the valley lies the mineral resource of coal. Geological forces have pushed produc-
tive seams of coal near to the surface in the valley beneath Rocky Hill. 

4 A mining company, Gloucester Resources Limited (GRL), wishes to mine this coal. It has proposed an open 
cut coal mine to produce 21 million tonnes of coal over a period of 16 years. 

5 The location of this coal resource, and hence the open cut mine, is close to the town of Gloucester. The town 
has a core of denser urban development and a penumbra of rural-residential estates and smaller agricultural 
and agri-tourism properties. These outliers of the town are within one to two kilometres of the boundary of 
the proposed mine. Some properties within the rural-residential estates are only about a kilometre from the 
mining pit. They are even closer to the large earthern barrier that will be constructed to shield the mining pit 
from direct view. 

6 The proposed mine has divided the community of Gloucester. Of the submissions on the amended de-
velopment application, 90% opposed the mine and of the submissions from the Gloucester postcode, 83% 
opposed the mine. They are concerned about the noise and dust impacts of the mine, the adverse impacts 
on the visual amenity and rural and scenic character of the valley, and the social impacts on the community. 
They are also concerned that the opening of a new coal mine will contribute to climate change. The support-
ers of the mine primarily invoke the economic benefits that a new mine will bring, including local employment 
and expenditure.

7 The proponent, GRL, unsuccessfully applied to the Minister for Planning for development consent for the 
Rocky Hill Coal Project. The Minister, by his delegate the Planning and Assessment Commission, refused 
consent to the mine. GRL appealed to this Court. The Court on the appeal exercises the function of the Min-
ister as the consent authority to determine the development application for the Rocky Hill Coal Project. 
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8 I have determined that GRL’s development application for the Rocky Hill Coal Project should be refused. 
The mine will have significant adverse impacts on the visual amenity and rural and scenic character of the 
valley, significant adverse social impacts on the community and particular demographic groups in the area, 
and significant impacts on the existing, approved and likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the mine. 
The construction and operation of the mine, and the transportation and combustion of the coal from the mine, 
will result in the emission of greenhouse gases, which will contribute to climate change. These are direct and 
indirect impacts of the mine. The costs of this open cut coal mine, exploiting the coal resource at this location 
in a scenic valley close to town, exceed the benefits of the mine, which are primarily economic and social. 
Development consent should be refused. 

The development application for the Rocky Hill Coal Project

9 GRL lodged a development application for consent to carry out the Rocky Hill Coal Project on 18 December 
2012. The Rocky Hill Coal Project is State significant development within the meaning of s. 89C(1) now s. 
4.36(1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (“EPA Act”). It is development for the pur-
poses of coal mining as defined in Item 5 of Sch 1 to State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional 
Development) 2011 (“SEPP SRD”) and is declared by cl 8 of SEPP SRD to be State significant development. 
The Minister for Planning is the consent authority for State significant development (the former s 89D(1) now 
s 4.5 of the EPA Act). Accordingly, GRL lodged its development application with the Department of Planning 
and Environment (the Department).

10 The originally proposed development was to extract 2.5 million tonnes per year of run-of-mine (“ROM”) 
coal from a new open cut mine and to construct a coal handling and preparation plant as well as an overland 
conveyor to transport product coal to a dedicated load-out bin and rail loop for transportation to the Port of 
Newcastle.

11 On 11 August 2016, the Minister’s delegate agreed to accept, and GRL lodged, an amended development 
application and amended environmental impact statement (“EIS”) for the State significant development of the 
Rocky Hill Coal Project (under cl 55(1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 (“EPA 
Regulation”)). The amended EIS for the amended Rocky Hill Coal Project stated that the principal coal prod-
uct to be produced from the Rocky Hill Coal Mine is coking coal which is used in the manufacture of steel. 
The maximum ROM coal production would be 2 million tonnes per annum and the total ROM coal production 
would be 21 million tonnes.

12 The Rocky Hill Coal Project is estimated to be developed, operated and rehabilitated over a period of up 
to 21 years. The site establishment and construction stage would occur over a period of approximately 10 
months, mining operations would occur over a period of approximately 16 years and final void backfilling and 
closure would occur over approximately 3 years.

13 Of the site area of approximately 832ha, about 500ha would be disturbed throughout the life of the Rocky 
Hill Coal Project.

14 The proposed mine is to consist of the following principal components, the location of which is identified 
in Figure B to the Executive Summary to the amended EIS:

(a) Three contiguous open cut pits (Avon, Bowen Road and Main Pits) varying in depth from approx-
imately 80m to 220m, lying to the west of what is currently McKinley’s Lane; 

(b) a long-term “amenity barrier” to the west and north of the site stretching for around 2.5km north-
south, with variable height, rising between 10-40m above the natural ground level (amended EIS, 
p 2-42), as well as two interim barriers which are intended to visually screen areas of activity and 
provide for noise mitigation; 

(c) a consolidated in-pit and permanent out-of-pit overburden emplacement (at the base of the hill 
after the incline commences) and an interim overburden emplacement (which would be removed at 
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the cessation of coal extraction with the overburden materials from that area used to backfill the final 
void); 

(d) a ROM pad and associated breaker station comprising a feed conveyor, rotary breaker, a sized 
coal conveyor and coal bin from which the trucks would be loaded; and 

(e) a new sealed 4.4km private haul road to be used by multi-combination trucks to transport ROM 
coal from the coal bin at the Rocky Hill Site to the Stratford Mining Complex. 

15 During an approximate 10 month period following the grant of development consent and other required 
approvals, GRL proposes to undertake site establishment activities, including the construction of water man-
agement structures and the private haul road and upgrading of the surrounding public roads. 

16 Sequential mining operations would involve the following: 

(a) Vegetation clearing – Around 51.8ha of remnant native vegetation is to be progressively cleared. 

(b) Soil removal and stockpiling – Topsoil (to a depth of 10-15cm) and subsoil (to a further depth of 
60-85cm) from the pit site will be stripped and stored until the sequence of mining allows its transfer 
onto the final landform. 

(c) Overburden removal – the majority of overburden from the initial 2 years of mining would be used 
to construct the western and northern amenity barriers. Subsequently, the overburden would be 
placed within the proposed footprint of disturbance either beyond the open cut pits or within the open 
cut pits. Reject (rock) materials from the rotary breaker would be collected from the reject stockpile 
and back loaded by haul trucks to the overburden emplacement where they would be mixed random-
ly with the overburden. As the final landform is progressively developed from Year 3 onwards, long 
term revegetation activities would be undertaken. 

(d) Coal recovery – the coal exposed in each open cut pit would be removed by excavator and trans-
ported by haul truck to the ROM pad. 

(e) Rehabilitation – areas of disturbance would be progressively rehabilitated (either temporarily or 
permanently). The final void would be backfilled in an attempt to create a landform resembling the 
landscape prior to development. The achievability of this aim was questioned by the Minister. 

17 The construction workforce for the mining development would be 60 persons and the operations workforce 
would be 110 persons. The amended EIS states that GRL has “retained its target of 75% of locally resident 
employees by the end of Year 3 operations”. While this may be GRL’s target, the achievability of such target 
was questioned by the Minister. 

18 Mining operations would occur during the daytime during Years 1-3 (7am-6pm Monday to Friday and 8am-
1pm Saturday) and the daytime and evening (7am-10pm Monday to Saturday) from Years 4-16. 

19 During operations, there are expected to be approximately 156 to 278 light vehicle movements and 10 
to 18 heavy vehicle movements occurring per day. Peak operational traffic movements would occur around 
shift start and finish times, between 6am and 7am, 1.45pm and 2.45pm, 5.30pm and 6.30pm and 10.15 and 
10.45pm. 

The assessment and determination of the development application 

20 As required by the former s 89F (1) of the EPA Act, the amended Project Application was placed on ex-
hibition from 17 August to 14 October 2016. At the conclusion of this exhibition period, the Department had 
received 2,570 submissions, with 2,308 in objection and 261 in support. Thus, approximately 90% of sub-
missions opposed the mining development. Of the 2,308 objections received, 2,294 were individual letters 
(including 1,108 form letters) and 14 were from special interest groups. 72% of objectors raised the visual 
impacts of the mine as a reason for refusal. 66% of objectors raised the location of the mine and its proximity 
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to other land uses. 

21 Pursuant to cl 85A of the EPA Regulation, on 26 October 2016, the Department wrote to GRL requesting a 
response to this second round of submissions. GRL provided its response on 19 June 2017. In October 2017, 
the Department published its environmental assessment report on the amended Rocky Hill Coal Project. The 
Department concluded: 

“Having assessed all matters relevant to the amended project as set out in this report, the Depart-
ment does not consider that the amended project is able to or should be approved, and the Depart-
ment does not recommend that the Commission approve the development.” 

22 On 23 October 2017, the amended development application was referred to the Planning and Assess-
ment Commission, as the delegate of the Minister, for determination. On 14 December 2017, the Commission 
determined the amended development application under the former s 89E (1) of the EPA Act by refusing 
consent to the application. The Commission gave three reasons: 

(1)  The creation and operation of an open cut coal mine in this proposed location, within the RU1 
and E3 zones of the Gloucester Local Environmental Plan 2010, is in direct contravention of each 
zone’s objectives; 

(2)  The residual visual impact of the mine would be significant throughout all stages of the Proj-
ect; and (3) The Project is not in the public interest. 

The appeal to the Court against the Minister’s refusal 

On 19 December 2017, GRL filed an appeal under then s 97 now s 8.7 of the EPA Act against the Minister’s 
refusal of consent. On 23 April 2018, the Court ordered that Gloucester Groundswell Inc be joined as a party 
to the proceedings, pursuant to s 8.15(2) of the EPA Act. Gloucester Groundswell is a local community action 
group concerned about the impacts of the Rocky Hill Coal Project on the local community and on the local 
and wider environment. 

The Minister and Gloucester Groundswell raised numerous contentions as to why they said development con-
sent should be refused to the Rocky Hill Coal Project. As finally pleaded in the Minister’s amended statement 
of facts and contentions filed 23 May 2018 and Gloucester Groundswell’s statement of facts and contentions 
filed 1 May 2018, the principal contested issues may be summarised as: 

(1)  the incompatibility of the proposed mine with the existing, approved and likely preferred uses of 
land in the vicinity of the proposed mine, under cl 12 of State Environmental Planning Policy (Mining, 
Petroleum Production and Extractive Industries) 2009 (“the Mining SEPP”); 

(2)  the adverse visual impacts of the mine; 

(3)  the adverse social impacts of the mine, including social impacts caused by the noise, dust and 
visual impacts of the mine; 

(4)  the economic and public benefits of the mine are uncertain and overstated and not shown to be 
greater than the public costs of the mine; and 

(5)  the Rocky Hill Coal Project is not in the public interest because: 

(a)  of the matters in (1) to (4) above; and 

(b)  it is contrary to the principles of ecologically sustainable development because the direct and in-
direct greenhouse gas emissions of the mine will contribute to climate change. 

The planning framework for determining the mine proposal 

As noted above, GRL’s development application for the Rocky Hill Coal Project is in respect of State signifi-
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cant development. The power to determine a development application in respect of State significant devel-
opment is in s 4.38(1) of the EPA Act, which provides: 

“The consent authority is to determine a development application in respect of State significant development 
by: 

(a)   granting consent to the application with such modifications of the proposed development or on 
such conditions as the consent authority may determine, or 

(b)   refusing consent to the application.” 

Although development consent may not be granted if the development is wholly prohibited by an environ-
mental planning instrument (see s 4.38(2)), development consent may be granted despite the development 
being partly prohibited by an environmental planning instrument (s 4.38(3)). These subsections are not en-
gaged in the facts of this case. As explained below, the applicable Gloucester Local Environmental Plan 2010 
(“GLEP 2010”) permits open cut coal mining with consent in the RU1 Primary Production zone (which applies 
to 23% of the site of the Rocky Hill Coal Project) but prohibits open cut coal mining in the E3 Environmental 
Management zone (which applies to 77% of the site). However, cl 7(1)(b) of the Mining SEPP makes mining 
permissible with consent in the E3 Environmental Management zone because development for the purposes 
of extensive agriculture may be carried out without consent in that zone. The Mining SEPP prevails to the 
extent of any inconsistency over GLEP 2010. Development for the purpose of mining is therefore permitted 
on the whole site. 

Section 4.15 of the EPA Act applies to the determination of the development application for State significant 
development (s 4.40 of the EPA Act). Section 4.15(1) provides: 

“(1) In determining a development application, a consent authority is to take into consideration such 
of the following matters as are of relevance to the development the subject of the development appli-
cation: 

(a) the provisions of: 

(i) any environmental planning instrument, and 

(ii) any proposed instrument that is or has been the subject of public consultation under this Act and 
that has been notified to the consent authority (unless the Planning Secretary has notified the consent 
authority that the making of the proposed instrument has been deferred indefinitely or has not been 
approved), and 

(iii) any development control plan, and 

(iiia) any planning agreement that has been entered into under section 7.4, or any draft planning agree-
ment that a developer has offered to enter into under section 7.4, and 

(iv) the regulations (to the extent that they prescribe matters for the purposes of this paragraph), that 
apply to the land to which the development application relates, 

(b) the likely impacts of that development, including environmental impacts on both the natural and 
built environments, and social and economic impacts in the locality, 

(c) the suitability of the site for the development, 

(d) any submissions made in accordance with this Act or the regulations, 

(e) the public interest.” 

The relevant environmental planning instruments are the Mining SEPP and GLEP. 
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The aims of the Mining SEPP are stated in cl 2 to include: 

“The aims of this Policy are, in recognition of the importance to New South Wales of mining, petroleum 
production and extractive industries: 

(a) to provide for the proper management and development of mineral, petroleum and ex-
tractive material resources for the purpose of promoting the social and economic welfare of 
the State, and 

(b) to facilitate the orderly and economic use and development of land containing mineral, 
petroleum and extractive material resources, and 

(b1) to promote the development of significant mineral resources, and 

(c) to establish appropriate planning controls to encourage ecologically sustainable develop-
ment through the environmental assessment, and sustainable management, of development 
of mineral, petroleum and extractive material resources, and...” 

The Mining SEPP applies to all of New South Wales (cl 4). If the Mining SEPP is inconsistent with any other 
environmental planning instrument, the Mining SEPP prevails to the extent of the inconsistency (cl 5(3) of the 
Mining SEPP and see s 3.28(1)(a) of the EPA Act). 

Clause 7 of the Mining SEPP makes certain mining development permissible with consent, including “mining 
carried out...on land where development for the purposes of agriculture or industry may be carried out (with 
or without consent)” (cl 7(1)(b)(i) of the Mining SEPP). “Mining” is defined in cl 3(2) of the Mining SEPP to 
mean: 

“the winning or removal of materials by methods such as excavating, dredging, or tunnelling for the 
purpose of obtaining minerals, and includes: 

(a) the construction, operation and decommissioning of associated works, and 

(b) the stockpiling, processing, treatment and transportation of materials extracted, and 

(c) the rehabilitation of land affected by mining.” 

Open cut mining is a type of mining and is defined in cl 3(2) of the Mining SEPP to mean “mining 
carried out on, and by excavating, the earth’s surface but does not include underground mining.”

As explained below, GLEP 2010 permits without consent development for the purposes of extensive 
agriculture in the E3 Environmental Management zone and permits without consent development for 
the purposes of extensive agriculture and with consent development for the purposes of agriculture 
in the RU1 Primary Production zone. Extensive agriculture is a type of agriculture and is defined in 
GLEP 2010 to mean “any of the following: the production of crops or fodder (including irrigated pas-
ture and fodder crops) for commercial purposes, the grazing of livestock for commercial purposes, 
beekeeping, or a dairy (pasture-based).” 

Clause 7(1)(b)(i) of the Mining SEPP therefore makes mining permissible with consent in the E3 Environmental 
Management zone, notwithstanding that mining is prohibited in that zone by GLEP 2010. The Mining SEPP 
prevails over GLEP 2010 to the extent of any inconsistency. 

Clause 12 of the Mining SEPP requires the consent authority, before determining a development application 
for mining, to consider the compatibility of the proposed mine with other land uses in the vicinity of the mine. 
Clause 12 provides: 

“Before determining an application for consent for development for the purposes of mining, petro-
leum production or extractive industry, the consent authority must: 
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(a) consider: 

(i) the existing uses and approved uses of land in the vicinity of the development, and

(ii) whether or not the development is likely to have a significant impact on the uses that, in 
the opinion of the consent authority having regard to land use trends, are likely to be the pre-
ferred uses of land in the vicinity of the development, and 

(iii) any ways in which the development may be incompatible with any of those existing, ap-
proved or likely preferred uses, and 

(b) evaluate and compare the respective public benefits of the development and the land uses re-
ferred to in paragraph (a) (i) and (ii), and 

(c) evaluate any measures proposed by the applicant to avoid or minimise any incompatibility, as 
referred to in paragraph (a) (iii).” 

Clause 12 is critical to the Minister’s and Gloucester Groundswell’s principal contention that the Rocky Hill 
Coal Project should be refused. I will address the clause in more detail when I deal with that contention.

Clause 12AB identifies various non-discretionary development standards for mining for the purposes of s 
4.15(2) and (3) of the EPA Act (cl 12AB (2) of Mining SEPP). The object of the clause is stated in cl 12AB (1): 

“The object of this clause is to identify development standards on particular matters relating to mining 
that, if complied with, prevents the consent authority from requiring more onerous standards for those 
matters (but that does not prevent the consent authority granting consent even though any such 
standard is not complied with).” 

The development standards identified in cl 12AB include standards with respect to the cumulative noise level 
(cl 12AB (3)) and cumulative air quality level (cl 12AB (4)). The standards for the cumulative noise level and 
cumulative air quality level were amended after the hearing of the appeal concluded. State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Mining, Petroleum Production and Extractive Industries) Amendment (Air and Noise Im-
pacts) 2018, which commenced on 21 September 2018, applies to development applications made but not 
finally determined, before the commencement of the amendment (cl 23 of the Mining SEPP). 39 The amended 
cumulative noise level standard in s 12AB (3) is: 

“The development does not result in a cumulative amenity noise level greater than the recommended 
amenity noise levels, as determined in accordance with Table 2.2 of the Noise Policy for Industry, for 
residences that are private dwellings.” 

The “Noise Policy for Industry” is defined in cl 12AB (9) to mean “the document entitled Noise Policy for 
Industry published by the Environment Protection Authority and in force as at the commencement of this 
clause”. That NSW Noise Policy for Industry is the policy published in 2017. It replaced the NSW Industrial 
Noise Policy 2000. 

The amended cumulative air quality level standard in cl 12AB(4) is: 

“The development does not result in a cumulative annual average level greater than 25 μg/m3 of 
PM10 or 8 μg/m3 of PM2.5 for private dwellings.” 

This cumulative air quality level is stricter than the former cumulative air quality level in two respects: firstly, it 
lowers the cumulative annual average level of particles sized PM10 from 30 μg/m3 to 25 μg/m3 and, second-
ly, it introduces a cumulative annual average level for particles sized PM2.5, which is 8 μg/m3. 43 Subsections 
4.15(2) and (3) of the EPA Act regulate the consent authority’s consideration of the non-discretionary devel-
opment standards. Those subsections provide: 

“(2) If an environmental planning instrument or a regulation contains non-discretionary development 
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standards and development, not being complying development, the subject of a development appli-
cation complies with those standards, the consent authority: 

(a) is not entitled to take those standards into further consideration in determining the devel-
opment application, and 

(b) must not refuse the application on the ground that the development does not comply with 
those standards, and

(c) must not impose a condition of consent that has the same, or substantially the same, ef-
fect as those standards but is more onerous than those standards, and the discretion of the 
consent authority under this section and section 4.16 is limited accordingly.

(3) If an environmental planning instrument or a regulation contains non-discretionary development 
standards and development the subject of a development application does not comply with those 
standards:

a) sub-section (2) does not apply and the discretion of the consent authority under this sec-
tion and section 4.16 is not limited as referred to in that subsection, and

(b) a provision of an environmental planning instrument that allows flexibility in the application 
of a development standard may be applied to the non-discretionary development standard.”

There was a limited contest between the parties as to the effect of s 4.15(2). The Minister and Gloucester 
Groundswell argued that s 4.15(2) does not preclude an assessment of the qualitative aspects of the devel-
opment which may be affected by the matters to which the non-discretionary development standards relate 
and that cl 12AB of the Mining SEPP does not constrain a consent authority from refusing consent or imposing 
conditions of consent in relation to any matter or measurement that is not covered by the non-discretionary 
standards identified in cl 12AB of the Mining SEPP. GRL argued that, in some cases, the respondent’s sub-
missions overstepped the mark of what can be considered under s 4.15(2) of the EPA Act and cl 12AB of 
the Mining SEPP. I will address this contest when I deal with the issues of the adverse noise impacts and the 
economic and social impacts.

Clause 12A requires the consent authority to consider the Minister’s voluntary land acquisition and mitigation 
policy. Sub-clause 12A (2) provides:

“(2) Before determining an application for consent for State significant development for the purposes 
of mining, petroleum production or extractive industry, the consent authority must consider any appli-
cable provisions of the voluntary land acquisition and mitigation policy and, in particular:

(a) any applicable provisions of the policy for the mitigation or avoidance of noise or particu-
late matter impacts outside the land on which the development is to be carried out, and

(b) any applicable provisions of the policy relating to the developer making an offer to ac-
quire land affected by those impacts.”

The “voluntary land acquisition and mitigation policy” is defined in cl 12A(1) to mean “Voluntary Land Acqui-
sition and Mitigation Policy approved by the Minister and published in the Gazette on the date on which State 
Environmental Planning Policy (Mining, Petroleum Production and Extractive Industries) Amendment (Air and 
Noise Impacts) 2018 is published on the NSW legislation website” (which was 21 September 2018). 

Clause 14, 15, 16 and 17 of the Mining SEPP require the consent authority, before granting consent to the de-
velopment for the purposes of mining, to consider whether the consent should be issued subject to conditions 
relating to natural resource management and environmental management (cl 14), resource recovery (cl 15), 
transport (cl 16) and rehabilitation (cl 17).

Clause 14(2) of the Mining SEPP also requires consideration of an assessment of the greenhouse gas emis-
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sions (including downstream emissions) of development for the purposes of mining. 

GLEP 2010 is the applicable local environmental plan. The particular aims of GLEP 2010 stated in cl 1.2(2) 
are: 

“(a) to manage the resources of Gloucester, 

(b) to protect rural lands, natural resources and assets of heritage significance, 

(c) to manage development to benefit the community, 

(d) to embrace and promote the principles of ecologically sustainable development, conservation of 
biological diversity and sustainable water management, and to recognize the cumulative impacts of 
climate change, 

(e) to protect, enhance and provide for biological diversity, including native threatened species, pop-
ulations and ecological communities, by long term management and by identifying and protecting 
habitat corridors and links throughout Gloucester, 

(f) to encourage a mix of housing to meet the needs of the community, 

(g) to provide a secure future for agriculture.” 

The majority of the site of the Rocky Hill Coal Project (77%) is zoned E3 Environmental Management. The 
objectives of the E3 zone are: 

“-To protect, manage and restore areas with special ecological, scientific, cultural or aesthetic values. 

-To provide for a limited range of development that does not have an adverse effect on those values. 

-To conserve biological diversity and native vegetation corridors, and their scenic qualities, in a rural 
setting.” 

Land uses permitted without consent in the E3 zone include extensive agriculture, which is defined to include 
the production of crops or fodder for commercial purposes, raising of livestock for commercial purposes 
or a pasture-based dairy. Land uses permitted with consent in the E3 zone include various residential and 
tourism uses, such as backpackers’ accommodation, bed and breakfast accommodation, camping grounds, 
caravan parks, dual occupancies, dwelling houses, eco-tourist facilities and farm stay accommodation. Land 
uses prohibited in the E3 zone include industries, high density residential uses and retail and wholesale uses, 
as well as any other development not specified as being permitted without consent or with consent. 

Mining, including open cut mining, would fall into this last mentioned category and is prohibited in the E3 
zone by GLEP 2010. 52 The minority of the site of the Rocky Hill Coal Project (23%) is zoned RU1 Primary 
Production. The objectives of the RU1 zone are: 

“- To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing the natural 
resource base. - To encourage diversity in primary industry enterprises and systems appropriate for 
the area. 

- To minimise the fragmentation and alienation of resource lands. - To minimise conflict between land 
uses within this zone and land uses within adjoining zones. 

- To encourage eco-tourism enterprises that minimise any adverse effect on primary industry produc-
tion and the scenic amenity of the area.” 

Land uses permitted without consent in the RU1 zone include extensive agriculture. Land uses permitted with 
consent in the RU1 zone include various types of agriculture; various residential tourism uses, such as back-
packers’ accommodation, bed and breakfast accommodation, camping grounds, caravan parks, dual oc-
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cupancies, dwelling houses, eco-tourist facilities and farm stay accommodation; various types of industries; 
and open cut mining. The land uses that are prohibited in the RU1 zone are any development not specified 
as being permitted without consent or with consent. 54 In the vicinity of the proposed mine there are large lot 
residential estates, including the Forbesdale, Thunderbolt and Avon River Estates, which are zoned R5 Large 
Lot Residential. The objectives of the R5 zone are: 

“- To provide residential housing in a rural setting while preserving, and minimizing impacts on, envi-
ronmentally sensitive locations and scenic quality. 

- To ensure that large residential lots do not hinder the proper and orderly development of urban 
areas in the future. 

- To ensure that development in the area does not unreasonably increase the demand for public ser-
vices or public facilities. 

- To minimize conflict between land uses within this zone and land uses within adjoining zones.” 

There is a restricted range of land uses permitted without consent in the R5 zone. The land uses that are 
permitted with consent in the R5 zone include dual occupancies, dwelling houses and bed and breakfast 
accommodation. Land uses that are prohibited in the R5 zone are any development not specified as being 
permitted without consent or with consent. Mining, including open cut mining, falls into this category and is 
prohibited.

The Gloucester Development Control Plan 2010 (“DCP”) applies to the site of the Rocky Hill Coal Project. In 
the Guidelines for subdivision in rural and environmental protection zones, the DCP “requires the protection of 
the environment and scenic qualities and character of the area by minimizing the impact areas and retaining 
existing vegetation” (p 105 of the DCP). 

The impacts of the mine on existing, approved and likely preferred uses 

The Minister’s principal contention as to why the Rocky Hill Coal Project should be refused was the incompat-
ibility of the proposed mine with other land uses in the vicinity, contrary to cl 12 of the Mining SEPP. Clause 12 
requires the consent authority to make three evaluations. The first, in cl 12(a) is to consider: 

“(i) the existing uses and approved uses of land in the vicinity of the development, and 

(ii) whether or not the development is likely to have a significant impact on the uses that, in the opinion 
of the consent authority having regard to land use trends, are likely to be the preferred uses of land 
in the vicinity of the development, and 

(iii) any ways in which the development may be incompatible with any of those existing, approved or 
likely preferred uses.” 

The vicinity of the development 

Sub-clause 12(a) of the Mining SEPP refers to land uses “in the vicinity of the development”. The parties’ plan-
ners, Mr Ryan for GRL and Mr Darroch for the Minister, agreed that from a planning perspective, the “vicinity” 
of the development extends beyond the land directly abutting the site of the Rocky Hill Coal Project. Deter-
mining the uses of land in the vicinity involves consideration of not only the proximity or nearness in space 
of the uses of land to the proposed mine, but also visual considerations and “demographic and geographic 
features of the area” (Abley v Yankalilla District Council (1979) 22 SASR 147 at 152-153; (1979) 58 LGRA 234 
at 239-240). 

The planners agreed that the area in the “vicinity” of the proposed mine is generally described in Mr Ryan’s 
evidence (at [14] and Figure 1) as extending, in the north, to the north of the town of Gloucester; in the south, 
to the south of the Stratford Mine Complex; in the east, to the Mograni Range; and in the west, to the rise of 
the Bucketts Range. The planners agreed that the Forbesdale, Avon River and Thunderbolt rural residential 
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estates and the town of Gloucester were included within this area of the vicinity. 

Mr. Ryan stated that identification of the “vicinity” of a development, in a planning context, turns on the ques-
tion of “what land is potentially open to experiencing some impact from a particular development?” Thus the 
areas that lie within the “vicinity” of a given mining proposal will turn on the nature and extent of the potential 
impacts of that proposal. Mr Darroch generally agreed with this approach but did not consider that the op-
erational measures implemented to mitigate the impacts of the development may affect how one views its 
“vicinity”; that is, the sphere of potential impacts. 

Mr. Darroch further observed that one should not take a static approach to the land uses in the “vicinity” of 
the proposed Rocky Hill Site as “the occupants and visitors to the valley are never fixed in any area”. He 
provided the example of a resident of the Forbesdale Estate, who will not just experience the impacts of the 
proposed mine statically from their living room window or front yard, but who will be impacted by the mine 
as they move through the whole of the space characterised as the “vicinity”. Indeed, many of the objectors 
referred to their enjoyment of their rural properties by reason of their ability to horse ride and walk around the 
large parcels of land. 

The existing, approved and likely preferred uses 

Subclause 12(a) of the Mining SEPP requires consideration of three types of uses of land in the vicinity of the 
development: existing uses, approved uses and likely preferred uses. 

Existing uses are uses of land that are actual, physical and lawful. The planners agreed, and I find, that the 
existing uses in the vicinity of the proposed mine include: residential (including rural-residential estates); 
tourism uses (including tourist and visitor accommodation and tourism activities); agri-business (such as 
the Hillview Herb Farm) and agriculture (including cattle grazing, hobby farms and dairy farming); and uses 
associated with Gloucester township, including commercial (retail and business), recreational facilities (such 
as the golf course) and social infrastructure facilities (such as the high school and the hospital). Mr Ryan also 
included the Stratford Mine as an existing land use in the vicinity. Mr. Darroch observed that there was some 
overlap between tourist, residential and agricultural uses, with rural lifestyle “tree changers” supplementing 
their income by providing tourist accommodation and engaging in farming activities. 

Approved uses are uses that have been approved by the grant of development consent under the EPA Act, 
but have not commenced in accordance with the consent. The planners agreed, and I find, that the approved 
land uses, to which development consents have been granted in the last 12 months, include new and modi-
fied dwellings, modifications to commercial premises and boundary adjustments. 

Likely preferred uses refer to uses of the land that, having regard to land use trends, are likely to be the pre-
ferred uses of land in the vicinity. 

The planners agreed that indicators of land use trends, giving rise to likely preferred uses, are: the historical, 
current and approved uses of the land; the planning controls under the applicable land use zonings, includ-
ing the range of permissible uses in each zone, the objectives of each zone, and the development standards 
for development in the zone, such as the minimum lot size; uses identified in State, regional and local strate-
gic plans, studies and strategies as being preferred future uses; and economic circumstances. 

Mr. Darroch further observed that land use trends indicating the likely preferred uses may be observed from 
historical progressions in planning instruments and planning strategies. In this regard, he compared the ex-
press aims of the GLEP 2010 to those contained in the preceding instrument, the Gloucester Local Environ-
mental Plan 2000 (GLEP 2000) and identified a “very significant change and significant indicator of trend”, 
namely, a shift away from the former objective of protecting “prime crop and pasture land” to an objective of 
protecting “rural lands”, indicating a focus on a broader range of land uses in the rural areas than just crop 
and pasture land. Mr. Darroch considered that the change in the objective from protecting “prime crop and 
pasture land” to providing “a secure future for agriculture” recognizes a change in the type of rural activity 
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and agricultural pursuits. 

Mr. Darroch also identified an increased emphasis in GLEP 2010 (when compared with GLEP 2000) on pro-
motion of the principles of ecologically sustainable development, conservation of biological diversity and 
recognition of the cumulative impacts of climate change (cl 1.2(2)(d) and (e) of GLEP 2010). 

A comparison of the GLEP 2000 and GLEP 2010 zoning maps reveals, in this regard, that a substantial parcel 
of land toward the south of the Forbesdale estate, previously zoned as the equivalent of what is now RU1 
(Primary Production), has been rezoned E3 (Environmental Management) under the current GLEP 2010. 

Mr Darroch noted an even more pronounced shift in land use trends when GLEP 2010 is compared to the 
still earlier instrument, being Gloucester Local Environmental Plan 1984, the aims of which were to “provide 
for the orderly expansion of urban development arising from mining projects in the Shire of Gloucester, and 
to ensure that the existing rural and natural qualities of the Shire are preserved”. The GLEP 2010 objectives 
contain no mention of mining projects. Mr Darroch considered that the change from “seeking the orderly ex-
pansion of urban development arising from mining projects” to the GLEP 2010 aims “to manage the resources 
of Gloucester”, “to protect rural lands, natural resources and assets of heritage significance” and “to manage 
development to benefit the community” (cl 1.2(2)(a), (b) and (c)), is a clear indicator of the progression that 
has led to the current rural land use trends.

Mr. Darroch also considered the Gloucester Shire Council Housing Development Strategy 2006 (“HDS 2006”) 
– described as the “cornerstone of the studies and strategies informing the preparation of the GLEP 2010 and 
the change in land use trends between 2000 and 2010” – to be important to ascertainment of relevant land 
use trends which inform the likely preferred uses in the vicinity of the Rocky Hill Site. The HDS 2006 noted 
that (p 16): 

“In 2000 Gloucester Shire Council gazetted the current Local Environmental Plan to guide development, in-
cluding subdivision and housing, for a minimum period of twenty years. At this time, Gloucester Shire was un-
dergoing a decline in population due to the impacts of a change in the timber industry and dairy deregulation. 

In 2003, a development boom began to emerge across Australia and the excitement that was initiated by the 
Baby Boomer generation had a substantial impact on all residential, rural residential and rural land holdings 
across the shire.” 

72 The HDS 2006 also included the following analysis of “Rural lifestyle housing” (p 26): 

“The problem with the utilization of land areas of 100 Ha for generally dwelling construction is that the land 
available for agricultural activities requiring larger parcels is becoming limited and very expensive. Due to 
this rise in land value, the purchase of land for traditional agriculture is no longer viable, as a greater return is 
being realized from the subdivision and sale of the land.” 

73 The HDS continued (pp 28-29): 

“The development concessions available and the subdivision of lots to obtain a dwelling entitlement have 
resulted in a progressive change to the agricultural landscape in Gloucester Shire. The traditional farms that 
have been impacted by government policy and economic change are now developing as residential lots 
with agriculture as a supplementary activity. This agricultural change has fragmented traditional agriculture; 
however is allowing the emergence of a variety of agricultural industries to develop as indicated in the Local 
Environmental Study. 

Rural housing is developing and is taking a number of forms, from weekend occupation of caravans and rural 
sheds to the construction of large homes and entertaining facilities. An emergence of home business opera-
tions is occurring as people are opting out of city life and running businesses partly from the rural home. Other 
permanent business opportunities are growing in the boutique agricultural sector and in bed and breakfast, 
farm stays and tourism ventures. 
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New rural housing does have the drawback of conflicts with agricultural activities as to times of operation of 
machinery, fertilizer spreading, spray control and burning off of vegetation. Generally complaints have been 
received by Council from new residents who have purchased land for life style reasons and have not recog-
nized the right to farm principle. These complaints are very small in number. 

The positives of new rural housing is that rural areas that experienced a decline in population have been 
revitalized by new residents who are adding to rural activities, joining the rural fire service and participating 
in local activities in th[eir] respective community groups. This revitalization of rural communities is a positive 
transition.” 

Mr Darroch observed that, according to the HDS 2006, the location of future land release areas for the kinds 
of “lifestyle” farms/dwellings to which the strategy refers is to the south-east of the Gloucester village, and 
directly to the north of the proposed mine site, which gives an indication of the likely preferred uses in these 
areas. 75 Mr Darroch further observed that the change from historically agriculture on large lots towards 
the rural lifestyle agriculture of the “tree changers” is also commented upon in the Agricultural Strategy for 
Gloucester Shire 2015 (“GAS 2015”) which notes that “[t]here are a large number of hobby or life-style farms 
in the Shire. This is primarily the result of retirees and some life-style change people moving to the area 
because of its attractive climate, scenery and location”(p 13). Mr Darroch identified that this “confirms the 
changing trends from large lot cropping and grazing to rural lifestyle land use, which contributes to an un-
derstanding of the ‘likely to be preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the development’”. The GAS 2015 also 
emphasised the “clean and green environment” could be a marketing attribute both for Gloucester tourism 
and agricultural businesses (pp 16-17). 

Mr Ryan agreed with Mr Darroch’s comments on the GAS 2015 that hobby farms and small scale farms had 
both positive and detrimental effects in the Shire. 

Mr. Darroch further considered that the tourism uses described in the GAS 2015 and HDS 2006 were likely 
preferred uses with a propensity to grow in the area. 

In this connection, the Destination Management Plan for 2015-2018 identified tourism as a key component in 
creating a strong economy and noted that a key outcome was “an improved quality and number of tourism 
facilities, products and operators” (p 4).

The planners agreed, and I find, that the likely preferred uses, having regard to the land use trends in the 
vicinity of the Rocky Hill Coal Project, include: agri-business and agriculture; rural dwellings and farm stays; 
large lot residential dwelling houses; tourism accommodation and tourism operators, including agri-tourism; 
and residential and non-residential uses associated with the Gloucester township.

Although Mr. Ryan added mining as a likely preferred use, this was rejected by Mr. Darroch. The requirement 
for the consent authority to examine the likely preferred uses under clause 12 of the Mining SEPP only arises 
for development that is otherwise permissible with consent under the Mining SEPP. If the fact that a mining 
proposal were permissible with consent was enough to lead to a conclusion that mining is a likely preferred 
use, the consideration and balancing process provided for under clause 12 would have little work to do. Mr. 
Darroch stated, in this regard:

“[I]f it were sufficient for permissibility of a use to lead to a conclusion that the use is a Likely Preferred Use, 
there would be no need for the SEPP to refer to land use trends or preferred uses, which necessarily makes 
DR’s [David Ryan’s] argument circular.”

I agree that mining should not be considered to be a likely preferred use in the vicinity of the mining merely 
because the Mining SEPP makes mining permissible with consent in the zones in the vicinity of the proposed 
mine.
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The impact of the proposed mine on the likely preferred uses

Paragraph 12(a)(ii) of the Mining SEPP requires consideration of whether the proposed mine is likely to have a 
significant impact on the likely preferred uses in the vicinity of the proposed mine. The Minister and Glouces-
ter Groundswell contended that the Rocky Hill Coal Project would have significant visual impacts, amenity 
impacts (by reason of the noise and air quality impacts) and social impacts on the likely preferred uses. GRL 
contended that the design and operation of the Rocky Hill Coal Project, and the mitigation measures GRL 
proposes, will ensure that the proposed mine will not have a significant impact on the likely preferred uses. I 
analyze the visual, amenity and social impacts in successive sections of the judgment below. For the reasons 
I give below, I find that, by reason of the visual, amenity and social impacts, the Rocky Hill Coal Project will 
have a significant impact on the likely preferred uses in the vicinity of the proposed mine. 

The incompatibility with the existing, approved or likely preferred uses 

Paragraph 12(a)(iii) of the Mining SEPP requires consideration of any ways in which the proposed mine may 
be incompatible with any of the existing, approved or likely preferred uses. Sub-clause 12(c) of the Mining 
SEPP requires an evaluation of any measures proposed by the applicant to avoid or minimize any incompat-
ibility found under cl 12(a)(iii). 84 The Minister and Gloucester Groundswell contended that the Rocky Hill 
Coal Project will be incompatible with existing, approved and likely preferred uses in the following ways: the 
adverse impact on the rural character of land in the vicinity; the adverse impact on the residential and ru-
ral-residential uses in the vicinity; the adverse impacts on the agricultural uses in the vicinity; and the adverse 
impacts on tourism uses in the vicinity. The Minister and Gloucester Groundswell contended that the mea-
sures proposed by GRL will not avoid or minimize to an acceptable degree the incompatibility of the Rocky 
Hill Coal Project with the rural character and the residential, rural-residential, agricultural and tourism uses in 
the vicinity of the proposed mine. 

GRL contended that the measures it proposed to mitigate the visual, amenity, and social impacts, including 
the amenity barriers to minimize visual and noise impacts, and the proposed conditions of consent, will en-
sure that the Rocky Hill Coal Project is not incompatible with the existing, approved and likely preferred uses 
in the vicinity of the proposed mine.

I address the visual, amenity, and social impacts of the proposed mine in successive sections below. For the 
reasons I give below, I find that the Rocky Hill Coal Project, by reason of its visual, amenity and social impacts, 
will be incompatible with the existing, approved and likely preferred uses in the vicinity and that the measures 
proposed by GRL will not avoid or minimise this incompatibility. 

The comparative public benefits of the mine and other land uses 

Sub-clause 12(b) of the Mining SEPP requires an evaluation and a comparison of the respective public ben-
efits of the proposed mine and the existing, approved and likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the 
proposed mine. GRL contended that the Rocky Hill Coal Project will provide public benefits in terms of an 
economic benefit to NSW in order of $224.5 million, in net present value terms, over the life of the mine; em-
ployment opportunities in the local community, with GRL expressing a desire to have 75% local employees; 
and economic opportunities for local suppliers, with GRL expressing a desire to spend 74% of total non-wage 
operational expenditure in the Taree-Gloucester area. 

The Minister and Gloucester Groundswell contended that the claimed public benefits of the Rocky Hill Coal 
Project are uncertain and have been substantially overstated by GRL. In comparison, the Minister and 
Gloucester Groundswell contended that the public benefits of the existing, approved and likely preferred 
uses, if left unaffected by the proposed mine, are certain and will be substantial. Gloucester Groundswell also 
contended that the proposed mine will have significant public disbenefits by reason of the direct and indirect 
greenhouse gas emissions attributable to the mine, contributing to climate change. 
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I address the public benefits of the mine and other land uses below. For the reasons I give below, I find that 
the public benefits of the Rocky Hill Coal Project have not been proven to outweigh either the public costs of 
the proposed mine or the public benefits of the existing, approved and likely preferred uses in the vicinity if 
those uses were left unaffected by the proposed mine. 

The visual impacts of the mine 

There was some disagreement between the parties’ experts on visual impacts, Mr. Wyatt for GRL and Mr. 
Moir for the Minister, as to the methodology that should be employed to assess the visual impacts of the pro-
posed mine, including the applicability in Australia of the UK Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment. Nevertheless, in the end, there was general agreement on the approach that should be followed 
in order to assist the visual impacts of the Rocky Hill Coal Project. This involved: 

(a) an analysis of the existing visual environment to determine the baseline against which the visual impacts 
of the proposed mine are to be assessed; 

(b) a viewpoint analysis to identify sites likely to be affected by the proposed mine; 

(c) an assessment of the extent of the visual impacts of the proposed mine on the viewpoints, including the 
visual impacts during the life of the mine and, after completion of mining, the cumulative visual impacts of the 
mine and the night lighting impacts of the mine; and 

(d) an assessment of the extent to which the visual impacts are mitigated by the proposed mitigation mea-
sures. 

The existing visual environment 

Analysis of the existing visual environment includes identification and appraisal of the visual catchment, visu-
al quality, landscape character, visual sensitivity and landscape values. 

The visual catchment or view shed of the proposed mine is the study area for the visual impact assessment. 
The view shed is the area that may potentially be visually affected by the proposed mine. Mr. Wyatt explained 
that the view shed is not the same as the extent of visibility, as it might be possible to see components of the 
mine from areas outside the view shed. Rather, the view shed is the area from which there could be a visual 
impact.

Defining the view shed is based on the elevations of the components of the mine and the parameters of 
human vision. Mr. Wyatt noted that the town of Gloucester and the surrounding rural area in which the pro-
posed mine is to be located is a landscape that includes both natural and man-made elements. In this type 
of landscape, the view shed is defined by a distance at which the largest element of the mine would be an 
insignificant or negligible element in a viewer’s field of view. The central field of view in human vision is ap-
proximately 10 degrees (15 degrees whilst sitting). An object which takes up less than 5% of this 10 degrees 
cone of view may be discernible. However, it is an insignificant element in a landscape which has other signs 
of human modification.Mr. Wyatt said that the view shed for the mine is based on a distance at which a 50m 
visual barrier takes up 0.5 degrees of the vertical field of view. The vertical field of view is between 10 degrees 
to 15 degrees. Therefore, the view shed of the mine would extend to a point at which a 50m high exposed 
face of the mine earthworks will take up less than 5% of the normal vertical field of view (i.e. 0.5 degrees). 
The distance of 6km was used by Mr. Wyatt to define the edge of the view shed or study area for this visual 
assessment. 

Mr. Wyatt noted that within a view shed, differing zones of visual impact can be determined based upon the 
distance of the viewer to the exposed face of the largest visual component of the mine. The visual impact of 
the mine at 6km is obviously less than the visual impact of the mine seen from a distance of 0.5km, as the 
apparent height and scale of the mine changes as a person moves nearer or further away. 

Mr. Wyatt noted that at 6km, a fully visible face of the mine earthworks 50m in height would be approximately 
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0.5 degrees in vertical angle, and this is defined as the limit of the view shed. Between 1km to 3km, there 
would be a visually noticeable visual impact where the face of the visual barrier would be visible in the land-
scape in most lighting conditions. The landscape between the view and the mine can reduce visual impact, 
more so if vegetation is closer to the viewer. Between 0.5km to 1km, a visually prominent visual impact occurs 
where the exposed faces of the mine earthworks have increased visibility and are visually prominent in the 
landscape. Vegetation is less effective at screening the mine, unless the vegetation is in close proximity to 
the viewer. At less than 0.5km, a visually dominant visual impact would occur where the component of the 
mine visible at this distance would dominate the landscape. Vegetation, to be effective as a screen, must be 
located immediately adjacent to the viewer. 

The visual quality of the landscape refers to the value of the landscape to the community. Mr Moir explained 
that scenes of high visual quality are those which are valued by a community for the enjoyment, sense of 
place and improved amenity they create. Conversely, scenes of low visual quality are of little value to the com-
munity, with a preference that they be changed and improved, often through the introduction of landscape 
treatments. Mr Moir explained that the assessment of the visual quality of the landscape has regard to the 
following parameters: 

“- visual quality increases as relative relief and topographic ruggedness increases - visual quality increases 
as vegetation pattern variations increase 

- visual quality increases due to the presence of natural and/or agricultural landscapes

- visual quality increases owing to the presence of water forms in the landscape (without the water becoming 
a featureless expanse) and related to water quality and associated activity. 

- visual quality increases with increases in land use compatibility.” 

Visual sensitivity is the measure of how critically a change to the existing landscape is viewed by people from 
different areas. Mr. Moir explained that the assessment of visual sensitivity is based on the number of people 
affected, land use within the view and the distance of the viewer from the proposal. In considering the sen-
sitivity of the receptor, two factors are considered: (a) the susceptibility of the receptor to the type of change 
arising from the specific proposal and (b) the value attached to the receptor. The magnitude of sensitivity is 
affected by: the size and scale of the effect, the geographical extent of the area affected, the duration of the 
effect and its reversibility. 

Mr. Moir explained that sensitivity assessment can be supported using a matrix approach. High, moderate 
and low ratings can be assigned to refer to the degree of visual sensitivity of a particular land use to a visual 
impact within a particular distance of that use. For example, Mr. Moir assessed that residential uses, whether 
residences in a township or rural residences, would have a high visual sensitivity within 0km to 2km and within 
2km to 4.5km, moderate visual sensitivity within 4.5km to 7km and low visual sensitivity at greater than 7km. 
Mr. Wyatt agreed that the visual sensitivity is always considered to be high for residential receptors. 

100 Mr. Wyatt adopted a different approach of assessing landscape sensitivity by reference to landscape 
units. Landscape units are based on the physical characteristics of the area within the view shed. The char-
acteristics that assist in defining the landscape units include geology, vegetation, topography and drainage 
patterns, as well as the extent of man-made modifications and urban development. Mr. Wyatt identified three 
landscape units within the view shed of the mine. These are: 

•	 Gloucester Valley Floor – farmland: This is the landscape unit on which the mine would be sited and 
comprises the majority of the land within the viewshed. The relatively gentle undulations and the 
extensive clearing has created an attractive rural setting with the occasional rural farm residences. 

•	 Gloucester Valley Floor – urban/rural residential areas: The urban areas of Gloucester as well as Avon 
River, Forbesdale and Thunderbolt Estates are located on this valley floor. 
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•	 Gloucester Valley ranges: The ranges to the east and west define the Gloucester Valley and are typ-
ically well forested. 

Mr. Wyatt assessed the sensitivity of these landscape units within the viewshed of the mine to undergo 
change from the mine. He found: 

(a) Gloucester Valley Floor – farmland: Medium sensitivity. This unit is man-modified, contains other 
infrastructure and mining and is not as topographically dramatic as the escarpments on either 
side of the valley. 

(b) (b) Gloucester Valley Floor – urban/rural residential areas: Low-medium sensitivity. This land-
scape unit contains many man-made elements and alterations. Abundance of built form and 
other visual elements lessens the sensitivity of these areas. 

(c) (c) Gloucester Valley escarpments: High. The escarpments define the valley and are the major 
attraction to locals and visitors travelling along The Bucketts Way. The presence of the open rural 
area in the foreground and their forested slopes increases the attractiveness of these escarp-
ments. 

102 In oral evidence, Mr Wyatt accepted that the high percentage of survey respondents who indicated that 
they were concerned about the visual impacts of the proposed mine suggested that there was a high degree 
of sensitivity amongst residents and other persons who responded to the survey. Mr. Moir similarly considered 
that survey information of this kind reflected the high value that the community placed in the scenic amenity 
provided by the landscape surrounding the town of Gloucester. 

The landscape values refer to the relative value attached to individual elements of a landscape. Mr. Moir 
explained that: 

“Assessment of landscape values considers the relative value attached to individual elements of the land-
scape based on how they are perceived by a community, local area, nation or by the international community. 
Evidence of how a landscape is recognized can be observed in statutes and local planning documents, 
historic and cultural elements (location and aspect of built forms in the landscape, songs, art, desire lines), 
tourism activities and promotional material indicating value attached to the identity of the particular area.” 

Mr Moir explained that landscape values can be indicated through factors such as: 

“- Landscape quality – this refers to the intactness of the landscape from visual, functional and ecolog-
ical perspectives and its condition. 

- Scenic quality- this relates to aesthetic values, sense of place and other intangible qualities. 

- Rarity – this refers to the value of the landscape due to unique elements, features or attributes. 

- Representativeness – this refers to the landscape being a good example of its type. 

- Conservation interests – this relates to the presence of features that indicate that the landscape has 
value in its own right. 

- Perceptual qualities – this involves perceptions or experiences of the area, such as experiences of 
being in the wilderness or tranquility. 

- Community consensus – this relates to opinions as expressed by the public on the importance of the 
landscape. 

- Cultural association – this refers to the association of particular people, artists, writers or events in 
history that contribute to perceived landscape value.” 

Mr. Wyatt agreed in oral evidence that, when assessing visual impact, it is important to have an understand-
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ing of the subjective viewpoints or perceptions of those who will see the proposed mine, and that these are 
matters of significance in the visual impact assessment. Further, to the extent that a place is recognized for 
its landscape characteristics or scenic quality across geographical and cultural boundaries, this is relevant 
to the value that is placed on the landscape. 

Mr. Wyatt also said that, to the extent that indigenous communities placed particular value on the landscape, 
this “undoubtedly... would increase the value of the landscape” and that documents indicating there is a 
cultural heritage associated with the area, both from an indigenous and non-indigenous background, are 
relevant to inform the visual assessment. Similarly, Mr. Moir said that where there are “any cultural values 
whether they be Aboriginal or European ... they have to be taken into consideration, and they do contribute 
to the sensitivity of the landscape”. 

The visual impact experts assessed the landscape values in the catchment. Dr. Lamb, who prepared the 
historic heritage assessment in the amended EIS, found: 

“a. The Gloucester Basin section of the valley is of moderate to high aesthetic quality as a result of the inter-
action between the distinctive geological formations and the cleared, rural lands of the valley floor. b. The 
Gloucester Bucketts are of high aesthetic significance and landmark quality... and have also been the inspi-
ration for artistic achievement and were mentioned in historical and commemorative accounts of the values of 
the place. They are important to tourism and the image of the setting of Gloucester and of local significance.’ 
(pp 12-12.)” 

Mr. Moir addressed many of the factors that indicate landscape values. In relation to scenic quality and rarity, 
Mr Moir found: 

“After assessing the landscape character of Gloucester and its setting, it is my opinion that the setting of 
Gloucester is both unique (rare) and of high scenic quality. The landscape formations of the dramatic and 
unusual Bucketts Ranges and furrowed slopes of the Mograni Ranges combined with the mosaic landscape 
patterns of undulating farmland interspersed with the vegetation of the Gloucester and Avon Rivers as they 
move towards their junction on the valley floor, involve a combination of landscape elements that cannot be 
experienced elsewhere in the Gloucester Basin. These elements would have contributed to the original set-
tlers choosing this location to site the town.” 

Further, Mr. Moir says as to scenic quality: 

“In my view the surrounds of the mine site have a high scenic quality that extends from the north of Stratford 
through to the northern side of the town of Gloucester. While the area extending from Wards River to Bar-
rington all have a scenic quality, Lamb fails to recognise that the area as indicated on the figure has a partic-
ularly distinctive and high scenic value possessing a combination of landscape features that are not present 
throughout the Gloucester Basin. In my view, the area surrounding the proposed mine site is a unique and 
distinctive setting, given the presence of the monolithic Bucketts Range which is both unique and imposing, 
particularly when viewed in its juxtaposition with the human scale of the town. The Bucketts Range and its 
surrounding scenery is clearly the dominant element within the surrounding context.” 

As to cultural association, Mr. Moir found: 

“It is an emotive and iconic landscape and the juxtaposition of the dramatic Bucketts with the rolling pasture 
was remarkable enough to feature as the subject of well-known impressionist and leader of the Heidelberg 
School, Arthur Streeton, and late 18th century Australian artist Thomas Boyd (amongst others).”

As to community consensus, Mr Moir referred to how the landscape is viewed in the planning instruments and 
strategies. Mr Moir noted that the land surrounding Gloucester was rezoned in GLEP 2000 for the purpose of 
environmental protection. When the strategic planning and zoning were revisited following completion of the 
2005 Local Environmental Study, the environmental conservation zones around town were extended to the 
south. The 7(d) zone was converted to E2/E3 zones, which have zone objectives as follows: 
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“Zone E2 Environment Conservation 

- To protect, manage and restore areas of high ecological, scientific, cultural or aesthetic value. 

- To prevent development that could destroy, damage or otherwise have an adverse effect on those 
values. 

Zone E3 Environmental Management 

- To protect, manage and restore areas with special ecological, scientific, cultural or aesthetic value. 

- To provide for a limited range of development that does not have an adverse effect on those values. 

- To conserve biological diversity of native vegetation corridors, and their scenic qualities, in a rural 
setting.” 

Mr. Moir noted that the majority of the proposed Rocky Hill Coal Project sits within the E3 Environmen-
tal Management zone. Mr. Moir noted that the Gloucester Shire Council submission in 2013 to the 
Rocky Hill Coal Project, highlighted as grounds of objection that: “The proposed mine compromises 
Council’s ongoing intent to protect the scenic qualities of the town of Gloucester from inappropriate 
development, as specified in the Gloucester Local Environmental Plan 2010.” 

Mr. Moir noted that community consensus was reflected in the responses to surveys of the community con-
ducted by the former Gloucester Shire Council, in response to the original EIS submission in 2013. Around 
80% of survey respondents opposed the mine, with over 75% concerned about impacts on visual amenity, 
water, dust, noise, agriculture and town character. In response to the overwhelming majority of dissent in the 
community, the former Gloucester Shire Council voted to oppose the development of the mine. 

Mr Moir noted that Gloucester Shire Council’s submission in 2013 stated that: 

“There is a strong sense of place and connection of Gloucester residents to their local area. Sense of 
place is comprised of the meanings, beliefs, symbols, values and feelings that individuals or groups 
associate with a particular locality. Gloucester residents, whether living in the area for generations 
or newly arrived, have developed strong connections to this area. That sense of place has been 
challenged by the potential significant changes that may result as a consequence of this large scale 
extractive industry activity. Each major proposal has caused psychological stress for individuals in 
our community.” 

Mr. Moir noted that in August 2016, Mid-Coast Council submitted a comprehensive report objecting 
to the amended proposal on the same grounds as the objection to the original proposal. The 2016 
Mid-Coast Council submission noted that: “The number of submissions the Department of Planning 
and Environment received in response to the 2013 Rocky Hill submission, correlated with the results 
of the former Gloucester Council, was 1399 opposing the mine and 345 in favour.” In response to 
the amended mine proposal in 2016, 2634 individual submissions were received by the Department 
of Planning and Environment during the public exhibition phase. Of these submissions, 2376 were 
objecting to the proposal. 72% of submissions opposed to the mine listed visual impacts as a key 
reason for their objection. Mr. Moir noted that in October 2017, the newly elected Mid-Coast Council 
voted again to maintain the objection to the proposed mine, reiterating the statement made by the 
Council administrator, Mr. John Turner in 2016, that “this coal mine proposal is simply in the wrong 
place” and is “simply too close to residential areas”. 

Mr. Moir drew the conclusion from these consistent objections to the proposed mine by Gloucester Shire 
Council, Mid-Coast Council and members of the community that the visual landscape forms a significant 
part of the character of the Gloucester town and region and is highly valued by the community and the many 
visitors to the area. There is a significant concern amongst the community that there will be a negative impact 
on the perception of the town, its character and its economy if the Rocky Hill Coal Project were to proceed. 
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117 Mr Moir opined that, having regard to the Gloucester Shire Council, Mid-Coast Council and other agency 
and community submissions, it is clear that the proximity of the proposed mine to the town of Gloucester, and 
in particular its relationship to key character elements that dominate the setting of the town (i.e. The Bucketts 
and Mograni Ranges and the Avon River floodplain), is a significant concern for the Gloucester community 
and a threat to the values that inform their connection with the landscape and sense of place. 

Mr. Wyatt did not assess the landscape values of his three landscape units in the view shed of the mine. Nev-
ertheless, Mr. Wyatt did accept that: 

“The Gloucester Valley with a gently undulating valley floor, enclosed on both sides by the ranges, 
creates a scenic appearance that is attractive to visitors and locals alike. This is an attractive land-
scape with high visual appeal.” 

Both Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt identified the Gloucester valley as being of high significance, for social, cultural 
or spiritual reasons to the Barrington Gloucester – Stroud Preservation Alliance, a community group. 

The landscape of the Gloucester valley also has cultural association and importance to Aboriginal people. 
Although neither Mr. Wyatt nor Mr. Moir specifically considered the significance and value of the landscape to 
Aboriginal people, there was evidence before the Court establishing the particular value that the landscape 
holds for Indigenous people. Mr. Manikas, an Aboriginal man who gave evidence on behalf of the Cook family, 
said: 

“Jack Cook was the last of the traditionally initiated elders from the region in his era prior  being dis-
placed from Gloucester. Jack realized with the displacement of the aboriginal people from the area 
the traditional ways were ending therefore he buried the King Stone on the Bucketts, because it was 
regarded as ‘the most sacred tribal ground’. This King Stone was similar in significance to Uluru to 
the local people of Gloucester. 

... 

From the King Stone and the initiation routes, the scar trees, burial sites and birthing sites. All these 
locations are scattered though the Gloucester area and proposed mining site or adjacent to the site. 
Many cannot be identified due to the sacred nature of the sites. If the mine progresses, all this history 
will become a mystery to the descendants of Jack and Jessie Cook” 

A submission on behalf of Aboriginal elder, Kim Eveleigh, also reflected a deep indigenous connection to 
country: 

“We are the Aboriginal people of this land, so don’t you dare ignore us, pay attention and listen as this 
is our Spiritual connection to our land, we the Gooreengai people belong to the Significa[nt] Buckan 
Valley in Gloucester it is our past, present and future. If you allow it to be destroyed you cannot fix 
it, stop it before it begins. Everything from our Ancestors has been removed all we have left is our 
Dreaming of our land... 

This is our land that has a strong spiritual history of the Dreaming, scar trees, grave sites, stories of 
Elders that dance upon this ground, men, women and family bora rings. ... 

Along the range there are many birthing water holes and shelters and there were once women’s 
paintings that were destroyed by Europeans. The valley is a Significant Sacred place as this is our 
Ancestors daughters birthing and naming area, as they travelled over this part of the land they shared 
knowledge of our Ancestor’s medicines, hunting and gathering of food, the weaving of fishing bas-
kets while singing to the spirits of the Ancestors...” 

Although each of Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt accepted the scenic qualities of the Rocky Hill site and its vicinity, 
Mr. Moir considered that both the visual impact report of Mr. Wyatt and the visual impact assessment in the 
amended EIS of Dr. Lamb proceeded from an erroneous premise in that they failed to adequately recognize 
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the significance of the visual and landscape values of the town and community of Gloucester and thus down-
played the landscape character. In effect, Mr. Moir noted that Mr. Wyatt and Dr. Lamb approached the Rocky 
Hill Site in isolation from its visual setting and without recognizing the view shed within which it is located; 
thus positing the site as effectively comprising a parcel of readily replaceable agricultural land which could 
be found anywhere in the Gloucester basin. However, as Mr. Moir observed: 

“... the area surrounding the proposed mine site is a unique and distinctive setting, given the pres-
ence of the monolithic Bucketts Range which is both unique and imposing, particularly when viewed 
in its juxtaposition with the human scale of the town. The Bucketts Range and it[s] surrounding scen-
ery is clearly the dominant element within the surrounding context.” 

123 I accept the evidence of Mr. Moir and of the Aboriginal people who gave evidence that the landscape 
within the visual catchment of the proposed mine is of high visual quality and has high landscape values, for 
the reasons given by Mr. Moir and by the Aboriginal people. The land uses in the vicinity of the proposed mine 
of residential, rural-residential, tourism and agri-tourism have high sensitivity to changes in the landscape 
caused by the proposed mine. 

The viewpoints likely to be affected 

124 The visual impact experts used a number of viewpoints to assess the visual impact of the proposed mine. 
Dr Lamb, in the visual impact assessment in the amended EIS, identified 59 representative viewing places or 
“viewing situations”. Dr Lamb grouped the viewing situations into four categories on the basis of their visual 
exposure to the proposed Rocky Hill Coal Project and the composition of the views they would experience: 

“-Category 1: Distant, elevated view places to the north and northwest (e.g. Kia Ora Lookout and The 
Bucketts walking track); 

-Category 2: View places to the northwest and north-northwest of the Mine Area (part of the The 
Bucketts Way, rural residences adjacent to The Bucketts Way and rural-residential estates accessed 
off Jacks Road); 

-Category 3: View places west of the Mine Area (The Bucketts Way and some of the rural residences 
in the Forbesdale Estate locality); and 

-Category 4: Views from Fairbairns Road southwest and south of the Mine Area.” 

Dr. Lamb prepared photomontages for six viewing places, being VP15 The Bucketts Way opposite number 
4257; VP16 Grantham Road; VP25 Jacks Road; VP33 Kia Ora Lookout; VP36 The Bucketts Walking Track site 
2 and VP45 The Bucketts Way near number 4434. 

Dr. Lamb determined the number of residences with likely or possible views from internal living areas in cat-
egories 2, 3 and 4, taking into consideration formal orientation, topographic location and the blocking and 
screening effects of vegetation and buildings, as being: 

“-Category 2: 84 residences, 19 with likely or possible views from internal living areas. 

-Category 3: 27 residences, 14 with likely or possible views from internal living areas. 

-Category 4: 2 residences, 1 with likely or possible views from internal living areas.” 

Mr. Wyatt selected 17 viewpoints in the residential estates and rural residential properties within about 2.5km 
of the proposed mine, along The Bucketts Way and at the public lookouts of Kia Ora Lookout and Mograni 
Lookout. Mr. Wyatt prepared photomontages for four viewpoints being VP1 corner Jacks Road and Waukivory 
Road (1.1km from the mine); VP5 Grantham Road, east of Fairbairns Road (1.1km from the mine); VP6 Fair-
bairns Road (0.6km from the mine); and VP16 The Bucketts Way #6 (2.7km from the mine). 

Mr. Moir used the viewpoints selected by Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt and added other viewpoints in proximity 
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to the viewpoints of Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt. Mr. Moir also prepared photomontages for six viewpoints being 
VP01 Forbesdale Close (off Fairbairns Lane); VP03 Fairbairns Lane; VP05 Jacks Road (same as Dr. Lamb’s 
VP25); VP06 Jacks Road; VP13 Bucketts Way; VP14 Bucketts Walking Track (same as Dr. Lamb’s VP36). The 
original photomontages contained errors in locating the mine in the photomontages but these errors were 
corrected in the photomontages attached to the joint report of the visual experts. 

Mr Moir also considered that the proposed mine will have dynamic visual impacts for persons driving north 
along The Bucketts Way towards Gloucester and for passengers on the train heading north into Gloucester: 

“It is my opinion that both the Lamb and Wyatt reports have not considered the impact of the proposal 
when viewed from The Bucketts Way upon the character of the town of Gloucester. For many, the first 
impression of Gloucester is formed when travelling north along The Bucketts Way when the valley 
opens up in the approach to Gloucester and the town is first viewed nestled between the towering 
Bucketts Range to the west and the Mograni Range to the east. If the proposal were to proceed the 
Rocky Hill mine would become part of this experience. This would drastically change the character 
and the perception of the town for visitors and residents. As much of the tourism in the area is based 
on the scenic quality of the area and its surrounds, these perceptions are likely to be negative. 

This is also likely to be the case for passengers on the train heading north into Gloucester. If the 
proposal proceeds, railway passengers will have views to the Rocky Hill mine and the private road 
connecting Rocky Hill with Stratford. In this event, passengers on the train would experience a great-
er cumulative effect of the mining in the Gloucester Basin as the railway passes close to the Duralie 
mine and has views to the Stratford mine. Due to the proposed private road connecting the Stratford 
mine rail facility with the proposed Rocky Hill Coal Mine, the rail travellers arriving into Gloucester will 
experience nearly 10km of continuous mining activity prior to their arrival into Gloucester Station.” 

Methodology for assessing the visual impacts 

Although the visual impacts experts differed in their assessments of the level of visual impacts of the Rocky 
Hill Coal Project, there was similarity in the basic methodology used. The overall level of visual impact was 
determined by weighting the level of visual effect by the visual sensitivity of the view place and viewer. 

131 Mr. Moir explained that: “‘Visual effect’ is defined as the interaction between the proposal and the existing 
visual environment. It is often expressed as the level of visual contrast of the proposal against its setting or the 
background in which it is viewed.” Mr. Moir explained that visual effect is measured as either low, moderate 
or high depending on the level of visual contrast: 

“Low visual effect occurs when a proposal blends in with its existing landscape when viewed due to a higher 
level of integration of one or several of the following: form, shape, pattern, line, texture or colour. It can also 
result from the use of effective screening, often using a combination of landform and vegetation. 

Moderate visual effect occurs where a proposal is visible and contrasts with its viewed landscape, however, 
there has been some degree of integration (e.g. good siting principles employed, retention of significant 
existing vegetation, provision of screen landscaping, appropriate colour selection and/or suitably scaled 
development). 

High visual effect results when a proposal has a high visual contrast to the surrounding landscape with little 
or no natural screening or integration created by vegetation or topography.” 

Mr. Moir explained that the combined impact of visual sensitivity against visual effect can be shown in a ma-
trix. 

For example, for viewpoints in residential properties (such as the dwellings in the large lot residential estates) 
with a high visual sensitivity, if the visual effect is high, because of the high visual contrast between the pro-
posed mine, including the amenity barriers, and the existing visual environment, the overall visual impact will 
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be high. 

Although Mr. Wyatt adopted a similar approach of weighting the level of visual effect by the visual sensitivity, 
he adopted different criteria for determining the scale of visual effects. For public domain viewpoints, Mr. 
Wyatt used four criteria to assess the visual effects: 

“- Visibility: The visibility of the mine can be affected by intervening topography, vegetation and buildings. 

- Distance: The distance of the viewer from the proposed nearest component of the mine. The level of visual 
impact decreases as distance increases. 

- Landscape character and viewer sensitivity: The character of the surrounding landscape, both around the 
site and adjacent to the viewing location, must be considered. Generally, a man-modified landscape is con-
sidered of lower sensitivity and a pristine landscape is considered highly sensitive. A residential townscape 
would be given a higher sensitivity than an industrial landscape. 

- Number of viewers: The level of visual impact decreases where there are fewer people able to view the mine. 
Alternatively, the level of visual impact increases where views are from a recognized vantage point. Viewer 
numbers from a recognized vantage point would be rated as high.” 

Mr. Wyatt’s assessment of visual effect from private domain viewpoints was slightly different to the assess-
ment from public domain viewpoints. He said that: 

“An assessment of viewer numbers is not relevant and the landscape sensitivity is always rated as ‘high’ as 
it must be recognized that people feel most strongly about the view from their house and from their outdoor 
living spaces. Furthermore, occupants of residential properties are regularly observing from their house, 
whereas persons viewing the Mine Area from publicly accessible viewpoints are typically only at those points 
for comparatively short periods of time. 

The visibility of the mine and the distance between the residential location and the Mine Area are the two 
criteria that vary within an assessment of the visual impact from a residential property. Viewer sensitivity is 
always rated at ‘high’.” 

Mr. Wyatt used the same scale of effects for the assessment of the visual impact from both public domain 
viewpoints and private domain viewpoints. Mr. Wyatt graded the scale of effects from nil to high: 

“Nil – there would be no perceptible visual change. 

Negligible – minute level of effect that is barely discernible over ordinary day-to-day effects. The assess-
ment of a ‘negligible’ level of visual impact is usually based on distance. That is, the mine would either be at 
such a distance that, when visible in good weather, the mine would be a minute element in the view within a 
man-modified landscape or it would be predominantly screened by intervening topography and vegetation. 

Low – visual impacts that are noticeable but that will not cause any significant adverse impacts. The assess-
ment of a “low” level of visual impact would be derived if the rating of any one of four criteria, that is visibility, 
distance, viewer numbers and landscape sensitivity, is assessed as low. Therefore, a mine in a landscape 
which is man-modified, and which already contains many buildings or other similar earthworks, may be rated 
as a low level of visual impact. Similarly, if the distance from which it is viewed means that its scale is similar 
to other elements in the landscape it would also be assessed as a low level of visual impact. 

Medium – visual impact occurs when significant effects may be able to be mitigated/remedied. The assess-
ment of a “medium” visual impact will depend upon all four assessment criteria being assessed as higher 
than “low”. 

High or unacceptable adverse effect – extensive adverse effects that cannot be avoided, remedied or 
mitigated. The assessment of a “high or unacceptable adverse effect” from a publicly accessible viewpoint 
requires the assessment of all four factors to be high. For example, a highly sensitive landscape, viewed by 
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many people, with a mine in close proximity and largely visible would lead to an assessment of an unaccept-
able adverse effect.” 

Mr. Wyatt’s criteria and scale of effects were criticized by the Minister in at least three respects. First, Mr. Wyatt 
takes account of whether the visual effects “may be able to be mitigated/remedied”, regardless of whether 
they are actually mitigated or remedied. The visual effects of the proposed mine are the actual visual effects 
of the change in the landscape caused by the proposed mine. These actual visual effects remain unless and 
until they are mitigated or remedied. Only the actuality and not the potentiality of mitigation of the visual effects 
can reduce the level of visual effect. As Mr. Moir said in oral evidence, the visual effect is to be assessed at a 
particular point of time. If there is no mitigation at that point of time, the visual effect is to be assessed at that 
point of time without considering the mitigation. 

Second, on Mr.Wyatt’s approach, an assessment of high or unacceptable adverse effect from a public do-
main viewpoint, such as a lookout or scenic walking track, can only be reached if all four factors are assessed 
to be high. Mr. Moir observed that this would mean that the visual impact from a public domain viewpoint 
with low viewer numbers will be low, even if the proposed mine has high visibility, is close in distance and the 
landscape has high sensitivity. 

Third, Mr. Moir criticized Mr. Wyatt’s application of the criteria and scale of effects to the viewpoints used by 
Mr. Wyatt, particularly the residential viewpoints where Mr. Wyatt said he always rated viewer sensitivity as 
high. The only two criteria used by Mr. Wyatt for residential viewpoints that varied were the visibility of the mine 
and the distance between the residential location and the mine. Mr. Wyatt did not rate the visual impact from 
any residential viewpoint as being high or unacceptable. Of the eight residential viewpoints, two were rated 
by Mr. Wyatt as medium impact with this reducing to low within 3 years and negligible within 7 years due to 
the construction and planting of the amenity barriers. Five residential viewpoints were rated by Mr. Wyatt as 
low moving to negligible and one residential viewpoint was rated by Mr. Wyatt as negligible. Mr. Moir notes 
that for these viewpoints, there is no description of how the criteria in the methodology were applied by Mr. 
Wyatt to achieve the determined ratings. 

I find that there is a force in these criticisms of Mr. Wyatt’s criteria and scale of effects. These deficiencies in 
approach affect the reliability of Mr. Wyatt’s assessment of the visual impacts of the Rocky Hill Coal Project. 

The assessment of the overall visual impacts of the proposed mine also involves consideration of the cumu-
lative visual effects and the effects of night lighting. Mr Moir explained the cumulative effects of the develop-
ment: 

“Cumulative landscape and visual effects result from additional changes to the landscape or visual amenity 
caused by the proposed development in conjunction with other developments (associated with it or separate 
to it) or actions that occurred in the past, present or are likely to occur in the foreseeable future. 

Cumulative effects may also affect the way a landscape is experienced and can be positive or negative. 

The review of the cumulative impact is likely to include: 

- The impact of the development, when added to the combined impacts of all other existing developments 
(whether they are the same type of development or different) and environmental characteristics of the area; 

- The impact of other types of change predicted to occur in the area; and - The impact of the whole develop-
ment (this includes different scheme components that also require planning consent). In determining cumula-
tive effects of the proposed project together with other projects, consideration is given to whether the subject 
proposal is of significantly different character and can therefore create a new landscape type.” 

Mr Moir explained the effects of night lighting: 

“Light pollution has impact on ecology, wildlife and human health. There is evidence that alteration to the 
night time environment has negative implications on physiology, behaviour, mortality and reproductive stress 
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across a wide range of species... 

The consequences of night time light pollution due to new development can be mitigated in the following 
ways: prevention of areas being artificially lit; limitation of the duration of lighting; reduction of the ‘trespass’ of 
lighting into areas that are not intended to be lit (such as the night sky); change the intensity of lighting; and 
change the spectral composition of such lighting.” 

The experts’ assessment of the visual impacts 

The visual impact experts differed in their assessments of the visual effect and the visual sensitivity, and 
hence in their determination of the overall visual impacts. 

Dr. Lamb, in the visual impact assessment in the amended EIS, concluded that the overall levels of visual 
effects would be: 

“- There would be an overall low level of visual effects on Gloucester township and on views from the 
distant lookout sites. 

- There would be a moderate level of visual effects on category 4 and a moderate-high level on cat-
egory 2 and 3 viewing situations, particularly in the first 3 years of operation.” 

Dr. Lamb weighted these levels of visual effects by two criteria, visual compatibility and view place and viewer 
sensitivity, to arrive at an assessment of the level of visual impacts. Dr Lamb considered that the compatibility 
of the Rocky Hill Coal Project with the physical and visual attributes of the landscape should lead to a down-
weight on the significance of impacts relative to the extent of the visual effects. However, Dr. Lamb considered 
that the sensitivity, both view place and viewer sensitivity, should be recognised as giving an up-weight to the 
significance of impacts because: 

“-There are high viewer sensitivity situations in the public domain in Category 3 places, including 
limited sections of The Bucketts Way and some roads in Forbesdale. 

- There are moderate-high viewer sensitivity situations in some Category 3 places in Forbesdale and 
some rural-residential properties accessed off The Bucketts Way and Jacks Road. 

- Evening lighting is a factor that increases sensitivity.” 

Dr. Lamb’s conclusion of the overall level of visual impacts was: 

“- There would be moderate visual impacts on some locations in the public and the private domains. 
The impacts would be greatest during the first 3 years of the operation. 

- The impacts would not be the result of visibility of the mining activity, but would be caused by the 
need to construct the western and northern amenity barrier to limit visibility of mining activity and its 
audibility. The use of overburden to construct a final landform behind them when finally revealed, 
though higher than the existing landform of the Mine Area, would lead to low residual impacts. 

- For the life of the amended Project, some parts of the landform would be changing toward achieving 
the final landform. As a result, from time to time, small sections on the upper surface of the overbur-
den emplacements would not have been vegetated and would be exposed to view.” 

Mr. Wyatt concluded that the overall visual impact from public domain viewpoints, whether highways, local 
roads or recreation reserves, would be low. On Mr. Wyatt’s scale, “low” visual impacts are “visual impacts that 
are noticeable but that will not cause any significant adverse impacts”. 

Mr. Wyatt assessed the overall visual impact from urban areas and rural-residential estates situated at some 
distance from the mine to be “negligible”. On Mr. Wyatt’s scale of effects, a “negligible” visual impact is a 
“minute level of effect that is barely discernible over ordinary day-to-day effects”. Mr. Wyatt’s reason for as-
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sessing the visual impacts as negligible was because: “Much of the urban and rural residential areas within 
the view shed are well screened by topography as shown in the Seen Area Analysis mapping and additional 
screening is provided by existing planting that would also screen or filter views to the mine. Foreground veg-
etation and buildings will further screen the mine from view.” 

Mr. Wyatt differed in his assessment of visual impacts from various rural residential properties within the view 
shed. He considered that: “Many rural residential properties within the view shed have extensive vegetation 
(planted and natural) around the house and associated outside entertainment areas. Therefore, views to the 
mine from these residences are often screened from view.” Mr. Wyatt did not assign a rating from his scale 
of effects to the visual impact from these rural residential properties. Next, Mr. Wyatt considered residential 
properties with clear sightlines to the mine. He concluded that: 

“Where there are clear sightlines, the gently undulating nature of much of the topography within the 
view shed, means that the earthworks associated with the mine would have a relatively minor impact.” 
Again, Mr. Wyatt did not assign a rating from his scale of effects to the visual impact from these prop-
erties. The only residences that Mr. Wyatt did assign a rating from his scale of effects were for the 
nearest houses (those within 1km of the mine boundary). Mr. Wyatt said: 

“The nearest houses (those within 1km from the Mine Area boundary) will have a Medium level of vi-
sual impact whilst the nearest amenity barrier is being created. A medium level of visual impact would 
occur when ‘significant effects may be able to be mitigated/remedied. The assessment of a ‘medium’ 
visual impact would depend on all four assessment criteria being assessed as higher than ‘low’. 

In this assessment the Medium level of visual impact is a conservative assessment that is only appli-
cable to the closest houses, with clear views and where it is recognized that such a level of impact is 
only likely in the short term. This is a landscape that is regularly ploughed and whose soil is disturbed 
and then re-sown as pasture. 

Once pasture and the re-vegetation of trees and shrubs occur, the visual impact would be mitigated 
through the life of the mine. 

At completion, the western and northern amenity barrier would be removed from inside and the mate-
rial replaced in the void to create a landscape which is similar to the pre-mine landscape. The visual 
impact at this time would be Nil.’ 

Critical to Mr. Wyatt’s assessment of the overall visual impacts being mostly negligible or low was his belief 
in the effectiveness of the amenity barriers in screening the visual impacts of the mine and that the amenity 
barriers themselves will not have visual impacts. The only time period when Mr. Wyatt considered that the 
closest houses will experience a medium level of visual impact is during the first 3 years of mine operations 
when the amenity barriers are being created. Once the amenity barriers are created, Mr. Wyatt considered 
that the visual impact is reduced to negligible. 

Mr. Wyatt considered that the cumulative visual impact of the mine would be negligible. His reason was that: 

“There are other mines in the Gloucester Valley. The addition of this mine into this rural landscape 
would not significantly change the overall character of the valley and the adjoining escarpments. The 
distances between adjacent mines, even if they were visible, ensures that the mines are separate 
elements in the landscape rather than being a continuous edge to highways or local roads.” 

Mr. Wyatt considered that the visual impact of the night lighting associated with the mine would be negligible. 
His reason was that: 

“The Gloucester Valley is not without light sources. The limited hours of mining operation beyond 
dusk would reduce the night time impacts of the majority of the mine associated lighting. After eve-
ning mining operations are completed, the remaining lighting would be security lighting not dissimilar 
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to other lighting visible from The Bucketts Way and other roads in the viewshed.” 

Mr. Moir assessed the overall visual impacts of the proposed mine from private domain viewpoints in resi-
dential and rural-residential properties to be high and from public domain viewpoints nearer the mine, such 
as along The Bucketts Way, to be high and from public domain viewpoints at greater distance from the mine, 
such as The Bucketts walking trail and more distant parts of The Bucketts Way, to be moderate. 

Mr. Moir considered that both Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt had significantly downplayed the impacts of the pro-
posed mine on the residences on the eastern side of The Bucketts Way along Fairbairns Road, Grantham 
Road, Forbesdale Close and Jacks Road. Mr. Moir considered that the overall visual impacts upon these 
residences would be high. Mr. Moir considered that both Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt had also overstated the 
effectiveness of the northern and western amenity barriers in mitigating the impacts of the proposed mine for 
these residences. 

Mr. Moir considered that both Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt had also underestimated the visual effects of the ongo-
ing earthworks of the proposed mine. Mr. Moir stated: 

“Both Lamb and Wyatt suggest that once the Northern and Western Amenity Barriers are construct-
ed that the impacts will be negligible as the workings of the mine will be concealed behind these 
barriers. While it may be the case that the mine workings are concealed, there will be significant 
impacts over a three year period as the amenity barriers are constructed and ongoing impact over 
the life of the mine as the overburden is placed, at heights well above the amenity barriers, on the 
foothills of the ranges to the east. In addition to this, once the mine ceases working, there will be a 
further three years of deconstruction of the amenity barriers and associated earthworks to achieve 
the final landform, that will then have to be remediated. Even if the vegetation of the amenity barriers 
is as successful as both the Lamb and Wyatt report[s] assume it will be, it is my assessment that the 
earthworks surrounding the mine workings will result in ongoing moderate to high impact on residents 
and public domain and upon the character of Gloucester for the entire life of the mine. Further, even 
once complete remediation of the final landform has been achieved (assuming this can be achieved) 
the landscape will not mimic the existing landscape as the modified soil conditions, shallow subsoils, 
changes in site hydrology and the broad scale methods of planting proposed will not result in vege-
tation patterns or communities that are consistent with the adjoining land that has not been disturbed 
by mining. This disturbed landscape will always appear different to its surrounds.” 

Mr. Moir noted that GRL’s mitigation of the visual impacts of the proposed mine is dependent on the success-
ful revegetation of the amenity barriers and areas of permanent overburden emplacement. Mr. Moir consid-
ered, however, that there was a considerable risk of partial or total failure of the vegetation: 

“The proponent’s mitigation strategy is dependent on the successful implementation of planting on 
the Northern and Western Amenity Barriers and the area of permanent overburden. It is my opinion 
that the assumptions on growth rates and the success of the revegetation of the amenity barriers and 
the permanent overburden are optimistic at best. The current soil profiles of the alluvial floodplain 
landscape and lower slopes where the mine and amenity barriers are located are characterized by 
deep top soils down to 50cm and subsoils down to below 140cm. Planting on the amenity barriers 
will be in 15cm of topsoil and 25cm of subsoil. These soils will be placed on compacted overburden, 
which is primarily rock. The slopes of the Northern and Western amenity barriers are also North and 
West facing which will be fully exposed to the brunt of the afternoon summer sun. These are challeng-
ing conditions for vegetation to establish and survive, and, considering the shallow depth of the soil, 
the compacted subgrade and aspect, and the likelihood of soils becoming heated and hydrophobic, 
it is my opinion that there is considerable risk of total or localized failures of the vegetation.” 

In the visual experts’ joint report Mr. Moir said: 

“It is not my opinion that landscape or pasture cannot be established on the outward slopes of the 
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barriers. However, it remains my opinion that there is a risk of partial or wholesale failure of the reha-
bilitation due to a combination of factors including:    

- the aspect of the barrier (west facing),

-slope (10-18 degrees which makes retention of water difficult), 

- extent of compaction of the subgrade combined with the relatively shallow subsoil layer (250mm) 
and topsoil (150mm) which will make it difficult for trees to establish, 

- and presence of salinity in the overburden. 

It is my opinion that while the vegetation may establish, it is highly unlikely that it will appear similar 
to the improved pasture fragmented by roads and pockets of established and remnant trees that 
currently exist on the alluvial soils of the valley floor.” 

Mr. Moir also disagreed with Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt’s conclusion that the rehabilitated landscape after min-
ing has been completed will have nil visual impact. Mr. Moir concluded that: toward the Mograni Lookout, 
and the public walking track along the ridge of  
The Bucketts. 

“…although the attempt has been made to avoid ‘engineered’ landforms, it is my opinion that the re-
habilitated landform and its vegetation will always contrast with the surrounding landscape due to the 
changes in topography, hydrology, soil depth and the timing of rehabilitation which tends to reduce 
variation in vegetation type, size and diversity.”

Mr. Moir therefore concluded that the visual impact of the mine would continue indefinitely.

As noted earlier, Mr. Moir also considered that the proposed mine will have a visual impact for persons trav-
elling northward along The Bucketts Way and in a train on the railway towards Gloucester. Mr. Moir consid-
ered that there would be a cumulative impact for passengers on the north coast rail line heading north as 
the infrastructure and coal transport activity on the connecting road between the proposed Rocky Hill Mine 
and the Stratford Mine would be visible. Mr. Moir also considered that there would be viewpoints along The 
Bucketts Way into the proposed mining site, which would have a cumulative impact on persons driving along 
The Bucketts Way to Gloucester.

I agree with Mr Moir’s assessment of the overall visual impacts of the Rocky Hill Coal Project.

High visual effect

I find that the visual effect of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will be high. The proposed mine will have a high visual 
contrast with the surrounding landscape, which will not be ameliorated by the amenity barriers or the reveg-
etation of the amenity barriers, permanent overburden emplacements or rehabilitated post mining landforms. 

Visibility

The Rocky Hill Coal Project will be visible from many private domain viewpoints at residential properties in 
the vicinity, including along Jacks Road and Waukivory Road, the large lot residential estates of Thunder-
bolt Estate, Avon Road Estate and Forbesdale Estate and Grantham Road, and rural properties, including 
properties off The Bucketts Way and Fairbairns Road. The Rocky Hill Coal Project will be visible from public 
domain viewpoints, including the public roads of Jacks Road, Waukivory Road, Maslens Lane, Grantham 
Road, Forbesdale Close, Fairbairns Road and The Bucketts Way, the public North Coast Railway, the public 
lookouts of Kia Ora Lookout and The Bucketts Waytoward the Mograni Lookout, and the public walking track 
along the ridge of The Bucketts.

The visual impact experts identified many of these viewing places. Mr Wyatt’s seen area analysis graphically 
displayed the large extent of areas from which all or part of the amenity barriers would be visible (Figure 18 of 
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Wyatt’s report June 2018, p 25). I also had the advantage of visiting a number of the viewing places during the 
Court view and seeing the high visibility of the Rocky Hill site, which had been helpfully marked with orange 
flags indicating the location of the amenity barriers, yellow flags indicating the extent of the mining pits, and 
orange and white banners indicating other points in the mine. The various flags and banners could be readily 
identified from many viewing places, indicating the visibility of the Rocky Hill site.

Distance

165 The viewing places from which the Rocky Hill site is visible are at various distances from the site. The 
residential properties are closest to the site. The closest residential properties (not owned by GRL) to the west 
of the mine site are in the Forbesdale Estate off Grantham Road and Fairbairns Road. The Jacksons’ property, 
which will have a direct sight line to the western amenity barrier, is around 500m from the property boundary 
and 835m from the closest point of disturbance (the western edge of the amenity barrier). At this distance of 
between 0.5 to 1km, the amenity barrier will be visually prominent in the landscape (Wyatt report June 2018, 
p 19). About 12 dwelling houses on properties off Fairbairns Road, Grantham Road and Forbesdale Close 
are within 1.7km of the closest point of disturbance (according to GRL’s response to submissions, p 2-406). At 
distances between 1km to 3km, the amenity barriers will be visible in the landscape and “a visually noticeable 
visual impact would occur” (Wyatt report June 2018, p 19). The residence of Collins and Barrett, accessed 
off Fairbairns Road and to the south of the Forbesdale Estate, is the closest residence to the mining pit. It is 
860m from the closest point of disturbance (the western amenity barrier). Again, at this distance of less than 
a kilometre, the amenity barriers would be visually prominent in the landscape.

The nearest residences not owned by GRL to the north of the Mine Area are along Jacks Road and in the 
Avon River Estate. The closest residence in the Avon River Estate is 1.98km from the closest point of distur-
bance (the northern and western edges of the amenity barriers). Other residences in the Avon River Estate 
and Thunderbolt Estate are located 2km to 3km from the closest point of disturbance (GRL’s response to 
submissions, p 2-406). The Robinsons’ dwelling house off Jacks Road, with clear sight lines to the northern 
amenity barrier and the area of permanent overburden emplacement in the north of the mine site, is about 
2.1km from the closest point of disturbance (GRL’s response to submissions, p 601-603 and amended EIS, 
Appendix 7, Table A 7.3, pA7-14). The Robinsons’ rural property, however, extends southwards and becomes 
much closer to the boundary of the Rocky Hill site and the amenity barriers of the mine will be clearly visible 
from much of their property.

To the east of the mine area, there are a couple of dwellings off McKinley’s Lane that are 365m and 420m 
respectively from the closest points of disturbance (the northern extent of the permanent overburden em-
placement) (GRL’s response to submissions, p 2-408). GRL has an option to acquire these properties if the 
mine proceeds.

The Berecry rural property is to the east and south east of the Rocky Hill site. Elevated vantage points on the 
Berecry property (referred to as “sunset champagne spot” and “orchid rock”) afford uninterrupted views over 
the mine area, including into the mine pit. The access to the Berecry property is by Fairbairns Road, which 
will cross the private haul road used to haul coal from the Rocky Hill Mine to the Stratford Mine Complex. 
Elements of the Rocky Hill Coal Project, including the haul road and trucks and the amenity barriers, will be 
clearly visible to the Berecrys when they access their property. The residences on the Berecry property are 
further away (over 1.5km from the closest point of disturbance) and, being over the ridge, will not have a view 
to the mine area.

Rural properties off The Bucketts Way will have sight lines to the mine area. The Frasers’ rural property (used 
for dairy farming) is within about 1.5km of the closest point of disturbance (the western amenity barriers) 
(GRL’s response tosubmission, fig 2.25.4, p 2-411). The residence on the Frasers’ property is further away 
(2.2km) (amended EIS, Appendix 7, Table A 7.3, pA7-14). The rural property rises to the west away from the 
Avon River and has sight lines to the mine area. The western amenity barrier and the permanent overburden 
emplacements on the footslopes of the Mograni Range will be visible. At distances between 1km to 3km, 
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these mine earthworks would have a visually noticeable visual impact.

The mine area will be visible from various viewing places along the North Coast Railway and The Bucketts 
Way. At its closest, the railway line is 1.12km from the nearest point of disturbance (the western and northern 
amenity barriers) and sweeps around the Forbesdale Estate between 1.12km to 2km from the amenity barri-
ers. To the south of the Forbesdale Estate, the railway line is between 2km and 3km from the western amenity 
barrier (GRL’s response to submissions, Figure 2.25.4, p 2-411). The Bucketts Way is further west than the 
railway line. The Bucketts Way, at the intersection of Fairbairns Road with The Bucketts Way, is 2km from the 
closest point of disturbance (the western and northern amenity barriers). To the north and to the south of 
that intersection, The Bucketts Way moves further away to be between 2km to 3km from the amenity barriers 
(GRL’s response to submissions, Figure 2.25.4, p 2-411). Noticeable visual impacts would occur from viewing 
places along the railway line and The Bucketts Way at distances between 1km to 3km, where the amenity 
barriers would be visible in the landscape.

Jacks Road and Waukivory Road, north of the Rocky Hill site, come progressively closer to the mine area. 
Jacks Road at the intersection with Maslens Lane is 1.88km from the closest point of disturbance (the north-
ern amenity barrier). The intersection of Jacks Road with Waukivory Road is 1.1km from the mine area (Wyatt 
Report June 2018, p 29). After Jacks Road becomes Waukivory Road, the distance of Waukivory Road to the 
mine area decreases until it becomes 200m from the closest point of disturbance near the intersection with 
McKinleys Lane (GRL’s response to submissions, Figure 2.25.3, p 2-410).

Fairbairns Road, where it leaves the Forbesdale Estate, is around 1.2km from the closest point of disturbance 
(the western amenity barrier) and then tracks around 700m or less from the amenity barrier until it crosses the 
private haul road at the south of the mine area.

The public lookouts are more distant, Mograni Lookout is 6.2km and Kia Ora Lookout is 10.4km from the 
Rocky Hill site. The mine earthworks would be discernible in the landscape but the distance would reduce 
their visual influence.

Cognitive mapping

The visual impact experienced by viewers of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will be more than just the visual im-
pact at any particular viewpoint. People build a cognitive map of the locality and the impact of the mine in that 
locality. Mr Wyatt considered that, to the extent that the distance of the mine was known to individuals, this 
would form part of their cognitive map of the locality, even at such times as the mine itself was out of sight. 
So too, Mr Moir considered that the impact of a particular development on a mental map of the area extends 
beyond its visibility, and that the development becomes part of the character of the landscape of the setting. 
Mr Moir further stated that the view of mining projects from a visual perspective is generally negative.

Low integration

175 The visual effect of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will be higher because of the lower degree of integration. 
As Mr. Moir explained, the degree of integration is affected by the form, shape, pattern, line, texture and co-
lour of the proposed landforms as compared to the existing landscape as well as the extent of retention of 
existing vegetation and the provision of screen landscaping. As I find below, the landforms proposed during 
and after mining will not integrate well with the existing landforms, leading to a high visual contrast with the 
surrounding landscape.

Topographic location, form and shape

I find that the proposed landforms will not mimic the existing landscape. The elevated northern and western 
amenity barriers and the filled and rehabilitated mine pits, will be located in and near the alluvial floodplain, 
where there arecurrently no such topographical features. The permanent overburden emplacements will raise 
and extend westwards the footslopes of the ridgeline of the Mograni Range. The mining topographical fea-
tures will look out of place in the existing landscape. The markedly lower land to the north, west and south of 
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the amenity barriers will accentuate the incongruity of the raised landforms resulting from mining operations.

Although the amenity barriers will be shaped and scalloped to appear less regular, from the various viewing 
places, the irregularity in form, shape and line will blur and become less perceptible. From northern view-
points, the northern amenity barrier will appear as a bund running in a straight line east to west at right angles 
to the north to south orientation of the Mograni Range. Although the line of the toe of the western amenity 
barrier is intended to be curved to run roughly parallel to the line of the Avon River, rather than being a straight 
line, from western viewpoints the amenity barrier will still appear as a continuous exposed face, more akin to 
a man-made levee bank following the nearby river to the west then a natural footslope of the Mograni Range 
that is distant to the east. Again, from viewing places to the west, especially between 1 to 3km away, the ir-
regularities in form, shape and line will blur and become less perceptible and the amenity barriers will appear 
undifferentiated.

The form, shape and line of both the northern and western amenity barriers and the filled and rehabilitat-
ed mine pits will appear incongruous in the existing landscape that is currently characterised by having a 
sparsely vegetated alluvial floodplain at the base of the ridgelines of the Mograni Range. The amenity barriers 
will have the effect of obscuring the existing views of the interaction between the geological formations of 
the Mograni Range and the cleared lands of the alluvial floodplain, which is a feature of the landscape that 
underpins the visual experts’ assessment of the landscape’s aesthetic quality and high value.

Dr. Lamb noted:

“The amenity barriers within the Mine Area would initially contrast with the existing landform and character, 
being orientated perpendicular to the predominant watercourses from the side slopes and parallel to the 
underlying coals seams. They would be aligned horizontally across the view line as seen from Category 3 
viewing situations…

The excavation line of the clean water diversion channels also runs across the slope and, particularly if it was 
able to be perceived in elevation from a similar relative level, has the potential to contrast with the existing 
topography and landform.”

(Lamb report p 3-31)

Mr. Moir similarly observed that the line of the amenity barriers will contrast with the existing topography.

The amenity barriers will be of a significant size in the landscape. They will cover an area of 95 hectares. They 
will be of considerable height. At one point, the northern amenity barrier will be 41m above the natural ground 
level (supplementary information for the PAC 17 November 2017, p 3), but otherwise they will be between 
10m and 40m above existing ground levels (amended EIS, p 4-117). They will run for a considerable length of 
around 2.5km. The slopes and angles of the amenity barriers, within their proposed location, will contrast with 
the slopes and angles of the existing landscape. The permanent overburden emplacements are even more 
massive. They will cover an area of 185 hectares. The overburden emplacements will run for almost the length 
of the mine site (scaled at over 3km). The overburden emplacements on the foothills of the Mograni Range will 
rise to heights well above the amenity barrier. The final landform will be up to approximately 45m higher than 
existing ground levels within parts of the footprint of the permanent overburden emplacement (amended EIS, 
p 2-74). They will be visible as additional man-made features in the landscape.

Materials, texture and colour

The Rocky Hill Coal Project involves extensive earthworks, from commencement to completion of mining. In 
its initial phases, the mine area will be cleared and soil, subsoil and overburden will be excavated. Dr Lamb 
concluded that:

“There will be high visibility of the initial stripping of soil, subsoil and overburden in the area of the southern 
section of the Avon pit and of topsoil within the footprint of the eastern and northern amenity barrier, and the 
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construction of the western and northern amenity barrier and possibly visibility of excavated surfaces asso-
ciated with the clean water diversion drain.”

Dr. Lamb also stated that viewers in areas within 1km to 3km, including in Grantham Road and the Forbesdale 
Estate, would be:

“close enough for texture and colour contrasts to potentially be perceived in greater detail than Category 1 
views, such as the form and face gradients of interim amenity barriers, colour, texture and form of rehabilita-
tion vegetation, topography of changing landform as it is shaped and then rehabilitated and possible exca-
vated faces above parts of the clean water diversion channel, etc” (Lamb report p 3-31).

These bare areas of earth will contrast with the surrounding landscape. They will not appear as ploughed 
fields in the landscape, contrary to Mr. Wyatt’s assertion. As Mr. Moir observed, the earth and the amount 
of rock in the overburden will have a different appearance to harrowed or ploughed soil in a field. The size 
and extent of the exposed earthworks will be greater than any ploughed field. The earthworks will involve the 
excavation, emplacement and embankment of soil, subsoil and overburden in ways that will appear quite 
different to the flat topography and regularity of a ploughed field. The slope, shape, height, length, and width 
of the amenity barriers and the overburden emplacement areas will have an appearance quite different to and 
in contrast to the existing landforms and landscape (Moir report, [88]).

The amenity barriers will be constructed during the first three years. During this period, although sections of 
the barriers will be progressively soiled, seeded and vegetated with grasses, recently constructed sections 
will be bare before they are vegetated. As the barriers are raised in height, the parts lacking vegetation will be 
towards the top of the barriers, which will be more visible. In creating the progressive sections of the barriers, 
the soil on the top layer will need to be stripped so that the next section of the barriers can be added. This 
stripping of the soil from the top layers will be visible.

The progressive placement of overburden in the overburden emplacement areas will also be visible. Again, 
although overburden emplacement areas will be progressively soiled, seeded and vegetated, the parts 
where there is active emplacement will appear as exposed earth before emplacement is completed and the 
parts can be vegetated. At the cessation of mining operations, the activities of reclaiming and redistributing 
earthern material from the amenity barriers and areas of overburden emplacement to fill the mine pits and 
the ROM pad area will be visible for around a year. Mr. Moir noted that the topsoil on the barriers will need to 
be stripped before the overburden is pulled back into the pit, exposing the earthern material. The placement 
of overburden andsoils and reshaping of the final landforms of the barriers, mining pits and overburden em-
placement will also be visible.

Together, the activities involved in the construction of the barriers, including the progressive raising of the 
barriers and the emplacement of overburden, as well as the dismantling of the amenity barriers and the re-
claiming and reshaping of the barriers, mine pits and overburden emplacement areas, will result in areas of 
earthworks that will appear quite different by reason of their materials, texture and colours to the surrounding 
landscape.

This contrast in materials was noted in the Department’s Environmental Assessment Report (October 2017) 
on the Project:

“Another cause of visual impact from these barriers would be the high visual contrast of the overburden ma-
terials used in their construction with the surrounding verdant landscape. The Department is aware that the 
visual ‘flare’ of the pale and visually bright overburden materials against vegetated landscapes would dimin-
ish with the application of topsoil and the establishment of grasses and shrubs on the barrier faces. However, 
this heightened visual clash of colours would most likely remain an element of the project for several years, 
as each barrier is progressively constructed.”(p 46)
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Vegetation

There will be the loss of all existing vegetation in the footprint of the mine area in order to undertake mining 
operations. The resulted bare earth surfaces will contrast with the grassed and treed surrounding landscape.

The amenity barriers will be progressively seeded and vegetated predominantly with pasture grasses but with 
some higher density trees and shrubs as a temporary measure. The permanent vegetation will not be planted 
until after the cessation of mining operations and the amenity barriers and dismantled and reshaped into their 
final landform. Most of the overburden emplacement areas, once they achieve their final landform, will be 
permanently vegetated. However, the overburden emplacement to the north of the administration area will be 
reclaimed and the material redistributed to fill the mine pit (Lamb report, p 3-35). That area would therefore 
be temporarily vegetated whilst mining continued and would only be permanently vegetated when mining 
ceases and the area is reshaped into its final landform.

The temporary vegetation of the amenity barriers and overburden emplacement areas will contrast with the 
existing vegetation of the surroundinglandscape. The temporary vegetation of the interim overburden em-
placement is proposed to be by seeding pasture grasses directly into subsoil without topsoil. I agree with 
Mr Moir that “seeding directly into subsoil without any topsoil or amelioration generally leads to very slow 
establishment, patchy results and, due to the lack of organic material in the soil, poor soil structure and sub-
sequently poor water retention” and that “this method of establishing vegetation… is likely to have limited suc-
cess” (Moir report [95]). The Department’s Environmental Assessment Report similarly expressed concern 
about the risk of failure of revegetation:

“The Department also considers GRL’s aim to quickly establish a vegetative cover on the outer faces of the 
barriers to be subject to considerable risk of underperformance or failure. These barriers represent a relative-
ly hostile environment for establishing an extensive cover of grasses and shrubs. The proposed vegetation 
would need to contend with a highly-disturbed substrate with limited soil moisture retention characteristics, 
moisture stress in low-rainfall periods, and the susceptibility of steep slopes to erode prior to establishment of 
deep-rooted vegetation. Each setback to the establishment of the planned grasses and shrubs would lead to 
an increase in the anticipated visual impacts of the amended project.” (p 46).

The likely limited success of the revegetation of these temporary areas will result in vegetation cover that 
contrasts with existing vegetation of the surrounding landscape.

The temporary vegetation of the amenity barriers is also likely to have limited success. Only 25cm of subsoil 
and 15cm of topsoil are proposed to be spread on the outer surfaces of the slopes of the amenity barriers. 
Once the soils are in place, the surface would be harrowed or ripped parallel to the contour before proceed-
ing with a pasture mix and fertiliser. These shallow soil depths contrast with the current soil profiles of the 
existing alluvial floodplain and lower slopes, which have deep top soils down to 50cm and subsoils to below 
140cm. The shallow soils of the amenity barriers will be placed on compacted overburden, which is primarily 
rock. This will affect subsoil drainage and soil moisture availability.

The slope at the barriers and overburden emplacements will be steeper than the existing landforms, affecting 
water runoff, infiltration and retention. Mr. Moir noted that planting on the amenity barriers will be installed into 
gradients ranging from 10 to 18 degrees. The steeper the slope the more difficult it becomes to retain water 
in the soil and the more challenging it becomes to successfully establish vegetation (Moir report, [93]). The 
slopes of the northern and western amenity barriers will be north and west facing and thereby will be fully 
exposed to the harsh afternoon summer sun.

Mr. Moir concluded that “considering the shallow depth of the soil, the compacted subgrade and aspect, 
and the likelihood of soils becoming heated and hydrophobic… there is considerable risk of total or localized 
failures of the vegetation” (Moir report, [92] and [93]). I agree.

Mr. Wyatt did not have a satisfactory response to these concerns. Mr Wyatt could only assert that, in his 
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experience, some vegetation would be able to be established on the amenity barriers and overburden em-
placement areas. But that is not an answer to the concern that whatever grassed vegetation might survive on 
these man-made landforms, it will have an appearance quite different from the vegetation of the existing and 
surrounding landscapes.

Mr. Moir also identified the risk of salinity affecting the revegetation. Mr Moir stated:

“It is identified in the EIS that as a result of the depth of excavation that salinity is likely to be an issue with 
groundwater feeding into the mine workings and with the overburden in general. The EIS identifies that the 
dams proposed within the mine area are likely to become saline. The EIS also proposes that revegetated 
areas including the Northern and Western Amenity Barriers may be irrigated from these dams. Considering 
the species proposed for remediation are primarily locally occurring species where soils are not saline and 
the vegetation is not exposed to salt laden winds, salinity is a factor that will adversely impact the success of 
the proposed revegetation. Further, the salinity in the overburden may become an issue on the lower slopes 
of the barriers as it dissolves and leeches downhill with rainfall runoff. This potentially will lead to wholesale 
failure or patches of planting failures on the lower slopes of the amenity barriers. As areas of overburden will 
have higher levels of salinity than others this may affect the consistency of success of the remediation plant-
ing leading to a patchy appearance. (Moir report, [94]).

I agree that the salinity of the groundwater is likely to adversely affect the growth and success of the planted 
vegetation.

The revegetation of the final landforms will also contrast with the vegetation of the existing and surrounding 
landscapes. The permanent vegetation, comprised of pockets of dense tree and shrub planting in broader 
pasture areas, is also unlikely to grow so as to have the same appearance as the vegetation of the surround-
ing landscape, for the reasons given by Mr Moir. I agree with Mr Moir’s conclusion that:

“Further, even once complete remediation of the final landform has been achieved (assuming this can be 
achieved) the landscape will not mimic the existing landscape as the modified soil conditions, shallow sub-
soils, changes in site hydrology and broad scale methods of planting proposed will not result in vegetation 
patterns or communities that are consistent with the adjoining land that has not been disturbed by mining. The 
disturbed landscape will always appear different to its surroundings.” (Moir report, [102]).

Change over time

The views of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will not be static, but will continuously change over time. Earthwork 
activities will be carried out throughout the life of the mine and in rehabilitating the areas disturbed by mining.

The amenity barriers will be constructed over a three year period. As noted earlier, these barriers are large, 
around 2.5km in length, between 10m to 41m in height and 95 hectares in area. The barriers will be construct-
ed in lifts of between 5m and 10m and sections of between 400m to 500m in length. Each section shaped 
and prepared for revegetation would cover approximately 2 hectares. The revegetation involves spreading of 
soil, harrowing or ripping parallel to the contour, and seeding with pasture species. These activities, and the 
plant and machinery used to undertake the activities, will be visible throughout the period of construction of 
the amenity barriers.

The emplacement of overburden, both in the interim and permanent areas, will similarly involve continuous 
earthwork activities, which activities and the plant and machinery used in undertaking the activities will be 
visible over the life of the mine.

On cessation of mining, the activities and the plant and machinery used in undertaking the activities of dis-
mantling and reshaping the amenity barriers, reclaiming and reshaping overburden emplacements, filling 
and remediating the mine pit, and otherwise reshaping and revegetating the final landforms will be visible for 
around a year.
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These ongoing construction works impact on the character of the landscape and increase the visual impact 
of the mine. As Mr. Moir noted, there will be a “change in intensity from the current low intensity dairy farming 
to what will appear as continuous and ongoing earthworks involving plant and machinery well beyond the 
scale of normal farming equipment” (Moir report, [84]). I agree with Mr. Moir that both Dr. Lamb and Mr. Wyatt, 
in their respective assessments of the visual impacts of the mine, have ignored “the ongoing impact of the 
activity of the earthworks associated with the construction of the amenity barriers and the placements of the 
overburden on the foothills to the north east”. Mr. Moir continued:

“The northern and western amenity barriers may screen the extraction workings of the mine, however, in my 
view they do not ameliorate the overall visual impacts of the proposal. That is because the visual impact aris-
ing from the construction and deconstruction of the so called mitigation measures and the impacts from the 
works associated with placement of the overburden on the lower slopes of the range will constitute significant 
visual impacts in their own right and will be visible above the amenity barriers.” (Moir report, [96]).

Mr. Darroch similarly observed:

“The visual impacts of the proposed mine can only be partially ameliorated by buffers which themselves 
create an on-going and constantly changing impact, as they are constructed, modified, vegetated and then 
dismantled to in-fill the void.

The remedial works themselves would appear to be ever evolving during the life of the project. The Wyatt 
visual analysis demonstrates how much on-going change is wrought on this landscape and its character over 
time.”

As Mr. Moir explained, these ongoing mining activities, and the movement of plant and machinery involved 
in undertaking these activities, changes the fairly static view that currently exists, which in turn changes the 
visual character and causes visual impact.

Night lighting

The night lighting of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will also have visual impacts.

The amended EIS states that the period of evening lighting of the mine would effectively extend from dusk to 
10pm (ie, from about 5pm-10pm in winter to 8pm-10pm in summer), Monday to Saturday. GRL also proposes 
that, after completion of operations at 10pm, lighting will be left on for security purposes. The level of pro-
posed security lighting is not identified but, as is noted in the Department’s Environmental Assessment Report 
(p 46), “[e]ven after active mining operations close, it is normal for significant amounts of mine lighting to be 
left on overnight for security purposes”.

Lighting impacts from the project would reduce the amenity for all residents living near the proposed mine, 
not just those with a direct line of sight of the mine site. In this regard, Mr Wyatt stated in his report that “[t]here 
is no doubt that the area surrounding the Mine Area is relatively dark” and that, “[a]ssuming that residents 
place a value on the dark sky, then the proposed lighting, when activated, would be a change to the existing 
situation”. However he considered that visual impact from lighting must be assessed in a context where:

•	 people are home at night and, when the inside lights are on, windows act like mirrors reflecting the 
interior of the house and not allowing views to mine lighting; and

•	 when curtains or blinds are closed, there is also no visibility to the proposed lights in the surrounding 
area.

Mr. Darroch challenged Mr. Wyatt’s suggestion that the visual impact of night lighting would be low, assuming 
residents will close their curtains or blinds:

“The application puts the burden for dealing with a change in character from rural low level light to industrial 
lighting every Monday to Saturday till 10:00pm and most likely every night through the night [given the pro-
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posed security lighting] on the occupants of the surrounding properties in the vicinity suggesting the occu-
pants should close their curtains or blinds, and deal with the impact themselves. This involves a significant 
assumption in the first instance that rural properties have curtains or blinds (where the normal reasons of 
privacy and light spill don’t require them) and secondly that if they do have curtains or blinds that they are of 
sufficient opacity to block out the light impacts from the proposed mine.”

In oral evidence, Mr. Wyatt accepted that, for residents who are awake with their lights off, and who have 
no blinds or curtains, the mine lighting will be visible until 10pm, and that the headlights of vehicles exiting 
the mine site at 10pm will also be a visual impact. In a context where, as Mr. Moir noted, part of being in the 
country and the experience for visitors is “the dark sky and the ability to see stars”, Mr. Wyatt’s assessment of 
the lighting impacts of the proposal as low are likely to have been significantly understated.

The Department’s Environmental Assessment Report concluded (p 46):

“Light spill from each of these activities would limit views of the evening sky (ie being able to see the stars) 
and may account for direct (line-of-sight) lighting impacts as well. The proposed development would have 
a significant impact in terms of light pollution in the Gloucester Valley, with ambient light from the proposal 
likely to be intrusive for residents of the Gloucester community who currently experience largely uninterrupted 
evening skies set in a rural landscape lit only by the moon and stars. The Department considers thatlighting 
impacts from the amended project would be a factor in reducing the amenity for all residents living near the 
proposed mine, not just those with a direct line of sight to the mine area.”

I agree with the Department, Mr Moir and Mr Darroch that the lighting impacts of the Project will be intrusive 
for residents in the vicinity and will reduce materially the visual amenity of the residents.

Cumulative visual impact

214 There will be a cumulative visual impact of the mine. People travelling north on the North Coast Railway 
or The Bucketts Way will view other mines, principally the Stratford Mine complex, before viewing the Rocky 
Hill Coal Project. Mr Moir opined, and I agree, that travellers would experience cumulative impacts of mining 
activities on these journeys to Gloucester.

215 There will also be a cumulative visual impact from viewing locations where currently the Stratford mine 
complex is visible and the Rocky Hill Coal Project would become visible. Examples are The Bucketts Way 
heading towards Gloucester after passing the Mograni lookout and the rural properties off The Bucketts Way, 
from where both mining sites will be visible.

High visual sensitivity

216 The parties’ experts agreed that viewpoints within residential and rural residential properties have a high 
visual sensitivity. These account for most of the viewing locations. I consider, for the reasons given by Mr Moir, 
that viewpoints within rural properties and public domain viewpoints, such as the lookouts and scenic walking 
track, also should be assessed as having high visual sensitivity.

High visual impact

217 As noted earlier, the visual impact of the Rocky Hill Coal Project is the combined impact of visual sensi-
tivity against visual effect. I have found that the Rocky Hill Coal Project will have high visual effect, because 
of the high visual contrast between the proposed mine and the existing visual environment. I have also found 
that the viewpoints, both in private and public properties, have high visual sensitivity. The combined impact 
of a high visual effect with high visual sensitivity is a high visual impact.

218 The high visual impact will be experienced from multiple viewpoints on private and public land. This high 
visual impact in turn has a significant impact on and is incompatible with the land uses carried out on the 
land. The high visual impact will significantly affect the residential amenity, use and enjoyment of residential 
and rural residential properties. It also affects rural properties involved in tourism and agri-tourism, because 
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of the adverse effects on guests’ and customers’ use and enjoyment of the properties and the goods and 
services provided by the properties.

219 These findings are consistent with the findings of the Department’s Environmental Assessment Report 
(pp 44, 46):

“The Department considers that there is little doubt that the amended project would have a significant impact 
on the visual and scenic values of the Gloucester Valley, and on the visual amenity of the nearby rural-resi-
dential estates. The unmitigated impacts of the proposal would be significant, both for nearby residents and 
for travellers on The Bucketts Way.

…

However, the Department considers that, in the Gloucester Valley, noise/visual barriers of the scale and extent 
proposed are highly likely to create significant visual impacts in their own right, particularly given their con-
siderable height and the steepness of their outer slopes (10º-18º). The proposed barriers would significantly 
visually contrast with the existing landscape…

…

The Department considers that the barriers would in themselves present a high visual impact. This is par-
ticularly the case within the E3 Environmental Management zone, where a primary objective is to preserve 
the visual amenity and rural character of the lands surrounding Gloucester. The barriers would remain highly 
visible, even if well-vegetated. Only when final rehabilitation was well-established could it be considered that 
the visual impact of the amended project in the surrounding landscape was low.”

220 The Department concluded:

“The Department recognises the significance of the local landscape to the local community, as evidenced in 
the many submissions raising visual impacts as a key concern. A significant number of objectors considered 
that the proposed visual mitigation barriers would themselves be visually intrusive. The Department agrees 
with these submissions.

The amended project is located at the foothills of the Mograni Range, whilst the rural-residential estates are 
located on the rise in the centre of the Gloucester Valley, between the Mograni and the Gloucester Bucketts 
Ranges. The ‘saucer’ shape of the landscape means that, while GRL proposes to construct visual barriers 
to shield views of the mine, certain aspects of the mine site would be visible at all times from many of the 
residential properties in the estates, from The Bucketts Way and from higher, more distant viewing locations.

The Department considers that the visual barriers would be scenically intrusive, albeit episodically. They may 
well be, at times, almost as intrusive as the features they are intended to screen. They certainly would not 
blend seamlessly into the surrounding landscape or go unnoticed by local residents, travellers or tourists. The 
Department considers that, given their spatial and temporal scale and method of construction and location, 
the proposed visibility barriers would not sufficiently ameliorate the visual impact of the mine, but rather sub-
stitute one substantial visual impact for another, albeit lesser, impact.

It is unlikely that there would be any period during the mine’s operation or rehabilitation when the amended 
project would be visually inconspicuous. While the visual impact of the project would definitely be greatest 
during the times of initial construction and final re-shaping of the barriers, the Department considers that 
substantial visual impacts would continue throughout the life of the mine. It is the Department’s, and Coun-
cil’s, assessment that the residual visual impact of the mine would be significant throughout all stages of the 
project and refusal of the amended project is recommended on these grounds alone.”

221 The conclusions of high visual impact and significant impact on visual amenity, use and employment of 
surrounding residential uses are also consistent with the conclusions in the Planning Assessment Commis-
sion’s Determination Report (p 12):
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“The presence of a 497ha disturbance within the landscape would not represent a development that is sym-
pathetic to the Gloucester Valley’s character and would impact on far-ranging and localised views. The Com-
mission finds that due to the significant impact of the mine on the character of the landscape, it is inconsistent 
with the underlying strategic aims and objectives of the land use zonings of the GLEP, (in particular E3 Envi-
ronmental Management within which much of the site is located), to protect the scenic amenity of Gloucester 
township and the broader Gloucester Valley by retaining the scenic and rural surroundings of the town.

The Commission finds that due to the proximity of the project there would be significant views of the mine site 
from properties off Grantham and Fairbairns Roads in the Forbesdale Estate to the west. These properties 
currently experience uninterrupted views across the valley floor to the Mograni Ranges and there is no signifi-
cant topography that blocks views towards the proposed mine site. The construction and operation of a mine 
and the considerable landforms created as a result would represent incongruous and significant features in 
the landscape, which would negatively affect the visual amenity currently enjoyed by residents. This visual 
amenity would be further impacted by lighting from the construction and operation of the mine.

The Commission finds that the amenity barriers would be substantial structures in the wider landscape as 
well as at a localised visual level, where the distance of the barriers to the nearest residential receiver would 
be approximately 350m. The Commission considers there is a risk that the establishment of vegetative cover 
for the barriers may be impaired by adverse climatic conditions, prolonging the adverse visual impact of the 
newly formedearth walls. The Commission finds that the barriers would not sufficiently fulfil one of their intend-
ed purposes, which is to protect the visual amenity of local residents; would be visually intrusive; and shares 
the Department’s view that they would substitute one substantial visual impact for another.

The Commission supports the Department’s and Council’s assessment that the residual visual impact of the 
mine would be significant throughout all stages of the project and the subsequent recommendation that the 
project be refused consent.”

222 I agree with and adopt these findings and conclusions of the Department and Planning Assessment 
Commission. The visual impacts of the Project, both by themselves and by reason of the consequential ad-
verse effects on existing, approved and likely future uses of land in the vicinity, and the social impacts that 
the visual impacts will likely cause, justify refusal of consent for the Project.

The amenity impacts of the mine

223 The Minister and Gloucester Goundswell contended that the Rocky Hill Coal Project would adversely af-
fect the amenity of residents in the locality because of the noise and dust impacts of the mine. The diminution 
in amenity would in turn cause social impacts.

Noise impacts

224 The mine will change the noise environment for residents and visitors. Mine noise will be audible in the 
Gloucester locality for the first time, a point made by the Environment Protection Authority in its letter to the 
Department of Planning dated 7 July 2017.

225 The mine noise will comply with the non-discretionary development standard for noise in cl 12AB(3) 
of the Mining SEPP (as amended). State Environmental Planning Policy (Mining, Petroleum Production and 
Extractive Industries) Amendment (Air and Noise Impacts) 2018 amended the development standard in cl 
12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP to specify that the cumulative noise levels of the development are based no 
longer on the acceptable amenity noise levels, as determined in accordance with Table 2.1 of the Industrial 
Noise Policy 2000, but instead on the recommended amenity noise levels, as determined in accordance with 
Table 2.2 of the Noise Policy for Industry 2017.

226 Despite this change to cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP, the relevant residential amenity noise level in the 
former Industrial Noise Policy and the current Noise
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Policy for Industry are identical. The current development standard is that the development does not result 
in a cumulative amenity noise level greater than the recommended amenity noise levels, as determined in 
accordance with Table 2.2 of the Noise Policy for Industry, for residences that are private dwellings. Table 
2.2 specifies the recommended amenity noise levels for residential receivers as follows: 227 The evidence 
of the noise experts, Mr Glenn Thomas for GRL and Mr Stephen Gauld for Gloucester Groundswell, was that 
the mine will meet the recommended amenity noise levels for each category of residential receiver. The resi-
dences adjacent to The Bucketts Way and the Gloucester urban residences would be categorised as subur-
ban residential receivers. The cumulative amenity noise level of the mine will not exceed the recommended 
amenity noise level of 55dB(A) in the day and 45dB(A) in the evening at the suburban residential receivers.

228 The rural residences along Jacks Road and Waukivory Road, in the Forbesdale, Thunderbolt and Avon 
River estates and other rural residences (excluding residences located adjacent to The Bucketts Way) would 
be categorised as rural residential receivers. The cumulative amenity noise level of the mine would not ex-
ceed the recommended amenity noise level of 50dB(A) in the day and 45dB(A) in the evening at these rural 
residential receivers. With one exception, the predicted noise levels also will be more than 10dB(A) below 
the recommended noise levels for rural residential receivers. The exception is the nearest rural residential re-
ceiver to the Rocky Hill Coal Project site, which is property #6 (Campbell) on Waukivory Road immediately to 
the north of the site, where the predicted evening noise amenity level is 38dB(A), which is less than 10dB(A) 
below the recommended 45dB(A). GRL has entered a put option with the owner of this property to purchase 
the property if consent is granted to the mine. If GRL purchases the property, the property would no longer be 
considered to be privately owned and the policy would no longer apply (Thomas report, p 7).

229 The noise impact of the mine is not limited to the amenity noise levels of the mine; the intrusiveness noise 
levels also need to be considered.

230 The Noise Policy for Industry states that the intrusiveness noise levels “are used in combination with the 
amenity noise level to assess the potential impact of noise, assess reasonable and feasible mitigation options 
and subsequently determine achievable noise requirements” (p 9). The Noise Policy for Industry says that:

“The intrusiveness of an industrial noise source may generally be considered acceptable if the level of noise 
from the source (represented by the LAeq descriptor), measured over a 15-minute period, does not exceed 
the background noise level by more than 5dB when beyond a minimum threshold. This intrusiveness noise 
level seeks to limit the degree of change a new noise source introduces to an existing environment” (p 9).

231 The background noise level to be used for assessment purposes is to be determined by the method 
outlined in Fact Sheets A and B to the Noise Policy for Industry. This is termed the rating background noise 
level. The intrusiveness noise level is therefore determined to be the rating background noise level plus 5dB. 
233 The time periods are defined to be: day (7am-6pm Monday to Saturday and 8am-6pm Sundays and 
public holidays), evening (6pm-10pm) and night (10pm-7am Monday to Saturday and 10pm-8am Sundays 
and public holidays).

234 Applying this assessment methodology, GRL’s noise expert adopted rating background levels for subur-
ban residential receivers of 35dB(A) in the day time and 30dB(A) in the evening and for rural residential re-
ceivers of 30dB(A) in both the daytime and evening, and project intrusiveness noise levels of 5dB(A) greater 
than these rating background levels.

235 With the exception of two privately owned rural residential receivers, the highest predicted intrusive noise 
levels from the Rocky Hill Coal Project will not exceed the adopted rating background levels by more than 
5dB(A) and therefore the daytime and evening intrusiveness noise criteria will be met for both suburban and 
rural residential receivers. The two exceptions are:

(a) Property #7 (Ansell and Murray) on Waukivory Road with predicted evening intrusive noise levels of 36 
LAeq (15 minute) in years 4 and 7 in and out of the pit, which exceeds the minimum project noise intrusive-
ness level of 35 LAeq (15 minute); and
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(b) Property #6 (Campbell) on Waukivory Road immediately north of the Rocky Hill Coal Project site, with a 
predicted evening intrusive noise level of 39 LAeq (15 minute) and 40 LAeq (15 minute) for years 4 and 7 
in and out of the pit, which exceeds the minimum project noise intrusiveness level of 35 LAeq (15 minute) 
(Thomas report, pp 8-9 and Thomas letter of 2 November 2018, pp 1-2, attached to the affidavit of Mr Thomas 
of 2 November 2018).

236 The residual noise exceedance at property #7 is less than 2dB(A) above the applicable evening mini-
mum project intrusiveness noise level for rural residential receivers of 35 LAeq (15 minute). This is considered 
“negligible” in accordance with the Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation Policy (September 2018), Table 
1 and would not require voluntary mitigation or land acquisition. The residual noise exceedance at property 
#6 is between 3-5dB(A) above the applicable evening minimum project intrusiveness noise level of 35 LAeq 
(15 minute), but the increase in total cumulative industrial noise level resulting from the development is less 
than 1dB. This is considered “marginal” in accordance with the Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation 
Policy, Table 1, and would require mitigation by providing mechanical ventilation only. GRL have entered into 
a put option to purchase property #6. The agreement between GRL and the owner of property #6 is a “nego-
tiated agreement” for the purposes of the Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation Policy (Thomas letter of 
2 November 2018, pp 2-3 and Mr Gauld agreeing in his letter of 30 November 2018 annexed to Mr Gauld’s 
affidavit of 30 November 2018).

237 In these circumstances, GRL submitted that the intrusiveness of noise from the Rocky Hill Coal Project 
should be considered to be acceptable.

238 Gloucester Groundswell contended nevertheless that the mine noise would still impact on the receiving 
residents’ acoustic amenity, relying on Mr Gauld’s evidence. Mr Gauld explained that the impact of an intru-
sive noise is “highly dependent on the environment in which it is experienced” (Joint Report of Noise Experts, 
[4.25]). Mr Gauld noted that the background noise level for the rural residential receivers is much lower than 
the minimum assumed rating background levels in the Noise Policy for Industry. The measured background 
noise levels vary between 26dB(A) and 35dB(A) in the day and between 24dB(A) and 30dB(A) in the eve-
ning. In contrast, under the Noise Policy for

Industry, the minimum assumed rating background levels are 35dB(A) in the day and 30dB(A) in the evening.

239 The predicted mine noise levels will be greater than 5dB(A) above these lower measured background 
noise levels, allowing the predicted mine noise levels to “emerge” from the background noise level to a 
greater extent than if the measured background noise levels had actually been the minimum assumed rat-
ing background levels. Mr Gauld prepared a table (exhibit G10) which showed noise emergence of up to 
10dB(A) above measured background noise levels on some winter evenings with southerly winds of up to 3m 
per second at various properties in the Avon River Estate and Thunderbolt Estate, during years 4, 7, 10, 17 
and 18 of mining operations. Southerly winds of less than or equal to 3m per second occur on approximately 
30% of the evenings in winter and are a feature of the locality.

240 Mr Gauld stated that this greater level of emergence will make the predicted mine noise levels more no-
ticeable and cause a higher level of impact on the residents’ acoustic amenity than in an environment where 
the measured background noise level is higher. Mr Gauld concluded that “the presence of a very low back-
ground noise level, together with the predicted noise with significant low frequency content, is likely to cause 
an unacceptable noise impact for nearby residents even if the Project’s noise emission meets the PSNL’s in 
the INP (Joint Report of Noise Experts, [4.29]-[4.32]).

241 Mr Gauld also predicted that the mine noise is likely to be considered to be “offensive noise” as defined 
by the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (Gauld report, [109], [110] and Gauld letter of 30 
November 2018).

242 Mr Gauld’s opinion about the high impact of the mine noise for nearby residents remained the same not-
withstanding the change from the Industrial Noise Policy to the Noise Policy for Industry (Gauld letter of 30 
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November 2018, p 1). Indeed, Mr Gauld noted that the Noise Policy for Industry increased by 5dB(A) both 
the minimum assumed rating background noise level for daytime from 30dB(A) to 35dB(A) and the minimum 
project intrusiveness noise levels from 35dB(A) to 40dB(A). The emergence of the allowable noise level in the 
Noise Policy for Industry will be 5dB(A) greater than was allowed by the

Industrial Noise Policy. If GRL wanted to take advantage of the additional 5dB(A) afforded by the Noise Policy 
for Industry, the impact on residents would be greater than is currently proposed and would be more offensive 
(Gauld letter of 30 November 2018, pp 1, 2).

243 Mr Gauld also identified two other factors that will add to the impact of the mine noise on the residents. 
One is that the mine noise will be a noise source that is new and heard by the residents for the first time. The 
other factor is that most of the residents hearing the mine noise will not be in favour of the mine, which adds 
to the impact. The combination of the factors of the greater emergence of the mine noise from the very low 
background noise level, the mine noise being a new noise source and the residents not being in favour of 
the mine that causes the noise, will result in the residents being adversely affected acoustically (Gauld oral 
evidence, Transcript, 22/08/18, p 480).

244 Gloucester Groundswell submitted that the mine noise level may in practice be greater than predicted. 
The predicted noise levels depend on GRL implementing all reasonable and feasible noise mitigation mea-
sures. Gloucester Groundswell referred to the concerns raised by the Environment Protection Authority about 
the “practicality of regularly limiting mining activities in an operational mine, and…that the modelling for this 
project is optimistic about the available noise mitigation measures…The EPA questions whether the assumed 
and restrictive operational controls would be regularly put into practice on a large mine with a workforce of in 
excess of 100 employees”. The EPA advised that “the number of residents receiving noise above the intrusive 
criterion could be significantly greater than predicted if noise levels were slightly under-predicted, or not all 
necessary mitigation measures are implemented to meet the noise limits” (EPA letter dated July 2017, exhibit 
P).

245 Gloucester Groundswell submitted that the EPA’s concerns were confirmed by Mr Thomas’s evidence. Mr 
Thomas confirmed that the extensive noise management measures identified in Table 24 of the Amended EIS 
Noise, Blasting and Vibration Assessment are required to be implemented in order to achieve the predicted 
noise levels, and that these noise levels were calculated without including alarms or communication horns. 
Further, scheduling to avoid

working in areas outside the pit on evenings with southerly winds, most likely in the winter, will be required. 
Mr Thomas conceded that “if the noise mitigations don’t perform to their specification, they [the noise levels] 
would be higher” (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 471).

246 Even with the operational controls, Mr Thomas identified that it will still be necessary for the mine to shut 
down evening operations under certain weather conditions. As Mr Thomas explained, “having achieved that 
noise level under those weather conditions which is the prevailing assessable weather condition in accor-
dance with the INP, to achieve 35 decibels it’s necessary to switch off some of the equipment” (Transcript, 
22/08/18, p 462).

247 When asked to explain the process by which shut downs would occur, Mr Thomas confirmed that even 
with live noise monitoring triggering alarms, an extensive process is required from people with multiple del-
egations before action is likely to be taken to shut down operations and there is no clear proposal on ex-
actly what plant would be shut down, for how long or what would trigger a restart of operations (Transcript, 
22/08/18, pp 465-468).

248 Gloucester Groundswell submitted that there is also no noise management plan before the Court that 
could give the Court confidence that such shut down procedures could be reliably implemented. Mr Thomas 
conceded that he had not seen a noise management plan “because one does not exist to the extent that 
one would be required under the consent. At this stage we have a noise impact assessment for the project” 
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(Transcript, 22/08/18, pp 468-469).

249 Gloucester Groundswell submitted that even if the mine noise were to meet the noise criteria in the Noise 
Policy for Industry, the mine will still cause intrusive noise for residents in the vicinity of the mine, which will 
cause unacceptable social impacts.

250 GRL responded to Gloucester Groundswell’s submission that the mine noise would have unacceptable 
impacts on the residents’ acoustic amenity.

251 First, GRL submitted that the fact that the mine noise levels will meet the accepted noise criteria for amen-
ity noise and intrusive noise in the Noise Policy for Industry is evidence that the mine will not have a negative 
noise impact.

The noise criteria in the Noise Policy for Industry have been selected to protect the majority of the community 
(90%) from the adverse effects of noise for at least 90% of the time. GRL referred to the evidence of Mr Gauld 
who relied on the statement in the former Industrial Noise Policy that:

“The criteria in this document (Section 2) have been selected to protect at least 90 per cent of the population 
living in the vicinity of industrial noise sources from the adverse effects of noise for at least 90 per cent of the 
time. Provided the criteria in this document are achieved, then it is unlikely that most people would consider 
the resultant noise levels excessive. In those cases when the project-specific noise levels are not, or cannot 
be, achieved, then it does not automatically follow that those people affected by the noise would find the 
noise unacceptable.” (p 3 of Industrial Noise Policy).

252 GRL submitted that therefore only 10% of the population living in the vicinity of the mine might potentially 
be affected and even then this small minority of persons may not find the mine noise to be unacceptable.

253 GRL also submitted that the criteria in the Industrial Noise Policy, selected to protect 90% of the popu-
lation from adverse noise effects for at least 90% of the time, include the rating background level to be used 
for assessment purposes. In the Industrial Noise Policy, where the rating background level is found to be less 
than 30dB(A), then it is set to 30dB(A) (p 24). This is relevant in this locality where measured background 
noise levels can be less than 30dB(A). In these locations, the Industrial Noise Policy set the rating back-
ground level at 30dB(A).

254 GRL submitted that, therefore, the criteria in the Industrial Noise Policy, including the rating background 
level, addressed the very concern raised by Mr Gauld about the impact of mine noise on residential receivers 
in locations where the background noise level is less than 30dB(A).

255 GRL submitted that the same argument continues to hold good with respect to the Noise Policy for In-
dustry, which also sets minimum assumed background rating levels to be used for assessment purposes.

256 Secondly, GRL submitted that the acceptability or unacceptability of the noise levels should not be as-
sessed by reference to the subjective beliefs of residents who are opposed to the mine. Rather, the objective 
noise criteria in the Noise Policy for Industry should be applied to determine whether the mine

noise will have acceptable or unacceptable impacts on residential receivers. However, if subjective beliefs 
are to be considered, GRL referred to the affidavit evidence of members of the local community who live in 
proximity to the Duralie and Stratford mines, and who are familiar with the noise generated by those mines. 
Those people said that the noise likely to be generated by the Rocky Hill Coal Project would not be louder 
than the trains which pass through Gloucester on a regular basis. GRL submitted that, although the mine 
noise might be a new source of noise, it will not be so different from other noise sources already experienced 
by the residents.

257 Thirdly, GRL submitted that the Court would not proceed on the basis that the reasonable and feasible 
mitigation measures could not or would not be implemented. Mr Thomas confirmed that the proposed mit-
igation measures are reliable, that they are tried technologies, and that they would be implemented for the 
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Project (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 469.) Mr Gauld accepted that GRL has proposed a range of reasonable noise 
control and management measures that are conventional, current and best practice for open cut mines (Tran-
script, 22/08/18, pp 501, 507).

258 GRL submitted that appropriate conditions of consent can be imposed to ensure that the feasible and 
reasonable mitigation measures are implemented, including a condition requiring the preparation and imple-
mentation of a mine noise management plan.

259 I find that the predicted noise levels from the Rocky Hill Coal Project will comply with the recommended 
amenity noise levels and project intrusiveness noise levels in the Noise Policy for Industry. The first is the 
nondiscretionary development standard in cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP. I find that the mine would not result 
in a cumulative amenity noise level greater than the recommended amenity noise levels, as determined in ac-
cordance with Table 2.2 of the Noise Policy for Industry, for residences that are private dwellings. The second 
is the accepted criteria for assessing the acceptability of the intrusiveness of the mine noise. Both criteria in 
the Noise Policy for Industry are intended to protect the majority (90%) of the population living in the vicinity 
of the mine for at least 90% of the time.

260 Nevertheless, I find that the mine will still cause residual noise impacts on residents in the vicinity of the 
mine. I accept Mr Gauld’s evidence that the mine noise levels will emerge from the background noise levels 
in locations where the measured background noise level is less that 30dB(A). This will make the mine noise 
levels more noticeable and more likely to impact the residents’ acoustic amenity. These residents, if they are 
opposed to the mine, are more likely to find this new impact on their acoustic amenity to be unacceptable.

261 This does not necessarily mean that the impact is unacceptable for the purposes of assessing compli-
ance with the cumulative noise level development standard in cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP or the issue of 
noise generally. As GRL submitted, cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP and the Noise Policy for Industry set the 
criteria for assessing the acceptability of noise from industrial sources. The predicted mine noise levels will 
meet these criteria. The difficulty is, however, that residential receivers with very low background noise levels 
will not be placated by being told that the mine noise levels comply with the applicable criteria in the Noise 
Policy for Industry and are therefore considered to be acceptable. The residents will continue to have annoy-
ance reactions to the mine’s intrusiveness noise levels and cumulative amenity noise levels. This persistent 
annoyance is likely to have social impacts. Existing residents may leave Gloucester and new residents may 
be inhibited from replacing them. Uses dependent on a “clean and green” environment, including a quiet 
acoustic environment, will be adversely affected, causing further social impacts. These social impacts are 
examined in the next section.

262 Consideration of the social impacts of the mine’s intrusiveness noise levels and cumulative amenity noise 
levels is not precluded by cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP. The development standard for cumulative amenity 
noise level in cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP does not prevent a consent authority from refusing consent on 
grounds relating to, or imposing conditions to regulate, project-related noise impacts that are not the subject 
of that development standard or social impacts resulting from project-related noise impacts. The negative 
social impacts that are likely to be caused by residents’ annoyance reactions to project-related noise are not 
impacts that are the subject of the development standard in cl 12AB(3) of the Mining SEPP.

263 The noise impacts of the mine, although not a ground in itself to refuse the development application for 
the Rocky Hill Coal Project, nevertheless do contribute to adverse social impacts that are a ground for refusal.

Dust impacts

264 Mining operations will affect air quality. The question is whether the effect on air quality is acceptable. 
This is to be determined by reference to the applicable standard.

265 Clause 12AB(4) of the Mining SEPP (as amended) sets a non-discretionary development standard for 
cumulative air quality level. This standard is that the development does not result in a cumulative annual 
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average level greater than 25μg/m3 of PM10 or 8μg/m3 of PM2.5 for private dwellings. This standard was 
introduced by the State Environmental Planning Policy (Mining, Petroleum Production and Extractive Indus-
tries) Amendment (Air and Noise Impacts) 2018. The amendment reduced the cumulative annual average 
PM10 criterion from 30μg/m3 to 25μg/m3 and introduced an annual average of PM2.5 of 8μg/m3 for private 
dwellings.

266 GRL’s air quality expert, Ms Judith Cox, undertook further air quality modelling after the amendment 
came into force on 21 September 2018 to update the air quality and health risk assessment undertaken for the 
amended EIS. The further modelling provided cumulative contours of PM10 and PM2.5 (including the contri-
bution from diesel emissions) for comparison against the criteria for voluntary land acquisition in the revised 
Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation Policy. Ms Cox found that there are no predicted exceedances of 
the revised Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation Policy criteria at any of the receptors/receivers. The 
figures provided by Ms Cox of the cumulative contour plots of PM10 and PM2.5 for years 1, 4, 7 and 10 show 
that there is no privately-owned land predicted to experience an exceedance of either the PM10 and PM2.5 
voluntary land acquisition criteria on more than 25% of land (Cox letter dated 15 November 2018, annexed 
to the affidavit of Ms Cox of 15 November 2018). Ms Cox’s evidence was not contested by the Minister or 
Gloucester Groundswell.

267 I find that the cumulative air quality level will comply with the development standard in cl 12AB(4) of the 
Mining SEPP. The mine’s cumulative air quality level is not a ground for refusing development application for 
the Rocky Hill Coal Project.

268 Nevertheless, the residents’ concerns about the mine’s potential adverse effects on air quality, and the 
concomitant threat to their health and the health of their family, may have social impacts. Concerned residents 
may leave Gloucester and not be replaced by people who are put off by the perceived risk of deteriorated 
air quality and effects on their health. Uses that depend on Gloucester having, and being seen to have, a 
clean and green environment will also be adversely affected. These lead to negative social impacts, which 
are discussed in the next section.

269 The negative social impacts caused by residents’ concerns about the project-related air quality impacts, 
including the perceived threat to their health and the health of their families, are not impacts that are the sub-
ject of the cumulative air quality level development standard in cl 12AB(4) of the Mining SEPP. That develop-
ment standard does not prevent a consent authority from refusing consent on grounds relating to, or imposing 
conditions to regulate, project-related air quality impacts that are not the subject of the development standard 
or social impacts resulting from project-related air quality impacts.

The social impacts of the mine

What are the social impacts?

270 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will have social impacts, both positive and negative. The Social Impact 
Assessment Guideline (Department of Planning and Environment, 2017), to be used in assessing the social 
impacts of State significant mining, petroleum and extractive industry development, describes a social im-
pact as “a consequence experienced by people due to changes associated with a State significant resource 
project” (p 5). The Guideline lists nine key categories in which social impacts may occur: way of life; commu-
nity; access to and use of infrastructure, services and facilities; culture; health and wellbeing; surroundings; 
personal and property rights; decision-making systems; and fears and aspirations (p 5). The Guideline states:

“As a guide, social impacts can involve changes to people’s:

• way of life, including:

 how people live, for example, how they get around, access to adequate housing

o how people work, for example, access to adequate employment, working conditions and/or practices

o how people play, for example, access to recreation activities
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o how people interact with one another on a daily basis

• community, including its composition, cohesion, character, how it functions and sense of place

• access to and use of infrastructure, services and facilities, whether provided by local, state, or federal 
governments, or by for-profit or not-for-profit organisations or volunteer groups

• culture, including shared beliefs, customs, values and stories, and connections to land, places, and 
buildings (including Aboriginal culture and connection to country)

• health and wellbeing, including physical and mental health

• surroundings, including access to and use of ecosystem services, public safety and security, access 
to and use of the natural and built environment, and its aesthetic value and/or amenity

• personal and property rights, including whether their economic livelihoods are affected, and whether 
they experience personal disadvantage or have their civil liberties affected

• decision-making systems, particularly the extent to which they can have a say in decisions that affect 
their lives, and have access to complaint, remedy and grievance mechanisms

• fears and aspirations related to one or a combination of the above, or about the future of their com-
munity.”

271 I will assess the social impacts of the Rocky Hill Coal Project under these nine categories, although the 
categories are interlinked. Changes associated with the Rocky Hill Coal Project may directly, indirectly or 
cumulatively impact in one or more of these categories. For example, changes to people’s visual, acoustic or 
air quality environment may affect people’s surroundings, health and wellbeing, way of life and community, as 
well as people’s fears and aspirations about these matters (see p 34 of the Guideline).

272 Social impacts can be positive or negative; tangible or intangible; direct, indirect or cumulative; directly 
quantifiable, indirectly or partly quantifiable or only able to be described and assessed in qualitative terms; 
and experienced differentially (p 6). The Guideline states:

“Social impacts vary in their nature, and can be:

• positive (for example, increased local and regional job opportunities) or negative (for example, in-
creased prevalence of certain physical health conditions)

• tangible (for example, availability of affordable housing) or intangible (for example, social cohesion)

• direct (that is, caused by the project), indirect (that is, caused by a change that is caused by the 
project), or cumulative (see Box 1)

• directly quantifiable, indirectly or partly quantifiable (including by using proxy indicators), or only able 
to be described and assessed in qualitative terms

• experienced differently:

o by different people and groups within a community (for example, an increase in the cost of housing 
may be positive for homeowners wanting to rent out or sell their properties, but negative for individuals 
and families wanting to enter the same market)

o by different communities (for example, people neighbouring a project may experience most of the 
noise and dust impacts, while people in the region’s nearest town may experience most of the job op-
portunities)

o at different times and stages of the project (for example, construction and commissioning, operation, 
decommissioning and closure, and post closure management).”

273 Cumulative impacts are the successive, incremental and combined impacts (both positive and negative) 
of activities on society, the economy and the environment. The cumulative impacts can arise from a single 
activity, multiple activities or from interactions with other past, current and foreseeable activities (p 7). The 
Guideline notes that cumulative impacts can arise in three main ways:
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“• ‘Spatial’ impacts are those that occur over the same area. For example, trucks from multiple opera-
tions may produce a cumulative noise impact along a common haulage route.

• ‘Temporal’ impacts are those that vary over time. For example, the construction of multiple large 
projects over the same timeframe may produce a spike in temporary workers in an area, creating a 
short-term cumulative shortage of accommodation.

• ‘Linked’ impacts involve more complex interactions, such as where an impact triggers another or 
where a single activity has multiple impacts. For example, a resource project may generate noise and 
dust, consume local water resources, and increase traffic on local roads and services. The combina-
tion of these varied impacts may result in a cumulative impact on the social fabric of a locality.”

274 Social impacts need not only be actual, they can also be perceived. The Guideline gives an example:

“For instance, when a community or individual perceives resource project-induced changes as detrimental 
and unable to be suitably managed or controlled, stress may result. This is more likely to occur when the 
change event is perceived as being harmful, threatening or challenging; and the community or person per-
ceives that they do not have the resources, coping strategies and/or support available to manage or influence 
the disruptions caused by the event.”

275 The materiality of the social impact will be affected by the impact characteristics of extent, duration, se-
verity and sensitivity of the impact. The Guideline explains these impact characteristics: Changes to people’s 
way of life

276 Social impact related to “way of life” includes changes in how people live, work, play and interact with 
each other.

277 GRL contended that the mine would have positive social impacts in terms of increasing local employment 
and invigorating the local economy. GRL expressed a target of 75% local employees and an expectation that 
74% of total non-wage operational expenditure would be spent in the Taree-Gloucester area. These targets 
underpin GRL’s estimate of the economic benefits to the local area. For the reasons I give below in the section 
on economic benefits of the mine, the potential economic benefits of the mine are uncertain but in any event 
have been substantially overstated by GRL.

278 The social researcher called by Gloucester Groundswell, Dr Hedda Askland, identified that the potential 
employment and economic benefits for the local area may not be realised (Askland report, pp 18-21).

279 Dr Rebecca Lawrence, the social researcher called by the Minister, also queried whether the positive 
social benefits of local employment will be realised, having regard to increased automation and digitalisation 
of the mining industry that have labour displacing effects (Lawrence report, pp 32-33).

280 As a consequence, I assess the positive social impacts on local employment and the local economy to 
be “unlikely” to occur and the scale of improvement or benefit to local employment or the local economy to be 
only “moderate”. The significance of the positive social impact on local employment and the local economy 
would accordingly be “moderate” (see pp 42 and 43 of Appendix C of the Guideline).

281 This moderate positive social impact of the mine on local employment and the local economy may, how-
ever, be countered by negative social impacts of the mine on local employment and the local economy. Many 
people who objected to the Project expressed concern that the mine may affect competing land uses that 
depend on a clean and green environment, such as tourism and agri-tourism. Tourism operators were deeply 
concerned about the impact that the Project might have on the image of Gloucester as a “green tourism des-
tination” (Askland report, [31], [32] and [34] and Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p

17). Ms Naomi Kilby, Managing Director of Barrington Outdoor Adventure Centre, encapsulated the concern:

“Scenic nature is our business, so any activity that threatens the scenic nature of our region also threatens our 
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business, our livelihood, and the livelihoods of our staff… We have spoken to our clientele and the overwhelm-
ing reasons that they chose this region is for its natural beauty, clean air, clean water and for the peace and 
quiet. A ten per cent drop in customers will make my business marginal. A 20 per cent drop will send me out 
of business… If you factor in the impact of the destruction of Gloucester’s clean green image by having an 
open cut coal mine on your doorstep, then I believe the impact of Rocky Hill Coal mine will be much greater 
than 20%.” (Kilby statement of evidence).

282 Ms Trudy Schultz, who runs a local tourism business, Accommodation Gloucester, made a similar sub-
mission at the hearing. Ms Schultz said that tourism is a key economic driver for Gloucester’s future and that 
this tourism is largely driven by the natural environment:

“My guests mostly come to visit our World Heritage Barrington Tops, as well as our clean, pristine wilderness 
areas and rivers…When speaking with guests about why they visit Gloucester, the main reason is the back to 
nature country experience Gloucester offers and the relaxed feeling that…driving into Gloucester, the pictur-
esque country views…gives them. Peace and tranquillity highly rank in their comments.”

283 However Ms. Schultz was concerned that the mine would adversely affect tourism: “The majority of 
guests have said they would not come back if a mine went ahead…no-one wants to visit…and holiday in a 
mining town”.

284 Ms. Karen O’Brien, owner of the Hillview Herb Farm, an agri-tourism operator, asked rhetorically: “Who 
will want to visit, consume produce, buy plants from a garden in such close proximity to an open cut mine?”

285 Any closure or downturn in such businesses may reduce local employment and non-wage operational 
expenditure in the local area. The scale of these disbenefits may offset the scale of any benefits of the mine 
for local employment and the local economy.

286 There is also a temporal concern. The benefits of the mine will be received for the life of the Project only, 
while the disbenefits of the mine may persist for longer. Even after mining operations have finished, the dam-
age to the clean and green environment of the Gloucester area, and the image of such an environment, may 
endure.

Changes to people’s community

287 Social impact related to community includes changes in the composition, cohesion, character and func-
tion of community and people’s sense of place.

288 Residents in the vicinity of the Rocky Hill Coal Project expressed concern that the Project had already 
changed, and was likely in the future to change, community composition, cohesion and character. GRL has 
purchased rural and rural-residential properties surrounding the Project site, leading to the departure of 
valued neighbours and community members. Former owner-residences have become rental residences, de-
creasing new neighbours’ investments in the properties and the neighbourhood (Askland report, pp 22-23).

289 The Rocky Hill Coal Project has caused, and is likely to continue to cause, social divisions in the com-
munity between people who oppose and people who support the Project. A large majority of the community 
oppose the Project. This is indicated by the number of submissions made to the Department of Planning 
and Environment in response to the original and amended EIS. As stated in the Department’s Environmental 
Assessment Report (pp i, 1, 6), the Department received 1,744 submissions to the original Project, of which 
approximately 90% were objections, and 2,570 submissions to the amended project, of which 2,308 were 
objections. The survey taken on behalf of Gloucester Shire Council in 2012 found that 82% of the 406 people 
surveyed opposed the mine. Strong opposition was also detected in the ReachTEL survey conducted in 
2017, in which it was identified that 73.2% of the community disagreed with the Project (Askland report, [67]).

290 Dr Askland identified that a person’s position in relation to the Project relates to “matters of proximity” or 
how close the person is to the Project in terms of geographical, economic and moral variables:
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“The notion of ‘matters of proximity’…refers specifically to spatial, moral and socio-economic distance be-
tween individuals and a land use change. Spatial proximity refers to the geographical distance between an 
individual and the area of proposed land use change. Moral proximity refers to how the proposed land use 
change aligns ‘with an individual’s moral framework and their world-view (overarching philosophy or outlook; 
conception of the world)’…; that is, philosophical, ontological, ideological and affective dimensions that em-
bed an individual’s sense of right and wrong. Socio-economic proximity refers to issues such as employment, 
income/livelihood, political representation and voice.” (Askland report, [68]).

291 Dr. Askland observed that:

“These three ‘matters’ were very much present in the primary data collected through semi-structured inter-
views, with a general pattern suggesting that those who support the mine would generally be people:

• who live in the northern part of Gloucester and whose properties are physically removed from the 
mine site; and/or,

• who will benefit financially from the Project, through direct or indirect employment and contract work; 
and/or

• who endorse an economic rationalist ideology and express a distinct belief in economic progress 
and modernisation.

In contrast, those who oppose the mine would generally be people:

• who live within the neighbouring estates, in Gloucester South or the township; and/or

• who will not benefit financially from the mine; and/or

• who hold environmental values or have endured an emotionally intense experience of engaging with 
the extractive industries.” (Askland report, [68]-[69]).

292 Dr. Askland concluded that:

“Based on this, it is obvious that support for and opposition to the Project and the Modification fall along 
the lines of people who see themselves as potential benefactors of, versus sufferers from, the Project. The 
tension between these groups is evident in how people speak about the Project, with a clear labelling of the 
other groups along ideological lines of ‘environmentalists’, ‘eco-evangelists’, ‘greenies’ versus ‘conservatives’ 
and ‘rednecks’. These stereotypes are used in a derogatory manner and are examples of the deep-seated 
division within the community.

The stereotypes and labels that people use are indicative of the significant impact that the Project has already 
had on Gloucester as a community. The primary data collected during my visit to Gloucester confirms that the 
Gloucester community has been divided over mining for many years.” (Askland report, [71]-[72]).

293 Dr. Askland examined the key impacts on social cohesion, concluding that the Project has caused 
“deep-seated antagonism within the community” (Askland report, pp 26-32).

294 The Social Impact Assessment prepared for the amended EIS and Dr Roberta Ryan, the social research-
er called by GRL, did not dispute that the Project has split the community but suggested that existing tensions 
would subside when the proposed mine is either approved or refused. Dr Askland disagreed, opining that 
“approval of the mine will intensify existing land-use conflicts in the area”. Dr Askland’s opinion was based on 
her “observation of what has happened in other mining communities in the Hunter and Mid-Western regions, 
including Bulga and Wollar, where the direct environmental and social impacts of mining operations have 
intensified social conflict, turning former supporters of the mines into anti-mining activists” (Askland report, 
[75]).

295 On the other hand, Dr. Askland considered that refusal of the mine may “ease community tension and 
stress and rebuild community harmony”. Dr Askland’s opinion was based on the “observation that what the 
supporters of the mine want is not the Project in its own right but the positive economic benefits that employ-
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ment in a diverse economy will bring. A rejection of the Project may lead the community to think alternatively 
about how to diversify the economy and build a sustainable economic platform that will see the community 
prosper” (Askland report, [75]).

296 Dr. Askland also raised concern that the mining workforce may change the social composition of the 
community and the current rural town atmosphere (Askland report, [76] and Joint Social Impacts Expert Re-
port, p 24).

297 Dr. Lawrence criticised the Social Impact Assessment’s analysis of the social impacts of an influx of 
mining workers, including the proportions and impacts of mine workers who will live in the town or drive in-
drive out (DIDO) each working day, changes in crime rates (Lawrence report, pp 18-19) and “gender-related 
impacts” such as masculinisation of the town, brothels, and alcohol-related non-domestic assaults (Lawrence 
report, p 22). Dr Lawrence considered that it is likely that a majority of mine workers will be DIDO workers, 
given that Gloucester is within driving distance of major urban areas, such as Newcastle, the short life-span 
of the project (19 years) and the experiences of other rural towns affected by mining. Dr Lawrence considered 
that Gloucester will be adversely affected by DIDO workers, including the following social impacts:

“1) Displacement of low income and vulnerable groups as DIDO workers seek temporary accommodation;

2) Increased prices of temporary accommodation otherwise used by tourists;

3) Some alcohol related anti-social behaviour generally associated with both FIFO and DIDO work forces 
including gender-related impacts, such as masculinisation of the town, brothels and alcohol-related crimes” 
(Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 23).

298 Dr Lawrence also noted that there can be social impacts on the source communities and families of DIDO 
workforces, including high rates of psychological distress, family breakdown and a feeling of disconnection 
to family and community (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, pp 23- 24).

299 The Social Impact Assessment did not address the social impacts of the influx of mining workers. Dr Ryan 
considered that the social impacts posited by Dr Lawrence would not eventuate. One reason was that Dr 
Ryan thought that mining has been part of the Gloucester area for more than 100 years (Joint Social Impacts 
Expert Report, p 22). Dr Lawrence and Dr Askland rebutted this suggestion. Nowhere in the history of coal 
mining in the Gloucester area has there been an open cut coal mine of the scale of the Project within such 
close proximity to rural residential estates and the town of Gloucester (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, pp 
9, 24). The second reason of Dr Ryan was her estimate that DIDO workers would only be around 4% of the to-
tal workforce of Gloucester (around 30 – 40 workers) (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 22). Dr Lawrence 
noted that GRL’s target of 75% of local employees is simply a recommendation and may not be achieved. 
Dr Askland observed that Dr Ryan’s estimate of a limited influx of non-local workers is based on a best-case 
scenario. This is highly problematic (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, pp 23, 24). Dr Ryan therefore was of 
the opinion that the Project is unlikely to have the negative social impacts associated with large numbers of 
DIDO workers (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 22).

300 Dr Ryan contended that the Project would bring a positive change to the population. She identified 
Gloucester as having an ageing population, exacerbated by retired “tree changers” moving into the area and 
a decline in the working age population (Ryan report, p 9 and Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, pp 12, 34). 
Dr Ryan considered that the Project would increase the working age population. Dr Ryan opined that refusal 
of consent for the Project would “see a reduction in diversity and vibrancy of the town”. She considered that 
“there is a need to ensure the community maintains a strong mix of people of all ages and family composi-
tions”. She perceived that “there is a risk that the changing demographic and lack of growth in the younger 
populations will see Gloucester turn into a form of retirement settlement, one which is challenged by limited 
population diversity to be a vibrant community.” Dr Ryan considered that approval of the Project “would in-
crease, rather than reduce, the social and economic diversity within Gloucester” (Joint Social Impacts Expert 
Report, p 39).
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301 Dr Ryan considered that:

“There are a number of residents who have been aware of the Project for some time and have considered the 
Project to have a positive impact on the day to day functions of the town of Gloucester and essentially their 
‘way of life’. With anticipated benefits to the local businesses within the town and potentially a slight increase 
in the number of people living and working within the town and immediate surrounds, the vibrancy is antici-
pated to increase.” (Ryan report, p 65).

302 Submissions made by supporters of the Project at the hearing expressed the hope that the Project “will 
help to stimulate employment opportunities for local workers and provide an incentive for these people to 
stay in the community and find gainful employment” (affidavit of Mr Williams, [13], and see also affidavit of Mr. 
Shaw, [12] and Ryan report, p 11).

303 Dr. Lawrence contested that Gloucester is unique in having an ageing population; it is a trend Austra-
lia-wide. Out-migration of young people in rural and regional areas in NSW is also common. It is not a trend 
specific to Gloucester and cannot be attributed to a lack of mining jobs (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, 
p 13).

304 Dr. Lawrence disputed that Gloucester has a skewed age profile. Older people work and generate 
employment in several sectors (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 40). Dr Lawrence observed that any 
unemployment issues in Gloucester are unlikely to be solved by the Project.

305 Dr. Lawrence observed that an influx of higher paid mine workers for specific mine-related work is likely 
to itself be a source of social division as the jobs will largely go to people who do not currently reside in the 
town and will not represent an employment opportunity for residents who are presently unemployed.

306 Dr. Lawrence also noted that approving the Project is not the only viable solution to Gloucester’s ageing 
population. The Social Impact Assessment fails to assess the “no-go scenario”, such as other forms of sus-
tainable alternativeeconomic futures, including tourism and rural economies based on a diversity of land uses 
(Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, pp 13-14).

307 Dr. Askland disagreed with Dr. Ryan’s narrative about ageing tree changers not contributing to the town 
and the community profile not being ideal. Dr. Askland listed the benefits brought by tree changers, including 
“cultural and social capital, as well as financial capital, that they are willing to invest through local spend.” 
Dr. Askland noted that out-migration of young people is mostly due to education, not lack of employment. 
Dr. Askland corroborated Dr. Lawrence’s observation that the Project is not the only opportunity to build eco-
nomic stimuli and the non-development scenario should have been assessed (Joint Social Impacts Expert 
Report, p 15, 21 and 40).

308 The Department’s Environmental Assessment Report (p 74) stated that:

“The Department considers that an influx of mining workers would cause Gloucester to lose part of its current 
rural town atmosphere. The presence of an operating mine on the southern outskirts of the town would be well 
known. The presence of a cadre of workers dependent on a Project that has a medium-term outlook (10-16 
years) would change the social dynamic of the town. For a portion of the town this would be a positive, but for 
most of the town it would be an unwelcome change to current circumstances.”

309 I find that the Project will affect adversely the social composition of the community and the current rural 
town atmosphere, for the reasons given by Dr. Askland and Dr. Lawrence. I accept and adopt their responses 
to Dr. Ryan’s arguments about the change to the community’s composition, for the reasons that they give.

310 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will severely impact on people’s sense of place.

311 Dr. Lawrence and Dr. Askland both emphasized the broad dimensions of the concept of sense of place. 
They both criticized the narrow definition of the concept used in the Social Impact Assessment in the amend-
ed EIS and by Dr. Ryan who conflated sense of place with amenity and limited the social impact assessment 
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to the visual impact of the mine as a critical aspect of amenity.

312 Dr. Lawrence explained:

“However, sense of place has many dimensions, including, for example, cultural and historical connections, 
and feelings of belonging and attachment to place and the environment. Sense of place is the ‘everyday 
connection individuals have with their local spaces that gives their life meaning in thepresent. Having a sense 
of place contributes to a person’s wellbeing, general health and life satisfaction’. Sense of place may be ex-
perienced both cognitively (intellectually) or viscerally (through the body or emotions) and may involve the 
experience of all the different senses. Sense of place therefore cannot be reduced to a narrow question of 
visual changes in a place or the environment, but should engage with how these changes are experienced 
by people in a variety of different ways.” (Lawrence report, p 30).

313 Dr. Askland noted that there is a “strong connection between place, self-identity and how people per-
ceive and value the environment” (Askland report, [135]). Dr. Askland explained that:

“Place is, as Cheng, Kruger and Daniels (2003: 99) assert, ‘not an inert physical container for biophysical ob-
jects and human actions’ but rather a social construct that intersects social and political processes, biophys-
ical attributes and processes, and social and cultural meanings. Place can be seen in line with what Malpas 
(1999: 193) describes as the ‘densely woven unity of life as lived’; a definition that emphasises the rhythms of 
everyday life and habitation as central to the notion of and experience of place. This notion of place intimately 
connects it to notions of subjectivities and socialites, identity and community, and it links it to practices that 
produce relationships, local environments and modes of being (Farrugia et al. 2018: 4). In rural areas, the 
notion of place is often attached to ideas of ‘rurality’. Rurality is, as I discuss with my colleagues in a recent 
publication on local politics of rural land use (Farrugia et al. 2018: 4), is ‘popularly associated with the notion 
of ‘community’’, which in rural areas often ‘signifies harmonious and densely knit social relations offering a 
form of deep belonging and a close relationship with nature’. This relationship speaks to what can be iden-
tified as ‘emotional geographies’, a term that points to how people may form positive emotional bonds with 
familiar localities (McManus, Albrecht and Graham 2014: 58). Such relations will often be influenced by length 
of residence—that is, how long a person has resided within an area—but may also be established through the 
resonance between the qualities of a place and deep-seated, often unconscious, ontological drivers, as in 
the case of Wendy, cited above, who speak about an immediate spiritual connection to the place. It is beyond 
this report to analyse what this relationship is but it is important to note how such positive emotional bonds 
form part of people’s sense of place and sense of self as this underpins the likelihood for intense emotional 
responses in circumstances when such a place is threatened by unwanted change (McManus, Albrecht and 
Graham 2014).

The strong responses that have been triggered by the Project should be seen in relation to how the biophys-
ical landscape surrounding Gloucester, including the site of the proposed Project, forms part of people’s 
sense of place. Landscape takes on different meaning: in everyday use and in planning discourse it is often 
approached ‘objectively’ to describe natural scenery. However, as indicated above, landscapes are also 
socially constructed and through people’s engagement with their natural environment imbued with meaning 
(Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga 2003: 16).

The physical environment is, thus, imbued with social meaning, mediated through past, present and antici-
pated relationships with place. The deep-seated sense of disruption caused by the Project relates to this; the 
conflict and impact that the Project will have is a reaction to the threat it poses to the personal and collective 
relationship that the local people have with the environment. As such, potential impacts related to place and 
community do not only relate to the sense of distress and loss captured in the notion of solastalgia. They are 
also about the ‘affective bond between people and place or setting’ (Tuan 1974: 4)—what in geographical 
scholarship is termed ‘topophilia’—and the threat that the Project poses to this relationship.

To rephrase, the risks associated with the Project in relation to sense of place relate to:
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i. the physical destruction of a loved environment; and,

ii. the rupture of a positive emotional bond between self and environment, which is central to people’s sense 
of self and place.

McManus, Albrecht and Graham (2014: 59) state that Indigenous people and people who live closely to the 
land and soil will often have a more intense feeling/emotion towards their environment. This emotion cannot 
be quantified yet the devastation that can come from seeing a much loved landscape being desolated should 
not be underestimated. By introducing the notion of solastalgia, Albrecht (2005) has aspired to generate 
greater conceptual clarity about the devastation that can happen in such circumstances. Environmental de-
struction generated by negative transformation to the biophysical and built environment, caused by open-cut 
coal mining, climate change, urbanisation, gentrification, toxic pollution of places and climate change, are 
factors that can lead to such loss.

Another concept that is useful to explain the issue at stake is eritalgia (Askland, forthcoming). Eritalgia is a 
concept developed to capture the future-related component of place, what has earlier been described as 
pre-solastalgic tension or eco-anxiety (Albrecht 2012), though it also encapsulates the sense of temporal 
rupture by which individuals no longer can imagine themselves in a future place.”

314 Both Dr. Lawrence and Dr. Askland considered that the Rocky Hill Coal Project would impact significantly 
on people’s sense of place. Dr. Askland referred to her interviews where people expressed a deep sense 
of belonging to Gloucester and the need for Gloucester as a special place to be protected (Askland report 
[29]-[32], [36], [129]-[133]).

315 Dr. Askland also referred to the local people’s evidence given at the hearing about their relationship with 
Gloucester as a place and their fears as to how the mine will harm that relationship. Dr. Askland emphasized 
the need, in order to understand the level of social impact that the Project has had and will have, to consider 
people’s stories about the psychoterratic (earth-related) relationships that local people have to Gloucester as 
a place. The notion of “psychoterratic relationships” refers to “the relationship between the biophysical and 
built environment and human mental and physical health” (Askland report, [143]). Dr Askland concluded:

“In my opinion, a similar case can be made in relation to the Rocky Hill Coal Project. There is no doubt that the 
local people have strong emotional attachments to Gloucester as a place and that the natural environment is 
essential to this. The importance of amenity and scenery is captured in the Gloucester LEP, which has estab-
lished an intention to protect the natural environment surrounding Gloucester and establish it as a rural town-
ship set within agricultural and pristine natural environments. My assessment suggests the Project’s projected 
impact on the natural environment will deter negatively on people’s sense of place.” (Askland report, [145]).

316 Dr Askland summarised her argument that the Project will cause a change to people’s sense of place as 
follows:

“- Gloucester residents have a deep attachment to Gloucester as a place;

- central to people’s sense of place is the natural beauty and scenic value of the area, as well as the 
sense of community and its country town characteristics;

- sense of place builds on the relationships between sociality, environment and ontology, with temporal 
interlinking between past, present and future;

- the impact the Project has had during the planning phase and is projected to have if approved is, at 
large, a reflection of how it is misaligned with and jeopardises this relationship, which is central to sense 
of place, community and well-being;

- the Project is associated with the risks of the physical destruction of a loved environment and the 
rupture of a positive emotional bond between self and environment (central to people’s sense of place);
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- mitigation strategies do not address the lived experience of place and emotional bonds individuals 
have to physical environment, (conversely, they will in themselves be detrimental in terms of amenity, 
scenery and sense of place).” (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 21).

317 Dr Askland observed that the proposed mitigation strategies in the social impact assessment will do 
nothing to address the social impacts of topophilia and solastalgia. The mitigation strategies are based on 
a logic that disregards the lived experience of place and the strong emotional bonds that individuals form 
to their physical environments. Dr Askland considered that the mitigation strategies will in themselves be 
detrimental in terms of social impacts related to amenity, scenery and sense of place (Askland report, [142]). 
Dr Askland gave the example of the proposed mitigation of visual impacts by amenity barriers, which fail to 
address the meaning that local people attach to Gloucester as a place, with subsequent underestimation of 
the potential impact of the Project on people’s sense of place, identity and community (Askland report, [28]).

318 Dr. Ryan’s assessment of the impact of the Rocky Hill Coal Project on the sense of place and community 
was more confined. Dr. Ryan focused on the impacts on amenity, including visual, acoustic and dust. Based 
on GRL’s experts’ opinions that there would be no unacceptable visual, acoustic or dust impacts, Dr. Ryan 
concluded that “the overall impacts of the Project are restricted to a very small, discrete number of residenc-
es… depending on the specifics of the particular impact (visual, dust etc.) being considered.” (Joint Social 
Impacts Expert Report, p 32). Dr Ryan did not consider that these amenity impacts would cause social im-
pact on people’s sense of place or community. Conversely, Dr Ryan concluded that “the overall impact on 
the sense of place and community will be more negative than positive if the Project is not approved due to 
impact on employment and economic prosperity of the Gloucester town and local community” (Joint Social 
Impacts Expert Report, p 32).

319 Dr. Ryan accepted that the Project would alter the community and its sense of place from those that cur-
rently exist but “one is not ‘better’ than the other”. Dr Ryan suggested that: “A community will grow and the 
sense of place will still be present during operation and after completion. The sense of place will adjust and 
change with the times as a new community is brought into the area.” (Ryan report, p 15).

320 I find that the Rocky Hill Coal Project will negatively impact on the composition, cohesion and character 
of the community and local people’s sense of place. I accept the evidence of Dr Askland and Dr. Lawrence 
on the social impacts on community, which I find is compelling. These experts’ evidence is corroborated by 
the evidence of the local people who object to the Project. The evidence of the local people, given in their 
written submissions on the original and the amended Project, in their written statements tendered in Court 
and in their oral evidence at the hearing, amply and persuasively demonstrated people’s strong attraction 
and attachment to Gloucester as a place and the major negative impacts that the Project has had, is having 
and will have on their psychoterratic relationship to this place. The local people’s evidence also explained the 
major negative impacts of the Project on community composition, cohesion and character.

321 As explained in the section on the visual impacts of the Project, I find that the Project, even with the 
proposed mitigation measures such as the amenity barriers, will have high visual effect, because of the high 
visual contrast between the proposed mine and the existing visual environment, and the viewpoints, both in 
private and public properties, have high visual sensitivity. The combined effect of a high visual effect with high 
visual sensitivity is a high visual impact. There will be a significant impact on the scenic and landscape char-
acter of the town of Gloucester and its surroundings. The high visual impact will significantly affect people’s 
sense of place and hence community.

322 I find that the consequence of the potential negative social impact on community to be “major” and the 
likelihood of that social impact to be “likely”, with a resultant social risk rating of “extreme” (see Figure 6, p 42 
of the Guideline).

323 The Social Impact Assessment for the amended EIS and Dr Ryan’s evidence were flawed in methodolo-
gy, coverage of issues and dependence on other expert evidence that is also flawed. The flaws in methodol-
ogy were critically exposed by Dr Lawrence and Dr Askland in their individual expert reports, the Joint Social 
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Impacts Expert Report and their oral evidence at the hearing. I adopt their analysis.

324 The coverage of issues was limited and many critical issues were not addressed, including a broad con-
sideration of the impact of the proposal on the community and on people’s sense of place. Sense of place 
was conflated with amenity and the focus was on the impacts of the Project on visual, acoustic and air quality 
amenity.

325 The dependence on GRL’s experts’ opinions that the Project would not have unacceptable visual, acous-
tic and air quality impacts made the conclusion that there would not be social impacts vulnerable. I have 
found, for example, that the Project will have high visual impact. Dr Ryan accepted that, if the Court were to 
conclude that the Project would have an adverse visual impact on residents living in and around Gloucester, 
then the Project will have an adverse social impact (Transcript, 24/08/18, p 721). Dr. Ryan agreed that if the 
Project were to have an adverse impact on the rural character of land south of the town of Gloucester, that 
would be a negative social impact (Transcript, 24/08/18, p 720). Dr. Ryan also accepted that a change in 
what people perceive as important or treasured landscapes has a social impact (Joint Social Impacts Expert 
Report, p 724). Dr. Askland and Dr. Lawrence agreed with these conclusions.

Changed access to and use of infrastructure, services and facilities

326 Social impact related to access to and use of infrastructure, services and facilities involves how the 
proposed mine may affect the provision of infrastructure, services and facilities by local, state and federal 
governments, for-profit and not-for-profit organizations and volunteer groups.

327 The Social Impact Assessment for the amended EIS analyzed the impact of the Rocky Hill Coal Project on 
social infrastructure capacity, including childcare, healthcare, community services and facilities, employment 
and housing. The Social Impact Assessment concluded that community services and facilities will, overall, 
be able to accommodate social changes triggered by population growth associated with the Project (Ask-
land report, [49]). GRL proposes a local employment target of 75% of the workforce needed for the Project. If 
this target is achieved, the Social Impact Assessment indicated that there will be increased demand for and 
pressure on local services:

“i. Current childcare providers and preschools will not be able to accommodate the projected increase and 
there will be a need to increase capacity;

ii. Healthcare services will be placed under increased stress. Whilst it is assessed that the population rise ‘will 
not add undue pressure to [the] aging cohort within the local health system who, because of chronic disease, 
require high levels of resource servicing’ (Key Insights 2016: 106), there will be a need for more staff to meet 
increased service demand. Moreover, mental health concerns and a lack of generalist services, in particular 
for families with children, imply that health providers will be under increased stress. The SIA recommends that 
this area is systematically monitored but otherwise does not problematize the issues.

iii. School education infrastructure will be able to cope with potential population increase. There will, however, 
need to be a significant expansion of vocational education in order to meet the needs of GRL and incoming 
employees and families.

iv. The emphasis on a locally based employment force may have both positive and negative impacts on the 
housing. Housing stress and social inequality may result from pressure on the local housing market.” (Ask-
land report, [50(i)-(iv)]).

328 The Social Impact Assessment concluded that emergency services are likely to be negatively impacted 
by the Project and responses from relevant service providers indicate confidence in delivering the necessary 
level of service (Askland report, [51]).

329 The social impact experts called by the parties, Dr Ryan for GRL, Dr Lawrence for the Minister and Dr 
Askland for Gloucester Groundswell, did not disagree with these assessments of the impacts of the Project 
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on community services and facilities. Dr Lawrence did note, however, that the social impact assessment did 
not adequately cover mental health services in the list of social infrastructure. These services are likely to be 
scarce and there is a lack of generalist mental health services for families with children (Lawrence report, p 
28). This lack of mental health services in the area is of importance because one of the likely social impacts 
of the Project is mental health issues.

330 Dr Askland and Dr Lawrence also adverted to other impacts related to infrastructure and traffic. Dr Ask-
land noted that the submissions by the public and Mid-Coast Council raised concerns that the Council would 
not be able to maintain road infrastructure that could be impacted by mining operations (Askland report, [78]).

331 Concerns were also raised by residents close to the Project about the increased noise that will result from 
traffic generated by mining operations. Although the traffic-related noise would comply with the relevant local 
and sub arterial road criteria, residents in proximity to the Project, such as along Jacks Road and Waukivory 
Road, will be aware of the changed conditions during peak operational traffic movements. This will occur 
during shift changes (between 6am and 7am, 1:45pm and 2:45pm, 5:30pm and 6:30pm, and 10:15pm and 
10:45pm). The Department assessed the peak hours to be in the hour before 7am and the hour after 10pm, 
when workers will travel to and from work in a concentrated traffic flow against a background of relatively low 
background traffic levels (Askland report, [79]).

332 Dr Askland noted that the affected residents are concerned that, even if the Project complies with rele-
vant traffic-related noise requirements, the residents will still experience noise impacts. They point to the cur-
rent rural ambience and quiet that form the soundscape of the area and are concerned that the concentrated 
traffic flows will adversely impact on this quiet soundscape (Askland report, [80]).

333 Dr. Askland noted that both Jacks Road and Waukivory Road will need to be upgraded in order to sustain 
the increased traffic generated by the Project. Although the amended EIS promoted these road upgrades 
as a community benefit, the residents argued that the upgrade is only needed if the Project goes ahead. As 
such, the road upgrades are not a community benefit, but rather a facilitator of traffic-related noise impact 
(Askland report, [81]).

334 Dr. Lawrence criticized the Social Impact Assessment for its failure to address the social impacts of in-
creased traffic generated by the Project. Dr Lawrence pointed out that a sizeable proportion of the workforce 
may commute to the mine, particularly along The Bucketts Way. The Social Impact Assessment did not pro-
vide any local data on current accident rates or local black spots or assess the risk and cost of any increase 
in accidents due to the Project. Dr Lawrence observed:

“This is particularly concerning since the town is accessed by The Bucketts Way, which is reportedly known 
to be ‘notorious’ for its accident rate and this is particularly unsuitable as a commuter route” (Lawrence report, 
p 33).

335 Dr. Ryan did not address in her expert report the social impact of increased traffic and traffic related 
noise. She observed that:

“The surrounding properties and the township of Gloucester will not be impacted by movement of heavy 
mining equipment or coal transportation to and from the site as a new private haul road is proposed as part of 
the Project to reduce the impact on the local road network of the township of Gloucester” (Ryan report, p 65).

336 But this was not the concern of the residents or the other social impact experts.

337 I find that there will be some social impact associated with the use of road infrastructure by reason of traf-
fic related noise and increased road accidents, as Dr Askland and Dr Lawrence have explained. The increase 
in traffic related noise would compound the increase in noise from mining operations. Although both traffic 
related noise and mining related noise might comply with the relevant noise criteria, both sources of noise will 
have negative social impact on residents in proximity of the mine. Affected residents will be sensitive to the 
noise and have a high level of concern about the noise. The noise from both sources will reinforce residents’ 
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opposition to the mine.

338 I assess the consequence of the potential negative social impact of noise from the Project as “moderate” 
and the likelihood of that social impact to be “likely”, with a resultant social risk rating of “high” (see Figure 6, 
p 42 of the Guideline).

339 Any increase in road accidents by workers commuting to and from the mine might have major or cat-
astrophic consequences for human health and safety. But in the absence of a proper evaluation of what 
increase in road accidents might occur and what might be the consequence of any increase, it is difficult to 
evaluate the significance of any associated negative social impacts.

Impact on people’s culture

340 Social impact related to culture includes shared beliefs, customs, values and stories, as well as con-
nections to land, places and buildings. Culture includes both Aboriginal and European culture and heritage.

341 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will adversely impact on people’s culture in two key ways: impacts on Aborig-
inal culture and connection to Country and impact on heritage-scenic quality.

342 The Social Impact Assessment for the amended EIS failed to assess the social impacts of the Rocky Hill 
Coal Project on Aboriginal people. Dr Lawrence observed that Aboriginal people have not been adequately 
addressed in the social baseline. There was no information about their socioeconomic status, their way of 
life, or their fears and aspirations about the future (Lawrence report, pp 18, 20). Dr Lawrence considered that 
community consultations and stakeholder meetings do not appear to have included specific consultations 
with Aboriginal people or Aboriginal organisations. This was concerning “given that culturally appropriate 
consultations with Aboriginal people, as a marginalised and vulnerable population, is considered best prac-
tice in SIA methodology” (Lawrence report, p 24). Dr Lawrence stated:

“Aboriginal people of the Gloucester area have expressed concern in the media and through submissions 
to the DPE that consultations with them have been inadequate regarding the Aboriginal cultural heritage 
assessment. Further, it would seem that targeted consultations with Aboriginal people and organisations 
have been completely absent in the SIA process itself concerning broader issues of the proposed project’s 
impacts on Aboriginal culture, rights, interests and connections to Country. It is a standard requirement of SIA 
practice that Indigenous peoples be consulted in culturally appropriate ways and that particular attention be 
paid to the impacts of a project on them. Yet, there is no discussion in the social baseline (or elsewhere) of the 
significance of the Gloucester area to Aboriginal people’s way of life, or their culture, historically or presently. It 
is a significant failing of the SIA that it does not assess, or even discuss, the impacts of the proposed project 
on Aboriginal rights, interests and connections to Country.” (Lawrence report, pp 26-27).

343 Dr Askland also considered that the Social Impact Assessment failed to adequately assess the impor-
tance of Country and landscape that will be affected by the Project to the Aboriginal people and, as a conse-
quence, to assess the social impact of the Project on Aboriginal people.

344 Dr Askland noted that, during her field trip to Gloucester, concerns were expressed about the impacts of 
the Project on “Aboriginal cultural heritage values embedded in the landscape.” Aboriginal people expressed 
concern about three aspects. First, that Aboriginal people and Aboriginal epistemology were excluded in the 
consultation and assessment process. Dr Askland records an Aboriginal elder, Sarah, saying that the area 
of the Project is of “great significance to the Aboriginal community” and that “she, as well as her communi-
ty, have felt excluded from the consultation process, with the company demonstrating ‘an unwillingness to 
engage with our Aboriginal heritage, history, culture and the spiritual dimension permeating all aspects of 
our life and beliefs’ (Sarah, Aboriginal elder, written communication, 23 May 2018). The lack of recognition of 
Aboriginal heritage, ontology and epistemology incites a decolonial process which, in Sarah’s words ‘mimics 
the historical relationship between Government and our People – relegate, move and dismiss’” (Askland re-
port, [85]-[86]).
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345 Second, the area of the Project has been inadequately surveyed for Aboriginal sites. The amended EIS 
indicates that nine Aboriginal sites will be affected by the mine, but Aboriginal representatives say that the 
whole area has not been surveyed. There is a risk that unidentified Aboriginal sites might be impacted by 
the mine. If so, there would be a direct social impact on the Aboriginal community. But the uncertainty as to 
whether unidentified Aboriginal sites might be impacted itself causes social impact on the Aboriginal com-
munity. Dr Askland stated:

“The EIS documentation indicates that nine Aboriginal sites will be affected by the mine. According to Aborig-
inal representatives the whole area has, however, not been surveyed. According the Aboriginal elders and 
in light of my analysis, there is potential for significant loss of both tangible and intangible heritage. This is 
concerning and a matter that will have significant social impact on the Aboriginal population. As Sarah states:

‘[t]he emotion that is stirred up by the possibility that the area that holds our Ancestor’s spirits may be changed 
forever and no longer be a place of wellbeing for people that share our connection to the place, is crippling 
(Sarah, Aboriginal elder, written communication 23 May 2018).’” (Askland report, [87]).

346 Third, there has been an inadequate acknowledgement of the importance of Country and landscape to 
the Aboriginal people. Heritage value lies not merely in particular Aboriginal sites but in the landscape as a 
whole. Dr Askland referred to the communication of another Aboriginal elder, Jane, who said “this place to 
me is sacred” and explained how her “culture is ancient” and illustrated, through reference to metaphors and 
stories, how culture is embedded in the land. “She also explains how the area in and around Gloucester holds 
distinct significance as a past meeting point and ground for large initiation rituals. The landscape thus holds 
spiritual significance and is in itself a matter of heritage.” (Askland report, [88]).

347 The importance of the whole landscape was emphasised in the submissions of two Aboriginal knowl-
edge holders given at the hearing. Janine Phillips, speaking for Kim Eveleigh and Ken Eveleigh, Elders and 
knowledge holders of the Worimil/Gooreengai people, described the cultural significance of the Gloucester 
or Buckan valley and the Waukivory (including Mograni) Range to the east and The Bucketts Range to the 
west: “The Bucketts Range is the man, the Waukivory Range is the woman, the Gloucester valley/Buckan is 
the family, it is a complete cycle of life that should not be disturbed or separated”. The valley itself “is a signif-
icant sacred place as this is our Ancestor’s daughters’ birthing and naming area, as they travel over this part 
of the land they shared knowledge of our Ancestors’ medicines, hunting and gathering of food, the weaving 
of fishing baskets whilst singing to the spirits of the Ancestors”.

348 Mr Michael Manikas gave evidence on behalf of the Cook family, traditional owners of land in the Glouces-
ter area. He observed that, because of past violence against and displacement of Aboriginal people, knowl-
edge about Country and culture in the Gloucester area is incomplete: “We just don’t know the full extent of 
the importance of this area”. However, “knowledge has been retained by many of our elders and we are in 
the early phases of capturing and collating that knowledge. We’re learning where the sacred ceremonial sites 
were for women’s business and men’s business, along with other important areas.” Mr Manikas expressed 
concern that: “If the mine goes ahead, the family will lose some of our connection with each other and this 
place as the land will be destroyed. The culture and connection we have been rebuilding will be once again 
lost. Gloucester and the surrounding valley is an extremely valuable resource to our family in its current state.”

349 Dr Ryan accepted that there needed to be, but there had not been, a reasoned and comprehensive 
assessment of the social impacts of the Project on the Aboriginal people, particularly having regard to the 
significant proportion of Aboriginal people in the area (around 9.5%) (Transcript, 24/08/18, pp 744, 748). Dr 
Ryan accepted that, based on the statements of Ms Phillips and Mr Manikas, the Project could have a real 
potential social impact on the sense of place of Aboriginal people (Transcript, 24/08/18, p 748). Dr Ryan 
accepted that, in the absence of any detailed assessment of social impact on Aboriginal people, uncertainty 
about the potential impacts on Aboriginal people would be high and worst case scenarios should have been 
modelled and a precautionary approach should have been taken (Transcript, 24/08/18, p 752).
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350 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will also impact negatively on the value of Gloucester as a heritage-scenic 
place. The people of Gloucester who are opposed to the Project have a strong conception of Gloucester as a 
place of high heritage-scenic value. They see the story of Gloucester as a settled, rural character embedded 
in the scenic qualities of the landscape. This heritage-scenic place might not hold statutory heritage listing, 
but it nevertheless contributes to people’s sense of place. People fear that the Project will impact severely on 
this historic landscape and their sense of place (Askland report, [92]-[93]).

351 I find that the Project will have significant negative social impacts on culture. The Project will adversely 
affect Aboriginal people of the area, by impacting their culture and Country. The impacts are not merely to the 
individual Aboriginal sites that have already been identified, but also there is the risk that other unidentified 
Aboriginal sites might be affected. There is also the broader impact on the landscape that is of high spiritual 
significance to the Aboriginal people. The Aboriginal elders who spoke to Dr Askland and gave evidence 
at the hearing expressed a high level of concern about the adverse effects of the Project on their Country 
and culture. The negative social impacts will affect a large proportion of the population group of Aboriginal 
people, itself a sizeable population group as approximately 9.5% of Gloucester’s population are of Aboriginal 
descent (Ryan report, p 27, Table 9 and Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 41). The negative social im-
pacts will endure, not only for the duration of the Project, but long afterwards. The rehabilitation of the mine 
will not heal the harm to Country and culture. The scale or degree of change from the existing condition as a 
result of the social impact of the Project will be substantial. The Aboriginal people, and their cultural heritage, 
have high sensitivity to the adverse changes caused by the Project. The Aboriginal people and their Country 
are highly susceptible or vulnerable to the adverse changes caused by the social impacts of the Project. The 
Aboriginal people place high importance on the existing landscape and its contribution to their life and cul-
ture. By reason of these impact characteristics (see Table 5, p 36 of the Guideline), the consequence of the 
negative social impacts on Aboriginal people will be “major” and the likelihood of the negative social impacts 
is “likely”, resulting in an “extreme” social risk rating (see Figure 6, p 42 of the Guideline).

352 I find that the Project will also impact on the heritage-scenic values, for the reasons I have given earlier 
in the discussion of the impact of the Project on people’s sense of place.

Impact on people’s health and wellbeing

353 Social impact related to health and wellbeing incorporates both physical and mental health.

354 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will cause dust and particulate emissions, noise emissions and night lighting 
impacts. These have the potential to affect people’s health and wellbeing, both directly and indirectly. Air, 
noise and light pollution can directly affect people’s health and wellbeing, if the pollution is sufficient, but it 
can also affect people’s perception of their health and wellbeing, such as by increasing stress and anxiety, 
which can affect their mental health. This indirect effect on people’s mental health is significant in this case. 
As I have found earlier, the Project may well comply with the applicable criteria for air quality and noise, but 
people perceive that the Project will have a negative impact on their health and wellbeing.

355 Many residents and objectors expressed concern about the particulate pollution from the mine and its 
potential impact on their health and the health of their families. Some said the pollution free environment of 
Gloucester was a motivating reason for their tree change from the city to the country (Askland report, [36]). Mr 
and Mrs Arney, residents in the Thunderbolt Estate who made a submission at the hearing, were examples of 
“tree changers” who chose to retire to Gloucester to escape the traffic congestion, noise and air pollution of 
Sydney. The benefits to their health and wellbeing from the tree change have been significant. Prior to moving 
to Gloucester, Mrs Arney suffered from bronchitis, which required the use of a medical puffer, and Mr Arney 
had a long history of sinusitis, which required surgery. Since moving to Gloucester, their health has improved 
and they now live in good health without bronchial or sinus issues.

356 Some said that their concerns about the impact of particulate pollution on health would cause them to 
leave Gloucester if the Project were to be approved. Mrs Soupidis, a local wife, mother, music teacher and 
active community member, who made a submission at the hearing, is one example. Mrs Soupidis’s children 
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suffer from asthma. She and her husband are frightened about the risk of air quality impacts of the open cut 
mine on their asthmatic children and said that they may move from Gloucester if the mine were to proceed. 
The loss of the Soupidis family from Gloucester would have impacts on the Gloucester community. Both Mr 
and Mrs Soupidis are experienced music teachers and active community members.

357 Another example is Mr and Mrs Seale, also local teachers who are heavily involved in the local communi-
ty. They chose to raise their family in Gloucester because of the clean environment, particularly the rivers and 
rainfall. They chose to make their home in the Avon River Estate, their property having frontage to the Avon 
River. If the mine goes ahead, Mr Seale said he and his family would leave Gloucester. This would not only 
mean that the Seale family would leave the home and the river that they love, but it would also be a significant 
loss to the community as the school would lose two teachers and they would take their extensive volunteer 
involvement in the community elsewhere.

358 People did not feel that they were being alarmist in holding health concerns about the mine; they felt 
fortified by the submissions of local medical doctors and the literature on the health damage caused by fine 
particles in coal mining areas. Dr Lyford, for example, made a submission at the hearing about the potential 
deleterious health impacts on the population of Gloucester of particulate pollution from mines. Dr Lyford has 
been a General Practitioner in Gloucester for 32 years. He is concerned that if the Rocky Hill Coal Project 
were to be approved, previous improvements in air quality in the area will be lost and the town population 
would be exposed to high incidence of flare ups in asthma and chronic obstructed pulmonary disease.

359 Many residents also expressed concern about noise and night lighting. Even if the noise from the mine 
complied with the applicable noise criteria, residents were concerned that they would nevertheless be im-
pacted by noise from the mine, especially given the low background noise environment. These concerns are 
justified. As I have found earlier, the mine will cause residual noise impacts on residents in the vicinity of the 
mine. Mine noise levels will emerge from the background noise levels in locations where the measured back-
ground noise level is less than 30 dBA. This will make the mine noise levels more noticeable and more likely 
to impact the residents’ acoustic amenity. These residents, if they are opposed to the mine, are more likely to 
find that this new impact on their acoustic amenity is unacceptable.

360 Night lighting would disturb the dark rural environment, not only up until the end of mining operations at 
10 pm, but also afterwards as the workforce leaves and security lights remain on. The Department’s Environ-
mental Assessment Report found that, even with the lighting management plan to address lighting impacts, 
light spill would not be completely controlled. Light spill would be readily seen from nearby residences and 
post operation lighting for security would still impact local residences. The Environmental Assessment Report 
(p 46) concluded:

“The proposed development could have a significant impact in terms of light pollution in the Gloucester 
Valley, with ambient light from the proposal likely to be intrusive for residents of the Gloucester community 
who currently experience largely uninterrupted evening skies set in a rural landscape lit only by the moon 
and stars. The Department considers that lighting impacts from the amended project would be a factor in 
reducing the amenity for all residents living near the proposed mine, not just those with a direct line of sight 
to the mine area.”

361 These impacts of particulate, noise and light pollution may affect mental and physical health. Dr Askland 
illustrated the link between physical and mental health by reference to a local mother whose daughter suffers 
from asthma:

“The local mother whose daughter suffers from asthma, cited above, explained to me how she is constantly 
monitoring her daughter’s health and is in a constant state of alertness to the asthma flaring up. She ex-
plained how her daughter at present has to be taken to the emergency on average twice a year. She holds a 
deep-seated fear that the Project will aggravate her daughter’s illness; a fear that is supported by research 
and evidence from other coal-mining regions. The question of dust is, thus, not only a matter of physical 
health but can also be correlated to mental health due to increased anxiety and stress. A local doctor who 
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participated in my research explained how in his practice he has observed how ‘chronic stress impairs the 
immune system and raises BP [blood pressure] etc and the link between psychosocial stress and physical 
health damage [is] inseparable’ (Steward, local doctor, written communication 17 May 2018). Similarly, as 
stated above, physical health impacts due to lighting and noise are linked with stress, sleep disturbance and 
performance. The link between physical health and mental health is, thus, important to take into consider-
ation.” (Askland report, [109]).

362 Dr Lyford, the local doctor who made a submission, also noted that:

“The intrusion of light and noise into what had previously been a quiet environment will result in high levels of 
mental illness. I have seen this decline in mental health in those living near mine sites at Duralie and Stratford 
during all phases of production. I have seen many cases of depression and anxiety as people struggle with 
noise, sleep disturbance, loss of life goals and reduction in property values as the mine encroaches upon 
them.”

363 Dr Askland also explained how “environmental change may lead to distress, dispossession and dis-
placement” (Askland report, [113]). Dr Askland said that:

“For the residents within the proximity of the mine, the correlation between social and mental health impact is 
strong. The risks associated with the Project incite a fear about the future and they unsettle plans. More recent 
residents to the area speak with melancholy and distress about the decision to move to Gloucester; what was 
going to be a move to a quiet, rural place has for them become a nightmare marked by constant insecurity. 
Their properties have become devalued, their future plans put on hold. This will be addressed at greater 
length below. What is important to note here is how the various social impacts interlink, the insecurities that 
they place on individual livelihoods and wellbeing, the increased sense of risk and vulnerability, transforming 
into experiences of loss and dispossession.” (Askland report, [115]).

364 Dr Lawrence was critical of the Social Impact Assessment’s assessment of the impacts of the Project on 
human health and mental health. In relation to mental health, Dr Lawrence said:

“The SIA reports a series of significant findings about mental health issues associated with open cut coal 
mining, but only concludes that more research is needed (KI/SIA p 102). There is, however, a substantive 
literature on the psychological and mental health issues encountered by mine workers, particularly non-res-
ident workers (for example, depression, relationship difficulties, alcohol misuse), people living near mines 
(loss of sense of place and solastalgia) and vulnerable population groups in the areas in which they work or 
are temporarily housed.

For example, the SIA has not dealt with mental health impacts on low income families displaced by incom-
ing mine workers, although displacement is reported as a concern for members of the community. The SIA 
also does not consider mental health impacts of an influx of mainly male and relatively wealthy workers on 
vulnerable population groups in the town, for example on unemployed or low income men, or young women, 
or Aboriginal people. This literature is available but has not been assessed or addressed in the section on 
mental health.” (Lawrence report, p 28).

365 Dr Lawrence was also critical of the failure to assess how increased noise and dust, even if they complied 
with the applicable criteria, might impact on mental health and wellbeing. Dr Lawrence stated:

“Moreover, the section on health refers in multiple instances to monitoring incorporated in the applicant’s own 
Noise Vibration and Blasting Assessment and Air Quality and Risk Assessment, but with no regard for how 
increased noise and dust may impact upon people’s well-being, sense of place or way of life more generally 
(regardless of whether technical thresholds are met or not). In other words, even if technical thresholds for 
noise and dust are not breached by the applicant during operations, there is a real concern amongst com-
munity members (evidenced in submissions to the DPE) that their well-being and way of life will be negatively 
affected.
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Here it would have been relevant for the SIA to address the impacts of noise and dust not only as technical 
issues to be addressed by monitoring, but to actually assess people’s fears and aspirations about their future: 
what will their day to day life look like with the Rocky Hill coalmine? Will they be able hang their clothes on the 
line, have their windows open, or let their children play in the backyard, without fearing the impacts of coal 
dust?” (Lawrence report, p 29).

366 Dr Ryan accepted that adverse noise, dust and air quality impacts on residents and the community are 
matters for consideration in assessing the social impacts of the Project, “both people’s concern about them 
in terms of perceived impacts, as well as the materiality of those impacts on affected residents” (Transcript, 
24/08/18, p 727 and see also p 730). Dr Ryan conceded in her oral evidence at the hearing that people plan-
ning to move away from Gloucester because of a perception of negative health impacts, as well as impacts of 
the mine on social cohesion, were factors relevant to an assessment of social impacts of the mine (Transcript, 
24/08/18, pp 732-736).

367 I find that the Project is likely to affect local residents’ health and wellbeing in the ways explained by Dr 
Askland and Dr Lawrence, as well as by Dr Lyford, and the Department. The particulate, noise and light pol-
lution from the Project may well comply with the applicable regulatory criteria, but will still be perceptible by 
local residents. The residents are likely to have a high level of concern about the particulate, noise and light 
pollution from the Project. This concern is likely to raise stress and anxiety, potentially affecting mental health 
and physical health. These are social impacts in themselves. They might also lead to other social impacts. 
People who value living, working and playing in a clean and green environment may leave the Gloucester 
area, adversely affecting the local community and economy.

368 I find that the consequence of the potential social impacts on health and wellbeing is “major” and the 
likelihood of that social impact is “likely”, resulting in an “extreme” social risk rating.

Impact on people’s surroundings

369 Social impact related to surroundings include access to and use of ecosystem services, public safety 
and security, access to and use of the natural and built environments, and aesthetic qualities and amenity.

370 A key concern of residents living in the vicinity of the Rocky Hill Coal Project is that the Project will se-
verely impact on the surroundings, including the natural environment, and impact on its aesthetic value and 
amenity. Dr Askland considered that this concern of social impact on people’s surroundings was justified 
(Askland report, [116]). Dr Ryan accepted in oral evidence at the hearing that, if the Court were to find that the 
Project would have an adverse impact on the rural character of Gloucester and its surrounds or an adverse 
visual impact on residents in the vicinity of the Project, those would be negative social impacts (Transcript, 
24/08/18, pp 720-721).

371 I have explored, and have found substantiated, the residents’ concerns about the Project’s impacts on 
people’s way of life, community, culture, and health and wellbeing. The Project will substantially affect the 
surroundings and people’s sense of place.

372 These social impacts can also be seen to be impacts on the amenity of the place. The concept of the 
amenity of a place or locality is wide and flexible. Some aspects of amenity are practical and tangible. Exam-
ples include the traffic, noise, nuisance, appearance and way of life in the locality. Other aspects of amenity 
are intangible and subjective. They include the standard or class of the locality and the reasonable expecta-
tions of residents in the locality: Broad v Brisbane City Council [1986] 2 Qd R 317 at 320.

373 Amenity may embrace the effect of a place on the senses and the residents’ perception of the locality. 
Knowing the uses to which a place is or may be put may affect a resident’s perception of amenity: Broad v 
Brisbane City Council at 326; Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council (2006) 67 NSWLR 256; (2006) 146 LGERA 10 
at [190].
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374 The reasonable expectations of residents of the locality are informed by the current planning controls in 
the planning scheme. Residents should expect that land in the locality will be put to one of the uses to which 
land may be put without development consent and may be put to one of the uses permitted with the consent 
of the consent authority: Harris v Scenic Rim Regional Council (2014) 201 LGERA 12; [2014] QPEC 16 at 
[217].

375 As I have explained in the earlier section on planning, the applicable local environmental plan, GLEP 
2010, permits open cut coal mining with consent in the RU1 Primary Production zone (which applies to 23% of 
the site) but prohibits open cut coal mining in the E3 Environmental Management zone (which applies to 77% 
of the site). Residents impacted by the mine are largely located near to the E3 Environmental Management 
zone. The Mining SEPP does make mining permissible with consent in the E3 Environmental Management 
zone, notwithstanding that mining is prohibited in that zone by GLEP 2010. However, before granting consent 
for mining, the consent authority must consider the matters in cl 12 of the Mining SEPP, including whether the 
proposed mining is likely to have a significant impact on, or be incompatible with, the existing, approved, or 
likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the proposed mine.

376 The residents in the vicinity of the proposed mine should be taken to expect that open cut coal mining 
is prohibited over the great majority of the site under GLEP 2010, but may be permitted with consent if the 
consent authority is satisfied that the proposed mine is not likely to have a significant impact on, and is not 
incompatible with, existing, approved and likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the proposed mine.

377 As I have found above, mining is not an existing, approved or likely preferred use of the land in the vi-
cinity of the proposed mine. I also find that even with the mitigation measures proposed, such as the amenity 
barriers, the mine will be incompatible with the existing, approved and likely preferred uses. I have found 
earlier that the Project, including the amenity barriers, will have high visual impact in the Gloucester valley. As 
both the Department and the Planning Assessment Commission concluded, the high visual impact is incon-
sistent with the underlying strategic aims and objectives of the land use zonings of GLEP 2010, in particular 
the E3 Environmental Management zone within which much of the Project site is located, to protect the sce-
nic amenity of the Gloucester township and the broader Gloucester valley by retaining the scenic and rural 
surroundings of the town (Department’s Environmental Assessment Report, p 46 and Planning Assessment 
Commission’s Determination Report, p 12).

378 As noted in Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council at [192], in determining the nature and scope of amenity 
and the impact of a proposed development on amenity, the consent authority may consider the community 
responses to the proposed development as set out in the submissions made to the consent authority. The 
community responses are aspects of the public interest. In considering the community responses, an eval-
uation must be made of the reasonableness of the claimed perceptions of adverse effect on the amenity of 
the locality. An evaluation of reasonableness involves the identification of evidence that can be objectively 
assessed to ascertain whether it supports a factual finding of an adverse effect on the amenity of the locality: 
Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council at [193] and [194]. As the NSW Court of Appeal noted in Warkworth Mining 
Ltd v Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association Inc (2014) 200 LGERA 375; [2014] NSWCA 105 at [295]:

“Likewise, we consider that community responses to the project were relevant to the public interest. As his 
Honour pointed out, at [430], the evidence of the community responses was relevant to a consideration of 
noise impacts, air quality, visual impacts and more generally, the social impacts on the community. All of those 
factors were aspects of the overall public interest.”

379 In this case, I find that the residents’ concerns regarding the adverse effects on the amenity of the locality 
caused by the high visual impact of the Project, and the particulate, noise and light pollution of the Project, 
are reasonable and supported by the expert evidence referred to in the earlier sections. The Project is “likely” 
to have a “major” impact on the amenity of the locality, resulting in an “extreme” social risk rating (see Figure 
6, p 42 of the Guideline).
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Impact on people’s personal and property rights

380 Social impact related to personal and property rights includes issues related to economic livelihood and 
whether or not people experience personal disadvantage or have their civil liberties affected.

381 Dr. Askland identified social impacts on personal and private rights. First, people who would be most se-
verely affected by the Rocky Hill Coal Project have had their properties purchased. Nearly all of the properties 
adjoining the Project site have been acquired by GRL. Dr Askland opined that:

“Their community has been broken through GRL’s purchasing of properties, and significant stress about 
the future has been incited in remaining residents who have become isolated. The interviews with residents 
living in proximity to the mine indicate that there has been little transparency and communication with local 
residents regarding what will happen to them and their properties. Since the late 2000s, mining-related reset-
tlement and displacement of the population living within the vicinity of the Project area have taken place. The 
onus has, in this process, been placed on the individual land holder and GRL. Through the voluntary acqui-
sition policy, the responsibility (and success) of negotiation has been placed on the individual landholders. 
This process has reduced transparency and exposed the community to distress; it has not supported a fair 
and equal process. Moreover, interviewees explain that they have experienced a sense of disempowerment 
in dealing with GRL because of gag-clauses, which has limited transparency.” (Askland report, [117]).

382 Second, Dr Askland noted that some residents who sold their properties to GRL did so reluctantly:

“A number of examples of this were offered during conversations with local residents, who told me stories of 
how former neighbours had decided to sell due to concern over how stress would impact health concerns 
(e.g. reactivate cancer), worry about deteriorating health due to age and inability to sell at a later stage if the 
mine was approved, pressure and intimidation from mine officials to sell properties. The stories are often ac-
companied by accounts of how these individuals did not really want to leave and about the devastation that 
was felt when seeing their life work being destroyed.” (Askland report, [122]).

383 One of the residents who made a submission at the hearing, Ms Montague, spoke of residents who used 
to live along Fairbairns Road before reluctantly selling their properties to GRL, being upset by having to sell 
the homes that they loved and having to move away from a thriving community of neighbors and friends.

384 Third, people in proximity to the mine, but whose property has not yet been acquired by GRL, are con-
cerned that “they will be left with stranded assets”. They are concerned that their property will be stranded 
because, unless GRL purchases their property, no one else will purchase it because of the proximity to the 
mine and the impacts of the mine. Dr Askland considered that this is a type of displacement, which is not 
considered at all in the Social Impact Assessment. Dr Askland explained:

“The lack of acknowledgement of the notion of displacement may be a reflection of a restricted understanding 
of the phenomenon of displacement, which is approached in the SIA as an unproblematic movement of peo-
ple or artefacts in space. Displacement is, however, not simply about movement of people from one place to 
another. Conversely, as scholarship on migration, displacement and resettlement show... displacement can 
happen when people are still in place and may manifest as a lived experience, conditioned through the spa-
tial, temporal, cultural, and social specificities in which individuals experience their everyday life. Displace-
ment is, thus, not something that is simply a matter of movement in space; conversely, the condition of dis-
placement—characterised by distress and disruption associated with a sense of lost home, powerlessness, 
hopelessness and lack of autonomy to decide own future—is a state of being that can happen to people in 
response to significant changes in natural, cultural and social milieus. There is no recognition of displacement 
as a condition in any of the social impact assessments conducted for the Project.” (Askland report, [118]).

385 Fourth, the NSW Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation Policy, required to be considered by cl 12A 
of the Mining SEPP, triggers acquisition or mitigation measures only if specified noise or air quality criteria are 
exceeded; it does not take into consideration emotional impact. Dr Askland suggested, however, that:
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“There is, however, no security or ease for the residents whose properties are located in close proximity to 
the proposed mine site. The VLAMP does not take into consideration emotional impact but relies on technical 
measures of impact. The various matters of impact merge with one another and the lived experience of living 
with a mine next door is very different to what any technical measurements of noise or air quality can cap-
ture. Solastalgia is, here, of importance as it refers the changes to place that is triggering distress. Emotional 
distress caused by the mine is as real as noise impacts or air quality, and has significant impact on people’s 
well-being and health, with potential intergenerational impacts.” (Askland report, [120]).

386 Fifth, people who do not obtain a right to acquisition of their property may have the right to mitigation of 
certain impacts on their property or their house. Dr Askland noted:

“Those who do not obtain acquisition rights may get mitigation rights. This is, however, not straightforward 
and mitigation strategies do not necessarily acknowledge how people live. An example brought forward by a 
number of interviewees was the suggestion to provide insulation to reduce noise impact. As one Forbesdale 
resident explained during the interview, however, he did not move to the country to be inside and the noise 
would follow him and his children in their everyday life (G4M). Similarly, with reference to visual impact, anoth-
er Forbesdale resident ironically laughed at the idea of waking up in the morning to look out at the view but 
only see a vegetated amenity wall (G18F).” (Askland report, [123])

387 Dr Ryan did not consider that there would be negative social impacts on people’s property and personal 
rights. She relied on the Project’s reliance with applicable regulatory criteria, such as noise and air quality 
criteria, and for taking acquisition or mitigation measures if the criteria were to be exceeded. Dr Ryan consid-
ered that the scheme proposed by GRL to protect the value of properties, which may suffer negative impacts 
due to perceived impacts from the Project (the Voluntary Price Protection Initiative), will also address impacts 
that will arise from perceived impacts (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 36).

388 I find that the Project has caused these social impacts on personal and property rights described by Dr 
Askland, but impacts on people’s property and personal rights are unlikely to endure if the Project were to be 
approved. Any grant of development consent would fix the properties that need to be acquired or on which 
mitigation measures need to be carried out as well as specify the process for acquisition and mitigation. 
The past negotiation process, about which residents have complained, and the uncertainty as to what ac-
quisition or mitigation might happen in the future, would not continue. There still would be stress and anxiety 
associated with living with a mine next door, and being unable to sell their property, but these would manifest 
themselves in other types of social impacts, such as on people’s way of life, community, culture, health and 
wellbeing and surroundings, rather than on people’s personal and property rights.

Impact on people’s decision making systems

389 Social impact related to decision making is specifically related to the extent to which individuals and 
groups experience a say in the decisions that affect their lives and if they have access to complaints, remedy 
and grievance mechanisms.

390 Dr Askland referred to residents’ sense of powerlessness and helplessness in the decision making pro-
cess for approval of the Project and the acquisition of affected properties as evidence of this type of social 
impact.

391 GRL referred to the campaign run by the residents opposing the mine, which was successful in that both 
the Department and the Minister, by his delegate the Planning Assessment Commission, determined that 
consent should be refused, and the resident action group, Gloucester Groundswell, was joined as a party and 
participated in the appeal by GRL against the refusal of consent, as evidence that the residents have had a 
say in decisions that affect their lives.

392 I find that there will be a social impact on residents and Aboriginal people who will be affected by a de-
cision to grant consent to the Project in terms of the limitations on those people being able to meaningfully 
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participate and control the decision making process, but these limitations flow from the planning system (in-
cluding the EPA Act, the EPA Regulation and the Mining SEPP and their implementation) and not from GRL’s 
proposed mine. The social impact concerning the decision making systems is not a particular consequence 
of the Rocky Hill Coal Project, but rather of the planning system.

People’s fears and aspirations

393 Social impact related to people’s fears and aspirations can relate to any of the types of social impacts 
discussed above or to the future of people’s community. The above discussion has referred repeatedly to 
people’s fears and aspirations. Mostly, the discussion has focused on the fears and aspirations of people 
who oppose the Project, because these refer to negative social impacts. Opponents fear that the Project will 
negatively impact the local economy by impeding growth and development of industries and businesses that 
depend on a clean and green environment (such as tourism and agri-tourism) and population growth from 
people attracted by the clean and green environment and quiet rural character moving to Gloucester to live, 
work and play. Opponents fear the physical impacts of the Project on scenery and amenity, the particulate, 
noise and light pollution from the Project, the increased traffic along roads associated with the mine, the loss 
of Gloucester as a special place, the various social impacts, and the impact that the Project will have on the 
climate. These fears about the future for them, their community and their surroundings have caused and will 
continue to cause social impacts (see further Askland report, [128]).

394 People who support the Project also have fears and aspirations. Supporters hope that the Project will 
bring population growth and economic progress for the Gloucester area. They hope that mining will diversify 
and grow the local economy. They hope that it will lessen the dependence on sectors such as tourism and 
on population groups such as “tree changers” who settle in the area for lifestyle reasons. Supporters down-
play potential negative effects such as visual, dust, noise, amenity and social impacts, believing that these 
impacts can and will be managed to adequately protect the environment and people (see Askland report, 
[128]).

395 I find that most of the articulated fears and aspirations of people who oppose the Project are reasonable 
and have justification in the evidence. Elsewhere in the judgment, I have explained why I consider that the 
Project will have substantial visual impacts, dust and noise impacts that will lead to social impacts on people’s 
way of life, community, health and wellbeing, and surroundings, other social impacts, impacts on existing, 
approved and likely preferred future uses of land in the vicinity of the Project, and impacts on the climate. 
Opponents’ fears are based in specific, concrete, likely effects, of the Project: Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council 
at [193]-[195]. These impacts are what people fear will happen if the Project were to be approved.

396 On the other hand, I do not consider that the fears and aspirations of people who support the Project 
are likely to transpire. There is little evidence that refusal of consent to the Project will materially impede the 
growth and diversification of the economy. Although the mining sector would not grow if the Project were not 
to be approved, mining is not the only opportunity for growth of the local economy and employment in the 
Gloucester area. Alternative sectors, such as tourism and agri-tourism, have already grown to take advantage 
of the clean and green environment and are likely to continue to grow if the Project were not to be approved. 
People have moved to the Gloucester area for lifestyle reasons and are likely to continue to do so if the Project 
were not to be approved. As Dr Lawrence and Dr Askland pointed out, the Social Impact Assessment fails to 
assess the no go scenario, what would be the economic and employment impacts, and hence social impacts, 
if the Project were not to be approved.

397 The supporters’ belief that negative environmental and social impacts will be able to be managed so as 
to adequately protect the environment and people is mistaken, for the reasons I have given elsewhere. The 
aspiration that approval of the Project will substantially increase the local economy and employment has not 
been established. The claimed economic and employment benefits of the Project are uncertain, but in any 
event are substantially overstated for reasons I give elsewhere.
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Distributive inequity of the Project

398 A further social impact, revealed in the other types of social impact discussed earlier, is the distributive 
injustice or inequity that would result from approval of the Rocky Hill Coal Project. Distributive justice concerns 
the just distribution of environmental benefits and environmental burdens of economic activity. Distributive 
justice is promoted by giving substantive rights to members of the community of justice to share in environ-
mental benefits (such as clean air, water and land, a quiet acoustic environment, scenic landscapes and a 
healthy ecology) and to prevent, mitigate, remediate or be compensated for environmental burdens (such as 
air, water, land and noise pollution and loss of amenity, scenic landscapes, biological diversity or ecological 
integrity). Issues of distributive justice not only apply within generations (intra-generational equity) but also 
extend across generations (inter-generational equity).

399 The principle of intra-generational equity provides that people within the present generation have equal 
rights to benefit from the exploitation of natural resources as well as from the enjoyment of a clean and healthy 
environment: Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council at [117]. The principle of inter-generational equity provides that 
the present generation should ensure that the health, diversity and productivity of the environment are main-
tained or enhanced for future generations (see s 6(2)(b) of the Protection of the Environment Administration 
Act 1991): Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association Inc v Minister for Planning and Infrastructure and Wark-
worth Mining Limited (2013) 194 LGERA 347; [2013] NSWLEC 48 at [486], [492].

400 Dr Lawrence criticised the Social Impact Assessment for failing to address distributive equity:

“Throughout all stages of the SIA process, the SIA has failed to engage adequately with critical issues of 
distributive equity, that is, how the impacts and benefits of the proposed project are likely to be distributed 
temporally (across time), spatially (geographically) and socially (amongst different groups within society, 
particularly those who are marginalised or vulnerable, or least likely to obtain a direct or indirect benefit from 
the project).

…

The question of distributive equity is often of particular significance for Aboriginal people, as they are a his-
torically marginalised group who have experienced considerable impacts and harms from developments, but 
generally seen few net benefits.” (Lawrence report, pp 8, 13).

401 Dr. Lawrence considered that the Project would cause distributive inequity:

“The majority of the economic benefits of the Project will primarily go to the people who do not live in the 
Gloucester Township: they will go to the mining company and their shareholders by way of global flows of 
capital to the suppliers of the mine (presumably based in urban centres such as Newcastle), to DIDO workers 
living outside of Gloucester, and to the NSW Government (and the broader population of NSW) by way of 
revenue. The local economic benefits of the Project will be limited to those local business and local people 
who may benefit from local contracts and local employment, which as I note above, will be limited. In other 
words, the economic good from the Project will primarily be distributed to people outside of Gloucester, any 
local benefits will be short-term, spanning the 19 years of the life of the mine.

On the other hand, the harms of the Project in terms of social and environmental impacts, will be experienced 
locally by those in closest proximity to the mine, i.e. the people of Gloucester. They will be long-term and 
extend beyond the life of the mine (see previous point on sense of place and long-term rehabilitation chal-
lenges).

This concerns a fundamental question of distributive inequity that cannot be mitigated by the recommended 
mitigation measures detailed in the applicant’s SIA by Key Insights, or in RR’s [Roberta Ryan’s] expert report 
(section 7.2).” (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 38).

402 Dr Askland concurred with Dr Lawrence:
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“I concur with RL’s [Rebecca Lawrence’s] statement above. The distributional inequity of the Project cannot 
be mitigated by the recommended mitigation measures and the local community will carry a disproportionate 
cost.

As I state in my expert statement, Project and Modification present, in my opinion, moral concerns relating 
to the weighting of social, economic and environmental impacts. This is not only a question of distributional 
equity across space but also across time. Inter-generational equity has not been addressed. In relation to 
this Particular it should also be questioned if a green field mine in 2018 is in the public interest. The proposed 
mine is a green field mine, which will radically transform a rich agricultural landscape with distinct heritage 
and significance.” (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 38).

403 Dr Ryan accepted that the Social Impact Assessment did not assess distributional equity and that this 
was necessary for a comprehensive Social Impact Assessment (Transcript, 24/08/18, pp 744, 745). Dr Ryan 
agreed that distributional equity needs to be considered, but suggested that she had done so in her report as 
part of her discussion on the impact on amenity (wellbeing, way of life, sense of place, and future fears and 
aspirations), social dynamics, and change to community profile as a result of an influx of workers, as well as 
in her discussion of mitigation and enhancement measures (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 43).

404 Dr Lawrence disputed that Dr Ryan had dealt with questions of distributive equity in her report:

“I disagree with RR’s [Roberta Ryan’s] contention that her expert report (section 7) deals with questions of 
distributive equity. For example, RR does not address how any of the social impacts will play out for Aboriginal 
people specifically, even though they are approximately 9% of the population, are a vulnerable group, and are 
likely to be pushed out of the housing market by an influx of mine workers (both resident and non-resident). 
This concerns a failure to consider the social distributive inequity of the Project. Neither the Key Insights SIA 
nor RR’s report identify or explore social impacts for these and other vulnerable population groups, such 
as women in the town. Further, the proposed benefits of employment and training relate to a group of skills 
largely held by men in the workforce. The gender dynamics and impacts on the proposed RHCP [Rocky Hill 
Coal Project] have not been addressed.

I disagree with RR’s contention (above) that she has considered distributive equity when considering ‘the ex-
tent to which the mitigation measure is acceptable to those who are expected to be affected by the potential 
negative social impact’. For example, the amenity barriers proposed by the applicant do not appear to have 
been accepted by those living in closest proximity to the mine as an acceptable mitigation. This concerns a 
failure to consider the spatial distributive inequity of the Project. It is also not clear which aspect of distribu-
tional equity a visual barrier would address.

The Key Insights SIA and RR’s expert report have not considered the temporal distributive inequity of the 
Project. The extraction of finite natural resources for the economic benefit of people today necessarily implies 
a burden on future generations, for the simple reason that the resource has been used, and the social and 
environmental legacies will remain for future generations.

I refer also to my previous response above in relation to Gloucester Groundswell’s particular E, regarding the 
spatial and economic distributive inequity of the Project, given the majority of economic benefits will go to 
those outside of Gloucester.” (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 44).

405 Dr Askland concurred with Dr Lawrence:

“I concur with RL’s [Rebecca Lawrence’s] argument as it is presented here and in her expert witness report.

I also note in my expert witness report the distributional inequalities of the Project and the failure of the mit-
igation strategies to address this. Distributive equity is an issue in relation to special cultural and temporal 
factors.

In relation to distributional equity it should also be noted how there is a pattern within the data that suggests 
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that support or objection to the mine follows the logic of proximity. I explained this in my expert report, para-
graphs 68 and 69.” (Joint Social Impacts Expert Report, p 45).

406 I find that the Rocky Hill Coal Project will raise issues of distributive equity, both intra-generational equity 
and inter-generational equity, as Dr Lawrence and Dr Askland have explained. The burdens of the Project, the 
various negative environmental, social and economic impacts, will be distributed to people in geographical 
proximity to the Project. The physical impacts of the Project, such as the high visual impact and the particu-
late, noise and light pollution, will be experienced by people in geographical proximity to the Project. As Dr 
Askland observed: “There is a distinct inequity embedded in the development. It exposes a particular part 
of the local population - those within the estates in close proximity to the mine site – to distinct impact which 
is not accounted for” (Askland report, [12]). These physical impacts in turn trigger social impacts on these 
people.

407 The physical impacts of the Project will affect some groups in the community, including marginalized and 
vulnerable groups, more than other groups. The Project will have particular negative impacts on Aboriginal 
people whose Country is to be mined. They have strong cultural and spiritual connections to Country, which 
will be severely damaged by the Project. This will cause negative social impacts to a disadvantaged and 
vulnerable group in society.

408 The Project may also impact on other disadvantaged groups within the community, such as lower so-
cio-economic groups and people over the age of 55 years, but the Social Impact Assessment for the Project 
fails to assess the potential social impacts on such disadvantaged groups. The Minister submitted that:

“Having regard to Professor Ryan’s acknowledgement that 30.2% of the population of the Gloucester suburb 
in 2016 was over 65 years of age, and the age distribution for the Gloucester LGA in the KI SIA which sug-
gested that the proportion of residents over 55 years of age within the LGA was 42.8%, it was apparent that 
a significant proportion of residents was in the over 55 age bracket. Professor Ryan accepted that, in such 
circumstances, any reliable social impact of the proposal needed to take into account the impact of those in 
that age bracket.” (Minister’s written submissions, [268]).

409 This particular social group might be more susceptible to the physical impacts of the Project. The Minister 
submitted:

“At KI SIA p 14 – 98, there is an identification that populations that are the most vulnerable include elderly 
people with existing respiratory and cardiovascular disease and young children with asthma. Professor Ryan 
was unsure as to whether or not this particular area of health impact was an area of general uncertainty but 
accepted that a background assessment of the vulnerability of the population to a health impact of this kind 
might be a particularly urgent assessment in an elderly community. Again, there appeared to be no such as-
sessment in the KI SIA, despite the fact that health is a key area that should be the subject of a social impact 
assessment.” (Minister’s written submissions, [271]).

410 I accept these submissions. There is, therefore, uncertainty and a real risk that the Project might dispro-
portionately affect disadvantaged groups within the community, thereby causing distributive inequity.

411 The carrying out of the Project will clash with the moral framework and worldview of people who value 
the environment generally and the scenic landscape and place of Gloucester particularly. The Project will 
adversely affect this group in the community.

412 The carrying out of the Project will also affect the livelihood, income and employment of people and 
businesses that depend on the current high quality of the environment, such as the tourism and agri-tourism 
industries. Again, in turn, these impacts on these people and businesses may generate social impacts.

413 These negative environmental, social and economic impacts (burdens) will be distributed to these peo-
ple and groups in the community. The economic and social benefits of the Project will, however, be distrib-
uted to other people and groups. Economic benefits from the Project will flow to GRL and its shareholders, 
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investors and financiers, its employees and contractors, its suppliers, others who will benefit financially from 
the Project, and federal, state and local governments that will benefit from taxation and rating revenues. Such 
people and bodies believe in economic growth and development and the distribution of the economic ben-
efits to them aligns with their moral framework and worldview. The people who benefit are likely to live suffi-
ciently geographically distant from the Project so as not to be affected, or to be less affected, by the physical 
impacts of the Project.

414 The result is inequity in the distribution of the environmental, social and economic burdens and benefits 
of the Project within the current generation (intra-generational inequity).

415 There is also inequity in the distribution between current and future generations. The economic and social 
benefits of the Project will last only for the life of the Project (less than two decades), but the environmental, 
social and economic burdens of the Project will endure not only for the life of the Project but some will con-
tinue for long after. The visual impact of the Project, even after mining rehabilitation, will continue. The natural 
scenery and landscape will be altered forever, replaced by an artificial topography and landscape. The social 
impacts on culture and community, especially for the Aboriginal people whose Country has been mined, will 
persist. A sacred cultural land created by the Ancestors of the Aboriginal people cannot be recreated by mine 
rehabilitation. As discussed below, the Project will emit greenhouse gases and contribute to climate change, 
the consequences of which will burden future generations.

416 The benefits of the Project are therefore distributed to the current generation but the burdens are distrib-
uted to the current as well as future generations (inter-generational inequity).

Conclusion on the social impacts of the Project

417 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will cause a variety of negative social impacts, many of which are likely to 
have a high or extreme social risk rating. These negative social impacts will not be able to be mitigated or 
managed. The mitigation measures proposed by GRL, in the Social Impact Assessment and elsewhere, lack 
clear connection with the key social impacts likely to be caused by the Project and hence will not be effective 
in mitigating these social impacts.

418 Dr. Lawrence analyzed the 22 mitigation measures suggested in the Social Impact Assessment, noting 
that they are mostly recommendations not commitments; lack enforceable content or even guidance as to 
their substance; are not tangible, deliverable or likely to be durably effective; and do not address the issues 
of serious concern to the community (such as dust, noise and visual impacts) (Lawrence report, pp 34-36). 
Dr. Lawrence concluded:

“The proposed mitigation measures and recommendations are primarily aspirational, rather than actual com-
mitments by the applicant, and they are not demonstratively achievable or enforceable. Further, they are 
neither appropriate nor proportionate to the social impacts they are being asked to address. For example, a 
Community Grants Fund is proposed in order to address all manner of social impacts of the proposed mine, 
including increased pressure on health services, and increasing housing stress etc, yet it is not clear whether 
or how a Community Grants Fund can actually address these complex social issues, which involve capacity, 
resource and legislative issues that are arguably beyond the remit or responsibility of the applicant.

In my opinion these recommendations do not constitute adequate or reasonable mitigations and in particular 
fail to address the main concerns of local residents in Gloucester.” (Lawrence report, p 10).

419 Dr Askland too observed that the recommended mitigation strategies not only fail to address key social 
impacts but may exacerbate impacts, giving the example of the proposed amenity walls (Askland report, 
[26]-[28]).

420 I agree with Dr Lawrence and Dr Askland that the proposed mitigation measures will not be effective in 
mitigating the significant negative social impacts that I have found will be caused by the Project.
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421 The social impact assessment process does seek to identify, evaluate and weigh both the positive social 
impacts as well as the negative social impacts (see the Guideline and also Dr Ryan, Transcript, 24/08/18, p 
764). GRL, the Social Impact Assessment and Dr Ryan have identified positive social benefits associated 
with the Project, mostly regarding boosts to the local economy and employment and concomitant social ben-
efits. But the evidence establishes that there will be significant negative social impacts. Just as the Depart-
ment concluded in the Environmental Assessment Report (p 72) and the Planning Assessment Commission 
concluded in its determination (p 19), I find that the Project will have significant negative social impacts on 
people’s way of life; community; access to and use of infrastructure, services and facilities; culture; health 
and wellbeing; surroundings; and fears and aspirations. The Project will also cause distributive inequity. I find 
that, although the Project has the potential to generate some positive social benefits, including from the local 
economy and employment, these benefits will be outweighed by the significant negative social impacts that 
the Project will cause. The significant net negative social impacts are a justification for refusing consent to 
the Project.

The impacts of the mine on climate change

Gloucester Groundswell’s argument for refusal of the mine

422 Gloucester Groundswell contended that the Rocky Hill Coal Project should be refused because the 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the Project would adversely impact upon measures to limit dangerous 
anthropogenic climate change. The effects of carbon in the atmosphere arising from activities in the Project 
site, and the burning of the coal extracted from the mine, are inconsistent with existing carbon budget and 
policy intentions to keep global temperature increases to below 1.5º to 2º Celsius (C) above pre-industrial 
levels and would have a cumulative effect on climate change effects in the long term. Gloucester Ground-
swell submitted, “in light of that substantial planning harm, and the critical importance of combatting climate 
change now, the Project should be refused”. Gloucester Groundswell developed this argument as follows.

423 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will cause, directly and indirectly, emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs). 
The most significant GHGs will be carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). Different gases have different 
greenhouse warming effects (referred to as global warming potentials) and emission factors take into ac-
count the global warming potentials of the gases. The estimated emissions are referred to in terms of CO2 
equivalent (CO2-e) emissions by applying the relevant global warming potential (Air Quality and Health Risk 
Assessment for the amended EIS, p 2A-158).

424 Project-related GHG emissions can be direct or indirect.

425 Direct GHG emissions are emissions that occur from sources that are owned or controlled by the report-
ing entity. Direct GHG emissions are principally the result of the following types of activities undertaken by 
an entity:

“(a) Generation of electricity, heat or steam. These emissions result from combustion of fuels in on-site sta-
tionary sources;

(b) Physical or chemical processing. Most of these emissions result from manufacture or processing of chem-
icals and materials (e.g. the manufacture of cement, aluminium, etc.);

(c) Transportation of materials, products, waste and employees. These emissions result from the combustion 
of fuels in entity owned/controlled mobile combustion sources (e.g. trucks, trains, ships, aeroplanes, buses 
and cars);

(d) Fugitive emissions. These emissions result from intentional or unintentional releases (e.g. equipment leaks 
from joints, seals, packing and gaskets); CH4 emissions from coal mines and venting; hydrofluorocarbon 
emissions during the use of refrigeration and air conditioning equipment; and CH4 leakages from gas trans-
port.” (Air Quality and Health Risk Assessment, p 2A-157).
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426 Direct GHG sources for the Rocky Hill Coal Project include emissions from undertaking mining opera-
tions, including vegetation stripping, release of fugitive methane during open cut mining and combustion 
of fuels by vehicles, plant and equipment during mining operations (referred to as Scope 1 Emissions) (Air 
Quality and Health Risk Assessment, p 2A-159).

427 Indirect GHG emissions are emissions from the generation of purchased energy products (principally 
electricity) by the entity (referred to as Scope 2 emissions). In relation to coal mines, Scope 2 emissions typi-
cally cover electricity that is purchased or otherwise brought into the organizational boundary of the entity. For 
the Rocky Hill Coal Project, the principal Scope 2 emissions will be indirect emissions associated with on-site 
electricity (Air Quality and Health Risk Assessment, p 2A-158 and p 2A-159). Scope 2 emissions physically 
occur outside the boundary of the coal mine, such as at the power station that generates the electricity that 
is purchased. These are “upstream” indirect emissions.

428 Other indirect GHG emissions are emissions that are a consequence of the activities of an entity, but 
which arise from sources not owned or controlled by that entity (referred to as Scope 3 emissions). Examples 
of Scope 3 emissions are emissions from the extraction and production of purchased materials, transportation 
of purchased fuels and use of sold products and services. In the case of the Rocky Hill Coal Project, Scope 
3 emissions will include emissions associated with the extraction, processing and transportation of diesel 
and the transportation and combustion of product coals. Emissions from the combustion of product coal are 
“downstream” emissions as they physically occur at the power stations or steel mills combusting product coal 
from the mine (Air Quality and Health Risk Assessment, p 2A-158 and p 2A-159).

429 The Air Quality and Health Risk Assessment for the amended EIS estimated the CO2-e (tonnes) for Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions for the Project as being 1,566,685 (Scope 1 emissions), 241,891 (Scope 2 emissions), 
and 36,283,171 (Scope 3 emissions) (Table 18.1, p 2A-160).

430 The Scope 3 emissions figure is an underestimate, as emissions from the shipping of product coal were 
not included due to the uncertainties in emission estimates, including in future export destinations and lim-
ited data on emission factors and/or fuel consumption for ocean going vessels (Air Quality and Health Risk 
Assessment, p 2A-159).

431 The emission of GHGs impacts the environment. Greenhouse gases change the climate by trapping out-
going heat (long wave radiation) from the earth’s surface and retaining it in the lower atmosphere and at the 
surface, thus increasing the energy of the climate system and raising its average temperature. The Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the world’s most authoritative assessment body on the science 
of climate change, found that:

“It is extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase in global average surface temperature from 
1951 to 2010 was caused by the anthropogenic increase in GHG concentrations and other anthropogenic 
forcings together” (IPCC, Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report. Contributions of Working Groups I, II and 
III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [(Core Writing Team, R 
K Pachauri and L A Meyer (eds)], IPCC, Geneva, Switzerland, p 48).

432 The IPCC define the “extremely likely” confidence level as having a probability occurrence of between 
95-100%.

433 Currently, global average surface temperature is about 1 degree higher than pre-industrial levels and 
2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 have been the four hottest years on record (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, USA (NOAA) (2018), Global Climate Report – Annual 2017 cited by Professor Steffen in his 
expert report, [10]). The rise in atmospheric CO2 concentration is up to ten times faster than the most rapid 
changes in the geological record. Since 1970, global average surface temperature has been rising at a rate 
of 1.7 ºC per century, compared to a 7,000 year background rate of change of about 0.01ºC per century 
(Steffen report, [11]).
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434 The IPCC, in its recent IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5ºC above pre-indus-
trial levels, found:

“Human activities are estimated to have caused approximately 1.0°C of global warming above pre-industrial 
levels, with a likely range of 0.8°C to 1.2°C. Global warming is likely to reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2052 
if it continues to increase at the current rate. (high confidence) (Figure SPM.1) {1.2}

Reflecting the long-term warming trend since pre-industrial times, observed global mean surface temperature 
(GMST) for the decade 2006–2015 was 0.87°C (likely between 0.75°C and 0.99°C) higher than the average 
over the 1850–1900 period (very high confidence). Estimated anthropogenic global warming matches the 
level of observed warming to within ±20% (likely range). Estimated anthropogenic global warming is currently 
increasing at 0.2°C (likely between 0.1°C and 0.3°C) per decade due to past and ongoing emissions (high 
confidence). {1.2.1, Table 1.1, 1.2.4}” (IPCC, 2018: Summary for Policymakers. In: Global warming of 1.5°C. 
An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related 
global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the global response to the threat of 
climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty [V. Masson-Delmotte, et al (eds.)]. 
World Meteorological Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, p 6.)

435 Global average surface temperature is not the only feature of the climate system that is changing. Oth-
er features of the climate system that are changing include changes in the basic circulation patterns of the 
atmosphere and the ocean; increasing intensity and frequency of many extreme weather events; increasing 
acidity of the oceans; rising sea levels and consequent increases in coastal flooding; and intensification of 
the hydrological cycle (Steffen report, [12]). See for a general summary of the observed changes to the cli-
mate system and the anthropogenic causes, IPCC, Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report, 39-54 and M 
R Allen et al, 2018, “Framing and Context”, Chapter 1 and O Hoegh-Gulderg et al, 2018, “Impacts of 1.5ºC 
Global Warming on Natural and Human Systems”, Chapter 3 in Global warming of 1.5°C: An IPCC Special 
Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse 
gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, 
sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty [V. Masson-Delmotte, et al (eds.)]. World Meteo-
rological Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, and a summary of the consequences of the changing climate, 
Kevin E Trenberth, “Climate change caused by human activities is happening and it already has major con-
sequences” (2018) 36 Journal of Energy and Natural Resources Law 463-481.

436 Professor Will Steffen, an earth systems scientist who is an Emeritus Professor at the Australian National 
University, Senior Fellow of the Stockholm Resilience Centre and Member of the Climate Council of Australia, 
called by Gloucester Groundswell, summarised the impacts of climate change that are already being expe-
rienced:

“The impacts of climate change are already being felt around the world. As reported by the IPCC (2013), the 
most authoritative assessment body on the science of climate change, some of the most important impacts 
are:

a) Warmer and/or fewer cold days and nights over most land areas.

b) Warmer and/or more frequent hot days and nights over most land areas.

c) Increases in the frequency and/or duration of heat waves in many regions. d) Increase in the fre-
quency, intensity and/or amount of heavy precipitation (more land areas with increases than with de-
creases).

e) Increases in intensity and/or duration of drought in many regions since 1970.

f) Increases in intense tropical cyclone activity in the North Atlantic since 1970.

g) Increased incidence and/or magnitude of extreme high sea levels. The impacts of climate change 
are also being felt in many ways across Australia, especially in the form of changes in extreme weather 
events (CSIRO and BoM 2015), Climate Change in Australia – Technical Report, CSIRO and (Bureau 
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of Meteorology, Melbourne)

The evidence for the influence of climate change on worsening extreme weather includes:

a) The fact that all extreme weather events are now occurring in an atmosphere that is warmer and 
wetter than it was 70 years ago (Trenberth K E (2012) “Framing the way to relate climate extremes to 
climate change”, Climatic Change, 115: 283-290;

b) Long-term data records show observed changes in the nature of extreme weather; and

c) Climate models run with and without the additional greenhouse gases in the atmosphere from human 
emissions show the increase in likelihood that a specific extreme weather event would have occurred 
because of climate change.

The most important of these climate-related impacts are (CSIRO and BoM 2015):

a) Australia’s average surface temperature has increased by 0.9ºC from 1910 to 2014 (and now to over 
1.0ºC).

b) Many heat-related records were broken in the summer of 2012-2013, and again in the two most 
recent summers. 2013 was Australia’s hottest year on record.

c) Heat waves have increased in duration, frequency and intensity in many parts of the country.

d) Cool-season rainfall has declined in southeast and southwest Australia and wet-season rainfall has 
increased in northern Australia.

e) Heavy daily rainfall has accounted for an increased proportion of total annual rainfall over an in-
creasing fraction of the Australian continent since the 1970s.

f) Extreme fire weather days have increased at 24 out of 38 monitoring sites from 1973- 2010 due to 
warmer and drier conditions.

g) For 1966-2009 the average rate of relative sea-level rise along the Australian coast was approxi-
mately 1.4 millimetres per year.

Southeast Australia has experienced many of the impacts that have been observed around Australia 
as a whole (CSIRO and BoM 2015). In particular, these include:

a) Changes in heatwaves, such as more frequent occurrence, increasing number of heatwave days 
and the hottest day of a heatwave becoming even hotter.

b) Increases in the Forest Fire Danger Index have occurred mostly in the southeast region of the con-
tinent.

c) Strong drying trends in cool-season rainfall since 1990.

d) Three-fold increase in coastal flooding in the Sydney region through the 20th century.

The NSW mid-north coast region and adjacent inland areas have also experienced many impacts of climate 
change. These include:

a) The incidence of coastal flooding events has likely increased by approximately threefold through the 
20th century, as observed in Sydney Harbour (the nearest observation station with long-term records) 
(Church et al. (2006), “Sea level rise around the Australian coastline and the changing frequency of 
extreme sea-level events”, Australian Meteorological Magazine 55: 253-260.

b) Heatwaves have worsened in the following ways:

(i) the number of heatwave days is increasing;
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(ii) the first heatwave of the season is occurring earlier; and

(iii) the hottest day of a heatwave is becoming hotter (Perkins S and Alexander L (2013) “On the mea-
surement of heat waves”, Journal of Climate 26: 4500-4517).

c) In terms of bushfire weather, there are no long-term monitoring stations in the NSW mid-north coast 
region, but further inland in central-west NSW there has been a significant increase in the McArthur For-
est Fire Danger Index (FFDI) from 1973 to 2013 (CSIRO and BoM 2015). At Nowra on the NSW South 
Coast, there has also been an increase in the FFDI from 1973 to 2013, although of a smaller magnitude 
than for the central-west NSW station (Clarke H, Lucas C and Smith P (2013), “Changes in Australian 
fire weather between 1973 and 2010”, International Journal of Climatology 33: 931-944).

d) Observations show mixed changes in rainfall patterns for the region. For the northern wet season 
(October to April), rainfall has been above average for the 1997-2013 period. For the southern cool 
season (April to September), rainfall has been above average along the coast but below average in 
some inland areas (CSIRO and BoM 2015).

437 The most recent State of the Climate 2018 report of the Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO provides an 
updated summary of changes in the climate of Australia.

438 Professor Steffen also predicted the likely future changes in the climate of Australia and the mid NSW 
north coast region and adjacent inland region:

“Future climate change will be driven in the near-term (several decades into the future) by the further amount 
of greenhouse gas emissions emitted by human activities, and in the longer term by both human emissions 
and feedbacks in the climate system (e.g., melting of permafrost, collapse of the Amazon rainforest) that 
could emit significant additional amounts of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere.

The projections for future changes in Australia’s climate include (CSIRO and BoM 2016):

a) Temperatures will continue to increase, with more hot days and fewer cool days.

b) Oceans around Australia will warm further and acidification will continue.

c) Tropical cyclones are projected to decrease in number but increase in intensity.

d) Extreme rainfall events are likely to be more intense.

e) Harsher fire weather is projected for southern and eastern Australia.

f) Further decreases in winter rainfall for southern continental Australia, with an increase in droughts.

Projected changes in the climate of mid-NSW North Coast region and adjacent inland region (as part of 
the East Coast region) include (https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/, based on CSIRO and BoM 
2015):

a) Average temperatures will continue to increase in all seasons (very high confidence).

b) More hot days and warm spells are projected with very high confidence. Fewer frosts are projected 
with high confidence.

c) Decreases in winter rainfall are projected for East Coast South with medium confidence. Other 
changes are possible but unclear.

d) Increased intensity of extreme rainfall events is projected, with high confidence.

e) Mean sea level will continue to rise and height of extreme sea-level events will also increase (very 
high confidence).

f) A harsher fire-weather climate in the future (high confidence).” (p 5).

439 To address these impacts of GHG emissions on the climate system, the terrestrial and oceanic environ-
ment and the people of the planet, governments around the world have not only agreed the United Nations 
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Framework Convention on Climate Change in 1992 but in 2015 agreed in the Paris Agreement to “(a) Holding 
the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2ºC above pre-industrial levels and pursuing 
efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5ºC above pre-industrial levels, recognising that this would sig-
nificantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change” (Article 2).

Article 4.1 of the Paris Agreement calls for net zero emissions in the second half of the century:

“In order to achieve the long-term temperature goal set out in Article 2, Parties aim to reach global peaking 
of greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible, recognizing that peaking will take longer for developing 
country Parties, and to undertake rapid reductions thereafter in accordance with best available science, so 
as to achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse 
gases in the second half of this century…”

440 Australia is a party to both the Climate Change Convention and the Paris Agreement. Under the Paris 
Agreement, each party commits to make its contribution to keeping the global average temperature rise to 
the 1.5-2ºC range by reducing their GHG emissions through their Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC). 
Australia’s NDC is to reduce GHG emissions by 26-28% below 2005 levels by 2030. The NSW Government 
has endorsed the Paris Agreement and has set a more ambitious objective to achieve net zero emissions by 
2050 (see NSW Climate Change Policy Framework, October 2016, pp 4, 5).

441 A commonly used approach to determine whether the NDCs of the parties to the Paris Agreement cu-
mulatively will be sufficient to meet the long term temperature goal of keeping the global temperature rise 
to between 1.5ºC and 2ºC is the carbon budget approach. The carbon budget approach is based on the 
well-proven relationship between the cumulative anthropogenic emissions of GHGs and the increase in glob-
al average surface temperature. The carbon budget approach “is a conceptually simple, yet scientifically 
robust, approach to estimating the level of greenhouse gas emission reductions required to meet a desired 
temperature target”, such as the Paris Agreement targets of 1.5ºC or 2ºC (Steffen report [38]). The approach 
is based on the approximately linear relationship between the cumulative amount of CO2 emitted from all 
human sources since the beginning of industrialization (often taken as 1870) and the increase in global aver-
age surface temperature (Figure 2 in IPCC (2013) Summary for Policy Makers, cited in Steffen report, [39]). 
Once the carbon budget has been spent (emitted), emissions need to become “net zero” to avoid exceeding 
the temperature target. “Net zero” emissions means the magnitude of CO2 emissions to the atmosphere is 
matched by the magnitude of CO2 removal from the atmosphere (Steffen report, [40]).

442 The carbon budget required to meet a temperature target is influenced by at least three areas of un-
certainty: the probability of meeting the target; accounting for other greenhouse gases; and accounting for 
feedbacks in the climate system. Professor Steffen explained these three areas of uncertainty:

“There are several key areas of uncertainty that influence the carbon budget required to meet a temperature 
target:

a) Probability of meeting the target. Higher probabilities of meeting a given temperature target (e.g., 2ºC) 
require a more stringent carbon budget. Thus, there is a critical trade-off: relaxing the carbon budget to make 
it more feasible to meet means that there is a lower probability of achieving the desired temperature target.

b) Accounting for other greenhouse gases. Non-CO2 gases (e.g., methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O)), 
which are important contributors to warming, are assumed to be reduced to zero at the same rate as CO2 is 
reduced to zero. If non-CO2 gases are not reduced, or reduced more slowly than CO2, then the CO2 budget 
is reduced accordingly. Most of the CH4 and N2O emissions arise from the agricultural sector, where emis-
sion reductions are generally considered to be more difficult and expensive to achieve than for the electricity 
generation sector. Thus, carbon budgets are often configured on the basis that reduction of CO2 emissions 
from the electricity and transport sectors is more technologically feasible and less expensive than for the non-
CO2 gases, and therefore CO2 emissions should be reduced even further to compensate for the continued 
emission of non-CO2 gases.
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c) Accounting for feedbacks in the climate system. Carbon cycle feedbacks, such as permafrost melting or 
abrupt shift of the Amazon rainforest to a savanna, are not accounted for in the carbon budget approach. 
Including estimates for these would reduce the budget further (Ciais et al. 2013). These are likely to be very 
significant. Quantitative estimates suggest that at a 2ºC temperature rise (the upper Paris accord target), 
about 100-200 Gt C (billion tonnes of carbon, emitted as CO2) of additional emissions to the atmosphere 
(about 10-20 years’ worth of human emissions at current rates) would be emitted (Ciais et al. 2013; Steffen 
et al. 2018). The upper estimate would virtually wipe out the remaining carbon budget (see Table 1 below).” 
(Steffen report, [41]).

443 Professor Steffen demonstrated how the carbon budget approach can be used for the 2ºC temperature 
target in the Paris Agreement:

“Applying the carbon budget for a 2ºC target demonstrates how it can be used. The IPCC estimates that for 
a greater than 66% probability of limiting global average temperature rise to no more than 2ºC, cumulative 
human emissions since 1870 must be less than 1,000 Gt C (emitted as CO2) (IPCC 2013). If non-CO2 green-
house gases are not reduced at the same rate, the carbon budget must be reduced by up to a further 210 Gt 
C to 790 Gt C (see 41b) above). From 1870 through 2017 cumulative human emissions have been about 575 
Gt C (Collins et al. 2013; Le Quéré C et al.2017). The remaining budget then becomes 215 Gt C.

The current rate of human emissions of CO2 is about 10 Gt C per year (Le Quéré et al. 2017), so at these 
present rates of emissions, the carbon budget would be consumed in little more than two decades (at about 
2040). The conclusion is that the world has 21-22 years of emissions (at current rates) remaining before the 
world’s economy must reach net zero emissions (215 Gt C divided by 10 Gt C per year = 21.5 years).” (Steffen 
report, [42]-[45]).

444 The carbon budget approach has implications for the rate of reduction of GHG emissions towards their 
eventual phasing out (achieving net zero emissions). The rate of emission reductions is affected by the peak-
ing year, which is the year in which global emissions peak before starting their downward trajectory. Delay-
ing the peaking year increases the rate at which emissions need to be reduced. Professor Steffen, relying 
on Figueres, C et al (2017), “Three years to safeguard our climate”, Nature 546:593, showed in a figure the 
emission reduction trajectories for meeting the Paris Agreement Targets (Figure 3 of Steffen report). Professor 
Steffen suggested that 2020 is probably the earliest that global emissions can peak. He considered it import-
ant that they do at that time because “[d]elaying the peak just five further years would create a subsequent 
emission reduction trajectory that would be impossible to follow economically or technologically” (Steffen 
report, [48]).

445 Professor Steffen said that:

“The clear message from any carbon budget analysis, under any reasonable set of assumptions regarding 
probabilities of actually meeting the budget and the sensitivity of the climate system to the level of green-
house gases in the atmosphere, is that fossil fuel combustion must be phased out quickly, at the rate of the 
curves shown in Figure 3.” (Steffen report, [49]).

446 Professor Steffen considered that the phasing out of fossil fuel combustion necessitates not exploiting 
and burning most of the world’s existing fossil fuel reserves:

“Most of the world’s existing fossil fuel reserves – coal, oil and gas – must be left in the ground, unburned, if 
the Paris accord climate targets are to be met. I say that because the exploitation, and burning, of fossil fuel 
reserves leads to an increase in CO2 emissions when meeting the Paris accord climate targets requires a 
rapid and deep decrease in CO2 emissions.” (Steffen report, [50]).

447 Professor Steffen considered that if most of the world’s existing fossil fuel reserves need to be left in the 
ground unburned, no new fossil fuel developments should be allowed:

“An obvious conclusion that follows from this fact is that: No new fossil fuel development is consistent with 
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meeting the Paris accord climate targets. That is, paragraphs 47-50 above demonstrate clearly that to meet 
the Paris accord, emissions must be reduced rapidly and deeply (cf Figure 3 below), and to do this requires 
the rapid phase-out of existing fossil fuel mines/wells. It is an obvious conclusion that no new fossil fuel de-
velopments can therefore be allowed.” (Steffen report, [51]).

448 Professor Steffen referred to the study by McGlade C and Ekins P (2015), “The geographical distribution 
of fossil fuels unused when limiting global warming to 2ºC”, Nature 517: 187-190:

“An economic analysis of a generous global carbon budget highlights the implications of meeting the Paris 
accord climate targets for the Australian fossil fuel sector (McGlade and Ekins 2015). Based on a 50% prob-
ability of meeting the CO2 temperature target, the global budget for the 2011-2050 period was estimated 
by the authors at 300 Gt C, somewhat higher than the budget in Table 1. The study showed that if all of the 
world’s existing fossil fuel reserves were burned, about 780 Gt C would be emitted as CO2, about 2.5 times 
greater than the allowable budget. Globally, 62% of the world’s existing fossil fuel reserves need to be left in 
the ground, unburned, to remain within the carbon budget.

Meeting the carbon budget consistent with the Paris accord climate targets therefore means that not only 
must currently operating mines and gas wells be closed before their economic lifetime is completed (obvious 
from point 52 above – 780 is much larger than the assumed budget of 300), but also that no approved (but 
not yet operating) and no proposed fossil fuel projects, based on existing reserves, can be implemented. This 
analysis applies to the Rocky Hill Coal Project.

McGlade and Ekins (2015) then applied an economic analysis to the three types of fossil fuels – coal, oil and 
gas – and to the various regions of the world that are major producers of fossil fuels. Based on their analysis, 
88% of global coal reserves are unburnable for any purpose (it is the CO2 emissions that matter for the car-
bon budget approach, not the purpose for which the fossil fuel is burnt). The regional analysis yielded even 
more stringent conditions for Australia’s fossil fuel industry (Australia is the only major fossil fuel producer in 
the OECD Pacific region; other countries in the region are only minor producers of fossil fuels). Over 90% of 
Australia’s existing coal reserves cannot be burned to be consistent with the Paris accord 2ºC target, and 
certainly not with the more stringent Paris accord 1.5ºC target.” (Steffen report, [52]-[54]).

449 Professor Steffen concluded from this analysis of the carbon budget that:

“The conclusions from this – or any other analysis based on a carbon budget – are:

- Australia’s existing fossil fuel industries must be phased out as quickly as possible, with most of the Austra-
lian fossil fuel reserves (and nearly all of Australia’s coal reserves) left in the ground.

- Development of new fossil fuel reserves, no matter how small, is incompatible with any carbon budget as-
suming a 50% or better chance of the budget meeting the temperature target (see paragraph 41a): that is, a 
very generous budget) and with Australia’s commitments to the Paris accord.

- Based on this analysis, approval of the development of the Rocky Hill Coal Mine is inconsistent with the 
carbon budget approach towards climate stabilisation.” (Steffen report, [55]).

450 Professor Steffen contended that the refusal of the Rocky Hill Coal Project is justified on this carbon bud-
get approach regardless of the fact that the total GHG emissions of the Project would be a small fraction of 
total global emissions. Professor Steffen noted that:

…global greenhouse gas emissions are made up of millions, and probably hundreds of millions of individual 
emissions around the globe. All emissions are important because cumulatively they constitute the global 
total of greenhouse gas emissions, which are destabilising the global climate system at a rapid rate. Just as 
many emitters are contributing to the problem, so many emission reduction activities are required to solve the 
problem.” (Steffen Report, [57]).

GRL’s argument for approval of the mine
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451 GRL did not contest that climate change is real and happening and that anthropogenic GHG emissions 
must be reduced rapidly in order to meet the internationally agreed temperature targets of 1.5ºC or 2ºC. GRL 
did, however, contest that the Rocky Hill Coal Project needs to be refused in order to achieve these tempera-
ture targets.

452 First, GRL contended at the outset that Gloucester Groundswell’s argument of “no new coal mines, any-
where” is not required by any international agreement (the Climate Change Convention or the Paris Agree-
ment) or Commonwealth or State law. Internationally, countries have a discretion to determine how, by their 
nationally determined contributions, reductions in GHG emissions will be achieved. Australia’s NDC is to 
reduce its emissions by 26 to 28% below 2005 levels by 2030. There are no governing structures under the 
Paris Agreement that predetermine how these reductions should occur. In particular, there are no sectoral or 
commodity-based emission targets or budgets (referring to the expert report of Dr Fisher, [8], [107]). Similarly, 
Commonwealth and State laws do not specify how Australia’s NDC emission reductions need to be achieved 
and, in particular, do not specify that no new coal mines can be approved. GRL submitted that the Court, in 
determining this appeal, “to adopt a policy of no new coal mines would be to impermissibly legislate a strict 
rule of general application without jurisdiction to do so” (GRL closing submissions, [249]).

453 Secondly, GRL contended that, in determining the application for consent for the Rocky Hill Coal Project, 
the Court can take into consideration Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions but not Scope 3 emissions. GRL noted 
that a country that is a party to the Climate Change Convention and the Paris Agreement is to account for 
GHG emissions in its country, but not in other countries. Australia needs to account for Scope 1 and Scope 
2 emissions associated with a coal mine in Australia, but not for Scope 3 emissions associated with the com-
bustion of coal product in other countries.

454 Thirdly, GRL contested that the carbon budget approach demands that new coal mines generally, and 
the Rocky Hill Coal Project in particular, should not be approved. The long term temperature goal in the Paris 
Agreement, and Australia’s NDC, can be achieved in different ways. Dr. Brian Fisher, an agricultural econo-
mist with BA Economics Pty Ltd and formerly the Executive Director of the Australian Bureau of Agriculture 
and Resource Economics, called by GRL, referred to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO 2017) 
statement that the carbon budget can be represented by: “emissions from fossil fuel combustion + emissions 
from land use change = growth in the concentration in the atmosphere + amount going (chemically and bio-
logically) into the ocean + amount going into terrestrial vegetation and soils.” (Fisher report, [45]).

455 Dr Fisher considered that “the calculation of the carbon budget ‘nets out’ carbon sinks and reservoirs”. 
He considered that “the greater the uptake of carbon by the natural environment, the higher the ‘carbon 
budget’ (as defined by emissions from all human sources) would be before global emissions concentrations 
reach their target threshold” (Joint Report of Climate Change Experts, [26]).

456 Professor Steffen disputed Dr. Fisher’s conception of the carbon budget:

“The carbon budget approach does not use ‘net emissions’. Carbon cycle dynamics, which are referred to 
[in] the proponent’s expert report as emissions being ‘… (to some extent) balanced by carbon uptake in the 
natural environment’, are already accounted for in the ESMs [Earth System Models used by the IPCC] that are 
used to calculate the carbon budget. The carbon budget is based on actual emissions (not ‘net emissions’) of 
carbon dioxide from all human sources (currently about 90 per cent of these emissions of ~10 billion tonnes 
of carbon (as CO2) per annum originate from the burning of fossil fuels).” (Joint Report of Climate Change 
Experts, [30]).

457 Drawing on his conception of the carbon budget, Dr Fisher observed that the growth in carbon concen-
tration in the atmosphere can be reduced by reducing the input of CO2 to the atmosphere by emissions from 
human activities, both emissions from fossil fuel combustion and emissions from land use change. Emissions 
from fossil fuel combustion can be reduced by increasing renewable energy capacity, improving energy 
productivity and increasing use of innovation and clean technology, such as carbon capture and storage 
(Fisher report, [79]-[83] and Joint Report of Buckley and Fisher, [12]-[16]). The carbon concentration in the 
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atmosphere can also be reduced by increasing the amount of carbon going into terrestrial vegetation and 
soil. Methods to sequester (or store) carbon dioxide include through reforestation and afforestation (Fisher 
report, [84]).

458 Hence, GRL contended, whilst not approving new coal mines might be consistent with reducing GHG 
emissions, it is not the only way to achieve the desired emission reduction targets.

459 Fourthly, GRL submitted that the choice of action to reduce emissions should be guided by the principle 
of efficiency in abatement. Dr Fisher considered that:

“The size of the global abatement task calls for making emissions reductions where they count most and gen-
erate the least economic and social harm. That is, focus needs to be applied to achieving meaningful emis-
sions reductions from large sources where it is cost-effective and alternative technologies can be brought to 
bear. There is an extensive literature on the sector decarbonisation requirements that will have the greatest 
abatement impact in the shortest timeframe, and the focus is predominantly on electricity generation and 
transport.

Achieving abatement at least cost is critical. If Australia were, for example, to ban all production and exports 
of coking coal and iron ore (both raw materials are overwhelmingly used to produce steel), it would destabi-
lise our economy, substantially cut employment, and remove a major source of government revenue. These 
consequences would have multiple flow-on effects including for Australia’s capacity to innovate, and to adopt 
new clean technologies that allow decarbonisation while sustaining everyday activities.

Economic efficiency and thus social welfare are maximised when abatement occurs from the lowest cost 
sources. Abatement costs vary widely between countries, sectors and activities and are often project depen-
dent. Preventing the development of the Rocky Hill Coal Project would incur greenhouse gas abatement costs 
approximately two orders of magnitude higher than what is currently being achieved under the Federal Gov-
ernment’s Emissions Reduction Fund and therefore would be grossly economically inefficient and contrary to 
Australian society’s best interests.” (Fisher report, [13]-[15]).

460 Fifthly, GRL noted that the Rocky Hill Coal Project will produce coking or metallurgical coal not thermal or 
steaming coal. Thermal coal is typically burned to generate steam which runs turbines to generate electricity. 
Coking coal is an essential ingredient in the manufacture of steel from iron ore. Dr Fisher considered that:

“This distinction is important because while the use of thermal coal for electricity generation can be substitut-
ed by other fuel sources, such as gas and renewables, there are limited substitutes for the use of coking coal 
in primary steel production.” (Fisher report, [53]).

461 Dr. Fisher noted that “steel is integral to our society”, not only being a basic input to many critical goods 
and services, including healthcare, telecommunications, transport, clean water and agriculture, but also in 
producing and distributing energy and improving energy efficiency, including in renewable energy supply, 
such as in wind turbines, in reinforcing concrete dams for hydroelectricity and in equipment used for natural 
gas extraction (Fisher report, [54]-[55]).

462 Coking coal is used in the main way in which steel is produced, by the integrated steel making process. 
This process involves the use of a blast furnace for iron making, followed by a basic oxygen furnace (BOF). 
Dr Fisher noted that in 2016, 74% of the world’s steel was produced using coking coal via integrated BOF 
smelting. In this process, iron ore is melted to produce pig iron, using coke as fuel. Coke is the product de-
rived from coking coal when impurities have been removed. The carbon rich pig iron is converted to steel by 
blowing oxygen through it. Steel production using BOF technology requires significant raw materials as input. 
Almost all coking coal is used in coke ovens for integrated BOF smelting and 98% of iron ore used in steel 
making (Fisher Report, [57]).

463 The other way to produce steel is by the electric arc furnace (EAF). The EAF process does not involve iron 
making. The EAF process relies on an electric charge between two electrodes to deliver heat to melt scrap 
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metal. It uses recycled steel and avoids the need for raw material processing. While the EAF process does not 
require coking coal as a raw material, many furnaces are reliant on electricity generated from coal fired power 
stations. Dr Fisher noted that a little under 26% of global steel was produced using the EAF process. The 
primary limiting factor to greater use of EAF is the availability and supply of scrap steel (Fisher report, [59]).

464 Mr Manley, a geologist and Director, Metals and Mining Consulting with Wood Mackenzie, called by GRL, 
supported Dr Fisher’s view of the limited substitutability of coking coal in steel making. Mr Manley considered 
that: “Steel making technology based on the blast furnace route is mature. It is also the only major currently 
commercially operational route for creating iron from iron ore.” (Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 5). 
Mr Manley expected that “basic oxygen furnaces (BOF) will be the preferred steel-making route due to their 
higher efficiencies” (Manley report, [5.15]).

465 Whilst Mr Manley accepted that a change in steel making technology would change the forecast and 
demand for coking coal, he noted that “[t]here is no currently proven technology that can replace carbon 
in primary iron reduction” and “[t]here is significant emplaced steelmaking capacity utilising carbon” (Joint 
Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 5). Mr Manley accepted that “[s]crap steel recycling will increase slightly 
over time”, enabling increased production of steel by the EAF process. Wood Mackenzie forecasted that the 
global market share for electric arc furnace produced steel would rise from 27% in 2018 to 31% by 2035. As 
this increase is only slight, “significant primary iron ore reduction will still be required over the forecast period” 
(Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 5).

466 Dr Fisher believed that global demand for steel is likely to increase, as India and other emerging Asian 
countries develop. The increased demand will likely be met by steel produced using the BOF process. The 
key ingredients in BOF steel making are coking coal and iron ore. Australia is the world’s largest exporter of 
coking coal, with around 30% of global coking coal demand met by international trade (Fisher report, [60]).

467 Mr Manley also predicted the global demand for seaborne metallurgical (coking) coal will rise in the next 
two decades:

“Global demand for seaborne metallurgical coal will rise from 300 Mt presently to 370 Mt by 2035. Although 
the long-term outlook sees a 70 Mt rise in demand, only 11 Mt of this growth is required by 2024. Asian de-
mand remains flat over this period, as declines in Japan and China are made up for with moderate growth 
from India. Nearly all of the growth that is forecast to take place occurs in countries in EMEARC [Europe, 
Middle East, Africa, Russia and the Caspian].

From 2024 to 2035, seaborne metallurgical coal demand is forecast to rise by 59 Mt, almost completely driven 
by India’s appetite for higher imports. Demand in countries in the Americas would only grow by 4 Mt during 
these years, while the demand from those in EMEARC would increase by 4 Mt. Japan’s seaborne demand will 
continue to decline as the mature economy slows and the population ages, leading to less demand for steel. 
Japan’s imports are expected to fall from about 60 Mt this year to 47 Mt in 2035.” (Manley report, [5.19]-[5.20])

468 These predicted increases in global demand for coking coal were challenged by Mr Tim Buckley, an en-
ergy economics and financial analyst called by Gloucester Groundswell. Mr Buckley noted that Wood Mack-
enzie’s modelling of demand for coking coal does not take account of changes in policy, financial markets 
and technology that will drive a reduction in GHG emissions in order to achieve the temperature targets under 
the Paris Agreement. The Wood Mackenzie modelling and Mr Manley’s report do not provide any forecast for 
coking coal demand for achieving the International Energy Agency’s Sustainable Development Scenario and 
the Paris Agreement’s goal of limiting the increase in global average temperatures to between 1.5ºC and 2ºC 
(Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 3 and Transcript, 21/08/18, p 437).

469 Mr Buckley considered that if regard is had to the measures that will be taken under the Paris Agreement 
to limit climate change, demand for coking coal will decline. Mr Buckley referred to the International Energy 
Agency’s World Energy Outlook 2017 Report that modelled a Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS). The 
SDS is broadly consistent with the world having a 50% chance of limiting climate change to 2ºC above pre-in-
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dustrial levels (Buckley report, [32]). The SDS forecasts a decline in global demand for coking coal of about 
39% relative to 2016 by 2040:

“The SDS forecasts a 39% decline in coking coal, slightly less than the 52% decline in total global coal use 
by 2040 vs. 2016. This suggests a reduction in global supply is needed, not new capacity beyond already 
approved mines” (Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 3 and see Buckley report, [29]).

470 Indeed, Mr Buckley believed that IEA’s estimate of a 39% fall in coking coal demand by 2040 may be 
an underestimate, as stronger global policy efforts to deliver on the Paris Agreement commitment of limit-
ing global warming to between 1.5ºC and 2ºC above pre-industrial levels reduce demand (Buckley report, 
[37]-[40]). In particular, Mr Buckley referred to policies being implemented in Australia’s key export markets 
(namely, China, Japan, South Korea and India) to lower carbon emissions. These policies include national 
emissions trading schemes, coal taxes, industry targets, pollution controls, supply restrictions and policy 
targets to promote lower emissions alternatives (Buckley report, [90]-[113], [133]-[138]).

471 Mr. Buckley also considered that the global demand for coking coal will be adversely affected by new 
technology developments that reduce the need for coking coal in steel production.

472 Mr. Buckley challenged Dr. Fisher’s and Mr. Manley’s views that there is currently, and will continue to 
be over the life of the project, limited substitutes for coking coal to produce steel by the BOF process. Mr. 
Buckley considered that:

“The advent of new technology developments could well see the need for coking coal in steel production 
removed within the life of the proposed project. Actions needed to deliver on the Paris Agreement (such as a 
wider adoption of an emissions trading scheme (ETS) and / or a wider application of a coal tax and / or new 
restrictions on the supply of coal) would accelerate this technology innovation by enhancing its commercial 
viability.” (Buckley report, [20]).

473 Mr. Buckley referred to new technologies and processes that replace the current reliance on coking coal 
to manufacture steel. First, HYBRIT is the brand for a Swedish development project to make “fossil free steel” 
from iron ore and hydrogen, removing entirely the need for coking coal and carbon emissions (Buckley report, 
[141]-[143]). Second, FINEX is a brand developed by South Korea’s POSCO that allows for the use of lower 
quality thermal coal in substitution for coking coal in steel manufacturing (Buckley report, [141], [148]-[151]). 
Third, pulverised coal injection (PCI) is used in many of the world’s major steelworks. Finely ground coal is in-
jected with the hot blast directly into the raceway of the furnace to provide energy reductant in addition to that 
from the coke bed, thus replacing some of the coke with cheaper non-coking or weakly-coking coal. The PCI 
process increases the economic efficiency of steel-making by using lower cost coals to reduce consumption 
of higher cost prime coking coals (Buckley report, [50] and footnote 18, and see Manley report [3.12]-[3.15]).

474 Fourth, electric arc furnaces promote steel recycling in lieu of coking coal and iron ore. As steel produc-
tion by EAF processes increases, demand for coking coal and iron ore is forecast to decline (Buckley report, 
[141], [152]-[154]).

475 Mr. Buckley also referred to technological innovations to replace structural steel in buildings with timber 
composites. A decrease in demand for structural steel would in turn decrease demand for coking coal to 
produce steel (Buckley report, [141], [155]).

476 Mr. Buckley concluded:

“In my opinion, technology change and market forces enhanced by energy policy changes are highly likely to 
combine to create demand substitution, curtailing demand and hence prices for coking coal consistent with 
or in-excess of the 40% global decline forecast by the IEA, with a consequent material adverse impact on the 
project.” (Buckley report, [161]).

477 On the supply side, Mr Buckley considered that there will be sufficient production capacity to meet this 
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declining demand for coking coal, without approving new coking coal mines:

“Given the implications of the IEA’s scenario forecast for a 40% or more decline in global coking coal demand 
by 2040, in my opinion there is sufficient existing production capacity, in operation or already approved and 
under development, to meet current and likely future market demand for coking coal, particularly as there is 
some scope for substitution between various grades of coal.” (Buckley report, [14] and see [165]).

478 In particular, Mr. Buckley considered that there is more than enough existing Australian production ca-
pacity to supply the global market needs for coking coal (Buckley report, [16], [18]).

479 Mr. Buckley noted that there are a number of new coking coal mines already in operation, or approved 
and under development, across Australia, such that the Rocky Hill Coal Project is not required (Buckley re-
port, [168]). The vast majority of Australian coking coal production and reserves are located in Queensland 
(Buckley report, [169], [174]-[178]). Although the Rocky Hill Coal Project will produce coking coal with high 
fluidity, which is highly sought after by steelmakers, there are several alternative sources of high fluidity cok-
ing coal in Queensland and many coking coal mines in North America (Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, 
p 2 and see Manley report, pp 13-14 and Figure 6 on the fluidity values of Australian coking coals). Mr Manley 
produced a figure (exhibit W), after giving evidence, that showed coking coal mines with a maximum fluidity 
of approximately 1000 DDPM or more include Integra (underground), Broadmeadow, Wongawilli, Goonyella 
and Moranbha North. Mines that produce both coking coal and thermal coal and have a maximum fluidity of 
approximately 1000 DDPM or more including Austar, Duralie, Stratford, Kestrel, Dawson Complex, Tahmoor, 
Appin and Byerwren (Gloucester Groundswell closing submissions, [57]-[58]).

480 Mr. Manley doubted whether the IEA’s Sustainable Development Scenario would be achieved:

“The mechanisms to achieve SDS (whether policy proscribed or technological breakthrough) are not defined 
and without significant technological advancement are unlikely to be achieved within the forecast period.” 
(Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 3).

481 Mr. Manley did not consider that the technological innovations referred to by Mr. Buckley would become 
commercially viable and utilized widely within the life of the Project so as to materially reduce demand for 
coking coal.

482 In response to Mr. Buckley’s suggestion that there is some interchangeability of thermal and coking coals, 
Mr. Manley said that there was limited substitution between thermal coal and metallurgical coal: coals of ther-
mal coal quality do not have the ability to make coke while metallurgical coals can behave poorly in thermal 
coal applications. Mr. Manley did accept, however, that coke blends require coals with different properties. 
The benchmark Hard Coking Coal is coal that can make a strong coke on its own or it can be blended with 
other coals (that cannot make a strong coke on their own) to still make a strong coke. While coal from the 
Rocky Hill Coal Project will not make a strong coke on its own, the high fluidity would provide the ‘glue’ be-
tween Hard Coking Coal and Semi Soft Coking Coal. Coal from the Rocky Hill Coal Project would therefore be 
useful for coke makers to reduce their input costs by being able to make a strong coke with less high priced 
material and lower coke rates (i.e. the total carbon required in steelmaking) (Joint Report of Coal Demand 
Experts, pp 4-5). Mr Manley contended that “on a coal quality basis, the RH Project would therefore find a 
home in the market for its coal based on the quality parameters” (Joint Report of Coal Demand Experts, p 2).

483 GRL contended, therefore, that given the continued critical role of steel to society, the limited substitutes 
for using coking coal in primary steel production and the likely demand for coking coal from the Rocky Hill 
Coal Project, the Rocky Hill Coal Project should be approved, regardless of the associated GHG emissions.

484 Sixthly, GRL submitted that economic, social and environmental rationales for banning development of 
individual coal mines on the basis of GHG emission are poor. Dr Fisher explained this argument:

“On an environmental front, Australian coal mines operate to some of the highest environmental standards in 
the world (AusTrade 2018). Aside from the strong commercial incentive to limit energy use in the operation 
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of the Project, regulations ensure a strict recognition and accounting of emissions. This is not the case in all 
countries where coal mining occurs.

Moreover, Australian coking coal is amongst the highest quality in the world, making it relatively less emis-
sions intensive. Higher energy content and lower impurity coal results in higher quality coke, which in turn 
requires less coke input and higher productivity per unit of steel produced (World Steel Association 2016).

From an economic perspective, given the limited substitutes for coking coal in steel making, there is strong 
projected demand for coking coal as large countries such as India industrialise and intensify their steel use 
(NERA 2016). If demand is not met from Australian coal mines, investment will flow to other large coal produc-
ers and mines will be developed in countries such as India and Indonesia.

From a social standpoint, local benefits such as direct and indirect employment associated with the con-
struction and ongoing operation of the Project also need to be taken into account and weighed against the 
uncertain long-term impacts of carbon emissions produced by the mine.” (Fisher report, [65]-[68]).

485 Professor Steffen responded to Dr Fisher saying:

“These points are irrelevant. There are many discussions around the social and economic implications of 
climate change. Strong social and economic arguments could also be made for very rapid emissions reduc-
tions. My point is that to have any chance of meeting the Paris 2ºC target, carbon emissions around the world 
need to be DECREASING rapidly and deeply; opening up and using new fossil fuel reserves or resources 
INCREASES carbon emissions, in conflict with what is required under the Paris Agreement. This is the scien-
tific reality based on a comparison of the current level of fossil fuel exploitation compared to any reasonable 
estimate of the remaining carbon budget. There is no room for any new fossil fuel development. The challenge 
is to rapidly and deeply reduce emissions from existing fossil fuel industries and activities.” (Joint Report of 
Climate Change Experts, [21]).

The GHG emissions of the Project support refusal of the Project

Both direct and indirect GHG emissions should be considered

486 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will result in GHG emissions. The Air Quality and Health Risk Assessment 
for the amended EIS estimated the Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions to be about 1.8Mt CO2-e over the life 
of the mine and Scope 3 emissions to be at least 36Mt CO2-e. The estimated scope 3 emissions are limited 
to the emissions from the combustion of product coal from the Project by end users, such as steel mills and 
electricity power stations, as the emissions from shipping of product coal were not included. GHG emissions 
from the combustion of product coal by end users are downstream emissions.

487 Although GRL submitted that Scope 3 emissions should not be considered in determining GRL’s applica-
tion for consent for the Rocky Hill Coal Project, I find they are relevant to be considered.

488 At the most basic level, the consent authority must consider and determine the particular development 
application that has been made to carry out the State significant development of the proposed coal mine 
(s 4.38(1) of the EPA Act). For State significant development such as the Rocky Hill Coal Project, the devel-
opment application is required to be accompanied by an environmental impact statement (s 4.12(1) and s 
4.39(1)(a) of the EPA Act and cl 50(1)(a) and Sch 1, cl 2(1)(e) of the EPA Regulation). The environmental 
impact statement must address the environmental assessment requirements of the Secretary as well as the 
content requirements in Sch 1, cl 7 of the EPA Regulation, including the likely impact on the environment of 
the development and the reasons justifying the carrying out of the development, having regard to biophysical, 
economic and social considerations, including the principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD). 
The principles of ESD are defined to be the precautionary principle, inter-generational equity, conservation 
of biological diversity and ecological integrity, and improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms 
(cl 7(4) of Sch 1 of the EPA Regulation). As I note below, consideration of the principles of ESD can involve 
consideration of climate change.
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489 The amended EIS for the Rocky Hill Coal Project included the Air Quality and Health Risk Assess-
ment which contained a “Greenhouse Gas Assessment”. The Greenhouse Gas Assessment was prepared 
in accordance with the World Resources Institute/World Business Council for Sustainable Development, The 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol- A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard Revised Edition (2004); National 
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (Measurement) Determination 2008 and the Department of Environment 
and Energy, National Greenhouse Accounts Factors, August 2015. Each of these documents define and 
describe how to account for three scopes of GHG emissions, Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 emissions. The 
Greenhouse Gas Assessment expressly assessed the Scope 3 emissions of the Project.

490 The determination of the development application for the Rocky Hill Coal Project requires consideration 
of the Environmental Impact Statement accompanying the development application, and that Environmental 
Impact Statement included a Greenhouse Gas Assessment of the Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 emissions 
of the Project.

491 Section 4.15 of the EPA Act applies to the determination of the development application for the State 
significant development of the Rocky Hill Coal Project (s 4.40 of the EPA Act). Section 4.15(1)(a) of the EPA 
Act requires the consent authority, in determining a development application, to take into consideration the 
provisions of any environmental planning instrument. One applicable instrument is the Mining SEPP. Clause 
14(2) of the Mining SEPP provides:

“Without limiting subclause (1), in determining a development application for development for the purposes 
of mining, petroleum production or extractive industry, the consent authority must consider an assessment 
of the greenhouse gas emissions (including downstream emissions) of the development, and must do so 
having regard to any applicable State or national policies, programs or guidelines concerning greenhouse 
gas emissions.”

492 “Downstream emissions” of a coal mine include Scope 3 emissions from the transportation and combus-
tion of coal product from the mine.

493 Another applicable environmental planning instrument is GLEP 2010. A particular aim of GLEP 2010 is 
“to embrace and promote the principles of ecologically sustainable development” and “to recognize the cu-
mulative impacts of climate change” (cl 1.2(2)(d)). The direct and indirect GHG emissions of a development 
contribute to the cumulative impacts of climate change.

494 A consent authority, in determining a development application, is also required to take into consideration 
the likely impacts of the development, including environmental impacts on the natural and built environments 
(see 4.15(1)(b) of the EPA Act). The likely impacts of a development include both direct and indirect environ-
mental impacts.

495 As the Full Federal Court of Australia held in Minister for Environment and Heritage v Queensland Con-
servation Council (2004) 139 FCR 24; [2004] FCAFC 190 at [53], the impact of an action includes not only the 
direct but also the indirect influences or effects of the action:

“’Impact’ in the relevant sense means the influence or effect of an action: Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed, 
vol VII, 694-695. As the respondents submitted, the word “impact” is often used with regard to ideas, con-
cepts and ideologies: “impact” in its ordinary meaning can readily include the “indirect” consequences of an 
action and may include the results of acts done by persons other than the principal actor. Expressions such 
as “the impact of science on society” or “the impact of drought on the economy” serve to illustrate the point. 
Accordingly, we take s 75(2) to require the Minister to consider each way in which a proposed action will, or is 
likely to, adversely influence or effect the world heritage values of a declared World Heritage property or listed 
migratory species. As a matter of ordinary usage that influence or effect may be direct or indirect. “Impact” 
in this sense is not confined to direct physical effects of the action on the matter protected by the relevant 
provision of Pt 3 of Ch 2 of the EPBC Act [Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999]. It 
includes effects which are sufficiently close to the action to allow it to be said, without straining the language, 
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that they are, or would be, the consequences of the action on the protected matter.”

496 The Court later indicated that “‘all adverse impacts’ includes each consequence which can reasonably 
be imputed as within the contemplation of the proponent of the action, whether the consequences are within 
the control of the proponent or not.” (at [57]).

497 The Court held that the adverse impacts of the action, the Nathan Dam on the Dawson River, were not 
confined to the adverse impacts of the construction and operation of the dam, but included the adverse im-
pacts of the use of water downstream from the dam, including its use for growing and ginning cotton (at [60]).

498 The consent authority is also required to consider the public interest (s 4.15(1)(e) of the EPA Act). The 
public interest has been held to include the principles of ESD: see Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council at [124] 
and Minister for Planning v Walker (2008) 161 LGERA 423; [2008] NSWCA 224 at [42], [43]. In turn, the princi-
ples of ESD, particularly the precautionary principle and principle of inter-generational equity, have been held 
to require consideration of the impact of a development on climate change and the impact of climate change 
on a development: see, for example, Gray v Minister for Planning (2006) 152 LGERA 258; [2006] NSWLEC 
720; Taralga Landscape Guardians Inc v Minister for Planning and RES Southern Cross Pty Ltd (2007) 161 
LGERA 1; [2007] NSWLEC 59; Aldous v Greater Taree City Council (2009) 167 LGERA 13; [2009] NSWLEC 
17; and Hunter Environment Lobby Inc v Minister for Planning [2011] NSWLEC 221.

499 Many courts have held that indirect, downstream GHG emissions are a relevant consideration to take into 
account in determining applications for activities involving fossil fuel extraction or combustion or electricity 
generated by fossil fuel combustion.

500 In Australian Conservation Foundation v Latrobe City Council (2004) 140 LGERA 100; [2004] VCAT 2029, 
the environmental impacts of downstream GHG emissions that were likely to be produced by the then oper-
ating (but now

closed) Hazelwood power station was held to be a relevant consideration in determining whether to approve 
a proposed amendment to a planning scheme to facilitate the mining of coal fields to supply coal for the 
power station (at [46], [47], [49]).

501 In Gray v Minister for Planning, the Scope 3 emissions from the downstream use (burning) of coal mined 
from the proposed Anvil Hill coal mine in the Hunter Valley was held to be a relevant matter that needed to 
be taken into consideration in the environmental assessment and approval of the coal mine (at [126], [130]).

502 In Coast and Country Association Queensland Inc v Smith [2016] QCA 242, the Queensland Court of 
Appeal determined that, in making a decision under s 223 of the Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld) as 
to whether to recommend the granting of an environmental approval for a coal mine, the Land Court is either 
required to consider (per McMurdo P at [11]) or is not precluded from considering (per Fraser JA at [45] and 
Morrison JA at [51]) Scope 3 emissions. Although not an issue for the Court of Appeal, the Land Court had 
determined (and the Supreme Court had confirmed) that in considering the factor in s 269(4)(k) of the Mineral 
Resources Act 1989 (Qld), as to whether “public rights and interests will be prejudiced” by the granting of the 
mining lease, the Land Court is empowered to consider Scope 3 emissions: Hancock Coal Pty Ltd v Kelly (No 
4) (2004) 35 QLCR 56; [2014] QLC 12, [218] (Land Court) and Coast and Country Association of Queensland 
v Smith [2015] QSC 260, [39] (Queensland Supreme Court).

503 In Wollar Property Progress Association Inc v Wilpinjong Coal Pty Ltd [2018] NSWLEC 92, Sheahan J 
accepted that the consent authority (the Planning Assessment Commission as delegate of the Minister), in 
determining the development application for the proposed open cut coal mine, was required by cl 14(2) of 
the Mining SEPP to consider the GHG emissions of the proposed mine, including the downstream emissions, 
but found that the consent authority had done so. Sheahan J noted that: “The term ‘downstream emissions’ 
is not defined, but is commonly understood to denote the greenhouse gas emissions relating to sold goods 
and services and thus caused by end users’ use of the product (e.g. coal) produced by a project” (at [126]). 
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Sheahan J found that the consent authority had, as a matter of fact, given “close consideration” to an as-
sessment of the greenhouse gas emissions (including the downstream emissions) of the proposed mine (at 
[180]-[183] and referring to and adopting as findings the submissions in [141]-[159]).

504 In the United States, courts have held an environmental impact assessment of a project or a decision to 
be inadequate due to its failure to consider the downstream or upstream greenhouse gas emissions relating 
to the proposed project or decision.

505 In Border Power Plant Working Group v Department of Energy 260 F Supp 2d 997 (SD Cal, 2003), the 
environmental impact assessment for proposed electricity transmission lines was held to be inadequate for 
failure to discuss the upstream greenhouse gas emissions from new power plants in Mexico that would be 
connected by the proposed electricity transmission lines with the power grid in Southern California at [18], 
[42].

506 In Mid States Coalition for Progress v Surface Transportation Board 345 F 3d 520 (8th Cir, 2003), the 
environmental impact assessment for a proposed rail line, which would provide a less expensive and hence 
a likely more utilised route by which low sulphur coal could reach power plants, was held to be inadequate 
for failure to consider the possible downstream effects of the likely increase in coal consumption, including 
climate change. The Court of Appeals held that “it would be irresponsible for the Board to approve a project 
of this scope without first examining the effects that may occur as a result of the reasonably foreseeable in-
crease in coal consumption” (at 550).

507 In Montana Environmental Information Centre v US Office of Mining 274 F. Supp 3d 1074 (D Mont, 2017), 
the US District Court found that the US Office of Surface Mining and Enforcement’s (OSM) environmental 
assessment of a proposed expansion of an underground coal mining operation was not sufficient in law. The 
Court found that OSM failed to take a hard look at the indirect and cumulative effects of the transportation 
and combustion of coal from the mine and the associated downstream greenhouse gas emissions. While 
OSM had calculated greenhouse gas emissions associated with coal transportation, it had not considered 
other indirect effects from coal trains, including the health, economic and environmental impacts of diesel 
emissions, noise, vibration, rail congestion and coal dust (at 1091, 1093). The Court found that OSM, despite 
quantifying greenhouse gas emissions from coal combustion, failed to adequately assess the indirect and cu-
mulative impacts of greenhouse gas emissions from the mine expansion. The Court found that it was arbitrary 
and capricious to quantify the socioeconomic benefits while failing to quantify costs of the greenhouse gas 
emissions from the mine (at 1098). The OSM’s conclusion that there would be no effects from the emissions, 
because other coal would be burned in its stead, was illogical and inflated the benefits of the action while 
minimizing its impacts (at 1098 and see 1104). The OSM’s environmental assessment failed to adequately ad-
dress the indirect and cumulative impacts of greenhouse gas emissions for expansion of the mine (at 1099).

508 In Sierra Club v Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 867 F 3d 1357 (DC Cir, 2017), environmental 
groups and landowners challenged the decision of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to 
approve the construction and operation of three new interstate natural gas pipelines. In the split opinion, the 
US Court of Appeals held that the environmental impact statement for the pipelines project should have es-
timated the amount of downstream greenhouse gas emissions that would result from the burning of the gas 
transported by the pipelines in Florida power plants (at 1371):

“We conclude that the EIS for the South-east Market Pipelines Project should have either given a quantitative 
estimate of the downstream greenhouse emissions that will result from burning the natural gas that the pipe-
lines will transport or explained more specifically why it could not have done so. As we have noted, green-
house-gas emissions are an indirect effect of authorizing this project, which FERC could reasonably foresee, 
and which the agency has legal authority to mitigate. See 15 U.S.C. § 717f(e). The EIS accordingly needed 
to include a discussion of the “significance” of this indirect effect, see 40 C.F.R § 1502.16(b), as well as “the 
incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future ac-
tions” see WildEarth Guardians, 738 F.3d at 309 (quoting 40 C.F.R § 1508.7).” (at 1374).
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509 The Court of Appeals held that the fact that downstream emissions might be partially offset by reductions 
elsewhere (e.g. retirement of dirtier, coal-fired power plants) did not excuse FERC from making the emissions 
estimates (at 1375).

510 In San Juan Citizens Alliance v United States Bureau of Land Management 326 F Supp 3d 1227 (D N 
M, 2018), citizens groups challenged the decision of the US Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and US 
Forest Service to lease parcels of federal mineral estate land in the Santa Fe National Forest in New Mexico 
for oil and gas mining on grounds that the decision violated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In 
relation to greenhouse gas emissions, the US District Court held that NEPA required BLM to take a hard look 
at the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions, including quantifying and analysing the impacts of foreseeable 
downstream greenhouse gas emissions from combustion of produced oil and gas likely to be developed from 
the leases. The Court concluded that “BLM’s failure to estimate the amount of greenhouse gas emissions 
which will result from consumption of the oil and gas produced as a result of development of wells on the 
leased areas was arbitrary” (at 1244).

511 In relation to BLM’s conclusion that “the very small increase in [GHG] emissions that could result from 
approval of the action alternatives would not produce climate change impacts that differ from the No Action 
Alternative”, the Court found that “without further explanation, the facile conclusion that this particular impact 
is minor and therefore ‘would not produce climate change impacts that differ from the No Action Alternative’ is 
insufficient” to comply with the obligation to take a hard look at the cumulative effects of the proposed action 
(at 1248).

512 The Court set aside BLM’s finding of no significant impact and ordered the matter be remanded to BLM 
“to take a hard look at the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions, including foreseeable downstream green-
house gas emission from the combustion of the produced oil and gas likely to be developed from the leases” 
(at 1250, 1256).

513 I find, therefore, that the consideration of the impacts of the Project on the environment and the public 
interest justify considering not only the Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions but also the Scope 3 emissions of 
the Project.

All GHG emissions contribute to climate change

514 All of the direct and indirect GHG emissions of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will impact on the environment. 
All anthropogenic GHG emissions contribute to climate change. As the IPCC found, most of the observed 
increase in global average temperatures is due to the observed increase in anthropogenic GHG concentra-
tions in the atmosphere. The increased GHG concentrations in the atmosphere have already affected, and 
will continue to affect, the climate system. The current and future impacts of climate change were summarized 
by Professor Steffen and have been set out earlier in the judgment.

515 The direct and indirect GHG emissions of the Rocky Hill Coal Project will contribute cumulatively to the 
global total GHG emissions. In aggregate, the Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions over the life of the Project will be 
at least 37.8Mt CO2-e, a sizeable individual source of GHG emissions. It matters not that this aggregate of 
the Project’s GHG emissions may represent a small fraction of the global total of GHG emissions. The global 
problem of climate change needs to be addressed by multiple local actions to mitigate emissions by sources 
and remove GHGs by sinks. As Professor Steffen pointed out, “global greenhouse gas emissions are made 
up of millions, and probably hundreds of millions, of individual emissions around the globe. All emissions 
are important because cumulatively they constitute the global total of greenhouse gas emissions, which are 
destabilizing the global climate system at a rapid rate. Just as many emitters are contributing to the problem, 
so many emission reduction activities are required to solve the problem” (Steffen report, [57]).

516 Many courts have recognized this point that climate change is caused by cumulative emissions from a 
myriad of individual sources, each proportionally small relative to the global total of GHG emissions, and will 
be solved by abatement of the GHG emissions from these myriad of individual sources.
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517 In Australian Conservation Foundation v Latrobe City Council, the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribu-
nal found that there was a sufficient nexus between the planning scheme amendment to facilitate coal mining 
and the environmental effect of greenhouse gases that were likely to be produced by the use of the coal burnt 
by the Hazelwood power station (at [46]).

518 In Gray v Minister for Planning, Pain J held:

“Climate change/global warming is widely recognized as a significant environmental impact to which there 
are many contributors worldwide but the extent of the change is not yet certain and is a matter of dispute. The 
fact there are many contributors globally does not mean the contribution from a single large source such as 
the Anvil Hill Project in the context of NSW should be ignored in the environmental assessment process. The 
coal intended to be mined is clearly a potential major single contributor to GHG emissions deriving from NSW 
given the large size of the proposed mine. That the impact from burning the coal will be experienced globally 
as well as in NSW, but in a way that is currently not able to be accurately measured, does not suggest that the 
link to causation of an environmental impact is insufficient.” (at [98]).

519 Overseas, in Massachusetts v Environmental Protection Agency 549 US 497 (2007), the US Supreme 
Court rejected the government agency’s argument that “its decision not to regulate greenhouse gas emis-
sions from new motor vehicles contributes so insignificantly to petitioners’ injuries that the agency cannot be 
haled into federal court to answer for them” (at [523]). For the same reason, the agency argued that there was 
not any realistic possibility that the relief that the petitioners seek would mitigate global climate change and 
remedy their injuries (at [523]). The Supreme Court held that the agency overstated its case:

“Its argument rests on the erroneous assumption that a small incremental step, because it is incremental, 
can never be attacked in a federal judicial forum. Yet accepting that premise would doom most challenges to 
regulatory action. Agencies, like legislatures, do not generally resolve massive problems in one fell regulatory 
swoop…They instead whittle away at them over time, refining their preferred approach as circumstances 
change and as they develop a more nuanced understanding of how best to proceed” (at [524]).

520 The Supreme Court, in any event, considered that “reducing domestic automobile emissions is hardly a 
tentative step. Even leaving aside the other greenhouse gases, the United States transportation sector emits 
an enormous quantity of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere…Judged by any standard, US motor-vehicle 
emissions make a meaningful contribution to greenhouse gas concentrations and hence, according to prac-
titioners, to global warming” (at [524]-[525]).

521 In Urgenda Foundation v The State of the Netherlands (C/09/456689/HA ZA 13-1396, 24 June 2015), 
the Hague District Court rejected the Dutch government’s argument that the Dutch contribution to worldwide 
emissions is only small:

“This argument does not succeed. It is an established fact that climate change is a global problem and there-
fore requires global accountability. It follows from the UNEP report that based on the reduction commitments 
made in Cancun, a gap between the desired CO2 emissions (in order to reach the climate objective) and 
the actual emissions (14-17 Gt CO2 ) will have arisen by 2030. This means that more reduction measures 
have to be taken on an international level. It compels all countries, including the Netherlands, to implement 
the reduction measures to the fullest extent as possible. The fact that the amount of the Dutch emissions is 
small compared to other countries does not affect the obligation to take precautionary measures in view of 
the State’s obligation to exercise care. After all, it has been established that any anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas emission, no matter how minor, contributes to an increase of CO2 levels in the atmosphere and therefore 
to hazardous climate change. Emission reduction therefore concerns both a joint and individual responsibility 
of the signatories to the UN Climate Change Convention…Therefore, the court arrives at the opinion that the 
single circumstance that the Dutch emissions only constitute a minor contribution to global emissions does 
not alter the State’s obligation to exercise care towards third parties...(at [4.79])

Due to the severity of the consequences of climate change and the great risk of hazardous climate change 
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occurring - without mitigation measures - the court concludes that the State has a duty of care to take mitiga-
tion measures. The circumstance that the Dutch contribution to the present global greenhouse gas emissions 
is currently small does not affect this” (at [4.83]).

522 The District Court further explained the causal link:

“From the above considerations, particularly in 4.79, it follows that a sufficient causal link can be assumed 
to exist between the Dutch greenhouse gas emissions, global climate change and the effects (now and in 
the future) on the Dutch living climate. The fact that the current Dutch greenhouse gas emissions are limited 
on a global scale does not alter the fact that these emissions contribute to climate change. The court has 
taken into consideration in this respect as well that the Dutch greenhouse gas emissions have contributed to 
climate change and by their nature will also continue to contribute to climate change.” (at [4.90]).

523 The Hague Court of Appeal in The State of the Netherlands v Urgenda Foundation 200.178.245/01, 9 
October 2018, dismissed on appeal the State’s defence that “the Dutch greenhouse gas emissions, in abso-
lute terms and compared with global emissions, are minimal, that the State cannot solve the problem on its 
own, that the worldwide community has to cooperate…and this concerns complex decisions for which much 
depends on negotiations” (at [61]), saying:

“These arguments are not such that they warrant the absence of more ambitious, real actions. The Court, too, 
acknowledges that this is a global problem and that the State cannot solve this problem on its own. Howev-
er, this does not release the State from its obligation to take measures in its territory, within its capabilities, 
which in concert with the efforts of other states provide protection from the hazards of dangerous climate 
change.”(at [62]).

524 The Hague Court of Appeal also dismissed the State’s defence that there was a lack of a causal link:

“The State’s defence of the lack of a causal link also fails. First of all, these proceedings concern a claim for 
imposing an order and not a claim for damages, so that causality only plays a limited role. In order to give 
an order it suffices (in brief) that there is a real risk of the danger for which measures have to be taken. It has 
been established that this is the case. Moreover, if the opinion of the State were to be followed, an effective 
legal remedy for a global problem as complex as this one would be lacking. After all, each state held account-
able would then be able to argue that it does not have to take measures if other states do not do so either. 
That is a consequence that cannot be accepted, also because Urgenda does not have the option to summon 
all eligible states to appear in a Dutch Court.” (at [64]).

The Project’s emissions will contribute to climate change

525 There is a causal link between the Project’s cumulative GHG emissions and climate change and its 
consequences. The Project’s cumulative GHG emissions will contribute to the global total of GHG concen-
trations in the atmosphere. The global total of GHG concentrations will affect the climate system and cause 
climate change impacts. The Project’s cumulative GHG emissions are therefore likely to contribute to the fu-
ture changes to the climate system and the impacts of climate change. In this way, the Project is likely to have 
indirect impacts on the environment, including the climate system, the oceanic and terrestrial environment, 
and people.

526 The approval of the Project (which will be a new source of GHG emissions) is also likely to run counter 
to the actions that are required to achieve peaking of global GHG emissions as soon as possible and to un-
dertake rapid reductions thereafter in order to achieve net zero emissions (a balance between anthropogenic 
emissions by sources and removals by sinks) in the second half of this century. This is the globally agreed 
goal of the Paris Agreement (in Article 4(1)). The NSW government has endorsed the Paris Agreement and 
set itself the goal of achieving net zero emissions by 2050. It is true that the Paris Agreement, Australia’s NDC 
of reducing GHG emissions in Australia by 26 to 28% below 2005 levels by 2030 or NSW’s Climate Change 
Policy Framework do not prescribe the mechanisms by which these reductions in GHG emissions to achieve 
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zero net emissions by 2050 are to occur. In particular, there is no proscription on approval of new sources of 
GHG emissions, such as new coal mines.

527 Nevertheless, the exploitation and burning of a new fossil fuel reserve, which will increase GHG emis-
sions, cannot assist in achieving the rapid and deep reductions in GHG emissions that are necessary in order 
to achieve “a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse 
gases in the second half of this century” (Article 4(1) of the Paris Agreement) or the long term temperature 
goal of limiting the increase in global average temperature to between 1.5ºC and 2ºC above pre-industrial 
levels (Article 2 of the Paris Agreement). As Professor Steffen explained, achieving these goals implies phas-
ing out fossil fuel use within that time frame. He contended that one of the implications of the carbon budget 
approach is that most fossil fuel reserves will need to be left in the ground, unburned, to remain within the 
carbon budget and achieve the long term temperature goal. The phase out of fossil fuel use by the second 
half of this century might permit a minority of fossil fuel reserves to be burned in the short term. From a sci-
entific perspective, it matters not which fossil fuel reserves are burned or not burned, only that, in total, most 
of the fossil fuel reserves are not burned. Professor Steffen explained, however, that the existing and already 
approved but not yet operational mines/wells will more than account for the fossil fuel reserves that can be 
exploited and burned and still remain within the carbon budget. This is the reason he considered that no new 
fossil fuel developments should be allowed.

528 GRL contended that nevertheless the Rocky Hill Coal Project should be one of the fossil fuel reserves that 
should be allowed to be exploited and burned for four reasons.

No specific proposal to offset the Project’s emissions

529 The first reason GRL gave was that the increase in GHG emissions associated with the Project would 
not necessarily cause the carbon budget to be exceeded, because, as Dr. Fisher had argued, reductions in 
GHG emissions by other sources (such as in the electricity generation and transport sectors) or increases in 
removals of GHGs by sinks (in the oceans or terrestrial vegetation or soils) could balance the increase in GHG 
emissions associated with the Project.

530 I do not accept this reason. It is speculative and hypothetical. There is no evidence before the Court of 
any specific and certain action to “net out” the GHG emissions of the Project. A consent authority cannot ra-
tionally approve a development that is likely to have some identified environmental impact on the theoretical 
possibility that the environmental impact will be mitigated or offset by some unspecified and uncertain action 
at some unspecified and uncertain time in the future. This is not a case where the applicant for development 
consent commits to taking specific and certain action to mitigate and offset the environmental impact of the 
proposed development. In the climate change context, for example, an applicant for development consent 
could commit to reducing the GHG emissions of the development by deploying emission reduction technolo-
gies, such as carbon capture and storage, or offsetting the GHG emissions of the development by increasing 
the removal of GHGs in the atmosphere by establishing sinks, such as by reafforestation or afforestation of 
land. The Rocky Hill Coal Project, however, is not proposed to be carbon neutral. GRL has not proposed to 
balance the emissions by sources with removals by sinks.

Possibility of abatement unrelated to the Project not relevant

531 The second reason given by GRL was based on Dr Fisher’s argument that “the size of the global abate-
ment task calls for making emissions reductions where they count most and generate the least economic and 
social harm.” (Fisher report [13]). Dr Fisher considered that refusing approval to individual coal mines, such 
as the Rocky Hill Coal Project, would not achieve this abatement at least cost.

532 I do not accept this second reason. A consent authority, in determining an application for consent for a 
coal mine, is not formulating policy as to how best to make emissions reductions to achieve the global abate-
ment task. The consent authority’s task is to determine the particular development application and determine 
whether to grant or refuse consent to the particular development the subject of that development application. 
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Where the development will result in GHG emissions, the consent authority must determine the acceptability 
of those emissions and the likely impacts on the climate system, the environment and people. The consent 
authority cannot avoid this task by speculating on how to achieve “meaningful emissions reductions from 
large sources where it is cost-effective and alternative technologies can be brought to bear” (Fisher Report, 
[13]). Such emissions reductions from other sources are unrelated to the development that is the subject of 
the development application that the consent authority is required to determine.

533 If the consent authority considers that the GHG emissions of the development for which consent is 
sought, and the impacts of those emissions, are unacceptable, and as a consequence determines that the 
development should be refused in order to avoid the emissions and their impacts, it would not be rational to 
nevertheless approve the development because greater emissions reductions could be achieved from other 
sources at lower cost by other persons or bodies. As Mahoney JA observed in BP Australia Ltd v Campbell-
town City Council (1994) 83 LGERA 274 at 279, the function of a consent authority:

“…is, in the exercise of discretionary powers, to take into consideration the relevant considerations, to weigh 
them one against the other, and to determine what in the light of those considerations, should be done. Or-
dinarily, it would not be right for such a body to conclude that the effect of the relevant considerations is that 
one thing should be done and yet, without more, to do another. The grant of a discretion is the grant of the 
authority to do what the authority sees as the discretionary considerations to warrant being done.”

Assumptions of market substitution and carbon leakage unproven

534 The third reason GRL advanced for approving the Project was that the GHG emissions of the Project will 
occur regardless of whether the Project was approved or not, because of market substitution and carbon 
leakage. On market substitution, Dr. Fisher suggested that having regard to the limited substitutes for coking 
coal in steel making and the strong projected demand for coking coal as large countries such as India in-
dustrialize and intensify their steel use, “if demand is not met from Australian coal mines, investment will flow 
to other large coal producers and mines will be developed in countries such as India and Indonesia” (Fisher 
report, [67]). There will therefore be at least the same amount of GHG emissions, merely coming from those 
other mines rather than from the Project.

535 On carbon leakage, Dr. Fisher argued that GHG emissions could actually increase if coal mining were to 
be moved from Australia to other countries. Dr. Fisher said that Australian coal mines operate to some of the 
highest environmental standards in the world and regulations ensure a strict recognition and accounting of 
GHG emissions, but this is not the case in all countries where coal mining occurs (Fisher report, [65]). This 
situation is sometimes referred to as “carbon leakage” where, as a result of more stringent climate policies or 
more stringent application of climate policies in a country, businesses move their production from that country 
to other countries with less ambitious climate policies or less ambitious application of climate policies, which 
can lead to a rise in global GHG emissions.

536 I reject this third reason. On carbon leakage, GRL has failed to substantiate, in the evidence before the 
Court, that this risk of carbon leakage will actually occur if approval for the Rocky Hill Coal Project were not to 
be granted. Although there was some disagreement between the experts on coal demand, Mr. Buckley and 
Mr. Manley, they did agree that there were other coking coal mines, both existing and approved, in Australia 
that could meet current and likely future demand for coking coal, including coking coal with the properties of 
the coal from the Project. This would mean that the demand for coking coal would be met by Australian cok-
ing coal of the highest quality in the world from Australian coal mines operating to the highest environmental 
standards in the world. There is, therefore, unlikely to be a moving of coal mining abroad or carbon leakage.

537 A similar carbon leakage argument was rejected by the Hague Court of Appeal in The State of Nether-
lands v Urgenda Foundation. The Court of Appeal held that the State had failed to substantiate that the risk 
of carbon leakage – the risk that companies will move their production to other companies with less strict 
greenhouse gas reduction obligations – will actually occur if the Netherlands were to increase its efforts to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions before 2020 (at [57]).
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538 The market substitution argument is also flawed. There is no certainty that there will be market substitu-
tion by new coking coal mines in India or Indonesia or any other country supplying the coal that would have 
been produced by the Project. As both Professor Steffen and Mr Buckley explained, countries around the 
world are increasingly taking action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in their countries, not only to meet 
their nationally determined contributions but also to reduce air pollution. Mr. Buckley listed the energy, climate 
and environmental policies being implemented in the key countries heavily reliant on coal, including China, 
India, Japan and South Korea. India, one of the countries in which Dr. Fisher suggested market substitution 
and carbon leakage might occur, has imposed a coal tax on all coal, both thermal and coking coal, and both 
domestic and imported coal (Buckley report, [106]); introduced controls to deal with chronic and rising air 
pollution, including new emissions control regulations on its power sector and plans to greatly expand renew-
able energy capacity (Buckley report, [110]); and launched a Green Power Corridor investment program to 
build grid transmission capacity for renewable energy projects (Buckley report, [123]).

539 If approval for the Project in the developed country of Australia were to be refused, on grounds including 
the adverse effects of the mine’s GHG emissions on climate change, there is no inevitability that developing 
countries such as India or Indonesia will instead approve a new coking coal mine instead of the Project, rather 
than following Australia’s lead to refuse a new coal mine. Developed countries such as Australia have a re-
sponsibility, including under the Climate Change Convention, the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement, to 
take the lead in taking mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions (see for example, Article 4(4) of the Par-
is Agreement and also Urgenda Foundation v The State of Netherlands at [4.79]). Developing countries which 
are parties to the Climate Change Convention and Paris Agreement also have committed to taking ambitious 
efforts to achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removal by sinks of GHGs 
in the second half of this century (Article 4.1) of the Paris Agreement and the long term temperature goal of 
limiting the increase in global average temperature to well below 2ºC above pre-industrial levels (Article 2 of 
the Paris Agreement). The parties are required to prepare, communicate and maintain successive nationally 
determined contributions that they intend to achieve and to pursue domestic mitigation measures with the 
aim of achieving the objectives of such contributions (Article 4.2 of the Paris Agreement). Each party’s suc-
cessive nationally determined contribution is to reflect its highest possible ambition, reflecting its common 
but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, in the light of different national circumstances 
(Article 4.3).

540 Developing countries might consider that domestic mitigation measures to achieve their nationally deter-
mined contributions for reducing GHG emissions should include not approving new development for the ex-
ploitation or burning of fossil fuel reserves. Developing countries may be encouraged to take such mitigation 
measures by developed countries taking the lead in doing so in their countries. Hence, there is no certainty 
that refusal of consent to the Project will cause a new coal mine in another country to substitute coking coal 
for the volume lost in the open market by refusal of the Project.

541 Thirdly, the ability of a new coking coal mine in another country to substitute for any volume of coal lost 
by refusal of the Project will depend on the market, including the demand and supply of substitute sources of 
coal and any difference in price between coal from the Project and from other substitute sources, which price 
difference might affect substitutability. Without any evidence about the existence and effect of these market 
forces on substitutability, no assumption can be made that there would be market substitution by coal from 
new coal mines in other countries if the Project were to be refused.

542 The market substitution assumption was rejected in WildEarth Guardians v US Bureau of Land Manage-
ment 870 F 3d 1222 (10th Cir, 2017). The US Bureau of Land Management (BLM) had approved coal leases 
that would expand coal mines partially within national grassland. The BLM concluded that approving the coal 
leases would not result in higher national GHG emissions than the ‘no action alternative’ of declining to issue 
the leases because the same amount of coal would be sourced from elsewhere even if the leases were not 
issued. This was termed the “perfect substitution assumption.”

543 The US Court of Appeals held that the BLM acted arbitrarily and capriciously in concluding that there was 
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no real world difference between issuing the coal leases and declining to issue them because the third party 
sources of coal would be perfectly substituted for any volume of coal lost on the open market should the BLM 
decline to issue the leases (at 1233). The Court of Appeals held that BLM’s perfect substitution assumption 
lacked any support in the administrative record. The BLM did not point to any information indicating that the 
specified national coal deficit under the “no action alternative” could be easily filled from elsewhere, or at a 
comparable price. The BLM did not refer to the nation’s stores of coal or the rate at which those stores may 
be extracted. The BLM did not analyze the specific difference in price between coal from the leased areas 
and other sources, even though such a price difference would affect substitutability (at 1234). The Court of 
Appeals held:

“That this perfect substitution assumption lacks support in the record is enough for us to conclude that the 
analysis which rests on this assumption is arbitrary and capricious” (at 1235).

544 The Court of Appeals also concluded that “the assumption itself is irrational (i.e. contrary to basic supply 
and demand principles” (at 1236), holding that “it was an abuse of discretion to rely on an economic assump-
tion, which contradicted basic economic principles, as the basis for distinguishing between the no action 
alternative and the preferred alternative” (at 1237-1238).

545 There is also a logical flaw in the market substitution assumption. If a development will cause an envi-
ronmental impact that is found to be unacceptable, the environmental impact does not become acceptable 
because a hypothetical and uncertain alternative development might also cause the same unacceptable 
environmental impact. The environmental impact remains unacceptable regardless of where it is caused. The 
potential for a hypothetical but uncertain alternative development to cause the same unacceptable environ-
mental impact is not a reason to approve a definite development that will certainly cause the unacceptable 
environmental impacts. In this case, the potential that if the Project were not to be approved and therefore not 
cause the unacceptable GHG emissions and climate change impacts, some other coal mine would do so, 
is not a reason for approving the Project and its unacceptable GHG emissions and climate change impacts: 
see Kane Bennett, “Australian climate change litigation: Assessing the impact of carbon emissions” (2016) 33 
EPLJ 538 at 546-548; Justine Bell-James and Sean Ryan, “Climate change litigation in Queensland: A case 
study in incrementalism” (2016) 33 EPLJ 515 at 535.

Producing coking coal not a justification for GHG emissions

546 The fourth reason GRL advanced for approving the Project is that the GHG emissions associated with the 
Project are justifiable. GRL contended that the Project will produce high quality coking coal, not thermal coal, 
which is needed for the main way of producing steel, by the BOF process; steel is critical to our society; and 
there are limited substitutes for coking coal in steel production.

547 I find that GRL overstates this argument. It may be true that currently most of the world’s steel (around 
74%) is produced using the BOF process, which depends on coking coal, and although technological inno-
vations might reduce the proportion of steel produced using the BOF process, for the reasons given by Mr. 
Buckley, there is still likely to be demand for coking coal for steel production during the life of the Project.

548 The current and likely future demand for coking coal for use in steel production can be met, however, by 
other coking coal mines, both existing and approved, in Australia. Whilst it is not necessary in order for coking 
coal to be able to be used in steel production for it to have the particular properties of the coking coal that 
would be produced by the Rocky Hill Coal Project, such as having high fluidity, there are a number of Austra-
lian mines that produce high fluidity coking coal. Coking coal mines with a high fluidity of approximately 1000 
DDPM or more include Integra (Underground), Broadmeadow, Wongawilli, Goonyella and Moranbha North. 
Mines that produce both coking coal and thermal coal and have a maximum fluidity of approximately 1000 
DDPM or more including Austar, Duralie, Stratford, Kestrel, Dawson Complex, Tahmoor, Appin and Byerwren. 
Hence, demand for coking coal for use in steel production will be able to be met by supply from other Aus-
tralian mines if the Project is not approved.
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549 On this basis, it is not necessary to approve the Project in order to maintain steel production worldwide. 
The GHG emissions of the Project cannot therefore be justified on the basis that the Project is needed in order 
to supply the demand for coking coal for steel production.

The Project’s poor environmental and social performance justifies refusal

550 I return to the point made by Professor Steffen that, in order to remain within the carbon budget and 
achieve the long term temperature goal of holding the increase in global average temperatures to between 
1.5ºC and 2ºC above pre-industrial levels, most fossil fuel reserves will need to remain in the ground un-
burned.

551 This admits that some fossil fuel reserves can be exploited and burned in the short-term. The question 
is which fossil fuel reserves should be allowed to be exploited and burned. Professor Steffen accepted that 
already approved and operational fossil fuel mines/wells could continue, although he considered that they 
also will need to be rapidly phased-out. He considered that these existing and approved fossil fuel develop-
ments already account for the GHG emissions that could be allowed and still keep within the carbon budget.

552 While this argument is logical, it does assume that all existing and approved fossil fuel developments will 
continue and there will be no reduction in GHG emissions from these sources. It gives priority to existing and 
approved fossil fuel developments, along the lines of “first in, best dressed.” It also frames the decision as a 
policy decision that no fossil fuel development should ever be approved.

553 I consider the better approach is to evaluate the merits of the particular fossil fuel development that is the 
subject of the development application to be determined. Should this fossil fuel development be approved or 
refused? Answering this question involves consideration of the GHG emissions of the development and their 
likely contribution to climate change and its consequences, as well as the other impacts of the development. 
The consideration can be in absolute terms or relative terms.

554 In absolute terms, a particular fossil fuel development may itself be a sufficiently large source of GHG 
emissions that refusal of the development could be seen to make a meaningful contribution to remaining 
within the carbon budget and achieving the long term temperature goal. In short, refusing larger fossil fuel 
developments prevents greater increases in GHG emissions than refusing smaller fossil fuel developments.

555 In relative terms, similar size fossil fuel developments, with similar GHG emissions, may have different 
environmental, social and economic impacts. Other things being equal, it would be rational to refuse fossil 
fuel developments with greater environmental, social and economic impacts than fossil fuel developments 
with lesser environmental, social and economic impacts. To do so not only achieves the goal of not increasing 
GHG emissions by source, but also achieves the collateral benefit of preventing those greater environmental, 
social and economic impacts.

556 In the case of the Rocky Hill Coal Project, the aggregate GHG emissions over the life of the Project are 
sizeable, although the Project is not one of the largest coal mines in Australia. The Minister noted that the 
proposed production of the Rocky Hill mine appears to be about a third of the production of the average 
coal mine in NSW (Minister’s closing submissions, [423]). Refusal of consent to the Project would prevent a 
meaningful amount of GHG emissions, although not the greater GHG emissions that would come from refusal 
of a larger coal mine. However, the better reason for refusal is the Project’s poor environmental and social 
performance in relative terms. As I have found elsewhere in the judgment, the Project will have significant 
and unacceptable planning, visual and social impacts, which cannot be satisfactorily mitigated. The Project 
should be refused for these reasons alone. The GHG emissions of the Project and their likely contribution to 
adverse impacts on the climate system, environment and people adds a further reason for refusal. Refusal 
of the Project will not only prevent the unacceptable planning, visual and social impacts, it will also prevent a 
new source of GHG emissions. I do not consider the justifications advanced by GRL for approving the Project, 
notwithstanding its GHG emissions, are made out for the reasons I have given earlier.
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The economic and public benefits of the mine and other land uses

557 The public benefits of the proposed Rocky Hill Coal Project need to be considered in two ways: first, 
whether the benefits of the Project outweigh its costs to the members of a specified community and, secondly, 
whether the public benefits of the Project outweigh the public benefits of other land uses.

558 The first way assists the consent authority to take into consideration the relevant matters of “the likely 
impacts of that development including environmental impacts on both the natural and built environments and 
social and economic impacts in the locality” and “the public interest” (s 4.15(1)(b) and (e) of the EPA Act). 
The relevant community for assessing the likely impacts is the community of the locality and for assessing 
the public interest is the collective public interest of households in New South Wales (see Guidelines for the 
Economic Assessment of Mining and Coal Seam Gas Proposals (December 2015), p 1 (“Economic Assess-
ment Guidelines”)).

559 Two tools are used to provide information for these two relevant matters. A cost benefit analysis (CBA) is 
used to assess the public interest by estimating the net present value of the Project to the NSW community. 
A local effects analysis (LEA) is used to assess the likely impacts of the Project in the locality (Economic As-
sessment Guidelines, p 1).

560 The second way assists the consent authority to evaluate and compare the respective public benefits 
of the Project and the existing, approved and likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the Project, as 
required by cl 12(b) of the Mining SEPP.

The net economic benefits of the Project

561 I will start with the first way. GRL, as part of the amended EIS, submitted an Economic Assessment by 
Deloitte Access Economics, June 2016 (“DAE 2016 Report”), which included a cost benefit analysis and a 
local effects analysis in accordance with the Economic Assessment Guidelines. GRL tendered a revised CBA 
and LEA by Mr Stephen Brown of Cadence Economics (“Brown Report”), which significantly increased the 
net benefits of the Project, both to the NSW community and to the locality.

562 The Department considered that the net benefits predicted by the DAE 2016 Report “are overwhelmed 
by the uncertainty created by substantial volatility in coal prices over the last 5 years” (Environmental Assess-
ment Report, p 69). The Minister submitted that the predicted benefits in not only the DAE 2016 report, but 
even more so in the Brown report, were uncertain and in any event overstated. The net benefits of the Project 
would likely be significantly less than either report estimated. The Minister’s assessment was based on the 
report of Mr Rajaratnam of The Centre for International Economics (“Rajaratnam report”).

563 I agree with the Minister’s assessment that the predicted benefits of the Project are uncertain and in any 
event substantially overstated. I will commence with the cost benefit analysis.

564 Cost benefit analysis estimates and compares, on a common basis, the total benefits and costs of a 
project to members of the specified community of NSW. All costs and benefits are quantified and monetized, 
if feasible and material, using the common unit of the Australian dollar in current day prices. The values are 
aggregated into a single metric, the expected net present value (NPV) of net benefits of the project (Economic 
Assessment Guidelines, p 2).

565 Some impacts are difficult to quantify objectively. Valuation of some impacts might be at least partly sub-
jective or not possible. Such unquantified impacts are not included in the NPV, but they need to be reported 
alongside the NPV if they are material. As a consequence, a positive NPV does not necessarily mean that the 
project is in the public interest. The consent authority may assess unquantified impacts or information about 
the project to be determinative (Economic Assessment Guidelines, pp 2, 3).

566 The CBA compares the costs and benefits of a project to the base case where the project does not 
proceed. The purpose is to focus on the incremental change in economic, environmental and social impacts 
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caused by the project relative to the existing land use (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 7).

567 CBA includes all first round (primary) impacts of a project, both direct and indirect, but not second 
round or flow on effects. The direct impacts reflect the revenues of the project less the opportunity cost of 
resources (such as land, labour and capital) used for the project (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 4). 
The direct benefits include net producer surplus attributable to the NSW community, royalties paid to the NSW 
government, local government rates and local contributions paid to the relevant NSW local council, and the 
proportion of company income tax paid to the Australian government that is attributable to NSW (Economic 
Assessment Guidelines, pp 9-12).

568 Indirect impacts are impacts on third parties. They include all the environmental, social and health costs 
and benefits and associated public expenditure (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 4). Indirect benefits 
include any economic benefit to existing landholders, workers and suppliers (Economic Assessment Guide-
lines, p 12). Indirect costs include net environmental, social and transport costs, net public infrastructure 
costs and indirect costs to other industries (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 15).

569 The Minister challenged the estimates of the total benefits of the Project attributable to NSW, both the 
direct benefits and the indirect benefits. Mr Rajaratnam contended that GRL’s estimated direct benefits of the 
royalties and company income tax likely to be paid were significantly overstated and were likely to be much 
less. Mr Rajaratnam contended that Mr Brown has grossly overestimated the worker benefits and supplier 
benefits, unlike the DAE 2016 which considered that the Project would not generate any net economic benefit 
to workers or suppliers. The Minister also contended that the indirect costs of the Project would be greater 
than GRL contended, including because many environmental and social costs have not been quantified or 
included in the NPV.

Direct economic benefit: royalties

570 The economic benefit of royalties is dependent on the quantity of coal extracted and the price of coal. 
For open cut coal, the royalty is an Ad Valorum royalty of 8.2% of the total value of the mineral recovered (the 
ex-mine value) (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 10). Both the DAE 2016 report and the Brown report 
estimated the NPV of royalties to be $63.4 million dollars. Mr Rajaratnam contended that this figure was an 
overestimation because:

(a) the assumed coal price used in the estimate exceeded the likely coal price forecasts;

(b) the assumed coal price was too high as it failed to capture the specific quality of coal from the Project and 
instead assumed the coal would sell at 90% of the forecast price for high quality metallurgical coal;

(c) the assumed volume of coal extracted was too high as it failed to account for temporary or permanent 
cessation of production if future coal prices fell below cost thresholds for the Project;

(d) the assumed proportional yield of higher priced metallurgical (or coking) coal (97%) to lower priced ther-
mal coal (3%) from the Project was too high; and

(e) the product coal yield as a proportion of ROM coal, the coal qualities of the coal mined, and the geological 
conditions may be less favourable than predicted (see Environmental Assessment Report, p 69).

571 On the coal price forecasts, Mr. Rajaratnam explained that the best estimates of coal prices during the 
life of the Project were provided by GRL’s coal demand expert, Mr. Manley, of Wood Mackenzie, as they are 
long term forecasts consistent with the production profile of the mine and seek to account for the specific 
quality of the coal from the Project. For metallurgical coal, Wood Mackenzie forecasted prices ranging from 
A$150.20 to A$168.98 per tonne in 2019 reaching a low point of A$120.93 to A$136.05 per tonne in 2020, 
before rising again in the years beyond (Rajaratnam report, [2.21] referring to Figures 14 and 15 of the Wood 
Mackenzie report). The range in price reflects Wood Mackenzie’s view that price discounts (for metallurgical 
coal) will be between 10-20% off the benchmark price. For thermal coal, price discounts from the thermal coal 
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benchmark price of between 1-3% are expected. Wood Mackenzie forecasted prices ranging from A$68.20 
to A$69.60 per tonne in 2009, rising to a peak of around A$91.40 per tonne in 2022 before falling in later years 
(Rajaratnam report, [2.22]).

572 Mr. Rajaratnam advocated using the lower bound estimates in the price range for metallurgical coal and 
thermal coal. The lower bound refers to the lowest point estimates within a likely range of forecasts, and does 
not necessarily reflect an estimate of how far prices can fall. It is not a ‘worst case scenario’ in comparison to 
historical prices. Rather, it represents a reasonable but pessimistic view of future prices (Rajaratnam report, 
[2.27]). The lower and upper bound prices of Wood Mackenzie reflect the uncertainty regarding the discount 
to the benchmark prices. There is an equal chance of the lower bound and the upper bound price occurring 
(Rajaratnam report, [2.28]).

573 Mr. Rajaratnam contended that there is justification for further reducing the lower bound price forecasts. 
Under the lower bound scenario, it is assumed that the mine would continue to operate at the same capacity, 
while paying less in royalties and corporate income tax. This assumption may not be correct. If a significantly 
lower coal price occurred, operations of the mine may cease for a period of time until prices recovered suffi-
ciently or cease permanently if prices are not expected to recover. The Wood Mackenzie report noted that the 
marginal cost of Australian supply is lower than US$100 per tonne or A$133 per tonne. Mr Rajaratnam said 
that this suggests that the threshold for temporarily ceasing operations will be close to (but below) A$133 per 
tonne. Mr Rajaratnam noted that Wood Mackenzie’s lower bound price forecast for metallurgical coal falls 
below this threshold for the period 2020 to 2025 (Rajaratnam report, [2.34]).

574 Mr. Rajaratnam also noted that the Wood Mackenzie Report only presents information on the expected 
price in each year. Its statistical forecasting approach would account for the fact that there is a probability of 
distribution around its forecasts and the reported result reflects the average of a range of outcomes. The fore-
cast prices could be substantially lower than the reported average, although the probability of this occurring 
may be low. The relevance of this lower price is that it may trigger the temporary or permanent shut down of 
the Project (Rajaratnam report, [2.35]).

575 If the Project were to shut down because of lower prices, no royalties or corporate income tax would be 
paid for the period in which operations cease and the NPV of the Project would be reduced because of the 
longer delay before the benefits of the Project are realized (Rajaratnam report, [2.32], [2.35]).

576 Mr. Rajaratnam also contended that adopting the lower bound in the price range may be appropriate to 
reflect the risk preferences of the community. If there are considerable environmental and social impacts due 
to the Project and there is some uncertainty regarding the ability to adequately mitigate these impacts, it may 
be appropriate to adopt a lower bound in the price range (Rajaratnam report [2.36]).

577 Based on Wood Mackenzie’s price forecasts and using the same production profile as Mr. Brown, Mr. 
Rajaratnam estimated royalties as between A$57 million – A$64 million (in NPV terms). This range did not 
take into account the

fact that the mine could temporarily or permanently cease production if future coal prices fell below cost 
thresholds for the Project. Given this, Mr. Rajaratnam suggested that the range of forecast royalties is likely to 
be lower than A$57-A$64 million (in NPV terms) (Rajaratnam report, [2.38]).

578 The Wood Mackenzie report also stated that the proportional yield of metallurgical coal to thermal coal is 
likely to be between 93% and 95% not the 97% assumed by Mr Brown. As metallurgical coal sells for a higher 
price than thermal coal, this reduces the royalties paid (as they are Ad Valorum) (Rajaratnam report, [2.12]).

579 Mr. Brown accepted at the hearing that the Wood Mackenzie price forecasts for coal for the Project are 
likely to be more accurate and should be adopted to estimate the direct benefit of royalties.

580 I accept and adopt Mr. Rajaratnam’s analysis of the direct benefit of royalties and find that the forecast 
royalties are likely to be lower than the A$57 million (in NPV terms) lower bound figure, rather than the A$63.4 
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million figure suggested by the DAE 2016 report and Mr Brown.

Direct economic benefit: company income tax

581 The CBA should estimate the total annual company income tax payable for each year of the life of the 
Project. The proportion of company income tax attributable to NSW is estimated by applying the proportion 
of Australia’s population based in NSW (32%).

582 The DAE 2016 report and the Brown report estimated the company income tax apportioned to NSW as 
A$19.1 million (in NPV terms). This figure was based on an estimate of net profits of the Project, including 
a straight line depreciation schedule, which were assumed to be taxed at 30%. Of this, 32% is attributed to 
NSW (Brown report, [3.11]).

583 Mr. Rajaratnam challenged this figure, saying it is unlikely that GRL will pay company income tax in the 
amounts assumed by the DAE 2016 report or the Brown report. Mr. Rajaratnam contended that GRL, like 
other coal mining companies, will minimize its tax payments within the rules of the tax system. Mr. Rajaratnam 
reviewed the Australian Tax Office’s information on mining companies’ total income and tax payments for 
the last three financial years (2014, 2015 and 2016) and found that the tax paid by these companies ranged 
from around 2.7% to 6.8% on total income, far below the 30% rate assumed by DAE and Mr. Brown. For four 
coal mining companies operating in the Hunter Valley, (including Yancoal Australia Ltd which operates the 
nearby Stratford and Duralie coal mines), the tax payable as a proportion of total income in the financial years 
of 2014, 2015, and 2016 respectively was: BHP Billiton Mitsui Coal Pty Ltd (5%, 3.5% and 2.8%); Ulan Coal 
Mines Ltd (0.1%, 0% and 0%); Coal and Allied Industries Ltd (4.6%, 2.4% and 3.6%) and Yancoal Australia 
Ltd (0%, 0% and 0%) (Rajaratnam, [2.43] and Table 2.4 and [2.44] and Table 2.5).

584 Based on the prices in the Wood Mackenzie report, Mr. Rajaratnam estimated that total income of GRL 
from the Project would range from A$718 million to A$806 million (in NPV terms). Applying the range of 2.7% 
to 6.8% of total income, the company income tax payable would be A$49 million to A$55 million (in NPV 
terms). Assuming that 32% of tax payments are apportioned to NSW, this equates to between A$6.2 million 
and A$17.5 million (in NPV terms) (Rajaratnam report, [2.45]).

585 Mr. Brown accepted at the hearing that the Economic Assessment Guidelines required an estimate of the 
company income tax that would be paid by the proponent of the mine during the life of the mine (Transcript, 
23/08/18, pp 605, 607). Mr Brown accepted that tax minimisation occurred amongst large companies and 
assumed that it is likely that GRL would take such steps as are lawfully available to it to minimise the tax that 
it had to pay (Transcript, 23/08/18, pp 606-607).

586 I accept and adopt Mr. Rajaratnam’s estimate of the company income tax apportioned to NSW that is 
likely to be paid by GRL as a result of the Project. As he said, “in the absence of a detailed review of the 
company’s financial accounts and gearing structure etc, using the actual tax payment of similar companies is 
the most robust approach” (Joint Economic Expert Report, p 4). On this approach, Mr. Rajaratnam estimated 
a range of A$6.2 million to A$17.5 million. The lower bound of this range seems more likely given the low tax 
paid by mining companies operating in the Hunter Valley, with the possibility that no company income tax 
might be paid by GRL at all, as at least two mining companies have been able to achieve. The estimated 
benefit of company income tax apportioned to NSW would be considerably lower than the estimated A$19.1 
million of Mr Brown.

Indirect economic benefit: worker benefits

587 The DAE 2016 report stated that the Project “is not anticipated to generate any significant additional ben-
efits to workers in NSW” (p 15-36). In so concluding, the DAE 2016 report applied the Economic Assessment 
Guidelines which state that:

“The economic benefit to workers is the difference between the wage paid in the mining project and the 
minimum (reservation) wage that the workers would accept for working elsewhere in the mining sector. The 
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minimum wage reflects the employment opportunity costs, skill level required and the relative disutility of an 
employment position” (p 13).

588 The Economic Assessment Guidelines elaborate (in footnote 14 on p 13) that:

“The reservation wage is the minimum wage a worker has to be paid to work in a particular industry. In view 
of the hours of work and working conditions, there is a reasonable possibility that workers’ reservation wages 
in mining are higher than in other industries, and take into account hours of work and working conditions.”

589 The DAE 2016 report stated:

“It is conservatively assumed that workers employed by the amended Project are not expected to receive a 
wage premium. This assumes that workers will receive a net wage consistent with market rates. To provide 
an indicative estimate, this net wage is estimated to be $73,941, that being the average annual income for a 
full-time worker in the mining industry in the Taree-Gloucester SA3, based on ABS Census data scaled up to 
2016 prices using the mining industry Wage Price Index (ABS, 2016a), and discounted for predicted income 
tax payable using ATO’s individual income tax rates (ATO 2016).

This approach assumes that there is no wage increase for workers already working in the mining sector and 
any wage increase accrued from gaining employment in the Project from outside the mining sector or from 
other areas of NSW is compensation for changes in working conditions, rather than an premium.” (p 15-36).

590 Mr Brown sought to inflate the benefit to workers by adopting a different methodological approach to that 
required by the Economic Assessment Guidelines. His method to estimate worker benefits was to start with 
the wages earned in the mine, minus the opportunity cost of labour working in the mining sector, minus the 
wage difference due to skills and the disutility to work in the industry (Brown report, [3.18]).

591 For the wages earned in the mine, Mr. Brown used the estimated full-time equivalent workers over the 
life of the Project (95) multiplied by the average coal mining wage (A$120,265 per annum), yielding a total 
payment to workers over the mine life of A$181.8 million, which equates to A$82.4 million in NPV terms.

592 For the opportunity cost of labour, Mr. Brown assumed that 75% of the Project’s workforce would have the 
average wage in the Gloucester area (of $47,925) and 25% would have the average wage elsewhere in NSW 
(of $64,005), giving a weighted average of $51,903. When this average wage is multiplied by the number of 
full-time equivalent workers, the total payments to existing or future workers who would not be working in the 
mine is $78.5 million, which equates to $35.5 million in NPV terms.

593 With respect to the third factor, Mr. Brown assumed that “there is not disutility of working in a mine com-
pared with any other form of employment”, so made no deduction for any wage difference due to skills and 
the disutility to work in the mining industry (Brown report, [3.28]).

594 Accordingly, Mr. Brown calculated the worker benefits to be the difference between the payments made 
to workers under the Project ($82.4 million) less the total payments to workers should the Project not proceed 
($35.5 million), being $46.8 million (Brown report, [3.28] and Table 4).

595 Mr. Rajaratnam criticized Mr. Brown’s approach. First, Mr Brown’s approach did not accord with the 
methodology for determining the economic benefit to workers in the Economic Assessment Guidelines. The 
economic benefit to workers is the difference or premium between the wage paid to workers in the Project 
and the minimum (reservation) wage that workers would accept to work elsewhere in the mining sector. The 
minimum wage reflects the employment opportunity costs (of alternative employment), skill level required and 
the relative disutility of an employment position (Rajaratnam report, [3.13]).

596 Mr. Rajaratnam expressed the concept of the wage premium graphically in Figure 3.1. The grey shaded 
bar represents the wage that an average worker in the region currently receives. The red shaded area (above 
the grey shaded area) represents the additional amount the average worker could currently receive in the 
mining sector if they had the right skills as well as the additional amount needed to compensate a worker for 
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other factors such as greater hardship for working in a mine compared to their existing job. The teal shaded 
area (above the red shaded area) is the impact on the mining wage due the increased demand for labour if 
the Project were approved. This teal shaded area is described as the wage premium for inclusion as a benefit 
to workers in the CBA (Rajaratnam report, [3.13]).

597 As the Economic Assessment Guidelines note, “a zero wage premium is a useful starting assumption” 
(p 13):

“An appropriate starting assumption should be that workers do not receive a wage premium, even if they will 
earn more working in the mining sector.

- If workers are already working in the mining sector, it is not generally the case that one mine will pay signifi-
cantly more than other mines for workers doing a similar job in similar conditions.

- If a mine will employ workers that are currently working locally, but not in the mining sector, a mine may need 
to offer higher wages to compensate for more physically demanding work, tougher conditions etc. In this 
case, the benefit to the worker from higher pay will be offset by the costs associated with greater hardship etc.

- If a mine needs to attract workers from other parts of NSW, it may need to pay them more than they are 
earning in their existing or previous jobs so that they will relocate. For example, a mine that employs truck 
drivers in a remote area may need to offer a higher wage than is paid to drivers of similar trucks in the city or 
large towns. If so, the difference between the minimum wage necessary to get a truck driver to relocate and 
the standard wage of the city or town is not a valid wage premium.” (p 13).

598 Contrary to the comparison required by the Economic Assessment Guidelines, Mr Brown incorrectly 
compared the average coal mining wage (instead of the wage paid in the Project) to the weighted average 
non-mining wage (instead of the minimum or reservation wage of workers in the mining sector).

599 Second, Mr. Brown assumed that there is no disutility of working in the mining sector and there are no 
additional skills needed to work in a mine compared to an average job. These assumptions are not only at 
odds with the Economic Assessment Guidelines that refer to the “wage difference due to skills and disutility 
to work in mining industry” (see p 13 and Chart 3.8 on p 14), they also lack evidentiary foundation. Mr Raja-
ratnam noted that Mr Brown put forward no evidence in support of his assumptions (Rajaratnam report, [3.9]).

600 Mr. Brown suggested at the hearing that the difference between the average wage and the mining wage 
might be attributable to the productivity of mine workers facilitated by the deployment of significant amounts 
of capital in the mining industry, but conceded that this opinion was not based on detailed research or anal-
ysis particular to the mining industry (Transcript, 23/08/18, p 588).

601 Mr. Rajaratnam disputed Mr. Brown’s suggested reason, saying that it is contrary to economic theory. Mr 
Rajaratnam said:

“I’m starting from the position that the labour market is in ‘equilibrium’ and that there are good reasons that 
there are differences in wages in the economy such as skill levels, physical needs and ‘disutility’. If there are 
no ‘good reasons’ then I would expect the mining wage and the average wage to converge (i.e. not a large 
differential between the two)” (Joint Expert Report of Economic Experts, p 4).

602 Mr Rajaratnam explained that:

“In my view, if workers could so readily transition from the ‘average’ job to a coal mining job then economic 
theory would suggest that market forces would work to remove the wage differential. For example, a worker 
currently being paid $50,000 per year would be willing to work for, say, $80,000 in a mine. The mine would not 
need to pay the average mining wage of $120,000 to attract the worker and the average mining wage would 
be ‘bid down’ substantially. The fact that there remains a substantial wage differential would support the view 
that there are other factors driving this wage differential. That is, factors such as the additional hardship of 
working in mines compared to the ‘average’ job and that additional skills needed to work in a mine would 
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explain the wage differences.” (Rajaratnam report, [3.10]).

603 Mr Rajaratnam explained the reasons for the difference in the mining wage compared to the wage in other 
sectors (Rajaratnam report, [3.17]-[3.21]). These include the disutility of working in the mining sector and the 
skill differences between working in the mining sector and other sectors (Rajaratnam report, [3.22]-[3.30]).

604 Mr Rajaratnam noted that growth in mining wages has been associated with strong growth in mining 
employment in key mining areas across NSW. This would imply that if the Project were approved, resulting 
in additional demand for mining labour, there would be some increase in mining wages (Rajaratnam report, 
[3.31], [3.32]). Mr Rajaratnam developed an econometric model to estimate what this increase in mining 
wages might be (Rajaratnam report, [3.33]-[3.61]). He estimated the wage premium per worker, multiplied it 
by the number of workers in the new mine, and converted the product to a net present value figure. This NPV 
was then halved to reflect the different marginal utility of additional workers to the mine. This equated to $4.3 
million (in NPV terms) in additional benefits due to the Project (Rajaratnam report, [3.61]). This figure is far less 
than the $46.8 million estimate of Mr Brown for worker benefits.

605 I accept and adopt Mr Rajaratnam criticism of Mr Brown’s approach and estimate of worker benefits. If 
there will be any worker benefits of the Project, they are likely to be small and in the order of magnitude of Mr 
Rajaratnam’s figure of $4.3 million (in NPV terms).

606 It is possible that any worker benefits may be lower still, if there is higher initial unemployment in the 
Gloucester area. Mr Rajaratnam’s econometric model found that a higher initial employment rate in a local 
government area reduces the positive impact of mining employment on mining income (Rajaratnam report, 
[3.52]-[3.54]). GRL’s social impact expert, Dr Ryan, suggested that there was an increasing unemployment 
rate (Transcript, 24/08/18, pp 716-717). If so, this would reduce the positive impact of mining employment on 
mining income and hence the worker benefits.

Indirect economic benefit: supplier benefits.

607 Local suppliers may receive an economic benefit by achieving higher surpluses through supplying a 
mining project. This economic benefit reflects producer surplus created for suppliers. This should be net of 
any producer surplus loss because of a reduction in an existing industry (Economic Assessment Guidelines, 
p 14). The value of economic benefit to suppliers attributed to NSW should reflect expected input-shares for 
NSW and non-NSW suppliers to the Project (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 15).

608 The DAE 2016 report concluded that the Project “is not anticipated to generate any significant additional 
producer surplus for suppliers in NSW to the mining operations” (p 15-37). The DAE 2016 report stated:

“The Applicant has advised that an estimated 74% of suppliers would come from within the Taree-Gloucester 
SA3 and the majority of the remainder from the rest of NSW.

To estimate the net benefits to suppliers it is necessary to examine the extent to which the amended Project 
will deliver additional producer surplus relative to what they would otherwise receive in the base case.

Given that the amended Project generates additional demand for services relative to the base case, there 
are likely to be some flow on impacts for suppliers. As a result, it is possible that the amended Project may 
deliver additional benefits. However, these benefits are difficult to measure as the outcomes of suppliers 
under the base case are not readily observable. Accordingly, it is conservatively assumed that suppliers to 
the amended Project will earn similar margins relative to what they could have received from other sources 
under the base case.

This approach is likely to be conservative as current economic circumstances mean that, in the base case, 
suppliers that would provide goods and services to the amended Project may have difficulty finding other 
buyers for their goods and services. In the base case, these suppliers may earn significantly less than in the 
amended Project case. In this scenario, there could be benefits to NSW accruing through increase income 
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for suppliers.” (p 15-37).

609 Mr. Brown sought to inflate the benefits to suppliers by using his firm’s Regional Input-Output model 
(Brown report, [3.32]). This is a specialised modelling tool of Mr. Brown’s firm and the results are dependent 
on the assumptions embedded in the model. Mr Brown did not make the model or the assumptions embed-
ded in the model available to Mr Rajaratnam or the Court (Rajaratnam report, [4.3]). Mr. Brown’s results were 
therefore not able to be tested or verified. Mr. Rajaratnam undertook preliminary modelling, using his centre’s 
equivalent model, but the results were orders of magnitude different to Mr. Brown’s results (Rajaratnam report, 
[4.9]).

610 Mr Brown estimated the economic benefit to suppliers as a producer surplus generated from goods 
and services from NSW being provided under the Project. These were based on expenditure on non-wage 
operational costs that were estimated to be $896.9 million, which equates to $408.7 million in NPV terms over 
the period 2016 to 2034 using a real discount rate of 7% (Brown report, [3.30], [3.31]). These figures differ 
from Table 5 in the Brown report, which gives the total non-wage operational costs as $901.7 million (instead 
of $896.9 million) and the NPV of non-wage operational costs as $408.3 million (instead of $408.7 million). In 
oral evidence, Mr Brown suggested that the increase in non-wage operational costs in Table 5 was “possibly 
a typo” (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 533).

611 Mr Brown’s estimated economic benefit to suppliers (producer surplus) was based on his Regional In-
put-Output model. Mr Brown said that he customised the model to generate an NSW-specific Input-Output 
table so as to not include benefits generated in other Australian states (Brown report, [3.32]).

612 Mr Brown said that:

“The producer surplus estimates are based on Type I multipliers which limit the benefit to direct gross operat-
ing surplus generated by NSW suppliers. This methodology does not account for second round, nor induced 
consumption, effects that are captured within the CGE [computable general equilibrium] modelling.” (Brown 
report, [3.33]).

613 Using outputs from his Regional Input-Output model, Mr Brown estimated a “gross operating surplus 
ratio” of 0.20 (20%), which he applied to the non-wage operational costs for each of the year 2016 to 2034 
and the total non-wage operational costs to generate estimates of the supplier benefits attributed to NSW. 
The total non-wage operational costs and the total supplier benefits attributable to NSW were then converted 
to NPV terms using a 7% real discount rate. Table 5 of the Brown report summarised the estimates. However, 
application of the gross operating surplus ratio of 0.20 to the non-wage operational costs does not arithmeti-
cally result in the figures given for supplier benefits attributable to NSW in Table 5. Mr Brown suggested that 
this might be “due to rounding” (Note to Table 5).

614 Mr Brown concluded that “the total supplier benefits are estimated to be $182.0 million in real 2016 
Australian dollars, which equates to $82.4 million in NPV terms over the period 2016 to 2034 using a 7% real 
discount rate (Brown report, [3.34]).

615 Mr Brown provided no further explanation in his report of how he derived the estimates for non-wage op-
erational costs, gross operating surplus ratio or producer surplus. In the Joint Expert Witness report he said:

“There are a number of key assumptions underpinning my calculation of supplier benefits. At the outset, I ex-
clude any benefits from expenditure on capital expenditure and I exclude any benefits accruing to the work-
force. Any benefits derived from the operational expenditure are related to an estimate of additional margin 
that might be earned by suppliers in other regions (once all input, including imported inputs) are accounted 
for. (Joint Expert Witness report of Economic Experts, p 4).

616 In oral evidence, Mr. Brown said his estimate of total non-wage operational costs of $896.9 million (in 
[3.31] of the Brown report but not in Table 5) was taken or interpreted from the DAE 2016 report and was not 
independently analysed. However, the figure of $896.9 million does not appear in the DAE 2016 report and 
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Mr. Brown could not vouch for its accuracy (Transcript, 22/08/18, pp 527, 528, 531-532).

617 Mr. Brown said in oral evidence that his figure of $896.9 million for total non-wage operational costs 
included goods and services purchased in the operation of the mine but excluded capital expenditure and 
wages. He said that all plant and equipment (including bulldozers and excavators) was excluded from the 
figure (Transcript, 22/08/18, pp 530-531). Mr Brown considered that large items of plant and equipment pur-
chased by the Project, such as bulldozers and excavators, were not included in the figures in the DEA 2016 
report from which he said he derived the non-wage operational cost figure, because “that’s the description in 
the report they gave” (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 531).

618 Mr. Brown was referring to the “operating costs” that DAE estimated to be $491 million. In fact, however, 
the DAE 2016 report said to the contrary that the “operating costs encompass the expenditure incurred as a 
direct result of extracting ROM coal, processing it into saleable product and delivering it to a port before load-
ing (known as free-on-board (FOB) cost) as well as ongoing expenditure on the purchase and maintenance of 
equipment and machinery necessary for production, environmental monitoring, mitigation and rehabilitation 
activities” (p 15-29).

619 Mr. Brown later suggested that this statement in the DAE 206 report that operating costs include ex-
penditure on the purchase of equipment and machinery necessary for production might refer to “spares or 
something like that, not the original capital expenditure” or “the major purchase of machinery” (Transcript, 
23/08/18, p 566).

620 Mr. Brown ultimately accepted that he did not know what equipment and machinery the DAE 2016 report 
included in their operating costs (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 566). This meant that he had no way of knowing the 
extent to which the total operating costs of $491 million in the DAE 2016 report included purchase of equip-
ment and machinery as opposed to other operating expenses (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 567). This affected the 
figure Mr. Brown used for the non-wage operational costs in his model.

621 Mr. Rajaratnam also identified that the operating costs of $491 million (in NPV terms), on which Mr 
Brown’s non-wage operational costs of $408.7 million (in NPV terms) was based, included expenditure which 
may not be associated with supplying mining services, such as the cost of mitigating environmental impacts, 
biodiversity offset costs, and land purchases (Rajaratnam report, [4.5], [4.8]). It may also include cost items 
such as royalties and taxes and the cost of environmental licences. These costs should not be attributed to 
suppliers (Rajaratnam report, [4.8]).

622 As the Economic Assessment Guidelines state, the value of economic benefit to suppliers attributed to 
NSW should reflect expected input-shares for NSW and non-NSW suppliers for the Project (p 15). Mr Brown 
said in oral evidence that he had assumed that 75% (sic, in fact 74%) of suppliers would come from NSW, 
although this was not stated in his report. He said that the figure of 75% was advised by GRL (Transcript, 
22/08/18, p 529). Mr Brown did not form any view as to whether that was an accurate or inaccurate figure, but 
accepted it as “it seemed like a reasonable figure” (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 529).

623 Mr Brown was referred to the Key Insights Report which contained an estimation of the locational appor-
tionment of capital and construction, including mining equipment. No mining equipment was to be sourced 
locally, 15% was to be sourced from NSW, 35% was to be sourced from other parts of Australia and the re-
maining 50% was to be imported. Mr Brown accepted that if expenditure on mining equipment was included 
within the figure that he had derived from the DAE 2016 report for non-wage operational costs, his assump-
tion that 75% of suppliers would come from NSW would be grossly overstated and instead only about 15% 
of the expenditure would be from NSW (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 571). Mr Brown did no other analysis of the 
geographical locations of suppliers to the Project, merely accepting the advised figure of 75% from NSW 
(Transcript, 22/08/18, p 534). Mr Rajaratnam also expressed concern that some portion of the services by 
suppliers estimated by Mr Brown may be attributable to suppliers outside of NSW (Rajaratnam report, [4.8]).

624 Mr Brown accepted that the question of whether there will be any producer surplus to any particular 
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supplier by reason of the Project would depend very much upon the individual supplier’s business. Mr Brown 
did not undertake any analysis of any individual supplier’s business (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 532). Instead, Mr 
Brown applied the same gross operating surplus ratio of 0.20 to the estimated non-wage operational costs 
to achieve the supplier benefit figures, regardless of the business of the particular suppliers (Transcript, 
22/08/18, pp 533, 534). The 0.20 ratio of the Regional Input-Output model was used as a proxy for all of the 
businesses that supplied the Project (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 534).

625 Mr Brown accepted that he had not explained in his report, and he did not explain in his oral evidence, 
what inputs he had put into the Regional Input-Output model to arrive at his estimate of supplier benefits, 
how he had derived the inputs he had put into the Regional Input-Output model or, to the extent the Regional 
Input-Output model had been customised to generate a NSW specific Input-Output table so as not to include 
benefits generated in other Australian states, he had not explained how that had been done (Transcript, 
22/08/18, p 528). Mr Brown accepted in oral evidence that, given the nature of the assumptions that he had 
used in estimating supplier benefits, there was a “very real likelihood” that the assumptions he put into his 
Regional Input-Output model would not accurately reflect what would happen at the Rocky Hill Coal Project 
(Transcript, 22/08/18, p 540).

626 Notwithstanding the high levels of uncertainty with Mr Brown’s assumptions and modelling process for 
estimating supplier benefits, Mr Brown used a sensitivity test of plus and minus 10%, which was premised 
on there being a high degree of certainty, rather than a sensitivity test of plus and minus 25%. Mr Brown had 
indicated in his report that:

“Where there are considered to be higher levels of uncertainty with the figures, a range of plus and minus 25 
per cent is used. In areas where the figures are deemed more certain, a range of plus and minus 10 per cent 
is used.” (Brown report, [6.2]).

627 Mr Brown applied the sensitivity test of plus and minus 10% only to the non-wage operational costs and 
did not apply it to the gross operating surplus ratio of 0.20 that resulted from his Regional Input-Output model.

628 As the Economic Assessment Guidelines state, any producer surplus created by the Project for suppliers 
should be net of any producer surplus loss because of a reduction in an existing industry (p 14). Mr Brown as-
sumed that the impact of the Project on other industries would be zero for the purpose of estimating supplier 
benefits (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 542). However, Mr Brown accepted that a reduction in the tourism industry in 
Gloucester and a transfer of workers from existing businesses in Gloucester to the Project could both poten-
tially lead to a producer surplus loss because of reduction in existing industry (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 543).

629 Given these concerns about Mr Brown’s estimates of supplier benefits, Mr Rajaratnam undertook his 
own modelling to estimate any benefits to suppliers of services to the mining sector. These services include 
construction services, engineering services, environmental management services, explosives and electricity 
supplies. These relate to “intermediate inputs” and do not include a range of other costs such as tax and 
royalty payments (Rajaratnam report, [4.10]).

630 Mr Rajaratnam explained how a new mine might generate additional producer surplus and hence ben-
efits to suppliers:

“Suppliers to a new mine may receive additional ‘producer surplus’ by being able to charge a higher price 
for their services due to the increased demand caused by the Project. In a competitive market where price 
equals marginal cost and there is highly elastic supply, this impact would be zero. That is, in the long term 
new firms can enter the market and it is difficult for existing suppliers to charge higher prices. In reality, this 
impact is likely to be greater than zero, particularly in the short term, as firms [take] time to respond to the 
increased demand for their services.

This economic benefit reflects producer surplus created for suppliers. This should be net of any producer sur-
plus loss because of a reduction in an existing industry. The value of economic benefit to suppliers attributed 
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to NSW should reflect expected input-shares for NSW and non-NSW suppliers for the Project.

An increase in mining production in NSW from a new mine can increase producer surplus to all industries 
that supply to the mining industry (the red and teal shaded area of chart 4.1). The estimation of values for 
the economic benefit to local suppliers from a new mine needs to distinguish between producer surplus to 
all suppliers to the mining industry (teal shaded area) and producer surplus to suppliers to the new mine 
(red shaded area). For the purposes of estimating values of the economic benefit to local supplies, only the 
producer surplus to industries supplying to the new mine is relevant (red shaded area).” (Rajaratnam report, 
[4.11]-[4.13])

631 Mr Rajaratnam said that the lower bound estimate of supplier premiums to NSW and local suppliers aris-
ing from a new mine is zero based on competitive markets where suppliers can readily respond to changes 
in demand for their services (Rajaratnam report, [4.14]).

632 Mr Rajaratnam estimated the upper bound of supplier premiums using a computer generated equilibrium 
model of the Australian economy. He found:

“The upper bound estimate of supplier premiums is estimated using a computer general equilibrium model 
of the Australian economy, CIE-REGIONS. An increase in mining production of $100 million in NSW by a new 
mine (not mine specific) results in expenditure of $35 million on intermediate inputs:

- $23.5 million sourced from NSW local suppliers

- $6.5 million sourced from interstate

- $5 million imported from overseas.” (Rajaratnam report, [4.15]).

633 Focusing on the producer surplus to suppliers of the Project, Mr Rajaratnam found:

“The producer surplus to local suppliers of the new mine (the red triangle in chart 4.1) was estimated based 
on the direct impact and short-run supply elasticities. That is, suppliers gain by being able to charge a higher 
price to service the additional mining activity due to the Project. Based on the modelling undertaken by my 
team using the CIE-REGIONS model, the producer surplus (economic benefit) to NSW suppliers created by 
additional mining activity is:

- approximately 0.01 per cent of expenditure on locally sourced intermediate inputs

- approximately 0.007 per cent of total expenditure on intermediate inputs sourced locally, interstate and 
overseas.

For example, if a new mine spends $100 million on intermediate inputs, this implies the economic benefit to 
NSW suppliers supplying to the new mine is $7 000.” (Rajaratnam report, [4.17]-[4.18]).

634 Mr. Rajaratnam concluded: “If I adopt the non-wage operational expenditure profile presented in table 
5 in Stephen Brown’s report (assuming that these all relate to intermediate inputs), this equates to supplier 
benefits of $2.86m (in NPV terms) based on the estimate that 0.007 per cent of expenditure on intermediate 
inputs is a benefit to suppliers.” (Rajaratnam report, [4.19])

635 Mr. Brown accepted that his modelling exercise to estimate supplier benefits was “so shrouded in un-
certainty that Mr. Rajaratnam’s estimate is just as valid” as Mr. Brown’s estimate (Transcript, 22/08/18, pp 
536-537).

636 I find that any economic benefit to suppliers by achieving higher surpluses through supplying to the Proj-
ect will be small, in the order of magnitude of Mr Rajaratnam’s estimate $2.86 million (in NPV terms). It may 
even be that there are no supplier benefits, as the DAE 2016 report concluded. Mr Brown’s inflated figure of 
$408.7 million (in NPV terms) is unreliable and unproven. Mr Brown’s inputs and methodology are uncertain 
and not able to be tested or verified. A number of inputs seem plainly wrong. I accept and adopt the critical 
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analysis of Mr Brown’s estimates by Mr Rajaratnam and the Minister in cross-examination, summarised above.

Indirect costs

637 Indirect costs include the net environmental, social and transport costs, net public infrastructure costs 
and indirect costs to other industries. (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 15).

638 Environmental and social impacts of mining projects include impacts to air quality, ambient noise, biodi-
versity, greenhouse gas emissions, groundwater, non-Aboriginal heritage, Aboriginal heritage, surface water 
and visual amenity. Transport related impacts may occur, such as increased traffic congestion (Economic 
Assessment Guidelines, p 15). Guidance on how to identify and value environmental, social and transport 
costs is provided by the Technical Note Supporting the Guidelines for the Economic Assessment of Mining 
and Coal Seam Gas Proposals (April 2018) (“Technical Notes”).

639 The DAE 2016 report quantified the net environmental, social and transport costs as $9.9 million (in NPV 
terms), of which $3.3 million were attributable to the NSW community (p 15-37 and Table 4.6). These figures 
incorporate the quantified costs associated with air quality ($0.14 million), greenhouse gas emissions ($3.13 
million) and noise impacts ($1,854). The impacts to

Aboriginal heritage, non-Aboriginal heritage, biodiversity, water, traffic and transport, and visual amenity were 
not quantified and were considered qualitatively.

640 The DAE 2016 report concluded that the Project would not generate any additional public infrastructure 
costs for any level of government (p 15-48).

641 The DAE 2016 report did not quantitatively assess whether the Project would cause any indirect costs 
to other industries in the CBA, but did discuss qualitatively the effects of the Project on other local industries 
in the LEA (section 5.5). The DAE 2016 report discussed the impact of the Project on agricultural use of land 
within the Project site, but not on any other land in the vicinity (p 15-61). The DAE 2016 report concluded that 
the Project “is not expected to have any material effects on tourism and business travel” (p 15-61).

642 The Economic Assessment Guidelines note that a new mining project may impact on the surplus ob-
tained from other industries, such as tourism. The Guidelines suggest that:

“It is preferable if these effects are measured through environmental impacts, where applicable. For example, 
tourism might be impacted by air pollution and then the most direct way to estimate this impact is to value it 
through the approach for air pollution” (p 17).

643 The Economic Assessment Guidelines recognise that there may be some unquantified impacts from this 
approach. Where these are likely to be significant, “consideration should be given to the loss of surplus in 
these other industries” (p 17).

644 For environmental, social and transport related costs, Mr Brown adopted the figures in the DAE 2016 
report for air quality and ambient noise (Brown report, [3.55], [3.69]). Mr Brown took a different approach to 
apportioning the cost of additional greenhouse gas emissions to NSW. The DAE 2016 report had quantified 
the costs of the Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions (but not Scope 3 emissions) generated by the Project to be 
$9.73 million (in NPV terms). On the basis that the NSW share of the Australian population is 32%, $3.13 mil-
lion was attributed as a cost to the NSW community (DAE 2016 report, p 15-41). This apportionment accorded 
with the approach for apportionment of benefits and cost to NSW recommended in the Economic Assessment 
Guidelines (see, for example, pp 10, 11 (Table 3.4), 12 (Table 3.6) and 15 (Table 3.9) and Technical Note 9 
dealing with estimating and costing GHG emissions, pp 48, 49).

645 Mr. Brown, however, considered that the DAE 2016 report had overestimated the costs of GHG emissions 
to the NSW economy. He said that “climate change is a global issue and apportioning of these costs by the 
NSW population in total Australia population does not fully recognize the global nature of the greenhouse gas 
issue”. He considered that:
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“A more reasonable estimate to apportion the NSW costs of greenhouse gas emissions is to consider the 
NSW population in a global context (0.1 per cent). When this calculation is undertaken… the costs of green-
house gas emissions falls to $0.01 million in NPV terms over the period 2016 to 2034 using a 7 per cent real 
discount rate.” (Brown report, [3.60]-[3.62]).

646 I find Mr. Brown’s approach to apportionment of the costs of GHG emissions to be unsound. Mr. Brown 
cites no authority in support. It is inconsistent with the method for apportionment of benefits and costs re-
quired by the Economic Assessment Guidelines and the Technical Note. It is also inconsistent with the ratio-
nale for including in the estimated costs of GHG emissions of the Project the Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions 
(which occur physically in NSW) but not necessarily Scope 3 emissions (which may occur outside of NSW or 
overseas). Under the Climate Change Convention and the Paris Agreement, Australia needs to account for 
Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions that occur in Australia but not for any Scope 3 emissions that occur outside 
of Australia. Apportionment of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions that occur in Australia by the proportion of 
the NSW population to the Australian population logically attributes the cost of the Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
to the NSW community.

647 Mr. Brown otherwise adopted a zero cost for the impacts that the DAE 2016 report had assessed qual-
itatively to biodiversity, traffic and transport costs, water (surface and groundwater), Aboriginal heritage, 
non-Aboriginal heritage and visual amenity (Brown report, Table 7).

648 Mr. Brown agreed with the DAE 2016 report that there are no expected additional public infrastructure 
costs required by either the NSW government or the local council (Brown report, [3.94]).

649 Unlike the DEA 2016 report which only discussed the impacts on other industries qualitatively, Mr. Brown 
sought to quantify the impacts on other industries. In relation to agriculture, Mr. Brown limited his analysis to 
the impact of the Project on agricultural use of land within the Project site, and did not consider other land in 
the vicinity. He assigned a value of zero for the indirect costs associated with agricultural production (Brown 
report, [3.105]).

650 In relation to tourism, Mr. Brown considered that the conclusion of the DAE 2016 report that there are 
not likely to be significant impacts on tourism appeared to be reasonable (Brown report, [3.108]). Mr. Brown 
identified that of the visitors to the Gloucester region who were assessed to be statistically significant, all were 
NSW residents either visiting friends and relatives or holidaying in the region. Mr Brown considered that:

“This implies that, at the NSW level, any adverse impacts on tourism are likely to be zero. This is because if 
tourism is discouraged in the region because of the Project, a reasonable assumption is that this cohort of 
tourists would visit other parts of NSW instead resulting in no net change in tourism expenditure across the 
state.” (Brown report, [3.113]

651 Mr. Brown said that any adverse effects relating to tourism are a matter for the LEA, rather than the CBA. 
He nevertheless considered that some tourism to the Gloucester region might be discouraged by the Project. 
He estimated a 10% reduction in tourism numbers per annum to the Taree-Gloucester SA3 region, which 
would imply a loss of $2.4 million in 2016 Australian dollars in NPV terms over the period 2016-2034 using a 
7% real discount rate (Brown report, [3.120]).

652 Mr. Brown revisited the impact of the Project on tourism in his supplementary report (July 2018). He said:

“…I have found no compelling evidence, based on the nature of tourism in the Gloucester region and the 
Visual Impact Expert Report, that there will be a significant impact on tourism in the town of Gloucester.

Should there be any adverse consequence to tourism in Gloucester, the likely impacts will be relatively small. 
For example, using a methodology consistent with a CBA approach undertaken in the expert witness eco-
nomic analysis report that I submitted on 8 July 2018, an illustrative 10 per cent reduction in tourism numbers 
would cost the town of Gloucester between $160,000 to $190,000 per annum.” (Brown supplementary report, 
[5.7]-[5.8]).
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653 Mr. Brown sought to support his zero estimate on the impact of the Project on tourism on the basis that 
“there are positives and negatives that would be associated with the mine”. In terms of positives, Mr. Brown 
suggested that the mine would enhance friends and relatives visiting people working in the mine and increase 
business travel associated with the mine. Mr. Brown accepted “of course there may well be negatives”. But he 
thought that the positives may balance out the negatives, so went with a zero estimate (Transcript, 23/08/18, 
p 573).

654 I find that the assessments of both the DAE 2016 report and Mr. Brown of the environmental, social and 
transport costs, and the indirect costs to other industries, to be deficient.

655 First, the assessments are dependent on the findings and conclusions of GRL’s expert reports that there 
will be no, or no significant, environmental and social impacts of the Project. For example, the assigning of 
a value of zero for the indirect costs associated with visual amenity was based on Dr. Lamb’s visual impact 
assessment that there would be only temporary visual impacts in the short term (Brown report, [3.86]-[3.92] 
and the DAE 2016 report, pp 15-47 and 15-48).

656 I have found that the assessments of GRL’s experts of the environmental and social impacts of the Project 
have significantly underestimated the likely severity, extent and duration of the environmental and social im-
pacts of the Project. In particular, I have found that the Project will have significant impacts on visual amenity 
and social impacts. There has been no economic assessment of the indirect costs if the environmental and 
social impacts of the Project were to be as significant as I have found they will be.

657 Secondly, the assessments of the impact on and the indirect costs to other industries were limited. In 
relation to agriculture, both the DAE 2016 report and Mr Brown limited the assessment to the impact of the 
Project on agricultural use of land within the Project site, and did not consider whether the Project might 
impact on agricultural uses of land in the vicinity of the Project. Mr Brown accepted that he did not consider 
the impact of the Project on agri-tourism businesses or small agricultural holdings in the vicinity (Transcript, 
23/08/18, p573). Mr Brown accepted that if families who operated smaller dairies, such the Frasers and the 
Williams, moved away from the area and nobody took over their dairies, the area would lose the production 
or the value generated from those business (Transcript, 23/08/18, p 579). Mr Brown did not consider such a 
loss of production or value in his analysis (Transcript, 23/08/18, p 579). The possibility of a loss of economic 
benefits associated with small agricultural and agri-tourism businesses was raised by a number of objectors 
to the Project.

658 In relation to other industries, Mr. Brown accepted that if the presence of the mine caused people within 
industries in Gloucester to move from the region and therefore take businesses out of the area, that would 
be an indirect cost of the Project to other industries (Transcript, 23/08/18, p 573). Mr. Brown accepted that 
his assessment of the impact of the Project on other industries was based more on assumption than analysis 
(Transcript, 23/08/18, p 574).

659 In relation to tourism, Mr. Brown’s assessment that the indirect cost to the tourism industry in NSW is 
zero was not informed by any expertise in the tourism industry (Transcript, 22/08/18, p 524) or any empirical 
research or analysis of individual businesses in the tourism industry in the Gloucester region (Transcript, 
23/08/18, p 573).

660 Mr. Brown’s criticism of the Destination NSW tourism figures, which had estimated that tourism contrib-
uted $51 million per annum to Gloucester, was founded on an assumption that Destination NSW had based 
their figures on statistics for the Hunter Region of NSW (Brown supplementary report, [3.9]). This assumption 
was incorrect. Destination NSW’s figures for Gloucester were based on data for the North Coast NSW not the 
Hunter region (see baseline analysis of Tourism in Mid Coast NSW, p 73).

661 Mr. Brown accepted that the tourism industry in the Gloucester region is growing; that it is an industry in 
which significant amounts are being expended within the entire local government area of Gloucester; and that 
anything that had an adverse impact on that industry is capable of having a significant economic impact on 
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the entire Gloucester local government area (Transcript, 23/08/18, pp 577-578).

662 Having regard to these deficiencies in Mr. Brown’s analysis, although he accepted that the Project would 
have negative impacts on tourism, his flawed analysis did not accurately quantify the negative impacts and 
his suggestion that the positive impacts of the Project on tourism would balance out the negative impacts is 
not supportable.

663 In these circumstances, I find that the indirect costs of the Project to other industries are likely to be much 
greater than assessed by the DAE 2016 report or Mr. Brown, although it is not possible on the evidence to 
quantify the indirect costs to other industries.

Conclusion on the cost benefit analysis

664 I find that the economic benefits of the Project, assessed by Mr. Brown in his CBA, are uncertain and in 
any event substantially overstated. The total direct benefits of the Project are likely to be much lower than he 
claimed, because less royalties and company income tax will be paid by GRL. The total direct benefits will 
be in the order of $20 million (in NPV terms) less than those claimed by Mr. Brown. The indirect benefits of 
the Project will be very small. I find that any worker benefits or supplier benefits will be small, perhaps even 
none, and nowhere near the inflated values assigned by Mr. Brown. On Mr. Rajaratnam’s estimates, the total 
indirect benefits would be in the order of $122 million (in NPV terms) less than those claimed by Mr. Brown.

665 Conversely, the total indirect costs of the Project are likely to be greater than those assessed by Mr. 
Brown. Environmental, social and transport related costs are likely to be greater than the low values assigned 
by Mr. Brown, but these cannot be quantified on the evidence. There are likely to be indirect costs to other 
industries, including the agricultural, agri-tourism and tourism industries, but these also cannot be quantified 
on the evidence. Certainly, the costs will be greater than the zero value assigned by Mr. Brown.

666 The consequence of the significantly smaller direct and indirect benefits and the greater indirect costs 
will be a significantly reduced net economic benefit of the Project.

667 Although this much reduced NPV of the Project might still be positive, this does not mean that the Project 
is in the public interest (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 3). First, there is still considerable uncertainty as 
to the magnitude of the net economic benefits of the Project. The direct and indirect benefits might be smaller 
than Mr Rajaratnam estimated and the indirect costs may be much greater than anyone has estimated. The 
positive net economic benefit might therefore not be large.

668 Secondly, the unquantified impacts of the Project, particularly the visual, amenity and social impacts 
discussed elsewhere in the judgment, are significant and need to be assessed qualitatively and balanced 
against the quantified net economic benefits: see Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association Inc v Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure and Warkworth Mining Limited at [39]-[41]. I find that these unquantified impacts 
of the Project should be determinative of the application for consent.

669 Thirdly, issues of distributive equity need to be considered. As explained earlier, there is distributive in-
equity in the distribution of the benefits of the Project (which are largely economic benefits) and the burdens 
or costs of the Project (such as the environmental, social and economic costs). This distributional inequity is 
between members of the present generation (intra-generational equity), such as by affecting different parts 
of the local community differently and having different impacts on different socio-economic and vulnerable 
groups. The distributional inequity is also between the present and future generations (inter-generational 
equity), such as by groups within the current generation receiving economic benefits but future generations 
experiencing environmental costs (Economic Assessment Guidelines, p 19).

Local effects analysis

670 A local effects analysis (LEA) is intended to be complimentary to the cost benefit analysis (CBA). The LEA 
translates the effects estimated in the CBA for the NSW community to the impacts on the local communities 
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near the Project site. The LEA identifies and enumerates local effects that have been incorporated in the CBA 
in order to inform communities, identify local impacts and changes and provide information that will assist in 
developing mitigation plans and strategies. It is not intended that components of the LEA can be added to-
gether to provide a single summary measure or that an LEA measures economic welfare outcomes (Econom-
ic Assessment Guidelines, pp 5, 20). The LEA is not intended to capture the full range of effects experienced 
by local people as a result of the Project, but rather prioritizes and analyses the following effects of the Project: 
effects relating to local employment and income, effects relating to non-labor project expenditure, effects on 
other local industries, and environmental and social effects (Economic Assessment Guidelines, pp 5, 21).

671 The DAE 2016 report included a LEA (section 5), prepared in accordance with the Economic Assessment 
Guidelines. The LEA noted that the results of the LEA were not in addition to those in the State level CBA, but 
rather the results presented were largely already covered in the CBA. The LEA noted that the components of 
the LEA cannot be added together to provide a single summary measure - each item reported presented a 
different local effect. The LEA noted that it did not measure economic welfare outcomes (p 15-64).

672 The LEA analyzed the local effects of the Project, which were required to be analyzed by the Economic 
Assessment Guidelines, of effects relating to local employment (section 5.3), effects relating to non-labor 
project expenditure (section 5.4), effects on other local industries (section 5.5) and environmental and social 
effects (section 5.6).

673 As the Economic Assessment Guidelines require, the LEA did not add together the results from these 
sections of the effect of the Project on the locality. The results were presented in Table 5.6 (Estimated local 
effects – site establishment and construction stage) and Table 5.7 (Estimated local effects – ongoing opera-
tions). The DAE 2016 report summarized the LEA results as follows:

“Overall, the amended Project is expected to directly employ around 32 FTE persons from the locality during 
the site establishment and construction stage and 73 FTE per year from the locality during ongoing opera-
tions, incremental to the base case. This direct employment is expected to result in a net increase in income 
of the locality of $0.4 million during the site establishment and construction stage and $1 million a year during 
ongoing operations, equivalent to 7 and 16 additional FTE respectively (assuming that these individuals 
would earn the average wage in the locality if they weren’t employed at the Project).

In addition to employment, the amended Project is expected to result in the direct expenditure of $23 million a 
year in the locality on non-labour inputs during the site establishment and construction stage and $48 million 
a year in the locality during ongoing operations.

The amended Project also creates external costs to the locality. The largest external cost is expected to be 
from air quality impacts. The total value of quantifiable external effects to the locality is estimated to be around 
$1000 during the site establishment and construction stage and $23,000 a year during ongoing operations”. 
(pp 15-64, 15-65).

674 Mr. Brown included a local effects analysis in his report (section 4), but it was not prepared in accor-
dance with the Economic Assessment Guidelines in a number of respects. The LEA was a CBA for the Ta-
ree-Gloucester region. Like his CBA for NSW, his LEA sought to estimate the direct and indirect benefits of 
the Project and the indirect costs of the Project, calculate the NPV of these benefits and costs, and derive the 
net economic benefit to the Taree Gloucester region (see Table 11). Mr Brown concluded:

“The net benefits of the Project to the Taree-Gloucester region is estimated to be $117.3 million in NPV terms 
over the period 2016 to 2034 using a 7 per cent real discount rate.” (Brown report, [4.21]).

675 Mr. Brown’s LEA involved analyzing effects of the Project other than the effects that the Economic Assess-
ment Guidelines state should be analyzed; adding together the components of the LEA to provide a single 
summary measure (the net economic benefits), which the Economic Assessment Guidelines state should not 
be done; and measuring the economic welfare outcomes (including the indirect economic benefits to workers 
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and suppliers and the net economic benefit to the Taree-Gloucester region), which the Economic Assessment 
Guidelines state that an LEA is not intended to measure.

676 Mr. Brown’s analysis of the direct and indirect benefits and the indirect costs in the LEA suffered from the 
same deficiencies as his analysis of the direct and indirect benefits and indirect costs in his CBA (addressed 
above). In particular, his estimates of worker benefits and supplier benefits were based on assumptions and 
methodologies that were inconsistent with the Economic Assessment Guidelines, uncertain and unproven (as 
explained above).

677 Mr. Brown’s assessment of worker benefits to the Taree-Gloucester region was also based on the as-
sumption, provided to him by GRL, that 75% of workers would reside in or relocate to the Gloucester area 
(Brown report, [4.5]). That assumption was not proven on the evidence. The Department in its Environmental 
Assessment Report considered that it was unlikely that the Rocky Hill Coal Project would exceed the propor-
tion of 38% of workers from the former Gloucester local government area employed by the nearby Stratford 
coal mine (p 72). Mr. Brown had noted the Department’s view in his report (Brown report, [2.17]). The annual 
reviews of Yancoal, which operates the Stratford mine, show that the proportion of local workers employed in 
the mine has increased in the last five years from the 38% figure, to be 60% in 2016 and 2017, however, the 
area defined as the local area in which workers reside expanded to include Gloucester, Stroud and Dungog.

678 Mr. Brown conceded in oral evidence that he could not see any reason why the percentages of local 
employees at the Stratford mine would not provide a reliable guide for the potential proportion of local em-
ployees in the Rocky Hill Coal Project (Transcript, 23/08/18, p 581). The fact that local employees are already 
employed at the Stratford mine might mean that they might not be available to be employed at the Rocky Hill 
Coal Project, which might suggest that the percentage of local employees might be lower at the Rocky Hill 
Coal Project than at the Stratford mine (Transcript, 23/08/18, p 581).

679 Mr. Rajaratnam also questioned whether the Rocky Hill Coal Project will have the assumed 75% of local 
workers. He considered that:

“While there may be some opportunity to draw employment from local residents from the Mid-coast region, 
the employment profile (i.e. direct employment) may end up more like the neighbouring mining LGAs, where 
a large proportion of employment in the mines is filled from outside the local residents.” (Rajaratnam report, 
[3.30]).

680 If the percentage of local workers is lower than Mr. Brown’s assumed 75%, as seems highly likely, his 
estimate of worker benefits would need to be reduced.

681 I find Mr. Brown’s LEA to be unreliable and unhelpful. Contrary to GRL’s submission, because of its 
deficiencies, Mr. Brown’s LEA does not prove that the Project will deliver net economic benefits to the Ta-
ree-Gloucester region.

The respective public benefits of the Project and other land uses

682 The second way in which the public benefits of the Rocky Hill Coal Project need to be considered is by 
evaluating and comparing the respective public benefits of the Project and the existing, approved and likely 
future uses of land in the vicinity of the Project (under cl 12(b) of the Mining SEPP).

683 The public benefits of the Project have been evaluated above. The public benefits of the existing, ap-
proved and likely future uses of land in the vicinity of the Project have not been evaluated, by way of economic 
assessment, in the same way as the public benefits of the Project have been evaluated.

684 Mr. Brown endeavored to quantify “the economic contribution of tourism to the town of Gloucester”, which 
he estimated to be within a range of $4.7 million and $5.8 million in 2014 per annum (Brown supplementary 
report, [5.6]). This estimate was however, flawed, not only for the reasons I have earlier identified, but also be-
cause it focused on a different community (the town of Gloucester) rather than the community of NSW (which 
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was the focus of the CBA of the Project) or the vicinity of the Project (which is the focus of cl 12 of the Mining 
SEPP). There was no other economic assessment of other uses of land in the vicinity of the Project in order to 
quantify the public benefits of the other land uses. Accordingly, it is not possible on the evidence to evaluate 
and compare quantitatively the respective public benefits of the Project and the other land uses.

685 In terms of a qualitative evaluation, I have listed earlier in the judgment the uses of land that are existing 
uses, approved uses and likely preferred uses. These include residential, tourism, agri-tourism and agricul-
tural uses. These uses undoubtedly yield public benefits, including economic benefits. The Project will impact 
on these uses. For the reasons I have given earlier, by reason of the Project’s visual, amenity and social im-
pacts, the Project will have a significant impact on the likely preferred uses and will be incompatible with the 
existing, approved and likely preferred uses. As a consequence, the Project will adversely affect the public 
benefits of the existing, approved and likely preferred land uses.

Balancing the benefits and the impacts of the mine

686 The task of determining the development application for the Project, in essence, requires the Court, ex-
ercising the function of the consent authority, “to balance the public interest in approving or disapproving the 
Project, having regard to the competing economic and other benefits and the potential negative impacts the 
Project would have if approved”: Warkworth Mining Ltd v Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association Inc at [171].

687 The Rocky Hill Coal Project will yield public benefits, including economic benefits, but it will also have 
significant negative impacts, including visual, amenity, social and climate change impacts and impacts on 
the existing, approved and likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the Project, which are all costs of the 
Project. Balancing the benefits and costs of the Project is, in the end, a qualitative and not quantitative exer-
cise. I have previously likened it to a process of intuitive synthesis of the relevant factors: Bulga Milbrodale 
Progress Association Inc v Minister for Planning and Infrastructure and Warkworth Mining Limited at [141]. 
Forms of economic assessment such as cost benefit analysis, which quantify, monetise and aggregate dif-
ferent factors, assist but are not a substitute for the intuitive synthesis required of the consent authority in 
determining the development application.

688 I find that the negative impacts of the Project, including the planning impacts on the existing, approved 
and likely preferred land uses, the visual impacts, the amenity impacts of noise and dust that cause social 
impacts, other social impacts, and climate change impacts, outweigh the economic and other public benefits 
of the Project. Balancing all relevant matters, I find that the Project is contrary to the public interest and that 
the development application for the Project should be determined by refusal of consent to the application.

689 GRL submitted that the location of the coal mine is dictated by the location of the geological resource 
of the coal. Unlike other types of development, which can be moved elsewhere to avoid or mitigate adverse 
impacts, the location of a coal mine cannot be changed. GRL submitted that it cannot promote a develop-
ment that addresses this coal resource and also accommodate every negative impact of doing so (Transcript, 
27/08/18, p 846).

690 However, the fact that the coal resource is in the location of the Gloucester valley does not mean that the 
resource there must be exploited, regardless of the adverse impacts of doing so. A development that seeks 
to take advantage of a natural resource must, of course, be located where the natural resource is located. But 
not every natural resource needs to be exploited.

691 A dam can only be located on a river, but not every river needs to be dammed. The environmental and 
social impacts of a particular dam may be sufficiently serious as to justify refusal of the dam. The proposed 
hydroelectric dam on the Gordon River in south western Tasmania (later inscribed on the World Heritage List) 
is an example of a dam with unacceptable environmental and social impacts (considered in the Tasmanian 
Dams Case, Commonwealth v Tasmania (1983) 158 CLR 1.)

692 Seaside residential development can only be built at the seaside, but not every seaside development 
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is acceptable to be approved. For example, the likely impact of coastal processes and coastal hazards on 
coastal development, including with climate change, may be sufficiently serious as to justify refusal of the 
coastal development, as the various courts and tribunals decided in Northcape Properties Pty Ltd v District 
Council of Yorke Peninsula [2007] SAERDC 50, upheld on appeal [2008] SASC 57; Gippsland Coastal Board 
v South Gippsland Shire Council (No 2) [2008] VCAT 1545; Myers v South Gippsland Shire Council (No 1) 
[2009] VCAT 1022; Myers v South Gippsland Shire Council (No 2) [2009] VCAT 2414; and Rainbow Shores 
Pty Ltd v Gympie Regional Council [2013] QPELR 557; [2013] QPEC 26.

693 Mining development might only be able to be undertaken at the location of the mineral resource, but not 
every mining development is acceptable to be approved. Fossil fuel reserves underlie the city and the har-
bour of Sydney, but no longer would coal mining in Sydney be regarded as acceptable, environmentally or 
socially, as the NSW Land Appeal Court held as far back as 1895 in Re Sydney Harbour Collieries Co (1895) 
5 Land Appeal Court Reports 243 (discussed in Tim Bonyhady, “A Useable Past: The Public Trust in Australia” 
(1995) 12 EPLJ 329 at 333-336).

694 The acceptability of a proposed development of a natural resource depends not on the location of the 
natural resource, but on its sustainability. One of the principles of ecologically sustainable development is 
the principle of sustainable use – the aim of exploiting natural resources in a manner which is ‘sustainable’ or 
‘prudent’ or ‘rational’ or ‘wise’ or ‘appropriate’: Telstra Corp Ltd v Hornsby Shire Council at [109]. This principle 
also has an ecological core: use of natural resources needs to be within ecological limits. The use of natural 
resources should be “within their capacity to sustain natural processes while maintaining the life-support 
systems of nature” (to use the words of one of the objects of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Con-
servation Act 1999 (Cth), although that statute is not directly applicable to this application in NSW).

695 In Hub Action Group v Minister for Planning (2008) 161 LGERA 136; [2008] NSWLEC 116 at [70], I ob-
served that:

“The principle of sustainable use of natural resources involves the exploitation of natural resources in a way 
which is sustainable in the long-term and which reduces environmental harm. It involves consideration of the 
effects of use on all natural resources, certainly the effect of the use on the resources the intended subject 
of the activity but also the effect that the use of those resources might have on the sustainable use of other 
resources.”

696 In this case, the exploitation of the coal resource in the Gloucester valley would not be a sustainable use 
and would cause substantial environmental and social harm. The Project would have high visual impact over 
the life of the mine of about two decades. The Project would cause noise, air and light pollution that will con-
tribute to adverse social impacts. The Project will have significant negative social impacts on people’s way 
of life; community; access to and use of infrastructure, services and facilities; culture; health and wellbeing; 
surroundings; and fears and aspirations. The Project will cause distributive inequity, both within the current 
generation and between the current and future generations.

697 The Project will be a material source of GHG emissions and contribute to climate change. Approval of 
the Project will not assist in achieving the rapid and deep reductions in GHG emissions that are needed now 
in order to balance emissions by sources with removals by sinks of GHGs in the second half of this century 
and achieve the generally agreed goal of limiting the increase in global average temperature to well below 
2ºC above pre-industrial levels.

698 By reason of these various impacts, the Project will have significant impacts on, and be incompatible 
with, the existing, approved and likely preferred uses of land in the vicinity of the Project.

699 In short, an open cut coal mine in this part of the Gloucester valley would be in the wrong place at the 
wrong time. Wrong place because an open cut coal mine in this scenic and cultural landscape, proximate to 
many people’s homes and farms, will cause significant planning, amenity, visual and social impacts. Wrong 
time because the GHG emissions of the coal mine and its coal product will increase global total concentra-
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tions of GHGs at a time when what is now urgently needed, in order to meet generally agreed climate targets, 
is a rapid and deep decrease in GHG emissions. These dire consequences should be avoided. The Project 
should be refused.

Orders

The Court orders:

(1) The appeal is dismissed.

(2) State significant development application No SSD5156 for the amended Rocky Hill Coal Project is deter-
mined by refusal of consent to the application.

**********

Amendments

11 February 2019 - Correction to typographical error at [454] 

DISCLAIMER - Every effort has been made to comply with suppression orders or statutory provisions prohib-
iting publication that may apply to this judgment or decision. The onus remains on any person using material 
in the judgment or decision to ensure that the intended use of that material does not breach any such order or 
provision. Further enquiries may be directed to the Registry of the Court or Tribunal in which it was generated.
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PENDING CASES

ASIA 
Case 1

PANDEY V. INDIA & ORS

BEFORE THE NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL PRINCIPAL BENCH, NEW DELHI 

Original Application No. 187/2017 

Ridhima Pandey          Applicant(s)  

Versus

Union of India & Ors.        Respondent(s) 

       

Date of hearing: 15.01.2019 

CORAM:   HON’BLE MR. JUSTICE ADARSH KUMAR GOEL, CHAIPERSON 

HON’BLE MR. JUSTICE S.P WANGDI, JUDICIAL MEMBER 

HON’BLE MR. JUSTICE K. RAMAKRISHNAN, JUDICIAL MEMBER  

HON’BLE DR. NAGIN NANDA, EXPERT MEMBER 

For Applicant(s): Mr. Rahul Choudhary and Ms. Meera Gopal, Advocates 

For Respondent (s): Mr. Divya Prakash Pande, Advocate for MoEF &CC 

ORDER

1. This application seeks direction to assess the climate related issues while appraising projects for grant of 
environmental clearance. Further direction is to prepare targets or a carbon budget for the total amount of 
CO2 emissions that can be released until 2050 ensuring that India shares its responsibility as member of the 
global community to achieve global climate stabilization and reduce atmospheric CO2 to below 350 ppm by 
2100, limiting the long-term average global temperature increase to no more than 1°C and direct that a time 
bound national climate recovery plan be prepared within the existing legal framework that includes interim 
CO2 reduction targets and mitigation actions tiered to achieving India’s carbon budget. 

2. We are of the view that the authorities acting under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, have to perform 
their obligation of impact assessment as per statutory scheme which is not under challenge. The issue of 
climate change is certainly a matter covered in the process of impact assessment. 

3. In this view of the matter, we do not consider it necessary to issue any direction under section 14 and 15 of 
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the National Green Tribunal, Act, 2010. There is no reason to presume that Paris Agreement and other interna-
tional protocols are not reflected in the policies of the Government of India or are not taken into consideration 
in granting environment clearances. 

In view of the above, the application stands disposed of. 

Adarsh Kumar Goel, CP

S.P. Wangdi, JM

K. Ramakrishnan, JM

Dr. Nagin Nanda, EM

January 15, 2019
Original Application No. 187/2017
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AUSTRALIA 

Case 1

O’DONNELL V. COMMONWEALTH

NOTICE OF FILING

This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on 22/07/2020 
8:40:42 AM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules.  Details of filing follow and im-
portant additional information about these are set out below.    

Details of Filing

Document Lodged:   Concise Statement 

File Number:    VID482/2020 

File Title:    KATHLEEN O’DONNELL v COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA & ORS 

Registry:    VICTORIA REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA 

Dated:     22/07/2020 4:46:15 PM AEST    

 

Filed on behalf of Kathleen O’Donnell 

Prepared by David Barnden 

Law firm Equity Generation Lawyers 

Tel 03 9607 8300 Fax 03 9088 9445 

Email david@equitygenerationlawyers.com 

Address for service L40 140 William Street, Melbourne VIC 3000 

 

Concise Statement

Federal Court of Australia 

District Registry: Victoria 

Division: General 

Kathleen O’Donnell 

Applicant 
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The Commonwealth of Australia  

First Respondent 

Secretary to the Department of Treasury 

Second Respondent 

Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Office of Financial Management 

Third Respondent 

A. PARTIES 

1 The  applicant  is  the  holder  of  and  an  investor  in  eAGBs  and  brings  this  proceeding  on  her  own 
behalf and as representing other holders of and investors in eAGBs who have the same interest in the pro-
ceeding. 

2 The first respondent is the Commonwealth of Australia (Commonwealth). The second respondent is the 
Secretary to the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) and is the “accountable authority” of  the  Treasury  for  
the  purpose  of  the  Public  Governance,  Performance  and  Accountability  Act 2013 (Cth) (PGPA Act) (s 
12). The third respondent is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Australian Office of Financial Manage-
ment (AOFM), who is appointed by the Treasury Secretary and  is  the  accountable  authority  of  the  AOFM  
for  the  purposes  of  the  PGPA  Act  (Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Rule 2014 (Cth), 
Sch 1, Item 2). 

B. AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT BONDS 

3 Through the AOFM, the Commonwealth issues “Commonwealth Government Securities” (CGS) to investors 
operating in a wholesale market for CGS. 

4 Through  the  AOFM  or  otherwise,  the  Commonwealth  has  entered  into  contracts,  agreements  or ar-
rangements1  with  the  Australian  Securities  Exchange  (ASX)  and  third  parties  to  enable  and facilitate 
trading by investors in “Exchange-traded Australian Government Bonds” (eAGBs) on the ASX.  

5 The direct participants in that retail market are the investors that hold the legal interest in CGSs and the 
purchasers of eAGBs.  A  purchaser  of  an  eAGB  obtains  a  beneficial  interest  in  a  CGS  in  the form  
of  a  “CHESS  Depositary  Interest”  (CDI).  The  value  of  a  CDI  is  linked  to  the  value  of  the underlying 
CGS. The Respondents are obliged to make interest (coupon) and principal payments on an eAGB pursuant 
to its terms. 

6 Under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (CA), an eAGB is a “CGS depository interest” (s 761A). Division 5C 
of Part 7.9 is headed “Information about CGS depository interests”. In general terms, under Div 5C, a “reg-
ulated person” is required to provide an “information statement” to investors in relation to CGS depository 
interests (CA s 1020AI).  

7 There are two classes of eAGBs: Exchange-traded Treasury Bonds (eTBs) and Exchange-traded Treasury 
Indexed Bonds (eTIBs).  The Commonwealth prepares and publishes an “information statement” for both 
eTBs and eTIBs (Information Statements) (CA s 1020AH). Both Information Statements are published on the 
“CGS depository interest information website”.2 More specifically they are located on a webpage headed 
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“Investor Information Statements”. Both Information Statements are dated 10 February 2015.  The function of 
Information Statements is to provide information to potential investors about “financial products”.3 

8 For each class of eAGB, the same webpage also directs investors to:  

8.1 Term Sheets, which detail the key commercial terms of the relevant underlying AGB, and which 
are to be read together with the relevant Information Statement; and 

8.2 Information  Memoranda,  which  contain  the  full  terms  and  conditions  of  the  underlying AGB.

  

C. CLIMATE CHANGE 

9 At all material times there has existed a significant likelihood that the climate is changing, and will continue 
to change, as the result of anthropogenic influences (Climate Change). 

10 Climate Change is likely to include, or result in, acute and chronic changes including: higher mean and 
maximum temperatures;  higher  minimum  temperatures;  decreases  in  precipitation;  increases in the 
severity of droughts and the frequency of bushfire weather; decreases in relative humidity; increases in the 
intensity of rainfall; increases in the intensity of bushfires, cyclones and storms; and increases in the mean 
sea level (the Physical Impacts). 

11 Australia  and  other  nation  states  (Sovereigns)  aim  to  prevent  dangerous  Climate  Change  and  to 
hold the increase in global average temperature to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. Those 
aims have caused, and will increasingly continue to cause exposure to stranded assets and legal  actions,  
and  changes  to  Australian  and  international  economies,  policies,  laws,  markets, technology,  and  cus-
tomer  and  community  perceptions  towards  companies  and  investors  (the Transition Impacts). 

12 Sovereigns  have  been,  are,  and  will  be  impacted  differently  by  Physical  Impacts  and  Transition 
Impacts. Sovereigns exhibit differing abilities to absorb or withstand those impacts, including their ability to 
raise debt (Resilience). 

A.1 Sovereign responses to Climate Change 

13 Sovereigns  (including  Australia)  exhibit  a  range  of  responses  with  respect  to  Climate  Change, in-
cluding: (a) emissions reduction, including under the Paris Agreement; (b) domestic and exported emissions 
per capita and total emissions; (c) greenhouse gas content of the domestic energy mix; (d)  energy  intensity  
of  the  domestic  economy;  (e)  domestic  energy  policy;  (f)  existence  of  a domestic price on carbon and 
the adequacy of that price; (g) policy with respect to restricting the development of coal, gas and oil indus-
tries; (h) cooperation with other Sovereigns, with respect to international  climate  negotiations;  (the  matters  
individually  and  collectively  in  any  combination, without limiting those matters, comprise the Sovereign 
Climate Change Response). 

14 Sovereign  Climate  Change  Response  and  Resilience  will  impact  how  a  Sovereign  is  viewed  by 
central banks, pension funds, investors, credit ratings agencies and others (Reputational Risk). 

A.2 Sovereign Climate Change Risk and Financial Risk 

15 Physical  Impacts,  Transition  Impacts,  Resilience,  Reputational  Risk,  Sovereign  Climate  Change 
Response, and related Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors (collectively Climate Change 
Risk) can have a material impact on a decision by an investor to invest in Sovereign bonds and on the value 
of Sovereign bonds.  

16 Climate  Change  Risk  can have  a  material  impact  on  the  fiscal  position  of  the  Sovereign  and  the 
investment performance of Sovereign bonds by, amongst other things, the impact on a Sovereign’s (a) gross 
domestic product; (b) fiscal policy; (c) foreign exchange rates; (d) inflation; (e) taxation revenue; (f) terms of 
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trade; (g) international relations; (h) bond yield (Climate Change Financial Risk). 

17 Climate  Change  Risk  and  Climate  Change  Financial  Risk  are  material  factors  for  global  credit rating 
agency assessment of Sovereign credit risk (Climate Change Ratings Risk). 

A.3 Material risks for investors 

18 Australia  is  materially  exposed  and  susceptible  to  the  risks  in  [15]  to  [17]  above  (Australia’s Climate 
Change Risks). Accordingly, (a) those risks are material to an investor’s decision to trade in eAGBs; and (b) 
an investor is entitled to be informed of those risks. 

A.4 Duty of disclosure 

19 The  Commonwealth  acts  as  a  promoter  of  each  class  of  eAGBs  by,  inter  alia,  engaging  in  the 
activities  set  out  in  [3]  to  [5]  and  [7]  to  [8]  above,  including  by  publishing  the  Information Statements  
(see  at  [7]  above);  and  the  Information  Memoranda  (see  at  [8.2]  above)  for  the underlying AGBs 
(together, the Information Documents). 

20 As a promoter, the Commonwealth owes a duty of utmost candour and honesty to investors who acquire 
or intend to acquire eAGBs. That duty requires the Commonwealth to disclose information about  Australia’s  
Climate  Change  Risks  that  can  influence  the  investor’s  decision  to  acquire eAGBs.  

21 The Commonwealth breached its duty as a promoter by disclosing in the Information Documents some 
material risks but failing to disclose any information about Australia’s Climate Change Risks. 

D. ASIC ACT 

22 An eAGB is a “financial product” for the purposes of Div 2 of Pt 2 of the Australian Investments and Se-
curities Commission Act 2001 (Cth) (ASIC Act) (ss 12BAA(1) and (7)(i)). In promoting and arranging for the 
trading of eAGBs on the ASX, the Commonwealth: 

22.1 carries on a business;  

22.2 arranges for a person to engage in issuing a financial product (see ASIC Act, s 12BAB(1)(b), (7)
(b),  (8)),  including  by  making  contracts,  agreements  or  arrangements  to  enable  and facilitate 
trading on the ASX (see Inscribed Stock Act 1911 (Cth), s 13C); 

22.3 in trade or commerce engages in conduct that is “misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or 
deceive” by, in the Information Documents, disclosing some risks but failing to disclose any informa-
tion about Australia’s Climate Change Risks; and 

22.4 thereby breached the prohibition in s 12DA(1) of the ASIC Act. 

E. PGPA ACT 

23 The AOFM has responsibility for the management and administration of Australian Government debt, 
including the issuing of AGBs. The AOFM is within the Treasury portfolio. It is accountable to the Treasury 
Secretary and, ultimately, the Treasurer. The AOFM operates the CGS depository interest information website 
on behalf of the Commonwealth.  

 24 The AOFM CEO and the Treasury Secretary are each “officials of a Commonwealth entity” (PGPA Act s 
13) and subject to the duty under s 25(1) of the PGPA Act to exercise his or her powers, and to  perform  his  
or  her  functions,  and  to  discharge  his  or  her  duties,  with  reasonable  care  and diligence. 

25 By reason of the matters set out at [19] to [22] above and, in particular, the breach of the duty of disclosure 
and the contravention of s 12AD(1) of the ASIC Act, both the AOFM CEO and Treasury Secretary breached 
their duty under s 25(1) of the PGPA Act.  
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F. RELIEF 

26 The applicant on her own behalf and as representing other holders of eAGBs who have the same interest 
in the proceeding seeks: 

26.1 declarations that the Commonwealth breached its duty of disclosure and s 12DA(1) of the ASIC  
Act  by  failing  to  disclose  in  the  Information  Documents  any  information  about Australia’s Climate 
Change Risks; 

26.2 declarations  that  the  Treasury  Secretary  and  the  AOFM  CEO  breached  their  duty  under 
s 25(1) of the PGPA Act by failing to disclose in the Information Documents any information about 
Australia’s Climate Change Risks; 

26.3 an injunction restraining the Commonwealth from further promoting eAGBs until it complies with 
its duty of disclosure as set out in the declarations sought in [26.1] and [26.2] above; 

26.4 such further or other orders, including orders as to costs, as the Court deems fit.  

This Concise Statement was settled by Ron Merkel QC and Thomas Wood of Counsel. 

EUROPE 
Case 1

GREENPEACE NORDIC & OTHERS V NORWAY

This case is brought by six young Norwegians and two organisations whose members’ lives, health and 
well-being are directly affected by the escalating climate crisis. 

As young adults, the six individual Applicants are disproportionately affected by the climate crisis. Consider-
ing the seriousness and urgency of the climate crisis, and the limited time remaining to avert its most serious 
and irreversible impacts, the Respondent has failed to take precautionary measures of prevention and pro-
tection required of it under ECHR Articles 2 and 8. The result of the domestic court process also represents 
a breach of Article 14.

The Norwegian courts failed to adequately assess the Applicants’ Convention claim. The Respondent thus 
also failed to secure their access to an effective domestic remedy under Article 13.

By licensing continuing exploration for oil and gas in new areas of the Arctic (Barents Sea), the Respondent 
aims to bring new fossil fuels to market from 2035 and beyond, even though the best ava ila ble science 
shows that the emissions from already proven reserves of fossil fuels exceed the remaining carbon budget, 
given the 1.5°(temperature target set in the Paris Agreement, increasing the risk that global warming surpass-
es the 1.5°(limit.

In 2016, Applicants 7-8 brought a case against the Respondent’s decision to grant 10 licences in the Barents 
Sea. In its judgment of 22 December 2020, the Norwegian Supreme Court (NSC) ru led that this decision did 
not violate the right to a healthy environment provided by Article 112 of the Norwegian Constitution. Based on 
a limited and incorrect application of ECtHR jurisprudence, the NSCfound no violation of the Convention. The 
NSC did find that climate impacts (including

emissions from combustion after export, “exported emissions”) should have been assessed, but that this 
could be remedied at the development stage (after licences have been issued). {Norwegian petroleum per-
mission procedure has three stages: 1) opening; 2) licensing; and 3) Plan for Development and Operation 
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(“PDO”)). 4 dissenting judges (of 15 total) found the lack of such assessment to be in violation of the EU 
directive 2001/42/EC (“SEA directive”) and voted for 3

of the licences to be invalid.

This situation represents a real and serious risk to the Applicants’ lives and well-being, and the ability to enjoy 
their private life, family life and home safely. The Respondent has failed to adopt necessary and appropriate 
measures to address this risk. The Respondent has further failed to declare, describe and assess total cli-
mate effects, including exported emissions, of the continued and expanded extraction, thereby also violating 
the Applicants’ rights.

THE GLOBALC LIMATE CRISISH AS SEVEREE FFECTSF ORT HE APPLICANTS (AS section 1.2)

The individual Applicants (Applicants 1-6) experience climate anxiety, emotional distress and worry greatly 
about the current and imminent risks of serious climate effects in Norway, and how this will impact their lives, 
life-choices, and the [ lives offuture generations (see annex 1-6). Their concerns are underscored by key UN 
Human Rights Treaty Bodies. Mental health literature increasingly draws attention to such concerns, which 
one British Medical Journal article refers to as “pre-traumatic stress.” Many young Norwegians are acutely 
aware of the threats and urgency posed by climate change. Nature and Youth’s members increasingly report 
suffering from climate-related anxiety and fear for their future lives and livelihoods.

THE GLOBALC LIMATE CRISISH AS SEVEREE FFECTSIN NORWAY (AS section 1.3)

With current climate policies, the average temperature in Norway is expected to rise by 5.52( by 2100. Re-
spondent’s own Climate Risk Commission stated that the climate in Norway is getting “hotter, more humid and 
more ferocious”. Since 1990, an 18 % increase in extreme rainfall events has been recorded, as well as an 
increase in flooding and landslides.

Future impacts will include increased risk of drought and forest fire-inducing thunderstorms, an increase in 
extreme rainfall events, changes to flood systems, sea level rise and ocean acidification, the latter detrimental 
to marine species and ecosystems, affecting fisheries and coastal communities.

THE RESPONDENT IS FAILING TO PROTECT APPLICANTS FROM CLIMATE HARM, FAILING TO PROVIDE 
EFFECTIVE REMEDIES AND ACCELERATING CLIMATE-INDUCED RISK (As section 1.4)

The Respondent has endorsed the scientific consensus that warming of l.5°C or higher above pre-industrial 
levels constitutes “dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system”. Keeping warming below 
l.5°C, as established by the best ava ila ble science and codified in the Paris Agreement, will require swift, 
substantial reductions in green house gas emissions worldwide.

The lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change {IPCC) has developed the concept of the “carbon budget”, 
referring to the remaining CO2 equivalents that may be emitted before the 1.52 (limit is passed. Accordingto 
this budget global emissions must be reduced by at least 50 % by 2030 and “net zero” must be achieved by 
2050.

There isa significant difference between planned fossil fuel extraction and climate goals, “the production 
gap”. In its recent report, the International Energy Agency (IEA) assumes that, in order for pathways to be 
1.5°C consistent, “beyond projects already committed as of 2021, there are no new oil and gas fields for 
development in our pathway ( ... )”. For Norway as a petroleum producer, this requires a substantial econo-
my-wide change. During the NSC hearing, the Respondent’s representatives stated that Norway will produce 
and export petroleum as long as there are buyers. Norway extracts oil and gas equivalent to approximately 
500 million tons of CO2 of exported emissions annually, making Norway the 7th largest exporter of emissions 
in the world, and the 3rd largest per capita, behind Qatar and Kuwait.
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The Respondent opened the Barents Sea South-East (BSSE) for exploration on 26 April 2013. On 10 June 
2016, ten days before ratifying the Paris Agreement, Norway issued 10 licences in the 23rd licensing round. 
3 licences were in BSSE, and 7 were in the Barents Sea South (BSS) opened in 1989.

The preparatory works presented befare the opening of the BSSE, and before the opening of BSS, did not 
declare or assess the CO2 emissions from combustion of extracted and exported fossil fuels. Norway has 
no system in place to declare, assess, calculate, or reduce exported emissions from fossil fuels extraction 
projects, nor the exported emissions from oil and gas extraction overall.

Following the decision to grant licences, Applicants 7-8 initiated legal proceedings, claiming that the licences 
issued were invalid. In its judgment of 22 Decem ber 2020, the NSC dismissed the appeal bya majority of 11, 
against 4. The NSC ruled that the government had not violated its Constitutional or Convention obligations. 
The NSC dismissed the “commonground” approach because “the ECHR has no separate environmental 
provision” (NSC judgment § 174).

The 4 dissenting judges of the NSC found that the impact assessment did not fulfif the requirements of the 
SEA directive and voted to declare the licences in BSSE invalid. The majority held that any deficiencies could 
be remedied later, at the Plan for Development and Operation (PDO) stage. Applicants claim that the NSC 
judgment removes the duty to conduct an impact assessment of Norway’s exported emissions, which con-
stitute 95% of the total emissions from fossil fuels extraction, and which Norway is in a position to control by 
integrating the findings in decisions at the planning stage.

F. Statement of alleged violation(s) of the Convention and/or Protocols and relevant arguments

Article 34 in relation to Articles 2 and 8

Explanation

VICTIM STATUS (AS section 2)

Applicants 1-6 are 11directly affected” (Burden v UK§ 33) by the climate crisis and face increased risk of 
harm and irreversible impacts in the future. They are potential victims as the risk of harm determines the victim 
status (i.e., Ta~kin v Turkey § 114, cf. § 104).

Applicant 7 represents the sum of interests of all its members. The organisation “as a collective body has 
been an accessible, and arguably the only means to defend their common interests effectively” (Gorraiz 
Lizzarga and others v Spain § 38).

Licencing of fossil fuels extraction isa too complex administrative decision for individuals and young people 
to challenge alene. Applicant 8, on behalf of its members, is better resourced and suited to challenge such 
decisions. lf Applicants 7-8 are not recognised as victims, the full range of consequences of the Respondent’s 
violations of its obligations under Articles 2 and 8, risk becoming 11unchallengeable” while the means of 
prevention are still available (Compare Klass v Germany§ 36). Applicants 7-8 represent future generations 
(compare with Centre for Legal Resources on Behalf of Valentin Cåmpeanu v Romania §§ 104-114 with re-
gards to vulnerable individuals).

Articles 2 and 8

STARTING POINTS (AS section 3.1-3.2)

All public and private actions (licensing, exploration, drilling, extraction, production, promotion, marketing 
and export) required for fossil fuels extraction are subject to Norwegian laws and licensing processes. Such 
actions fall within Norwegian jurisdiction.

Respondent violates Articles 2 and 8 because Applicants sutter a real and immediate risk and/or serious and 
substantial risk to these rights, while the State knew or ought to have known about the risks and has failed to 
adopt reasonable and appropriate measures to prevent the risk. Prevention is key, otherwise “the rights of the 
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Applicants would be set at naught” (Ta~kin v Turkey § 115.)

The state is required to “put in place a legislative and administrative framework design ed to provide effective 
deterrence against threats to the right to life” (Onerylidiz v Turkey § 89). Any regulation must be appropriate 
to the activity and based on

environmental reports (Jugheli v Georgia§ 76-77).

In relation to harmful activities, the Court must 11scrutinise the decision-making process to ensure that due 
weight has been accorded to the interest of the individual (Ta~kin v Turkey § 115). As the younger genera-
tions, and those unborn, carry an unequal burden related to climate change and the licensing, States must 
use 11detailed and rigorous data, in a situation in which certain individuals bear a heavy burden on behalf 
of the rest of the community.” (Jugheli v Georgia§ 73). The process as such must enable decision-makers 
to “predict and evaluate in advance the effects of those activities which might damage the environment” as 
“the importance of public access to the conclusions for such studies and to information which could enable 
members of the

public to assess the dangers to which they are exposed is beyond question.” (Ta~kin v Turkey § 115). The 
EU/EEA SEA Directive and EIA Directive are part of a legal common ground.

APPLICATION (AS section 3.3)

The effects and the increased risk following severe climate change that the licences induce constitute a 
11real” and “serious and substantial risk to health and wellbeing”(Tatar v Romania §  107) that represents “an 
ecological risk [that] reaches a level of seriousness which significantly diminishes the applicant[s’] ability to 
enjoy [their) home[s) or private or family lite” (Cordella v ltaly § 157).

The risk increase from new licences is real. The reality and urgency of this threat to life and wellbeing must 
be understood in context of the obligation undertaken in the Paris Agreement Article 3 to “to reach global 
peaking in greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible ( ... ) and undertake rapid reductions thereafter.”

The risk increase occurs when licences are issued since their purpose is extraction of oil and gas. lncreased 
risk from extraction of oil and gas after 2030, brings the situation to the “level of severity necessary to bring 
the complaint under the am bit of Article 8”

(Dubetska v Ukraine § 119).

Recalling the preventive nature of the Convention, its purpose as a “living instrument”, its applicability to 
“present day conditions” (Demir and Baykara v Turkey §§ 66, 107) the threats against the Applicants’ rights 
are ongoing since the obligations on the Respondent refers to the point in time when the authorities must act 
to prevent the

potential harm. Since the temperature increase cannot be reversed, preventive action

must be taken now.

Respondent has no laws or regulations regarding exported emissions. No Norwegian law requires the devel-
opment of a plan to transition away from the production of fossil fuels in line with the em iss ion trajectories 
developed by the IPCC in order to remain below the l.5QC limit. The Respondent has no plan for how much of 
the remaining carbon budget should be expended by the combustion of Norwegian oil and gas. The effects 
of exported emissions -that represent 95 % of total emissions from oil and gas extracted from the Norwegian 
continental shelf.

The Respondent has not communicated as part of its impact assessment before the licences were granted:1) 
the total future estimated emissions from the combustion of oil and gas from the licensing in 2016, and related 
effects,  2) how much of the global carbon budget will be used up by exported emissions from Norwegian oil 
and gas and 3) how emissions from oil and gas being brought to market from 2035 onwards are consistent 
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with agreed temperature targets, and the required emissions reduction trajectories. The lack of assessment 
of such factors isa violation of the Respondent’s obligations under the SEA Directive. Omitting the full climate 
effects rendered the Applicants unable to fully assess the risks to which they were exposed (Ta~kin v Turkey §

119), and deprived all Applicants of essential specific data and impaired their ability to

inform and participate in the public discourse on the climate crisis which in itself

constitutes a violation of Articles 2 and 8.

VIOLATION OF ARTICLES 13 AND 14 (AS section 3.4-3.5)

Article 13: The right to an effective remedy requires a substantive and rigorous review of an arguable claim 
and remedies that are adequate to address the nature of the wrongs in a timely manner (Council of Europe 
(31 Decem ber 2020), Guide on Article 13.) The Norwegian courts did not assess the merits of the Conven-
tion claims in full and based on ECtHR case law (Hatton v UK§ 141). The NSC’s determination that emissions 
reductions may be deferred to the PDO stage failed to meet the obligation of promptness which guarantees 
an effective remedy (Celik and imret v Turkey § 59).

A violation of Article 14 may occur indirectly as a consequence of “a general policy or

measure that has disproportionately prejudicial effects on a particular group [ ... ] even

where it is not specifically aimed at that group and there is no discriminatory intent.” (S.A.S v France § 161) 
lndirect discrimination may arise from a neutral rule ora de facto situation (Zarb Adam i v Malta§ 76) Age isa 
prohibited discriminatory ground under Article 14 Schwizgebel v Switzerland § 85). Applicants 4 and 6 are 
members of the indigenous Sami minority, whose traditions, land and resources are negatively impacted by 
the acts and omissions complained of. Applicants 1-6 are all young individuals.

All members of Applicant 7 are between 13 and 25 years old who are victims of indirect and disproportionate 
discrimination due to the licencing decision. Applicants 1-6 will be increasingly impacted by climate change- 
and the licensing decision in 2016 -throughout their lives. Applicants 1-6 had no opportunities to participate 
in the decision-making while at the same time having to shoulder a heavier burden when being required to 
tackle the hardest and most long-lasting consequences.

Compliance with admisibility criteria laid down in Article 35 § 1 of the Convention For each complaint, please 
confirm that you have used the available effective remedies in the country concerned, including appeals, and 
also indicate the date when the final decision at domestic leve! was delivered and received, to show that you 
have complied with the six-month time-limit.

Complaint 

Information about remedies used and the date of the final decision

The NSC judgment is dated 22nd Decem ber 2020. No appeal is ava i la ble in Norway. The Applicants have 
complied with the 6 months rule. Applicant 7 and 8 have been parties to the case before all levels of court 
and have exhausted the available domestic remedies.

The individual Applicants are members or former members of Applicant 7. Since the organisation has the 
right to initiate proceedings before the national courts, they have not initiated individual proceedings. Appli-
cant 7 has exhausted the remedies available to them (Gorraiz Lizzarga v Spain § 39).

The members have been actively involved in the case at all instances. For all practical purposes, the litigation 
corresponds “exactly” with the Applicants’ complaints (Kosa v Hungary, App No 53461/15, § 59).

It is especially important to secure an effective legal avenue for youth and young adults in cases regarding 
climate change. This is a situation where “access to justice for members of such groups should be facilitated 
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to provide effective protection of rights.” (Kosa v Hungary § 57).

In addition, there is no effective domestic remedy ava i la ble to these Applicants. The NSC’s reasoning shows 
that such proceedings would have “no prospect of success” (Open Door and Dublin Well Woman v. lreland 
§ 50). Further, given the NSC judgment in relation to the 23rd licensing round, no effective domestic remedy 
exists in relation to the 24th and 25th licensing rounds.

Additional Submission

1. STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.1 Introduction

1. This case is brought by six young Norwegians and two organisations whose members’ lives, health and 
well-being are directly affected by the climate crisis.

2. As young adults, the six individual Applicants are disproportionately affected by the climate crisis. Con-
sidering the seriousness and urgency of the climate crisis, and the limited time remaining to avert its most 
serious and irreversible impacts, Respondent has failed to take precautionary measures of prevention and 
protection required of it under ECHR Articles 2 and 8. The result of the domestic court process also rep-
resents a breach of Article 14. The Norwegian courts failed to adequately assess the Applicants’ Convention 
claim. Respondent thus also failed to secure their access to an effective domestic remedy under Article 13.

3. By licensing continuing exploration for oil and gas in new areas of the Arctic (Barents Sea), Respondent 
aims to bring new fossil fuels to market from 2035 and beyond, even though the best available science shows 
that the emissions from already proven reserves of fossil fuels exceed the remaining carbon budget, given 
the 1.5‟ temperature target set in the Paris Agreement, increasing the risk that global warming surpasses the 
1.5‟ limit.

4. In 2016, Applicants 7–81 brought a case against Respondent’s decision to grant 10 licences in the Barents 
Sea. In its judgment of 22 December 2020, the Norwegian Supreme Court (NSC) ruled that this decision did 
not violate the right to a healthy environment provided by Article 112 of the Norwegian Constitution. Based 
on a limited and incorrect application of ECtHR jurisprudence, the NSC found no violation of the Convention. 
The NSC did find that climate impacts (including emissions from combustion after export, hereafter “exported 
emissions”) should have been assessed, but that this could be remedied at the development stage (after 
licences have been issued). 4 dissenting judges (of 15 total) found the lack of such assessment to be in vio-
lation of the EU directive 2001/42/EC (“SEA directive”) and voted for three of the licences to be invalid.

5. Respondent has failed to adopt necessary and appropriate measures to address the risk of the climate 
crisis. Respondent has further failed to declare, describe and assess total climate effects, including exported 
emissions, of the continued and expanded extraction, thereby also infringing the Applicants’ rights.

1.2 The global climate crisis has severe effects for the Applicants

6. The individual Applicants (1–6) experience climate anxiety, emotional distress and worry greatly about the 
current and imminent risks of serious climate effects in Norway, and how this will impact their lives, life-choic-
es, and the lives of future generations. Their concerns are underscored by key UN Human Rights Treaty Bod-
ies.6 Mental health literature increasingly draws attention to such concerns, which one British Medical Journal 
article refers to as “pre-traumatic stress.”

7. Young Norwegians are acutely aware of the threats and urgency posed by climate change. Natur og Un-
gdom’s members increasingly report suffering from climaterelated anxiety and fear for their future lives and 
livelihoods.
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8. Applicant 2 states that the situation “exposes my life, and other young people’s lives and well-being to a 
great and unacceptable risk,” asserting that the Norwegian government: “is not only failing to protect my hu-
man rights to life and well-being from the threats of climate change, they are actively putting my human rights 
under threat by acting contrary to climate science.” Applicant 2 further explains: “my partner and I are at an 
age where we are starting to think about having children.This thought-process and decision is impacted by 
the fact that I worry about how

my future children’s life will be affected by climate change.”

9. Applicant 4 worries about the current impacts of climate change on biodiversity, and the traditional way of 
life in her home region in northern Norway. Climate change is already impacting on her family and communi-
ty’s ability to use the land and resources in the traditions of the Sami indigenous people.

10. Applicant 5 has suffered from climate anxiety and emotional distress due to climate change and the gov-
ernment’s lack of response, resulting in “periods of depressive thoughts”, and having to leave the classroom 
when climate change was on the curriculum.

11. Applicant 6 is “deeply worried” about the effects of climate change in Norway and highlights the climate 
impacts on his Sea Sami culture and how these will become more severe in the future.

12. The climate crisis affects Applicant 3’s life and work choices: “which education I will pursue, (...) and many 
other choices about my future”.

13. Applicants 1–6 have all worked actively on the case before the domestic courts as members and repre-
sentatives of Natur og Ungdom.

14. Applicant 7 (Natur og Ungdom) is Norway’s largest environmental organisation for youth and young 
adults. The organisation is autonomous and democratic, and founded in 1967. It has around 8000 members, 
participating in 60 local groups in communities around the country. Their purpose is to work for a long-term 
management, protection, and more equitable allocation of the world’s resources, by opinion-shaping activi-
ties and activism among young people.

15. Applicant 8 (Greenpeace Nordic) is an independent entity whose mission is to secure the earth’s ability 
to nurture life on earth in all its diversity. Greenpeace has been present in Norway since 1988. Greenpeace is 
a global network of independent national and regional organisations, funded by individual contributions and 
grants and Greenpeace International is a coordinating organisation. Greenpeace does not receive money 
from governments, corporations, or political parties.

1.3 The global climate crisis has severe effects in Norway

16. With current climate policies, the average temperature in Norway is expected to rise by 5.5oC by 2100. 
The risk of passing “tipping points” increases significantly  between 1oC and 2oC warming. Science shows 
that keeping warming below 1.5°C is necessary to prevent dangerous, cascading climate impacts, which will 
impair Convention rights.

17. Respondent’s own Climate Risk Commission stated that the climate in Norway is getting “hotter, more 
humid and more ferocious”. An 18 % increase in extreme rainfall events has been recorded since 1990, as 
well as an increase in flooding and landslides. Future impacts include increased risk of drought and forest 
fire-inducing thunderstorms, an increase in extreme rainfall events, changing flood systems, sea level rise 
and ocean acidification. The latter is detrimental to marine species and ecosystems, affecting fisheries and 
coastal communities. The heat wave of 2018 impacted Norwegian agriculture severely, inducing an increase 
in the import share of consumed grain to 70%, a record high. Higher temperatures expose Norwegians to 
shortages of food supply due to the heavy reliance on imports. This is a source of distress to Applicants, as 
described by Applicants 1 and 3.
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1.4 Respondent is failing to protect Applicants from climate harm, failing to provide effective remedies 
and accelerating climate crisis-induced risk

18. Respondent has endorsed the scientific consensus that warming of 1.5°C or higher above pre-industrial 
levels constitutes “dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system”.21 Keeping warming be-
low 1.5°C, as established by the best available science and codified in the Paris Agreement, will require swift, 
substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions worldwide.

19. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has developed the concept of the “carbon bud-
get”, referring to the remaining CO2 equivalents that may be emitted before 1.5oC is passed. According to 
this budget global emissions must be reduced by at least 50 % by 2030 and “net zero” must be achieved by 
2050.

20. There is a significant gap between planned fossil fuel extraction and climate goals, “the production gap”. 
The International Energy Agency (IEA) assumes that, for pathways to be 1.5°C consistent, “beyond projects 
already committed as of 2021, there are no new oil and gas fields for development in our pathway (…)”.

21. For Respondent as a petroleum producer, this requires a substantial economy-wide change. During the 
NSC hearing, Respondent’s representatives stated that Norway will produce and export petroleum as long 
as there are buyers.

22. Norway extracts oil and gas equivalent to approximately 500 million tons of CO2 in exported emissions 
annually, making Norway the 7th largest exporter of emissions in the world,26 and the 3rd largest per capita, 
behind Qatar and Kuwait.

23. Respondent opened the Barents Sea South-East (BSSE) for exploration on 26 April 2013. On 10 June 
2016, ten days before ratifying the Paris Agreement, Respondent issued 10 licences in the 23rd licensing 
round. 3 licences were in BSSE, and 7 were in the Barents Sea South (BSS), opened in 1989.

24. The preparatory works presented before the opening of the BSSE, and before the opening of BSS, did 
not declare or assess the CO2 emissions from combustion of extracted and exported fossil fuels. Norway has 
no system in place to declare, assess, calculate, or reduce exported emissions from fossil fuels extraction 
projects, nor the exported emissions from oil and gas extraction overall.

25. Following the decision to grant licences, Applicants 7–8 initiated legal proceedings, claiming that the 
licences issued were invalid. The District Court delivered its judgment on 4 January 2018, and the Appeals 
court on 23 January 2020.30 The decision was appealed to the NSC. In its judgment of 22 December 2020, 
the NSC dismissed the appeal by a majority of 11, against 4.

26. The NSC ruled that the government had not violated its Constitutional or Convention obligations. The NSC 
dismissed the “common-ground” approach because “the ECHR has no separate environmental provision.”

27. The 4 dissenting judges found that the impact assessment did not fulfil the requirements of the SEA di-
rective and voted to declare the licences in BSSE invalid. The majority held that any deficiencies could be 
remedied later, at the Plan for Development and Operation (PDO) stage.

28. Applicants claim that the NSC judgment removes the duty to conduct an impact assessment of Norway’s 
exported emissions, which constitute 95% of the total emissions from fossil fuels extraction, and which Nor-
way is able to control by integrating the findings in decisions at the planning stage.

29. The NSC only assessed the lack of impact assessment for the licences in BSSE. However, this conclusion 
affects the 7 licences in the BSS, which were also part of the case. No such impact assessment was under-
taken prior to the opening of the BSS in 1989.
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2. THE APPLICANTS’ VICTIM STATUS
2.1 Applicants 1–6 are “victims” under Articles 2 and 8
30. A “victim” must “be able to make out a case that he or she is the victim of a violation of the Convention”, 
and that a violation is “conceivable”. The concept must be “interpreted in an evolutive manner” to avoid the 
protection guaranteed by the Convention becoming “ineffectual and illusory”.

31. Applicants 1–6 are directly affected by Respondent’s actions. They experience emotional distress, fear for 
the future, and their life-choices are affected by the climate crisis (section 1.2). They already suffer harms and 
face increased risk of harm and irreversible impacts in the future. They are directly affected by Respondent’s 
failure to complete a sufficient impact assessment, including full climatic effects at opening and licensing 
(including subsequent licensing rounds).

32. Applicants 1–6 are potential victims of future impacts of climate change in Norway (section 1.3). The risk 
of harm determines whether an applicant can claim to be victim of a violation. The Court has found a viola-
tion of Article 8 where the harm could potentially occur over a period of victims in several other cases. The 
inherent risks and urgency in the unfolding climate crisis means that states must act now. If Respondent fails 
to take necessary precautionary measures, the full effects will materialize later, at a time when it is no longer 
possible to take effective preventive measures. Only in this way can the Convention guarantee rights that are 
“practical and effective”.

33. There is a sufficiently close connection between Respondent’s conduct (section 1.4) and the current im-
pacts on the Applicants, as well as the risks of future harm (section 1.2 and 1.3).

34. The Convention protects individuals irrespective of whether the harms affect a larger number of indi-
viduals. Measures to counter climate change will intrinsically never benefit a certain group exclusively. This 
application does not concern the general degradation of the environment, but the concrete effects that the 
impugned conduct has on the Applicants.

2.2 Applicants 7–8 are victims under Articles 2 and 8

35. Applicants 7 and 8 are “nongovernmental organisations” (NGOs) within the meaning of Article 34, and 
meet the Court’s definition of “victim”. An NGO must “normally” itself be “directly affected”. This is typically 
applied where there are specific individuals who have or can themselves make an individual application.

As the climate crisis regards emissions with both current and future effects, no individual today can them-
selves make a complaint that encompasses the full scale of the risk to Convention rights.

36. As in cases of secret and mass surveillance, the nature of the risk makes it inherently difficult to point to all 
who are already affected, or which individuals will be affected in the future.48 The situation thus “potentially 
affects all persons” in Norway whose rights will be infringed if temperatures exceed the 1.5°C limit.

37. Younger and future generations will carry the heaviest burden of climate change. Applicant 7 represents 
this sum of interests on behalf of all its members. The organisation “as a collective body has been an acces-
sible, and arguably the only, means to defend their common interests effectively”.

38. Licencing of fossil fuels extraction is a complex administrative decision representing real obstacles for 
individuals and young people to challenge alone.

Applicant 8, on behalf of its members, is better resourced and better suited to challenge such decisions.

40. Applicants 7–8 also represent the interests of future generations. The Court has accepted the rights of 
NGOs to act on behalf of vulnerable individuals to protect the rights under Articles 2 and 8 in situations where 
the individual is deceased. The Applicants respectfully allege that the same considerations apply to gen-
erations unborn, especially in light of Applicant 7–8’s involvement in the domestic proceedings where their 
standing was accepted.
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41. Applicants 7–8 are directly affected by the omission of Respondent to conduct an impact assessment of 
the full climate effects.

3. ARTICLES INVOKED
3.1 Articles 2 and 8 – Starting points
42. The State violates Articles 2 and 8 if a real and immediate risk or serious and substantial risk to these 
rights exists, where the state knew or ought to have known about the risk and has failed to exercise due 
diligence by adopting reasonable and appropriate measures to prevent the risk and / or to ensure that, in 
the decision-making process relating to harmful activities, due weight has been accorded to the interest of 
individuals concerned. The “scope of the positive obligations under Article 2 of the Convention largely over-
laps with those under Article 8”. A future risk61 from an environmental situation threatening a group of people 
is a violation if a “substantial risk” threatens the health and well-being of persons. The preventive nature of 
the rights is key, otherwise “the rights of the Applicants would be set at naught.” There is no firm distinction 
between positive

and negative obligations– i.e., a duty to refrain from certain activities.

43. The duty to implement measures reasonably available requires the State to “put in place a legislative 
and administrative framework designed to provide effective deterrence against threats to the right to life” 
and “take all the measures necessary to ensure effective protection of the right of the persons concerned to 
respect for their private life.” Any regulation must be appropriate to the activity and based on environmental 
reports.

44. The Court must “scrutinise the decision-making process to ensure that due weight has been accorded to 
the interest of the individual.” The process as such must enable the decision-makers to “predict and evaluate 
in advance the effects of those activities which might damage the environment” as “the importance of public 
access to the conclusions for such studies and to information which could enable members of the public to 
assess the dangers to which they are exposed is beyond question. The state must in certain cases provide 
the required information. The fact that an approval may be revoked (e.g. at the PDO-stage) does not reduce 
the scrutiny to which the Court evaluate the decision-making process.

3.2 The Common Ground informing the State’s obligations according to Article 2 and Article 8
(i) International legal sources informing the Common Ground
45. Recent judgments from European courts, including the apex courts of Netherlands and Germany, confirm 
the UNFCCC, the Paris Agreement and the reports of the IPCC as common ground, together with precau-
tionary principle, and the requirement that each state do its “fair share” to safeguard intergenerational rights.

46. The precautionary principle covers the full range of preventive measures, whether taken under scientific 
uncertainty or not. There is a global consensus that climate change and its adverse effects are no longer a 
matter of uncertainty but of acknowledged risks. And the principle also applies if the actual materialization of 
the risk to the Applicants’ life and health would be deemed to be uncertain.

47. The Tribunal Administratif de Paris in its judgement did not find France to be excused for lacking emis-
sion reductions despite future emission targets (the Paris targets) still being attainable. The ENNHRI-report 
provides other examples.

48. Many courts have found that all climate impacts must be taken into account before authorising a fossil fuel 
project. Failure to assess exported emissions has been found a violation of the legal requirement to consider 
intergenerational equity.

The NCS held that exported emissions are encompassed by the Norwegian Constitution Article 112, because 
the state has “direct impact or authority” but the majority found that exported emissions should be evaluated 
at a later stage. The Hague District Court recently ordered Royal Dutch Shell, pointing to the “widespread 
international consensus that human rights offer protection against the impacts of dangerous climate change” 
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to reduce CO2 emissions by net 45 % “(…)

including the end-users, (…) and to use its influence to limit any lasting consequences as much as possible 
(…).”

(ii) EU and EEA legal sources informing the Common Ground

49. The SEA Directive and EIA Directive,84 are binding for all members of the EU and EEA. The Directives 
are part of a legal common ground.

50. On the EIA Directive, the CJEU has clarified that the scope of assessment should “include an analysis of 
the cumulative effects on the environment” which “should be considered jointly with other projects, in so far 
as such an analysis is necessary in order to ensure that the assessment covers examination of all the nota-
ble impacts.”. The NSC minority stated that this “can hardly be different under the [SEA] Directive, (…) This 
means that an isolated assessment cannot be made of the climate effects of an opening of the Barents Sea 
South-East.” The CJEU has repeatedly held that the terms of the EIA Directive “must be interpreted broadly.”

51. The CJEU has consistently held, emphasised by the NSC minority, that the environmental assessment 
pursuant to the SEA Directive is supposed to be carried out when plans and programmes “are prepared 
and prior to their adoption” or “as soon as possible so that its conclusions may still have an influence on any 
potential decision-making”. A post hoc report cannot remedy an inadequate assessment, and an impact 
assessment under the EIA Directive, cannot “dispense with the obligation to carry out such an assessment 
under” the SEA Directive.93 Thus postponing the impact assessment to a later stage will not rectify Respon-
dent’s failure to carry out an assessment pursuant to the Directive at the opening stage.

52. With a basis in EU-law, the ECtHR has established that the precautionary principle represents a legal 
standard in cases concerning environmental harm.

3.3 Applying Articles 2 and 8
(i) Respondent’s Licensing Decision represents a real and serious threat to Applicants
53. All public and private actions (licensing, exploration, drilling, extraction, production, promotion, marketing 
and export) required to bring undiscovered oil and gas into the market, take place within Norway and are 
subject to Norwegian laws and licensing processes. Such actions fall within Norwegian jurisdiction.

54. The NSC noted that climate change “undoubtedly could lead to loss of human life” in Norway and that the 
threats are serious. Applicants are and will be increasingly affected by the climate crisis (sections 1.2–1.3). 
The effects and the increased risk following severe climate change that the licences induce constitute a “real” 
and “serious and substantial risk to health and well-being (…) and more generally, to a healthy and protected 
environment”97 that represents “an ecological risk [that] reaches a level of seriousness which significantly 
diminishes the applicant[s’] ability to enjoy [their] home[s] or private or family life.”

55. The increase in risk from new licences is also real. The reality and urgency of threats against life and 
wellbeing flowing from the decision must be understood in the context of the obligation “to reach global 
peaking in greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible (…) and undertake rapid reductions thereafter.” 
The Climate Risk Commission stated in 2018 that it is “highly uncertain whether mankind can adapt to this 
development” – referring to the climate change that today’s emissions’ trajectories will lead to. The decision to 
licence did not consider the efforts required by all to reach global peaking of greenhouse gases. The increase 
in risk occurs as soon as licences are issued since their purpose is extraction of oil and gas.

The ensuing risk increases after 2030, with increased extraction of oil and gas, bringing the situation to a 
“level of severity necessary to bring the complaint under the ambit of Article 8”.

56. The NSC found the increased risk was not immediate which is not the proper test in relation to Article 8. 
The question is whether the risk is a “serious and substantial risk to health and well-being”. Recalling the Con-
vention’s preventive nature, its purpose as a “living instrument”, its applicability to “present day conditions” 
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and to acts “whether performed within or outside national boundaries [...]”, the threats against the Applicants’ 
rights are, in fact, immediate as the term refers to the point in time when authorities can still act to prevent the 
potential harm. Timely preventive measures have more lasting impacts than mitigation efforts alone. Issuing 
licences to extract petroleum can only accelerate climate change risks.

57. That related harm will be worse in years to come does not relieve Respondent of its obligations. Hence, 
when Respondent issues new licences at a time when deep decarbonisation is needed, this constitutes a 
real, serious and substantial risk.

(ii) Respondent knew or ought to have known of the harms to the Applicants’ Convention rights result-
ing from its licensing decision

58. Respondent has known about the risks posed by climate change represents to Applicants for a long time, 
and that the licencing decision increases these risks. Respondent has never refuted this.

59. Since that decision, UN treaty bodies CESCR and CEDAW and the UN Special Rapporteur for Human 
Rights and the Environment have challenged further Arctic oil exploration in Norway as inconsistent with its 
human rights obligations, calling on Respondent to “reconsider,” “review” and “stop” (resp.) its expansion.

 (iii) Respondent neglected to take reasonable and appropriate measures

60. A State has obligations to adopt “reasonable and appropriate measures” to avert or to minimise such 
harms and to do “everything in [its] power” to protect the Applicants’ rights. A State must have in place a “leg-
islative and administrative framework designed to provide effective deterrence against threats to the right to 
life.” As the younger generations, and those unborn, carry an unequal burden, States must then use “detailed 
and rigorous data, in a situation in which certain

individuals bear a heavy burden on behalf of the rest of the community.”

61. Respondent has no laws or regulations regarding exported emissions. No Norwegian law requires the 
development of a plan to transition away from the production of fossil fuels in line with IPCC 1.5°C compliant 
emission trajectories. Respondent has no plan for how much of the remaining carbon budget should be ex-
pended by combustion of Norwegian oil and gas. Exported emissions represent 95 % of total emissions from 
oil and gas extracted from the Norwegian continental shelf. This was completely omitted from the preparatory 
documents leading up to the licensing, in sharp contrast with the requirement to use “detailed and rigorous 
data” when burden sharing is unequal. Respondent continues to increase the threats to Applicants’ ECHR 
rights by issuing new licences, in violation of its obligations to apply “necessary and appropriate measures.”

(iv) Respondent has neglected to ensure timely consideration of the Applicants’ interests to enable 
those exposed to understand the risks and bring them to public debate

62. Respondent has not communicated to the public, including the Applicants, as part of its impact assess-
ment before the licences were granted:

a. Total future estimated emissions from the combustion of oil and gas stemming from the licensing in 2016, 
and related effects;

b. How much of the global carbon budget will be used up by exported emissions from Norwegian oil and gas;

c. How emissions from oil and gas brought to market from 2035 and onwards are consistent with temperature 
targets and required emissions reduction trajectories.

63. The NSC majority removes the duty to describe and assess the above facts which are core at the plan-
ning stage to prevent exceeding the 1.5°C limit. The NSC only evaluated the lack of assessment for licences 
in the BSSE, but the same applies in the BSS. These licenses are within the control of the State and should 
have been described, assessed, and integrated at the planning stage. The NSC decision to allow the State 
to postpone the assessment to the PDO stage is a violation of Respondent’s obligations under the SEA Di-
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rective. It is also a violation of Respondent’s duty to abide by society’s need to secure the Applicants’ rights 
under the Convention.

64. Omitting the full climate effects from the EIA in the 2013 decision to open BSSE deprived Applicants of the 
possibility to fully understand and act on their rights following the 2016 licensing decision. These omissions 
deprived Applicants of essential specific data and impaired their ability to inform and participate in the public 
discourse on the climate crisis.

65. These neglects rendered the Applicants unable to fully assess the risks to which they were exposed,116 
and the threats to their rights caused by the licensing decision.

3.4 Violation of Article 13 taken together with Articles 2 and 8
66. The right to an effective remedy requires a substantive and rigorous review of an arguable claim and 
remedies that are adequate to address the nature of the wrongs in a timely manner. The Norwegian courts 
did not assess the merits of the Convention claims in full and based on ECtHR case law. Their assessment 
was superficial and seriously erroneous. The Norwegian courts did not apply the correct thresholds to assess 
Respondent’s positive obligations pertaining to Articles 2 and 8 and wrongfully required an “immediate link” 
between the climate risks and the licences, while limiting environmental harm to being “local”. The NSC’s 
determination that emissions reductions may be deferred to the PDO stage fails to meet the obligation of 
promptness, hence an effective remedy.

3.5 Violation of Article 14 taken together with Articles 2 and 8
67. Applicants 4–6 are members of the indigenous Sami community, whose culture, land and resources are 
negatively impacted by the acts complained of. Applicants 1–6 are all young individuals. All members of 
Applicant 7 are between 13 and 25 years old who are victims of indirect and disproportionate discrimination 
due to the licencing decision of 2016.

68. A violation of Article 14 may occur as a consequence of “a general policy or measure that has dispropor-
tionately prejudicial effects on a particular group [...] even where it is not specifically aimed at that group and 
there is no discriminatory intent.” Discrimination may arise from a neutral rule or a de facto situation. Age is a 
prohibited discriminatory ground under Article 14.

69. Applicants 1–6 are increasingly impacted by climate change throughout their lives. This conflicts with 
Court’s case law on age-based discrimination and the purpose of Article 14. Applicants 1–6 had few or no 
opportunities to participate in decisionmaking but have to shoulder a heavier burden when being required to 
tackle the hardest and most long-lasting consequences of the decision.
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Case 2 

CLÁUDIA DUARTE AGOSTINHO AND OTHERS VS PORTUGAL
AND 32 OTHER STATES

Subject of the Case

The applicants are Portuguese nationals aged 21, 17, 8, 15 and 12 years respectively (see the list of appli-
cants and respondent states in the annex) They are represented before the Court by Mr Marc Willers, lawyer 
in London.

On October 13, 2020, the President of Section IV granted the applicants’ request that the application be ex-
amined as a matter of priority under article 41 of the rules of court.

The case concerns greenhouse gas emissions from 33 contracting states which are said to be contributing 
to global warming and manifested by among other things by heat peaks which would impact the living con-
ditions and health of the applicants.

The applicants claim that the forest fires that Portugal has experienced every year for several years, in par-
ticular since 2017, are the direct result of this global warming. The applicants allege that they are at risk of 
contracting health problems as a result of these fires and having already had, following or during forest fires, 
sleep disturbances, allergies, breathing difficulties, all of which were exacerbated by the very high tempera-
tures high during the hot season. During the forest fires that sometimes occurred several times a year, they 
were unable to spend time outdoors, playing or practicing a game. Physical activity, and schools were tempo-
rarily closed. The fifth and sixth applicants’ stress that climate change causes very powerful storms in winter 
and claim that their house, located in Lisbon, is very close to the sea and potentially in danger of suffering 
the ravages of such storms.

The applicants also state that they are anxious about natural disasters such as forest fires which have caused 
the death of more than a hundred people, which have already occurred in their neighborhood and which they 
have sometimes seen. Their anxiety is, moreover, linked to the prospect of living in an increasingly hot climate 
throughout their lives, which would impact them, and the families they could found in the future.

The applicants complain about the non-compliance by these 33 states with their positive obligations under 
Articles 2 and 8 of the convention, read in the light of the commitments made under the 2015 Paris Climate 
Agreement (COP21). They refer more specifically to the commitment referred to in Article 2 of the agreement 
namely to contain the rise in the average temperature of the planet to significantly 2oC of the compared to 
pre-industrial levels and continue the action taken to limit the rise in temperature to1.5oC compared to pre-in-
dustrial levels, with the understanding that this would significantly reduce the risks and effects of climate 
change.

The applicants also allege a violation of Article 14 taken in conjunction with articles 2 and / or 8 of the Con-
vention, arguing that global warming affects their generation more particularly and that, given their age, the 
interference with their rights is more severe, pronounced than those in the rights of previous generations in 
view of the deterioration of climatic conditions which will continue over time.

In view of the fact that four applicants are children, they argue that the aforementioned provisions of the Con-
vention must be read in the light of Article 3(1) of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
which requires that any decision affecting them be based on the overriding consideration of the best interests 
of the child. They are also based on the principle of intergenerational equity contained in several international 
instruments, including the Rio Declaration of 1992 on Environment and Development, the Preamble to the 
Paris Agreement and the United Nations Framework Convention on climate change 1992, that the right to 
development must be realized in a way that equitably meets the developmental and environmental needs of 
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present and future generations. They believe that there is no objective and reasonable justification for plac-
ing the burden of climate change on the younger generations as a result of the adoption of inadequate heat 
reduction measures.

SUBJECT OF THE CASES AND QUESTIONS-DUARTE AGOSTINHO AND OTHERS v, PORTUGAL AND 
OTHERS

The first three applicants also complain of the difficulty, in the view of the increasing drought peaks, of con-
tinuing to grow vegetables in their vegetable garden and to extract water from the well on their family’s prop-
erty. Recurrent forest fires in recent years have caused damage to their family’s property in particular because 
of ash emissions.

The applicants consider that the Member States have not fulfilled their obligations under the above-men-
tioned provisions of the Convention, read in particular in the light of international climate treaties. The latter 
place on the signatory states the obligation to adopt measures to adequately regulate their contribution to 
climate change.

a) by reducing emissions on their territory and o territories over which they have jurisdiction;

b) banning the export of fossil fuels; 

c) offsetting their emissions resulting from the, and

d) by limiting the rejection of programs abroad.

These precise obligations exist even as member states’ contribution to global warming materialize outside 
their territory. By virtue of these obligations, States must put in place concrete and effective measures, the 
evaluation of which is based on the analysis of the rate of reduction of emissions obtained by the implementa-
tion of these. In this case, in view of the exceeding of the target for increasing warming, set at .5C significant, 
so that the measures taken by the latter to reduce it must be presumed inadequate until proven guilty. 

The absence of adequate measures to limit global emissions constitutes in itself, according according to the 
applicants, a violation of the obligations incumbent on States.

The applicants consider that the Member States share the presumed responsibility for climate change and 
that the uncertainty as to the “fair sharing” of this contribution between the Member States can only work in 
favor of the applicants.

They underline the absolute urgency to act in favor of the climate and consider that it is urgent in this context 
that the Court recognize the shared responsibility of the States and absolve the applicants from the obliga-
tion to exhaust the domestic remedies in each State member. Faced with the inaction of Government, the 
court should defend the applicants and protect them from the threats weighing on them as a result of climate 
change. Such an approach would meet the urgent need to act in order to meet the target of 1.5C and at the 
same time increase the likelihood of an effective response from national courts. In this regard, the Applicants 
argue that legal actions have already been taken by third parties in several Member States for failure to com-
ply with binding obligations to reduce global emissions. Some of these actions have been successful, others 
have not, while others are still pending before national courts.

However, in a particularly complex case such as this, to oblige the applicants, from modest families and 
residing in Portugal, to exhaust the means of redress before the national courts of each respondent State, 
would amount to imposing an excessive and disproportionate burden on them, while an effective response 
from the courts of all the Member States appears necessary, since national courts can only issue injunctions 
in respect of their own States.
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QUESTIONS TO THE PARTIES

1. Do the applicants fall within the jurisdiction of the respondent States in meaning of Article 1 of the Conven-
tion as interpreted by the Court, taking into account, among other things, the commitments made as a result 
of the ratification or signature of the 2015 Paris Agreement to reduce polluting emissions in order to contain 
global warming well below 2oC compared to pre-industrial levels and to continue the action taken to limit the 
temperature rise to 1.5 VS?

More specifically, are the facts denounced such as to engage the responsibility of the respondent States 
taken individually or collectively because of their national or, as the case may be, European policies and 
regulations, aimed at measures to reduce the carbon footprint of their economies including as a result of 
activities carried out abroad (see, for example, Bankovi‟andothers vdec.Belgium.)o52207/99,[GC],andother-
sECHR(2001XII;llascuandothersv.GC],Moldova48787/99,andECHRRussiaMN2004[-VII; a and others v. Bel-
gium[GC] (dec),N3599/18, May 5, 2020)?

2. If so, can the applicants be regarded as actual or potential victims, within the meaning of Article 34 of the 
Convention as interpreted by the Court, of a violation of one of the rights of the Convention invoked in the 
present case on account of the emissions of greenhouse gases from the 33 respondent states? In particular, 
did the Applicants directly or indirectly and seriously suffer the consequences of the alleged insufficient or 
inaction of the Respondent States to achieve the target of 1.5.C above mentioned (see, for example, Caron 
and others v. France (dec), n.48629/08,June 29,2010; and Aly Bernardand and others and Greenpeace – 
Luxembourg v, Luxembourg dec.no29197/95,June 29, 1999)

3. If the answer to question n is yes 2, has there been a violation in the present case, Article 2,3 and 8 of the 
Convention, taken alone and in conjunction with Article 1 of protocol no.1 to the convention? 

In particular, having regard to their margin of appreciation in the field of the environment, have the respondent 
States fulfilled their obligations under the provisions of the Convention invoked, read in the light of the rele-
vant provisions and principles? Such as the principles of precaution and intergenerational equity, contained 
in international environmental law, including in international treaties to which they are Parties, in particular:

- by adopting appropriate regulations and applyin sufficient measures to achieve the objective of c 
1.5oC (see, for example, Tatar vs. Romania,not 67021/01, §§ 109 and 120, January 27, 2009, Green-
peace EV and othersdec.18215/06,),v.nGermany(dec), n 18215/06,May (19, 2009) and

- by basing their climate change mitigation regulations on appropriate surveys and  studies ensuring 
effective public participation, as provided for in the Aarhus Convention of 1998 on Access to Infor-
mation, Public Participation decision-making and access to justice in environmental matters, (see, for 
example, Tatar.v . Romania, not o67021/01, § 118, January 27 2009).
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SOUTH AMERICA 
ARGENTINA
Case 1

SACCHI AND OTHERS V. ARGENTINA AND OTHERS

In September 2019, Greta Thunberg and fifteen other children filed a petition against the five highest emitting 
nations that have ratified the UN Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC), being Brazil, Argentina, France, 
Turkey and Germany.

The plaintiffs argue that the five countries have violated their rights under the CRC by failing to take adequate 
government action in reducing greenhouse gas emissions in response to climate change.

The plaintiffs have asked the Committee to make recommendations that the countries take certain actions 
including:

•	 to review, and where necessary, amend their laws and policies to ensure that mitigation and adapta-
tion efforts are accelerated;

•	 initiate cooperative international action to establish binding and enforceable climate measures; and

•	 ensure children’s right to be heard in all efforts to mitigate or adapt to the climate crisis.

The Committee must first determine if the petition is actionable before making findings or recommendations, 
which requires the plaintiffs to prove they have exhausted all domestic remedies. The petition addresses this 
by arguing that there are practical problems preventing them from complying with this condition.

Any recommendations ultimately made by the Committee, while technically binding on states that are a party 
to the CRC, will not be strictly enforceable and will rely on signatories living up to their commitments.

ARTICLES ON CLIMATE CHANGE

The Science of Climate Change Explained: Facts, Evidence and Proof

Definitive answers to the big questions.

Credit...Photo Illustration by Andrea D’Aquino

•	 194

By Julia Rosen

Ms. Rosen is a journalist with a Ph.D. in geology. Her research involved studying ice cores from Greenland 
and Antarctica to understand past climate changes.

•	 Published April 19, 2021Updated Aug. 9, 2021

Leer en español

The science of climate change is more solid and widely agreed upon than you might think. But the scope of 
the topic, as well as rampant disinformation, can make it hard to separate fact from fiction. Here, we’ve done 
our best to present you with not only the most accurate scientific information, but also an explanation of how 
we know it.

•	 How do we know climate change is really happening?
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•	 How much agreement is there among scientists about climate change?

•	 Do we really only have 150 years of climate data? How is that enough to tell us about centuries of 
change?

•	 How do we know climate change is caused by humans?

•	 Since greenhouse gases occur naturally, how do we know they’re causing Earth’s temperature to 
rise?

•	 Why should we be worried that the planet has warmed 2°F since the 1800s?

•	 Is climate change a part of the planet’s natural warming and cooling cycles?

•	 How do we know global warming is not because of the sun or volcanoes?

•	 How can winters and certain places be getting colder if the planet is warming?

•	 Wildfires and bad weather have always happened. How do we know there’s a connection to climate 
change?

•	 How bad are the effects of climate change going to be?

•	 What will it cost to do something about climate change, versus doing nothing?

How do we know climate change is really happening?

Climate change is often cast as a prediction made by complicated computer models. But the scientific ba-
sis for climate change is much broader, and models are actually only one part of it (and, for what it’s worth, 
they’re surprisingly accurate).

For more than a century, scientists have understood the basic physics behind why greenhouse gases like 
carbon dioxide cause warming. These gases make up just a small fraction of the atmosphere but exert 
outsized control on Earth’s climate by trapping some of the planet’s heat before it escapes into space. This 
greenhouse effect is important: It’s why a planet so far from the sun has liquid water and life!

However, during the Industrial Revolution, people started burning coal and other fossil fuels to power fac-
tories, smelters and steam engines, which added more greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Ever since, 
human activities have been heating the planet.

We know this is true thanks to an overwhelming body of evidence that begins with temperature measurements 
taken at weather stations and on ships starting in the mid-1800s. Later, scientists began tracking surface 
temperatures with satellites and looking for clues about climate change in geologic records. Together, these 
data all tell the same story: Earth is getting hotter.

Average global temperatures have increased by 2.2 degrees Fahrenheit, or 1.2 degrees Celsius, since 1880, 
with the greatest changes happening in the late 20th century. Land areas have warmed more than the sea 
surface and the Arctic has warmed the most — by more than 4 degrees Fahrenheit just since the 1960s. 
Temperature extremes have also shifted. In the United States, daily record highs now outnumber record lows 
two-to-one.

Editors’ Picks
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Where it was cooler or warmer in 2020 compared with the middle of the 20th century
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By Veronica Penney

This warming is unprecedented in recent geologic history. A famous illustration, first published in 1998 and 
often called the hockey-stick graph, shows how temperatures remained fairly flat for centuries (the shaft of the 
stick) before turning sharply upward (the blade). It’s based on data from tree rings, ice cores and other natural 
indicators. And the basic picture, which has withstood decades of scrutiny from climate scientists and con-
trarians alike, shows that Earth is hotter today than it’s been in at least 1,000 years, and probably much longer. 

In fact, surface temperatures actually mask the true scale of climate change, because the ocean has ab-
sorbed 90 percent of the heat trapped by greenhouse gases. Measurements collected over the last six de-
cades by oceanographic expeditions and networks of floating instruments show that every layer of the ocean 
is warming up. According to one study, the ocean has absorbed as much heat between 1997 and 2015 as it 
did in the previous 130 years.

We also know that climate change is happening because we see the effects everywhere. Ice sheets and gla-
ciers are shrinking while sea levels are rising. Arctic sea ice is disappearing. In the spring, snow melts sooner 
and plants flower earlier. Animals are moving to higher elevations and latitudes to find cooler conditions. And 
droughts, floods and wildfires have all gotten more extreme. Models predicted many of these changes, but 
observations show they are now coming to pass. 
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How much agreement is there among scientists about climate change?

There’s no denying that scientists love a good, old-fashioned argument. But when it comes to climate change, 
there is virtually no debate: Numerous studies have found that more than 90 percent of scientists who study 
Earth’s climate agree that the planet is warming and that humans are the primary cause. Most major scientific 
bodies, from NASA to the World Meteorological Organization, endorse this view. That’s an astounding level 
of consensus given the contrarian, competitive nature of the scientific enterprise, where questions like what 
killed the dinosaurs remain bitterly contested.

Scientific agreement about climate change started to emerge in the late 1980s, when the influence of hu-
man-caused warming began to rise above natural climate variability. By 1991, two-thirds of earth and atmo-
spheric scientists surveyed for an early consensus study said that they accepted the idea of anthropogenic 
global warming. And by 1995, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a famously conservative 
body that periodically takes stock of the state of scientific knowledge, concluded that “the balance of evi-
dence suggests that there is a discernible human influence on global climate.” Currently, more than 97 per-
cent of publishing climate scientists agree on the existence and cause of climate change (as does nearly 60 
percent of the general population of the United States).

So where did we get the idea that there’s still debate about climate change? A lot of it came from coordinated 
messaging campaigns by companies and politicians that opposed climate action. Many pushed the narrative 
that scientists still hadn’t made up their minds about climate change, even though that was misleading. Frank 
Luntz, a Republican consultant, explained the rationale in an infamous 2002 memo to conservative lawmak-
ers: “Should the public come to believe that the scientific issues are settled, their views about global warming 
will change accordingly,” he wrote. Questioning consensus remains a common talking point today, and the 
97 percent figure has become something of a lightning rod.

To bolster the falsehood of lingering scientific doubt, some people have pointed to things like the Global 
Warming Petition Project, which urged the United States government to reject the Kyoto Protocol of 1997, an 
early international climate agreement. The petition proclaimed that climate change wasn’t happening, and 
even if it were, it wouldn’t be bad for humanity. Since 1998, more than 30,000 people with science degrees 
have signed it. However, nearly 90 percent of them studied something other than Earth, atmospheric or en-
vironmental science, and the signatories included just 39 climatologists. Most were engineers, doctors, and 
others whose training had little to do with the physics of the climate system.

A few well-known researchers remain opposed to the scientific consensus. Some, like Willie Soon, a research-
er affiliated with the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, have ties to the fossil fuel industry. Others 
do not, but their assertions have not held up under the weight of evidence. At least one prominent skeptic, the 
physicist Richard Muller, changed his mind after reassessing historical temperature data as part of the Berke-
ley Earth project. His team’s findings essentially confirmed the results he had set out to investigate, and he 
came away firmly convinced that human activities were warming the planet. “Call me a converted skeptic,” 
he wrote in an Op-Ed for the Times in 2012.

Mr. Luntz, the Republican pollster, has also reversed his position on climate change and now advises politi-
cians on how to motivate climate action.

A final note on uncertainty: Denialists often use it as evidence that climate science isn’t settled. However, in 
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science, uncertainty doesn’t imply a lack of knowledge. Rather, it’s a measure of how well something is known. 
In the case of climate change, scientists have found a range of possible future changes in temperature, pre-
cipitation and other important variables — which will depend largely on how quickly we reduce emissions. But 
uncertainty does not undermine their confidence that climate change is real and that people are causing it.

Do we really only have 150 years of climate data? How is that enough to tell us about

centuries of change?

Earth’s climate is inherently variable. Some years are hot and others are cold, some decades bring more 
hurricanes than others, some ancient droughts spanned the better part of centuries. Glacial cycles operate 
over many millenniums. So how can scientists look at data collected over a relatively short period of time and 
conclude that humans are warming the planet? The answer is that the instrumental temperature data that we 
have tells us a lot, but it’s not all we have to go on.

Historical records stretch back to the 1880s (and often before), when people began to regularly measure 
temperatures at weather stations and on ships as they traversed the world’s oceans. These data show a clear 
warming trend during the 20th century.

+1.2°C
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Global average temperature compared with the middle of the 20th century
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By Veronica Penney

Some have questioned whether these records could be skewed, for instance, by the fact that a disproportion-
ate number of weather stations are near cities, which tend to be hotter than surrounding areas as a result of 
the so-called urban heat island effect. However, researchers regularly correct for these potential biases when 
reconstructing global temperatures. In addition, warming is corroborated by independent data like satellite 
observations, which cover the whole planet, and other ways of measuring temperature changes.

Much has also been made of the small dips and pauses that punctuate the rising temperature trend of the last 
150 years. But these are just the result of natural climate variability or other human activities that temporarily 
counteract greenhouse warming. For instance, in the mid-1900s, internal climate dynamics and light-block-
ing pollution from coal-fired power plants halted global warming for a few decades. (Eventually, rising green-
house gases and pollution-control laws caused the planet to start heating up again.) Likewise, the so-called 
warming hiatus of the 2000s was partly a result of natural climate variability that allowed more heat to enter 
the ocean rather than warm the atmosphere. The years since have been the hottest on record.

Still, could the entire 20th century just be one big natural climate wiggle? To address that question, we can 
look at other kinds of data that give a longer perspective. Researchers have used geologic records like tree 
rings, ice cores, corals and sediments that preserve information about prehistoric climates to extend the 
climate record. The resulting picture of global temperature change is basically flat for centuries, then turns 
sharply upward over the last 150 years. It has been a target of climate denialists for decades. However, study 
after study has confirmed the results, which show that the planet hasn’t been this hot in at least 1,000 years, 
and probably longer

How do we know climate change is caused by humans?
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Scientists have studied past climate changes to understand the factors that can cause the planet to warm or 
cool. The big ones are changes in solar energy, ocean circulation, volcanic activity and the amount of green-
house gases in the atmosphere. And they have each played a role at times.

For example, 300 years ago, a combination of reduced solar output and increased volcanic activity cooled 
parts of the planet enough that Londoners regularly  ice skated on the Thames. About 12,000 years ago, 
major changes in Atlantic circulation plunged the Northern Hemisphere into a frigid state. And 56 million 
years ago, a giant burst of greenhouse gases, from volcanic activity or vast deposits of methane (or both), 
abruptly warmed the planet by at least 9 degrees Fahrenheit, scrambling the climate, choking the oceans 
and triggering mass extinctions.

In trying to determine the cause of current climate changes, scientists have looked at all of these factors. The 
first three have varied a bit over the last few centuries and they have quite likely had modest effects on cli-
mate, particularly before 1950. But they cannot account for the planet’s rapidly rising temperature, especially 
in the second half of the 20th century, when solar output actually declined and volcanic eruptions exerted a 
cooling effect.

That warming is best explained by rising greenhouse gas concentrations. Greenhouse gases have a power-
ful effect on climate (see the next question for why). And since the Industrial Revolution, humans have been 
adding more of them to the atmosphere, primarily by extracting and burning fossil fuels like coal, oil and gas, 
which releases carbon dioxide.

Bubbles of ancient air trapped in ice show that, before about 1750, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere was roughly 280 parts per million. It began to rise slowly and crossed the 300 p.p.m. threshold 
around 1900. CO2 levels then accelerated as cars and electricity became big parts of modern life, recently 
topping 420 p.p.m. The concentration of methane, the second most important greenhouse gas, has more 
than doubled. We’re now emitting carbon much faster than it was released 56 million years ago.

30 billion metric tons
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Carbon dioxide emitted worldwide 1850-2017
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By Veronica Penney

These rapid increases in greenhouse gases have caused the climate to warm abruptly. In fact, climate mod-
els suggest that greenhouse warming can explain virtually all of the temperature change since 1950. Accord-
ing to the most recent report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which assesses published 
scientific literature, natural drivers and internal climate variability can only explain a small fraction of late-20th 
century warming.

Another study put it this way: The odds of current warming occurring without anthropogenic greenhouse gas 
emissions are less than 1 in 100,000.

But greenhouse gases aren’t the only climate-altering compounds people put into the air. Burning fossil fuels 
also produces particulate pollution that  reflects sunlight and cools the planet. Scientists estimate that this 
pollution has masked up to half of the greenhouse warming we would have otherwise experienced.
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Since greenhouse gases occur naturally, how do we know they’re causing Earth’s temperature to rise?

Greenhouse gases like water vapor and carbon dioxide serve an important role in the climate. Without them, 
Earth would be far too cold to maintain liquid water and humans would not exist!

Here’s how it works: the planet’s temperature is basically a function of the energy the Earth absorbs from 
the sun (which heats it up) and the energy Earth emits to space as infrared radiation (which cools it down). 
Because of their molecular structure, greenhouse gases temporarily absorb some of that outgoing infrared 
radiation and then re-emit it in all directions, sending some of that energy back toward the surface and heat-
ing the planet. Scientists have understood this process since the 1850s.

Greenhouse gas concentrations have varied naturally in the past. Over millions of years, atmospheric CO2 
levels have changed depending on how much of the gas volcanoes belched into the air and how much got 
removed through geologic processes. On time scales of hundreds to thousands of years, concentrations 
have changed as carbon has cycled between the ocean, soil and air.

Today, however, we are the ones causing CO2 levels to increase at an unprecedented pace by taking ancient 
carbon from geologic deposits of fossil fuels and putting it into the atmosphere when we burn them. Since 
1750, carbon dioxide concentrations have increased by almost 50 percent. Methane and nitrous oxide, oth-
er important anthropogenic greenhouse gases that are released mainly by agricultural activities, have also 
spiked over the last 250 years.

We know based on the physics described above that this should cause the climate to warm. We also see cer-
tain telltale “fingerprints” of greenhouse warming. For example, nights are warming even faster than days be-
cause greenhouse gases don’t go away when the sun sets. And upper layers of the atmosphere have actually 
cooled, because more energy is being trapped by greenhouse gases in the lower atmosphere.

We also know that we are the cause of rising greenhouse gas concentrations — and not just because we can 
measure the CO2 coming out of tailpipes and smokestacks. We can see it in the chemical signature of the 
carbon in CO2.

Carbon comes in three different masses: 12, 13 and 14. Things made of organic matter (including fossil fuels) 
tend to have relatively less carbon-13. Volcanoes tend to produce CO2 with relatively more carbon-13. And 
over the last century, the carbon in atmospheric CO2 has gotten lighter, pointing to an organic source.

We can tell it’s old organic matter by looking for carbon-14, which is radioactive and decays over time. Fossil 
fuels are too ancient to have any carbon-14 left in them, so if they were behind rising CO2 levels, you would 
expect the amount of carbon-14 in the atmosphere to drop, which is exactly what the data show.

It’s important to note that water vapor is the most abundant greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. However, it 
does not cause warming; instead it responds to it. That’s because warmer air holds more moisture, which 
creates a snowball effect in which human-caused warming allows the atmosphere to hold more water vapor 
and further amplifies climate change. This so-called feedback cycle has doubled the warming caused by 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions.
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Why should we be worried that the planet has warmed 2°F since the 1800s?

A common source of confusion when it comes to climate change is the difference between weather and 
climate. Weather is the constantly changing set of meteorological conditions that we experience when we 
step outside, whereas climate is the long-term average of those conditions, usually calculated over a 30-year 
period. Or, as some say: Weather is your mood and climate is your personality.

So while 2 degrees Fahrenheit doesn’t represent a big change in the weather, it’s a huge change in climate. 
As we’ve already seen, it’s enough to melt ice and raise sea levels, to shift rainfall patterns around the world 
and to reorganize ecosystems, sending animals scurrying  toward cooler habitats and killing trees by the 
millions.

It’s also important to remember that two degrees represents the global average, and many parts of the world 
have already warmed by more than that. For example, land areas have warmed about twice as much as the 
sea surface. And the Arctic has warmed by about 5 degrees. That’s because the loss of snow and ice at high 
latitudes allows the ground to absorb more energy, causing additional heating on top of greenhouse warming.

Relatively small long-term changes in climate averages also shift extremes in significant ways. For instance, 
heat waves have always happened, but they have shattered records in recent years. In June of 2020, a 
town in Siberia registered temperatures of 100 degrees. And in Australia, meteorologists have added a new 
color to their weather maps to show areas where temperatures exceed 125 degrees. Rising sea levels have 
also increased the risk of flooding because of storm surges and high tides. These are the foreshocks of cli-
mate change.

And we are in for more changes in the future — up to 9 degrees Fahrenheit of average global warming by the 
end of the century, in the worst-case scenario. For reference, the difference in global average temperatures 
between now and the peak of the last ice age, when ice sheets covered large parts of North America and 
Europe, is about 11 degrees Fahrenheit.

Under the Paris Climate Agreement, which President Biden recently rejoined, countries have agreed to try to 
limit total warming to between 1.5 and 2 degrees Celsius, or 2.7 and 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit, since preindus-
trial times. And even this narrow range has huge implications. According to scientific studies, the difference 
between 2.7 and 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit will very likely mean the difference between coral reefs hanging on 
or going extinct, and between summer sea ice persisting in the Arctic or disappearing completely. It will also 
determine how many millions of people suffer from water scarcity and crop failures, and how many are driven 
from their homes by rising seas. In other words, one degree Fahrenheit makes a world of difference.
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Is climate change a part of the planet’s natural warming and cooling cycles?

Earth’s climate has always changed. Hundreds of millions of years ago, the entire planet froze. Fifty million 
years ago, alligators lived in what we now call the Arctic. And for the last 2.6 million years, the planet has cy-
cled between ice ages when the planet was up to 11 degrees cooler and ice sheets covered much of North 
America and Europe, and milder interglacial periods like the one we’re in now.

Climate denialists often point to these natural climate changes as a way to cast doubt on the idea that hu-
mans are causing climate to change today. However, that argument rests on a logical fallacy. It’s like “seeing 
a murdered body and concluding that people have died of natural causes in the past, so the murder victim 
must also have died of natural causes,” a team of social scientists wrote in The Debunking Handbook, which 
explains the misinformation strategies behind many climate myths.

Indeed, we know that different mechanisms caused the climate to change in the past. Glacial cycles, for ex-
ample, were triggered by periodic variations in Earth’s orbit, which take place over tens of thousands of years 
and change how solar energy gets distributed around the globe and across the seasons.

These orbital variations don’t affect the planet’s temperature much on their own. But they set off a cascade of 
other changes in the climate system; for instance, growing or melting vast Northern Hemisphere ice sheets 
and altering ocean circulation. These changes, in turn, affect climate by altering the amount of snow and ice, 
which reflect sunlight, and by changing greenhouse gas concentrations. This is actually part of how we know 
that greenhouse gases have the ability to significantly affect Earth’s temperature.

For at least the last 800,000 years, atmospheric CO2 concentrations oscillated between about 180 parts per 
million during ice ages and about 280 p.p.m. during warmer periods, as carbon moved between oceans, 
forests, soils and the atmosphere. These changes occurred in lock step with global temperatures, and are a 
major reason the entire planet warmed and cooled during glacial cycles, not just the frozen poles.

Today, however, CO2 levels have soared to 420 p.p.m. — the highest they’ve been in at least three million 
years. The concentration of CO2 is also increasing about 100 times faster than it did at the end of the last 
ice age. This suggests something else is going on, and we know what it is: Since the Industrial Revolution, 
humans have been burning fossil fuels and releasing greenhouse gases that are heating the planet now 
(see Question 5 for more details on how we know this, and Questions 4 and 8 for how we know that other 
natural forces aren’t to blame).

Over the next century or two, societies and ecosystems will experience the consequences of this climate 
change. But our emissions will have even more lasting geologic impacts: According to some studies, green-
house gas levels may have already warmed the planet enough to delay the onset of the next glacial cycle for 
at least an additional 50,000 years.
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How do we know global warming is not because of the sun or volcanoes?

The sun is the ultimate source of energy in Earth’s climate system, so it’s a natural candidate for causing 
climate change. And solar activity has certainly changed over time. We know from satellite measurements 
and other astronomical observations that the sun’s output changes on 11-year cycles. Geologic records and 
sunspot numbers, which astronomers have tracked for centuries, also show long-term variations in the sun’s 
activity, including some exceptionally quiet periods in the late 1600s and early 1800s.

We know that, from 1900 until the 1950s, solar irradiance increased. And studies suggest that this had a 
modest effect on early 20th century climate, explaining up to 10 percent of the warming that’s occurred since 
the late 1800s. However, in the second half of the century, when the most warming occurred, solar activity 
actually declined. This disparity is one of the main reasons we know that the sun is not the driving force be-
hind climate change.

Another reason we know that solar activity hasn’t caused recent warming is that, if it had, all the layers of 
the atmosphere should be heating up. Instead, data show that the upper atmosphere has actually cooled in 
recent decades — a hallmark of greenhouse warming.

So how about volcanoes? Eruptions cool the planet by injecting ash and aerosol particles into the atmosphere 
that reflect sunlight. We’ve observed this effect in the years following large eruptions. There are also some 
notable historical examples, like when Iceland’s Laki volcano erupted in 1783, causing widespread crop 
failures in Europe and beyond, and the “year without a summer,” which followed the 1815 eruption of Mount 
Tambora in Indonesia.

Since volcanoes mainly act as climate coolers, they can’t really explain recent warming. However, scientists 
say that they may also have contributed slightly to rising temperatures in the early 20th century. That’s be-
cause there were several large eruptions in the late 1800s that cooled the planet, followed by a few decades 
with no major volcanic events when warming caught up. During the second half of the 20th century, though, 
several big eruptions occurred as the planet was heating up fast. If anything, they temporarily masked some 
amount of human-caused warming.

The second way volcanoes can impact climate is by emitting carbon dioxide. This is important on time scales 
of millions of years — it’s what keeps the planet habitable (see Question 5 for more on the greenhouse effect). 
But by comparison to modern anthropogenic emissions, even big eruptions like Krakatoa and Mount St. Hel-
ens are just a drop in the bucket. After all, they last only a few hours or days, while we burn fossil fuels 24-7. 
Studies suggest that, today, volcanoes account for 1 to 2 percent of total CO2 emissions.
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How can winters and certain places be getting colder if the planet is warming?

When a big snowstorm hits the United States, climate denialists can try to cite it as proof that climate change 
isn’t happening. In 2015, Senator James Inhofe, an Oklahoma Republican, famously lobbed a snowball in the 
Senate as he denounced climate science. But these events don’t actually disprove climate change.

While there have been some memorable storms in recent years, winters are actually warming across the 
world. In the United States, average temperatures in December, January and February have increased by 
about 2.5 degrees this century.

On the flip side, record cold days are becoming less common than record warm days. In the United States, 
record highs now outnumber record lows two-to-one. And ever-smaller areas of the country experience ex-
tremely cold winter temperatures. (The same trends are happening globally.)

So what’s with the blizzards? Weather always varies, so it’s no surprise that we still have severe winter storms 
even as average temperatures rise. However, some studies suggest that climate change may be to blame. 
One possibility is that rapid Arctic warming has affected atmospheric circulation, including the fast-flowing, 
high-altitude air that usually swirls over the North Pole (a.k.a. the Polar Vortex). Some studies suggest that 
these changes are bringing more frigid temperatures to lower latitudes and causing weather systems to stall, 
allowing storms to produce more snowfall. This may explain what we’ve experienced in the U.S. over the past 
few decades, as well as a wintertime cooling trend in Siberia, although exactly how the Arctic affects global 
weather remains a topic of ongoing scientific debate.

Climate change may also explain the apparent paradox behind some of the other places on Earth that haven’t 
warmed much. For instance, a splotch of water in the North Atlantic has cooled in recent years, and scientists 
say they suspect that may be because ocean circulation is slowing as a result of freshwater streaming off a 
melting Greenland. If this circulation grinds almost to a halt, as it’s done in the geologic past, it would alter 
weather patterns around the world.

Not all cold weather stems from some counterintuitive consequence of climate change. But it’s a good re-
minder that Earth’s climate system is complex and chaotic, so the effects of human-caused changes will 
play out differently in different places. That’s why “global warming” is a bit of an oversimplification. Instead, 
some scientists have suggested that the phenomenon of human-caused climate change would more aptly 
be called “global weirding.”
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Wildfires and bad weather have always happened. How do we know there’s a connection to climate 
change?

Extreme weather and natural disasters are part of life on Earth — just ask the dinosaurs. But there is good ev-
idence that climate change has increased the frequency and severity of certain phenomena like heat waves, 
droughts and floods. Recent research has also allowed scientists to identify the influence of climate change 
on specific events.

Let’s start with heat waves. Studies show that stretches of abnormally high temperatures now happen about 
five times more often than they would without climate change, and they last longer, too. Climate models proj-
ect that, by the 2040s, heat waves will be about 12 times more frequent. And that’s concerning since extreme 
heat often causes increased hospitalizations and deaths, particularly among older people and those with 
underlying health conditions. In the summer of 2003, for example, a heat wave caused an estimated 70,000 
excess deaths across Europe. (Human-caused warming amplified the death toll.)

Climate change has also exacerbated droughts, primarily by increasing evaporation. Droughts occur natu-
rally because of random climate variability and factors like whether El Niño or La Niña conditions prevail in 
the tropical Pacific. But some researchers have found evidence that greenhouse warming has been affect-
ing droughts since even before the Dust Bowl. And it continues to do so today. According to one analysis, 
the drought that afflicted the American Southwest from 2000 to 2018 was almost 50 percent more severe 
because of climate change. It was the worst drought the region had experienced in more than 1,000 years.

Rising temperatures have also increased the intensity of heavy precipitation events and the flooding that often 
follows. For example, studies have found that, because warmer air holds more moisture, Hurricane Harvey, 
which struck Houston in 2017, dropped between 15 and 40 percent more rainfall than it would have without 
climate change.

It’s still unclear whether climate change is changing the overall frequency of hurricanes, but it is making them 
stronger. And warming appears to favor certain kinds of weather patterns, like the “Midwest Water Hose” 
events that caused devastating flooding across the Midwest in 2019.

It’s important to remember that in most natural disasters, there are multiple factors at play. For instance, the 
2019 Midwest floods occurred after a recent cold snap had frozen the ground solid, preventing the soil from 
absorbing rainwater and increasing runoff into the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. These waterways have 
also been reshaped by levees and other forms of river engineering, some of which failed in the floods.

Wildfires are another phenomenon with multiple causes. In many places, fire risk has increased because hu-
mans have aggressively fought natural fires and prevented Indigenous peoples from carrying out traditional 
burning practices. This has allowed fuel to accumulate that makes current fires worse.

However, climate change still plays a major role by heating and drying forests, turning them into tinderboxes. 
Studies show that warming is the driving factor behind the recent increases in wildfires; one analysis found 
that climate change is responsible for doubling the area burned across the American West between 1984 
and 2015. And researchers say that warming will only make fires bigger and more dangerous in the future.
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How bad are the effects of climate change going to be?

It depends on how aggressively we act to address climate change. If we continue with business as usual, 
by the end of the century, it will be too hot to go outside during heat waves in the Middle East and South 
Asia. Droughts will grip Central America, the Mediterranean and southern Africa. And many island nations 
and low-lying areas, from Texas to Bangladesh, will be overtaken by rising seas. Conversely, climate change 
could bring welcome warming and extended growing seasons to the upper Midwest, Canada, the Nordic 
countries and Russia. Farther north, however, the loss of snow, ice and permafrost will upend the traditions of 
Indigenous peoples and threaten infrastructure.

It’s complicated, but the underlying message is simple: unchecked climate change will likely exacerbate ex-
isting inequalities. At a national level, poorer countries will be hit hardest, even though they have historically 
emitted only a fraction of the greenhouse gases that cause warming. That’s because many less developed 
countries tend to be in tropical regions where additional warming will make the climate increasingly intolera-
ble for humans and crops. These nations also often have greater vulnerabilities, like large coastal populations 
and people living in improvised housing that is easily damaged in storms. And they have fewer resources to 
adapt, which will require expensive measures like redesigning cities, engineering coastlines and changing 
how people grow food.

Already, between 1961 and 2000, climate change appears to have harmed the economies of the poorest 
countries while boosting the fortunes of the wealthiest nations that have done the most to cause the problem, 
making the global wealth gap 25 percent bigger than it would otherwise have been. Similarly, the Global Cli-
mate Risk Index found that lower income countries — like Myanmar, Haiti and Nepal — rank high on the list 
of nations most affected by extreme weather between 1999 and 2018. Climate change has also contributed 
to increased human migration, which is expected to increase significantly.

Even within wealthy countries, the poor and marginalized will suffer the most. People with more resources 
have greater buffers, like air-conditioners to keep their houses cool during dangerous heat waves, and the 
means to pay the resulting energy bills. They also have an easier time evacuating their homes before disas-
ters, and recovering afterward. Lower income people have fewer of these advantages, and they are also more 
likely to live in hotter neighborhoods and work outdoors, where they face the brunt of climate change.

These inequalities will play out on an individual, community, and regional level. A 2017  analysis of the 
U.S. found that, under business as usual, the poorest one-third of counties, which are concentrated in the 
South, will experience damages totaling as much as 20 percent of gross domestic product, while others, 
mostly in the northern part of the country, will see modest economic gains. Solomon Hsiang, an economist at 
University of California, Berkeley, and the lead author of the study, has said that climate change “may result 
in the largest transfer of wealth from the poor to the rich in the country’s history.”

Even the climate “winners” will not be immune from all climate impacts, though. Desirable locations will face 
an influx of migrants. And as the coronavirus pandemic has demonstrated, disasters in one place quickly 
ripple across our globalized economy. For instance, scientists expect climate change to increase the odds 
of multiple crop failures occurring at the same time in different places, throwing the world into a food crisis.

On top of that, warmer weather is aiding the spread of infectious diseases and the vectors that transmit them, 
like ticks and mosquitoes. Research has also identified troubling correlations between rising temperatures 
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and increased interpersonal violence, and climate change is widely recognized as a “threat multiplier” that 
increases the odds of larger conflicts within and between countries. In other words, climate change will bring 
many changes that no amount of money can stop. What could help is taking action to limit warming.

What will it cost to do something about climate change, versus doing nothing?

One of the most common arguments against taking aggressive action to combat climate change is that doing 
so will kill jobs and cripple the economy. But this implies that there’s an alternative in which we pay nothing for 
climate change. And unfortunately, there isn’t. In reality, not tackling climate change will cost a lot, and cause 
enormous human suffering and ecological damage, while transitioning to a greener economy would benefit 
many people and ecosystems around the world.

Let’s start with how much it will cost to address climate change. To keep warming well below 2 degrees Cel-
sius, the goal of the Paris Climate Agreement, society will have to reach net zero greenhouse gas emissions 
by the middle of this century. That will require significant investments in things like renewable energy, electric 
cars and charging infrastructure, not to mention efforts to adapt to hotter temperatures, rising sea-levels and 
other unavoidable effects of current climate changes. And we’ll have to make changes fast.

Estimates of the cost vary widely. One recent study found that keeping warming to 2 degrees Celsius would 
require a total investment of between $4 trillion and $60 trillion, with a median estimate of $16 trillion, while 
keeping warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius could cost between $10 trillion and $100 trillion, with a median es-
timate of $30 trillion. (For reference, the entire world economy was about $88 trillion in 2019.) Other studies 
have found that reaching net zero will require annual investments ranging from less than 1.5 percent of global 
gross domestic product to as much as 4 percent. That’s a lot, but within the range of historical energy invest-
ments in countries like the U.S.

Now, let’s consider the costs of unchecked climate change, which will fall hardest on the most vulnerable. 
These include damage to property and infrastructure from sea-level rise and extreme weather, death and 
sickness linked to natural disasters, pollution and infectious disease, reduced agricultural yields and lost 
labor productivity because of rising temperatures, decreased water availability and increased energy costs, 
and species extinction and habitat destruction. Dr. Hsiang, the U.C. Berkeley economist, describes it as 
“death by a thousand cuts.”

As a result, climate damages are hard to quantify. Moody’s Analytics estimates that even 2 degrees Celsius 
of warming will cost the world $69 trillion by 2100, and economists expect the toll to keep rising with the tem-
perature. In a recent survey, economists estimated the cost would equal 5 percent of global G.D.P. at 3 de-
grees Celsius of warming (our trajectory under current policies) and 10 percent for 5 degrees Celsius. Other 
research indicates that, if current warming trends continue, global G.D.P. per capita will decrease between 7 
percent and 23 percent by the end of the century — an economic blow equivalent to multiple coronavirus 
pandemics every year. And some fear these are vast underestimates.

Already, studies suggest that climate change has slashed incomes in the poorest countries by as much as 
30 percent and reduced global agricultural productivity by 21 percent since 1961. Extreme weather events 
have also racked up a large bill. In 2020, in the United States alone, climate-related disasters like hurricanes, 
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droughts, and wildfires caused nearly $100 billion  in damages to businesses, property and infrastructure, 
compared to an average of $18 billion per year in the 1980s.

Given the steep price of inaction, many economists say that addressing climate change is a better deal. It’s 
like that old saying: an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. In this case, limiting warming will greatly 
reduce future damage and inequality caused by climate change. It will also produce so-called co-benefits, 
like saving one million lives every year by reducing air pollution, and millions more from eating healthier, cli-
mate-friendly diets. Some studies even find that meeting the Paris Agreement goals could create jobs and in-
crease global G.D.P. And, of course, reining in climate change will spare many species and ecosystems upon 
which humans depend — and which many people believe to have their own innate value.

The challenge is that we need to reduce emissions now to avoid damages later, which requires big invest-
ments over the next few decades. And the longer we delay, the more we will pay to meet the Paris goals. 
One recent analysis found that reaching net-zero by 2050 would cost the U.S. almost twice as much if we 
waited until 2030 instead of acting now. But even if we miss the Paris target, the economics still make a strong 
case for climate action, because every additional degree of warming will cost us more — in dollars, and in 
lives.

Veronica Penney contributed reporting.

Illustration photographs by Esther Horvath, Max Whittaker, David Maurice Smith and Talia Herman for The 
New York Times; Esther Horvath/Alfred-Wegener-Institut.
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1. Introduction

In democratic states, courts play a powerful role. A particularly important aspect of their role is to protect indi-
vidual rights and civil liberties.1 A closely related aspect is to provide, as one necessary branch of the state, 
checks and balances on the other branches.2 For courts to maintain their authority, the other branches of the 
state, along with the public, must believe in the legitimacy of the judiciary and its decisions.3 In democratic 
societies, the legitimacy of the judiciary is found in the doctrine and system of separation of powers or trias 
politica.4 Separation of powers establishes that each branch of the state plays a separate role.5 Typically, 
there are legislative, executive, and judicial branches each serving different functions: to write the laws, 
enforce the laws, and adjudicate the laws, respectively. In order to adjudicate the laws properly, a court must 
be ‘an impartial guardian of the law.’6 Courts do more than resolve disputes between private parties; they 
also hold ‘special functions.’7 In particular, the courts ‘articulate constitutional values and ensure government 
compliance with the law.’8 Additionally, they may have a legitimate democratic role in defining and developing 
policy, but expanding this role may hinder the democratic process as well.9 The latter potential feeds ongoing 
controversies around the pros and cons of ‘judicial activism’ (defined in section 2.1 below).

This paper aims to evaluate the appropriate role of the judiciary in the fight against climate change. First, it 
looks at the traditional role of the judiciary in democratic states. It explores the advantages and disadvantag-
es of judicial activism while maintaining the essential separation of powers. It then highlights instances when 
courts have established rights through exercising judicial activism. Next, the paper explores the rise of climate 
change debates entering the courts. It analyses the landmark cases of Urgenda v The United Kingdom of the 
Netherlands, Friends of the Irish Environment v Ireland, and Juliana v the United States of America where, in 
each case, the claimants asserted that governmental action against climate change is a fundamental human 
right and the lack of such government action a concomitant violation of that right. The analysis of the cases 
includes a look at the pending case before the Supreme Court of Norway. Following the analysis of the cases, 
we discuss the main arguments against judicial activism in the climate change field, namely the doctrine of 
separation of powers and judges’ lack of expertise in the field. Finally, we conclude that although the judiciary 
cannot create policy, it is still a powerful tool to spur the fight against climate change.

The cases presented are from both civil and common law systems. Norway and the Netherlands are instanc-
es of the former, while the US and Ireland are instances of the latter. In a civil law system, the role of the court 
is to apply the written law, and the courts use prior judicial decisions mainly for interpretation of the written 
texts.10 In a common law system, the body of rules essentially comes from judicial decisions and the decided 
cases are ‘at the very source’ of the law.11 As such, one might expect a significant difference between the two 
systems in terms of the role of the judiciary in relation to climate change litigation. As shown in the following, 
despite a difference between the US case and the Dutch case, the differences in judgment seem not to stem 
solely from the differences in legal systems. The paper does not discuss the implications of the different 
systems further, but analyses and compares the individual cases to inform the discussion of the proper role 
of the judiciary in climate change litigation.

2. Judicial Activism and the Continued Legitimacy of the Courts

2.1 A Definition of Judicial Activism

The term ‘judicial activism’ has no clear, broadly agreed definition; it is defined in disparate ways by schol-
ars and judges.12 For the purposes of this paper, the most useful definition is provided by van Geel: ‘judges 
pushing the boundaries of existing law for political purposes’.13 This definition speaks to the concerns of the 
separation of powers and, more specifically, the fear of the judiciary becoming the legislators.
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2.2 Disadvantages of Judicial Activism

The main argument that can be raised against such judicial involvement is majoritarianism.14 In most countries, 
the executive and legislature are elected whereas the judiciary is not.15 Ideally, because the executive and 
legislature are elected, each should represent the majority of the population.16 Therefore, if a court were to 
rule against the legislature, it would be going against the majority of the country.17 The court would thus create 
a countermajoritarian regime.

Additionally, when the legislature enacts new policy, the legislators are held accountable to the pub-
lic.18 Conversely, if a court were to develop policy, it would not be accountable to the public. As Ran Hirschl 
has stated, ‘[d]emocracy requires that the choice of substantive political values are made by elected 
representatives rather than by unelected judges. As such, substantive political choices should be left to 
elected and accountable officials.’19 When a court steps out of the perceived boundaries of its power, it can 
erode the legitimacy of the court.20 Furthermore, the legislature is better equipped to make policy decisions 
because their expertise falls within policy-making.21 Therefore, the legislature would be a more appropriate 
forum for policy decisions.22 The legislative process allows for public participation with the opportunity for a 
broad array of arguments for and against particular policies.23 Conversely, the judicial process restricts who 
can participate which creates a limited scope for the legal arguments.24

2.3 Advantages of Judicial Activism

Despite the disadvantages discussed above, judicial activism brings some advantages which do not threaten 
the legitimacy of the judiciary. For instance, there are occasions when the government violates the rights of a 
minority. Consequently, majoritarianism could not protect them because their participation in the representa-
tive process would be lost.25 In these circumstances, the courts can offer protection and be a representative for 
such minorities.26 As such, the judiciary is necessary to protect human rights and civil liberties for all members 
of a given population.27 By keeping the other branches in check, the court is defending the constitution which 
enhances the overall legitimacy of the government.28 As the Canadian Supreme Court unanimously held, it 
is the job of the judiciary to determine ‘whether an executive or legislative action violated the Constitution … 
regardless of the political character of the controversy.’29 Additionally, the legislature is not always a perfect 
representation of a country, as can be seen in the practice of gerrymandering in the US.30 For example, 
the will of a small, yet wealthy, special interest group can have more power than the will of the majority. 
Wealth provides access to influential lobbying groups which can have more sway with legislators than the 
constituents of the legislators. Thus, many fear the ‘tyranny of the minority’ where a minority’s special interest 
overwhelms the majority.31 Proponents of judicial activism contend that constitutions contain both commands 
and prohibitions, and that ‘courts are obliged to enforce the former when other agencies cannot or will not.’32

2.4 Rights Developed in the Courts

No matter whether the disadvantages of judicial activism outweigh the advantages or conversely, the courts 
have played an essential role in upholding human rights law. The creation of human rights has been a reaction 
to oppression and atrocities, for example, the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 
European Convention on Human Rights in the aftermath of World War II, and subsequently the enactment of 
the US Civil Rights Act 1964 in reaction to hundreds of years of the oppression of minorities. Not only have 
courts enforced such laws on human rights, they have been involved with some of the most important policy 
shifts establishing rights.33

In many countries, courts have made landmark decisions forcing a shift in legislation to reflect its interpreta-
tion of the country’s constitution. In the United States, the Supreme Court has forced this shift, for example, 
when it abolished segregation in schools because the practice violated equal protection of the law under 
the Fourteenth Amendment to the Bill of Rights,34 established abortion as a personal liberty under the Due 
Process Clause35 and as part of a woman’s right to privacy based on the Ninth Amendment,36 and protected 
the rights of an individual in a police interrogation under the Fifth Amendment.37 In Hungary, the constitutional 
court abolished the death penalty with a case referred by a non-governmental organization (NGO) by ruling 
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it violated the Hungarian Constitution.38 This decision was in opposition to ‘the overwhelming majority of the 
population and probably also of legislators’.39 Although these are examples of court decisions that nowadays 
are largely celebrated as showcasing the benefits of courts upholding constitutional values in the face of 
long-established political or social policies, courts must still be cautious of the implications of such decisions. 
In the following, the role of the judiciary in cases involving policy on climate change is examined.

3. Review of Landmark Climate Change Litigation

3.1 Domestic Courts and International Climate Policy

A central issue that has recently reached the courts is that of climate change. Over the last few decades, cli-
mate change and the negative consequences thereof have gained increased attention in national and inter-
national legislative assemblies, courts, the mass media and public discourse generally. New institutions, such 
as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)40 and the Conference of the Parties (COP),41 have 
been developed to deal with issues surrounding climate change, including aspects of scientific research, 
international political negotiations, and development of law and policy to restrict and guide the international 
community on activities that negatively impact the climate. The IPCC has suggested that a failure to restrict 
temperature increase to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels will lead to irrevocable and serious 
harm to the planet.42 The issue is central in political campaigns and debates globally, but many claim that 
national policies are still not tackling the dangers to a sufficient degree.43

Thus, in recent years we have seen several occasions of the issue being lifted from the political battlefields 
and brought to judicial institutions. In 2015, a district court in the Netherlands found that the Dutch govern-
ment had violated a duty of care towards the people and ordered more ambitious emission reduction tar-
gets.44 Since then, climate change public interest litigation has emerged as an alternative method to push 
for climate policy goals and encourage social change.45 Worldwide, more than one thousand cases have 
been filed regarding responsibility to mitigate and respond to the dangers of climate change, indicating an 
increasing appreciation of the need for a fundamental and constitutional right to a healthy environment.46

In the following, key landmark cases in Europe and the US are discussed to inform the analysis of the proper 
role of the judiciary in climate change policy.

3.2 The Landmark Case of Urgenda

3.2.1 Urgenda v The United Kingdom of the Netherlands

The case of Urgenda v The United Kingdom of the Netherlands has become central to the discussion of the 
role of the judiciary in climate policy. In 2015, the NGO, Urgenda, sued the Dutch state for breaching its duty 
of care and violating the fundamental human rights of 886 individual plaintiffs.47 The plaintiffs claimed that the 
Dutch state did not take sufficient measures to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The court accepted 
the prevailing claim of duty of care by the plaintiffs and found in favour of Urgenda. In December 2019, the 
Supreme Court of the Netherlands upheld the previous decisions by the Court of Appeal (2018)48 and the 
District court (2015), in favour of Urgenda. It found that the state had violated its duty of care, and that the 
emission reduction targets were to be readjusted to at least 25 percent by 2020.49 It became the first case 
in the world to establish a court-ordered duty to cut GHG emissions to a minimum threshold level in order to 
prevent dangerous climate change.50

3.2.2 The Reasoning of the Courts

The reasoning of the three courts in Urgenda merits some discussion as it differs in some aspects from other 
notable climate cases. The prevailing claim that was initially accepted and confirmed by all court instances 
was that the state had a duty of care, while the approach in relation to fundamental human rights did not 
succeed.51 The court in the first instance found that Urgenda could not itself rely on Articles 2 and 8 of the 
European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR), and that it did not have sufficient information to assess the 
claims of the 886 individual complainants.52 Even though this court did not rely on the fundamental rights 
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argument in this particular case, it did not explicitly reject it. Furthermore, references to the rights in the ECHR 
were still held relevant in relation to determine whether the duty of care was breached.53

In the first instance, the court reinterpreted the national legal doctrine of hazardous negligence in the Dutch 
civil code, and found that climate change could fall within this doctrine.54  Furthermore, the higher courts 
confirmed the district court in forming its judgment on the basis of open standards of due care, interpreting 
the Dutch civil code through climate science, international climate policy, and principles of international 
law.55  Among these were the use of scientific findings reported in the IPCC Assessment Reports, which 
guided the final orders reached by the court. The state objected to the use of the IPCC Assessment Reports’ 
maximum temperature increase as a legally binding threshold and claimed that even though the Netherlands 
had frequently recognised the necessity of staying under the 2 degrees Celsius threshold, this did not create 
a legally binding obligation.56 All court instances disagreed.

3.3.3 Critique of Urgenda

The reasoning behind the judgments in all instances has been criticised on many points. The government 
of the Netherlands argued since the beginning that its reduction targets were in line with EU policy, and 
that the judicial interference therefore constituted a violation of the separation of powers.57 Furthermore, it 
claimed that the targets should be negotiated through multilateral talks, and that a judgment in Urgenda’s 
favour would weaken the Dutch government’s negotiating power.58 Subsequent critique of Urgenda in the 
first instance claimed that the lack of guidelines on how to decide on climate change cases should have 
led the judiciary to reserve their will to adjudicate.59  By not reserving their will to adjudicate, the judges 
arguably chose judicial activism. The critique claims that this can serve to render the boundaries between 
the executive and the judiciary more diffuse, and threaten central values of democracy. Some also argue that 
such strategic litigation on climate change is misusing the legal system for political purposes.60

Claims are also made that the judges in  Urgenda  did not sufficiently consider the potential backlash of 
making a precedent that could open the doors to social justice litigation and increase the possibilities of suing 
governments for policies they enact.61 This opposition to judicial interference in climate policy to some extent 
reflects the outcome in the Norwegian climate case pending before the Norwegian Supreme Court towards 
the end of 2020.62 The Norwegian case is discussed further in section 3.5.

3.2.4 In favour of Urgenda

Despite criticism, the landmark case helped to hold the Dutch government accountable to its interntional 
climate change commitments. Those in favour of the decision claim that even though the decision was pro-
gressive, it was still based on existing principles of law.63 The Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court in Ur-
genda referred to their constitutional duty to apply provisions of the ECHR directly. As their finding largely 
relied on the IPCC Assessment Reports to interpret the state obligations, the judgment may encourage other 
tribunals to view these as authorities on climate justice. Furthermore, the judges did not consider all matters of 
climate policy to be within their competence, and left it to the government to determine how to implement the 
25% target.64 As emphasised by Burgers, ‘[t]he Dutch State has numerous options for achieving compliance, 
including reducing maximum speeds on highways, imposing a carbon tax, encouraging solar panel use 
or rooftop gardening, and improving energy efficiency.’65  The plaintiffs simply argued that the correct 
interpretation of the law includes a minimum emission reduction target of 25%,66 and this is what the courts 
confirmed.67

3.2.5 Advancing Climate Policy Beyond Urgenda

Three years after the first decision in Urgenda, the UN Human Rights Committee confirmed that the right to 
life as enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) also includes positive 
obligations for States to act against dangerous climate change.68 As such, the claim of the plaintiffs in Urgen-
da now has an even stronger foundation than it did in 2015. Additionally, the rising number of climate cases 
in countries around the world69 indicate a growing consensus that a healthy environment is a constitutional 
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matter, and therefore a prerequisite for democracy.70  Such climate cases may in fact secure the State’s 
ability to provide public goods in the long term where the government has failed to sufficiently ensure this. 
Furthermore, by advocating for future generations, climate cases can protect those with no voice.71 As a 
response to the final Urgenda judgment, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights published a press 
release noting that ‘the decision confirms that the Government of the Netherlands, and, by implication, other 
governments have binding legal obligations, based on international human rights law, to undertake strong 
reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases.’72

3.3 The Landmark Climate Case Ireland

3.3.1 Friends of the Irish Environment v Ireland

Inspired by the success of the Urgenda case, individuals, NGOs and companies in other countries have taken 
legal action against governments and their environmental policies. On 22 January 2019, the environmental 
NGO ‘Friends of the Irish Environment’ brought a case to the Irish High Court to quash the country’s National 
Mitigation Plan.73

The plaintiffs argued that the National Mitigation Plan violated Ireland’s Climate Action and Low Carbon Devel-
opment Act, its Constitution, and Articles 2 and 8 of the ECHR. Their main claim was that the government had 
not taken sufficient action to ensure that emissions were reduced in the short- and medium-term to comply 
with international targets. The respondent claimed that the National Mitigation Plan is not subject to judicial 
review since it does not grant rights or impose obligations,74 and that even if it was justiciable, the government 
acted within its prescribed margin of discretion.75 Moreover, the respondent claimed that the plaintiff does not 
have legal standing.76

On 19 September 2019, the Irish High Court delivered its verdict, in favour of the government.77  It denied 
the NGO’s claim that the National Mitigation Plan was insufficient to achieve the short- and medium-term 
reduction emissions and held that the government exercised its due discretion.78 The Court admitted that the 
NGO has legal standing,79 however, it rejected the claim of violation of national and international law.80

On appeal, however, the Irish Supreme Court reversed the first ruling and decided on 31 July 2020 to quash 
the National Mitigation Plan.81 The Supreme Court held that the Plan is insufficient to ensure that Ireland can 
achieve its 2050 climate goals.82 Contrary to the decision of the Dutch Court in Urgenda, however, the Irish 
Supreme Court held that the NGO lacked legal standing to bring claims under the ECHR or the Constitution.83

This recent case demonstrates that the direction courts are taking so far, especially in the European context, 
is towards a more active judicial involvement in climate cases. It demonstrates again that legal action taken 
against the government and its environmental policies by individuals, NGOs, and companies can make a 
difference in the climate change regime.

3.4 The Landmark Case of Juliana

3.4.1 Juliana v the United States of America

The rise of climate litigation is, however, not only a European phenomenon. In the United States, more and 
more climate and environmental cases have surfaced over the past years. One of the most controversial cas-
es in this regard is Juliana v United States. A group of young activists between the ages of eight and nineteen, 
an association of young environmental activists, and a ‘guardian for future generations’ filed an action against 
the US government in 2015.84

The plaintiffs alleged that although the government has been aware of the negative impacts on the environ-
ment when burning fossil fuels, it has ignored this knowledge and thus ‘deliberately allow[s] atmospheric 
CO2 concentrations to escalate to levels unprecedented in human history.’85 The plaintiffs thus argued that 
the government violated their substantive due process rights (right to life, liberty, and property) and the 
public trust doctrine (under which certain natural resources must be protected for the citizens and future 
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generations).86  They requested an order which prohibits the government from violating these rights and 
directs it to develop a plan to reduce emissions.87 The US government, on the other hand, asserted that these 
claims should be dismissed due to lack of standing and a lack of jurisdiction, maintaining that this dispute 
contained a non-justiciable political question.

In 2016, Judge Aiken of the US District Court of Oregon ruled in favour of the plaintiffs, stating that this case 
does not contain a non-justiciable political question but, at its core, concerns the plaintiffs’ constitutional 
rights, an issue which ‘is squarely within the purview of the judiciary.’88  Furthermore, Aiken held that the 
plaintiffs had standing since they demonstrated that (1) they suffered an injury in fact, (2) this injury was 
traceable to the defendant’s conduct, and (3) a court decision would redress this injury.89 Judge Aiken’s 
decision thus sparked high hopes that Juliana would serve as a stepping stone for the US government to 
change its climate policy.90

Nonetheless, after overcoming several procedural roadblocks,91 the case eventually ended up in the Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals. On 17 January 2020, it reversed Judge Aiken’s decision and dismissed the case 
due to a lack of standing.92 The Court held that the third requirement (redressability) was not fulfilled in this 
case. It argued that it is not in the court’s power to order a plan involving ‘complex policy decisions’, and, as 
a consequence, the Court decision would not redress the injury.93 The issue in question, the Court argued, 
has to be solved within the executive branch.94

However, Judge Stanton, in a dissenting opinion, stated that the plaintiffs presented sufficient claims under 
the Constitution and have standing because ‘a court order – even one that merely postpones the day when 
remedial measures become insufficiently effective – would likely have a real impact on preventing the im-
pending cataclysm’ and would thus satisfy the redressability requirement.95 As such, she would affirm the 
District Court’s decision.

3.4.2 Juliana and US Climate Policy

In sum, this case has demonstrated that US courts place a high value on the separation of powers, possibly 
a higher value than on the protection of the environment. Although the Ninth Circuit conceded in Juliana that 
‘climate change is occurring at an increasingly rapid pace’96 and that the other branches have ‘abdicated 
their responsibility to remediate the problem’,97 it emphasised that this does not mean that power is conferred 
on courts to ‘step into their shoes’.98 Thus, Juliana made clear that US courts lack the power (and perhaps 
also the desire) to order an effective remedy in environmental cases, even when such inaction compromises 
constitutional or human rights. Thus, it can only be hoped that the government sees this as a wake-up call 
to change its policy in order to protect not only the environment, but also the constitutional and fundamental 
rights of its citizens.

3.5 The Prospective Landmark Case in Norway

3.5.1 Greenpeace Nordic Ass’n v Ministry of Petroleum and Energy

Opposition to judicial interference in climate policy is to some extent reflected in the Norwegian climate case 
which has recently been appealed to the Norwegian Supreme Court.99 A group of NGOs (Young Friends of 
the Earth, Greenpeace, Grandparents Climate Campaign, and Friends of the Earth Norway) filed a petition 
seeking a declaratory judgment against the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy of Norway for its decision to 
grant petroleum production licenses in the Arctic Barents Sea.100

The claim forwarded by the NGOs is that the Norwegian government’s decision to licence searching and 
drilling for oil in the Arctic Barents Sea is illegal under Norwegian law.101 Specifically, they claim that the 
decision violates Article 112 of the Constitution.102 Article 112 states that ‘[e]very person has the right to an 
environment that is conducive to health and to a natural environment whose productivity and diversity are 
maintained’.103  The plaintiffs also asserted that emissions from Norwegian oil abroad are relevant for the 
court’s assessment of whether Article 112 has been violated.104  The government countered the plaintiff’s 
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claim and argued that Article 112 is a collective right and thus bars an individual claim to the right to a healthy 
environment.105 The government also claimed that it had made a valid environmental impact assessment and 
that emissions abroad should not be a factor in that assessment.106

On 4 January 2018, the Oslo District Court found that Article 112 provided an individual right but that the 
state had not violated that right.107 The District Court determined that the state had fulfilled its necessary 
duties before awarding the licence, proven by the fact that the Norwegian Parliament took into account the 
arguments for and against the new licenses before its final decision to award the license.108 The District Court 
also ruled that emissions from exported oil and gas are irrelevant when assessing whether the licensing is a 
violation of the right to a healthy environment.109

The NGOs appealed the decision to the Court of Appeals asserting that the District Court’s interpretation 
of Article 112 was too restrictive.110 Although the Court of Appeals did not overturn the lower court ruling, 
it did provide insight into the direction of potential future litigation. On 22 January 2020, the Court ruled 
that the right to a healthy environment enshrined in the Constitution provided standing for the violations 
alleged.111 Additionally, the Court rejected the District Court’s ruling by declaring that Norway’s obligation of 
the right to a healthy environment extends to the environmental harm of its exported oil.112 Nonetheless, the 
Court held that the threshold for a violation of Article 112 is high and that courts should exercise restraint 
in reviewing decisions by political branches.113 Ultimately, the Court of Appeals affirmed the District Court’s 
decision that the licenses were valid.114 Thereafter, the plaintiffs appealed the decision once more and the 
Norwegian Supreme Court granted leave on 20 April 2020.115 The case was heard in November 2020, and, 
although the Supreme Court has not set a judgment date, it could be declared as early as December 2020 
or January 2021.116

3.6 Pending Climate Litigation

The NGOs in the Norwegian case aim to fight climate change and defend the right to a healthy environment 
through preventing further expansion of oil exploration.117 However, the stances of both the District Court and 
Court of Appeals reflect a conservative view of the judiciary’s role in climate change litigation. The Supreme 
Court judgment could be of great importance to the future of climate change litigation, and to great inspiration 
for climate activists across the globe. The fact that all of Norway’s 19 Supreme Court justices will preside over 
the case118 demonstrates the importance of this decision.

Another case which can be mentioned in this regard is currently pending before the European Court of Hu-
man Rights (ECtHR), namely the ‘Youth4ClimateJustice’ case.119 In this case, the plaintiffs (six children and 
young adults) are hoping that the Court will hand down a judgment requiring 33 governments to take action 
in order to stop the climate crisis.120 Similar to Urgenda, and, as they state, ‘build[ing] on the truly historic 
precedent set by the Urgenda decision’, they are arguing that the current policies of the accused states 
violate their right to life, their right to respect for private and family life, and their right to be protected from 
discrimination.121 The application was filed in September 2020 and was communicated to the relevant States 
in November 2020,122 so it might take considerable time before we see whether the ECtHR will follow the Ur-
genda ruling or take a different route.

4. The Judiciary and Climate Change

4.1 The Contemporary Role of the Judiciary in Climate Cases

The following sections consider whether the global judicial system has the structural ability to act on behalf 
of national legislators, and whether it should. The cooperation between the national legislative power and the 
judicial system is particularly relevant in the case of climate change policies, as climate change narratives 
grow in importance in the legislative debate, both nationally and internationally.123 As demonstrated above, 
the judicial system in the US is currently reluctant to interfere with the legislature in cases regarding climate 
change policies.124 This contrasts with Europe where the courts so far have encouraged the legislature to 
tackle climate change in a more aggressive way and even bring human rights violations into the discussion.
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4.1.1 Shaping Jurisprudence to Tackle Climate Change

The plaintiffs’ lack of standing in Juliana is not to be understood as a lack of judicial power regarding climate 
change policies. Although the judicial system lacks legislative power in the traditional sense, judges do have 
the ability to shape jurisprudence so that it accommodates a certain climate change narrative, and in this way 
act on behalf of legislators. We see this exemplified in 2007, when the Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled 
that under § 202 of the Clean Air Act, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had the authority to 
regulate the emission of GHG.125 The legislative role the court is able to exercise through its jurisprudence is 
limited to where the court finds basis in existing national or international law.126 The judicial system is unable 
to invent new rights, or make new laws, without the necessary legal basis in already existing law. However, as 
the judicial system has the exclusive right to interpret applicable law, it has the power to influence the appli-
cation of the law in the way the judiciary finds most appropriate.127

The courts’ inability to advance climate policy without a legal basis became apparent in American Electric 
Power v Connecticut. In this case, the US Supreme Court ruled that private corporations cannot be sued for 
emissions of GHG, under current applicable law in the United States.128 The reasoning was that the Clean Air 
Act already delegated the management of GHG emissions to the EPA, which, as mentioned above, had been 
given the authority to regulate the emission of GHG.129

As demonstrated in the above cases, and arguably in the case of Urgenda, the courts do not have the power 
to directly change applicable law. However, a wide function has been given to the courts in their role of 
interpreting the law. In that role, the courts have the possibility to shape jurisprudence in a way that can be 
conducive to progressive climate policies, as shown in Urgenda.

4.1.2 Separation of Powers

The main argument brought forward against the judiciary’s involvement in climate change policies is clearly 
the separation of powers, which raises questions about the legitimacy of courts in tackling those matters. As 
climate change issue resolutions must take into account complex harms and broad ecological and economic 
considerations affecting an entire society, it is questionable whether a court is capable of deciding on a prop-
er solution.130 It is imperative that courts are not ‘assigned with tasks that are more properly accomplished by 
other branches’.131

For example, the judgement in the Urgenda case demonstrates how a court is limited to interpret existing 
law, and changing that law is outside of its powers. If Urgenda is indicative, the ability of a court is limited 
to controlling the degree to which the actions of the legislative and administrative branches conform with 
the existing law. The judiciary has no legal basis to issue climate change policies, especially in light of the 
separation of powers.

Yet, as seen in the Climate Case Ireland, it is possible for a court to make the legislature aware that its legal 
obligations in prevailing climate change policies are not fulfilled. When comparing Juliana, Urgenda and 
the Climate Case Ireland, it is necessary to highlight that the separation of powers is interpreted differently 
across jurisdictions. As already mentioned, the US has a more rigid interpretation of the separation of powers 
than the Netherlands for example.132 The relation between the trias politica in the Netherlands is not a strict 
separation of powers but rather a balanced system in which the judiciary reviews the legality of governmental 
actions in individual cases.133

If the selected cases in this paper are indicative, the different interpretations of the separation of powers 
shows that US courts may be more inclined to let the political question doctrine stop them from being more 
progressive. By contrast, in the selected European judgments, the judiciary overcomes such obstacles with 
progressive judgments. And, as shown in Urgenda and the Climate Case Ireland, there may be more room 
for judicial branches in Europe to demand compliance from the legislative power to follow emission goals.

4.1.3 Courts’ Lack of Expertise on Climate Change
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Other concerns over the judiciary ordering the legislative and executive branches on what to do are based 
on the courts’ lack of expertise in the field of regulating GHG emissions. This was evident in the US Supreme 
Court’s decision in American Electric Power v Connecticut. The question dominating that case was whether 
the judiciary has the tools to regulate GHG emissions using tort litigation.134 In the Court’s opinion, ‘judges 
lack the scientific, economic, and technological resources an agency can utilize in coping with issues of this 
order.’135 Rather, the Court views the EPA as appropriately responsible for regulating GHG emissions.136

The US Supreme Court has also made it clear that determining appropriate GHG emissions, along with the 
economic and national security implications of curtailing these emissions,137  is ‘consigned to the political 
branches, not the judiciary.’138 Furthermore, the trial court in American Electric Power v Conneticut stated that 
the issue of regulating GHG emissions clearly needs non-judicial discretion.139

In response to the decision commentators highlighted a range of other factors that, in their opinion, call for 
less judicial involvement in GHG emissions regulation. First, they pointed out that different emission lim-
its should be set for different companies or industries as a general emission limit, applicable to everyone, 
would be unreasonable.140 Secondly, worries arise that GHG emission regulation by the judiciary would have 
a significant financial impact on consumers and businesses. Such regulation would increase the costs of 
generating electricity, thereby curtailing energy output, and energy producers would be tempted to relocate 
operations outside of the reach of the relevant GHG regulation.141 It has also been suggested that the US 
Congress should mindfully figure out reforms that set GHG emission limits and goals while simultaneously 
ensuring inexpensive energy supply.142 Additionally, it is claimed that courts would not consider the impact 
of their judgments on government assistance programs, such as the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance 
Program.143 Finally, the fact that courts are likely to choose GHG emission limits that are not suitable for every 
company or industry would, it is claimed, lead to non-compliance by some utilities which could in turn lead 
to significant energy shortages.144

As the same commentators have pointed out, the United States focuses on use of energy sources capable 
of large-scale production, which are comparably inexpensive, namely fossil fuels such as coal, oil and nat-
ural gas.145 This can lead to difficulties in compliance with emission limits set by courts as the technology 
for reducing fossil fuel emissions may not be available or economically feasible within the deadline set by a 
court.146

In conclusion, the separation of powers and the incapability of courts to handle broad and complex climate 
change policy questions dominate the argument that the judiciary should avoid ordering legislative and ex-
ecutive branches what to do.

4.2 The Evolving Role of the Judiciary on Climate Change

4.2.1 The Creation of a Fundamental Right

In the course of a few decades, the international legal regime on climate change has developed as a slow-
paced revolution. The increasing focus on climate change strengthens policies aimed at protecting the lives 
of future generations and biodiversity, building up to the creation of a right to a healthy environment. The role 
of the judiciary within this process is rapidly evolving. As the number of cases concerning climate change lit-
igation increases, alongside the growing popular concern for the environment, we may likely see more courts 
pronouncing a healthy environment as a fundamental right. This increased focus can clearly be seen in the 
media and public discourse in the US and Europe, but more initiatives are taking root within the legal sphere 
and outside the Western hemisphere. A strong example of this is the case of Leghari.

4.2.2 The case of Leghari

The same year the district court heard the  Urgenda  case, a similar case was being heard in Pakistan. 
In Ashgar Leghari v Pakistan, a farmer sued the Pakistani government for its failure to carry out the National 
Climate Change Policy (NCCP) that had been adopted three years earlier, as well as the Framework for 
Implementation of Climate Change Policy. The Lahore High Court found that the delay in implementing the 
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Framework offended the ‘fundamental rights of the citizens’, and that these need to be safeguarded.147  In 
furtherance of this, it ordered the government to take numerous specific actions to remedy the offence. These 
included, among other measures, to create a Climate Change Commission and monitor the implementation 
of the NCCP, as well as ordering relevant public institutions to prepare a list of adaptation action points that 
could be achieved by the end of the year 2015.148 The Pakistani judgment in Leghari is seen by some to have 
been even more progressive than the Urgenda case, although this may be due to the wider acceptance of 
public interest litigation in Pakistan.149

4.2.3 The Oslo Principles

Jaap Spier, Advocate General for the Supreme Court of the Netherlands, has claimed that such lawsuits 
may be ‘the only way to break through the political indifference regarding climate change’.150 After the first 
judgment in the Urgenda case, and in the same year as the Leghari case, further climate change related 
legal initiatives developed. A group of legal experts initiated the Oslo Principles on Global Climate Change 
Obligations.151 The principles point out the various legal avenues for compelling governments to take measures 
on climate change. They are also meant for politicians who want to push for progress on climate policy. The 
principles contain legal arguments that are, to some extent, in line with the arguments used in the Urgen-
da case.152 The group behind the Oslo Principles claim that there is a permissible quantum of emissions per 
capita that will not threaten a 2 degrees Celsius increase, and that this can be used to define and quantify the 
obligations upon states in relation to climate measures.153

As such, we see a rise of legal experts and prominent scholars supporting the judiciary in adjudicating on 
cases concerning climate change policy.154 As climate regulations solidify into international and national law, 
it may increase the possibilities to overcome collective action problems and develop the right to a healthy 
environment into a fundamental right.

5. Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated that the proper role of the judiciary on climate change litigation is still to be 
found. In a myriad of climate cases, a few are breaking ground with progressive judges pushing for the cre-
ation of a fundamental right to a healthy environment. When comparing the Climate Change Ireland and Ur-
genda cases with the case of Juliana, it may seem as though the European judiciary is allowing more judicial 
involvement than the US system. However, it is still too early to discern stable patterns, and as climate 
cases increase across the globe, clearer trends may become evident in the longer term. The right to a 
healthy climate might be on a path to crystallising into a fundamental human right, thereby pressuring judges 
to enforce this over other conflicting laws. It may also be enforced against conflicting government-issued 
policies, as demonstrated in Urgenda.

The rising number of climate litigation cases provides hope that applicable law will be changed to ensure a 
healthy environment for future generations. As seen in Urgenda, even if courts decide on compliance with 
GHG emission limits, the question of how to implement the set target is left to the government. Therefore, the 
courts are able to ensure that the limitation of pollution takes place but leave more complex questions, such 
as implementation of measures, to the legislative and administrative branches. Climate change litigation can-
not solve the global issue of climate change on its own, but it may raise awareness, increase social mobilisa-
tion, and encourage policymakers to act. These are perhaps the most significant elements when refocusing 
the priorities of society.
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